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What's the best Windows
spreadsheet?

PAGE 138

DEC's new Alpha PCs
Automating applications
with OLE 2.0
THE WORLDWIDE COMPUTING AUTHORITY

Uniting LANs

It won't be fun. Expect culture clashes, bandwidth
compromises, protocol headaches, and political turf wars.

STATE OF THE ART

Printers Become More Intelligent
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‘`.• . apowerful, flexible workgroup
strategy with greatly enhanced
analytical ability." PC Week
Easier to use than
1-2-3 or Excel

Abetter solution for
less CS

It helps you look at your data
from different perspectives, and
makes it easy to create reports

Whether you're working alone on

much help as Quattro Pro. New

and do crosstabs that show the

your spreadsheet or sharing data

ObjectHelp provides specific

meaning behind the numbers.

with aworkgroup, only Quattro

information from the complete

Plus there are more than 350 new

Pro Workgroup Edition puts every-

on-line manual at the touch of a

engineering, scientific, financial,

thing you need under one roof.

No other spreadsheet gives you as

button. Revolutionary Spreadsheet

Check out our special introductory

and statistical @ functions. And

Notebooks with nameable tabs are

offer and money-back guarantee.

the new Scenario Manager is the

simply the easiest way to organize

ultimate "what if" tool for evaluat-

and manage all your spreadsheet

This is one equation where the
answer is obvious . . . Quattro Pro.

ing all your options.

data. You can even learn anew
part of your spreadsheet using

Share information
effortlessly

your own live data with the exclusive Interactive Tutor.

Quattro Pro Workgroup Edition
Suggested
retail price for

If you ever wanted to share your

The most powerful
analysis tools

coworkers, or automatically
receive the most 'up-to-date

hthe new Data Modeling

information from someone else's

you. Imagine the benefits at
budget roll-up time . . . you
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READY

Update everyone in your group at the touch (/. a
button. Let the Workgroup Desktop distribute
your results automatically.

and Excel users

I

See your dealer today or call
1- 800-33G-G464, ext. 5730
In Canada, call 1-800-461-3327.
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can use your existing LAN or
electronic mail carrier without
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Upgrade

I90- day. Money- hack Guarantee

define the workgroup, and the

group features are built-in, you
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spreadsheet, Quattro Pro is for

csktop built into Quattro Pro.

A9599

new users

spreadsheet information with

u'll make better decisions faster

laa
/1/

I

upgrading your LAN software
or buying aseparate workgroup
product.*

Borland
Power made easyTM

messaging services: Local Area Network ( LAN) systems, such as Novell NetWare, Banyan, IBM' LAN Server. MS- LAN Manager, AT&T StarGROUP. and other peertopeer networks. $79.95
Upgrade offer for existing Quattro Pro users with $20 rebate coupon enclosed in Special Upgrade box. BI 5486
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THE

EASIEST- TO- USE

WINDOWS

SPREADSHEET

Introducing
new quattro Pro 5.0

The new Rude n
for workgroup
productivity

THE

EASIEST- TO- USE

WINDOWS

Everythin
you need
built-in
Advanced spreadsheet, graphics,
SQL data access, workgroup data sharing,
analytical tools, data modeling...
it's all in there.

SPREADSHEET

The #1award-winning
spreadsheet
just got even better
Hold on to your desktop,
because the new Workgroup
Edition of Quattro® Pro 5.0 is
going to improve your productivity dramatically. That's
because everything you need
is built-in. There's no need to
buy (and learn) separate software packages for graphics,
workgroup communications,
or data modeling.
Best of all, revolutionary
new concepts in ease of use put
every feature at your command.
If you're using 1-2-3 or Excel,
you should buy the new Quattro
Pro today. There's so much
more you can do with Quattro
Pro 5.0 than with 1-2-3 or
Excel. And it's so easy.

Copyright
199; Borland. Quattro Pro for Windows and Spreadsheet Notebooks have parents pending. Offer good in the United States and Canada only. All prices in U.S. dollars. Dealer prices
may vary. * Supported communication transports: Novell Message Handling Service MUS and NGIA nMCI Mail: cc:Mail: Windows for Workgroups, MS Mail, and other MAPI-compliant
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•Easier than 1-2-3 or Excel
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•More analytical tools
•Best presentation graphics
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Imagine anotebook that adjusts to the way you work instead 9
the other way around. The keyboard detaches when that's more
convenient. You can use the pen as apointing device, to highlight or delete text, or to take notes (you know, like apen).
And unlikc"convertible”notebooks, you can comfortably
use both the keyboard and pen at the same time.
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Don't worry, this untraditional
notebook also works like atraditional
notebook. And you can use the FlexConnect Convenience Base back at
your desk to connect to your network
and peripherals.

486/33 model
without keyboard), includes adis
instant- on capabilities, and has an average bat
3.5-4 hours. MS-DOS 6.0, MS Windowsfor Pen Computing, Ink's InkWareNoteTaker,
and Slate PenPowerfor Microsgfi Excel are included. As well as our 3-year worldwide warranty.

IT LOOKS

like the new Compaq Concerto

has asplit personality, well, it does.Which
is exactly ‘Nhat makes it the most useful
ehook computer we've ever built. It's afullfunction, 486 notebook with pen capability.

TONAL NOTEBOOK W ITH
RD FOR TRADITION
•

The keyboard detaches so it's as flexible in the way
it works as you have to be. It comes with aconvenient Flexhandle, ahigh- definition,
9.5" Maxlight display and with the
two PCMCIA Type II slots, it even
allows you to add a variet
industry- standard

device

other words, the new Corn
Concerto works in an incredible number of ways.
The pe e.

Which, come to think of it, is probably alot like

meetings,
and

the way you work, isn't it? For more details on the

p' and

nfor

bring the tablet
you can quietly

take notes, access files, work
on budgets. (Or, should the

new Compaq Concerto just call 1-800-345-1518.

meeting get really slow, you
can pursue an art career.)
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Apple Revamps Its Lineup

23

We help you sort out Apple's newest
line of desktops and preview new
Apple Duos.
)(1.'titi()RS 1.1)12 PI ', A

Intel, AT&T, and AMD Continue
the Chase

28

Nev PDA chips from AMD. AT&T
Microelectronics, and Intel/VLSI are
slated to ship in 1994.
WINE1C3WS/C)1..E 2.0
NE•1•WORKS

Moving Toward Windows Building
Blocks

32

\\I lung an OLE 2.0 application isn't
the easiest thing to do in the world. But
the benefits are worth it.

66

Linking LANs
BY BEN SMITH AND JON UDELL The four key issues of

connecting networks to one another are bandwidth, protocols,
management, and cultural conflicts.
Reducing Router Network Transmission Costs-70

\II

1 11%11

1 )1

Political Primer for Enterprise Networks-78
TCP/IP Addressing-84

Demand for Multimedia Upgrade
Kits Growing

38

If current trends continue, CD-ROM
will soon gain wide acceptance in the
business world.

Features
C -(EVIMUNICA II( ) NS

WIN riC/WS NT PROCESSORS

Track People with Active Badges

New RISC Chips For

BY DICK POUNTAIN Developed by Olivetti and DEC, the

Windows NT

42

\\ lurk» \is NI is sparking hot

competition among chip makers who
want apiece of the growing market for
high-performance desktop PCs
and servers.

57

Active Badge network improves at-work communications by
tracking your colleagues' whereabouts.

State of the Art
PRINTER
TE.CHNC:11-()(:Y

WORKGROUP COMPUTING

Microsoft Tunes WF1N

44

Microsoft fixes some deficiencies in its
workgroup program.
xtvusturows;

demands are starting to be met.

WordPerfect 6.0 for Windows

46

WordPerfect opts for bigger code and

Tv1ARKUT IN TRANSIT11

48

Report from Cyprus
Inlermation technology consultants in

Cyprus get no respect.
NEW PR( ) 1 » I1CTS

243

A color and gray-scale scanner; external
and internal frame grabbers; a3-D manipulator; graphics software; and more.
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Laser Quality Without the
Drum-96
Your Next Printer Might Be for
Your TV-98

more features.

4

People want faster, easier-tohigher-quality images. Those

WORD

What's New

94

BY JOHN P. MELLO JR.
use printers that produce

PROCESSORS

A

Printers in Transition

The Printers Talk Back

103

Print Pages Faster

115

BY lit \\ K HAYES

BY PETER WAYNER

The Network Printing Alliance
Protocol will provide
communications capabilities to
your network printer. Now
you'll know when the printer is
low on toner, out of paper, and
more.

In the near future, you will be
asking your printer to produce
pages ever more quickly. Help
is on the way in the form of better
processors and more efficient
software. Your computer's CPU
might throw its weight behind
processing print images, too.

Talking Printer Politics-110

Opinions
SPREACISHEETS

IIROCESSIDR S

138

The Big Three Square Off

Pou melle:

169

A Tale of Two Alphas

Clean Water and Dirty

BY DANIEL GAS IEI(;ER

BY RICK GREHAN

Keyboards

All three of the marketleading Windows
spreadsheets—Borland Quattro Pro for Windows,
Lotus 1-2-3 for Windows, and Microsoft Excel—
have undergone major product upgrades. Gasteiger
sorts out the field and determines how each
competitor stacks up.

An under-thehood exploration of two Alpha-based
systems from DEC: The DEC 3000 Model 300, a
Unix box, and the DECpc AXP 150, which runs
Windows NT.

BY JERRY POUR \ III.E The water

is in Stockholm; the keyboards are
in Chaos Manor.
Books & CD-ROMs:
Entrepreneurial Enterprise ... 49

486 SYSTEMS
Cl) 112(.

The NetWare CD-ROM Solution

151

BY STEVE BOSAK

Microtest's Discport CD-ROM server makes the
marriage of CD-ROM and Novell NefWare easy for
all concerned.
CiDL.OR PRINTING

153

Bargain Color Printers
BY TOM THOMPSON

Inexpensive color printing from Star Micronics,
Hewlett-Packard, and Fargo. Star Micronics' Si -144
and Fargo's Primera break the $ 1000 price barrier for
thermal transfer color printing by leaving the image
processing to the host system.
AWalk on the High End- 156

225

BY RAYMOND GA COTE

176

Lab Report:

AND TOM THOMPSON Starling a

business, aclassic dictionary on
CD-ROM, and more.

90 High-Speed 486 Systems
We evaluate 90 highend 486 systems, with
CPUs from Intel, Cyrix. and IBM, to find the
best PCs for your applications. Our rankings
include ISA and EISA bus implementations,
as well as local-bus designs.

Commentary:
"How Are You at
Interfacing?"

302

BY EDWARD R. SWART

The Best Systems for Windows
Applications-178

Computers are rapidly changing
the English language.

The Best Systems for High-Performance
Windows-180
How We Tested- 184

Editorial

Pentium Performance-188

BY DENNIS ALLEN

14

Energy Star Systems-190
The Best Systems for Unix Applications-192

Letters

Honorable Mentions-196

Opinions on video computing,
SGML. India's software
development, and installer hell.

Dubious Achievements-196
IMAGE PROCESSING

18

165

Beyond Bit Maps
BY CAL VORNBERGER

Multiple floating objects deliver new power and
flexibility to bit- map image processing_ Micrografx
Picture Publisher 4.0 and Fractal Design PainterX2
feature object layers and other useful innovations.

READER SERVICE
Editorial Index by Company

300

Alphabetical Index to Advertisers
Index to Advertisers by
Product Category
Inquiry Reply Cards:

296

BUYER'S GUIDE

298
29M
31

Mail Order
Hardware/Software Showcase
Buyer's Marl

Hands On

PROGRAM LISTINGS
From BIX: Join "listings/frombyte93"
and select the appropriate subarea ( i.e..
"dec93").

IMA(1INCI

Under the Hood:
Optimal Character
Recognition

203

BY PEJER WAYNER

Color Becomes Affordable
BY MICHALI

125

Reliable optical character
recognition faces many hurdles,
including odd typefaces and
marginal oueput. Expert systems.
machine learning, and other
techniques can help you tackle the
problem.

II

At both the high and low ends,
color printing continues to impro‘e
dramatically. Whether you want
photographic-quality output or to
just spice up adocument, you'll
find acolor technology that fits
the bill.
Color Management Makes Color
Easier to Use-136

COVER IMAGE: CHRIS SPOLLEN

1993.
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If

Some Assembly Required:
Using C++ for Directory
Management
BY ALLEN I. HOLUB

Build C++ tools to manage your
directories and perform other
useful tasks.

213

From the UUNET:ftp to ftp.uu.net, log
on as "anonymous." and enter your user
ID as your password. Type
"cd/published/byte" and type "DIR."
Files appear in subdirectories arranged
by month.
From the BYTE BBS at 1200-9600 bps:
Dial (
60.3) 924-9820 and follow the
instructions at the prompt.

BYTE ( ISSN 0360-5280) is published monthly by McGraw- MI. Inc US subscnber rate $29.95 per year In
Canada and Mexico. $34.95 per year European surface
mail subscriptions $60. airmail $80. Non- European subscnphons. $60 surface mail or $85 airmail. All foreign
subscriptions are payable in U S funds that can be
drawn on aU S. bank. Single copies $3.50 in the U.S
$4.50 in Canada. Executive, Editonal. Circulation. and
AcNertising Offices: One Phoenix Mill Lane. Peterborough, NH 03458. Second-class postage paid at
Peterborough. NH. and additional mailing offices
Postage paid at Winnipeg. Manitoba. Canada Post International Publications Mail Product Sales Agreement
No. 246492. Registered for GST as McGraw-Hill. Inc..
GST 8123075673 Pnnted in the United Stales of America. Postmaster Send address changes and fulfillment questions to BYTE Subscriptions. P0 Box 552,
Hrightstown, N..1 08520.
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Index

Beyond Bit Maps

DOS/WINDOWS
Intel, AT&T, and AMD Continue
the Chase

28

165

ATale of Two Alphas

169

Object technology enhances two graphics

DEC's Alpha RISC processor powers anew

programs: Fractal Design's PainterX2 and

Unix workstation: the DEC 3000 Model 300.

Micrografx's Picture Publisher 4.0.

It's the low end of aline of systems designed

New chips will power anew round 01 PDAs.

to run DEC OSF/I. The other new system,

including aWindows-based model planned

Lab Report: 90 High-Speed 486

for release next year by Compaq.

Systems

Looking or the fastest 486 for running DOS

viewer gives athumbs up to these Alpha hot

Moving Toward Windows

applications? Windows programs? Our Lab

rods.

Building Blocks

32

the DECpc AXP 150, is acompact EISA

176

server for running Windows NT. Our re-

developers working with OLE know inter-

Optimal Character Recognition . 203

Systems

application communication does not come

Eye' wonder how your OCR package o'irks.'

Our extensive testing reveals the best 486-

easy.

Here's how.

based desktop machines for running Unix.

176

Poumelle: Clean Water
225

Jerry talks about DOS vs. Windows versions

format for PC sound files.

of some favorite programs, including Q&A

nology serve up new processors for soupedup PCs running NT.

42

MACINTOSH
23

early performance tests of the new computers.

Apple's System 7Pro

aimed at power-conscious notebooks and

Features AOCE

44

significant capabilities for workgroups,

Plug-and-Play to Bring ISA
34

MICR/Mill 1111 1,1,,,, 11,

just one of the thorny tasks involved in aWAN.
Here's how some intrepid users have dealt with

pCer -network

package.

intemetworking.

Bargain Color Printers

SPA: DOS Spreadsheet Sales
Declining

46

lie laiesi numbers show abig drop.

WordPerfect 6.0 for Windows

46

11 Ilercules were alive today, one of his 12
labors would certainly involve bringing PCs
into amultiplatform WAN ( wide-area net-

Print Pages Faster

115

If you're working with complex documents
or images, you should read how printers are
going to speed up.

The Big Three Square Off

Borland. Lotus. and Microsoft have recently
released new versions of their Windows

significant for workers who collaborate,

Act', eBadge 'ethnology uses transmitters
and sensors to track your location within a

implementation by Olivetti Research and
technology raises.

Walk into any corporate office and you'll

from the bank.

66

38

NetBEUI

66
44, 57, 66,

Notebooks

23
203
32

0512

66, 225

PDAs

28
115
42
94, 103,

Unix workstations to departmental LANs,

115, 125, 153

things can get really scary. If you've got to

Linking LANs

66

Programming

venture into this potential nightmare land,
you can learn from those who have gone

Some uf the people solving real-world networking problems are using OS/2 products as

before you.

Edison, for example, replaced acentral main-

The Printers Talk Back

frame database with OS/2-based servers.

A new approach to the computer-to-printer

103

interface should help bring printer connec-

Pournelle: Clean Water and Dirty

tions out of the stone age. The Network Print-

Keyboards

ing Alliance Protocol is attempting to enable

225

of OS/2. Along with the nifty features, he encounters some annoying problems. He also

printers to talk back to the computers that
send them data, whether it's across networks,
over serial links, or through bidirectional

UNIX

115, 213, 225

Protocols

66, 103

RISC

42, 1
.69

SNA

66

Spreadsheets

46, 138

System 7

44

TCP/IP

66

Unix

parallel ports.

learns the importance of proper installation

Linking LANs

PostScript

Printers

66, 169, 176

WANs
Need to share CD-ROM drives? The Discport
lets you

Windows

57, 66
32, 38, 42, 46, 66,
94, 138, 153, 165,169,

hang CD drives off your Novell

network.

176, 225, 249

66
ATale of Two lUphas

169

New printers from Fargo and Star Micronics.

IIus

like Hewlett-Packard's Desklet 1200C, de-

anetwork. Here are some of the problems

One of DEC's new Alpha-powered machines.

liver good-looking color output at radical

involved and how some people have solved

the DECpc AXP 150 is a150-MHz EISA

prices.

them.

server built to run Windows NT.

BYTE: DECEMBER 1993

94, 103, 115, 125

Multimedia

Powerle

likely find adiverse collection of desktop
computers. As users join PCs, Macs, and

differences, but our reviewer sees alot of

O

66

01£ 2.0

sources to follow you. Here's alook at the

Linking LANs

and comes upon akiller application for OS/2.

153

94, 115,

OCR

network site, then allows your system re-

The NetWare CD -ROM Solution....151

Bargain Color Printers

Graphics

Networks

spreadsheets. There are some significant
similarity between them.

44

including message-passing protocols and

looking color output doesn't require aloan

Jerry hits afew snags as he continues his tests

138

46, 176

Laser printers
44

The new Mac OS has some features

drivers are in beta lest, proves that good-

pari of their solutions. New York City's Con

work).

66

Fargo's Primera printer. for which Mac

OS/2
66

Apple's System 7Pro

DEC, plus some of the implications this

153

A first impression of the latest version.

Linking LANs

125, 153

MON

Track People with Active Badges...57
66

Connecting Macs to the corporate network is

44

66

103, 151, 169

tion Environment).

Linking LANs

Microsoft Tunes WFW

Client/server

Integrated Device Technology could be the

true store-and-forward capabilities.

thanks to the Apple OCE (Open Collabora-

A new specification should make it easier to
add cards to your PC.

66

125, 153, 165

brains of your next server.

Features AOCE

The latest rendition of the Mac OS provides

into the '
90s

38, 49, 151

Communications

44, 57, 66
42

\eu pills ess,,rs rom DEC, Toshiba, and

Apple Revamps its Lineup

Texas Instruments develops anew chip
desktop PCs.

213

C++

Mechanic forms

Windows NT

New desktops and new PowerBooks, plus

TI Courts 4865)( AftennarkM

49

New RISC Chips for

New RISC Chips for
DEC. Toshib.i..ind Integrated Device Tech-

Books

DOS

NE1WORKS

Write.

42

169
44

Database servers

able. and the best bargain.

and Dirty Keyboards

General MIDI could become the standard

Windows NT

42

AOCE

Color printing

We pick the best overall, the most expand-

38

Alpha

CD-ROM

Lab Report: 90 High-Speed 486

Heading for MIDI

57

Report will help you.

Although enthusiastic about its potential.

Sound-Card Standards

Active badges

steins, PCs, and Macs can coexist on

Wireless

57

Word processors

46

X.25

66

Portable Powe
The Pinnacle Tahoe'
Portable 3.5" Optical Drive
Introducing the world's smallest portable 3.5" optical drive
with arechargeable battery pack option that
provides hours of portable computing.

The Tahoe is the perfect

The Pinnacle Tahoe- 130 offers the ultimate in

solution for users on the go, pro-

removability and transportability.

viding fast data transferring

It provides portable storage for notebook

between your notebook and

computing and is the perfect choice

desktop computers. Simply connect the

for your desktop computer.

TahoeTm to any parallel port interface
and you are ready to go.

The Tahoe' 128 MB optical drive

The Pinnacle Tahoe- 130 has an ultra fast seek-

weighs only 1.8 pounds and can

time and data throughput that rivals

fit in the palm of your hand.

hard disk performance.

It's small size is so flexible
it can easily fit into any

41,
FLEXIBILITY

briefcase.

FAST DATA TRANSFER
11.11
The Tahoe 'sa' oprional battery pack provides 3.5 hours of typical computer use, which
will extend the run time of your portable computer by eliminating the use of your
magnetic or floppy drive.

The portable Tahoelm ... only by Pinnacle. The optical storage leader.
To order aTahoe" to go call:

800.553.7070
Trademark, Tahoe and Tahoe- 130 of Pinnacle

11111111111111111111

sand reoistered markç to their resoecthe owners.
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STORAGE COMPANY"

NO MORE
EXCUSES.
Enloe TT. Widest Software Suppo
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CD Quality Stereo Sampling
& Playback
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CD-ROM Interlace

Wave Blaster

Advanced Signal Processor

selsw

Multiple CD-ROM leterlaa Supped

SCSI-2 interface

Upgrades
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Upgrades Wave Blaster P.
Advanced Signal Processor

VoiceAssist, Speech

IJPirades , Pia et Blaster
Advanced 5:pa:Processor
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t311.1mem

bee I, Wbewe

Vo:ceAsest.SpeschRecognition
Systrn

Recognition System

CREATIVE

L.A133

NOW THERE'S A16-BIT SOUND BLASTER
FOR EVERY APPLICATION AND BUDGET...AND NO MORE
EXCUSES FOR OWNING ANYTHING LESS.
Every day, more people buy Sound Blasters than
any other PC audio card. Except for afew of

ing for 16-bit performance, but an 8-bit price.
So our new Sound Blaster 16 Basic offers the

you, who keep putting off that all-important

same great hardware as our premium models.

Sound Blaster'«decision. You know who you are.

But in a $199.95* no-frills package that's perfect

Well, our new line will make you atrue believer.

for the first-time 16-bit user.

SOUND BLASTER 16 BASIC:
MORE VALUE.
For instance, some of you told us you were look-

e
el%

SOUND BLASTER 16 MULTICD:
MORE CD-ROM OPTIONS.
Perhaps you'd bought another manufacturer's

ring U.S. inquiries: Creative Labs 1-800-998-5227 or 1-408-428-6600. International inquiries: Creative Technology Ltd., Singapore. TEL 65-773-0233
FAX 65-773-0353. Sound Blaster, Creative VoiceAssist, Wave Blaster and the Sound Blaster and Creative logos are trademarks of Creative Technology Ltd.

CD-ROM drive. Probably an oversight, we

and get your Sound Blaster 16,

know, but that's no longer an excuse to deny

upgrading to Wave Blaster -

yourself the finest in PC audio.

Sampled Wave Synthesis (cour-

Just plug in aSound Blaster 16 MultiCD.
Its format is 100% compatible with best-selling
drives from Sony, Mitsumi and Panasonic.
The Sound Blaster 16

tesy of the MIDI wizards at
E-mu) or our own
Advanced

Signal Processing option

MultiCD can even run
Creative
VoiceAssist"'
software and
microphone provides voiceactivated Windows control
for Sound Blaster 16 MultiCD and SCSI-2packages.

Boost CPU efficiency
by up to 65% with
an Advanced Signal
Processing upgrade.

two different drives at

(a Creative Labs exclusive)
is literally as easy as

the same time. Which only

adding adaughter board

makes sense, considering

or plugging in achip.

our $249.95* price will save

Upgrade
MIDI applications
and soundtracks to
Sampled Wave Synthesis
with aWave Blaster
daughter board.

JUST WHEN YOU THOUGHT YOU'D

you enough money to buy the second one.

HEARD EVERYTHING...

SOUND BLASTER 16 SCSI-2:

Along comes Sound Blaster 16. The no-more-

MORE SCSI COMPATIBILITY.

excuses sound card. Exactly what you'd expect

Maybe you were waiting for afull-featured SCSI

from Creative Labs, developers of the industry

interface. Well, wait no longer.

standard 16-bit audio platform.

As the name implies, our Sound Blaster 16
SCSI-2meets the new, more comprehensive gen-

For more information and the name of your
nearest Creative Labs dealer, call 1-800-998-5227.

eration 2SCSI standards. Others don't.
Sound Blaster 16
Basic Edition

And our card runs the complete
battery of SCSI peripherals, not just CD-

Sound Blaster 16
ItiCD

Sound Bla,ter 16
SCSI- 2

Format

16-bit stereo

16-bit stereo

16-bit stereo

ROM. Best of all, it includes one of the

Advanced Signal
Processing
Degradability

Yes

Yes

Yes

most comprehensive software bundles

Wave Blaster
Degradability

Yes

Yes

Yes

in the business and does it for aremark-

CD-ROM CompatiblIfty

Creative Labs/Panasonic

Sony, Mitsumi,
Creative Labs/Panasonic

My SCSI or SCSI- 2

Microphone

Microphone

able $279.95:f
TRUE "PLUG & PLAY"

Bundled Hardware

Bundled Software

Monologue for Windows
Creative WaveStudio
Creative SoundeLE
Creative Talking Scheduler
Creative Mosaic

Software Too!works
Multimedia Encyclopedia
HSC InterActwe SE
PC Animate Plus
Monologue for Windows
Creative WaveStudio
Creative SoundolE
Creative Talking Scheduler
Creative Mosaic
Creative VoiceAssist

Software Toolworks
Multimedia Encyclopedia
HSC InterActive SE
PC Animate Plus
Monologue for Windows
Creative WaveStudio
Creative SoundolE
Creative Talking Scheduler
Creative Mosaic
Creative VoiceAssist

Suggested Retail

$199.95

$249.95

$279.95

W/ Advanced
Signal Processing

Not applicable

$299.95

$329.95

UPGRADABILITY.

Speaking of things other cards can't
do, our unique scalable platform lets
you add advanced options as you
need them.
So once you stop making excuses

Sound
BLASTER

THE 16-BIT SOUND STANDARD. C R E
CREATIVE

LABS,

INC.

All other trademarks are the property of their respective holders.
Copyright 1993 Creative Technology Ltd. All rights reserved.'SRP. Note: Sound Blaster 16 MultiCD works with
Sony CDU31A; Mitsumi CRMC-LU005 and -FXC01; and Creative Labs/Panasonic CR 523 and - 563
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In fact, they'll do just about anything you tell them to.
-Computer.

call Michelle Dune
With Apple GeoPort, you can turn your AV computer (in this
case, the Macintosh Centris 660Av) into atelephone and an
anszvering machine. The hands,fire phone lets jeu chiwork
on-screen while you talk. And both computers have ES.F2F
software, so al/you need is avideo camera to bold avideoconference across alocal area network.

"Computer, read me today's mait
These computers will actually speak to you, reading aloud
your e-mail, documents or spreadsheet numbers. Our new
Apple AudioVision -Display, with its sensitive microphone and
built-in ,speakers. is the perfect all-in-one monitor for speech
capabilifies, multimedia presentations and more.

"Computer, open my word processor:"
Now work the most intuitive way With Apple
PlainTale AV computers (here, the Macintosh
Quadra 8404v) can recognize spoken com/ minds -you just speak naturally. Weie also
/ included QukKeys OSA Component software,
so you can creak your own verbal commands,
like "Computer open my word processor"

"Computer, start video:
Just plug avideo camera, VCR or laserdisc
player into the back of either AV computer.
The FusionReconier software included lets
you easily capture video and singleframe
snapshots, or record 16-bit stereo sound
You can paste your videos directb,into presentations, documents or any software that
supports Quick7Ime

"Computer, fax letter to Steve Wingate:.
Forget thefax machine. The optional Apple
GeoPort"7èlecom Adaptor includesfax and
modem software-everything you need to
send and receive faxes from your desk or
use on-line services. And both computers
let you try out ErperFax, an application
that converts yourfares into text.

,
s%N.

%111
•N
N
N
•

NN

-Computer,

display Macintosh on TV."
It'll can play video right on your AV computer monitor
for easy presentations to coworkers, diento or aclass.
You can also plug either machine into aTV, eyou need
alarger display. Or plug into aVCR, and record your
work on videotapefor distribution.

"Computer, play CD:'
Add the AppleCD' 300i disc drive to either machine,
and you can access huge libraries ofclip art,
soundteas, video
and more. Or just play
your own music CDs white you work.

de

'Monti/adorer's Siggested Retail Price as of 8/15/93. Reedier prices May Valy. ©1993 Apple Computer. hic. W ,, enjWI4

The Macintosh Centris 660Av and
Macintosh Quadra 840Av

You've probably read that telephones, computers,
television and other technologies will converge soon.
This is where they meet. Introducing the Macintosh
Centre 660Av and Macintosh Quadra-840Av personal
computers. These two computers offer asuite of communication capabilities called Apple" AV lèchnologies: a
telecommunications center, easy video input/output connections, voice recognition and text-to-speech abilities.
For the first time,
use aMacintosh" to pick
up phone messages with Apple AV Technologies.
apoint and click, record »lecommunications, vuko, speech —
video by plugging in a all ¡
helves You communicate
video source, and open afile by saying,"Computeg open:'
Many of these new functions are sped along by
adigital signal processor (this chip flies through data at
the rate of 55 MHz in the Macintosh Centris and an even
faster 66 MHz in the Macintosh Quadra).
With a25 MHz 68040 processor and up to 68MB of
RAM, the Macintosh Centris has the horsepower required
to breeze through huge spreadsheets and documents.
And there room to add a500MB internal hard disk, a
CD-ROM or SyQuest drive and aNuBus expansion card.
The new Macintosh Quadra will make publishing,
graphic design and other communications professionals
salivate. Its 40 MHz 68040 processor and up to 128MB
of RAM make it the most powerful Macintosh ever. And it
has room for agigabyte of hard disk storage, four internal storage devices and three NuBus expansion cards.
Best of all, you can get aMacintosh with Apple AV
'Ièchnologies starting at $2489 Once again, Apple puts
the most amazing kind of power within
yourreach. The power to be your best ° Ap

Appk logo Macintosh and'71e power to be .mur bee' are regisierni trademark ofApple Computer, Inc. Appel) Audviision, GeoPort, Macintosh Cantris. Macintosh Quadra PlainTalk ana
,Quick7inte are trademarks ofipple Cornputer Inc. 71sis ad usis created using ilaankab personal onnputers.

Diee
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Editorial Dennis Allen

Announcing the
first personal computers
that will send faxes,
read you your mail,
take phone messages
and work with
your video camera,
VCR and, TV.

Building aData Highway
Let's face it. The

understand technology better than most other groups,
and you certainly understand your enterprise computing
needs better than anyone else.
be built_ VVho
Until now, though, you may not have had areason to
better to guide its
give the data highway much thought. However, all the
smoke that's rising from the talk in Washington about a
development than
data highway is becoming awfully thick, and where
you?
there's smoke, there's fire. My point is this: like it or
not, the data highway will happen, and you can either
have it happen for you or to you.
Making aLAN work is never easy, and the challenges of
My suggestion is simply this: Offer as much guidance
making multiple LANs work together are paramount.
as possible. Write your representative, or work through
Yet business demands that data flow easily from one end
your professional organization. The Society for Inforof an organization to the other—even if the organization
mation Management (SIM), for example, is already makspans several time zones. There are alot of ways to creing its ideas known in Washington.
ate such awide-area network, and that's the trouble—
But please don't think that it doesn't matter how the
there are too many ways to create aWAN. Or to be more
data highway gets built. At the Anderson School of Manaccurate, there are too many wrong ways to create a agement at UCLA this fall Ispoke with agroup of inWAN that leave an organization's data bottlenecked.
formation managers from avariety of large companies.
Some folks say that anational data highway would
When Isuggested their involvement in shaping the data
help solve that problem. The idea is that amassive "highhighway, one gentleman rang out with the age-old axiom
way" of data lines could do for communications and data
(my apologies for mixing metaphors), "Let the plumbers
transfer what the interstate highway system did for tray : build the pipes, and we will use them."
el and commerce in the U.S. To hear Vice President Al
Sorry, but that's not good enough. That retreating batGore's passionate views on the data highway would probtle cry has only sustained agigantic bandwidth, protocol,
ably stir you and might even convince you that adata
and network management quagmire. It will get worse,
highway must be built.
too. Think about all the video, audio, and other data that
Other folks might say that the data highway is already
you will soon need to send across aWAN. Data is just
under construction. For example, look at the recent mergdata, of course, but think about how much of it you and
er of Bell Atlantic and TCI—a giant phone company and
your company will need to route in the coming years.
agiant cable TV company. Two multibilliondollar comAdd to that the ongoing efforts to push more and more
panies that want to deliver data to millions of people,
data out to branch offices to empower those staffs. Soon
and who have the wherewithal to do so. Meanwhile, seryou can imagine the tremendous demands that business—
vice providers— including other Baby Bell companies—
your business— could place on adata highway.
are defining data highways of their own.
None of us has all the answers, but collectively we
Their involvement is not necessarily bad, but what's
can offer some pretty sound advice on what adata highdriving the phone and cable companies is adesire to
way ought to be. While the editors and writers at BYTE
truck entertainment into homes. In other words, they
navigate through the maze of information on the subwant adata highway optimized for digital Sylvester Stalject, Imost want to hear from you— especially if your data
lone movies, and that kind of data highway may not fit
must cross over continents. Please contact me via mail or
business needs.
E-mail, and let me know your ideas on what the data
To further complicate things, in the midst of all this
highway should be.
confusion is the government trying to figure out what
role it should play. And whenever the government seeks
arole in anything, you can bet that plenty of special interests are trying hard to define it.
Right now, the government is hearing mostly from
the telephone and cable TV companies. That's too bad.
because what's missing is input from the computer industry and— most important—from you.
DENNIS A LLEN, EDITOR IN CHIEF
data highway will

What might you have to offer? Plenty. BYTE readers
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The road

warrior's
weapon of
choice.

TheHP100LXpannopPCkeeps
youintouch wherever you go.
It packs culling-edge computing and
communications features. All wrapped
up in asleek 11-ounce package. Including one-key access to:
cc: hlairMobile, the marketleading e-mail software.
Today's new card modems fit neatly
into our PCMCIA 2.0 slot, connecting
you to your corporate or office e-mail
systems. Talk about portable communications! This e-mail solution fits
right in your pocket.

c=1

Take most of your office with
you. Built-in MS-DOSE 5.0
means you can run optional PC soft-

ware, such as Quicken, Microsoft®
Project Manager and ACT! No other
palmtop comes close.
With equal ease, you can create custom databases And sort through a
list of customer billing profiles or
your favorite restaurants.
when you're on top of
o Even
the world, our appointment

book keeps you on top of your
schedule. With week- and monthataglance. You don't miss athing.

Keep running numbers on
the run. One touch brings up
Lotus® 1-2-3r Rel. 2.4. You're in spreadsheet heaven!

12

The features keep coming. Like note-

taker to capture ideas. Powerful
analysis on the HP financial calculator. Flexible phone book. And much,
much more.
Fbr more information and the name
of your nearest HP 100LX dealer, call
us at 1-800-443-1254. Dept. 785. Or in
Canada, 1-800-387-3867. Then hit the
road armed with all the right answers.

Utl

HEWLETT®
PACKARD

cc Man Motel° Is aIf
trademark of cc MBlr. arer ollv own. esubsediery of Lotus
reeeloornent Corpor non M evoke and ens.-oos
01. reçostered trademarks of
1.11 ,rosrft CorooraPon Lotusend 1-2 3ere 1.5. re. kite ee treemarks of Lows
Development [ woofer., 5 1993 Henden-Peckrel C•rrtnarty PG123979
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External disk
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and tape drives,

CD-quality

video camera.

Network with

connection to

is PSZ"

CD-ROM,

review will

Meet face-to-
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sound.

compatible,
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effects,
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ANALOG
STEREO IN
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Jazz up
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your creations.
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samples.
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Introducing INDY'ftom Silicon Graphics.

Welcome to Indy, the world processor.
The newest Indigo®. The most
affordable. And the first

collaborate with the power of a
•t

100MHz MIPS® R4000® 64-bit
RISC processor. Now you
can show the whole world

computer with its own

exactly what you're

digital color camera.

thinking. Want one?

The intuitive user
interface is apleasure

Call 1-800-431-4331

zone. Capture, create,

Department B22 for
the cool brochure.

communicate, and

0.1

FND

Starting under $5000.*

Y

SiliconGraphics
Computerstems

*

The $4995 Indy workstation includes a. the features abore, plus I6MB of RAM (expandable to 256MB); digital IndeamTN °pier camera; micropnore; 3juggling balls; 8-bit graphics w/Vinual

Letters
Video Computing

Indian Software

The " Talk to Me" section of "Apple, SG!
Blaze Video Trail" (September) intrigued
me. Audiovisual Macs coupled with PlainTalk have enormous potential for disabled
computer users. Is Apple or another company planning to take PlainTalk astep further, so spoken words can be
entered as text into applications? Iknow this can be done
on PCs with programs like
DragonDictate and Voice
Type II, but they require expensive proprietary boards and
run only on DOS.
Many people with disabilities affecting muscle coordination and control find graphical interfaces much easier to
use ( I'm included; Ihave cerebral palsy).
If such asystem existed, millions of us
would be vastly more productive than we
are today.
T. Patrick Henebry
Cincinnati, OH
Articulate Systems has several voicecommunication and voice- interface solutions. Voice Navigator SW, priced at
$399, works on Macs with built-in sound
digitizers and requires no external hardware. You can reach Articulate Systems
at (617)935-5656; its fax number is
(617)935-0490. For more information
on Apple's PlainTalk technology, call
(408) 996-1010.— Eds.
That was an amazing article by Andy Reinhardt (" Video Conquers the Desktop,"
September). It took clever editing to do a
long article on video without mentioning
the Amiga. And the following article mentioned the Amiga only in ahistorical context. One would think that video started
with Apple and progressed directly to Sun.
Gary Goldberg
Silver Spring, MD

We should have mentioned the Amiga for
its pioneering role in integrating video
into desktop computers. But the Amiga 's
video capabilities weren't intended for
real-time conferencing, which was the
focus of our story. What makes the Mac
AVs and SCI's Indy worthy of cover
treatment now is their support for video
communications and conferencing software. And these systems are built on
technology from dozens of sources—not
just Apple.—Eds.
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change in two ways: By (1) transferring
out of the SGML process, and (2) using
Iread and enjoyed Jon Udell's article " Inthe extension of SGML via HyTime to
dia's Software Edge" ( September). I deal with some nontext processing issues
wholeheartedly agree that India has much
(although encoding is not one of them).
to offer the world in software developSaying something is SGML-based is
ment, increasingly so as the Indian govanalogous to saying something is Unixernment reduces red tape.
based. It misleads the user into thinking,
"Aha! These two SGML-based applicaAs acofounder of Sextant and
the designer of Sextant for C, the
tions can exchange documents," when in
decision to work with an Indian fact they can't if they use different
DTDs.—Randall D. Cronk
firm (Softek) was not alight one.
While the experiences and
lessons learned are enough to fill
abook, the overall experience
Installer Hell Revisited
has been quite favorable.
Iwas pleased to see Sextant
It's rare that Iagree completely with an
and Softek mentioned so promiarticle, but Michael Crichton's Commennently, but Iwas disappointed
tary (September) on installers was an exthat the article lacked contact inception. Last week Iinstalled fax software
formation. You can reach Softek Pvt., Ltd.,
for Windows. It failed on lack of disk
at M-42 Commercial Complex, Greater
space, and when it was done, Windows
Kailash-II, New Delhi 110 048, India, +91
was fried. Ifinally figured out Ihad to re11 644 7308; fax +91 11 648 2680. Sextant
store WIN.INI from abackup (fortunately
is located at 3881 Sparrow Wood, Ann
Ihad one) and reinstall adefault printer
Arbor, MI 48108, (313) 677-0952. Also,
and all the TrueType fonts. Although this
although Softek developed Sextant, it is a is the worst installation I've experienced,
U.S. product.
others have done some really weird things.
Mark J. Steckel
How about standards for inAnn Arbor, MI
stallers? Standards would provide amarketing benefit for
those people who followed
them: " This product conforms
SGML and Multimedia
to Installer XYZ-123." It would
Your recent articles " Unlockcreate anew industry niche,
ing Data's Content" and " Puband it would make life alot easlish It Electronically" (Septemier for those of us who use the
ber) miss the mark when
products.
describing SGML ( Standard
Bill Leal
Mobile, AL
Generalized Markup Language). It is not atext-only technology.
SGML-based systems effectively handle
nontext information, including audio,
"Outstanding" PowerPC Coverage
video, and graphics images. Some of the
most exciting hypermedia systems being
Your article on the PowerPC in the Audeveloped today (e.g., the Interactive Elecgust BYTE was outstanding, the most
tronic Technical Manual) are based on
well-rounded and informative article Ihave
SGML because of its powerful informaseen on the subject. It was not overly techtion-handling capabilities and support for
nical and covered all the major issues. Well
nontext information.
done! Now Ihave some basis for buying
Faye Merrideth
decisions. la
ArborText, Inc.
Mike Bailey
Ann Arbor, MI

The bottom line is that SGML is arule
book for specifying text-oriented document-encoding rules, called DTDs, not
the documents themselves. It is amarkup
language; binary-encoded video itself
does not get marked up. Idid say SGML
provides for nontext document inter-

Systems Integrator,
Lockheed Missiles and Space Co.
Sunnyvale, CA

We want to hear from you. Address correspondence to Letters Editor, BYTE, One Phoenix
Mill Ulm, Peterborough, NH 03458: send BIX
mail do "editors," or send Internet Mail to letters@ bytepb.byte.com. Letters may be edited.

Something big is happening.
It's called CD-ROM. And it's the
only way to handle the tons of in-

AMESSAG
FO
DEVELO
WHO
COULD US
BUNDLE.

formation you need these days-without filling up your hard drive.
And since adevelopment system can now fit on asingle disc,
that's where we put the Microsoft'
Visual OH-" development system
for Windows' and Windows NT'
It comes with over 8,000 pages

Ill ill .
,,sitan P rI)indows. :
phi WIPtdOLVJ
¡J
I mi/ -

of our Books Online. And for a
limited time, it also comes with aprepaid coupon for adouble-speed,
Windows NT"-compatible Chinon'
CD-ROM 535 Series drive, featuring an average access time of 250 ms.
Better yet, when you get this
package, you save abundle. Which
is to say $200" at the very least.
See your local reseller today and
ask about our remarkable offer.
It'll make your life easier. And richer.
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Making it easier

I
NTRODUCING THE COMPA
SO M UCH FOR THE THEORY I
F
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ther companies wait until after your server breaks to fix

amemory or drive component drops below apre-established

it. At Compaq, however, we understand the importance

level of performance, your ProLiant will alert you. That way,

of safeguarding your mission- critical applications. Which

memory and drives can be replaced before apotential failure

is why we back all our ProLiant servers with acombination

occurs. For free. Because the components are covered by the

of support technologies and services that can anticipate

Compaq 3-year, on-site warranty. And if you want to make

problems and prevent them from occurring. The most unique

it really easy on yourself, you can configure your system to

of which is our Pre- Failure Warranty. Here's how it works. If

notify aCompaqCare System Partner, who will send ahighly

1993 Compaq Computer Corporation. All Rights Resax-ved. Compaq Registered U.S. Patent and Trademark Office. ProLiant, Insight Manager and Quiceind are trademarks of Compaq Computer Corporation. Pre-Failun
Certain restrictions and exclusions apply. Monitors and certain optons covered by aone-year warranty. For further information on our limited
y, contact the Compaq Customer Support Center.

Q PRE- FAILURE W ARRANTY.
I
T AIN'T BROKE, DON'T FIX I
T.
constantly monitors the health and performance of your
server. So asmall problem with adrive doesn't get the
chance to become abig problem with your network.
As if all that weren't enough, we even back our servers
with free, round-the-clock phone support, every day of the
week. And we offer optional Advanced Network Support
Agreements, which include both comprehensive operating
system and third- party hardware support for your entire
network. What's more, you'll have the option of
subscribing to QuickFind, a CD-ROM resource for
supporting Compaq-based networks, which is
proactively updated on abiweekly basis. All of
which should make you feel even more confident
skilled network technician to your office to fix your server for
you. So you can avoid downtime and lost data. Not to mention
anxiety about running your mission- critical applications,

about choosing Compaq as your network server platform.
To receive information about the unique dependability
and support features of the ProLiant, call 1-800-345-1518.

And you won't get this kind of assurance from any

Choose PaqFax and order document number 4253 or 4255.

other computer company. In fact, only Compaq can offer

We think you'll agree, the best way to protect your mission-

you aPre- Failure Warranty, because only Compaq servers

critical applications is with aProLiant. After all, ignoring

have Insight Manager, an innovative software tool that

aproblem won't make it go away.

1:irrant. 'a,1} as and Goof...Karr System Partner are Ser%ill' marks of Compaq Computer $. rporanion

COMPAQ.

tihi, service provided by Contracted Service Providers and may not he available in certain geographic locations.

Circle 77 on Inquiry Cord.

even years of experience in developing powerful SCSI software, acommitment to our
customers' needs and our all-in-one philosophy have made us aleader in SCSI software
products. By listening to your needs, we have created acomplete solution that has the
power to meet the demands of MIS managers now and in the future. New CorelSCSr Network
Manager is the best way to connect CD-ROM, WORM, rewritable and multifunction optical
drives and jukeboxes to your NetWarefile server, and features:

d!
t
icitY
Spe High
CuP
Advanced Jukebox Support
Performance CD-ROM Server Software
CorelSCSI Network Manager includes
optimized CD-ROM Server software with
caching to give industry-leading performance.
Also includes supportfor multi-session and
Kodak Photo CD formats, as well as device
drivers for the Pioneer multi-disc unit.

Users willfind increased storage capacities
and enhanced performance as CorelSCSI
Network Manager transparently integrates
optical jukeboxes with NetWare file servers.

S e CeritY!
RAID Levels 4and 5Software
CorelSCSI Network Manager also includes
CorelRAID7 which allows users to customize
RAID level 4and 5arrays with any supported
ASPI-compatible SCSI controller(s) and 3or
more SCSI
hard drives.
Status screens
allow the
system
administrator
to easily
troubleshoot any potential problems.
CorelRAID lets users build arrays that
provide high fault tolerance while improving
performance. With CorelRAID there is no
down time. By using hot-swap or hot-standby
features, server downtime is eliminated.

COfflpatibilitY
Compatible with Leading Host Adapters
CorelSCSI Network Manager includes ASPI
Managers for Always Technology, Future
Domain, and DPT and supports avariety of
host adapters including various models from:

4.
• ot••••‘ew

TIO144001
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PRODUCT

CorelSCSI works with hundreds of
leading manufacturers' SCSI devices.
Corel ensures this with our in-house
CorelSCSI Product Certification
Program. Our listing of supported
devices is updated monthly and is
available through our fax back system,
BBS, and customer service department.

For upgrade information or to order, call Corel:

ext.28

1-800 772- 6735
OEM Sales ( 613)728-0826 ext.1051

NetWare
Tested and
Approved
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Apple Revamps
Its Lineup Again
TOM R. HALFHILL AND TOM THOMPSON

A sthe year winds down, Apple is announcing its
latest harvest—abatch of new desktop Macs, apair of
PowerBooks, and two workgroup printers. The new
products are accompanied by aseries of marketing shuffles intended to reduce confusion over the Mac line and
increase its visibility in the market.
Although experienced PC shoppers are used to confronting abewildering array of nearly identical computers, it's been only afew years since Apple's entire catalog consisted of just three or four basic Macs. Now
Macs are proliferating so prodigiously that even the experts have trouble remembering the difference between,
say, aPerforma 400 and a405, or between aPowerBook 165 and a170.
Unfortunately, the wider range of choices is confusing
some potential Mac buyers. Apple's latest announcements appear even more baffling:

•Centris, Apple's year-old label for midrange Macs, has
been dropped. Apple has consolidated its computers into
four distinct brands: Performa, LC, Quadra, and PowerBook. Performas are targeted
at the home market, LCs are
for education, Quadras are for
business users, and PowerBooks are for mobile users.
•The former Centris 610 and
650 now have faster processors
and are called Quadras. They
are joined by anew low-end
model, the 605. that's the first
Quadra without either aNuBus
slot or aNuBus-adaptable PDS
(Processor Direct Slot).
• Apple's most successful

THE SHARPER- IMAGE DUOS
One of the major complaints made about the svelte PowerBook Duo line is the
lack of a crisp active- matrix LCD screen. No longer: Apple has introduced two
new notebooks, the PowerBook Duo 250 and 270e, that address this problem.
The 4.2- pound Duo 250 has arazor-sharp, 9- inch-diagonal, active- matrix LCD
screen with 16 gray levels. For those who need color, the 4.8- pound Duo 270e has
an 8.4-inch-diagonal, color, active-matrix LCD screen.
The 270c's screen supports two color-display modes. One provides 256 colors on a640- by 480- pixel screen. The other provides 32,768 simultaneous colors on a640- by 400- pixel screen, which lets the 270c reproduce digitized video
clips. The active-matrix screens make the new Duos slightly thicker, by about 0.15 inch. They still fit inside existing
Duo Docks if you equip the docking station with anew top cover ($ 70).
These Duos pack other features that are more than skin deep. Both have a33-MHz 68030 processor, and the Duo
270e also has a68882 FPU. They also use the new Type Il NiMH ( nickel-metal- hydride) batteries. Thanks to larger
cells and improved chemistry, they deliver 2V2 to 6hours of use with the Duo 250, and 2to 4 hours with the Duo 270e.
Prices for the Duo 250 start at about $2500 for aunit with 4 MB of RAM and a200- MB hard drive. A Duo 270e
with 4 MB of RAM and a240- MB hard drive costs about $ 3000.

Apple's new Quadra 610 is available
with two processors— either an FPUless 25- MHz 68LC040 or a68040,
which has abuilt-in FPU.

Macs have been the LC models, which debuted in 1990. In
fact, International Data Corp.
ranks the LC III as the bestselling personal computer in
the world. But instead of capitalizing on the LC's popularity
and name recognition. Apple
has decided to not let consumers buy them anymore. Under Apple's new marketing
strategy, the LC is restricted to
educational channels. Consumers will be redirected toward Performas or Quadras.
•Seven new Performas have
been introduced, some nearly
indistinguishable from one another. For example, the only
differences between the 466
and 467 are their bundled software and retail channels.
Still confused? There's asolution: Sort out the different
models by their main logic
boards. A handful of basic logic boards span the various labels and determine such critical
features as performance, expandability, and upgrade paths.
68030-Based Macs
The low end ot the Macintosh
line will be anchored by the
continued on page 26
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The new HP
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optional.
nt high-quality black
white or color wherever
‘you want to work.
Hewlett-Packard presents the DeskJet
printer that doesn't require adesk.
The HP DeskJet 310 is small and light
enough to let you print anywhere. At
the office, at home or on the road. And
it gives you sharp, 300-dpi print quality,
in black & white or color.
The HP DeskJet 310 costs only $379',K
yet it comes loaded with 84 typeface,
size and style combinations, along
with anew lightweight, multi-voltage
power adapter. It prints portrait and
landscape on plain paper, transparencies or labels, and it uses HP's own
inkjet technology for clear, crisp output at up to three pages per minute.
If that's not enough for you, awhole
family of optional accessories is available, including acolor kit for just $49,
and amulti-page sheet feeder for easier
desktop printing.
HP has managed to fit everything you
could want into alittle printer package.
To see for yourself, look in the Yellow
Pages, or call 1-800-552-8500, Ext.
7858 for the name of the HP dealer
nearest you:

DeskJet Printers
Make it happen.

[hp]

HEWLETT
PACKARD

•
*Su.I..1US list price. + In Canaria call 1-81./11•387-artt
Ext. 75firt. ©199a liewletl•Parkard Crompan.st PE12320

News &Views
Apple Revamps Its
Lineup—Again
continued from page 23

new Performa 410. It's really
an LC II main logic board in
Performa's clothing. The 410's
only significant new feature is
its floppy drive. All new Macs
now sport the same drive found
in current PowerBooks. It's
functionally identical to the old
SuperDrive but no longer grabs
the disk and pulls it into the
drive during insertion. It still
auto-ejects the disk and remains compatible with Mac
and PC 3'h-inch formats. It also
has adustproof door.
Three new Performas are
based on the LC III main logic
board: the Performa 460, 466,
and 467. The only important
difference is the 68030 CPU,
now clocked at 33 MHz instead
of 25 MHz. Other specs remain
the same. Only the hardware
configurations, bundles, and
retail channels separate these
three models. Software bundles
also vary slightly. Street prices
are expected to range from
$1300 to $ 1400.
Rounding out the 68030based line is the new Performa
550, aconsumer version of the
all-in-one LC 520 introduced
to educational channels last
summer. There are two notable
differences: It has a33-MHz
68030 instead of the LC 520's
25- MHz CPU, plus a160- MB
hard drive.
68040-Based Macs
Four new Macs share afreshly
designed 68040-based main
logic board that spans the Performa, LC, and Quadra brands
(see the table " Mac Board

Breakdown"). Derived from
the Centris 610 architecture,
the new board has an FPU-less
25- MHz 68LC040, a32- bit
data bus, 4 MB of on- board
RAM (expandable to 36 MB
via 72-pin SIMMs), and 512
KB of VRAM (expandable to 1
MB). It supports 8-bit video on
monitors measuring up to 21
inches, and 16-bit video on 16inch and smaller screens. The
processor is mounted on a
socket on the main logic board.
This lets you remove the processor and install a68040 if
your needs demand it.
Unlike the logic board in the
Centris 610, however, the new
logic board has anotched PDS
connector that accepts either
96-pin LC II or 114-pin LC Ill
cards. A special ASIC (application- specific IC) presents
68030 processor signals to this
socket, making it compatible
with LC-series cards. However,
since it provides no direct access to the 68040 processor
bus, there's no way to adapt a
NuBus card to this connector
or add an accelerator. The main
logic board is also smaller than
the 610's, sized to fit inside the
standard LC "pizza-box" case.
New Macs based on this
main logic board include the
LC 475, Performa 475 and 476,
and Quadra 605. Again, these
models are distinguished by
their bundles, configurations,
and retail outlets. The LC 475,
for instance, is available only
through educational channels
at steep discounts.
Unlike the Performas, the
Quadra 605 isn't bundled with
amonitor, keyboard, modem,
or software. That means it's the
lowest-priced Mac that lets you

LC II board

LC III board

New 68040 board

16-MHz 68030

33-MHz 68030

25-MHz 68LC040, no FPU, 32-bit data path

16-bit data path

32-bit data path

(derived from Centris 610 architecture,
compatible with LC II and LC III cards,
but not NuBus or accelerator cards)

Performa 410

Performa 460

LC 475

Performa 466

Performa 475

Performa 467

Performa 476
Quadra 605

choose your own components,
such as athird-party monitor
or an extended keyboard. A
basic configuration with 4MB
of RAM and an 80- MB hard
drive starts at about $919.
Apple's unified approach to
main logic boards obviously
benefits the bottom line: One
board fits into four computers.
Of course, this also means you
get nearly identical performance, afact borne out by the
BYTE low-level benchmarks.
Preliminary results indicate that
despite the different names, the
LC 475, Performa 475/476,
and Quadra 605 are virtually
the same computer.
Next up the ladder are the
new Quadra 610 and 650.
They're virtually identical to
the discontinued Centris 610
and 650 except for slightly
faster CPUs. The base-configuration Quadra 610 has a25MHz 68LC040 instead of the
Centris 610's 20-MHz processor, and the Quadra 650 has a
33-MHz 68040 (with FPU) instead of the Centris 650's 25MHz 68CL040 (without FPU).
Also, Ethernet is now standard,
rather than optional. Street
prices are expected to start at
$1369 for aQuadra 610 with
8MB of RAM and a 160-MB
hard drive. The Quadra 650,
with 8MB of RAM and a230MB hard drive, should sell for
about $2280. Note that these

prices are preliminary, estimated street prices.
Low-level benchmarks indicate that the Quadra 610 is approximately 20 percent faster
than the Centris 610, and the
Quadra 650 is about 25 percent
faster than the Centris 650. The
Quadra 610 benchmark results
closely match those of the
Quadra 605 except for floating-point performance, because
the version we tested had a
68040 processor installed.
Although the Quadra 610's
specifications and performance
appear quite similar to those of
the Quadra 605, Performa
475/476, and LC 475, remember that, despite their identical
25-MHz CPUs, they're based
on different main logic boards.
The 610 has a 68040 PDS
that's convertible to a7- inch
NuBus slot; it's expandable to
64 MB of RAM; and it has
room for a5'/4- inch internal
storage device, such as aCDROM drive.
Apple plans to make upgrades available to owners of
most LC-series and Performa
computers with pizza-box cases by late November. The $599
upgrade includes the new
68LC040-based main logic
board and System 7.1. Upgradable systems are the LC II
and III and the Performa 400,
405, 410, 430, 450, 460, 466,
and 467.

PRELIMINARY BENCHMARK RESULTS
As you can see, the performance results of the new Quadra 605, Performa 475, and LC 475 are very close, owing to the common motherboard and processor shared by the three systems. The Quadra 610 was equipped with a68040 processor, hence its improved performance
over the Centris 610. For all tests, aClassic ll = 1. Results are indexed; higher numbers indicate better performance.
MAC CLASSIC Il

LC 475

PERFORMA 475

QUADRA 605

CENTRIS 610

QUADRA 610

CENTRIS 650

QUADRA 650

QUADRA 800

CPU index

1.00

4.65

4.66

4.67

3.87

4.71

4.97

5.84

6.35

FPU index

1.00

6.26

6.22

6.25

5.07

35.25

35.35

46.56

46.68

Disk index

1.00

1.97

2.42

3.22

2.38

2.67

3.60

6.30

3.39

Video index

1.00

4.14

4.06

5.23

4.26

5.27

4.04

6.47

6.69
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Extensive Cand C-1-+ iipp rt
•The Widest Range t
of 3e-bt
Intel x86 Platforme
•The Industry's Leading
Code Optimizer
•Multi-platform,
Cross-development Toolset

Professional Cand C++ Development Tools

C/C++" delivers the key technologies for professional developers:
comprehensive C++ support including templates and exception handling;
advanced superscalar optimization; and 32-bit multi-platform support.
C/C++" includes both Cand C++ compilers, so you can incrementally
adopt the benefits of C++.

Unleash 32-bit Power!

C/C++" delivers 32-bit performance. The 32-bit flat memory model
simplifies memory management and lets applications address beyond the
640K lout. Powerful 32-bit instruction processing delivers asignificant
speed advantage: typically aminimum 2x processing speedup.

AC++ compiler designed to deliver on the
promise of object-oriented programming
The
compiler provides comprehensive support for the AT&T version
3.0 language including templates, plus exception handling. These features
are key to realizing the benefits of object-oriented programming: code
reusability, increased rehability and reduced maintenance.

Hot New Superscalar Code Optimizer

The hot, new C/C++" code generator advances the performance envelope.
New superscalar optimization strategy uses "riscification" and instruction
scheduling to deliver improved performance on 486 and Pentium processors.
The compiler can create asingle, high-performance executable which runs
on 386. 486 and Pentium processors.

Industry Standard. Industry's Choice

WATCOM's working relationships with industry leaders such as
Autodesk, GO, IBM, Intel, Lotus, Microsoft and Novell ensure that we
continue to understand and meet the needs of the software industry and
professional developers.

Multi- Platform,
Cross Development Support
C/C++" supports awide range of 32-bit Intel x86 host and target platforms
allowing professional developers to leverage the multi-platform, crossdevelopment capabilities of today's operating environments including
OS/2 2.x and Windows NT.
• 32-bit DOS host and target support; includes the DOS/4GW 32-bit DOS
extender by Rational Systems with royalty-free run-time and virtual
memory support up to 32Mb.
• OS/2 2.x host and target support; enables the development of OS/2 2.x
applications and DLLs. 32-bit Windows 3.x applications can exploit
WIN-OS/2 using WATCOM's Windows Supervisor technology.
• Windows NT host and target support; includes aWindows
NT-hosted debugger for 16-bit Windows 3.x, Win32s and Windows NT
debugging; also includes Win32s target support.
• 32-bit Windows 3.x target support; includes WATCOM's 32-bit
Windows Supervisor, and enables development and debugging of true
32-bit Windows 3.x applications and DLLs.
Also Available: WATCOM efor DOS
C" for DOS is aprofessional, low cost 32-bit Ccompiler and tools
package enabling development, debugging, performance profiling
and royalty-free distribution of 32-bit applications for extended DOS.
Suggested retail price: $199*.

WATCOM C/C

++
has asuggested retail price of $599*.
For additional information or to order direct call 1.-800-265-4555. Call our
FAX Back system at 1-519-747-2693 from your fax machine for immediate
product information.

WAT 0_
re 1
800 - 265 - 455 5
The Leader in 32- bit Development Tools
415 Phillip Street, Waterloo, Ontario Canada, N2L 3X2

Telephone: ( 519) 886-3700, Fax: (519) 747-4971

•Price in US dollars. Does not include freight and taxes where applicable. Authorized oealers may sell for lee.
WATCOM Cand the Lightning Device are trademarks of WATCOM International Corp. DOS/4G and DOS/15111
are trademares of Rational Systems Inc. Other trademarks are the properties of their respective owners.
Copyright 1993 WA1COM International Co-p.
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Intel, AT&T, and AMD Continue the Chase
Though little more than cu-

VLSI Polar Chip Set

I/O support to the IPC.
riosities at this point, PDA
The IPC and MPC are
PCMCIA support I
Static core
!using VL82C146 chip' Operates internally at 3.3 V
(personal digital assistants) are
connected by a high1386- based)
attracting an enormous amount
speed, 16-bit multiplexed
- SeriaVinfrared ( communications)
of developmental effort from
bus, which can also conIntegrated
Multiple
Audio ( messaging)
Peripheral
Processor
some of the industry's largest
nect to VLSI's VL82C146
ML Bus
- Keyboard ( optional)
Controller
Controller
companies, each hoping to esPCMCIA controller.
- Analog VO ( power management)
2-K13 unified
cache
tablish its platform as an inThe Polar chip set is
Digi lier
dustry standard. VLSI Techthe centerpiece of the
Supports 5-V peripherals
nology recently brought forth
"mobile companion" platFlash
form, which is jointly dethe Polar chip set, which repDRAM
LCD
VLSI's Polar chip set contains a
ROM
resents the fruits of its joint defined by Intel, VLSI, Mifully static, 32- bit 80x86 CPU core
SRAM
based on the Intel 386.
velopment effort with Intel.
crosoft, and Compaq ( see
AT&T Microelectronics plans
the text box below). It
to begin production in the first
will run the Microsoft At
quarter of 1994 on the second
Work operating system, which
its personal communicator platinterrupt control, three UARTs,
generation of Hobbit procesis aDOS- less variant of Miform under its control.
an LCD controller, and asingle
sors and support devices. And
crosoft Windows that is deThe new Hobbit processors
PCMCIA slot.
signed to support PDA appliAT&T can now provide a
AMD says it, too, will enter the
from AT&T Microelectronics
PDA market in 1994 with an
cations. The chip set, which
are the 92020S ( rated at 16
range of system solutions. The
integrated processor that will
Intel rates at about 6 MIPS,
VAX MIPS), the 92020M (rattwo-chip MX ($76 in quantibe able to run a "scaled-down"
costs $50 in lots of 10,000. A ed at 13.5 VAX MIPS), and the
ties of 1000) is designed for
486 version of Polar is due lat92020MX (rated at 11.5 VAX
future version of Windows.
systems where asmall form
VLSI's Polar chip set, which
er next year.
MIPS). The 92020S is afaster
factor is essential, while the
92020S, along with three of the
Along with the ARM6version of the original 92010
is slated to enter production in
the second quarter of 1994,
based Newton platform, the
Hobbit and integrates with the
original Hobbit support chips
consists of two devices, the
major competition for the mooriginal Hobbit support chips.
($152), maximizes system perVI86C300 Integrated Procesbile-computing platform will
The 92020M uses the same
formance and functionality.
The three-chip M series ($ 111)
sor Controller, or IPC, and the
come from AT&T, which recore as the 92020S, but it emVI86C100 Multiple Peripheral
cently introduced three variaploys amultiplexed external
is amidrange solution.
Controller, or MPC. The IPC
The Polar chip set and the
tions of its Hobbit processor,
bus. It is the centerpiece of
contains afully static 32-bit
along with highly integrated
the M family, which provides
Hobbit family are alike in that
80x86 CPU core based on the
support chips. AT&T also reCPU, system controls, video,
they don't run DOS. At least
Intel 386 as well as memory
cently acquired Go Corp. and
I/O, and support for two PCMone chip vendor, AMD, is
working on aprocessor that
and video controllers and a its PenPoint operating system.
CIA slots in three chips. Along
Go is now asubsidiary of Eo,
with the 92021MX system conwill run an as-yet-unannounced
power management system that
version of Windows that scales
lets the operating system perwhich AT&T owns jointly with
troller, the 92020MX provides
down to run on PDAs. AMD
form intelligent power manother companies. AT&T has
atwo-chip solution that inagement. The MPC provides
thus brought all the pieces of
cludes the CPU, memory and
says its new highly integrated
Elan Am386SC processor, expected
to enter volume proCOMPAQ AND MICROSOFT TEAM UP ON HAND-HELD
duction in the first quarter of
Compaq has slated late 1994 for shipments of its Mobile Companion pen- based hand-held computer, which will
1994, will comprise a386 core
run Microsoft At Work software. Cellular links will let you access information stored on desktop PCs and netand AT glue logic. AMD's
works, according to Jim Hartzog, Compaq's senior vice president and general manager of its portable PC division.
chip is intended for PDAs and
other small computers.
Preliminary plans call for Compaq's mobile system to weigh less than 2 pounds and to be about 6 square inchIn the PDA market, 1994
es in the initial 386 version, with alater 486- based machine having alarger motherboard that will probably be
will be like 1993, only more
"folded" to retain the hand-held format. Up to three PCMCIA slots will be built into the Compaq mobile system.
so. You will see new players
Compaq says its first Mobile Companion will fall into the category of a " desktop functional equivalent," having
such as Motorola enter the marenough horsepower and compatibility to run PC applications while you travel. Compaq says its PDA system will
ket and established ones such
liberate the hand-held from its reputation of executive-toy status. Using Microsoft at Work will free the mobile
as Apple refine their offerings.
user from restrictive operations, such as connecting via amodem, due to the direct link between mobile and
Don't look for any semblance
desktop machines. Pricing for the Mobile Companion has not yet been established.
of order, however, before 1995.
—Dom Pancucci
—Bob Ryan
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INTRODUCING WORDPER
IT'S WINDOWS THE W
Ofall the things people do with personal

Bar Tm and arrange them any way you like.

computers, word processing may be the

You can even drag in other

most personal.

Windows applications and

Nobody writes the way you do.

files and launch them from

Nobody gets the same assignments or

within WordPerfect. ( How's

tackles them the same way. And nobody

that for easy integration?)

understands that better than WordPerfect

You can quickly create
How it looks is up to

the worldwide word processing leader.
That's why we're excited to intro-

customized interfaces to streamline the
writing of reports, memos or letters. Or

duce WordPerfect 6.0 for Windows. We

you can simply use any of 70 profession-

didn't design it to be the perfect writing

ally designed ExpressDocsTm templates

tool for the average user. We designed it

included in the package.

to he the perfect writing tool for you.

you. Because every
aspect of the WP
interface can be
easily customized.

And it's not just commands you're in command of.

MAKE IT YOUR OWN.
Which features of your word processor do
you use most often? Are they organized so
that you can get at them quickly?
WordPerfect 6.0 gives you direct,
one-click access to any command, process
or macro in the program. Just drag your

Virtually every element of the
interface — including how it
looks and feels— is yours to do
with as you will.
It's the most easily customized word
processor ever to come out of abox.

from table and
spreadsheet data
without ever leaving
WordPerfect.

•LIMITED TIME OFFER WORDPERFECT IS AREGISTERED TRADEMARK OF WORDPERFECT
CORPORATION WITHIN THE UNITED STATES ANO OTHER COUNTRIES
AIL OTHER BRAND AND PRODUCT NAMES ARE TRADEMARKS

favorites to acontext- sensitive Button

Now, you can
create 3-D charts

OR REGISTERED TRADEMARKS OE THEIR RESPECTIVE
COMPANIES AT WORDPERFECT CORPORATION 1993

FECT® 5.0 FOR WINDOWS.
AY YOU WANT IT TO BE.
With more than 100 built-in spreadsheet

THE BEST REASON FOR
MOVING TO WINDOWS.

functions and advanced charting and draw-

This is everything WordPerfect has learned

Interactive Coaches

ing capabilities, this is the most powerful

about word processing over the years,

Sophisticated drawing tools

program WordPerfect has ever developed.

combined with all the advanced ease-of-use

Direct spreadsheet import

But how difficult will it be putting all this

capabilities of the Windows environment.

Document management

power and flexibility to work?

It connects your documents directly

If you've used WordPerfect on

to other powerful Windows applications

another operating system, you and your

and to the rest of the business world. And

existing documents and macros will feel

the power of WordPerfect 6.0 is all yours.

modating environment. You won't ever
have to re-learn your keystrokes, because
you have achoice of layouts, including
WordPerfect DOS.

Spreadsheet functions

Graphics editing
Irregular text wrap
Borders
Full WYSIWYG in all views
Power Bar

right at home here. This is the WordPerfect
you know, in a friendlier, more accom-

Document templates

Borland'

Indexing and text retrieval
QuickMenus

Quart) Pro 5
THE WORKGROUP EDMON IS INCLUDED
INSIDE SPECIALLY MARKED BOXES*
(A MUIS.I$848 CANADA RETAIL VALUE)

There's an on-line tutorial for firsttimers, of course. But there are also inter-

To claim it for yourself, visit your

active Coaches smart enough to lead you

local reseller and ask about the special

step-by-step through sophisticated opera-

introductory offer with Quattro Pro 5.0.

tions, not on sample documents, but on

For afree WordPerfect demo disk or to

your documents.

order directly, call (800) 526-2788.

Direct database import
Styles
Macros
Auto macro conversion

0

GETTING HERE WILL BE EASY.

WordPerfect
6 . 0 FOR WINDOWS"

News &Views
V% INDOWS/OLE

2. 0

Moving Toward Windows Building Blocks
W

hen it comes to making their Windows application
comply with Microsoft's OLE
2.0 specification, many pro
grammers may feel obliged to
join in with Ringo Starr as the
ex-Beatle laments that "it don't
come easy." Nevertheless,
Windows programmers in general say Microsoft's specification is agood first step toward
implementing aframework for
software programs to better
communicate with each other.
Although some pieces are
still missing to make it easy to
tightly integrate these OLE 2.0
applications—namely, awide
variety of applications that currently support OLE 2.0 and
universal implementation of
program type libraries—developers are for the most part
enthusiastic about OLE's potential, through OLE automation, for enabling custom applications in Windows.
Microsoft estimates that over
100 OLE 2.0 applications for
Windows will be shipping by
summer 1994. Companies such
as Corel, Microsoft, and Calera
are already shipping OLE 2.0
programs. And OLE 2.0 is not
just for Windows anymore:
Microsoft is currently testing
versions for the Mac and Windows NT.
Windows programs have
long been programmable
through DDE. But according
to Jack Noonan, president and
CEO of SPSS, Inc., one of the
benefits of OLE 2.0 over DDE
is that OLE's API provides a
standard way for applications
to share, and interact with, objects. Another advantage is that
OLE 2.0 is synchronous and
asynchronous, unlike DDE,
which is asynchronous only.
Under more problematic
asynchronous program interaction, aprogram can pop up
adialog box that tells the end

[Ile

[ dit

eack

Qpeons

Prods. Synergy
Window Help

eole. s - Consolidated Travel Ex ense Re art

EXCEL
Spreadsheet
Description'

tlreeaat ids
Eastern Repion/NSTL beret Is. Alen

Cleared,
Name Sleet

Prodea's Synergy is one of several visual programming tools that will suppler OLE
2.0 in 1994.

user that it has requested another program to perform a
specific operation. But as Noonan explains, just because one
program has told another to
perform aspecific task (e.g.,
create acomplex graph), that
doesn't mean the operation has
been completed. In asynchronous operation, an end user of
aprogram might see agraph
popping up in awindow 30
seconds after he or she actually thought the action had been
completed. "Because OLE 2.0
events happen synchronously,
this prevents programmers
from having to deal with timing
tricks and having to estimate
how long it would take to create that graph," Noonan explains.
However, OLE 2.0 does not
specify acommon set of verbs
that all compliant applications
must support. Unlike the comparable situation on the Mac,
in which System 7programs
must support acore suite of
Apple Events, the programming verbs supported across
OLE 2.0—compliant Windows
programs will vary.
Furthermore, OLE 2.0 does
not provide for the remote ex-

ecution of server programs
across anetwork, unlike the
Mac situation in which messaging works across networks
handily. Under OLE 2.0, you
can still link to data files stored
on network drives, but you cannot embed objects that will
execute applications across the
network. For that, you will
have to wait for some undetermined amount of time for distributed OLE.
If you find yourself doing
the same old operation of
pulling data out of one Windows application, reformatting
it, and stuffing it into another
application, you are apotential
beneficiary of OLE 2.0 automation. Using Windows programs and ascripting tool that
supports OLE 2.0 automation
(see the table "OLE 2.0 Automation Tools"), you can attach your custom macro program to adialog box that you
have visually programmed using a product such as Microsoft's Visual Basic to automate repetitious actions.
But to create such apushbutton program, you will likely have to sweat out the details
of each program's various

methods and objects. According to Jim Lawyer, chief technical officer at Summit Software (Jamesville, NY), many
users learn how to write a
macro program for aspecific
application by recording an action (e.g., areformatting operation) with the program's
macro recorder and then examining and editing the created macro code. Such amacro
recorder in OLE 2.0, which
would watch as users perform
actions across several applications, would help programmers
to more quickly create custom
integrating applications, Lawyer says.
Unfortunately, OLE 2.0
doesn't currently support such
asystemwide recorder. Nor
will most OLE 2.0 applications
ship with type libraries in their
initial release. Through OLE
2.0's registration database, programs will register their objects
with the OLE 2.0 system along
with all the methods (i.e., functions) and properties of those
objects.
But what most programs
will not initially do is support
type libraries, which document
the specific parameters (or arguments) that various object
methods will support. This
means that if you pass incorrect parameters to amethod,
you will likely not catch those
until run time, instead of at
compile time. This is not necessarily the fault of the independent software vendors, says
one developer. "The app
builders that build the programs
have alot of other stuff to worry about, like debugging their
programs and shipping their
product," he says. Others say
that once the initial releases of
OLE 2.0 applications ship, the
type-library situation should
improve. Until then, if you
are stringing together several
continued
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Poetic
License
$99:
The True, Cross-Platform C++ Object Database.
Empower yourself to create the C++

True heterogenous capabilities. Both the

applications you've always envisioned.

Personal Edition and the Professional Edition offer
built-in portability. You can leverage your C++
programming investment across DOS, Windows,
Windows NT, Novell (NLM), NeXT 486,
Macintosh, OS/2 and various UNIX platforms

For alimited time, you can get asingle-user POET
Personal Edition for Windows for just $99. The
Personal Edition is 100% compatible with the
client/server Professional Edition and supports
,either aBorland or Microsoft Compiler.**

The Personal Edition for Windows is only $99
now, but starting in '
94 prices go up to $ 139. So,
take some liberties with POET — order today at

POET is truly object-oriented. It saves you
time because complex objects do not need to be
broken up into tables. POET requires only one
command to store, read, or delete them.

this one-time-only, low price.

Call 1-800-950-8845

POET gives database functionality to C++.

POET

Your Personal Edition features include: object
querying, sorting, indexing, transactions, class
versioning, container classes, variable length
string and BLOB types.

Software

*i99 Offer good through 12/31/93 **Buyer specifies Borland or Microsoft compiler.
POET Software Co 4633 Ole Ironsides Dr., Suite 110, Santa Clara, CA 95054 TEL: (408) 970-4640 FAX: (
408) 970-4630
POET Software Intenational Offices: POET Software - Europe +49 (0) 40/60 99 00 Silicon River - United Kingdom +44 (0) (81) 317-7777
.,--.I. % A.
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AMBRA.
WECUSTOM -Ella S
OYOU DON'T HAVE IL
Complete customization — at no extra cost.
Sorry to disappoint all you het:Is-on, do-it-yourself types.

Prompt service and support —
no empty promises.

Likewise, you people who insist.o
.npaying for every

Now, for you savvy buyers: We know you're looking for

service that comes your way. Whk it comes to

more than amere computing " bargain." Quite rightly,

customizing AMBRAm computers, yokcan leave your
•
•
tools in the box and your money
•
•
in the bank. Just send us your
•

you want to be sure of receiving rapid service and ready
support. That's why we've contracted with IBM to back
AMBRA systems with rock-solid

run computing solution including

one-year warranties. You can count
• • • • • e'
on expert technicians nationwide

everything from your choice of

for prompt onsite service Monday

processor to your choice of word

through Saturday.' You can also rely

processor. Plus your choice of

on atoll-free support line for answers

options, preinstalled. And you

any time you need them — technical

won't pay an extra penny for the

representatives are standing by to

service, or wait an extra day.

assist you 24 hours aday, every day.

High-powered technology —

Money- back guarantees —

without high prices.

not gimmicks.

specs. We'll build you aready-to -

Intel ® Pentium" complexes, advanced video

Finally, to all our new and soon-to•
be- new friends: We absolutely want you to be satisfied
•
with your customized AMBRA system. If for any reason
•
you're not, you can sirvply return it within 30 days for a
•
full refund.L2 We're comvitted to delivering exactly the

subsystems, high-speed local bus architecture, and

computer you want, exacl'It the way you want it, at a

lots more — for lots less.

price that's only surprising in terms of its thriftiness. We

A word to the power-hungry: You
can put away that huge purchase order. AMBRA offers
the latest and leading industry-standard technology —
like blazing-fast IBM ® Blue Lightning' processors,

build it your way. To meet your needs. And, if you're not
Here's how: Sourcing worldwide from the best

happy, we'll give your money back.

suppliers, we buy smart and bargain aggressively. And
because we keep our overhead low, when you buy
direct from us, we pass our savings directly along to you.

1- 000- 25-AMIIRA

invites you to design
the world's most important computer.
Yours.
MBRA

SLIMLINE

MONITORS

(3x3)

Processor

III 486SLC2, 50 MHz 111486SX, 25 MHz
D486DX, 33 MHz

Memory

1114MB D 8MB D I6MB D Other

Hard disk

E1120MB 0170MB 111240MB D 340MB

DESKTOP
Processor

MB

DVGA color E SVGA color
UVGA color

I5- inch

OAMBRA Flat Square Tube
El NEC Multisync 4FGE

I7- inch

11 AMBRA Flat Square Tube
D NEC Multisync 5FG

2I-inch

D NEC Multisync 6FG

(5x5)

i486 Blue Lightning, 66 MHz
486DX2, 66 MHz

Memory

114MB E 8MB 016MB 032MB 11164MB

Hard disk

D170MB D 240MB 0340MB D440MB

MINITOWER

(8x6)

Processor

0486 Blue Lightning, 66 MHz
0486DX2, 66 MHz

Memory

EI4MB LI 8MB 016MB D 32MB D 64MB

Hard disk

E1170MB 111240MB D340MB 12440MB

EISA

I4- inch

OPTIONS
CD-ROM

D Internal drive
Muhtimedia Kit

Modems

Ill Data/Fax internal 02400 bps internal

Tape backup 111120MB internal/external
drives
D 250MB internal/external
Graphics
accelerator

DATI® Ultra Pro Graphics VC'

Printers &
scanners

CI IBM Personal Printer 11 (24-pin)
IBM LaserPrinter 4039 ( 12 ppm)
0 IBM LaserPrinter 4029 ( 10 ppm, 6ppm)

DESKTOP (8x6)

Processor

0 486DX2, 66 MHz D Pentium, 60 MHz

Memory

III 8MB D I6MB D32MB D64MB

Hard disk

D170MB 0240MB 0340MB
0440MB El 540MB SCSI-2*

EISA TOWER

(8x 12)

Processor

E486DX2, 66 MHz OPentium, 60 MHz

Memory

CI 8MB El I6MB E 32MB E64MB
Other
MB

Hard disk

0170MB D 240MB 111340MB
0440MB 111540MB SCSI-2

*Not available with 486DX2, 66 MHz processor.

Calera WS Complete PC Scanner

SOFTWARE
Word
processing

D Lotus Ami Pro

D Microsoft Word ®

Accounting

E Quicken

Spreadsheet

D Microsoft Excel ® E Lotus I -2-3

DWordPerfect

D Quattro Pro
D Lotus Freelance Graphics
Graphics/
presentation D Microsoft PowerPoint®
Comm/fax

DWinFax Pro

(Oustomized computers at uncommonly smart prices.

Slimline SuperSavers

Do- More Desktop

Multimedia Minitower

• 486SLC2, 50 MHz
• 4MB RAM, max: I6MB
• 64KB processor cache
• 3.5" I.44MB diskette drive
• 120MB ( 19ms) hard disk
• 3 I6- bit ISA slots
• Windows accelerator
with 1MB video memory
• 14" VGA color monitor
• Slimline casing ( 3x3)
• MS-DOS® 6.0,
Windows 3.1. mouse

• 486 Blue Lightning, 66 MHz
• Upgradeable to Pentium
technology
• 4MB RAM, max: 64MB
• 256KB processor cache
• 3.5" I.44MB diskette dnve
• 240MB ( 15ms) hard disk
• Onboard SCSI
• 5 I6- bit ISA slots (2VESA
on local bus)
• Windows accelerator with
1MB video memory
• 14" SVGA LR color monitor
• Network-ready
(Ethernet 10BaseT)
• Desktop casing (5x5)
• MS-DOS 6.0,
Windows 3.1, mouse

• 486DX2, 66 MH,
• Upgradeable 1D Pentium
_echnology
• 8MB RAM. max: 64MB
• 256KB processor cache
• 3.5" 1.44M8 dskette drive
• 240MB ( I
Sms) hard disk
• Onboard SCSI
• 8 I6-bit ISA slots (2VESA
on local bus)
• Windows accelerator with
1MB video memory
• CD-ROM drive
• Media V sionn^ I6- bit
sound card
• Stereo speakers
• 14" SVGA LR color monitor
• Network-reacy
(Ethernet 10BaseT)
• Minitower casng (8x6)
• MS-DOS 6.0,
Windows 3.1, mouse

$1,179
• 486DX. 33 MHz
• 4MB RAM, max: 36MB
• I28KB processor cache
• 3.5" I.44MB diskette drive
• 170MB ( 17ms) hard disk
• 3I
6- bit ISA slots (2VESA
on local bus)
• Windows accelerator
with I
MB video memory
• 14" SVGA LR color monitor
• MS-DOS 6.0,
Windows 3.1, mouse

$1,899
(For 8x6minitower, add $75)

Pentium Processing
Powerhouse
• Intel Pentium processor,
60 MHz
• 64-bit processor complex
• 8MB RAM, max: 64MB
• 256KB processor cache
• 3.5" I.44MB diskette drive
• 540MB SCSI-2 ( 10.5 ms)
hard disk
• Onboard dual-channel
Fast SCSI-2
• 832-bit EISA slots (2VESA
on local bus)
• ATI Ultra Pro Mach 32,
2MB VRAM
• 14" SVGA LR color monitor
• Desktop casing (8x6;
convertible to minitower)
• MS-DOS 6.0,
Windows "3I, mouse

$3,999

$2,674

S1,539
all today for information about AMBRA systems based on PCI and Pentium technology.

In Canada call I-800-363-0066, Ext

CALL

1 - 8 0

- 252-6272,

1-000-

1.5-AMDRA

Please call 1-800-252-6272 for details regareg AMBRAS money-back guarantee and limited warranb-, Onsire
service may not be available in certain locations.
2 Return shipping and insurance charges are the responsibility of the custornEr.
Ctlerings may diner in Canada.
K.1193 AMBRA Computer Corporation.

EXT.340

AMBRA is atrademark of ICPI Ltd. and used under license therefrom The AMBRA logo and logotype are trademarks
of AMBRA Computer :7,oeporaliln. IBM is aregistered trademark sec Blue Lightning is atrademark of nlernational
Busines Machines Corpration litel is aregistered trademark and Pentium is atrademark of Intel Corporation
Microsoft Word. Money. Excel. PowerPoint. and MS-DOS are registered trademarks ard Windows is atrademark of
Microscll Corporatiorr. Ai othe-paduct names are trademarks or registered trademarks of their rspecTve suppliers
Offerings, prices and procucts are subject to change or withdrawal without prior notice. Prices do na include shipping

News &Views
OLE 2.0 Automation Tools

Moving Toward
Windows Building
Blocks
Windows programs, you may
find yourself mucking around
in the back of those programs'
manuals.
Currently, few shipping programs support OLE 2.0, and
the level at which they do so
will vary. Some applications
will be OLE servers only (i.e.,
you can embed them in another application, and the server
program will provide services
to the client application). At
press time, the only shipping
OLE 2.0 application that was
both aclient and aserver was
ShapeWare's Visio 2.0 drawing program, although others,
such as Microsoft's Excel 5.0
spreadsheet program, were
close to shipping.
Why the delay? For one
thing, the original OLE 2.0
SDK (Software Development
Kit) released by Microsoft earlier this year shipped with beta
automation libraries. In addi-

tion, programmers found the
performance of OLE 2.0 less
than optimal. Microsoft addressed programmers' complaints by shipping OLE 2.01
in September.
And many programmers
(though not all) found that the
OLE 2.0 specification was very
complicated. One developer,
who wished to remain anonymous, characterized OLE 2.0
as " a C++ arrangement
crammed into aC arrangement.
Trying to do it in C is areal
nightmare."
Several developers are looking forward to an upcoming release of version 2.5 of Microsoft's Foundation Classes
for C++ ( which is currently in
beta testing). The release reportedly encapsulates much of
the complexity of standard
OLE functionality and offers
Object Wizards and other tools
for developers to use to implement visual editing and automation in their programs.
Despite the complexities, developers say that Microsoft has

been helpful. David
SPSS 6.0 for Windows Developer's Kit
SPSS, Inc., ( 312) 329-2400
Skok, president of
Watermark SoftEmbedded Basic for Windows
Summit Software, ( 315) 677-9000
ware, says Microsoft's developers and
Softbridge Embeddable Basic Language
Softbridge, Inc., ( 617) 576-225
porting lab has been
Visual
Basic 3.0
"marvelous from the
Microsoft Corp.. ( 206) 882-8080
standpoint of looking
Synergy
out for us."
Prodea Software Corp., ( 612) 942-1000
However compliCapsule for Windows
cated it may be, alot
Metaphor, Inc., ( 415) 961-3600
of developers believe
OLE bug-hunting technology
OLE 2.0 is worthBlue Sky Software, (619) 459-6365
while. To be fair,
WIWI/itch
OLE 2.0 is only now
Wilson WindowWare, Inc., (206) 938-1743
starting to approach
Not all tools listed here currently support OLE 2.0,
the type of custom
although the companies report they are working on
application programOLE 2.0 implementations of their products.
ming that developers
working in the NextStep environment have enjoyed
"without OLE, this company
for years now. "OLE 2.0 is a couldn't exist." However, by
complex system," says Peter
promoting interapplication inMullen, Visio development
tegration, OLE 2.0 alleviates
manager at ShapeWare. "But
the need for one Windows
all the pieces are required, and
product to "do it all" and alyou have to ante up to all of
lows developers to instead conthem before you reach the Holy
centrate on their applications'
Grail."
core competency.
—Dave Andrews and
Watermark's Skok goes
even further. He notes that
Selinda Chiquoine

PERIPHERALS

Plug-and-Play to Bring ISA into the 1990s
I

fyou've ever added aperipheral device to aMac and
then tried to do asimilar operation with an ISA-based PC,
you know the benefits of the
Mac's built-in auto-configuration, which eliminates the need
for fussing with DIP switches
and jumpers to install anetwork card or modem. Now the
first ISA-based PCs to compete
in the plug-and-play arena are
slated to be available.
In November, Compaq, Microsoft, and Intel were expected to announce that they are
putting plug-and-play features
onto the motherboard of
Deskpro PCs using the ISA
bus, according to sources close
to the companies. This will reportedly make it easy for users
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to add peripheral devices and
extra components to systems
without arduous configuration
changes. AST, Acer, Dell, and
IBM are also expected to release plug-and-play products
throughout 1994.
The move will bring PCs using the ISA bus up to the capabilities of EISA, Micro Channel, and Mac machines, which
have been able to do things like
automatically reconfiguring
systems to accept extra memory. Intel has been heavily involved in this project to bring
Windows 3.1 into atight fit
with the hardware. Compaq already has aplug-and-play machine, called Presario, aimed at
the home and small-business
market. Deskpro PCs equipped

with plug-and-play capability
will be sold to corporate users.
Plug-and-play for ISA caps a
year of activity in the plug-andplay field. In September, 12
companies—including Compaq, IBM, Intel, Microsoft, and
Toshiba—agreed on aBIOS
specification to allow laptops
to get automatic configurations
when linking to aLAN through
adocking station. A threephase plan has been set to
achieve this goal, with drivers
for the docking station at the
top of the priority list. The next
two phases will see automatic
laptop links with network services and automatic loading of
specific software once the laptop has docked into the LAN.
While unable to comment at

press time on the prospective
ISA announcement, Lone
Strong, vice president of Compaq's portable division, predicted that plug-and-play will
rapidly become acommon feature of the PC industry once
Microsoft's Chicago version of
Windows appears. Microsoft
At Work will be used to make
mobile hand-held devices easy
to use, while Chicago will apply to notebooks, Strong says.
Microsoft is also working
with Toshiba to put plug-andplay capability onto its products. Toshiba will license Microsoft At Work software and
will collaborate with Microsoft
over future operating-system
developments for portables.
—Dom Pancucci
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WinBench 3.11 by Ziff-Davis Labs
Tests Remote Windows Speed
This graph shows the speed of the three leading remote control
programs when transferring Windows screens. As you can see,
Close-Up handles more pixels, faster, meaning you spend
les time waiting for Windows screens.
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The industry standard test, WinBench 3.11, is perfect for
testing the speed of remotes. It is an accurate measure of video
throughput. Video throughput is the limiting factor in remote
operations, because remote programs must transmit Windows
video functions from one PC to the other.
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New Remote Software Sets
Windows Speed Record
Communicate
Faster & Easier
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Why Is Close-Up So Fast?

Close-Up learns as it works. It uses AI
(Artificial Intelligence) to compress all
Close-Up°lets you
Windows video function calls. That's why
communicate faster &
Close-Up does so well in Windows
easier with five
Benchmark tests (see
exciting techTechnology Firsts WinBench 3.11 chart).
nology firsts.
1. AI Video Compression
Close-Up uses its
Close-Up is
2. Photographic Memory
revolutionary Photothe only remote 3. Non-Intrusive Technology
graphic Memory so
communica4 Expert System
that once Close-Up
fions software 5. Video Translation
has seen all or part of
that won both
aWindows screen, it's memorized. Then
PC Magazine's coveted
as screens change, Close-Up only transmits
"Editors Choice" and PC
new urunemmized data. Incredibly, with
World's "Best Buy"
this technology Close-tip gets faster &
awards. Now Close-Up
faster the longer you use it.
has anew faster & easier
version that allows you
What Remote Companies
to view and control
another PC by modem
Haven't Told You
as if you were there!
Other remote programs permanently slow
Windows and usually reduce your video
resolution and depth of color, even when
they are not in memory. That's because
they permanently change your system.ini
WinBench scores
(average of 10 runs): file. Close-Up's breakthrough NonClose-Up 1,613,118 Intrusive Technology does not modify any
pc Anywhere 194,093 of your sensitive Windows files induding
CarbonCopy 168,397
the system.ini. Close-Up is the only remote
that when not in use, allows Windows and
your PC to run at normal optimal levels.

Expert System Makes
Communications Easy
You don't have to be acommunications
expert to get the results of one. Close-Up
has an Expert System that automatically
analyzes system components and configures your system for optimal speed.

Video Translation
With Close-Up, dissimilar PCs can easily
connect, because Close-Up senses the
video capabilities of both PCs and
automatically displays Windows
in avideo mode compatible
with both sides.

Risk-Free Offer!
Try Close-Up. If you're
not absolutely convinced that
Close-Up 5.0 is the fastest remote
program, we'll give you your money back!*
Order Close-Up Host & Remote, a
complete system, for only $
199."

Upgrade your current or competitive
remote program to new Close-Up 5.0. Get
both sides, Host & Remote, for only $
69."

Order Today 805-964-6767

Norton-Lambert

Wz invite you to reproduce this test. We used two identical Gateway 4DX2-6611s with 66-MHz Intel 486DX2-66 CPUs, 16 MB RAM, 256KB RAM cache, 34* MB HD, IDE ccattzoller, no hard, are disk cache. Video: Local
Bus ATI Ultra Pro with 2MB VRAM, 640 by 480 pixels, 16 colors, VGA.DRV dated 3/10/92. Monitor 72 Hz. MS-DOS 5.0, SMARTDRV 2MB cache. Mcclems two 14,400 baud V.32bis. WinBench 3.11 is available on ZiffNet
accessible via CompuServe. Test performed without verification by Ziff. All products are shipping versions. WinBench trademark cf Zif Communications Co. Windows trademark a Microsoft Corp.
60 day money-back guarantee if purchased directly from Norton-Lambert. Offer expires 12/31/93. All prices in US Dollars. Prices eNclude shipping.
0 1993 Norton-Lambert Corp. P.O. Box 4085, Santa Barbara, CA 93140 USA Phone 80519648767 Fax 0051683-5679
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New TI microLaser Pro 600
When we set out to design the ideal laser printer, we began by asking
thousands of users what they wanted most. And then, instead of making
those "key careabouts" optional, as others do, we made them standard.
Take print quality. We began with
true 600 dpi resolution. And then

TI REDEFINES
WHAT You SHOULD
EXPECT FROM AN
OFFICE PRINTER.

enhanced it with 6MB of memory for
improved graphics. Compatibility?
We're DOS, Windows and Mac® compatible right out of the box. With all
the right languages and interfaces.
And with the intelligence to switch

these automatically, depending on the environment. Low maintenance?
Our new toner cartridge typically gives you 15,000 pages between
changes. Paper handling? Two 250-sheet trays come standard. And
finally, value. As the chart below shows, not only do we give you alot
more than our leading competitor, we also charge you alot less.
So if you're considering anew printer, we invite you to try the new
TI microLaser Pro 600. We're so confident you'll like it, we'll even give

Ask
About Our $60
Introductory
Rebate.ft

you a30 day satisfaction guarantee. For more information or a
dealer near you, call 1-800-527-3500.
TI microLaser Pro 600

HP LaserJete 4

8ppm/R1SC
Speed/Processor
appm/RISC
2MB
Memory
6MB
PCL5E
Emulations
PCL5/Adobe® PostScript® 2
DOS
DOS/Mac
Compatibility
6K pages
Toner Cart. Life
15K pages'
250 sheet/100 sheet
250 sheet/250 sheet
Paper Trays
Auto Language Switching
Yes
No
Yes
Auto Interface Switching
Yes
Yes
Yes
Network Options
List Price*
$1599
$1759
EXTENDING
WITH

YOUR

HP LaserJet 4M
8ppm/R1SC
6MB
PCL5E/AdobePostScript 2
DOS/Mac
6K pages
250 sheet/100 sheet
Yes
Yes
Yes
$2399

REACH
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Sound-Card Standards Heading for MIDI
W

hen you buy an audio
CD and play it on your CD
player, you're hearing 16-bit
sound at asample rate of 44.1
kHz (44,100 samples per second). But until recently, most
computers with sound capabilities offered 8- bit (or less)
sound, which is fine for speech
playback or for simple "shoot'em-up" game sounds, but not
good enough for many of today's multimedia applications,
which may include arange of
sound effects and music requiring 16-bit CD-audio sound
quality.
Currently there are no clear
software-interface standards for
16-bit sound boards. In the
Macintosh world, the standard
interface is the Macintosh
Sound Manager, which now
supports 16-bit sound, allowing vendors such as Media Vision to enter the Mac market
with their sound boards.
In the DOS/Windows world,
the two hottest-selling boards
are Creative Labs' Sound
Blaster and Media Vision's Pro
Audio Spectrum series, both of
which use their own sound interfaces. Then there's Microsoft Windows' own sound
API, which supports Microsoft's own 16-bit sound interface as well as the General
MIDI interface.
These varying standards present aproblem for CD-ROM
publishers. The sounds that are
stored on a CD-ROM disc
must support the sound hardware of the host computer or
they won't play back. Says
Chris Andrews, founder of
UniDisc, aSanta Cruz, California—based CD-ROM publisher offering titles such as
the Guinness Book of World
Records and the Grammy
Awards, "the two main companies in the game are Creative
Labs and Media Vision, and
most [CD-ROM developers]
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design for those two."
Even competitors of Creative Labs acknowledge that
Sound Blaster is currently the
dominant sound standard in
the DOS/Windows environment. For example, Logitech's
SoundMan 16 sound card supports the Sound Blaster interface. Says David Pelton, Logitech's product manager for the
SoundMan, "we recognized the
fact that Sound Blaster is the
de facto compatibility standard."
However, Steve Podradchik's Seattle- based Medio
Multimedia CD-ROM publishing company is simply supporting the Windows sound

API. "Any sound board that
works under Windows," says
Podradchik, "will support our
titles."
The bottom line is that if you
want amultimedia system on
aPC, you will need Windows
and asound card that supports
Windows.
While Sound Blaster may be
the current standard, industry
insiders that BYTE talked to
all agreed that amore universal
standard for sound will take
hold in the next few years. Paul
Jain, president of Media Vision, points out that " small
companies like us and Creative
Labs don't spearhead standards." The standard that is

likely to emerge is General
MIDI, which is already the
standard interface in the digital
music industry.
Says Joe West, owner of
Computers and Music in San
Francisco, "General MIDI will
become the standard that replaces Sound Blaster files. It
will be alot easier on developers and will allow OEMs to
make better stuff." This prediction is echoed by Media Vision's Jain and Logitech's Pelton. "Our belief is that General
MIDI will become standard,"
says Jain. "It allows developers to work with one instruction set."
—Nicholas Baran

Demand for Multimedia Upgrade Kits Growing
I

fyou're going to set up your computer for
multimedia applications, you'll need aCD-ROM
drive and asound card. That's why alot of vendors are selling multimedia upgrade kits.
The demand for both CD-ROMs and upgrade
kits is just starting to grow. Paul Jain, president
of Media Vision, says that last year the company sold about four times as many individual
sound cards as it did multimedia upgrade kits
(i.e., sound cards and CD-ROMs sold as apackage), which confirms that the game market still
dominated the demand for sound cards at that
time. Still, "multimedia upgrade kits are becoming amajor revenue source for us," says
Media Vision's Elizabeth Fairchild.
According to John Eroszonak, director of vendor relations for mail-order house PC Connection, the company has been selling sound boards
steadily since last year, but CD-ROM sales are
just starting to pick up. "Last year, most customers were buying sound cards for games. But
now there are alot more applications taking advantage of CD-ROM and 16-bit sound, for educational use, for example," he notes. Nevertheless, Eroszonak says that PC Connection sells
more CD-ROM drives and sound cards separately than bundled as multimedia upgrade kits,
although upgrade-kit sales are also picking up.
In spite of the growth, CD-ROMs "haven't
hit their stride yet," says Eroszonak. Chris Andrews, president of CD-ROM publisher Uni-

Disc, says, "agood CD-ROM title ships about
25,000 units; we're like asmall book publisher."
But the outlook is promising. First of all, CDROMs are not driven only by the multimedia
market. Many operating-system vendors are distributing their software on CD-ROM: Sun Microsystems, Next Computer, and Microsoft, to
name afew. And software developers like to
distribute software on CD-ROM.
Once users have CD-ROM drives, the applications will follow. Says Steve Podradchik of
Medio Multimedia, "Acceptance [of CD-ROM]
is going up, but there's alot of confusion. Multimedia always requires CD-ROM, but CDROM doesn't always require multimedia." But
Podradchik acknowledges that most CD-ROM
titles require at least 8-bit sound capability.
Probably the biggest challenge for CD-ROM
is gaining acceptance in the business world. According to Cathy Harris, Microsoft's product
manager for PowerPoint, asurvey of registered
PowerPoint users shows that less than 1percent
use sound and video in their business presentations. However, Media Vision's Paul Jain says
that agrowing number of organizations are purchasing his company's sound boards, including
Boeing and the Department of Defense, which is
using multimedia systems to teach foreign languages to its intelligence personnel. "Thirty percent of our customers are business users," says
Jain.
—N. B.

DEVELOPERS:
Have you been asked to produce afast, open, client/server application
that is inexpensive to deploy and differentiates your company?
Then we have asuggestion...

use our engine.
Raima Database Server
The new Raima Database Server is a
Map your existing
Use Microsoft —
Multiple APIs
application calls to
product designed for developers who
Access, etc.,
•
aclient/server
as afront end
ANSI ODBC
Object
Record
engine
value flexibility along with speed and
/ SQL
Oriented Server
-- Fast API used
Client Server RPC Architecture
support for standards. Your application
in thousands of
When /
commercial apps
standards
TCP/IP
LanMan
SPX
LanSerévdl
design is not constrained by the
matter \
State-of-the-art
Flexible Database Schemas
database interface. Why? With RDS, we
\
Full
begin with amultithreaded client/server
Ideal for
Combined
Network —
Relational
legacy data
architecture coupled to ahigh perforMultiple Operating Systems
Conver
,ay
gence
Ports easily —
ec
Netware
Windows
mance SQL processor/optimizer. Then
UNIX
OS/2
NLM
NT
we add support for C++ objects, afast
record-oriented API, and custom extension modules featuring remote procedure calls from
your client application to your server-hosted user defined functions. Further, your database
schema can be fully relational, network, or acombination of the two. It's all there for you.
iii.

Supports
stored
procedures,
triggers, and
referential
integrity!

Join the thousands of developers, from small vertical market ISVs to
industry giants like Hewlett Packard, who use our technology to set
their applications and products apart.
Call 1-800-DB-RAIMA for more information.

RAI

MA

Raima Corporation, 1605 NW Sammamish Rd., Issaquah, WA 98027 (206) 557-0200 Fax: (206) 557-5200

AMD Is Pleased To Point Out That Our x86 Microprocessors
Are Certified As Microsoft Windows - Compatible.
Down at the bottom and over to the
right. You can't miss it.
Right there in the corner of
every AMD x86 microprocessor is
•
-;;'
alogo that says our CPUs are 100%
MicRosoFT.
WINDOWS
COMPATIBLE
Microsoft Windows-compatible.

And we're proud to show it. After all,
what better standard to measure a
microprocessor by?
Of course, Microsoft doesn't let just
anybody put aWindows logo on their
product. Each CPU has to be tested and

901 Thompson Place. PO Box 3453. Sunnyvale, CA 94088. 0 1991 Advanced Micro Device, Inc. AND and the MAD logo are reemed tradernad. ot, and AAA& is atrademark of Advanced Mima Devices. Inc Weldor/sand the Windows Image trademarks of Mansell Corporation
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confirmed before it's pronounced Windowscompatible. Which means you can be
certain that AMD microprocessors,
present and future, will run Windowsbased applications without ahitch.
That's apromise from AMD.
So when you're looking for asystem,
keep in mind what your processor is
processing. And look for the Microsoft

Windows- compatible logo in the corner
of AMD microprocessors.
For more details, call AMD.

800-292-9263
An486 ,

Ask for
I
iterature
Pack 18P.

Advanced Micro Devices
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PROCESSORS

New RISC Chips for Windows NT
W

indows NT is sparking some hot competition
among chip makers who want
apiece of the growing market
for high-performance desktop
PCs and servers. Three new
RISC microprocessors from
DEC ( Hudson, MA), Integrated Device Technology (Santa
Clara, CA), and Toshiba America (Irvine, CA) are challenging
the early leads claimed by Intel's Pentium and the Mips
R4400. All three new chips are
sampling now and are scheduled for volume production
early next year.
DEC's entry is the AXP
21066, the lowest-cost member of the Alpha AXP family.
The 21066 sets anew standard
for integration: It's the first microprocessor to include support
for PCI (Peripheral Component
Interconnect). It also integrates
a memory controller and a
graphics accelerator.
IDT and Toshiba are introducing separate versions of the
new Orion R4600, developed
in ajoint venture with Quantum Effects Designs (San Jose,
CA). The Orion is a Mips
R4400—compatible CPU that
is claimed to be faster than
Mips's own R4400PC. IDT is

CPUS FOR WINDOWS NT
DEC AXP 21066

ORION R4600

166 MHz

100/50 MHz

150/75 MHz

66 MHz

66 MHz

70

68 —

N/A

674

60

SPECfp92

105

60 —

N/A

63.6

80

Transistors

1.7 million

1.8 million

2.3 million

3.1 million

2.8 million

Li cache

16 KB

32 KB

32 KB

16 KB

32 KB

Process

0.68- micron
CMOS

0.64- micron
CMOS

0.6- micron
CMOS

0.8- micron
BICMOS

0.65- micron
CMOS

Die size

209 square mm

157.5 square mm

294 square mm

120 square mm

Price'

424

926

464.5

76.5 square mm
$288'

$ 500'

'price in quantity of 1000; ' approximate; N/A = information not available

producing a5-V version while
Toshiba makes a3.3-V part.
IDT says it will introduce a
3.3-V version as well in 1994.
All these chips share acommon design philosophy: By departing slightly from existing
architectures within their respective processor families,
they slash costs while delivering Pentium-level or better performance.
DEC's 21066, for example,
shares the same superscalar architecture as the faster AXP
21064, but it's clocked at 166
MHz instead of 200 MHz. The
data bus was scaled down from
128 bits to 64 bits, and the pin
count was reduced from 431
to 287.

its next-generation processors, competitors are jumping in to give new sizzle
to old chip designs. Following the example of AMD, which is shipping three
versions of 486SX chips, including one that runs at 40 MHz, Texas Instruments
(I800) 477-8924 ext. 3726) has announced afamily of 486SX-class processors that offer up to 50- MHz clock-doubled performance for energy-aware subnotebook and desktop designs.
Based on microcode that Cyrix wrote for its Cx486SLC and Cx486DLC
processors, the two- level " Potomac" family is primarily for users who need
portable and desktop performance in the Intel 486DX2-50 range but don't
need the FPU and its price premium. The TI486SXLC is pin compatible with
Cyrix's 100- pin flat- pack SLC, yet it offers higher speeds: 25 MHz and clock.
doubled 20/40 MHz for 3-V designs and 33 and 50/25 MHz for 5-V designs.
—Ed Perratore
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POWERPC 601

Clock sped

Even as Intel eases off production of its 486SX processor class to embrace

IS Y

PENTIUM 66

SPECint92

TI COURTS 486SX AFTERMARKET
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NIPS R4400PC

Yet despite these modifications, the level of integration
was actually increased. The
21066 includes the equivalent
of acomplete processor-to-PCI
chip set, except for abridge
chip to asecondary I/O bus.
The bridge chip was omitted
so that system designers can
couple the 21066 to any secondary I/O bus they want, such
as ISA or EISA.
All this integration adds approximately 10 percent more
silicon area to the core logic of
the 21066. The chip is currently manufactured with the use
of athree-layer-metal, 0.68-micron, CMOS process technology, but it will move to a0.5micron process next spring,
shrinking the die almost 50 percent.
The Orion R4600 similarly
diverges from its parent architecture while maintaining compatibility and reducing cost. Although it's pin compatible with
the Mips R4400PC, the Orion
has afive-stage instead of an
eight-stage pipeline, and it substitutes atwo-way set-associative cache for the R4400's direct-map primary cache. IDT
says these modifications result
in fewer stalls during instruction processing.
Another significant departure from the R4400PC is the

Orion's fully static core and
standby mode. A new wait instruction stops all internal
clocks and dramatically cuts
power usage. IDT says the 3.3V Orion consumes only about
2.3 W when running normally, and 40 to 60 milliwatts
while on standby.
The Orion's die size, power
dissipation, and price are about
half that of the R4400PC. Yet
it's fully compatible with the
R4400PC and has the same 64bit data paths.
The first Orion will be
clocked internally at 100 MHz
and externally at 50 MHz (i.e.,
100/50). Next year, faster versions are expected to range
from 120/40 MHz to 133/66
MHz, topping out at an estimated 84.5 SPECint92.
Of course, other chip makers aren't standing still, either.
In 1994, Intel plans to move
the Pentium to a0.65-micron
process that should boost its
performance while sharply reducing both power consumption and manufacturing costs.
IBM and Motorola hope to
introduce their PowerPC 603,
604, and 620 chips by late
1994, and speedier versions of
the Mips R4x00 series and
DEC Alpha are anticipated as
well.
— Tom R. Halfhlll

CSet++

Get set for incredible 32-bit power. Get set for
mission critical reliability. Get set for arange
of advanced features. Get CSet+e from IBM
Programming Systems. CSet++ is the
most complete object-oriented application development package you can buy
for OS/2:
CSet++ lets you create the most
advanced, high-performance applications imaginable. Its 32-bit C/C++ compiler lets
you unleash all the power of OS/2, giving you
industrial-strength code for your mission critical
applications. It has an extraordinary code optimizer with afull set of options—even
aswitch to optimize for the new Pentium'
processor. Plus there's afull set of
class libraries, including application C

for the

mission
frameworks for PM, container classes and classes
for multitasking, streams and more.
There's awhole set of other helpful features,
like an interactive source level debugger. The
unique Execution Trace Analyzer traces the execution of aprogram, then graphically displays diagrams of the analysis. You also get Workframe/r,
alanguage-independent tool that lets you
ge
customize your own environment. It's adaptable and flexible— you can
1
use any16 and 32-bit DOS,
Windows' and OS/2 tools.

Set your eyes on this: CSet++ gives the Workplace Shell"
quite aworkout.

With CSet++, it's easier than ever to
set your sights on success. To order or to
find out more about OS/2 2.1 or CSet++,
call 1800 3-IBM-0S2. In Canada, call
1800 465-7999, ext. 460.

Operate at ahigher level:"

tical set.
NIM

IBM and OS/2 are registered trademarks and C Set + , Workplace Shell. Workframe/2 and
"Operate at ahigher lever are trademarks of International Business Machines Corporation.
Pentium is atrademark of Intel Corporation. Windows is atrademark of Microsoft Corp.
©1993 IBM Corp.
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COMPUTING

Microsoft Tunes WFW
IVi

icrosoft tried to have
us believe that Windows for
Workgroups 3.1 was the product that would propel the PC
industry into the twenty-first
century, but it wasn't quite the
force that many had expected.
Version 3.1 falls down when it
meets complex network architectures, failing to deliver the
necessary security, and it offers no support for ODI, LANtastic, and other popular networks. WFW 3.1 further fails
to take adequate care of DOS
users and is woefully slow.
WFW 3.11, now in beta testing, came out of the starting
PEER

WFW now includes fax capabilities.

gate as no minor upgrade. Had
Microsoft released 3.11 before
releasing 3.1, the product just
might have topped the peernetworking charts. Important
additions to version 3.11 include increased support for

NETWORKS

Apple's System 7Pro
Features AOCE
A

pple has announced System 7Pro, the latest version of
the Mac OS that provides significant capabilities for office
workgroups. System 7 Pro is
technically System 7.1, but it
has new communications features based on AOCE. Known
as PowerTalk, these services
provide systemwide electronic messaging, consolidate communications services, and offer security.
PowerTalk is based on Apple's IAC, ahigh-level protocol
that Mac applications use to
pass messages requesting services among themselves. LAC,
first available when System 7
was introduced, operates across
networks and so provides asolid transport foundation for
PowerTalk ' sservices.
However, IAC is an immediate messaging protocol: The
target Mac on the network

44
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must be active to receive application messages. AOCE
makes effective workgroup
software possible by providing
astore-and- forward mechanism that's required when the
target Mac is switched off. For
atypical Mac with System 7
Pro, the message is queued until the target Mac appears on
the network.
But ultimately the target
Mac must be on while the
sending Mac is active for the
deferred messages to proceed.
A server version—called PowerShare Collaboration Server—
implements true store- andforwarding by queuing the
sender's message until the target Mac becomes available.
This way, the sending Mac can
be off and the target will still
get the messages directed to it.
PowerTalk manages communications in two ways. First,

NetWare with host
peer services over IPX
and ODI drivers, and a
32-bit protected-mode
version of the IPX protocol. The product's
speed is also improved
because it incorporates
some of the 32- bit
technology that will be
in Chicago. And its
function as aDOS-peer client
is enhanced, in addition to its
new ability to function as a
DOS server that doesn't require
Windows.
Microsoft also added Microsoft At Work Fax capabil-
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File

Edit

Font

Size

Style

Format

ity, remote access to Windows
NT servers, and, finally, acentral configuration utility that
adds access control and security for system administrators.
The new features of WFW
3.11 make it not only aleading contender for apeer-networking solution, but aviable
update to Windows for those
who have no need for anetwork. MIS managers may keep
it at arm's length, because it is
apeer environment that gives
users the potential of wielding
too much power for the needs
of an MIS department.
—Anne Fischer Lent
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System 7Pro now provides systemwide messagkm.

it provides abasic mail service
API where—from any application—auser can attach a
"mailing label" to adocument.
Second, PowerTalk consolidates all communications into
auniversal mailbox. This mailbox appears as an icon on the
Mac Desktop, and documents
can be dragged and dropped to
and from the mailbox.
Bundled with System 7Pro
are AppleScript and QuickTime 1.6.1. AppleScript allows
you to automate forms processing.
PowerTalk provides security features with its DigiSign
software. It's based on RSA's
digital signature technology. A
PowerTalk user can "sign" a
document and forward it to a
manager, who uses DigiSign
to confirm that the signature is

valid and that the document
hasn't been tampered with.
PowerShare servers can
function as signature repositories and can also establish peerto-peer sessions between Macs
with encrypted data streams.
These security features allow
offices to eliminate most paper
documents and thus expedite
forms processing.
The single- user System 7
Pro Personal Upgrade Kit costs
$149. A 10- user version is
available for $999. Volume licensing is available. PowerShare Collaboration Server
software will be available in
early 1994 for $999. A Mac
with 5MB of RAM is required
to run System 7Pro, and 8MB
is required to run PowerShare
Collaboration Server.
—Tom Thompson
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VX•REXX
will really
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Developers: on your marks, get set — GUI!
With VX•RF:xx7 WATCOW's
visual development environment
for OS/2' REXX, you're on the fast
track to creating applications that
exploit the graphical user interface

0

O

capabilities of OS/2 and the Workplace Shell :"
VX-11Exx is an easy to use, powerful and fully
integrated environment that combines aproject

management facility, visual designer and
an interactive source-level debugger to
deliver avery approachable and highly
productive visual development environ ment. With the visual designer, you can graphically
create CUA '91 objects, quickly customize their

get you

properties, and easily attach REXX procedures to the objects.
Since it's based on IBM System Object
Model (SOM) technology, the VX-ItExx
environment is wide open. You can access
all standard REXX API's including DB2/2. VX•11Exx
also lets you package applications as EXE files or PM
macros. There's support for multithreaded applications. You can even include OS/2 style help and hints

in your applications.
To keep GUI-ing, WATCOM customer support
delivers timely response by phone, fax, e-mail,
CompuServe'," or the WATCOM bulletin board

ith the visual dervleptnent encirottment of
it's

systems GI I.

Ii

system. So when it comes to developing
OS/2 applications, VX•RExx is the way
to GUI. To order or to find out more about OS/2 2.1
or VX•RExx, call 1800 3- IBM-0S2. In Canada,
call I800 465-7999.

Operate at ahigher level:

IBM and 0512 are registered trademarks and " Opera:e at a higher level" and Workplace Shell are trademarks of
International Business Machines Corporation. WATCOM and VX•Rexx are trademarks of WATCOM International
Corporation CompuServe is a trademark of CompuServe Incorporated. 0 1993 IBM Corp.
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WordPerfect 6.0
for Windows
Bigger and Meaner
•
•

A

full installation of
WordPerfect 6.0 for Windows
uses 33 MB of hard disk space,
about 21 MB more than version 5.2. Figuring 312 days between versions, that comes to a

other menus and bars, hide the
line if you want. And if you
want to use another program
from within WordPerfect, such
as apersonal dictionary, you
can drag afile or program icon
from the Windows
Marred
dui
71•1"--1Ï
File Manager onto
Wax
the button bar.
IiEnhancements are
I lb»
um I
rampant.
QuickMenus of commonly
used functions, for
LI
eiii•-example, showed up
• • Iiii eliib ] ill
in version 5.2 only
• 14 • 4
when you clicked
,
L"
a •rii ,... e
your right mouse but411 ton on agraphic box,
U ltillgle_
AU latetal
OLE objects, or the
TextArt, abundled utility that WordPerfect licensed
button bar. Now, the
from Bitstream, lets you create special text effects.
limits are off; click
growth rate of about 69 KB of
on text, graphics, bars, or anycode per day, or roughly 49
where else, and you'll get a
bytes per minute. Yes, WinQuickMenu. Another function,
dows word processors do grow.
called tables, now allows data
But so have the reasons to confills, named ranges, and the use
sider WordPerfect Corp.'s latof 98 cell formulas—afar cry
est rollout.
from version 5.2's simple arithFor the same $495 price, the
metic.
new version sports acleaner,
Much of the program's admore graphical, and customizditional girth is due to not
able interface—the result, says
merely enhancements, but
the company, of acomplete
functions you never saw here
rewriting of the product. New
before. For one, WordPerfect
icons for the button bar and the
6.0 is bundled with Expressaddition of asmaller "power
Docs, more than 45 customizbar" speed the most-used funcable document templates that
tions you select from among a previously cost an extra $ 19.95.
total of 81. The top line of your
If astaffer needs some handscreen, formerly reserved for
holding, for instance, the new
the WordPerfect title plus your
Coach feature provides astepcurrent filename, now changes
by-step walk-through of a
by default to ahelp prompt that
variety of tasks.
describes each button you point
TextArt, an impressive bunto with your mouse.
dled utility licensed by BitYou can alter information
stream (which also created the
on the bottom of your screen's
25 included TrueType fonts),
status line to show what you
lets you create special type effind pertinent or, as with the
fects in various shapes, colors,
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NEW WORDPERFECT 6.0 FEATURES AT AGLANCE
•Increased customization of the user interface.
•Comes bundled with ExpressDocs templates.
•Import and export of all common word processing, spreadsheet,
and database formats.
•Improved tables, with 98 formulas, numerical cell formatting,
automatic calculation, and other spreadsheet features.
•Incorporation of WordPerfect Presentations' drawing tools.
•Charting functions for graphs based on table or spreadsheet data.
•Sound- clip embedding in documents; also, support for OLE server
multimedia applications.
•Document Information feature counts words, lines, paragraphs,
pages, and more.

fills, and shadows.
Perhaps the biggest new addition to 6.0, however, is that
much of the functionality of
WordPerfect Presentations has
been included here, too: Bézi-

er curves, text contour around a
curve, vector drawing tools,
and seven chart types that you
can create from atable or from
imported spreadsheet data.
—Ed Perratore
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The latest Software Publishers
Association report estimates
that North American sales for
DOS- based spreadsheets de-

teem

clined by 56.2 percent in the

"t...

second quarter of 1993 com-

I

twk

pared to the same period in

li{ui

1992. Still, the SPA shows that
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total sales for DOS spreadsheets in the second quarter of
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1993 accounted for $ 37.6 million in North America ( and an estimated S125 million in 1993), amarket that
Borland and Lotus continue to cater to.
This fall, Borland released Quattro Pro 5.0 for DOS. Now Lotus is poised
to strike back with 1-2-3 release 4for DOS ( shown above), which will require
at least a286 processor ( Lotus says it will continue to sell and enhance
1-2-3 release 2.4, which runs on Intel 8088- based processors). Release 4
will likely include faster recalculation, improved printing and charting, and
version management similar to that of release 4for Windows. Lotus says it
will release the upgrade in the first quarter of 1994.
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Although sales of DOS spreadsheets were down in the second quarter of 1993
compared to the same quarter of 1992, sales of DOS word processors increased,
thanks to new versions of DOS-based Microsoft Word and WordPerfect. (
NA
indicates sales of less than $1million. All figures are in millions of dollars.)

Development's

They're all here. All the tools, tips and techniques you need
to send your OS/2® development rocketing up the charts.
Brought to you by the original artists: IBM's own OS/2 development team.
Join The Developer Connection for OS/27
•
and you'll receive the most timely and extensive
information available to the OS/2 community.
Four times ayear, you'll get aCD packed with the
latest productivity tools, utilities and sample programs
from IBM and others.A powerful browser and easy, graphical
user interface let you locate any topic instantly in our comprehensive technical library
Each CD includes the latest releases of smashes like
"The Developer's Toolkit for OS/2," "Multimedia Presentation Manager/2 Toolkit," and "Pen for OS/2
Toolkit." Plus, you also get pre-release
versions of many IBM products, operating systems, internal development tools, product demos,
bit maps—you name it.
But wait, there's more. You also receive
The Developer Connection News, our newsletter filled with
information about the latest OS/2 developments, new products,
1111 I/1:11111M
\ 111/(IN
aQ&A column and much more. Plus, you get access to the Developer
-NE
Connection forum on CompuServe,* where you can talk directly to
the experts.
And here's music to your ears: Buy ayear's subscription to The
Developer Connection for OS/2
before February 15, 1994 for only
$199 and receive afree copy of the
Clear & Simple® hit "Performance
2.1' atuning kit for OS/2. Call
1800 6DEVCON today, and start
producing some hits of your own.
\

•

Operate at ahigher level:
11
UM

'CompuServe membership is required. IBM and OS/2 are registered trademarks and The Developer Connection for OS/2
and "Operate at ahigher level" are trademarks of International Business Machines Corporation CompuServe is a
trademark of CompuServe Incorporated. Clear 8 Simple is aregistered trademark of Clear 8Simple. Inc. O1993 IBM Corp.
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Cyprus
DAVID C. KITTOS

Turkey

Nicosia

AMarket
in Transition

Mediterranean Sea

Turkish Cypriot
Federated State

CYPRUS

The Cypriot IT market by category, 1992

Nicosia

is the last divided
capital city in Europe, an obstacle that hinders both the
growth of IT ( information
technology) and the sharing
of knowledge and ideas between its Greek and Turkish
communities. IT in Cyprus is
changing from ahardwareoriented market to asolutionsoriented market. The high
profit margins on hardware,
traditionally about 30 percent,
have led to 110 dealers for a
population of 650,000. The
Cyprus PC market is clearly
becoming saturated.
Most vendors can no longer
expect large profits from
PCs—margins now average
about 10 percent. Some may
retrieve aportion of their investment through maintenance agreements. While
some vendors are "one-manand- his- dog" businesses,
many offer awide range of
professional, high-quality solutions. These include PCs
from well-known makers
(e.g., IBM, Compaq, HewlettPackard, Zenith, NCR, Dell,
and Samsung) including
cross-operating-system communication. Novell solutions
are popular for office-automation projects, while Unix
dominates the client/server
arena.
Manos Loucaides, manager of Demstar, alarge PC and
peripherals dealer in Nicosia,
observes that many dealers
have trouble distinguishing
between products and services. "They spread themselves thin, over too many ac-
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tivities, without trying
to find out how profitable each one is," he
says. His firm is divided into several profit
centers. "Activity-centered accounting helps us maintain a
clear picture of how business
is going," Loucaides adds.
Nick Stephanides, operations manager for IBM in
Cyprus, believes that vendors
who lack professionalism
have little future. IBM conducts seminars for its dealers,
giving them access to extensive resources. Level of service and technical know-how
are very important. "We do
not expect vendors who make
little or no investment in training to be in business for long,"
Stephanides says. According
to International Data, expenditures for IT on Cyprus in
1992 totaled $56 million, with
72 percent for hardware, 18
percent for software, and 10
percent for services. Forecasts
for this year projected the market at $70 million.
These figures show that the
market does not yet appreciate
the value of software, which is
often ignored by dealers or
seen as an insignificant sideline. Recently, Ioverheard a
graphic designer brag that he
had purchased aused Mac
with some CY£10,000 (approximately $20,000) worth
of "free" software on its hard
disk.
The absence of asoftware
copyright law on Cyprus obviously hurts software sales,
but new laws will be effective

9.74%
Software

Mediterranean Sea

17.7%

Hardware
72.56%

as ot January I. Also, the
relative importance of
services and software
may rise as anew generation of business users and
With reduced profits hitting
scientists— people who apan oversaturated computer
preciate the value of serdealers' marketplace and a
vices—takes over.
new copyright law taking
Cypriot computer users also
effect on January 1, software
show alack of appreciation,
and IT consulting should
even hostility, toward manbecome much more
agement consultants. This
important commodities in
may be part of awider trend to
1994
devalue intangible commodities. Many believe that advice
can and should be free. Part
cient and unprofessional PC
of the problem stems from
sellers." Kataras adds that
abuse of the word consultant
"aggressive marketing, value
by anyone who wants to make
for money, asolution-orientaquick buck. In Cyprus, aled approach, customer supmost everyone claims to be a port, and efficient distribution
consultant.
channels are... the name of
However, this is changing.
the game. It happened in
A new Management ConsulGreece, and now Cyprus foltants Association aims to conlows. Transitions are painful,
trol entry to the profession on
but that is the way markets
the basis of qualifications and
work." •
experience. Through its InstiEditor's note: The views extute of Technology, the govpressed
in this article are
ernment has compiled alist
those of the author and perof registered consultants. No
sons interviewed by him and
subsidy will be paid on aprojdo not reflect the views of his
ect unless aregistered consulemployer.
tant is used.
Kostas Kataras, the managing director of InternationDavid C. Kittos is an IT consultant
al Data's Greece and Cyprus for KPMG Metaxas Loizides &
Syrimis in Nicosia, Cyprus. He
office, believes that the local
holds an M.Sc. in analysis, design.
IT industry is changing: " We
and management of information
expect the market will soon
systems from the London School of
follow its own direction, and
Economics. He can be reached on
this may be painful for ineffiBIX do "editors."
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Entrepreneurial Enterprise
MAKING MONEY
WITH YOUR

COMPUTER
AT HOME
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ayoffs. Company cutbacks. Restructuri ng .I
n to day's economic climate, more professionals are
finding less job security. Starting and running your own
company is aperennial dream of many. Just because you
work for yourself, however, does not mean that many
(indeed any) problems disappear. Now, instead of just
dealing with your manager's schedules, you need to

plan your own schedules, make payroll, find ( and
please) customers, and run acompany in addition to completing the technical work.
This month, I've looked at three books that promise to help make you a successful entrepreneur. Their quality ranges from the superfluous to the superb.
When Iwas ateenager, Iwould frequently read the classified ads in the back
of magazines and dream of the riches to be made raising earthworms, breeding
rabbits, or addressing envelopes at home. Even today, Ifind it difficult to walk
by books with titles like 1001 Guaranteed Profit-Making Ideas. It's not that I'm
seeking acareer change, mind you; Ijust believe that somewhere in all that
paper might be an interesting idea.

T

he Oxford English Dictionary, or OED,
was first printed as 125 separate volumes, from 1884 to 1928. Revisions and supplements were issued over the years, culminating in anew 20-volume second edition in
1989 containing 616,500 words. The word
definitions and 2.4 million quotations make up
awork of 59 million words.

Many entrepreneurs, at least the ones I've met, are alot like
teenagers: They feel invincible. It's only as maturity sets in
that they realize, " Hey, I've actually got acompany Ineed to

ration of the material. From my page- leafing
days with the unabridged dictionary, this happens to produce better results as well.

Wire: The Technical Entrepreneur's Guide to Running aSuccessful Enterprise,
David Adamson describes the highs and lows of his experiences as founder of a
high-tech electronics company. Perhaps " walking" is a little too bland. "Juggling" on the high wire is more appropriate. Adamson provides aseries of personal memoirs, each with its own business moral. He covers the difficulties of starting abusiness, problems of undercapitalization, competition for venture capital,
bill-collection trauma, and dealing with the government as acustomer. You'll even
get aglimpse of some interesting international mail fraud.
Each of Adamson's stories is entertaining, but factual details are lacking. Ifrequently wanted to call him and ask, " Yes, but what were
your criteria for laying people off? How did you manage to

EntrEpeenE,

Oxford University Press, Walton St., Oxford, U.K. OX2
6DP, + 44 865 267979; fax + 44 865 56646, 5895

convince your investors to back off for amonth? When you
determined sales were down, how did you motivate your
sales force?"

How well do you deal with stress? Do you feel you need to
actually sleep nights? In his aptly named book, Walking the High- Tech High

Gukie for le HI•Tecn

OXFORD ENGLISH DICTIONARY
(SECOND EDITION) ON CD-ROM

On paper, the OED spans 21,728 pages,
weighs around 145 pounds, and costs $2750.
In contrast, the CD-ROM version weighs less
than an ounce.
On aMac Quadra 840AV, Itried to locate
afew sample words from my Merriam-Webster unabridged dictionary, such as aardvark,
poikilothermal, quark, and zymurgy. It found
all these words without ahitch.
If you need apithy quote, searching the
quotations section can be rewarding, although
the search mechanism takes some getting used
to. Asking for all the quotes by Chaucer yields
11,902 quotes. You can do asubsequent
search on this list, narrowing your search by
providing adate, title, or portion of the quote.
When you find aquote or definition, you
can print it. Ihad problems printing results
to an original LaserWriter: It crashed and reset before it would print out the page, and
then with some garbled fonts. Ihad no problems printing to aLaserWriter Pro 630 with
PostScript Level 2and lots more memory.
Does this mean Idon't like the OED on
CD-ROM? Not at all, although Ido hold it
to exacting standards, based on its reputation.
The OED on CD-ROM will be of great use in
libraries and offices that normally couldn't
spare space for the printed version. The software's ability to search and cross-reference
through all those millions of words makes it
avaluable research tool. The vast resources of
this dictionary, especially when they're available with afew keystrokes, demands explo-

Making Money with Your Computer at Home by Paul and Sarah Edwards belongs in the " 1001 ideas" category. It's filled with 75 truly uninteresting job opportunities (e.g., diet-planning services or disk copying). What would make this
book interesting is if it took arealistic approach to what was
required to run each of the companies, or even profiles of
WALKING
people actually running such one- or two-person shops. Even
THE HIGH.TECH
arealistic approach to the income potential would help. Hey,
HIGH WIRE
if you get 300 people to each pay $ 100 for your newsletter,
you could make an extra $ 30,000 ayear! OK, how about deducting that new laser printer, page-layout software, advertising, postal fees and permits, and mailing- list databases.
Suddenly that $30.000 "extra income" turns into a $5000
loss.

YOUR
START-UP

THE OED ON CD-ROM

run. We need to plan." If you fall into this category, you
must read Engineering Your Start- Up: A Guide for the HighTech Entrepreneur by Michael L. Baird.

—Tom Thompson

DECEMBER 1993
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PROTECT YOUR
SOFTWARE
Authorization Button.
Call 800-258-5061

NO BUTTON,
NO ACCESS.
Dallas Semiconductor is re-shaping the world of software
protection and distribution control with anew family of
microchips called Buttons. We put the lid on software
piracy by packaging microchips in button-shaped, stainless
steel cans. The chips contain missing but critical
information to make the software run.
We offer avariety of Authorization Buttons and features so
you can select the level of protection and price point that
are right for you.

security Continuum
Button Type
DS1420 ID Button

Unique Read/Write Password Expiration
Decoy
Serial 4 Memory Protection
Timer
Responses
X

DS1427 Time Button

X

4K bits

DS1425 Multi Button

X

2K bits

X
X

X

Snap In, Snap Out
Authorization Buttons interface to the installed base of
100+ million PC's via the DS1410 Button Holder. They
simply snap in and out. The DS1410 accepts two Buttons
concurrently.

Toward a Dongleless World
New computers that accept Buttons directly, including
palm and notebooks, are being designed at OEM's today.
Our Dong,le Trade-In Program will help in your transition
to this world. With an approved
application, we'll pay you $7.00
for each dongle that you
trade in for an Authorization
Button and Holder. This offer
is good until December 31. 1993.
The one-piece price for the
DS1420 is $4.35; volume
discounts apply.

We're Serious About Security
At Dallas Semiconductor, we design and manufacture our
own microchips. And we're the only ones in the software
protection business who do. Sixty intricate process steps
and a64-bit unique registration number lasered into each
chip prevent duplication.
To learn how to button down your software, give us acall.

DALLAS
SEMICONDUCTOR

4401 South Beltwood Parkway, Dallas, Texas 75244-3292
Telephone: 214-450-8170 FAX: 214-450-3715
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His book contains some very sobering insights. The preface
starts, " Ifirst thought of writing this book ... just one week after
the president and Idecided that our... start-up must file for Chapter 11 bankruptcy." Although it does not appear to be the author's overt intention to scare you out of being an entrepreneur,
you will finish the book more sober than when you started it.
Baird has created ahandbook for building acompany—from
identifying opportunities, to raising capital, to working with investors and banks, to writing abusiness plan, to marketing your
ideas. Although the book is targeted specifically at software startup companies, you'll find little discussion of technology. After all,
technology is what you already know how to do. Running abusiness is what you need to learn. And learn you will—how to price
products, exploit market niches, and position your product for particular markets.
You'll also find lots of hard facts on issues such as determining your risk of bankruptcy, financing your start-up while protecting your personal assets, building the right management team,
and considering your obligations to
your current employer. Remember,
ENGINEERING YOUR START-UP:
AGUIDE FOR THE HIGH-TECH
you may want your old job back.
ENTREPRENEUR
If you're dreaming of afuture
Michael L. Baird,
business, consider following the exProfessional Publications,
ploits of Adamson. But if you've
ISBN 0-912045-48-5, $ 19.95
already made the plunge, EngiMAKING MONEY WITH YOUR
neering Your Start- Up is an essenCOMPUTER AT HOME
tial guide through the pitfalls and
Paul and Sarah Edwards,
hazards of the business world. Baird
Putnam, ISBN 0-87477-736-4,
cannot guarantee asuccessful start$10.95
up, but his book will help improve
WALKING THE HIGH-TECH HIGH WIRE:
your odds. •
Raymond GA Côté is aBYTE contributing editor who, among other things, runs
his own business. You can reach him on
BIX as " rgacote."

THE TECHNICAL ENTREPRENEUR'S
GUIDE TO RUNNING ASUCCESSFUL
ENTERPRISE

David Adamson, McGraw-Hill,
ISBN 0-07-000468-4, $24.95

PUTTING COMPUTERS TO REAL USE
WATCH WHAT IDO edited by Allen Cypher mir Press,
ISBN 0-262-03213-9, $45

T

oclay's computers are much more powerful than they were
10 years ago. Yet, we're still doing the same old things with
these faster machines: writing, running spreadsheets, and connecting to on-line services. Shouldn't today's generation of computers do more for us? Such is the subject matter of Watch What
IDo, aseries of articles about Programming by Demonstration.
This is where acomputer observes what we're doing and, for
repetitive tasks, learns them and ultimately does them for us.
Importantly, PBD will empower typical users to do this—not
just programmers. Watch What IDo covers such topics as macro
recorders, learning by example, and inferencing, with implementation examples. This book is not for the faint of heart: Code
examples, screen shots, block diagrams, and grammars adorn
the pages. The text isn't in adry academic style, however, and it
actually makes for interesting reading. If you're interested in the
real future of computing, check this book out.
—Tom Thompson

Computing Know How Books

for advancing your business skills

EXCEL
Multimedia Mania
Learn the basics from adding CD-ROMs and sound
boards to making an MPC system. Includes CDROM with over 400 megabytes of sounds, graphics,
animations, samples and techniques. Experiment
with several commercial multimedia demos.
Valuable coupons from major software publishers
worth over $600 inside.

$49.95 with companion CD-ROM.

Learn the basics of data compression and then the
specifics of using the major shareware and freeware
programs. Covers features and commands for using
PKZIP, LHARC and others.

$19.95_

for Science & Technology

focuses on the power of Excel beyond the spreadsheet.
Learn about Excel Solver. Scenario Manager,
Mathematics Functions, Physics, Chemistry,
Technology Conversion and many other topics.
This book and its companion disk allow you to
immediately apply what you learn by using the
macros and worksheets on the disk. Excel for Science
and Technology is more than a book; it's an
indispensable professional work tool.

$34.95 with companion disk.

05/2 BIBLE

See why the 486 is the processor of choice; how it
works and how you can set up your system for
maximum performance — even with DOS 6.

Tells you everything you want to know about IBM's
latest and greatest Personal Computer operating
system. Learn all about the OS/2 Workplace Shell
and the fantastic programs IBM has included with
OS/2. See why OS/2 runs Windows applications
faster and better than Windows does. The appendix
contains acomplete printed reference of all the OS/
2commands, so you can find the info you need fast.

Info on new Overdrives. DX2sand even the pentium.
Includes SystemSleuth Professional and PCINFO
software on companion diskette.

$34.95 with companion dislc.

A Windows shell for using any of the above software.

Upgrading 8t Maintaining Your PC

$17.95.

AutoCAD 12 Programming

See how to integrate custom functions and commands
into AutoCAD. Learn batch file programming, for
user defined startup; script files, for specific drawing
sequences; and custom commands with AutoLISP or
ADS. Diskette contains menus and programming
examples to help you learn fast.

$44.95 with companion disk.

Order Toll Free
1 - 800-451 -4319
Available at. B. Dalton, Barnes & Nob e, Bookstar,
Bookstop, WaInbooks, Crown Books, Software
Etc., CompUSA Computer City Superstores, Fry's
Electronics, Computer Literacy, Tower Books,
Stacey's, and ogler retailers nationwide.
In Canada at: Coles, W.H. Smith Books, Classic
Bookshops, inc London Drug. Call or write for our
free catalog o' PC Books.

nimum

Abacus Utliílflf

Dept. 812,5370 52nd Street SE. Grand Rapes, Ml 49512
Phone: (616)698-0330. Fax: (61 ) 699-0325

Circle 61 on Inquiry Card
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$25.95 with companion disk.

The 486 Book

Data Cruncher Software-

Fail-safe way to save disk space

HP DeskJet Complete
Hands-on knowledge necessary for running ink jet
printers efficiently. Provides solid support including
how to select and download new fonts, how to
choose the correct Windows printer driver, tips on
using the color options and practical advice on how
to troubleshoot the most frequently encountered
problems. The ideal reference for HP DeskJet users,
whether they're looking for information about
connecting the printer, paper handling or
programming the HP DeskJet printer.

$34.95 with companion disk.

The Sound Blaster Book

Turn your PC into a high performance screamer!
Whether you're adding memory or ahard drive, a
This bestselling book is âe complete guide to Sound
CD-ROM or asound joard or upgrading an XT to a
lasterTm , from installation to custom programming.
386 or 486, this book shows you how. Includes
Discusses different Sound Blaster Tm cards,
companion diskette of utilities and System Sleuth
commercial, public domain and shareware software
diagnostic software that helps you analyze your
products available.
systems performance.
$34.95 with companion disk.
$34.95 with companion disk.

Please rush me the following books:

ea.
ex.
HP DeskJet Complete $25.95 ex.
PKZ1P. LHARC & Co.
$19.96 ea.
Data Cruncher $17.95 ea.
AutoCAD 12 Programming $44.95 ea.
The 486 Book
$34.95 ea
Upgrading & Maintaining $34.98 ea.
05/2 BIBLE
$34.95 ea.
Multimedia Mania

$49.95

Excel for Science & Tech

$34.95

Sound Blaster Book

$34.95

Subtotal:
Ml orders Include 4% sales tax:
In U5 áCanada add $
5.00 shipping:
Foreign orders add $13.00 per item,
Total amount (U5 funds):

ea.

.. m.pan y

e -•

Books & CD-ROMs

Ever seen agrown pirate cry ?
Just plug this in ... and watch
1VERIZIOPLUGT"

The amazing Software protection system based on a
hardware plug. Contains read-write programmable
memory. This system is practical and easy to use fur
both programmer and end-user. Supports various
programming languages, operating systems and
types of computers.

II-PLUG'

Design: Zamir studio

Comprehensive network protection starts with
asingle plug. The LANPlug lets you operate
protected software from any workstation on the
network, while supervising anumber of
authorized simultaneous operation applications.

CLOCKPLUG'
This unique 'fine-limited software protection system is
based on aplug containing areal-time clock. It allows
users limited execution times for leasing and demonstration
applications.
Apassword system allows you to rewind the clock by telephone
Tel: 1(
800) 677 1587
Tel: (407)682 1587 Fax: (407) 869 1409
LionSoft Tel: 011 640 6002
MICROCOMPUTERS
M.H.P Tel: (31)440612916
CT.! Tel: ( 1)47 38 16 17
5Haganim, RO. Box 8691
Economic Data Tel: (34) I442 28 00
Haifa 35022 ISRAEL

EliaShim

Creek Republic: PC Kompas Fox: (42) 243 II 88

ITS

Tel: 972-4-516111, Fa>: 972-4-528613

Currently looking for international distributors

Introducing SST
A New Stan - d
Multimedia „„,_ ujitliLL
that will

e our presentations soar.

Non you can develop any sales
presentation, school report,
or even afamily scrapbook
using the power of rn ultimedi
With SST. you can produce
dynami( presentations
complete with scrolling text,
sound, narration, graphs
pictures, video-even
interactive capabilities.
works like aslide carousel
and aVCR player with po
fi click and drag & drop
controls. Plus it utilizes
•
two revolutionary operating
techniques that no longer require
suggested
you to learn complicated script languages
retail price
or deal with time-based editing systems. In f
S149.95
it's so easy to use, you'll create allltll)illle:lit
on in less thoil 60 minutes. GUARANTEED.
Get into the multimedia
action with SST.
For the distributor nearest you,
or to order, call (
612) 531-0603

Aem e,

SUPER

•, I LI..

7100 Northland Circle•Suite 401
n(
n
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a
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APPLICATIONS by Charles Bernardin

Prentice- Hall,

C

LANPLIJG'

South Africa:
Holland:
France:
Spain.

C/MATH TOOLCHEST FOR ENGINEERING AND SCIENTIFIC
1513N 0-13-605866-3, $65

The premiere protection plug for UNIX systems
that connects the standard serial port of computers
and workstations.

U.S. office:

AMATH TOOLCHEST

Circle 193 or Inquiry Card.

I
Math Toolchest for Engineering and Scientific Applications by Charles Bernardin is not casual reading. Neither
is it areference work, atutorial, or ageneral review of computational algorithms. It is afme and coherent collection of C functions that Bernardin has gathered over several years for use in his
work as aprofessional signal-processing engineer. This book,
and the accompanying disks, are not simply acollection of routines picked up in the public domain and repackaged. Rather,
this is aprofessional set of tools that includes proper error-handling and signaling routines.
Although the book's accompanying software is distributed on
PC disks, the code is written in standard ANSI C and is portable
to any platform. Over 170 functions span the range from common
complex number manipulations to less common matrix and vector manipulations. The functions are grouped into major areas:
complex arithmetic, matrix and vector manipulations (for both real
and complex values), probability, statistics, numerical analysis,
and signal processing. Bemardin's own interests are evident in the
large section on signal-processing and filtering routines.
Another example of the professional quality of these routines
is that all the matrix and vector functions use adynamic, runtime memory-allocation scheme that allows array sizes to be determined as the data is generated. A charting package from Mix
Software is also provided that lets you view the results from
some of the sample programs. These are not necessarily awardwinning graphs, but they're quite sufficient for viewing experimental data. Professional engineers, programmers, and students
will find awealth of useful routines to address their numerical
problem-solving requirements.
—Raymond GA Côté

WORLDWIDE COMPUTING
THE MULTILINGUAL PC DIRECTORY by Ian Tresman
Knowledge Computing, ISBN 1-873091-02-8, £ 35 ( about $ 531

T

oday, with communications needs that span the globe, I
find myself constantly limited by aplain English-only computer. Although my primary machine of choice, aMac, lets me
add such touches as aproper greeting in Russian, asalutation in
Japanese, or even the proper spelling of my last name, the ubiquitous PC is abit hard-pressed to provide the proper characters,
particularly under DOS.
Make no mistake, though, such products do exist, from Egyptian hieroglyphic word processors to Russian databases and Zuni
font packs. The Multilingual PC Directory is agrowing collection
of multilingual and foreign-language products for IBM PCs and
compatibles. Whatever your desire, to chatter in Chinese, expound in Ethiopian, or declaim in Danish, you'll find aproduct
to fill your needs. This is an invaluable resource for anyone who
ever needs to write in more than one language. •
—Raymond GA Côté

POOR OLD MOUSE.
Most of the time all mice are nice and fine for pointing around. But when it
comes to inputting graphics or logos into any application or any CAD package,
they are hopeleSS. They ¡ust can't — and so you can't. No way.
Problem? Yes and no. It depends — you may shrug your shoulders and say
"Well, I'll never do CAD and I ¡ust never want to input any sketches, logos, or
photos into my computer anyway." Or — you feel that isn't good enough after
all the money you have invested and all the nice things you know you could
do today with your own graphics once they were in the computer.

PROBLEM
SOLVED.
Here comes the mouse that lets you input all
your graphics as well. How?: That's what they
all want to know, but we're not telling. Its anew
invention. It's auniversal combination of atrue
mouse and an independent manual drawing
board that becomes aprecision full-featured
digitizer tablet once you ¡ust place the mouse
onto the board. It's all in one or all separate
as required. Simply unplug your poor old
mouse, plug in our mouse and have the real all
purpose input device to your PC always at hand.
At aprice poor mice can afford too.

It runs w

NetWaré

ARISTO
ARISTO Graphic Systems
ADivision of K0111-NOOR Inc.
100 Noe Street, P.O. Box 68,
Bloomsbury, NJ 08804 - 0068
Tel: ( 800) 631 - 7646
Fox: ( 908) 479 - 1513

edieeeepard‘ Wept,

Europe:
ARISTO Graphic Sysieme GmbH & Co. KG.
Schnockenburgallee 41
D - 22525 Hamburg ( Germany)
Tel: ( 040) 853 9/-226
Fax: ( 040) 850 04 25

ALL IN ONE.
Mouse, Digitizer Tablet, Drawing Board

Circle 189 on Inquiry Card ( RESELLERS: 190).

Absoft F77
for Windows NTTm
by Absoft Corporation

OS/2 2.1
by 113M
OS/2 v2.1 lets you take advantage of the
award- winning features found in v2.0
and increase your productivity with new
enhancements. Includes support for MS
Windows v3.1 applications including
enhanced mode and full 32 bit graphics
engine. Adobe and TrueType Font suprt gives you the best of both worlds. WIN-OS/2 setup icon
allows changes to default values of all Windows applications.
Start your DOS and OS/2 apps from aWIN- 08/2 Desktop!

A globally optimizing ANSI
Standard FORTRAN 77 with all
Dol) MIL- STD extensions.
Inte1486Tmand Pentiumm optimizations produce the fastest F77
applications for NT. Compatible with MS C/C++, windbg, and
other NT SDK tools. VAX. Sun. Cray, Fortran 90 features aid in
porting. Source compatible with other Absoft F77s for
Macintosh, DOS, NeXTSTEP & UNIX.
List: $ 695

Ours: $ 599

FAX

tera #: 0012-8601

List: $ 249

Ours: $ 139

Upgrade
List: $ 199
FAXcetera #: 3142-0009

Ours: $ 99

I ODUCT
WindowsMAKER
Professional 5.0
by Blue Sky Software

t
freh
sums
C++

HE MONTH

Symantec C++
Professional 6.0
by Symantec
Reach new levels of programming

Next generation of the most powerful
C/C++ Code Generator and Prototyper for
Windows 3.1. NT & Win32s. The fastest
way to create full- featured Windows apps.
This product stands out, does everything— even a toolbar can be created with
1click! Test run your design, make changes interactively, generate code for multiple platforms—ANSI C, MFC, OWL. etc.:
widest compiler support in industry. TrueCode technology—
user code is 100% preserved. Highly recommended!

power with Symantec C++ for
Windows,
DOS.
and
Win32s.
Breakthrough new IDDE revolution the way you work. Includes optimizations and tools.
OPTLink linker and Blue Sky visual tools, with MFC 2.0 and
Win32s, and 8000 pages of documentation. Your productivity
will increase so much you can go on vacation: an included
coupon for two travel certificates to Hawaii will get you there.
Competitive Upgrade for Borland or Microsoft customers 8199.

List: $1,096

Comp. Upgrade
FAXcete

Ours: $ 899

FAX ara #: 2602-0003

New Version of Mathematica!
by Wolfram Research
Solve your math problems faster with
Mathematica. Powerful numerical, symbol
ic. and graphical capabilities make
Mathematica an excellent productivity tool
for engineers, scientists, financial analysts,
and researchers. High-level programming
language lets you translate ideas into programs quickly. For impressive technical
reports and presentations, simply combine text, calculations,
and graphics in electronic documents you create automatically
when you use Mathematica.
Standard/Win.
List: $595
Enhanced/Win. List: $995
FAX. e
t
era #: 2014-0001

List: $395

OUTS: $289

FAXcetera #: 3015-0001

Ours: $299
Ours: $ 189

Yes, the newly released CAClipper
version 5.2 is being offered to Xbase
language product owners at the low
tail price of $ 199. This competitive
pgrade is available for a short time
nly! What a great opportunity to get
e power of CA- Clipper, at a super
rice! And now when you buy, get your choice of dBFast,
lipper Tools or dBASE Compiler Kit— FREE from CA when
u register!
List: $199

Ours: $129

FAXcetera #:

g+E Database Library
by Q+E Software

Commence 2.0 Adds
LAN Support, 50+ Major
New Features
by JENSEN-JONES, INC.

sharing Commence databases, views, categories, connections
and aunique database synchronization feature.

List: $499
List: $ 199

vimemur
CA-Clipper 5.2
Competitive Upgrade
by Computer Associates

Ours: $ 505
Ours: $845

Commence 2.0, the most powerful and
flexible PIM for Windows, gives users an
easy way to store, organize, view— and
share information. Includes basic PIM
features: calendar, contact management.
task management. plus powerful new features for transparently

•

I

1004-0017

_

+E Database Library 2.0 streamlines
BMS-independent applications developent by providing transparent access to
e
ajor SQL and PC DBMS from user's
sktops with automatic support for
DBC & IDAPI. QELIB2 works with existg development tools and is simply the
st way to add complete DBMS access to applications todas'.
and tomorrow!
List: $699

Ours: $ 559

FAXatera #: 2625-0002

lest Sel
MetaWare High C/C++
by MetaWare, Inc.

'wee—

1

PREE
C

C++/Views for OS/2
by Liant Software Corp.

/a

atalog?

11111111MJ
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NEW RELEASE! High C/C++ version 3.1.
MetaWare's 32—bit compiler is shipping.

C++/Views is the best object-oriented

Includes a 32-bit source- level debugger,

multi- platform, native GUI programs

and a 32-bit Application Developers Kit

using C++. C++/Views includes a

for
Windows.
The " Incremental
Strengths" feature enables gradual

library of over 100 C++ classes that

migration from C to C++ one block at a
time. High C/C++ provides optional ANSI
conformance, eight levels of global optimization and a full

interface design, data management, event processing, and

implementation of C++ templates.

C++/Views class library.

List: $795

Ours: $ 669

application framework for developing

solve a broad range of software development problems including

FAX, ettra #:

1590-0008

more. C++/Views includes C++/Views Constructor, a unique
development tool that lets you work visually with the

Mac. No royalties or run-time fees. Source code is free.

List: $749

wATcomrm SQL

for Windows

C++/Views applications are source-

code portable across MS Windows. OS/2 PM, OSF/Motif, and

Ours: $599

FAXcetera #:

by WATCOM

DataTable Spreadsheet Control
by ProtoView Development

WATCOMTm SQL for Windows is a complete

NEW/ Create sizzling database applica

client/server DBMS including a standalone

lions with ProtoView DataTable, a

single- user SQL database server. WATCOM

sophisticated Windows spreadsheet con-

SQL for Windows allows you to develop and

trol that will give your application the

deploy single-user standalone applications,

look and feel of Excel. It makes the per-

and to develop applications for use within

fect user interface for any database.

the WATCOM SQL Network Server Edition.
WATCOM SQL for Windows includes support for the

With its output picture clause masking

Microsoft Open Database Connectivity (ODBC) standard for
database applications.

cell as you type it! Works with any stan-

List: $395

Ours: $299

FAXtetera #: 1683-0013

you can edit and format data right in the

Blinker 3.0
by Blink Inc.
7
71

7
rn

dynamic overlay linker in tine easy- to- use

AutoCAD ADS/AD!. The complete toolset

W\TCOM C/C++'2

Windows 3.x. Windows NT, Win32s. and

product. The only way ta create programs

includes:

which run in both real and protected mode
DOS. Comparable with most programming

extender with VMM support, licensed components from the MS
Windows 3.x SDK. interactive source- level debugger, linker.

languages Blinker 3.0 creates memory

profiler. Supervisor for executing 32-bit applications and DLLs

efficient programs for DOS or Windows

under Windows 3.x, 32-bit run-time libraries for extended DOS.

Microsoft Visual Basic 3.0
by Microsoft Corporation
Now with built in data access. OLE 2.0 and more!
Program for Windows the fasL easy way with MS
Visual Basic for Windows. Standard
Edition. A visual development environment,
flexible programming language, and now

List: $599

Ours:

S349

FAXcetera #:

1683-0003

GUARANTEED BEST PRICES! (
Call for Details)

To order call: 800 445 7899

Corporate ( CORSOFT): 800 422-6507
FAX: 908 389-9227
International: 908 389-9228
Customer Service: 908 389-9229
Programmer's Paradise Italia:
39-2-480-16053
For more information on the

Standard

List: $ 199

Ours:

$129

Version Upg.
Comp. Upg.

List: $
List: $

49
99

Ours:

S 45

Ours:

$ 95

Prof. Edit.

List: $ 495

Ours:

$299

1269-0033

C and C++ optimizing compilers, royalty- free DOS

OS/2 2.x, Windows 3.x and Windows NT, and more.
FAXcetera#:

access to your data make this the most productive

It fa #:

VIATCONITm C/C++32 v9.5
by WATCOM

ing 32- bit extended DOS. OS/2 2.x.

way to go from initial ideas to impressive applications.

FAX

Ours: $ 449

2553-0003

C and C++ development system support-

2534-0001
Special Offer! CA-Clipper or Visual C++ owners: $ 199

Ampac

Ours: $ 224

List: $ 495

A Windows linker, a royalty- free 286 DOS
extender and an award- winning DOS

Ours: $269

•

List: $249

C/C++32 is a professional, multi- platform

In seconds.
List: $ 299

.siGta!

Supports all C/C++ Windows compilers and Pascal.

FAX

MONTH

IpTIBLE

dard dialog editor for interactive setup.
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products featured on these pages call
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Whether for Business, Home or Entertainment,
Acma has aSolution to Make You Smile
14" SVGA Monitor
(1024 x 768, . 28mm, NI)
for Crisp Color Graphics

170MB Hard Drive
and 128K External Cache
for Plenty of Room

Four Time PC World
Best Buy Winner

f'*4

June
February
November
October

Sound Card for
Quality Sound*

Built-In High Performance Multisession
CD-ROM Drive for CD-ROM,
Photo CD & Audio CD Playback
and Desktop Ergonomics*

1.44 & 1.2 Disk Drives for
Flexible Input Options

CD Software to Fit
Every Interest*

Built-In High Performance
Stereo Speakers for
Desktop Ergonomics*

I 1 I I

SPECIFICATIONS
•
•
•
II
•
II
II
•
II
11
II
Ill
•
II
•

1993
1993
1992
1992

Intel 486 Processor
170MB Hard Drives
4MB RAM Exp to 32MB
128K External Cache
14" SVGA Color Monitor
VGA Card with 1MB
IDE Controller
1.44 & 1.2 Drives
Desktop Case
101 Enhanced Keyboard
3 Button Serial Mouse
Built-In Stereo Speakers*
CD-ROM Drive*
Sound Card*
CD Software*

Lae.t-V

I 1 I I

Ready to Run All
Your Windows, Das,
& OS/2 Applications

itaidril

Your MPC Plus System comes
widt these CD-ROM software titles:

ACMA PC SOLUTIONS
• 4868X/33 PC

$1699

▪ 486SX/33 MPC+

$1799

• 486DX/33 PC
Sound Library, King's Quest,
Mixed Up Mother Goose
Microsoft Bookshelf
American Heritage Dictionary,
Bartlett 'sFamiliar Quotations,
The Concise Columbia Dictionary,
The Concise Columbia
Encyclopedia,
The Hammond Atlas,
Roget's Electronic Thesaurus

*MPC & MPC+ Systems Only

$1399

• 486SX,/33 MPC

$1499

• 486DX,/33 MPC

$1799

IN 486DX/33 MPC+

$1899

• 486DX2/50 PC

$1599

• 486DX2A50 MPC

$1899

• 486DX2/50 MPC+

$1999

• 486DX2/66 PC

$1799

• 486DX2/66 MPC

$2099

• 486DX2/66 MPC+

$2199

The New Aetna 486 Multimedia Computer.
The Latest Addition to the Family of Solutions From Aetna.

Call & Order Today

C

COMPUTERS, INC.

Prices & specifications subject to change without notice.
Prices do not include shipping & handling. Call to confirm configuration.
Intel Inside logo is a registered trademark of Intel Corporation.

Circle 63 on Inquiry Card.

47988 Fremont Blvd., Fremont, CA 94538
Direct: (510) 623-1212, Fax: (510) 623-0818

Nat'l/Corp.: 800-786-6888
Government: 800-578-1888

Feature

Track People with Active Badges
DICK POUNTAIN

y

ou're in ameeting with acol-

league, far from your desk,
and you need to consult some
figures from your PC. You
approach your colleague's workstation,
and as if by magic your own customized desktop appears. This is just one
way that an electronic location system
could enhance acomputer network;
you might also have phone messages
or E-mail routed to the workstation
nearest to you, or check aworkstation
display to find the whereabouts of another colleague. Electronic location, or
Active Badge, systems like this are finally emerging as acommercial reality.
Current location methods have their
inconveniences. Broadcast techniques,
like ringing around all extensions or
hailing via apublic-address system,
cause disruption and annoyance to everyone. Beeper-based paging systems
work well only if the sought person
chooses to answer, as anyone who has
worked on ahospital switchboard
knows. An electronic location system,
whether used by ahuman receptionist

Such location systems raise
ethical concerns, as they have the
potential to be abused by overtechnology tracks your
zealous management to create
location within a network
almost Orwellian surveillance
or connected to acall-forwarding PBX,
regimes. But this could be said
site and allows your system
can overcome all these problems.
of other network and telephone
Olivetti Research Ltd. of Cambridge,
monitoring devices that are benresources to follow you
U.K., aresearch organization jointly
eficial when used properly.
funded by Olivetti—Europe's largest
Currently, most Active Badges are used in research labs, which
PC manufacturer—and DEC, is at the forefront of location retypically enjoy good labor relations, and users report that the
search. ORL's Active Badge hardware is used by several other
improved communication and diminished interruption more than
research groups, including those at Xerox PARC (Palo Alto Recompensate for any loss of privacy. Since 1989, ORL's staff has
search Center) and MIT's Media Lab, and went on sale commerworn Active Badges by choice, and locating people is perhaps the
cially at CeBIT in Hannover this year. Currently, only Olivetti
major consumer of computing cycles on the network. Interestsells Active Badge, through its Network Services division; pricingly, discovering when someone is not available appears to be
ing depends on the size and complexity of the installation.
the most useful function, saving countless wasted journeys and
The Active Badge system depends on asmall transmitting dephone calls, and telephone traffic has reduced overall.
vice that you pin to your clothing. Sensors distributed throughout
the workplace pick up the signals from these badges and relay
Active Badge Hardware
them, via alow-cost network, to location servers. The servers
For an active badge to be acceptable to its wearers, it must be untranslate the signals into position information that you can access
obtrusive (which implies acombination of smallness, lightness,
through the regular office LAN.

Electronic location
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Feature
Active Badge and Sensor
Sensor

Badge

Light
sense

Clock

Coding
matrix

5- bit
infrared
encoder
driver

Test
button

LED
FIFO flushed

9600- bps
slave station

64x5- bit FIFO
Logic
array

LED
Infrared
code
received

PVM decoder

Sensor amplifier

— Infrared
sensor

Wide- beam
infrared signal

Four- wire
serial
telemetry
network

rate ( i.e., increases the period beyond 15
seconds) as the light level falls. When you
take off your badge and place it in adark
pocket or desk drawer, signaling nearly
ceases—and with it the power consumption, so that battery life is extended fourfold. Signals are still emitted occasionally
so the "resting" badge can be found.
ORL's designers rejected the option of
an on/off switch, because many users
would likely forget to turn on amanual
switch and there wasn't enough space to
incorporate an automatic tilt or accelerometer switch. In fully lighted rooms, the
resistor has asmall but random effect on
the badge's signaling period, so moving
between different lighting levels is afurther protection against badges' accidentally falling into sync. Pressing the test
button on the Active Badge forces it to
transmit immediately, and system software may use this to implement avery
primitive command interface.

The Telemetry Networt
To track Active Badges as they move
through abuilding, infrared sensors
The Active Badge (
above left and photo) is based around a
Andy Hopper _——_need to be placed in every room and
Obvert,
Research
LW
5-bit infrared driver chip originally designed for remote
corridor (preferably high on awall or
controllers. A PM (programmable logic array) takes the
ceiling) and connected by atelemetry
unique code word stored in ROM and creates a10-bit
network. In an ideal world, your reguidentifying signal using two successive cycles of the driver chip.
The clock causes the signals to occur every 15 seconds, unles.s
.
lar LAN would serve as this network;
preempted by pressing the button or delayed by the lightin practice, however, this doesn't work
sensitive resistor. Sensors (above right) pick up these signals
well. For one thing, LANs seldom span
and relay the data to the network
awhole building, usually missing corand easy maintenance) and have avery
year on a
ridors, entrances, cafeterias, and so on.
simple user interface. ORL's Active Badge
tiny lithiYou may also want to follow Active
is aplastic box sdme 2inches square by 'A urn battery, thanks to stringent power- savBadges into buildings that have no LAN at
inch deep (55 by 55 by 7mm) weighing
ing design decisions, the most important of
all. More important still, adding the inter1.4 ounces (40 gm). Its only external conwhich was to make the badge's signaling
face chips to, say, an Ethernet LAN would
trol is atest button.
period just once every 15 seconds. Convastly inflate the price of the infrared senThe badge acts as abeacon by periodisequently, you can't know awearer's losor units. ORL's solution was to design a
cally emitting aunique infrared signal.
cation with any finer granularity than 15
low-cost RS-232-based telemetry network
ORL chose infrared rather than radio techseconds, but this is really not aproblem
that runs over ordinary telephone twistednology for communication between the
unless your office is staffed by Olympic
pair cabling, allowing any spare telephone
Active Badge and its sensors for several
sprinters.
wiring to be pressed into service.
reasons: Infrared circuits are cheap beIf several badge wearers are in the same
To cover awhole site, you can create
cause of their widespread use in TV and
room and their badges all signal simultaseveral separate badge networks, each conVCR remote-control handsets; infrared
neously, the room's sensor can detect only
nected to the RS-232 port of aLAN worksignals reflect from walls and partitions,
one of them. and this unsatisfactory state
station that acts as its controller. Each of
so they are not directional when used in a would persist if the badges' periods were
these badge networks can support up to
small room; and, unlike radio waves, inall exactly in sync. However, the low sig128 infrared sensors. The badge network
frared signals will not penetrate walls and
naling rate means that the chances of any
transport is asimple four-wire affair: Two
so are well localized.
two badges firing simultaneously are only
wires carry power for the infrared sensors,
The battery-powered Active Badge em2in 150, so for small groups. all should
one carries serial addressing information to
ploys an MV601 5-bit infrared encoder/
be detected within areasonable time. The
select an individual sensor, and the fourth
driver chip. designed for remote-control
badges are deliberately built from low ( 10
carries returned data. The network control
handsets, that generates aunique pulsepercent) tolerance components so that the
software may simply poll all the sensors in
width encoded signal of around 0.1-secchances of them having exactly the same
turn and collect their badge sightings—
ond duration; asmall ROM stores an
frequency and thus staying in step for more
not ahighly time-critical task, since each
encoding matrix. To ensure that ahigh
than one 15-second period are very low.
sensor contains aFIFO (first-in/first-out)
proportion of badges are always operative,
To further reduce power consumption,
buffer that can hold up to 20 badge sightit's crucial that battery changes be infrethe Active Badge incorporates alight-senings. A sensible optimization is to have
quent. The Active Badge runs for about a sitive resistor that decreases the signaling
the controller software inspect sensors with
Room boundary
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INCE OUR UPS COSTS LESS,
LET'S FORGET ABOUT PRICE
FOR MINUTE... MAN

MAKE THE COMPARISON YOURSELF

: BECAUSE WHEN THE
• POWER DIPS, ITS
: NOT WHAT YOU PAID
FOR YOUR UPS
• THAT'S IMPORTANT,
: ITS WHAT IT DOES
e,

: SO LET'S TALK ABOUT
FEATURES...
The MINUTEMAN ALLIANCE
A500 keeps your network
safe from brownouts, the most
common power problem. Our
line- interactive technology
continuously monitors and
provides an automatic boost
whenever power dips. This
important feature prevents
frequent battery usage, saving
the battery for more severe
power problems.
Other important features
that make the MINUTEMAN
A500 stand out are a 500 VA

rating, extensive status
indicators and a Test
button so you can
confirm that the UPS is
doing its job. A Site
Wiring Fault Indicator is
included to let you know
rice per
if there is a problem
Watt
with grounding or other
on- site electrical wiring
VA Rating
problems that could be
catastrophic.
eThe Alliance A500 is
eractive
compatible with
MINUTEMAN's
LanMaster unattended
shutdown software for
LED St
all operating systems to
lead
further protect your network, even when you're
te
not there.
fault
If all UPSs were priced
ndica
the same, the choice
Test
would be easy based
Butt*
only on features. But
when you compare
prices, the choice becomes even
more obvious.
We don't believe you'll pay
25% more for a product that
gives you less. Call our POWER
HOTLINE now and find out how
to get more UPS for less.

MINUTL-JVIAN

UNINTERRUPTIBLE POWER SUPPLIES

1-800-238-7272
Minuteman's product line includes UPSs and
Voltage Regulators ranging from 300VA to 10 KVA.
International models are available.

1455 LeMay Orive
Carrollton, Texas 75007
214/446-7363 Voice
214/446-9011 Fax
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ven afree memory manager may not be abargain—especially if
it can't give you all the memory you need.

Introducing QOM 7
The Memory Manager Worth Paying For

The newest version of the Quarterdeck Expanded Memory Manager
(QEMM), version Zonce again is extremely innovative in using the
critical area between 640K and 1024K. It finds space for more TSRs
and drivers in this area than anyone thought possible. It optimizes this
area, taking into account the many drivers that need more memory at
start-up than when running; instantly calculating millions of possible
memory configurations to find still more memory for your programs
to use. And it treats the rest of memory as agiant pool to instantly
fulfill the needs of all of your programs—whether they use extended
or expanded memory. Whether your PC has 1megabyte or 16, you can
benefit from new QEMM

Instant Riches

What does more memory mean in apractical sense? It means that
your DOS and MS Windows programs run
fastet smoother and more reliably. It means
you can continue to add valuable utilities
drivers TSRs and new capabilities to your
PC. Whether it's workhorse drivers like
LAN utilities and fax drivers; productivityenhancers like disk caches and disk compressors;
or fun and exciting capabilities like sound boards CD ROM drivers
graphics tablets etc. The better your memory is managed, the more
versatility and flexibility your PC has. QEMM 7lets you have it all
without fear of 'out of memory' messages or crashes.

How to Look
aGift Horse
in the Mouth

The key to Stealth is its use of a
There's lots more to QEMM 7:
•Tuned for MS Windows
64K reserved area above 640K called
---trenmit
mukg
•New ability to use Vidram inside
the page frame. Besides being used
MS Windows
ItiUMMUMi i
by Stealth, the page frame is used
•DPMI Host
•Pentium Support
qeDiteePritire
e by Lotus 1-2-3 r2.x for larger
Rem
•Laptop suspend / resume support
- spreadsheets and WordPerfect ax
•PS/2 micro channel adapters
OK
100K
200K
300K
400K
500K
600K
for larger documents DESQview for
•Compaq support
We tested DOS 6with and without MemMaker and with QEMM 6and our new Qaell
multitasking, Novell Netware, IBM
•Fine tuning tools for power users
7runs away from all of them. See detailç of teçt conditions liçted below.
•32-bit architecture for speed
LAN Server and DECnet for reduc•Enhanced compatibility in response
ing the network driver memory footto hardware needs of our millions
print plus games like Wing
of users:
The best feature of new DOS 6is the stable of utilities it includes
Detects adapter RAM and ROM
Cortunandg Car and Drive; Ultima
Trouble is they all eat up memory DoubleSpace file compression
and bus-mastering hard drive
Underworld II, Wolfenstein and
controllers
needs 43K, Vsafe anti-virus needs 7-45K, Smartdry disk cache needs
Monitors DMA access into
others for fast action.
28K and even Undelete takes 10-14K as aresident
memory
You sacrifice all this
Supports Shadow RAM
program. Using Microsoft's free memory utility,
11H
WEE
K
mummers CHOKE
when you turn off the
MemMaket you could easily end up with anet loss
page frame (which
PRODUCE
of available 'conventional' memory in DOS 6.
100
WINNER
other memory managers do to maximize available
YEAR
New QEMM 7takes the best of the new DOS 6
memory above 640K). M this use of the page frame by
features into account finding ways to give you more
Stealth that lets you set up your PC with amouse
#06
free memory for your program while taking full
CD ROM, sound board, anetwork such as Novell
advantage of DOS 6. One new QEMM 7feature,
NetWare, reserve 8-24K of extra memory for optimal
1992
DOS-UR moves the DOS 6kernel, its data and
MS Windows performance use all of DOS 6's
EIVIE II VIE EIVTE
resources to memory above 640K (this feature also
READERS
memory-hungry
utilities and still have more than
lEIMMMIMM
1,=111
works with DOS 3-5), freeing 7-70K Another new
lâMEILeLeM
ENMMM
630K available for your programs (Compared to DOS
QEMM 7feature, Stealth DoubleSpace, frees 40K of
Prior tersion.s ot QL.111,1 TOIT Just about
6's 527K available in the same configuration, after
every competition in sight; as well as
the memory addresses used by DoubleSpace and
using MemMaker).
remaining the #1best-selling memory
makes them available for other drivers and TSRs.
manager 5years straight.
Both features ensure that the all-important memory
below 640K is free for your programs And QEMM 7's seerning,ly
small feature of supporting multiple configurations gives you the flexibility and ease of setup that you expect (MemMaker doesn't work
Our seventh-generation thoroughbred QEMM has improved ease-ofwell with this important DOS 6feature.) That why it makes more
use, with Express Install and Help features And for power users
sense than ever to put your money on the best memory manager.
Advanced Install and editable parameters and troubleshooting hints.

One:MI

.ir

DOS 6Giveth; DOS 6Taketh Away

INFO

PC

LIM

.

Easier to use for Novices
More Power for Experts; More Memory for All

Page Frame: the Key to Your Future
There's been alot of talk about our patent-pending Stealth technology
Jealous tallç mostly. Because nobody else can touch its performance.
Our Stealth ROM feattue, pioneered in QEMM 4frees 48-115K of
ROM addresses for use by TSRs and drivers Our Stealth DoubleSpace
feature described above frees another 40K. And as you might imagine, there's more to come.

And QEMM 7comes with Manifest the award-winning memory
analyzer—enhanced for more flexibility with Pentium testing, laptop
battery reporting, network analysis and editable configuration files.
The new and ever more exciting capabilities coming to your PC
will all compete for memory with your favorite applications TSRs
and drivers. And that makes QEMM 7the front runner in your efforts
to get get the best performance out of your PC today—and tomorrow.

Quarterdeck Office Systems, 150 Pico Boulevard, Santa Monica, CA 90405 (310) 392-9851 Fax (310) 314-4219

Quarterdeck International Ltd, B.I.M. House, Crofton Terrace, Dun Laoghaire Co. Dublin, Ireland Tel. (353) (1) 284-1444 Fax: (353) (1) 284-4380
QEMM Users: upgrades are available from dealers
You can also buy direct from Quarterdeck Call (800)354-32 2ect 1D7and ask about ourspecial Game Pack offer with your upgrade!
How wept the durt numhr CPC—ME/33 ALR Power/Mr:mew VEISA machme equipped with I nwr of RAM and running MS-DOS 6. Compari.ons were done .ing Me following memory managers: QEMM 7, QEMM 6,0Z WOOS 6MernMaker. In addition lo the driver lot drivers)
minded by each memory manager, he following driver, 1X5 rt,ources and pngram, were loaded or all compa room, mthe CONFIGSYS Ski STIVEREXE 1X15- HIGH, PILES - 20, DUR P5)0, STACKS4.0, MVSCUNDSYS,SNDBKIISYS,SLCDSYS, DOS SHELL,tatement, in the
ALIOEXEC.BAT
VSAFE MSLDEX, UNDELETE, ISLLOM, NE2000.COM, IPXODLCOM, NETA OR EMSNETX. MOUSECOM, SMARIDRV.COM, PRISCCAKOM.
01993 Quarterdeck Office Systerns Trademarks are properly of their respective owners.
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Badge and Sensor Network
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Badge
network

Infrared ià•
sensor Ill
1111--J
Workstation

The Unix software running on the ORL
workstations provides five badge-related
commands: Find returns the current location of anamed badge and the full list of
its locations during the last 5 minutes;
With locates anamed badge and alist of
all other badges in the same location;
Look gives information about the other
badges in the area; Notify generates an
audible alarm when anamed badge is next
sighted; and Hi story generates areport
of the movements of anamed badge for
the last hour.

Authentication, PiC0s, and the Future
The simple transmit-only Active Badge
just described is highly effective, and over
1000 have been manufactured to date.
RS-232
Nevertheless, ORL has moved on to develop amore powerful badge with twoway communications, called the Authenticated Badge, which can act as apager
and asecurity device as well as alocator.
Ethernet
The Authenticated Badge contains two
buttons and an audible beeper and can reThe badge telemetry network employs asimple four- wire, twisted-pair cabling medium and
connects to astandard RS- 232 port. Each workstation can control up to 128 infrared sensor units.
ceive infrared "challenge" signals that
check the badge's identity. You can, for
button on your badge twice to display a example, use Authenticated Badges to auahistory of many sightings more often
tomatically open doors to secure areas or
"busy" message on the location display.
than those that show less activity.
automatically log onto aworkstation by
This busy flag persists until you change
The controller software time-stamps the
mere proximity.
location. If you simply want to disappear
badge IDs returned by the sensors and then
The authentication check employs atype
for awhile, you take off your badge and
stores them as records in the form ( badge
of public-key encryption, where the badge
put it in apocket or desk drawer.
ID, location, time). These records are kept

-

in queues ( one for each badge) in timestamp order and get discarded after some
maximum period—perhaps 5minutes—
to avoid overflow.
The nexthigher layer of the network
software inspects these queues and compresses the information by registering only
the changes of location of each badge; it
makes this information available to other
workstations via whatever mechanism the
LAN supports. A final visualization layer
will display the location information, perhaps as asimple text-based list of personnel or maybe as asophisticated graphical
map of the buildings with moving icons.
An Experimental Installation
ORL's own experimental Active Badge
installation at Cambridge now employs
more than 100 badges with over 200 sensors in five networks spanning several geographical sites and three organizations
(including DEC and the University Computer Lab). The sites can exchange location
information via private WANs (wide-area
networks) or even by apublic network like
the Internet. Badge wearers at asite can
choose whether to make their whereabouts
known to the other sites.
If you're starting ameeting and don't
wish to be disturbed, you can press the test
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Name
P Ainswoith
thoppmg
D Clarke
D Garnett
T Wailer!
S Ci.otts
D Cleaves
A Popper
A J3ckson
A Jines
King
J Martin
O Mason
D litilway
JP3rter
C Turner
R Want
14 Wilkes
SWray

ep one
343
413
316
219
232

334639
0
21
0
310
2111
etËY
398
308
210
2U4

Position
Accounts
F1410 MC
11316 DC
R435 DG
R310 TG
Reception
Ft roi 3corridor
Itfily Comp Iab it;
Reception
Meeting Room
Machine Room
Meeting Room
,11211 DM
Library
Fr3nt Door
R215 RW
Meeting Room
R212 SW

Seen
_ Static
Friday
12.30
-12:20
35 mins
Static
Moving
Static
Moving

Status
Alone

With Jackson
Alone
With Gaits

Static
Yesterday

At a gathering
Away in Italy

24 Dec
Static
Static

At d gathering
Alone

Static
Yesterday
7mins
Static
Static

Alone

At a gathering
Alone

14.00 INURSDAY 10 JUNE 1993

This workstation screen shows typical location information from ORL's Cambridge badge
ark. All the fields except the first Name column are dynamically updated at 15-second intervals.
The Telephone column shows the nearest extension for people in the main ORL building, while for
people at remote sites ( e.g., University Computer Lab on line 8). it gives the full external telephone
number. The Position column identifies the location by room number and initials of the occupant.
The Seen column indicates whether an attempt to reach aperson at his or her current location is
likely to be successful; the software marks aperson as Static after five sightings (about 75 seconds)
at the same location, while people with fewer sightings are marked as Moving. If 3minutes pass with
no sighting, this field displays the interval since the last sighting, and after an hour it changes to an
absolute time of last sighting (e.g.. 12:30). After afull day with no sighting, the display changes to,
for example, Yesterday or Friday. The last column. Status, can display an informative message
entered by the user, such as Away in Italy.

Why do they
call it adongle?
H

ewasn't famous. He
didn't drive afancy car,
but dressed in his favorite
Comdex T-shirt and faded
blue jeans, he set out to
change the course of the
computer software industry.
Quite atask for alonely
software developer.
Sitting in front of his
computer,
u
w
drinking
V pots of
coffee
and
smoking
'cartons of
cigarettes,
he'd write pages
of code.
It took time. Years in fact.
But he did it. He wrote the
most powerful computer
program in the world. Now
came the hard part. Selling it
The Most Powerful
Prcgram in the World
Determined to make those
long years pay off, he called
on every distributor, VAR and
dealer in the world. He drove
from Beantown to San Diego.
Flew from Dublin to Borneo.
Everyone loved the program.
So he sold afew. Only
afew.
Back in Boston he
waited. After along year

with only 13 orders he set
out to see what happened.
As he drove across the
4 >tp country and
flew around
the world he
discovered everyone
knew about his program.
Everyone had it too.
The Global Marketplace
From Paris to Prague, his
program was everywhere in
Europe. When he got off the
plane in Hong Kong he found
his program stacked to the
ceiling in every computer
store. Amazed in disbelief, he
bought ahundred cartons
of cigarettes and ahundred
pounds of Indonesian
coffee and flew
back to Boston.
Beaten, battered
and bruised he went
back to the drawing
board. This time he
would really
change the face of
the software industry.
He would develop adevice
that would prevent
unauthorized distribution of
software programs.
Call RWhat You Like
He developed ahardware
key. His peers applauded his
efforts. Finally, asolid solution
for revenue protection.

developers use Sentinel from
Rainbow. Why? They are
simply the most effective,
reliable and easy to implement
keys on the market.
Learn more about securing
your software
and how keys
provide developers
with extra value.
Call for afree copy
of "The Sentinel
Guide to Securing
Software." And see
just how easy it is to
install ahardware
You've Come
key into your
ALong Way, Baby
application in just
Today, dongles are different.
minutes. Try it
Fact is, they've come along
with our low cost
way. Leading the
Sentinel
industry with
Evaluation Kit.
security solutions,
Order one for
Rainbow Technologies
your DOS, OS/2, Windows,
has changed the face of
Macintosh or UNIX based
hardware keys. They work
application.
with multiple applications,
And remember, when
are programmable and
you need adongle, you need
network versions control
Sentinel — the only dongle
concurrent usage. And
Don Gall would use.
they're always transparent
to the end-user.

But he didn't know
what to call it. He thought
of naming it after an exotic
place he visited in his travels.
Madagascar was abit too
long, though.
"Name it after you,
Don!", urged his peers.
So he did. Soon
everyone was calling
the key adongle,
after Don Gall — gioe
the lonely software
developer who did
what he had to do.

Sentinel Family
from Rainbow
Truth is, more and more
developers are using keys.
And the Sentinel Family is
the most widely used in the
world. In fact, over 6,000

CALL

800/ 852-8569
FOR YOUR FREE GUIDE
TO SECURING SOFTWARE

r.ium
ina
ME

Securing the future of software

Some call it adongle. Those who know, call it Sentinel.
keelM3.9, 11
1
f
9292 JERONIMO ROAD, IRVINE, CALIFORNIA 92718 • 714/ 454-2100 • fax 714/454 8557

International offices are located in the United Kingdom, Germany and France.
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Feature
returns aresponse signal formed by combining asecret password with the challenge, using aone-way or trapdoor function. The controller then compares the
badge's actual response with acalculated
one to verify that the badge is authentic.
This mechanism can prevent bogus access attempts using counterfeited badges or
recordings of real badges ( thanks to the
random nature of the challenges). It could,
of course, be fooled by astolen badge. To
secure against that, you need to add apersonal ID number (PIN) that the wearer remembers—as with bank cards. However,
that requires the wearer to perform apositive action (typing in the PIN), which destroys much of the charm.
The challenge/response exchange consumes more power than is needed for the
simple transmit-only Active Badge. Therefore, to save power, the Authenticated
Badge listens for challenges for only a
brief period, just after sending its location
beacon signal. To allow it to respond at
other times, the badge contains, in addition to its infrared transmitters and receivers, apassive radio sensor sensitive to
frequencies around 150 kHz. Small, lowpower radio transmitters, which produce a
field that extends only afew feet, are at-

tached to security areas like doors or workstations. A badge that enters such afield is
activated and becomes receptive to challenges.
The badge network controller can also
distinguish whether abadge button is being pressed inside or outside such aradio
field— that is, whether the wearer is directing the button press at the field-guarded device or merely at the room sensor,
which opens up an extra level of signaling complexity. To cope with this extra
sophistication, the Authenticated Badge
contains an embedded microprocessor that
allows its behavior to be customized.
ORL is using authenticated badges to
create highly futuristic Active Office scenarios in which telephone calls automatically follow you around the building.
When avisitor arrives in reception or Email arrives, your badge might beep once
to tell you to walk to the nearest free workstation, which will display the necessary
information automatically. You can write
simple scripts that control the details of
the interaction—for example, in what circumstances you do not want to be disturbed, or how many beeps to use for various events.
Active Badges are just the first mem-

bers of afamily of planned devices that
ORL calls PiCOs ( Portable Interactive
Computing Objects). Another PiC0 that
already exists is Olivetti's Smart Tag,
which is just acut-down transmit-only
badge without abutton. You can stick
Smart Tags onto office equipment such as
workstations, printers, or photocopiers,
making these resources visible to the badge
network and the software. For example,
you might have an incoming fax automatically print out on the laser printer nearest to your current location.
ORL describes future minipad or tablet
PiCOs with built-in LCDs that begin to
look like what everyone else is calling a
PDA (personal digital assistant), Alan Kay
called aDynabook, and Captain Kirk
called aCommunicator. In essence, PiCOs are computers that know who you
are, where you are, and what services are
nearby to assist you. You may find this
prospect beguiling or alarming, according
to your temperament. My own view is that
so long as they stick to passing information, they're fine, but I'd worry if they ever
became able to throw things.
Dick Pountain is aBYTE contributing editor based
in London. You can reach him via BIX as "dickp."

All Bernoulli products up to

/00FIFI

Product
150MB Insider IDE Drive and Disk
150MB Insider Drive and Disk
150MB Transportable Drive and Disk
90MB Insider Drive and Disk
90MB Transportable Drive and Disk

Old SRP
NEW
$1099
$1225
$799
$949

New SRP
$589
$599
$699
$499
$599

Product
Single 150MB Disk ( in 5- Pack)
Single 105MB Disk
Single 90MB Disk ( in 5- Pack)
Single 65MB Disk
Single 35MB Disk

Iomega's just been tagged the new
low price leader for removable storage. We've cut prices permanently
on the most reliable storage devices
around—including the high-perfor-

Old SRP
New SRP
$159 $ 109
$169 $99
N/A
$99
$129 $59
$79 $39

manee MultiDisk' 150 Drive! See
your dealer or call 1-800-695-4028.

¡OMEGA

'The Bernoulli MultiDisk 150 Drive can use 150, 105, 90, 65 and 35MB disks interchangeably. © 1993 lomega Corp. The lomega Logo and Bernoulli are registered
trademarks and MultiDisk is atrademark of lomega Corp.
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"Why on earth
would this bozo
think I'd want
to buy a1993
Pentium with a
bus that's been
dragging its butt
since 1984."

INTRODUCING THE

"No bozo, PO bus
Pentium PC"
DELL DIMENSION XPS.
ION,

IMO\
CPU Bus

Pentium

RAM

PCI Chipset

ICI Bus

DELL DIMENSION XPS P60.
PCs DESIGNED FOR THE HIGH
PERFORMANCE USER.

Imagine trying to pawn off aPentium machine with abus designed
for a286 antique! Well, that's not the case with the Dell Dimension"
XPS. These race horses feature the newest in I/O technology: the
PCI bus. Capable of sustaining 120MBps as opposed to 16 with
ISA, these PCI systems take full advantage of your Pentium CPU.
Delivering maximum performance from even the most graphicintensive Window?' applications.

DELL DIMENSION XPS P60
PENTIUM 60Mfis SYSTEM

$2,999
Business Lease': $ 111/MO.

Our virtual screen technology is like having two monitors in one.
Create aspreadsheet the size of the federal deficit. Run PageMaker and
Excel side-by-side. Use your monitor as aviewfinder and pan across
to the place you want to be. You can upgrade to this 2048 x1024 virtual
screen simply by adding 1MB VRAM and 1MB DRAM to your
#9 Display Adapter.

•8MB RAM • 64MB Max RAM • 420MB Hard
Drive • 256KB External Cache • 5Expansion Slots
Available ( 316- Bit ISA, 1PCI, 1PCl/ISA Shared)
•PCI *9GXE Video Accelerator Card with Video
Control Panel Software • 1MB Video RAM
•UltraScae 14C Monitor ( 14", 1024 x768, . 28mm,
NI) • One Diskette Drive ( 3.5") • Spacesaver Keyboard • Multi-Session, Double-Spin CD ROM Drive
•MS-DOS® 6.0/Microsoft® Windows 3.1/ Mouse

DELL DIMENSION XPS P60
PENTIUM 60MHz SYSTEM

$3,599
Business Lease: $130/MO.

Our double-spin, multi-session CD ROM lets you have your photo CD
printed on up to four different times, for atotal of 100 color photographs.
Access time is ablistering 300KB per second. And the tray is an elegant,
push-button automatic load. Your Dimension XPS System also cames
with aspecial edition of Aldus PhotoStyler so you can manipulate images
and display Kodak Photo CDs.

•16MB RAM • 64MB Max RAM • 528MB Hard
Drive • 256KB External Cache • 5Expansion Slots
Available ( 3I6- Bit ISA, IPCI, 1PCl/ISA Shared)
•PCI a9GXE Video Accelerator Card with Video
Control Panel Software • 1MB Video RAM
•UltraScan 15FS Monitor ( 15", 1024 x768, . 28mm,
NI) • One Diskette Drive ( 3.5") • Spacesaver
Keyboard • Multi-Session, Double-Spin CD ROM
Drive • MS-DOS 6.0/Microsoft Windows 3.1/Mouse
DELL DIMENSION XPS P60
PENTIUM 60MHz SYSTEM

nt
el
pent urn

Truly power hungry? Satisfaction is here. The new Dell Dimension XPS
P6OV with a60MHz Pentium processor. It delivers nearly twice the
performance of the i486' DX2 66MHz processor, And thanks to the
redesigned floating-point unit, the Pentium delivers up to five times the
performance of the i486-66 CPU in math intensive applications'

p

I
ffliceprerrnirep.Tern-OEM] ciC1C1

•harm...i.e..

Whistle while you work. Or tap your foot. Or sing along. Our audio
center CD ROM software lets you play disc jockey while you carry on
with the important work of the day.

$3,999
Business Lease: $14010.

• 16MB RAM • 64MB Max RAM • 528MB Hard
Drive • 256KB External Cache • 5Expansion Slots
Available ( 316- Bit ISA, 1PCI, 1PCl/ISA Shared)
•PCI *9GXE Video Accelerator Card with Video

Control Panel Software • 1MB Video RAM
•UltraScan 17FS Monitor ( 171 1280 x1024, .26mm
Stripe Pitch, NI) • One Diskette Drive (3.5")
•Spacesaver Keyboard • Multi-Session, Double-Spin
CD ROM Drive • MS-DOS 6.0/Microsoft Windows
3.1/Mouse

»IL
TO ORDER, CALL

800-437-0209
HOURS: MON-FR1 7AM-91'M CT SAT 10AM-6PM CT SUN 12PM.SPM CT
IN CANADA! Chit 800-668-3021. PLEASE REFERENCE 11111EAT

*Source: Intel Technology Brief. Pentium processor. *Prices valid in U.S. only. Some products and promotions not available in Canada. °Business leasing arranged by Leasing Group. Inc. The
Intel Inside logo is aregistered trademark and 1486 and Pentium are trademarks of Intel Corporation. MS-DOS and Microsoft are registered trademarks and Windows àatrademark of Microsoft
Corporation. Dell disclaims propnetary interest in the marks and names of others.
1993 Dell Computer Corporation. All rights reserved.

INTRODUCING THE

"Id rather stick needles in my eyes
than talk to one of those technowannabees who think abus is some
form of public transportation"
HIGH PERFORMANCE DELL
DIMENSION AND DELL DIMENSION
XPS SYSTEMS.

krte
e'it•
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purchased afteT 8/1/93. For acomplete copy, please call our TechFae line at 1.800.9593329 or
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DELL DIMENSION XPS.
PCs DESIGNED FOR THE HIGH
PERFORMANCE USER.
DELL DIMENSION 425SV
1486 SX 25MHz SYSTEM

$1,399

Business Lease': $52/MO.

•4MB RAM • 64MB Max RAM • 270MB
Hard Drive • Upgradeable to Pentium
Overdrive • 516- Bit ISA Expansion Slots
Available, 2on VL-BUS"" • Accelerated
Local Bus Video • 512KB Video RAM
•UltraScael4C Monitor (
le 1024 x
768, . 28mm, NI) • One Diskette Drive
(3.5") • Spacesaver Keyboard • MS-DOS'
6.0/ Microsoft' Windows"" 3.1/Mouse
DELL DIMENSION 433V
i486 DX 33MHz SYSTEM

When you call to order aDell
Dimension XPS system, you'll reach
someone who speaks your language.
Someone who knows Pentium', PCI, VL,
and you. Someone who will help you
choose asystem that's totally optimized for
your individual needs - with guaranteed
compatiblity between all components.
And should you require help in the future,
our technical support hotline is open
twenty-four hours aday, seven days a
week. We'll respond to
your call in five minutes
or less. Guaranteed:.
And if we can't solve
your problem over the
phone. we'll send someone
to service your machine by the nextbusiness-day. That's guaranteed too. So
don't waste your time trying to explain
yourself to someone who thinks you're
speaking aforeign language. Call Dell.
And get agreat price on exactly the
system you want. From someone who
knows what you're talking about.

$1,799

Business Lease: $67/MO.

•4MB RAM • 64MB Max RAM • 270MB
Hard Drive • Upgradeable to Pentium
Overdrive • 516- Bit ISA Expansion Slots
Available, 2on VL-BUS • Accelerated
Local Bus Video • 512KB Video RAM
•UltraScan 14C Monitor ( 14:' 1024 x768,
.28mm, NI) • One Diskette Drive ( 3.5")
•Spacesaver Keyboard • MS-DOS 6.0/
Microsoft Windows 3.1/Mouse
DELL DIMENSION 466V
i486 DX2 66MHz SYSTEM

DELL DIMENSION XPS 466V
i486 DX2 66MHz SYSTEM

$2,699

Business Lease: $ 100/MO.

•8MB RAM • 64MB Max RAM • 528MB
Hard Drive • 256KB External Cache
•Upgradeable to Pentium Overdrive
•616- Bit ISA Expansion Slots Available,
1on VL-BUS • VL #9GXE Video
Accelerator Card with Video Control
Panel Software • 1MB Video RAM
•UltraScan 15FS Monitor ( 15:' 1024 x
768, . 28mm, NI) • One Diskette Drive
(3.5") • Spacesaver Keyboard • MS-DOS
6.0/ Microsoft Windows 3.1/Mouse
DELL DIMENSION XPS 466V
i486 DX2 66MHz SYSTEM

$2,999

Business lease: $ 111/MO.

•16MB RAM • 64MB Max RAM • 450MB
Hard Drive • 256KB External Cache
•Upgradeable to Pentium Overdrive • 5
16- Bit ISA Expansion Slots Available, 1on
VL-BUS • VL #9GXE Video Accelerator
Card with Video Control Panel Software
•1MB Video RAM • UltraScan 15FS
Monitor ( 15:' 1024 x768, .28mm, NI)
•One Diskette Drive ( 3.5") • Spacesaver
Keyboard • Multi-Session, Double-Spin
CD ROM Drive • MS-DOS 6.0/ Microsoft
Windows 3.1/Mouse
DELL DIMENSION XPS P60
PENTIUM 60MHz SYSTEM

$3,999

$1,999

Business Lease: $ 144/MO.

Business Lease: $74/MO.

•4MB RAM • 64MB Max RAM • 270MB
Hard Drive • Upgradeable to Pentium
Overdrive • 516-Bit ISA Expansion Slots
Available, 2on VL-BUS • Accelerated
Local Bus Video • 512KB Video RAM
•UltraScan 14C Monitor (
le 1024 x768,
.28mm, NI) • One Diskette Drive ( 3.5")
•Spacesaver Keyboard • MS-DOS 6.0/
Microsoft Windows 3.1/Mouse
DELL DIMENSION XPS 450V
i486 DX2 50MHz SYSTEM

•16MB RAM • 64MB Max RAM
•528MB Hard Drive • 256KB External
Cache • 5Expansion Slots Available
(3 16- Bit ISA, 1PCI, 1PCl/ISA Shared)
•PCI #9GXE Video Accelerator Card
with Video Control Panel Software
•1MB Video RAM • UltraScan 17FS
Monitor ( 17:' 1280 x1024, . 26mm Stripe
Pitch, NI) • One Diskette Drive ( 3.5")
•Multi-Session, Double-Spin CD ROM
Drive • MS-DOS 6.0/Microsoft Windows
3.1/Mouse

$2,499

TOY BOX

Business Lease: $92/MO.

•8MB RAM • 64MB Max RAM
•528MB Hard Drive • 128KB External
Cache • Upgradeable to Pentium
Overdrive • 516- Bit ISA Expansion Slots
Available, 1on VL-BUS • VL #9GXE
Video Accelerator Card with Video
Control Panel Software • 1MB Video
RAM • UltraScan 15FS Monitor ( 15;
1024 x768, . 28mm, NI) • One Diskette
Drive ( 3.5") • Multi-Session, DoubleSpin CD ROM Drive • MS-DOS
6.0/Microsoft Windows 3.1 /Mouse

SOUND UPGRADE: $ 199

•Soundblaster 16
•Peavey 220 Stereo Speakers
MULTIMEDIA UPGRADE: $ 398

•Soundblaster 16 • Rmvey 220 Stereo
Speakers • Multi-Session, Double-Spin
CD ROM Drive • Microsoft Home
Sampler Software
US ROBOTICS 14.4 DATA/FAX MODEM: $ 179
VIPER VIDEO CARD: $ 199
(60 Million WINMARKS? — Available Only
On Dimension XPS)

»IL
TO ORDER, CALL

800-388-1510
HOURS. MON.FRI 7AM.9PM CT SAT 10AM-6PM CT SUN 12PM.5PM CT
IN CANADA, CALL 800.668.3021. PLEASE REFERENCE #11EAU

write Dell USA LP., 9505 Arboretum Blvd., Au.4in, TX 78759,7299. Attention Dimension QuaranteestPeeformance measured by runningWinBench Version 3.11 at 1024 x768, 256 colors using Viper Video Driver
Pentium and Overdrive are trademarks of bud Corporation. MS-DOS and Microsoft are registered trademarks and Windows is atrademark of Microsoft Cmporation. VL-Bus is atrademark of Video Electwmics Standards
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LINKING

LANS

The four key issues of creating awide-area network are bandwidth
availability, protocol conflicts, management, and the effect on
corporate culture. WAN pioneers say solutions exist, but they are
riddled with compromises and don't come easily.

BEN SMITH AND JON UDELL

Ir

ocompete in anational or global business, you
have to move information over WANs (widearea networks). Unfortunately, the LANs where
users create and consume that information connect uneasily to the WANs that circulate it
throughout far-flung enterprises. Where the two
modes of networking collide— in an unstable
fault zone of new technologies, products, and
services—pioneers navigate painfully.
We asked consultants, integrators, and network managers about the problems that keep them
awake at night. They highlighted four key issues:
bandwidth, protocols, management, and cultures.
WAN bandwidth rents by the yard and eats up the lion's
share of the WAN manager's budget. The Holy Grail of
wide-area networking, therefore, is aflexible data
pipe that stretches and shrinks on demand. Packetswitched, circuit-switched, and leased-line services all claim to offer this flexibility, but they
deliver it in ways that may or may not suit
your requirements. In any case, pipes can expand only so far. Applications built for cost-free LANs adapt
poorly to costly WANs. Throwing bandwidth at aproblem may
provide temporary relief, but there's no substitute for smarter
applications that treat bandwidth like the precious resource it is.
Protocols running on today's heterogeneous LANs typically in-
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clude IPX, TCP/IP, SNA ( Systems Network Architecture), NetBEUI, and AppleTalk. Juggling mixtures of these on Windows
and Mac workstations gives LAN managers enough headaches.
WAN managers suffer worse headaches when these protocols
clog long-haul lines or, as with SNA and NetBEUI, require proprietary routing techniques.
If you decide that you must merge your
legacy SNA network with arouted LAN intemetwork, you'll wrestle with some of these
issues; if you embrace client/server technology, you'll wrestle with others. Fewer protocols
make for cleaner networks, but, although consolidation may be an option, reality often dictates amessy
proliferation.
Management woes pervade wide-area networking at
all levels. Here, the still-unattainable Holy Grail is
the central console from which the manager can
monitor and, more important, control the myriad -devices, pipes, and programs that make
up an enterprise network. Even just naming
everything uniquely presents aformidable
challenge.
The cultures of the LAN and the WAN differ radically. LANs
often appear spontaneously and grow haphazardly, along with
the collaborative workgroups they serve. WANs, like the organizations whose structure they reflect, arise deliberately and

ILLUSTRATION: GREGORY MACNICOL © 1993
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-

Ti wire
64-Kbps wire
- 64-Kbps satellite

-

9.8-19.2-Kbps wire
128-Kbps wire
- 128- Kbps satellite

Texas Instrumeide global communhyttions network

illustrates just how complex worldwide networking can get. The LAN imernetwork spans several

different transmission methods, from dedicated modem lines to satellite links.

evolve in ameasured, conservative way.
LAN people mock the hulking hosts often enshrined at the center of the WAN,
and WAN people jeer at the Windows PCs
attached to LANs. It's not just mudslinging. Real technical deficiencies on both
sides fuel the culture clash.
We found that organizations experience
these issues and work through them (or
around them) in very different ways. At
CIGNA, where hundreds of NetWare
LANs funnel IBM 3270 terminal-emulation traffic through an otherwise conventional SNA network, the conversion to a
routed TCP/IP internetwork dominates the
agenda. For Texas Instruments, whose
sprawling WAN connecting 100,000 Ethernet devices grew up quite independently of
the legacy SNA network, the priority is
total interconnection of all LAN-attached
devices.
At McGraw-Hill, loosely federated business units chart their own WAN destinies.
Why not mandate ahierarchical scheme
like CIGNA's or afully distributed one
like TI's? "While it's technically feasible
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to interconnect all our units," says Robert
Alpaugh, McGraw-Hill's vice president
of network services, "there are no significant overlapping topologies, and it
wouldn't be cost-effective." That piece of
common sense is all too easy to overlook.
No technological imperative determines
how to link LANs or even whether to do
so. A network exists solely to meet the information requirements that aparticular
business model dictates.

BAN DWIDITIM
Stepping Up to Frame Relay
Last year, U.S. Generating, apower-plant
developer owned jointly by Bechtel and
Pacific Gas and Electric, forged its first
WAN link. Microcom routers on either
end of aleased 56-Kbps digital circuit sent
IPX traffic between the company's Bethesda, Maryland, headquarters and asatellite
office in San Francisco.

A year later, with E-mail, file transfer,
and database applications straining the
link's capacity, U.S. Generating is preparing to convert to apublic frame-relay service. Unlike aterminal-to-host link that
carries predictably regular flows of screenoriented data, aLAN-to-LAN link experiences bursts of traffic as files, E-mail attachments, and sets of database records
travel the circuit. A leased line with the
capacity to handle these bursts solves the
problem expensively and wastefully, because the circuit idles most of the time.
Hence the need for bandwidth on demand.
Does apacket-switched service like
frame relay (adescendant of X.25) really
deliver bandwidth on demand? Yes and
no. U.S. Generating plans to contract with
aframe-relay vendor for aCIR (committed
information rate) of 256 Kbps, and it expects that traffic may burst at times to 384
Kbps. While frame-relay vendors (e.g.,
AT&T, Sprint, MCI, and WilTel) can typically handle bursts, there's no guaranteed
delivery once you exceed the CIR.
Moreover, to get that 384-Kbps port
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speed on a CIR of 256 Kbps, notes
Michael McParland, telecommunications
manager at U.S. Generating, "We're going
to need TI [ I.544-Mbps] access to the carrier's POP [ point of presence]." The extra short-haul bandwidth will initially remain idle. With aTI-capable WAN access
card in the Bethesda router, however, expanding the data transfer rate for that site
will require no hardware or software
changes—just acall to the carrier to boost
the CIR ( and the monthly bill).
Bandwidth on demand means different
things to different people. Frame relay's
claim to offer bandwidth-on-demand service rests neither on its modest burst capability nor on its expandable CIR. Framerelay circuits, like X.25 circuits, are
statistically multiplexed. That means a
communicating device isn't restricted to
asubset of the channel's capacity, as is
true when aTDM ( time-division multiplexer) splits achannel into fixed-width
subchannels, but can instead contend for
the full capacity of the channel.
"Branch banks can typically afford no
more than a56-Kbps digital pipe," says
Kevin Walsh, director of financial vertical marketing for data-communications
equipment vendor Ascom Timeplex
(Woodcliff Lake, NJ). "With aTDM,
you'd have to carve off 9.6 Kbps for the
ATM machine and another 9.6 Kbps for
the teller controller, which means the LAN
router can use only what's left over."
Frame relay lets the router use the whole
pipe if the legacy devices are idle, giving
the LAN effective use of the full 56 Kbps.
This feature of frame relay isn't an issue
for U.S. Generating, however, because its
Bethesda-to- San Francisco link is dedicated to LAN traffic. In fact, if that were
the only WAN link in the picture, the company might consider another way to
achieve accordion- like bandwidth. Circuit- switched digital services ( e.g.,
Switched 56 or ISDN) can also provide
bandwidth on demand when coupled with
inverse- multiplexing access equipment.
In contrast to aleased-line service that
permanently links two locations, circuitswitched digital lines work like voice
lines—you dial, converse, and hang up.
An inverse multiplexer can build avariable-width pipe out of abank of Switched
56 lines, recruiting and releasing lines on
the fly in response to fluctuating demand
for bandwidth.
When an inverse multiplexer and a
router cooperate, they can use digital dialup services in an elegant way. Inverse multiplexers from Ascend Communications
(Alameda, CA), for example, can cooperate with Cisco routers. "If the router sees a

packet destined to go off-LAN," says Curtis Sanford, who is vice president of marketing for Ascend, "it consults atable that
maps off-LAN destinations to phone numbers, then sends that number to the multiplexer, which dials and sets up the initial

connection. Once the multiplexer is passing traffic between LANs, it can monitor
channel traffic and decide when to add or
reduce bandwidth."
While U.S. Generating might consider
this kind of solution, its existing routers

Networking Protocols in Use

SNA

DECnet

Net310S AppleTalk

XNS

Other

Connections between NetWare LANs and enterprise- wide networks have kept TCP/IP and IPX
at the top « Me heap in this survey of IS professionals. While the chart does not reflect direction of
growth, analyst Janet Hyland at Forrester Research believes DECnet and NetB1OS are losing
ground— because of unreliable performance acroNs WANI.
(Source: Forrester Research)

Three Flavors of Connectvity
Leased- line, point-to-point ( e.g., fractional Ti, Tl/El. or
T3): Links are permanently open pipes. Installing a
physical link can take days, weeks, or even longer.
Failure of a link between two end points is catastrophic
unless there is aredundant end-to-end link. If peer
I
nt era ct i
onamong end points is arequirement, the
number of links rapidly exceeds the number of end points
as the network grows.

Packet- switched ( e.g., X.25 or frame relay): Links from
end points to the " cloud" ( boundary of the packetswitching service) are usually open pipes. Within the
cloud, connections among end points are usually PVCs
permanent virtual circuits). Configuring anew PVC,
which requires no equipment changes, can take as little
as afew hours. Redundant paths can exist among end
9oints. Fo- every-to-every connectivity, the number of
links into the cloud does exceed the number of end points
'however, the number of PVCs must grow).

circuit- switched, or digital dial- up ( e.g., Switched 56 or
ISDN): Links form on demand and, for the duration of a
tial-up session, behave as open pipes. Within aregion of
service, the cloud that defines the boundary of that
service in principle includes all end points. Establishing a
link requires only afew seconds. Redundant paths exist
among end points. Peer interaction among end points
requires that the number of links grows beyond the
number of end points.
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Reducing Router Network Transmission Costs
NICK LIPPUS AND
JOHN IVIORENCY

Three Ways to Optimize Bandwidth
«\_

W

ithin aWAN (wide-area network), transmission costs may
account for as much as 80 percent of the
total WAN budget. For users faced with
the task of connecting alarge number
of geographically dispersed remote sites,
reduction of transmission costs through
efficient use of circuit capacity becomes
acritical objective.
A key trend in corporate networks today is that the routing function is moving toward the fringes of the network.
There, anew class of product called IAP
(internet access processor) will link remote users into enterprise-wide corporate networks.
IAPs at remote sites will fan into new
central-site IBWMs ( Intelligent Bandwidth Managers), which are expected
to provide higher transmission speeds,
bandwidth-on-demand services, and predictable switching latencies. You can
expect IBWM announcements from
StrataCom, Newbridge, Codex, and Cascade by January.
Vendors such as 3Com, Proteon,
Telebit, and Centrum have recently introduced IAPs priced in the $ 1500 to
$6000 range. In addition to functioning
as routers, these devices support off-site
access for popular PC LAN protocols
such as NetWare and AppleTalk. IAPs
are appropriate for installation in corporate branch offices that serve from
two to 20 employees.
Deployment of IAPs will increase the
pressure on network managers to minimize remote-branch connectivity costs,
and this will require careful analysis of
the relative efficiency of competing ¡AP
products.
Protocol Filtering
The three best tools for reducing router
network transmission costs are protocol
filtering, packet compression, and blind
packet forwarding. Currently available
LAP products perform these three functions in quite different ways.
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WAN

WAN

IAPs

LAN

Filter

Compressor

Broadcast or
multicast packet

Blind
packet
forward

WAN
addressed
packet

LAN
addressed
packet

o
The three main approaches In squeezing the most out of expensive WAN bandwidth are:
0 Filler broadcuo and milieus: overhead traffic from entering the WAN. 0 Compress the size of
packets before they are transported over the WAN. S Pass only those packets that do not possess
alocal network layer address (blind packet forwarding).

One problem often encountered in today's internetworks is unwanted broadcast and multicast traffic from protocols
that are used only infrequently. To deal
with this problem, most router products
(and an increasing number of IAP products) are providing the means for the
network manager to eliminate the origination and reception of protocol traffic
that has no direct benefit to acompany.
Some IAP products disable particular broadcast and multicast addresses for
agiven protocol type; other products
eliminate support for that protocol type
altogether. In either case, the decrease
in protocol overhead makes more capacity available for end-user traffic.
Packet Compression
Technologies such as V.32bis have long
used packet compression to maximize
throughput over asynchronous links supporting Kermit, XMODEM, and YMODEM file transfers. However, many file
transfers that depend on asynchronous
protocols can be accomplished just as
effectively over routing paths.

What has been lacking is awidely
implemented set of standards in the
TCP/IP protocol stack to support this
same functionality. This support can be
implemented in either system-to-system
protocols ( e.g., TCP, IP, or UDP);
router-to-router protocols such as RIP
(Routing Information Protocol), OSPF
(Open Shortest Path First), BGP ( Border
Gateway Protocol), IGRP ( Interior Gateway Routing Protocol), or EGP ( Exterior Gateway Protocol ); or both.
Until such standards are agreed upon,
users whose networks are significantly
burdened by remote file access and
transfer may benefit from products that
use proprietary compression algorithms.
All compression schemes increase
transmission throughput at the expense
of router processor efficiency. However,
constant breakthroughs in processor
technology promise to make this less of
aconcern for users.
Blind Packet Forwarding
Blind packet forwarding reduces packet
overhead by avoiding the exchange of
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broadcast or multicast messages. Conventional multiprotocol routers incur incremental protocol complexity and processing overhead for each additional
supported protocol.
A router that uses blind packet forwarding minimizes this overhead. When
apacket that does not contain alocal network layer address arrives at arouter
from aconnected LAN, that packet is
automatically forwarded onto the widearea circuit.
Similarly, if the router gets apacket
from awide-area circuit, the packet is
automatically forwarded to the attached
LAN, based on the assumption that the
packet would not be received by the
router if it was not intended for some
end station on the local LAN.
Blind packet forwarding is performed
independently of the protocol, the topology of the attached LAN or WAN, or
the capacity of the wide-area circuit. It offers significant benefits for remotebranch routers. These benefits include
reduced management complexity for protocol routing tables and increased available circuit capacity as aresult of reduced protocol bookkeeping overhead.
When used with protocol filtering, blind
packet forwarding can minimize unnecessary traffic. Also, when blind packet
forwarding is implemented in aframerelay environment, large cost savings can
occur becauset of amuch lower requirement for abase CIR (committed information rate).

rival rates. It does not, however, provide
ageneral-purpose means to determine
arrival rates or traffic distribution by
packet type. This exercise is left to the
user, who must determine optimal loading by means of an iterative trial-anderror exercise.
Determine how routers will respond
to failed links. This is generally performed by amapping of rerouted traffic
onto asubset of routers and links, with
the objective of determining if the routing infrastructure can safely handle the
increased load.
Ascertain how susceptible networks
are to link failures. This is generally derived from astatistical analysis of acombination of circuit and router failures to
determine relative failure rates within
the network and the resultant impact on
end-to-end connectivity.
Validate network design decisions
based on projected loads, sustainable
forwarding rates by the various routers,
projected error rates, and asound understanding of peak-to-average packet
ratios.

Partnerships between router vendors
and network design software vendors are
astep in the right direction. Such partnerships might enable network management data generated by arouter to be
easily integrated into design tools, thereby supporting trend and hot-spot analysis, as well as providing the basis for an
effective accounting and charge-back
scheme.
However, even network design softRouter Network Design Tools
ware based on extensive multivendor deFew of the network design tools availvice libraries will not enable network
able today let users predict network permanagers to build internetworks with
formance levels before making router
complete confidence unless they are topurchase decisions. In addition, only one
major partnership exists today between a tally aware of all the modeling assumptions that are built into these software
router or ¡AP vendor and anetwork depackages. These assumptions include dissign tool vendor.
tribution of packet arrival rate, distribuWellfleet Communications and Make
tion of packet service time at both the
Systems have partnered to develop adevice library for Make Systems' Net- circuit and router levels, distribution of
packet sizes, distribution of error rates,
Maker network performance and conand relative independence of router serfiguration software product. NetMaker
vice rates and times.
1.2 will feature adevice library for Wellfleet routers that the two vendors claim
will let network managers perform the
Nick Lippis and John Morency are president
following tasks:
Assess the impact of network traffic
loads. This lets the user determine router
impact based on changes in traffic ar-

and principal consultant, respectively, at Strategic Networks Consulting, Inc. (Rockland, MA).
SNCI provides custom network consulting and
publishes the Internetwork Advisor newsletter.
You can contact them on BIX do " editors."

couldn't be recycled, as will be possible
when it upgrades to frame relay. Moreover, the company's growth is transforming the WAN's point-to-point topology
into the more distributed one that is frame
relay's strong suit.
McParland plans to transmit data collected by PC-based monitors on LANs at
each power plant to the central Bethesda
LAN. There are 10 plants now, and 10
more are expected soon. A fat T1 pipe
from Bethesda into the frame-relay "cloud"
will enable headquarters to consolidate
operations data from all these sites; they in
turn connect into the cloud using skinny
56-Kbps pipes. The point-to-point, leasedline solution would require astack of
routers and access cards in the Bethesda office, and it would provide no redundancy.
Frame relay requires only asingle central
router, which the remote sites can reach
via multiple paths.
If You Have ISDN, Use It
At West Virginia University in Morgantown, an FDDI ( Fiber Distributed Data
Interface) backbone links departmental
LANs in 10 buildings. The sprawling campus includes another 90 buildings that
WVU cannot afford to connect with fiber
or bridged T1. Economics dictated lowbandwidth connectivity for departments
located in these satellite buildings. While
dial- up routers like Telebit's NetBlazer
can use analog modems to link LANs over
ordinary phone lines, 9.6-, 14.4-, or 19.2Kbps circuits—even with compression—
can support only the most casual sort of
LAN interconnection.
WVU telecommunications engineer Jeff
Fritz found asuperior low-cost, low-bandwidth option: ISDN. C&M Telephone,
which serves Morgantown, is part of Bell
Atlantic, one of three regional Bell operating companies with significant deployment of ISDN (the other two are Ameritech and Pacific Telesis). Since 1990, the
WVU campus has had flat-rate ISDN service. LANs in the satellite buildings connect to the FDDI backbone over ISDN
lines using Combinet Ethernet bridges.
A T1 line would cost about $700 per
month, plus $ 12,000 for abridge and the
cost of aCSU/DSU (channel service unit/
data service unit). The ISDN alternative
costs $40 per month for each line and
$2100 for abridge from Combinet that
lashes together the two 64-Kbps ISDN "B"
(bearer) channels to create a I
28-Kbps
pipe. With compression, throughput surpasses 200 Kbps. That's roughly the speed
of aLocalTalk network. It's an order of
magnitude slower than Ethernet, but an
order of magnitude faster than an analog

TRAPPED I
N THE BODY OFTHIS TINY SER
This is astory about asmall computer engineered
to be so dependable, you won't think twice about
trusting it with your mission-critical applications. And to be this without filling acloset,
much less aroom. Ifyou haven't
thought of Compaq as an enterprisecritical plafform before, we invite
you to grab your bifocals and
begin. ( We'll be cramming alot of information
into this ad, which, given how much we managed
tofit into our new servers, only makes sense.)

Ifthere's one thing we've learned working with our
customers, it's that you're running more and more
mission-critical applications on your network. And
ifyour network goes down, your business goes
down. All of which makes the introduction of the
new Compaq ProLiant Server even more timely.
The ProLiant is anewfamily ofqffórdable, highperformance, easy-to-manage servers engineered
specifically to provide the high availability you
needfor mission-critical networks. We've designed
ProLiant in three différent models, rangingfrom
a single-processor configuration to afourPentium processor model.
Now, how can you be sure our server is truly a
miracle and not amirage? To begin
with, there's Full Spectrum Fault
Management, provided by Compaq
Insight Manager technology and
software that continually monitors over 800
aspects of the server's operating status. (For
example, Drive Parameter Tracking checks 15
hard-drive parameters.) All of this information
is constantly gathered, analyzed and then used to
prevent, tolerate or recoverfrom system problems.

!f the performance

of amonitored component

Still, no network's peffect. In the unlikely event

automatically to asecond processor). And, most

drops below aspecified level, our unique Pre-

problems occur, our server exhibits remarkable

notably,

Failure Warranty kicks in. We'll

tolerance. Every ProLiant includes Compaq-

Controller together with the ProLiant Storage

actually replace a Compaq war-

designed hot-pluggable drives. ProLiant Models

System ensures mission-critical data integrity.

ranted drive or memory system

2000 and 4000 come standard with advanced

Should a network problem bring the server

free. Before it stops working. No

error- correcting memory and off-line backup

down, the Rapid Recovery Systems of the

processor features (whereby the server reboots

ProLiant are designed to bring it back up.

downtime. Ringing cash registers. Happy boss.

the Compaq Smart SCSI Array

VER

Is A

M AINFRAME W ITH AN ATTITUDE.
Net ware and other major operating systems. To
get hooked up to your network operating system,
simply call your dealer for an
access code, enter it, answer a ell)
few questions, and leave. Minutes
later—say, after you've enjoyed a
cup of coffee and ajelly donut—you'll return to
find an integrated OS fully installed and optimized for increased performance and improved
management. And we'll keep you updated via
CD when new operating system versions appear.
And finally, to accompany our new line of
mission- critical servers, we're introducing
mission- critical support. With
ProLiant, we now offer extensive
analysis, installation and service through our CompaqCare
System Partners, aselect group of highly trained
systems experts backed by Compaq engineers. You
can now choose 4-hour on-site warranty response
upgrade' direct from Compaq. Again, there's
our unique Pre- Failure Warranty. And, of course,
all Compaq servers come with a3-year on-site ,
warranty, and 7- day- a- week, 24- hour- a- day
technical support.
All in asurprisingly small boxfor not awhole lot
of money. Infact, aDX2/66 Compaq ProLiant
1000 starts at about $6000 :.
Which may help to explain the look your boss
gives you when he hears how much money
you've saved: stunned admiration. But you'll get used to that.
It goes with the territory. For
more information on the new
Compaq ProLiant servers, or for the location
of an authorized Compaq reseller near you,

For example, Automatic Server Recovery 2

By now you'd expect us to have rethought

just call us at 1-800-345-1518. If you'd

uses a historical record of server status and

server setup, configuration and OS installa-

like to receive model, feature and specification

performance to perform an astonishing array

tion, but you might be surprised by the

information immediately via fax, select the

of tasks. Like intelligently restarting the server,

results. Introducing SmartStart, a CD-ROM

PaqFax option. Or, ifyou'd like that information

automatically correcting a variety of problems,

system that takes the headache out of getting

even sooner, just turn the page.

and accessing a telephone pager to contact

your server up and running. ProLiant includes a

network administrators.

CD-ROM drive and bundled CDs of optimized

COMPAa

THE NEW COMPAQ PROLIANT
M ISSION- CRITICAL SERVERS
ProLiant 1000

ProLiant 2000

ProLiant 4000

1PHU (»MAMA NHAVORK SI:RVI:RS
1-1 IC 1
Processor
Architecture
Network Interface

Intel 486DX2/66 or
Pentium 60MHz

Intel 486DX/50 or
Pentium 66MHz

Intel 486DX/50 or
Pentium 66MHz

TriFlex/PC
One Processor

TriFlex with up to two
symmetric processors

TriFlex with up to four
symmetric processors

Up to 12 High- Speed Channels; NetFlex 2with Packet Blaster Technology Standard

Standard Disk Controller

Integrated Fast SCSI 2and Smart SCSI Array Controller (selected models)

Storage Capacity
Typical Usage

Transaction Rating
Estimated Starting Street Pricet

550MB-112GB
Internal / external

1050MB-140GB
Internal / external

1050MB-140GB
Internal / external

Departmental network
services— primarily
NetWare

Departmental network
application services—
NetWare, NT and Unix

Application services for
preemptive downsizing—
NT and Unix

50-150 TPS

200-300 TPS

300-400 TPS

$6,000

$8,900

$13,900

SERVER DIl'I.NDABI LI

IY AND AVA I ', ABM IY

Management

Second-generation Compaq Insight Manager (standard) combines with innovative hardware
design to constantly monitor, assess and report server health and performance

Fault Prevention

Insight Manager alerts you to server status changes in over 800 component parameters,
allowing proactive server management backed by 3-Year Pre- Failure Warranty

Fault Tolerance

Standard support for RAID levels 1,4,5; hot-pluggable drives; on-line spare drive;
off-line backup processor§; advanced ECC RAMI
Standard rapid recovery services automatically return server to full operational status
even in the event of acritical subsystem failure

Fault Recovery

SIMPLICITY, EASE OF OWNERSHIP AND SUPPORT
SmartStart

Standard CD- based intelligent hardware configuration and system software installation,
providing simplified server configuration for NetWare, NT or Unix. ( CD-ROM drive
standard)

System Warranty

Free Three:Year, On- Site Limited Warranty

Pre- Failure Warranty

ThreeYear, On- Site Warranty replacement of designated components that
fall below preestablished thresholds

4- Hour Warranty Response Upgrade

Optional Three-Year On- Site Warranty upgrade to 4- hour response

Technical Support

Toll- free, 7x24 technical phone support from Compaq engineers

CompaqCare System Partners

Highly trained, dedicated, third- party professionals who provide systems maintenance and
comprehensive technical support

QuickFind/PaqFax

Proactive notification and delivery of new technical information/7 x24 fax response for
updated specification, configuration and settings data

COMPAQ.
10 1993 Compaq Computer Corporation. All rights remeced. Compaq Registered U.S. Patent and Trademark Office. ProLiant, Insight Manager and SmartStart are trademarks of Compaq Computer Corporation. Product names
mentioned herein may be trademarks and/or registered trademarks of their respective companies. CompaqCare is aservicemark of Compaq Computer Corporation. ',Applicable only to advanced ECC memory and disk drives running
under Compaq IDA, IDA 2or SMART SCSI Array controllers. o',Fee-based option supported under CompaqCare and not part of the Three- Year On- Site Warranty. tThis service provided by Contracted Service Providers and may not
be available in certain geographic locations. Certain restrictions and exclusions apply. Monitors, battery packs and certain options are covered by aone•year warranty. For further details on our limited warranty, contact the Compaq
Customer Support Center. LEstimated U.S. reseller selling price, actual remller pricing will vary. The Intel Inside logo is aregistered trademark of the Intel Corporation. 1
3Models 2000 and 4000 only.
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modem—fast enough to feel to users like
real networking. Remember, too, that
ISDN communication is synchronous,
Fritz says, so it carries abigger data payload than does asynchronous traffic.
X Window System programs that are
intolerably slow over dial-up SLIP (serialline IP) or PPP ( point-to-point protocol)
connections become usable over ISDN.
There's no absolute threshold, but, notes
Gerry Hopkins, staff manager for ISDN
planning at Bell Atlantic, "At some point
adifference in degree becomes adifference in kind."
The availability of ISDN and inexpensive Ethernet bridging lets Fritz deliver
the same class of service to selected users'
homes. " Ican use the bridge's filtering
capability on the network side to send only
EtherTalk and IP to my Mac at home,"
says Fritz. "By cutting out IPX and DECnet LAT, Ioften get better throughput than
some users on campus."
Ad hoc collaborations with other universities are another intriguing application
Fritz has explored. However, he laments
the Balkanization of ISDN service in the
U.S., which precludes the national and international connectivity available to European and Japanese users.
Understanding Bandwidth Consumption
WAN capacity will, for the foreseeable
future, be ascarce commodity that users
must carefully ration. LAN administrators, however, are ill-prepared to understand their bandwidth use— much less
control it. " In the connection-oriented, deterministic WAN environment," says
Frank Dzubeck, president of consulting
firm Communications Network Architects
(Washington, D.C.), "everything is measurable and tunable, and Ican optimize
my network. In the connectionless, nondeterministic LAN environment, Ilack the
tools to optimize." Steve Weidemann, who
is assistant vice president for communications planning at insurance, health care,
and financial services company CIGNA
(Philadelphia, PA), similarly bemoans the
lack of capacity-planning tools for interconnected LANs.
When LAN applications appear on
WANs, it frequently spells trouble. Databases that are file- oriented rather than
server-based are one major culprit. U.S.
Generating's wide-area use of Superbase,
which like any file-oriented database must
pull entire data and index files through the
narrow pipe, is aclassic waste of bandwidth. " That's why we're moving to a
Gupta client/server setup," says network
manager Ethan Wilansky. Restricting
transmission to SQL queries and results

can reduce traffic dramatically. ( However,
as databases grow, so do result sets.)
Another culprit is E-mail, which Dan
Gasparro, president of consulting firm Network Quality and Assurance (Chantilly,
VA), jokingly considers "one of the primary dangers to network health." Messages themselves represent only arelative
trickle of data, but the multimegabyte
voice, video, and image files that desktop
E-mail programs invite users to attach to
their mail can wreak havoc. "We see the
LAN segments that support mail servers
getting hammered," says Gasparro, "yet
people can't figure out why their WAN
bandwidth is being eaten up."
Other consumers of bandwidth are even
more subtle. Chatty LAN protocols that
require back-and-forth acknowledgments
on multiple layers are notorious abusers
of WAN circuits. Network monitors that
implement the RMON (remote monitoring) MIB (management information base)
can also cause trouble. " SNMP is bad
news on the WAN," says Dzubeck. " Polls
are constantly going out, and devices may
respond by dumping 5Mb of MIB data
onto the network." He also cites software
distribution, database replication, and image transfer as WAN application categories
that are particularly bandwidth-hungry.
Conservation Measures
Client/server technology can be an excellent way to make better use of finite bandwidth. If you process data in place and
transmit only results, the amount of data

moving through anetwork can greatly diminish. The client/server model does, however, locate responsibility for rendering
data on the client's end of the pipe. While
requests are small, the result sets returned
to the client can be enormous.
Ultimately, it makes most sense to locate
data closest to its point of use. At Con Edison, New York City's electric utility, customer requests pour in from the five boroughs and Westchester County. Two years
ago, all six offices accessed acentral mainframe database. Today, each office has its
own server. "The people serving Brooklyn
do 99 percent of their work on the Brooklyn server," says Joseph Curtis, manager of
office systems for Con Edison. " They
rarely interact with Manhattan or Queens."
What happens when users need to cross
borough boundaries? NFS ( Network File
System) cross-mounts among the servers
create akind of distributed file system that
makes remote data accessible to local users
in the infrequent cases where they need it.
Within the realm of network management, there is an emerging class of tool
that seeks to automate the migration of
data to its point of use. " Novell's NetWare
Management System takes astep in this
direction," says Dzubeck, "and DEC's
Polycenter does, too." In principle, such
tools, when mature, will minimize unnecessary WAN traffic.
In practice, ironically, they may also
become yet another source of bursts as
data flows like water in search of its level.
"That's fine on the LAN," says Dzubeck,

ISDN Availability in the U.S.

Nynex
Bell Atlantic
Bellsouth
Pacific Telesis
Southwestern Bell

Ameritech
'92 '93

'94

Percentage of lines with ISDN access
Percentage of lines with national ISDN access
•Percentage of lines with national ISDN access for 1993-1994 to be determined.

The Baby Bells control access to most of the ISDN lines. This chart shows the projected ISDN
penetration, both regionally and nationally. Many smaller localities are served by independent
telecommunications companies, and their ISDN capabilities are not shown here. (Source: Bellcore)
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"but not across the wide area." Another
example of mass migration of data occurs
daily, as 40 to 50 MB of Usenet articles
roam the Internet en route to more than a
million Unix machines. No one disagrees
with the general proposition that data belongs where you use it. But no one really
understands the optimal trade-off between
the benefits of local access and the costs of
transmission (see the text box "Reducing
Router Network Transmission Costs" on
page 70).
Other bandwidth conservation measures
can be absurdly simple. Kindercare Learning Center, aday-care franchise based in
Montgomery, Alabama, decided to use
CompuServe's packet network to deliver a
newly developed accounting application
to each of its 1200 day-care centers. Users
at multiple sites would share a56-Kbps
pipe into CompuServe's cloud, which in
turn reached aHewlett-Packard RISC host
in Montgomery.
Kindercare had to determine how many
56-Kbps lines to rent. That depended on
how many sites could share asingle line.
During initial testing, screen painting and
data transfer rates were far slower than anticipated. Why? A second round of testing on aprototype WAN revealed that the

decorative borders and colorful text
Kindercare's programmer had added to
make the application visually appealing
were gobbling astartling share of the bandwidth. "Just by taking away the borders
and the color, we were able to boost the
number of users on asingle line by up to
40 percent," says Roger Brunk, vice president of information systems for Kindercare. His advice? " Prototype it!" If you
don't develop and test in abandwidth-sensitive environment, it's hard to produce a
WAN-friendly application.

W ROTOCOLS

Old World, New World
The WANs that have for years carried
worldwide corporate commerce use protocols and equipment associated with
IBM's SNA. Recently, routed LAN internetworks have appeared in parallel with
the legacy SNA networks. "But with WAN
tariffs eating up 80 percent of the internetworking budget," says Ken Miller, president of consulting firm Prism Networks,
"the question becomes, 'How can Imerge
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PRICES HARD TO MEET — SER

E-BARD TO BEAT!
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Wide

u

Promptly Filled

The new VEDIT PLUS 4.0 does
what no other editor can:

New Version
Lower

Edit/Patch/Browse any Text/Data/Binary file up to 2 Gigabytes.
4.0

1-11/
1111
111/11/111111111
1111111111111FAMMIRMIIRW
,—

data o, binary file up to 2 Gigabytes ( 2000 Megabytes).

J

Edit DOS, Unix and Mac text files, fixed and variable
length data records.

J

Edit in ASCII, Hexadecimal, Octal or EBCDIC, or any
combination of modes using asplit screen.

Price!

J All new C- like macro language with over 200 powerful

and flexible commands; complete set of numeric,
relational and logical expressions; if-then-else, while,
do-while, for and other flow control structures.
J

Automatic conversions as files are opened and closed.

Edit database ( e.g. dBASE . DB), mainframe, Postscript,
.EXE and other non-standard files.

IG1

Redo reverses the effects of Undo.

J

Hyper- browse CD-ROM files.

Li

J

Full featured program editor with flexible compiler
support. Integrates tools from different vendors. Fully
supports " make".

CI Improved multiple file and multiple window operations.
GI

Improved on-line help and mouse support.

Convenient word processing and printing.

GI

New technical support and user forum on CompuServe.

J

J

GI Template editing. Over 100 cut & paste buffers.

Ultimate Programmer's Editor

The new VEDIT PLUS 4.0 is the result of 14 years of development
and feedback from our 100,000+ users. We guarantee that it will be
the fastest, most powerful, flexble, configurable and useful editor
you have ever had. Try the new VEDIT PLUS risk free for 30 days. If
you are not fully satisfied, return it for afull refund.

VEDIT has every advanced feature programmers expect. Multi-file,
multi-window editing, search/replace with regular expressions,
template editing, smart indenting, parentheses matching and block
operations by character, line, file or column. When shelling out, the
unique V-SWAP program swaps VEDIT, any TSR's and even network
drivers out of memory in order to run the biggest compilers.

The World's Only Universa File Editor
Sure, the editor you got from Microsoft or Borland can edit small
text files, but that's about all. VEDIT can edit, view, patch, search/
replace any file you'll ever encounter - database, mainframe,
Postscript, . EXE executable, binary,
etc. Plus it can quickly edit those
in,:h
oto
100+ megabyte files for which no
41 11 56 19 I Create...
il 91 lE 00 0 Delete...
other editor is fast enough.
19 41 lE 15 1 Close
VEDIT edits data or binary files as
effortlessly as text files. Its secret is
incredible speed, huge file capacity
and special editing modes.
File modes support DOS, Unix and
Mac text tiles, plus data files with
fixed or variable length records.
Display modes include five ASCII
modes, Hexadecimal and EBCDIC, or
any combination in asplit screen.
Long lines can be scrolled or wrapped.

53 41 52 41
51 15 52 52
45 11 52 19
41 55 1C
9t, 52 41 4E
46 4E 13 00
52 4F 59 00
50 52 19 51
45 52 19 43
48 45 lE 4E
50 48 49 1C
49 4E 1? 15

l
5
1
2

Switch...
Mindou toggle •
Horizontal split Vertical split
il

0
0
1
0
45
00
1C

ll

o!g;liEl dispinj
Be.num all
Zoom

lile

Improved pattern matching and regular expressions.

You Already Know How To Use VEDIT
With auser interface similar to the Microsoft and Borland editors,
you will immediately be productive
mint
with VEDIT. Drop-down menus, hot
CARA
keys, mouse support, optional scroll
MUITEMPHILIC
11011t3
bars, context sensitive help and point
DE111111V1
Alt- F4
HAUER
Ctr1-1
bc shoot file selection make VEDIT
HEFT!'
MICHAELIDU
Alt -U
easy to use, easy to learn. Safety
0111D
CLAIRMOMTE
Alt features include undo, redo, auto-save
HEMM
PA TEL
and optional backup files.
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Powerful Macro Language
VEDIT PLUS's new C-like macro language automates repeated editing
operations, performs file translations and is ideal for "filters". It
permits "off-the-cuff' macros to be typed in and immediately
executed; there is no compilation.
The macro language is so powerful that just afew simple lines can do
the same work as atricky 100+ line Cprogram. It can even interface
to the hardware and machine language routines.
For example, the single command Search_Block("thomas",1000.
4000,WORD+COUNT+COLSET,4,20,40) searches for the 4th
occurrence of the word "thomas" in the block between file positions
1000 and 4000, and columns 20 thru 40.
Toll Free: 1-800-45-VEDIT ( 1-800-458-3348)
Telephone: (313) 996-1300, Fax: (313) 996-1308
BBS: (313) 996-1304, CompuServe: 71333,3656; GO VEDIT
ne

The keyboard layout, unlimited
keystroke macros and everything in
VEDIT is easily configured. With over
100 configuration parameters, you
can fine-tune VEDIT to your exact
needs and preferences.
Installation is trivial. Only the 95K
VEDIT.EXE is required ( no overlays)
and afull installation is only 600K.

FREE Fully Functional Demo!
Call 1-800-45-VEDIT
VEDIT PLUS - DOS single user license: $ 149; DOS network 5user
license: $325; UNIX/XENIX, Qt4IX: $285. Also VEDIT for DOS: $89.
Afully functional demo of VEDIT PLUS and ashareware VEDIT Jr. are
available on CompuServe and on our BBS.
VEDIT is a registered trademark of Greenview Data Inc.

Greenview Data
/ DEC!' ICDC. OA%
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Political Primer for Enterprise Networks
JOHN TIBBETTS AND
BARBARA BERNSTEIN

T

he process of integrating LANs into
WANs (wide-area networks) is different for each company. In some places,
LAN people want nothing to do with
the wider enterprise; in others, they eagerly pitch their successful applications
to other departments and lobby for access to companywide data. Some IS departments hang tough; others lose their
self-confidence and capitulate to wholesale downsizing. But everywhere, the
underlying politics of tying grass-roots
LANs into enterprise-wide WANs are
fundamentally the same. Here are the
hard truths about this process:

'
ge
a
.....

Enterprise-wide

I

distributed systems
are your company's
best hope for the
future.

Companies that succeed in the 1990s
will be the ones that bring their staff,
suppliers, customers, and business partners into direct contact. Massively distributed information systems can eliminate many levels of cumbersome
bureaucracy and let the business respond
quickly and flexibly to emerging opportunities.
These systems take advantage of the
skills and initiative of people throughout
the organization. They put the marvelous
power of PCs and LANs at the service of
enterprise-wide strategies. A finely tuned
distributed system lets every bit of data
and function find ahome at the appropriate level in the organization. Enterprises that remain rigidly centralized, or
that downsize indiscriminately, will fail.

78

easily. In the future, the two cultures
will have to work cooperatively, overcoming their mutual suspicion and reconciling two different sets of values.
LANs have emerged among small
groups of like-minded people ( LAN applications are much more like upsize
PC applications than like downsize
mainframe applications), where the cardinal values are quick development, high
functionality, and access to resources.
WAN culture, on the other hand, has
evolved to serve the needs of alarge
and extremely diverse set of users. Security, data integrity, and highly scalable performance are what count here.
Each side imagines everything it values
and has worked for going straight to hell
when the other side—that slow-moving, obstructive, arrogant glass house;
those adolescent, irresponsible, arrogant
hackers— starts messing around with
their applications.

The imperial
glass house is
finished.
Many IS organizations deserve their
reputation for stodgy high-handedness.
They will never strike up aworking relationship with the LAN administrators
in their organization unless they acknowledge that the balance of power
has shifted. People in the departments
are happily building applications and
wouldn't mind continuing to do so. The
glass house has to plan and execute a
strategic retreat. Redefine your job in
the organization. Promote yourself as
the maintainer of resource servers for
departmental client/server applications,
rather than trying to remain the exclusive
provider of computing services to end
users.

Putting these
systems in
place will upset
many people.

To rebuild
credibility, IS must
get out in front on
new technologies.

In most companies, two different information-processing cultures coexist un-

Being the high priest of the IBM mainframe doesn't count for much these
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days. Wave after wave of new technology is sweeping the industry. The people acompany pays to specialize in information systems ought to be as up to
date on client/server, distributed transaction management, even object-oriented technology, as your average computer magazine reader. This means
more than taking acrash course in Visual Basic or SQL Server; it means the
development of aforward- looking,
open-minded enthusiasm for new ideas.
The function of the glass house is basically conservative, but technologically
you should be anything but. Attract interest among the LAN administrators
in your WANs by offering them expertise and cooperation.

â

LAN people do not
understand many
important things
about enterprise
computing.

IS professionals go justifiably crazy
when people who have built an orderentry system in Powersoft's PowerBuilder think they can now run acompany. Enterprise-wide systems are not
just big LANs.
People who have learned computing
at PCs and LANs have little conception
of the complex issues that arise when
millions of transactions, thousands of
users, amission-critical function, and
crucial data are involved. Have some
humility about issues like security, integrity, scalable performance, and largescale manageability.

Don't expect the
organization to
keep its hands off
important
applications.
Once your application expands from a
pet project to acorporate asset, you can't
expect the organization to just leave you
alone. If your application is important to
the business—and we've never met a
LAN designer who would say his or
hers wasn't—the enterprise has to ex-
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ert some control over it. They may want
to expand it to other departments in the
company. They may need to keep it in
conformance with policy guidelines you
don't know anything about—new laws,
EPA requirements, or amanagement decision that frankly is none of your business.
The organization has to make sure
your application keeps working. Would
you want your paycheck processed on
aLAN application that's not documented, not backed up, and not secure?
If acompany is cavalier enough to leave
unduplicated crucial business functions
and data in the hands of ad hoc architects out in the departments, on machines
that anybody with ascrewdriver could
bring down, you certainly don't want to
work there.

Workgroups can
either work with
IS or turn into IS
themselves.
As LAN applications get larger and
more ambitious, their overhead grows.
They need archiving, management, version control, documentation, and even
esoteric disaster planning. It becomes a
full-time job, one you probably don't
want to do.
Luckily, full-time people in the IS department have experience with this sort
of thing. Approach them and ask for
their help. In exchange, offer them your
cooperation. After that, you can concentrate on designing buildings or selling products or planning employee benefit packages or scheduling shipments
or whatever your department is supposed
to be doing to move the business forward.

Proprietary
approaches
have to go.
IS has for years
taken the rap for
using the proprietary MVS operating
system. But LAN applications are even
worse. Client/server development relies

on database-stored procedures or triggers that are written in highly proprietary, vendor-specific languages. The
upshot is that business function has to
live forever where it was born, and the
system loses an important tool for finetuning applications. The flexibility to
move function around—up to the enterprise for trust reasons, down to the
business unit for performance reasons—
is one of the strengths of distributed systems. This means open architectures on
both sides.

Negotiation is the
best course.
Companies must face
these ugly issues headon. LAN and WAN
people should start talking to each other. Avoiding each other
only makes things worse. Neither side
need feel like the victim of afiat from
above or an uprising from below. Each
side comes to the bargaining table with
many chips. They should strike simple,
commonsense bargains that balance the
interests of empowered business units
with the interests of the enterprise as a
whole.
Be sure that you make any bargains
you decide on specific: You back up and
store our LAN data, and we'll use your
procedures for updating the database. If
the departmental folks are afraid that
they will be forced to purchase expensive equipment, or of losing access to
their own connections, this is atopic for
negotiation. If IS feels strongly about
getting LAN applications to standardize on its data-administration policy,
they can make it part of the deal.
John Tibbetts and Barbara Bernstein are partners in the San Francisco—based consulting
firm Kinexis, which specializes in distributed
computing, computer architecture, and applying
object technology to communications systems.
They are the authors of Building Cooperative
Processing Systems (
John Wiley & Sons) and
are at work on anew book on open distributed
systems. You can reach them on BIX do editors or on the Internet at KINEXIS@ MCImail.com.

device with the IP address of the device's
access router. Once these mappings are
established, the router can respond locally
to explorer frames without broadcasting
them onto the WAN.
"Every router vendor has added his own
twist [to SNA encapsulation]," says Frank
Dzubeck, " but IBM's data-link switching
looks like it will be the definitive encapsulation method." Prism's Miller agrees,
but he expects that users will proceed cautiously because "people are scared to death
to run their SNA net in amode that's not
reliable."
SNA's need for deterministic response
time is one cause for concern. Router vendors address this issue by attempting to
prioritize the SNA traffic on amixed-protocol WAN. They do this in proprietary
ways, however, and there's no clear standard on the horizon. For George Chrisman, manager of electronic communications at Texas Instruments ( Plano, TX),
that's ashowstopper. "One of the barriers
to collapsing the net [merging SNA and
LAN internetworks], and the reason we
have moved slowly, addressing only locations with little SNA traffic, is that the
prioritization capability in existing bridge/
router products is not mature."
For some businesses, the formidable obstacles to SNA/internetwork integration
spur the decision to drop SNA altogether.
"People should build networks around applications, not protocols," says Gasparro.
When one of his clients opted to move
from an IBM 3090 to Unix to take advantage of more flexible and powerful applications, Gasparro, the network integrator,
was elated. " We were having to engineer
around SNA on the LAN side," he says,
"so we were glad to cut it loose." Another
client, struggling to cram SNA, IPX, and
TCP/IP traffic into asingle leased- line
link, is also reconsidering its dependence
on the mainframe, an attitude Gasparro
calls " healthy."
When LAN Protocols Meet the WAN
Walk into any corporate office, and you'll
likely find adiverse population of desktop computers. As users join PCs, Macs,
and Unix workstations to departmental
LANs, the list of network protocols in circulation grows longer. Inevitably, there is
pressure to cross-connect these environments. Mac users run Apple's MacTCP,
and PC users run FTP Software's PC/ TCP
or Sun's PC-NFS, to establish terminal
sessions with aUnix system or reach its
file, print, or database services. The same
PCs are likely using IPX to connect to NetWare servers or, maybe, NetBEUI to reach
LAN Manager, LAN Server, Windows for
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Workgroups, or Windows NT machines.
This proliferation of protocols is, first
and foremost, alogistical nightmare for
LAN administrators. The protocols all
have their own logical naming or addressing schemes, so multiprotocol clients
require multiple configurations. While
memory-constrained and less-than-robust
Windows or Mac workstations can usu—Jim Curry,
ally manage to multiplex protocols, the
senior LAN specialist,
processing burden they must shoulder can
McGraw-Hill
be taxing.
WAN managers inherit these troubles,
compounded by others that arise when
Novell is developing anew routing protocol, NLSP ( NetWare
broadcast-happy or unroutable LAN protocols find their way onto the WAN.
link services protocol), intended
to remedy IPX' sWAN defi"These protocols do not survive well in
ciencies.
the harsh WAN environment," says TI's
Chrisman. AppleTalk's RTMP (routing
The Truth About Wide-Area NetBIOS
table maintenance protocol), for example,
requires routers to exchange tables every
NetBEUI, the transport protocol used by
10 seconds, abehavior that is tolerable on
LAN Manager, LAN Server, Windows for
LANs but deadly on WANs.
Workgroups, and Windows NT, presents
A newer protocol, AURP (AppleTalk
its own peculiarities. NetBEUI isn't routupdate-based routing protocol), minimizes
able, afact that greatly inconveniences
such exchanges but is not yet widely used.
many applications that use NetBIOS and
Another alternative, encapsulation of Apthat need to communicate over WANs.
pleTalk within IP, has for years been a
While unroutability is often attributed
mainstay of wide-area AppleTalk netto NetBIOS itself, however, NetBIOS in
working. But as WVU's Fritz points out,
fact is just an interface layered on top of
"If you've ever tried IP tunneling, you
transport protocols that may or may not
know it's no fun at all." He prefers Etherbe routable. NetBEUI isn't routable, but
net when it is an option.
TCP/IP, XNS, and X.25 are, and NetBIOS
NetWare's SAP ( service advertising
can run on all these protocols. Microsoft's
protocol) is another notorious offender.
LAN Manager and Windows NT, for exOnce aminute, NetWare servers issue SAP
ample, can use NetBIOS over TCP/IP for
broadcasts that enumerate available serWAN communication. Using atable that
vices. The small payload of NetWare's
maps NetBIOS names to IP addresses,
IPX transport protocol (576-byte packets),
these products can extend NetBIOS sesand its habit of acknowledging delivery
sions across the routed IP internetwork to
of each packet, further compromise Netremote partners.
Ware's utility on the WAN.
Performance Technology's Powerbridge
Tools are available to alleviate these
offers even more flexibility, joining Netproblems. Novell offers an NLM ( NetBIOS LANs that may in fact use different transports—for example, LANtastic
Ware loadable module) that can filter
SAPs, and many router vendors support
and NetWare (with Novell's NetBIOS emulation). While the company has disconSAP filtering as well. You can also retrofit NetWare 3.11 to accommodate both
tinued the X.25 version of Powerbridge in
large IPX packets (up to 4KB) and bursts
the U.S. due to lack of demand, April Sysof packets; large-packet IPX and bursttems (Solna, Sweden) continues to develmode IPX come standard with NetWare
op the product under the name XPORT
and to market it in Europe, where private
4.0. However, administrators must enable,
configure, and monitor the operation of X.25 is popular.
all these features.
Jonathan Schmidt, vice president and
Novell realizes that tinkering with IPX
chief technology officer at Performance
is astopgap solution and is pursuing sevTechnology, recently visited Sweden,
eral alternatives. Running NCP ( Netware
where he found XPORT being used naCore Protocol) over TCP/IP, something
tionwide to connect LAN Manager netNovell demonstrated at the Fall ' 93 Inworks in OK Petroleum's 550 gas stations
to LAN Manager and LAN Server netter0p, is one option many administrators
find intriguing. Even if that setup performs
works in the home office. "By simply
well, however, full use of it will require
relaying the NetBIOS API across the wideconversion of IPX-specific applications to
area link," says Schmidt, "XPORT eliminates ping-ponging and can buffer large
the TCP/IP sockets interface. Separately,

"Duplication of
names and network
numbers is my most
serious problem."
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blocks of data without violating any of the
lower-level protocol dependencies or timeouts often encountered when stretching
LANs across slow links."
LAN Manager's NetBIOS-over-TCP/IP
and XPORT's NetBIOS-over-X.25 both
rely on static tables of NetBIOS names.
Administrators must agree which names
to publish across the internetwork and must maintain the
lists accurately over time—a
difficult task in very large networks. Boeing, with 6000 LAN
Manager nodes running NetBIOS-over-TCP/IP on aWAN,
needed amore dynamic way to
handle this name-to-address
mapping. The company solved
the problem with Network Telesystems'
NetBIOS Name Server, an OS/2-based
product that maps NetBIOS names to IP
addresses on the fly. "People make the
mistake of thinking that Microsoft's LAN
Manager can solve their wide-area networking problem right out of the box,"
says Tim Gelinas, who worked on the Boeing implementation and is now vice president of engineering at Spry, aSeattle,
Washington, vendor of Windows networking applications. "But you have to
add alot of intelligence to Microsoft's
NetBIOS-over-TCP/IP to make it aworkable solution."
The NetBIOS Name Server also ensures
efficient distribution of NetBIOS datagrams over aTCP/IP WAN. John Davidson, president of Network Telesystems (a
newly formed Ungermann-Bass spin-off
located in Santa Clara), points out that
NetBIOS applications rely on names not
only to establish sessions, but also for the
more frequent purpose of sending datagrams to individuals or groups. The Network Telesystems' datagram delivery service ensures that adatagram addressed to
aremote group fans out to the group members.
NetBIOS is not the WAN-impaired unroutable protocol it is commonly misrepresented to be. It is, instead, simply anetwork API that relies on adistributed name
table. And there are ways to spread those
names across arouted internetwork.

Names and Addresses
With the growing popularity of TCP/IP
comes increasing strain on its limited addressing scheme. A TCP/IP address is a
32-bit quantity, so there are more than 4
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TCP/IP Addressing
TCP/IP addresses consist of 32 bits, traditionally divided

into four 8-bit parts. Atypical

address might read as:
1

2

3

4

123 . 203 . 54. 117

One address in each segment of the address should be reserved for abroadcast address.
If you are independent from the Internet, you can divide the 32- bit structure any way you
want, like:
•8 bits less one address: 255 addresses for the company
•8 bits less one address: 255 addresses for buildings within each company
•8 bits less one address: 255 addresses for departments within each building
•8 bits less one address: 255 addresses for devices ( host IDs) within each department

The sample address above, therefore, might represent aserver ( 117) in the shipping department ( 54) in the warehouse ( 203) of an XYZ subsidiary ( 123) of the enterprise. It could
even be:

work to LAN managers and define rules by
which they pick addresses for subnetworks
and devices.
For example, George Chrisman has allocated aclass B address for all Ti's European operations. The European administrators handle their own subnetworks. TI
maintains avery structured audit process,
and conflicts must in general be resolved.
If the company acquires aunit with preexisting connections to the Internet, however, an exception can be made.
Address conflicts can affect all networks, not just TCP/IP networks. "Duplication of names and network numbers is
my most serious problem," says Jim Curry,
senior LAN specialist in McGraw-Hill's
network services department. Both AppleTalk and NetWare, for example, require not only unique names for workstations, printers, and servers, but also unique
numbers for cable segments. Conflicts

arise when existing AppleTalk or NetWare
LANs join the enterprise WAN. Curry
plans to use aLotus Notes conference to
• 10 bits less one address: 1023 addresses for organizations
help sort things out. Notes will let people
• 10 bits less one address: 1023 addresses for departments within each organization
post planned changes to the larger group,
•12 bits less one address: 4095 addresses for devices (host IDs) within each department
which might be affected by them.
At TI, where mainframe access involves
where the segmentation does not align with octets ( not an intuitive division of the
120,000 SNA LU ( logical unit) addresses,
nnn.nnn.nnn.nnn address notation).
Chrisman has reduced the labor-intensive
When you connect to the Internet, you lose some of that freedom because you have fewand error- prone manual procedure for
er bits to yourself. If you represent an entire region of the world or avery large network (e.g.,
maintaining the address tables to amailMILNET or ARPANET), you might receive aclass Anetwork address; if the domain that you
enabled work flow. "Using our own elecadministrate is acountry or an enterprise, you may receive aclass Baddress; if you're a
tronic forms, along with C and C++ tools,
small organization, you may receive one or more class Caddresses:
we've managed to automatically build
Number of
Host ID
Class
Addressing
these tables," he says. A similar technique
networks in
addresses
form
provides semiautomated address registrathe class
tion for TCP/IP. A user with anew Sun
128
16,777,216
A
Onnnnnnn hhhhhhhh hhhhhhhh hhhhhhhh
workstation, for example, mails arequest
16,384
65,536
•
lOnnnnnn nnnnnnnn hhhhhhhh hhhhhhhh
for an IP address to aserver-based appli2,097,152
256
•
110nnnnn nnnnnnnn nnnnnnnn hhhhhhhh
cation that dispenses the address.
n: network address bit
0: fixed
Network protocols that identify users,
h: host ID address bit
1: fixed
devices, and services by name—IPX, NetRemember that you must reserve one address in each of your addressing partitions for a
BIOS, and AppleTalk are examples—pobroadcast address. Some addresses are reserved for special use by the TCP/IP protocol (e.g.,
tentially offer much more flexibility than
127.0.0.1 is for loopback to the local machine).
TCP/IP. That's why IPX remains strategic
for Merrill Lynch, says Sikon.
Even more strategic for the company is
when you try to partition in away that corbillion available addresses. But the hierBanyan Vines, which leads all other netresponds to your organization, you find
archical structure of the addressing syswork operating systems when it comes to
that you rapidly run out of subnets." Logtem is wasteful and inflexible. Merrill
naming services. Its renowned global diical limitations become physical limitaLynch, like many businesses, has regisrectory, StreetTalk, now in its third gentions, and you must bridge or route betered one of the 16,384 class B addresstween subnetworks. TCP/IP enforces a eration, is enabling Merrill Lynch to exes, which entitles it to assign 65,536 host
pand its WAN in an orderly fashion. The
strong relationship between logical and
IDs. While it's possible to subdivide that
company's Vines network has grown from
physical components. That means LAN
population of host IDs into subnetworks,
1000 to 3500 nodes in the past year and a
managers who relocate equipment need to
it's tricky to balance the allocation of bits
half, according to Matthew Bernick, netdo alot of work.
between subnetworks and hosts. Once you
work administrator for Merrill Lynch's
Managing address allocation is adauntmake that decision, you must live with it
Operations, Systems, and Telecommuniing problem. "TCP/IP isn't that clean on
(see the above text box "TCP/IP Addresscations Division. He expects that Vines
the administrative side," says Joseph Curing").
will encompass most of the firm's 30,000
tis.
"
There
are
a
bunch
of
tools,
but
not
"There are plenty of addresses," says
employee workstations within the next few
necessarily any directions on how to use
Laurence Sikon, vice president of techyears.
continued
them." The best solution is to delegate the
nology strategies at Merrill Lynch, " but
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Cover Story
Monitoring and Controlling the WAN
Local problems become global problems
when you join LANs to create aWAN.
Sadly, the tools available to monitor and
control local networks work poorly, if at
all, when applied to global networks. A
remote device or service that is malfunctioning can be inaccessible for all sorts of
reasons. The network might be opaque because network monitors can't see past
routers or because atelecommunications
provider owns it. Device management protocols are often proprietary, and the most
open ones typically confine themselves to
the TCP/IP components of anetwork.
The proliferation of SNMP agents
means that, in principle, you can monitor
and control routers, bridges, hubs, and
even UPSes (uninterruptible power supplies). In practice, that's easier said than
done. Pinpointing the location of aproblem—which may be on alocal or remote
LAN—is tricky. And because MIBs are
vendor-specific, there's achicken-and-egg
problem: You may not know which tool to
deploy, or where to point it, until you've
located the problem device the tool was
supposed to help you locate.
Every WAN manager dreams of asingle
tool that enfolds all the protocols and devices found on atypically heterogeneous
WAN. Unfortunately, no such tool exists.
Fault isolation, traffic-flow control, and
configuration management are tasks that
can seldom cross equipment or protocol
boundaries. However, WAN management
systems like Network Managers' NMC
Vision and NetLabs/Manager are moving
in the right direction.
These products feature athree-tiered architecture that's becoming standard for
modern network management systems:
agents that perform vendor-specific monitoring, acentral database to which agents
report, and console applications that enable users to interact with the network by
way of the database. NMC Vision has exceptionally broad support for management
protocols, including SNMP, CMIP (common management information protocol),
DME (distributed management environment), and CORBA (common object request broker architecture).
Just managing the devices on the network is not enough. TI's Chrisman says
WAN management needs to extend beyond hardware to operating systems and
applications. " I'm spending amillion dollars this year building SNMP proxy agents,
trying to strengthen my management capability in the client/server environment,"
he says. "It disturbs me to have to spend
my own dollars on this."
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Passing the Buck
You don't necessarily have to become a
telecommunications expert to operate a
WAN. When you buy connectivity from
AT&T, Sprint, MCI, British Telecom, or
another provider, you can buy the management of it as well. Nordstroms, achain
of department stores in the Pacific Northwest, buys full LAN-to-LAN service from
its supplier, MCI. While Nordstroms receives detailed reports on traffic flow and
bandwidth utilization for its 20 linked sites,
this information is superfluous. MCI handles all the management worries.
Dean Witter, the financial services corn-

"I'm spending amillion
dollars this year building
SNMP proxy agents."
—George Chrisman,
manager of electronic
communications,
Texas Instruments

pany, similarly outsources
all its WAN services to Advantis (Schaumburg, IL).
The Dean Witter network
people just have to manage the company s
own LANs. Advantis takes care of everything else, including the routers.
If you use aservice provider, though,
it's important to understand exactly what
you're buying. When Allied Signal went
with WilTel's frame-relay service to connect plants in Tennessee and South Carolina to its South Bend, Indiana, headquarters, the any- to-any topology that
frame relay can support was an attractive
feature. "We thought we could connect all
sites to one another," says Kevin Devine,
network analyst with Allied Signal, "but
what we found was that you have to pay
for each PVC [ permanent virtual circuit],
so, in the end, we configured the PVCs in
astar because that was cheaper."

WAN Meets LAN
Some ot the toughest problems aren't the
technical ones: They are problems of understanding, attitude, and politics. You can
join LANs to aWAN with bridges, routers,
and gateways; it's all just data. But no

black box can turn amaverick LAN administrator into ateam player comfortable
with corporate policy meetings and the often glacial rate at which telecommunications carriers resolve problems.
For WAN managers accustomed to total
control, things can be equally frustrating.
"Suddenly, we no longer have full control
from the user's terminal all the way up to
the host system," says McGraw-Hill's Jim
Curry. " We coordinate the network and
deal with various LAN administrators, but
we don't control the whole network."
Moreover, the qualifications of those administrators can sometimes leave alot to
be desired.
"Managers of LANs have to understand
their own present and future networking
needs," says Merrill Lynch's Laurence
Sikon. That's aproblem if the person overseeing aLAN in alittle department does
not have atechnical background.
When Merrill Lynch attached a
new division to its network, its
departments were all operating as
little islands. "One group does
something very, very specific,"
says Sikon, " like managing relationships with some of the Merill
Lynch clients. They have never
felt the need to be in tune, as far
as technology goes, with most of
the other departments within their
division." This Balkanization made the
job of building the WAN alot more difficult, because integrators had to deal with
20 or 30 people rather than one or two.
Merrill Lynch solved part of the problem by creating aLAN technical-support
group. The WAN implementation team
recruited one person to head up the group.
Some of its members came from within
the division and others from outside ( see
the text box " Political Primer for Enterprise Networks" on page 78).
LAN Meets WAN
WAN managers, for their part, must realize that their methods frustrate their LAN
counterparts. " It's areal step down for
us," says Bruce Linker, president of the
Microcomputer Managers Association and
an employee of alarge financial services
company. Linker bemoans the fact that his
people have to work with the MIS people
and fit into their schedule—an accommodation they're trying hard to make. In the
past, when he wanted to set up adial- in
mailbox, he did it himself with one modem. But now with WAN connectivity, he
has to work through somebody else, fit
into someone else's calendar of projects,
and use their standards. " It does take
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anao, the technical leader in monitors has done it
again. In addition to being the top choice of
today's CAD/CAM, DTP and Windows users,
Nanao's award-winning FlexScan monitors
now have aremarkable energy-saving system —
PowerManager.
PowerManager works with all green computer
systems including VESA DPMS (Display Power
Management Signaling). But users don't have to
own anew green computer in order to take
advantage of the PowerManager to save energy. Our
PowerManager works with any existing PCs with asax=
saver software, including Windows 3.1 and After Dark.
Activating when the blank saeen of the saeen saver appears,
PowerManager cuts operating power to less than 8% of total
consumption, kalso automatically powers the monitor down

to astand-by mode when die computer is turned off. The
PowerManager can save users as much as $63 per year
on utility bills (Source: ESource). PowerManager has
placed Nanao at the forefront of the Environmental
Protection Agency's Energy Star Program.
PowerManager is now the standard feature
of our 15'; 17'; 20" and 21"monitcrs. All Nanao
energy-saving monitors feature superior Invar
Shadow Mask and Trinition CRTs with non-flicker
ultra-high resolution. Their ergonomic features
include compliance with MPR-11f1t0 low radiation emission
standards and anti-reflective treatments. Best of all, they can
power down. So when you're not working, neither are they.
Nanao ElexScan monitors. Intelligently designed Inaedibly
useful. And now, built to help protect our environment by
reducing energy consumption.
'The Energy Sta. emblenedues not represent EPA endorsement of"anvpulta .esevice.

NANAO USA CORPORATION
23535 Teto Avenue, Torrance, CA 90505
(310) 325-5202

NANAO
Superior In Every Detail
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1-800-800-5202
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longer," says Linker. "And when it goes
down, you're going to get the phone call,
but now you have to contact somebody
else to get it fixed."
Linker is not alone in his sense of loss.
Other LAN managers warn that you should
understand what you're sacrificing when
you tie into the MIS policies that come
with the wide-area connection.
CIGNA's Steve Weidemann notes that
training is the way to break down the barriers between the WAN and LAN cultures.
"We have many MIS people with much
experience in SNA and the enterprise computing centers, and many with PC and NetWare expertise," he says. Weidemann
wants to educate each of these technical
populations about the other's domain. " To
build WANs from LANs, you have to understand, in depth, both worlds."
WAN Applications Design
Applications built to run on LANs often
fail miserably when deployed on WANs.
This infuriates TI's Chrisman. Many of
the current crop of client/server applications were built as departmental solutions,
he says, insulated from external forces.
They lack robust error handling and cannot
react appropriately to anomalies on the

network. "There is never going to be a uring out how to move data onto the LAN
WAN that doesn't occasionally have abad
so it's accessible locally.
packet or some kind of glitch," he says,
How can you work through or around
these problems? Build and test your ap"but at the first sign of trouble, these applications just roll over and die."
plication in the same kind of WAN environment in which you'll deploy it. KinderDan Gasparro echoes that frustration.
care's bandwidth snafu could have been
He believes that hardware and software
avoided if the prototype WAN had been
vendors don't understand how people
really use their products, and thus don't
used for initial development.
The issues that concern WAN people —
test them realistically. As aresult, "Users
bandwidth, protocols, management, and
deploy Lotus Notes databases that replicate all the way down to the field level," he
cultures—are deeply intertwined. The
LAN culture of free bandwidth, for exsays, "and then administrators wonder why
the net comes to ascreaming halt at variample, creates management problems on
the WAN. More than in other computer-reous times of the day."
lated disciplines, hardware, software, and
Another common gripe has to do with
politics play equal roles.
the flaky interaction between Windows
and NetWare. If you lose aconnection to
ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
aNetWare server, Windows locks up.
BYTE news editor Ed Perratore also conThat's bad enough on aLAN, but it's
tributed to this article. Special thanks go to
worse on aWAN, where you're that much
Tim Gelinas, vice president of technolomore likely to be attached to remote resources. "If Ilose aconnection, it shouldn't
gy at Spry, Inc.
matter," says Allied Signal's Devine. "This
business of having Windows lock up when
Ben Smith is aBYTE Lab testing editor/engineer.
the WAN glitches is really starting to agJon Udell is aBYTE senior technical editor at
gravate alot of people." To work around
large. You can reach them on BIX as "bensmith"
the problem, Devine advises users to conand "Jude!!," respectively. You can also reach
nect only when necessary to WAN rethem on the Internet at ben@bytepb.byte.com and
sources, and he spends alot of time fig- judell@bix.com, respectively.
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Created by Chad M. Little with Multimedia Software from AT&T

AT&T

Let your creativity take off with the power of multimedia
software from AT&T. We've been cruising for awhile, but
hang on tight...next year we'll be bringing you the multimedia
technology you've dreamed about, at prices you thought were
impossible.
Get ahandle on our current draw, animation and
presentation products.

Multimedia Software Solutions

Call for information or ademo:

1-800-448-6727
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Microsoft users hate
slow compilers. Borland
users hate slow, fat code.
So we made Symantec
C++ Professional 6.0
faster and more efficient.
But our one-pass compiler isn't just
faster — it produces faster applications.
Thanks to powerful global and local
optimizations. And some unique C++
optimizations you won't find anywhere
else. We've also included OPTLINK,
absolutely the fastest linker you can buy.
The best environment.
Symantec C++ is the first
development system to fully integrate
editing, compiling, debugging and
version control in acompletely new
and graphical Integrated Development
and Debugging Environment ( IDDE).
This breakthrough new IDDE is packed
with graphical tools, agreat new
8
resource editor and drag-anddrop capabilities.

Software, Symantec C++ gives you the
world's most sophisticated visual tools.
This is what Microsoft Visual C++
should have been.
Win32s from the leader
in 32-bit compilers.
Win32s is free in every box. Create
true 32-bit applications that run
unchanged under both Windows 3.1
and Windows NT. Develop and debug
apps on your existing Windows system.
It's easy to switch.
Symantec C++ is highly compatible
with Microsoft and Borland C++. So
there's no reason to wait.
We've also included the

The best visual tools.
Using technology developed
for Symantec by Blue Sky
SYMANTEC
Symantec C++ is available in both
Professional and Standard versions.
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Symantec C++
Professional 6.0 is now
priced at just $499:'
But if you are already a
Microsoft or Borland
user, we have aspecial
upgrade offer of just
$199.95.** A60% savings.
See your dealer. Or
call 1-800-453-1077 ext. AP80 and
order now. Symantec C++ Professional
6.0 is everything aMicrosoft or Borland
C++ user could want.

Mee

Get today's best C++.
And two tickets to Hawaii.
Two awesome environments in every box.
Along with our incredibly powerful
IDDE, you'll also find acoupon redeemable
fir two airline tickets to Hawaii
in every copy of Symantec C++ Professional
or competitive upgrade.
This coupon is redeemable for atravel certificate that entitles
you to receive from Travel Reservations, roundtrip airline
tickets for two to Honolulu, Hawaii upon the purchase of seven
nights hotel accommodations with an estimated total cost of
8826 to $1.806. Prices may be subject to reasonable changes
(i.e., inflation) prior to confirmation. Prices may vary
depending on times and dates of departure. Some restrictioru
do apply. For complete FAX details, dial 1-800454-4403, select
option #I, document #443.

SYMANTEC.
'Suggested n3ail price. Actual price may vary. **Upgrade offer plus
shipping, handling and applicable lax Offer price in U.S dollars
Valid in U.S and Canada only. For more information in Europe,
call 31-71-3,91111. In Australia, call 61-2-879-6577. In Canada, call 1SW-667-8661. Everywhere else, call 408252-3570. Symantec C++ is a
registered trademark of Symantec Corporation. AU other products
are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective holders
C,I993 Symantec Corporation. All rights reserved.
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P
RINTERS IN TRANSITION
Graphical applications are forcing users to ask more of their printers in terms of speed, image quality,
and ease of use. Vendors are beginning to deliver.
JOHN P. MELLO JR.

UIs and the applications that go
with them are causing users to take
asecond look at their printers. If they can
work with rich color at ahigh resolution on
their monitors, why shouldn't they get output to match?
As aresult, users are demanding more
from the printers they buy. It's not enough
for aprinter to produce better-quality images; it also has to be fast and easy to use.
Faster Is Harder
The speed issue has never been as challenging as it is now in the graphical applications environment. Higher resolution
means you need to throw more processing power at producing aprinted copy of
an image.
Greater performance, which translates
into greater productivity, means getting
hard output that mirrors what users have
created on their computer display and getting copies of that output to their peers—
in essence, to be minipublishers. As hot
as color printing is right now, the publishing paradigm is hindering widespread acceptance of the technology.
Because high-quality color output is
still in the minutes-per-page stage, users
are still looking for aquick way to reproduce the dazzling documents they create.
The speediest way to do that is through
color photocopying. But color copiers
are still exotic fare in most user environments. And color copiers are expensive —
$25,000 and higher. "There's going to be
abrake on color until it's inexpensive to
make color copies," says Jim Butterworth,
vice president of the Printer Business
Group at Okidata in Mount Laurel, New
Jersey.
Users have recognized that their demands for greater speed can be met if they
abandon their personal printers. Network
printers provide greater speed for more
people, and because the cost involved in

Image Building
purchasing and maintaining afaster printer is spread across agroup of users, it is
In addition to wanting their output fast,
easier to justify. "We see ahuge cry for a users expect it to bear more than just a
passing resemblance to what they've cre25- to 40-page-a-minute printer to solve
ated on their screens. Not only are users
this departmental concept versus personal printer concept," says
asking for higher resolutions, but they want
Brian Platte, asenior
RAM Requiremen tvs. Resolution
color, too. "In every othtechnical staff member
er aspect of our lives, we
at Pennant Systems
live in acolor world,"
(Fairfield, CT), which is
32 MB
says Gary Bailer of Star
an IBM division that
IBM
Micronics. "Why is it,
makes printers.
Represents
MUM
when it comes to our
Network printers are
BIM
1MB of RAM
IBM
output, it's mostly in
fast enough that some
11.1111
monochrome?"
users have taken to subUMW
MVO
Although users are
stituting them for copMUM
demanding better resoiers. That type of use has
IMP
lution from their printsome printer makers inEMI
IMMIS
ers, they will be reachcluding add-ons, such as
ing the practical edge of
collators and staplers, to
IMBIM
IMMO
the envelope soon. Totheir high-end printers.
MUM
day, 300 dots per inch is
This approach is also a
the standard, but it will
reflection of what many
ISM
MUM
soon escalate to 600 dpi.
users are accustomed to
Min
But after that, memory
OEM
with their desktop apIMO
overhead will deter users
plications. Some word
MUM
mom
from pushing 1200 dpi
processors, when printmum
as acommon denomina4 MB
ing multiple copies of a
tor for printers. The exdocument, allow users
IMO
11111MI
1MB
MUM
planation is simple. It
UMW
to collate the documents
MEW
MOM
takes about amegabyte
in their computer's
300
600
1200
of RAM to image a300memory.
dpi page. If you increase
Dots per inch
Yet coping with the
the resolution to 600 dpi,
demands of aLAN puts
then you need 4MB of
a strain on network As print resolution goes up, the
RAM. But to image a
printers. Now you have amount of RAM needed to process a
PCs, Macs, Unix work- full-page image rises exponentially. For 1200-dpi page, you need
awhopping 32 MB of
stations, minicomputers, this reason, few people will make the
RAM.
and mainframes con- investment and move beyond 600-dpi
resolution.
Users are also denected to networks.
Printers must be able to handle multiple
manding that they be able to print their
documents on plain paper. Ink-jet printprotocols, multiple PDLs (page-descripers now have that capability, but some nettion languages), and multiple font styles
or formats. Having more than one data
tlesome drawbacks affect the output quality for those printers. For example, the ink
stream creates ahost of new issues, all of
can smear before it is dry, and aheavily
which affect performance.

Printers in Transition

The Printers Talk Back

Print Pages Faster

Color Becomes Affordable

Users today want fast, easy-to-use
printers with output that matches what
they see on their screens.
94

Network printer communications become
atwo-way street with the Network Printing
Alliance Protocol
1.03

The key to faster, inexpensive printers
might be to let the computer do all the
image processing.
MI. 5

Whether it's ink-jet, laser, thermal-transfer, or
dye-sublimation, color printing is getting better
and less expensive.
125
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State of the Art Printers in Transition

Laser Quality Without the Drum
Developer —
with toner

Control
electrode
array

—

— Paper

— Back
electrode

Array's TonerJet by Array technology places an electcli.ally charged cr ,ntral electrode array. winch can be
either awire mesh or aperforated flexible printed circuit hoard, between the toner and the paper. A back
electrode beneath the paper attracts toner and pulls it through the holes in the control electrode array. The toner
lands on the paper and forms adot.

Eig

ecause laser-printer and ink-jet
technologies contain the most potential for meeting the demands of users
at an acceptable price/performance
level, they will be unchallenged in the
near future. But apromising tonerbased technology may allow printer
makers to further drive down the prices
of their devices.
Both laser and LED printers produce
the image of apage on arotating drum
before transferring the image electrostatically to paper. Array Printers of
Miilndal,Sweden, has developed away
to affix toner to paper without having to
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create and store the image with light
on aphotosensitive drum.
Array Printers' new technology.
called TonerJet by Array, uses either a
fine mesh of thin, insulated copper
wires or athin, copper-coated plastic
film. By connecting the wires to driver
electronics, Array can create individual apertures in the electrode array that
can be opened and closed electrostatically to allow or restrict toner passage.
The computer-controlled voltage of the
electrodes in the mesh of wires changes
by hundreds of volts within athousandth of asecond, and the desired dots

are developed on the passing paper.
According to Array Printers, its TonerJet devices cost 10 percent to 30 percent less to produce than laser or LED
devices, are simpler than existing technologies (alaser printer requires nine
mutually dependent process steps to
produce apage; TonerJet requires only
three), and eliminate the need for drums
and other components that wear out.
Array admits, however, that TonerJet
output hasn't reached the quality of
laser printing yet. A fax machine using TonerJet technology is expected to
be released in 1994.

Sounds like it's time to call CompuServe for
hardware and software support.
As advanced as computers are these days, they still
manage to bring out the primitive in us sometimes. Why
not put your verbal skills to better use, with CompuServe?
We offer awhole world of support. Including

with information that's not available in any manual.
And then there are our vast reference resources.
Whether you want more in-depth information, or just to
keep up to date, you can take advantage of our extensive

hardware and software forums filled with people from

computer libraries as well as acomprehensive collection

all over who have faced the problems you're dealing

of articles from leading industry publications.

with now. No matter how basic — or complicated —

So lower your voice — and your blood pressure —

your question, you can rely on your CompuServe friends

because help is on the way. For more information or to

to provide an answer.

order, see your computer dealer or call 1800 848-8199.

We also have representatives of the most popular
hardware manufacturers and software publishers online.
They

address your problems quickly, and provide you

Outside the U.S. and Canada, call 1614 529-1349.

en CompuServe'
The information service you won't outgrow.m
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inked page can "cockle" ( i.e., curl and
wrinkle) when the ink dries.
Thermal technology sidesteps those
problems, but thermal printers have their
own problems. They're expensive, and
they don't often print on plain paper. However, thermal-printer makers are working
on getting their products in line with the
plain paper and price- performance demands of users. For instance, Star M
cronies' Si- 144, acolor thermaltransfer
printer, uses apolyester resin and sells for
about $600 ( see "Bargain Color Printers"
on page 153).
It's Got to Be Easy
Another component that graphical applications have groomed users for is ease of
use. Graphical environments have gone a
long way to simplify the interaction between the user and the printer by creating
asingle driver for all the applications running under the environment. In turn, users
are demanding this simplicity in the operation of their printers, no matter how
complex the demands they're making on
those printers are. Regardless of what hardware users have, what network protocols
they are using, or what print PDL they

are sending down the line, the \
printer must be able to recognize them and react accordingly without user
intervention.
Also, users no longer
want to be silent partners
as far as their printers are
concerned. If their printers
tell them when they are out of
paper or have apaper jam, they
want to be notified about it at the desktop. Several initiatives are under way to
provide this capability, including the
NPAP (Network Printing Alliance Protocol). NPAP establishes aformat that will
allow printers on anetwork to communicate with individual users ( see " The Printers Talk Back" on page 103).
Another way to make printers friendlier— not to mention faster and less expensive—is to move the intelligence from
the printer to the user's computer. This
not only increases aprinter's speed but
reduces the cost of the printer. This technique takes advantage of the ever-increasing performance of system CPUs,
allowing printer vendors to eliminate a
printer's controller and memory— two

Your Next Printer Might Be for Your TV
The largest potential use for printers is one that doesn't exist
today. But it's one that some printer makers say may develop as
digital information begins to make inroads into the world's
homes. These printers will be inexpensive—$300 to $400 —
color ink-jet devices designed to work with video off your TV.
As interactive services enter the home, consumers will want
to do wore printing on demand. Watching ashow on the travel channel? Request more
information and receive it immediately through your home printer. Punch up your bank
account, do some transactions, and watch your printer spit out atransaction statement.
A commercial by Snow White soap is aired, and if you respond to it immediately, a
coupon worth 10 cents off the price of the product will come rolling out of your printer.
Then there's the digitizing of family history. Right now, photo-quality output can be
done only by costly printing techniques (e.g., dye sublimation) or proprietary technologies (e.g., the digital exposure engine in Metrum's Fotoprint 1000). But conventional
printer makers aren't sitting on their hands.
"I have seen prototypes [at Canon's R&D facility in Japan] of ink-jet output that
rivaled aphotograph," says Peter Bergman, vice president for marketing of Canon
Computer Systems in Costa Mesa, California. "It uses enhancements in the number of
print heads, special inks, and appropriate media, but you would look at it and say, ' this
is aphotograph. —
Nevertheless, don't expect inexpensive photo-quality printers for your TV anytime
soon. The complexity of these printers and the current lack of demand will keep prices
high. For this reason, some analysts think the idea is alittle far-fetched. Says Robert
Fennell, director and principal analyst at Dataquest in San Jose, California, "[Photo-realistic printers have] been the pipe dream of the printer industry for along time."
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The NEC Silentwriter Superscript 610
laser printer is designed to use the
computer's processor and memory. With
today's faster processors, this feature
•
Irilw• reduces the cost of the printer,
without degrading system
performance for most users.

rather expensive components (see "Print Pages Faster" on page 115).
Although not yet widely accepted, these
kinds of printers are beginning to appear on
the market. NEC announced in August its
Silentwriter Superscript 610 laser printer.
The 610, through aprinter driver/manager loaded with Microsoft Windows, prepares its documents for printing inside its
host's CPU. "We found that most people
do one task at atime and don't begin to
utilize the processing power of their PCs,"
says John McIntyre, director of marketing for NEC's Printer Business Unit in
Boxborough, Massachusetts. "So we took
advantage of the unused processing power
in the CPU and the capabilities of Windows."
Getting printouts of complex pages (e.g.,
aPostScript document) has always been
relatively difficult. As printers get faster
and their output gets closer to offset printing quality, users will want to print complex documents more often. A crucial element of reaching this goal will be the
proliferation of device-independent image
formats such as Adobe's Acrobat or No
Hands' Common Ground.
Previously, no cross-platform architecture to present formatted information existed. The least common denominator was
flat ASCII files, which do not preserve
formatting from one platform to another.
"The missing link was this viewing technology," says Platte of Pennant Systems.
"[It's] the ability to look at adocument
just to give you acomfort level that you
knew what the heck it was."
When users begin to reach that comfort level, Platte contends, afundamental
change will take place in the nature of
computer printing and in the way people
access and distribute information. Central printing will give way to information
being available on-line and printed on demand, with the same richness of presentation that you find in abook or amagazine. •
John P. Mello Jr. is afreelance writer who has
written on technology for a variety of trade and
general- interest magazines. You can reach him
on BIX do "editors" or on the Internet at jmello@
igc.apc.org.

In the dog-eat-dog world of
business presentations,
we just made you a pit bull
with the legs of a greyhound.
In dog racing as in business, if you're not leading

On top of all this, the Phaser 200 is a work

the pack, the view seldom changes. Meet your new leg

group printer that gives you the advantages of a laser

up on the competition: the Tektronix PhaserTM 200

printer. Including true Adobe PostScript' Level 2,

color printer. It's lean, mean, and very

networkability, separate paper and transparency

very fast. Of course, you

trays and price (did we happen to

don't have to take our

mention the Phaser 200 has a

word for it, PC Computing

list price of only $ 3,695?).

magazine just called it the

For more information

best overall presentation

or a free output sample,

printer in the business. So

come into your nearest

much for the other guys.

Tektronix dealer or call

But what is it that makes the

us

Phaser 200 so good? For starters, the ink

at 800/835-6100,

Dept. 31 .
1. For faxed information, call 503/682-7450,

coverage and image quality are, in aword, brilliant. We

and ask for document # 5001.

at Tektronix didn't get to be the award winning leader in

In closing, we just want to remind you that

color printers by sitting on our hands. Then there's

your competition is also reading this ad. And they're

speed. You get all of this great color at two pages per

extremely hungry. So when choosing a presentation

minute, which is nearly as fast as a regular black and

printer, the choice is quite simple. You can either eat,

white printer-.Can you say increased productivity?

or be eaten. Bon appétit.

Tektronix

Phaser is atrademark of Tektronix, Inc. PostScnpt is atrademark of Adobe Systems, Inc. All other marks are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respectIve companies.
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BEFORE BUYING SOMEONE
\ W HICH FEATURES YOU'RE
SEND\RECEIVE FAX
The Compaq PageMarq
supportsfive simultaneously
active ports. And with NetLing—

It may be hard to imagine the world beforefax ma-

ahost of direct connectivity

chines, but it's not hard to imagine aworld where

options— it can be customized to

they're no longer necessary. With PageMarq 'sinter-

take care of even the most com-

nalfax modem, you can send and receive genuine

plicated office environments.

Adobe PostScript documents in sizes up to 11x17.

(Not easy to cross one out, is it?

;-Ng
No other network laser printer with
all thesefeatures also gives you
the option of printing on 11x17
paper. In other words, the
Compaq PageMarq is truly the
standard by which other
printers are measured.

The most important type development since Gutenberg? 1- and 2-MB Programmable
Font Modules (or an optional, internal 60-MB Hard Drive) let you customize your
fonts. And all are stored permanently, eliminating the need to constantly download.
*This service provided by Contract Service Providers, as specific to hardware products and may not br available in certain geographic locations. Consult the Compaq Customer Support Center for further
details. © 1993 Compaq Computer Corporation. All Rights Reserved, COMPAQ Registered U.S. Patent and Trademark. Office. PageMarq, Paql-ax, and Netlanq are trademarks of Compaq Computer Corporation.

ELSE'S PRINTER, DECIDE
W ILLING To GIVE UP.
Unless you enjoy denying yourself, choosing anetwork laser printer that doesn't have
everything you need just doesn't make sense.
Which is why the more you shop and compare, the more one printer becomes the clear

t

o i

choice. The Compaq PageMarq.
In short, no other network laser printer
offers the same high-performance features
and rugged quality at anywhere near the same
price. And to mali sure you also get everything you need by way of bpport, PageMarq
includes aone-year, on- site warranty' and
free technical help 7days aweek, 24 hours a
day for as long as you own the printer.
For more details, call us at 1-800-345-1518.

The Compaq PageMarq High- Resolution

(For complete model information, just select

mode prints with such extraordinary

the PaqFax option.) After you've compared

clarity it can improve just about anybody's

the Compaq PageMarq to other printers, you'll

image. ( liéll, almost.) At the very least,

realize there's only one thing you have to give

800 x400 dpi resolution ensures razorsharp text and super- crisp graphics so that
all your reports and presentations come

When it comes to paper
capacity and pedimmance,

out looking their best.

the PageMarq 20 stacks
up quite nicely. It prints at

up. The notion of settling for anything less.

COMPAa

20 ppm, and so you don't
have to constantly refill
the paper tray to keep up,
it holds 1500 sheets.

PrtwItna names mennoned herem tna, h . trademark , andkor n-glatered trademarks Id then- reapelnw • ' Irma.,
Adobe Is anytatered tracirrnark ot kdoln. ,N,t1111, In.

PoaCierpt la atrademark gd Atkin. katerna. In.
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AUSTIN has
what DELL wants
for Christmas.

It's true.
"Dell Computers — and others — had agreat idea: produce
acompact notebook with blazing speed and alarge capacity
hard disk.
Sounded good to us. Only difference is, we made it happen!
Our Ultimate Notebook features a66 MHz processor with a
340 MB hard drive — something Dell just cannot seem to deliver.
But the real reason we pushed ahead with this product is
because you, our customers, told us that's what you wanted.
Maybe unlike some others, when our customers talk, we listen!
Hope you enjoy this terrific notebook!"

on
CCINIR

David Scull, President/CEO
Austin Computer Systems
Flexible Display Options. Austin's new Dual Scan
color systems deliver bright, vivid color at acost-effective price.
Choose active-matrix color for the most demanding applications,
or razor-sharp monochrome when color isn't needed.
Accelerated Video. 32-bit local-bus video accelerator
with 1MB of VRAM — found in the hottest desktops
.. and on all Austin Notebooks! Plus, simultaneous CRT and LCD display
PCMCIA Expandability.
Two PCMCIA slots takes two Type II
or one Type Ill device for fax
modems, LAN adapters, and more

1111:1111

Integrated
Trackball.

Popular Austin 486 Notebook Configurations
32- Bit Local Bus Video Accelerator with 1MB RAM

5
1,899

52,199

52,999

54,499
486D52-66 TRI Cblor

4865X-2S

486SX-25 Dual Scan Color

486DX2-66 Dual Scan Color

4MB RAM Standard

4MB RAM Standard

8MB RAM Standard

8MB RAM Standard

130 MB Hard Drive

130 MB Hard Drive

213 MB Hard Drive

340 MB Hard Drive

Memory

32 MB RAM maximum

Battery Life

210 5

110 Ports

1Parallel, 2Serial, SVGA,
External Keyboard

Preinstalled
Software

MS-DOS 6.0,
lecroscit Windows 3.1

3.5, 144 MB

Dimensions

Diskette Drive

Power Usage < 10 watts in Standby Mode,
conforms to EPA Energy
Star guidelines

Weight

63lbs
iyear

k

•
MICROSOFT.
WINDOWS.
READY-TO-RUN

Ham HoliJays!

u,s

11' x8.58 x2.0'

Warranty

Large ergonomic front-center trackball
for exceptional ease of use. No need to fumble with
awkward clip-on or pull-out pointing devices.

Rugged, highspeed glass
media hard
drives. Choose
from 130, 213
or 340 MB —
the largest on
the market!

AN 1:PC.COMPANY

Call Direct 1-800-331-1701
AUSTIN COMPUTER SYSTEMS • AN IPC COMPANY • 10300 METRIC BLVD., AUSTIN, TX 78758
FAX: 512-454-1357 • OVERSEAS: 512-339-3500 • CANADA: 1-800-338-1565

0 1993 Austin Computer Systems All rights reser.ien re ,,, ae logo , areg,sterea trauma. of Intel Corporaimn Microsoft is aregistered trademark and Windows and the Windows logo are trademarks of Microsoft Corp All other company
names and products are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective owners The ENERGY STAR emblem does not represent EPA endorsement of any product or service Prices and specifications are subject to change without notice
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State of the Art

THE P
RINTERS T
ALK B
ACK
The printer interface has not kept up with the demands of connecting to anetwork
FRANK HAYES

BALDWIN

1393

nthe world of PC printer interfaces,
• dinosaurs still roam the earth. PRN
might as well be called Jurassic Port.
While desktop computers have rapidly
evolved and printer engines are faster and
more capable every year, the connection
between the desktop computer and the
printer is often not much more sophisticated than it was more than adecade ago
at the dawn of the microcomputer era.
Even when printers are directly connected
to high-speed networks, most still behave
as if they're attached to one-way PC parallel-printer ports. The data goes into the
printer, but nothing comes back to you
except the printed page. And if any problem develops that is more complicated
than running out of paper, no one on the
network ever hears about it—at least, not
directly from the printer.
But anew approach to the computerto-printer software interface should help
bring printer connections out of the Stone
Age and give them agood run at the
future, too. The NPAP (Network Printing
Alliance Protocol) is an effort by dozens
of vendors to enable printers to talk back
to the computers that send them data,
whether it's across networks, over serial
links, or through bidirectional parallel
ports. NPAP lets printers report on how
they're configured, job conditions, available memory, and other status and error
information. The sponsoring group—including printer heavyweights such as
Texas Instruments, Lexmark, Canon, Kyocera, NEC, Okidata, OMS, and Tektronix—says that NPAP-compliant products should reach the market this year.
Problem: Prowess
The need for better communications between printers and computers comes largely because of improvements at each end of
the printer connection. A typical computer
15 years ago sent nothing but alphanumeric characters to the printer, and the
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State of the Art The Printers Talk Back
What NPAP Can Tell You

(

Solution: NPAP
NPAP's basic function is to provide configuration and status information from the
printer in away that's independent of printer technology, PDL emulation, or other
features of the printer. NPAP provides detailed, real-time status information on
everything from fonts and toner supplies to
critical problems that have shut down the
printer.
In technical terms, NPAP is ablockstructured packet protocol used for command-response communications between
ahost computer and aprinter. Basically,
under NPAP, acomputer sends commands
to the printer, and the printer sends responses back. The commands and responses are sent in packets—well-structured blocks of bytes that can serve either
as envelopes for data to be printed or as
carriers of instructions or information about
the printer's status.
The host queries the printer to determine some of its characteristics. In reThe NPAP specification gives printer vendors some leeway in deciding which features to
sponse to the host's commands, the printimplement, but you can expect asuite of basic functions. In addition to those shown here, your
er might return information such as its
printer will be able to note you about its configuration and the status of your print job.
model name, serial number, resolution,
emulations, number of fonts available uneasy sight of the user. But when aprinter
printer's most common problem was runserves anetwork, connected to it either dider each emulation, and even how many
ning out of paper. Those were the days
rectly or through acomputer serving as a paper trays it has. This exchange is just
when today's Centronics-style PC printer
the beginning of the communication beprint server, things aren't so simple. Users
port gained its popularity. At the time, the
tween host and printer; at this point, no
across the network can't see that front
Centronics port was amajor improvement
data is sent to be printed. The host companel, so they may start jobs that will never
over using aserial port to drive aprinter.
puter can use the information from the
finish because the printer runs short of paBecause it sent 8data bits in parallel inprinter to update configuration tables, verper or toner, lacks the fonts they need, or is
stead of 1bit at atime as aserial line does,
running in the wrong PDL (page-descripify features and fonts, and confirm that adthe Centronics port was much faster- 150
equate printer supplies are available. And
tion language) or emulation mode.
KBps, compared to aserial port's maxionce the host finally has all the information
Even PostScript printers—the one group
mum of about 1KBps. And even though
it needs from the printer, it can select an
the Centronics port wasn't atwo-way link,
of printers that can send information back
emulation mode (in this case, PostScript
to ahost computer—usually send back init still let the printer notify the computer if
or the IBM Personal Printer Data Stream,
it was out of paper or off-line.
formation only about the status of Postor PPDS) and begin sending data to be
Script, not about mechanical problems,
Today's printers face problems unimagprinted. Or, if this printer doesn't have the
supplies that are running low, and so on.
ined in those long-ago days: low toner levright qualifications for the job, the host
Faced with these printer communicael, wrong emulation mode, not enough
tions problems, Intel, Texas Instruments,
can look for another printer on the netmemory, missing the correct font, paper
work that's more suitable.
Lexmark, and Insight Development comjam, fuser wire overheating, and ahost of
The basic elements of any NPAP packother troubles. Many printers can indicate
bined forces in April 1991 to form the Network Printing Alliance. One of the group's
et are the start-of-packet byte, the packet
such problems on their front panel, which
length, the flags byte, the command byte,
first priorities was to start work on what
is convenient enough when aprinter is in
additional data, and optional error-checking information. The
THE STRUCTURE OF AN NPAP PACKET
start-of-packet byte is always the
All NPAP packets have the same general structure, whether they are commands, responses, or
value A5h ( 165 decimal). This
alert messages.
makes it easier for the computer
BYTES 6—N
BYTES N+1
BYTES 2-3
BYTE 4
BYTE 5
BYTE 1
and printer to be sure that they're
Data
Error checking (optional)
Packet length
Flags
Command or LU#
Start of packet
in synchronization; if a "packet" doesn't begin with A5, it's
s

DAVE NELSON © 1993

was then called the Printer/Host Control
Specification—the protocol that has since
become the NPAP.
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Toner status:
low or out
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World Class Optical
From
Pioneer
World's Fastest CD-ROM

World's First 51/
4"Half Height
Multifunction Drive

Pioneer engineers have worked hard to
earn their outstanding reputation for a
broad range of "World Class" optical
products.
From the beginning, Pioneer developed
firsts in Laser Optical technologies and
now holds more than 1333 related patents.
Today, there are more firsts with the
world's fastest CD-ROM reader and
the world's first 5IA" half-height multifunction optical drive.

compatability. The DE H7101 half height
Rewritable WORM drive, slides easily
into astandard drive bay on any
computer and stores an amazing 654
MBytes on asingle optical disk.
11112111111111"1"

Pioneer continues to work hard to be
first by reinvesting in research and
development for new products and
manufacturing advances that exceed
industry standards. Our DRM 604X
CD-ROM drive sets the world record
for speed reading, and it Wa
features the latest in
multisession Kodak photo CD

Imer.••••••,

If that's not enough, Pioneer's full line
of optical products offer more
flexibility, more performance and more
storage than ever before.

411b

Award
Winning
DRM-604X

l'11011(C1
01

"For Sheer
Speed"

1 11 1
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Call us today and we will show you
how Pioneer products can work for
you tomorrow.

AIRÉ

1-800—LASER ON

eD PIONEER®
The Art of Entertainment
/•• I

I
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Pioneer New Media Technologies, Inc.

State of the Art The Printers Talk Back
NPAP Con\ ersation Example
At the start of atypical NPAP-based session, the host computer first sets the NPAP packet size
to 1024 bytes and then asks the printer for information on its capabilities and features. The
printer responds with information that the host then uses for additional queries.
HOST COMMAND
Data stream
AS 00 05 50 03 05 04 00

Issue«
Set maximum host-to-printer packet size to 1024 bytes

P RINTER RESPONSE
45 00 02 50 03

Acknowledgment of command

HOST COMMAND
A5 00 03 50 01 00

Request summary of device characteristics

PRINTER RESPONSE
AS 00
01 00
00
00
01
00 00
00
00 10
00
OA
01
EA 60
EA 60
00
00 00
02 00
00 01
OA
02
01
01
00
00
19 49
74 65
14 31
48 33
08 31

Acknowledgment of command
NPAP 1.0
No printer-specific extensions
Marking technology=electrophotographic
Color capabilities=spot
One color supported
Two-sided printing=no
Maximum number of entries in queries-completed queue=16
Speed unit=pages per minute
Speed of printer=10 units ( 10 pages per minute)
Length unit=0.01 inch
Horizontal logical units per length unit=60,000 (600 dpi)
Vertical logical units per length unit=60,000 (600 dpi)
Counter unit=pages
5 MB of memory
Maximum host-to-printer block size=512 bytes
Maximum number of outstanding commands=1
Error-checking supported=CRC-16, CRC-32
Two PDL interpreters
One input tray
One output bin
Does not support request options in Characteristics subcommand
Printer language=English IS 8859-1 ( Latin 1)

5C $0 01. 00

50 00 00

42
72
34
2F
31

4D
20
32
32
2D

20
34
34
30
41

4C
30
30
35
34

61 73
31 39
32 33
35
33 37

65 72 50 72 69 6E
2D 30 30 31
2D 39 30 44 20 2D
36

Product name--.113M LaserPrinter 4019-001
Product revision=1424023-90D-K3/2055
Serial number=11-A4376

HOST COM MANE)
45 00 04 50 02 00
FF

Request interpreter characteristics summary
Return data for all LUs
a

PRINTER RESPONSE
A5 00 41 50 02 00
02
01
19
FF FF FF FF IF
00 OA
01
01
75 30
75 30
OD 49 42 4D 20 50 50 44 53 20 34 30 32 39
02
1.9
FFFFFFFFFF
00 11
01
01
75 30
75 30
10 41 64 6F 62 65 20 50 6F 73 74 53 63 72
69 70 73

JOS
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Acknowledgement of command
Number of LUs=2
Information for LU#1
Supports Font Details subcommand
Maximum free memory unknown
10 fonts
One input tray
One output bin
Horizontal print resolution=300 dpi
Vertical print resolution=300 dpi
LU#1 interpreter name=18M PPDS4029
Info for LU#2
Supports Font Details subcommand
Maximum free memory unknown
17 fonts
One input tray
One output bin
Horizontal print resolution=600 dpi
Vertical print resolution=600 dpi
LU#2 interpreter name=Adobe PostScript

not really the start ol the packet.
The next 2bytes form the packet length.
The packet-length value is an unsigned integer, sent most-significant byte first. ( In
fact, all multibyte values in NPAP are sent
most-significant byte first.) The packetlength-byte count doesn't include the first
3bytes of the packet ( start-of-packet and
packet-length bytes), so the largest possible NPAP packet is 65,538 bytes ( i.e., 64
KB + 2bytes). However, by convention.
the maximum initial size of NPAP packets
is 64 bytes until the host and printer negotiate alarger packet size.
The type of connection between host
and printer may influence the choice of
packet size. For anetwork connection, the
packet size of the network is appropriate;
that means NPAP packets will fit neatly
inside the network's own packets. For direct connections using aserial or bidirectional parallel port, the NPAP specification recommends 128- or 512-byte packet
lengths.
The next byte is aset of bit flags. For
commands from the host, only the top four
bits are defined as flags. However, for responses from the printer, all 8bits of the
flag byte are defined ( see "The Meaning of
Flag Bits" on page 108). In simple terms,
the flags in acommand packet indicate
whether apacket should be disregarded,
the destination of the packet ( either the
printer's NPAP receiver or aPDL interpreter), whether the packet's contents are
continued in the following packet. and
whether the printer is required to respond
to the packet.
Networks can guarantee that each packet will be delivered, but direct connections
don't have that level of reliability; thus,
the NPAP specification recommends that
the host always request positive acknowledgment for every packet of the message.
That can be important for handling errors.
since an NPAP message may take more
than one packet, and NPAP error handling
is on amessage-by-message, not packetby-packet, basis.
Flags in response messages indicate
whether the previous command contained
an error. If so. they include information
about the error, the source of the response
(either the printer's NPAP receiver or a
PDL interpreter), whether the response
packet's contents are continued in the following packet, whether the response was
required. and information on the printer's
status.
Next in the packet come the command
and data bytes. Despite its name, the corn-

Power Packed Upgrades.
SOLID-STEEL CASES

POWER SUPPLIES

CPU COOLER

"The premier power-supply maker"
John Dvorak, PC Magazine, March 30, 1993
"The only company to go to for apower supply"
Jerry Pournelle, Byte, April 1993

STANDARD UNITS
These UL/CSA approved, fully tested power
supplies are the best basic units available.
STANDARD 205 SLIM
$89
STANDARD 220 DESK/TOWER
$89

-- 'DPwpm..
1/111
0

ULTRA-QUIET UNITS
Unrattle your nerves with
aSilencer power supply,
recognized since 1986 as
the industry's quietest.
They're cooled by custom,
high-efficiency fans that
are virtually inaudible!
Amust for home office or multimedia applications.
SILENCER 205 SLIM
$ 119
SILENCER 220 DESK/TOWER
$ 129
SILENCER 270 DESK/TOWER
$ 179
NOISE LEVELS idb)

ORDINARY
POWER SUPPLY

SILENCER
POWER SUPPLY

HIGH-PERFORMANCE UNITS
111 .q.

\111
TOIITR
"
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Upgrade your computer with one of our premium
Turbo-Cool power supplies—the choice of PC
professionals. You'll get 50% - 100% more power,
built-in line conditioning, super-tight regulation,
ultra-clean output, ahigh-capacity ThennaSense
variable-speed fan (300W models), UL/CSATFUV
approvals, and ano-hassle 2-year warranty! Ideal
for high-end workstations and network file servers.
TURBO-COOL 300 SLIM/BABY $ 169
TURBO-COOL 300 DESK/TOWER
$ 189
TURBO-COOL 450 DESK/TOWER
$349

1°F)

18C - -

Give your computer aprofessional, high-tech look
with one of our premium-quality, American-made
all-steel cases. They're rigid—unlike light-weight
imports—so motherboards, cards, and drives are
always properly aligned and grounded. And, with
up to 18 drive bays, they offer real expandability!
Ideal for commercial and industrial applications.

CASE SPECIFICATIONS

XT

It's afact. 486 chips run hot, often exceeding 185°F!
\ow, you can cool your 486 to asafe 85°-95°F with
our popular CPU-Cool. It prevents random system
errors and other heat-related problems. Consists of
amini-fan embedded in asculptured heat sink that
easily mounts on the CPU. Powered by aspare
drive connector. Effective, inexpensive insurance!
•cools CPU 70° - 100°F
CPu TEMP
It prevents system errors
•adds years to CPU life
•thinner, quieter, and
better-built than cheap
imported imitations.
•safe, simple installation
S19
CPU-COOL
2001

Desktop Tower Monster

SUM

e

Exposed Drive Bays:
Total Drive Bays:
Motherboard Capacity:
Power Supply Capacity:
Cooling Fan Capacity:
Filtered Air Inlet:
Lockable Front Door:
Professional Controls:
All-Steel Construction:
Beige or Black Finish:
Meets FCC-BSpecs:
Made in USA:

3

5

6

8

13
18
2

2
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

3
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

2
6
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

SOLID-STEEL DESKTOP CASE
$295
SOLID-STEEL TOWER CASE
$395
SOLID-STEEL MONSTER CASE
$895

160

14r)

123 100
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REDUNDANT POWER
Eliminate the risk of network downtime or data loss
due to power supply failure with the TwinPower 900
redundant power system. It delivers high-capacity,
fault-tolerant power to your entire network server.
Consists of two Turbo-Cool 450 power supplies
in parallel, utilizing aspecial power-management
interface module. Amust for mission critical LANs.
▪900 watts peak power
•100 Xmore reliable
than asingle-unit
•load-sharing design
•hot-swap capability
•allows dual UPSs
•monster-case compatible
TWIN-POWER 900
599

PO POWER E OOOLMO, IN&
5995 Avenida Encinas, Carlsbad, CA 92008 • (619) 931-5700 • (800) 722-6555 • Fax (619) 931-6988
Most orders shipped same day. We accept Visa, MC, COD, or PO on approved credit. Turbo-Cool, TwinPower and CPU-Cool models guaranteed for 2years. All other products guaranteed for 1year.
Hours: 7a.m. - 5p.m. ( PT) Mon. - Fri. Silencer, Turbo-Cool, ThermaSense, TwinPower, and CPU-Cool are trademarks or registered trademarks of PC Power & Cooling, Inc.
PC Power & Cooling. Inc.
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mand byte may contain one of three things:
an NPAP command, the identification
number of aprinter's PDL interpreter, or
an indication that the packet contains an
"alert" message from the printer.

The command byte's meaning depends
on whether the packet comes from the host
or the printer, and whether the destination/source flag (bit 6of the flags byte) is
set to I. For host commands, if the destination flag is set to 1, the comTHE MEANING OF FLAG BITS
mand byte contains an NPAP
command, and the bytes folThe flag bits in byte 4 of an NPAP packet have different
lowing are subcommands or
values. These values can represent commands that come
either from the host or from the printer.
command data.
For printer responses, if the
COMMANDS FROM HC/ST
source flag is set, the command
lit 7: No Op ( NOP). If set, the printer should disregard this
byte either echoes the previmessage regardless of its contents. It turns any message into a
ously sent NPAP command or
dummy.
contains an alert message. The
printer's NPAP receiver gentit 6: Destination ( NPAP Component or LU#I. If set, it means
the command byte ( byte 5) is for the NPAP receiver and is an
erates alert messages that indiNPAP command. If cleared, it means the message is data to be
cate printer status conditions
passed to the PDL interpreter, and byte 5 is the LU# that should
that the NPAP receiver reports
receive the data.
(e.g., low toner or apaper jam)
Mt 5: Continue. If set, it indicates the next message is a
or amessage from aPDL incontinuation of this message—that is, this message is not
terpreter (e.g., aPostScript incompleted in itself. If cleared, it means this message ends with
terpreter's response to aquery
this packet. Note that " completed in itself" is not the same as
of what fonts are available).
"complete in itself." Continue Clear just means that the message
If the destination/source flag
ends with this packet, not that it began with this packet.
is cleared to 0, the command
Bit 4: Reply Required. If set, it means the NPAP receiver must
byte isn't acommand at all. Inrespond, if only by echoing the command. If the message is data
stead, it indicates which of the
for an LU, the NPAP receiver will acknowledge the data as being
printer's PDL interpreters is the
received. The LU or PDL interpreter will not itself respond to this
flag, since it's the NPAP receiver that sees and strips off the flag
destination for acommand or
byte. If cleared, it means the NPAP receiver responds only to an
the source of aresponse. NPAP
error. In this case, the responses are unsolicited messages sent
is designed to accommodate
to the host. Remember that NPAP recommends that through a
printers that can simultaneousparallel interface, every message be sent with this flag set.
ly accept multiple jobs using
RESP'CONSES FROM PRINTER
different PDLs. Each job is assigned its own LU (logical unit)
lit 7: Error. If set, this message contains error information
number when the job begins;
about the command.
that LU number is used in some
RR I: Source (NPAP Component or LUI). Similar to bit 6 of
NPAP commands and responscommand flags. If set, it means the command byte ( byte 5) is
es to indicate which job or PDL
from the NPAP receiver and is an NPAP command. If cleared, it
particular data or status informeans the message is data passed from a PDL interpreter, and
byte 5 is the LU# that sent the data.
mation belongs to. LU number
0is the default interpreter (typRR 5: Continue. Same as bit 5 of command flags.
ically, the power-on default behavior).
lit 4: Reply Type. If set, this reply was required by the host. If
In ahost command, if the
cleared, it means this message is due to an error condition in the
printer or other response not generated by an NPAP command.
command byte contains an LU
An unsolicited error message is asynchronous and can occur at
number, the remainder of the
any time.
message is data to be passed directly to the appropriate PDL
Sits 3and 2: Command/Data Check Type. A00 indicates that
no errors were detected in command or data fields, but the
interpreter. In a printer recommand was rejected. A 01 indicates adata error. A 10
sponse, if the command byte is
indicates acommand error. A 11 indicates an error detected in
an LU number, the remainder
the message with error-checking protocol.
of the message is information
from the LU's PDL interpreter
lilts 1and 0: Printer Status. A 00 indicates the printer is fine;
no alert condition exists. 01 indicates the printer is still OK, but
to the host.
an operator-attention condition exists (e.g., low paper). A 10
The NPAP commands are
indicates acondition exists that will prevent further printing, but
intended to provide informathe operator can fix it (e.g.. out of paper). A 11 indicates a
tion from the printer in the most
condition exists that will prevent further printing and aservice call
is required.
product-independent way possible. For some printers, that
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will open up awhole new world of status
information. For others, such as PostScript
printers connected to networks, some
NPAP commands provide information already available. For example, you can get
alist of available PostScript fonts by either
sending the appropriate PostScript commands or sending an NPAP command to
generate the same information. NPAP generates the list of font names in adifferent
format than PostScript, but the font names
themselves are identical. And using the
NPAP command has the advantage that
one command works for all types of PDLs.
Room for Expansion
The current version of NPAP (Level 1)
defines only six NPAP base commands
and 32 subcommands. That leaves plenty
of room for future expansion, since 240
different base commands are available in
the single NPAP command byte, and each
base command can have an endless variety
of subcommands. Base commands numbered 00 through 7Fh are reserved for standard NPAP commands and extensions;
commands 80 through EF are available to
individual printer vendors to define for
themselves. However, the six Level 1commands can provide most of the information
ahost computer is likely to need from a
printer today. The six commands are Request Device Characteristics, request Interpreter Characteristics, Printer Configuration Control, Request Device Status,
Job Control Command, and Request Logical Unit Characteristics.
The 16 values not used as commands,
FOh through FFh, are earmarked for indicating alert messages from the printer.
Three types of alert messages are defined
in Level 1NPAP: device status alert, interpreter message alert, and job control
alert.
A device status alert is awarning from
the printer to the host that something has
gone wrong. That "something" can range
from low paper or toner supplies to major printer problems that require repair,
such as acircuit-board failure. But although the category is broad, each NPAP
alert message itself is specific about the
problem, as well as how urgently it requires attention. An interpreter message
alert indicates amessage from aPDL interpreter (e.g., aresponse from aPostScript
interpreter to aquery or error).
A job control alert is amessage from
the printer indicating that aparticular point
in the job has been reached (e.g., that the
job has been processed and is ready to
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KINGSTON PROCESSOR UPGRADES.
SAVE YOUR SYSTEM AND ABUNDLE.
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New System

System Supported

SX/Nowl

IBM-AT

With SX/Now! 25

PS/2 Model 57SX-045
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8 MHz
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Significant Savings, Equivalent Performance.

make existing systems perform like new 386SX,
486SX or 486DX models. They provide the
power needed for today's softwarr, perform
comparably to new systems and cost at least
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Full Compatibility.
Kingston's processor upgrades
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State of the Art The Printers Talk Back
begin physically printing). Job control
alerts offer the host an opportunity to abort
the print job or to change how the job will
actually be printed. For example, by the
time ajob has completed processing and is
next in line to print, there may not be
enough paper left in the tray to finish all 20
copies auser requested.
Job control alerts also offer one of the
biggest advantages of NPAP for future
printer features. Today, printers mainly
compete on speed, resolution, and the
number of emulations they support. What's
missing are many of the amenities that
have become standard for high-volume office photocopiers, such as automatic collating and stapling. Job control alerts support astandardized way of specifying such
finishing touches at the appropriate time in
the printing process. It's still up to printer
vendors to actually add features like collating and stapling to their products.

Talking Printer Polities
Although the NPAP (Network Printing Alliance Protocol)
looks like awell-developed solution to the problem of getting
printers to talk back, there's no guarantee the next printer you
buy will support it. That's because the list of NPAP's supporters is missing one of the biggest names in printers: HewlettPackard.
HP already has its own solution for getting information
from aprinter: PJL (Printer Job Language). PJL is more limited than NPAP, but it does provide many essential features for printer control and
communication. PJL's biggest drawback is that control and status commands can
be sent to the printer only before and after aprint job runs, not while it's in
progress. However, that weighs only lightly against PJL's biggest advantage: It's
already available from HP, which dominates the laser-printer business. (NPAP
isn't even second in line behind PJL; Compaq also has its own proprietary printercontrol protocol.)
NPAP's partisans argue that HP's PJL isn't as robust as their protocol, especially for managing printers on anetwork. HP's recent answer was to select SNMP as
its choice for managing networked printers. SNMP is already widely used for managing devices on Unix-based networks, and it's familiar to many network administrators. And while NPAP can be extended to control devices (e.g., fax cards and
scanners), SNMP can work with almost any device on anetwork. At least one
high-end printer vendor, QMS, has joined HP in endorsing SNMP, and with PJL
on the low end and SNMP on the high end, HP seems to have NPAP surrounded.
But anew alliance has confused things even further: The NPA recently informally joined forces with the DMTF (Desktop Management Task Force). DMTF
was started in 1992 to develop astandard management interface for desktop computers. HP is aDMTF charter member, but so are NPA founders Intel and IBM,
along with DEC, Microsoft, Novell, Sun, and Synoptics. And the more than 300
other DMTF members will have their say before NPAP, PJL, SNMP, or any other
protocol is anointed the winner.
In practice, of course, there may never be asingle "winner" in networked-printer
management. But the competition is guaranteed to spur improvements to both
NPAP and its competitors. The only ones guaranteed to come out ahead are users.
One way or another, your printer is likely to never be tongue-tied again.

Upside, Downside
With the wealth of new printer status information that it offers to host computers,
NPAP clearly has many advantages, but
there are drawbacks, too. The most obvious
one is that, from the outside, NPAP appears to be yet another emulation for printers to support, even though it's really an
"emulation" that supports other emulations. NPAP is not transparent; if ahost
or application mistakenly uses an NPAP
driver with aprinter that doesn't understand NPAP, the result will likely be pages
of garbage, and aprinter expecting NPAP
and receiving ordinary ASCII text will report an error.
Although NPAP radically improves
communication between ahost and aprinter, the price of that communication is comsary fonts or use amore effective emulamunication: Significantly more bytes will
tion to reduce the data stream to the printer.
pass between host and printer with NPAP
NPAP also offers the chance for print manthan without it. Howevagement improvements,
For More Information
er, NPAP also includes
especially for large netcommands to turn off
The NPAP specification— including the
works. More intelligent
current version of the protocol—is
NPAP packet processand communicative
available for downloading from
ing so that raw text can
printers will save supLexmark International's BBS at (606)
be sent to the printer, eiplies that won't be wast232-5238 or by anonymous ftp over
ther until the current job
ed on incomplete jobs.
the Internet from ftp.lexmark.com in
the directory /pub/npa. The
is complete or until the
They'll cut waiting time
specification is called NPAP.ZIP, which
printer is reset.
when printers aren't used
is a PostScript file that has been
On the plus side,
for jobs they can't hancompressed using PKZip. The
NPAP may help to cut
dle. And they'll no longer
specification is also available on
some communications
CompuServe via the Intel forum (just
require babysitting by
type GO INTEL). For information on
traffic. For example, with
administrators or operjoining the Network Printing Alliance,
information provided
ators, who today must
contact Mike Stilz at Lexmark at (606)
through NPAP, ahost
keep one eye on the
232-4817 or Ron Smith at Texas
may be able to avoid
Instruments at (617) 774-6151.
printer's front panel; with
downloading unnecesNPAP, the printer can
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call for help when it's in trouble.
As much of an improvement as NPAP is
today, it's already being extended for the
future. NPAP can easily be stretched to
support input devices as well as printers—
including scanners and fax devices. Members of the Network Printing Alliance are
continuing work on polishing the protocol and developing extensions. With the
broad array of printer vendors planning
new products that incorporate NPAP, it
looks as though there may finally be anew
and better standard for connecting computers and printers. Uncommunicative network printers may finally be headed the
way of the dinosaur.
Frank Hayes à a writer, communications consultant, and former West Coast news editor for BYTE.
You can contact him on BIX as "frankhayes."
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-" New brilliant Active
Matrix display 77 640 x480 VgAù,ith.
high-speed eeo
system foretightning
fast griiphits.

The notebook industry'sfirst 4mm,
fuil-travel keyboard with the
look andfeel of adesktop system.

Built-in Windows plus
50MHz 486DX2 processor
(with coprocessor)for
blazing pmformance.

ACTIVE COLOR.
486DX250MHzPOWER.
W INDOWS Fc15 SECONDS.
HEY, W HAT ARE You
WAITING FOR?

If you've been waiting for an
active matrix color notebook with
true desktop power, your wait is over.
Thanks to the new TravelMate® 4000E
Win DX2"I/50 Active Matrix Color
notebook from Texas Instruments.
With 256 brilliant, simultaneous colors and a
50MHz DX2
processor with 50MHz 486DX2 processor, this powerhouse doesn't
coprocessor
just whisper color, it screams it.
provides desktop
And yet the TravelMate 4000R weighs amere 6.2
performance
in anotebook
pounds, including batten/. This convenient size and
weight gives you more performance* than the leading
486 notebooks. And the industry's first 4min, fulltravel keyboard gives you the feel of adesktop.
Thanks to
Of the I
active matrix color notebook manufacturers, only built-in Windows
TI offers the desktop performance of a50MHz DX2 processor.
3.1 and useful TI
486
Active Color
Weight
utilities, you can
Notebook (tbs.) Processor Speed Coprocessor
DX2
50MHz
Yes
TravelMate 4000E
6.2
power up to
SL
33N1liz
Yes
Toshiba T4600C
6.9
Windows in just
SL
33MHz
Yes
Compaq LTE Lite 4/33e 6.5
15 seconds. And
SLC2 50MHz
No
IBM Thinkl'ail 720C
7.6
the TravelMate

4000E is Windows NT-compatible.
With 4MB of main memory, expandable to 20MB, you're ready for today's
and tomorrow's software.
If you work on the go,you'll also go
for the rugged 200MB hard disk drive,
the high-spee, g.Ivideo bus and IMB of video RAM, as well as the full range of
connectivity options - snap-on modules for Ethernet®LANs, SCSI-compatible devices and an internal 14,400 bps V.32 bis modem with 9,600 bps
send/receive fax capabilit.
For more information about the only 486 notebook family
that won five Editor's Choice awards in PC Magazine's August
issue, call 1-800-527-3500.

TI TravelMate
486DX2 Notebooks
-
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BEFORE SI/REM/MPS,
THIS WAS THE ONLY WAY
TO ACHIEVE
PIN- POINT ACCURACY.

Now there's abetter way: Sure!MAPS"
from
CD-ROM
Horizons
based
Technology.
desktop mapping
No moresoftware

apand S'ure!MAPS with deeded information
on major metropolitan areas.

colored stick pins. No more holes in your
office wall. Sure!MAPS brings detailed mapping
capabilities directly to your DOS or Windows PC.
Import your database into Sure!MAPS to reveal geographic
trends that will help you make faster and better business decisions. Whether it's real estate listings, office locations, customer
sites or virtually any kind of point-specific data, Sure!MAPS can
open your eyes to aworld of valuable insights.
The Sure!MAPS base product includes acontinental U.S. map
and two world maps. You can expand your map coverage by
ordering full-color raster USGS Map Sets of
$199
major metropolitan areas, complete with terRETAIL! rain contours and details like airports, parks,
rivers, buildings and bridges. Street-level
maps and satellite imagery are available, too. All you have to
do is pick the Map Set that contains your city or region and
Sure!MAPS does the rest. It even imports spreadsheet and database files, calculates distance and area, and scrolls from map to
map in one seamless presentation.
Pin-point mapping will never be the same after Sure!MAPS.
So throw away those little pins and call 1-800-828-3808.
Or plot acourse to your local distributor, reseller or computer
store to get your copy today.

Sired maps let vou pin-point locations by
address or latitude/longitude
Simms!"
HORIZONS TECHNOLOOY. INC.e

Horizons Technology, Inc.
3990 Ruffin Rd.
San Diego, CA 92123-1826
(000) 828-3808
Sure!MAPS is atrademark of H01110115 Technology, Inc.
streetlewl maps ate copyrighted by Etak. Inc.
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P
RINT P
AGES F
ASTER
Getting output from your printer is usually aquestion of whether the image is processed
locally on the printer or by the host computer
PETER VVAYNER
change radically in the next several
.N
years as electronic documents gradually
.he dynamics of printing are about to

take over the world. Many companies and
publishers are investigating ways to distribute their information in electronic form
using protocols for device- independent
image formats like Adobe's Acrobat.
Someday, when you want published information, you won't walk to the bookstore or library—you'll dial up amodem
and send the document to your printer.
As the desktop printer takes on alarger
role in the information food chain, the demand for speed will become greater. Complicated graphics and layouts slow today's
standard printers to astandstill. Bit-mapped
images are an especially imposing bottleneck. Many mainstream machines could
never generate acustomized version of
the morning paper before late afternoon.
Printer companies are approaching the
problem by optimizing printer software
and evaluating specialized hardware. The
PostScript PDL (page-description language), which encodes page images, dominates the printer market, so most of the
efforts are aimed at optimizing it. Boosting
speed by carefully rewriting the algorithms
that lie at the core of the software is the
most common technique; it is more flexible, and it can run on many platforms, including your own machine.
At this time, specialized hardware for
fast page rendering is economically viable
only on the high end of the printer market
for users like graphic designers and typesetters, who must generate complicated
images quickly. These specialized hardware systems are usually RISC processors
that may also have additional custom chips
designed to speed up halftoning and rendering.
E In the past, most home and small-office
z, users were content with the images from
z the least expensive printers. Most of the
e
9 output was mainly text, and people could
â
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State of the Ad Print Pages Faster
Getting aSmoother Gray Scale
Before

JUST SPEAK UP IF YOU
WANT TO GET THE
STEREO SOUND BOARD
WITH YOUR
SYSTEM FOR $159:
Did we mention this is the best

After

time to get our new Microsoft'
Windows" Sound System complete
with 16-bit stereo sound board?

Creating ahalftone on aPostScript printer can be an ugly process. Simulating a
continuous gray scale often results in banding, as shown in the top illustration. The change
from light to dark is anything but smooth. Using the latest halftoning algorithms, however,
results in amuch better transition (bottom).

wait for complicated images. This is bound
to change as the new, highly formatted
and graphics-rich electronic documents
start straining the low-end machines. In
the years to come, many of the techniques
from the high-end printers will migrate toward the low-end printers as companies
strive to find combinations of hardware
and software that are inexpensive and powerful enough to get the job done.
So, to get the equivalent of the morning's newspaper printed in areasonable
amount of time—say 10 to 15 minutes—
you will need throughput several times
greater than what is available today. This
performance level is still far away. Adobe's
benchmarks show that if unassisted, PostScript interpreters can typeset atypical
newspaper in 101 seconds; if they are using
aPixelBurst processor, it takes 24 seconds.
At this rate, to typeset the Sunday New
York Times, it could take interpreters 20
hours without aPixelBurst processor and 5
hours with one.
The Printing Foundation
The core of the speed problem is in the
PDL. Optimizing basic laser printers for
text output is straightforward: The printer
simply copies arectangle of bits from one
location in memory where the image of
the font is kept (often on ROM cartridges)
to the memory holding an image of the
page. This operation is called BitBlt (pronounced " Bit Blit"). In pure text documents, the BitBlt routines can usually work
faster than the printing mechanism can
generate the next page.
Graphics and typesetting became important with the invention of the Interpress
standard at Xerox and its cousin, PostScript,
at Adobe. Rather than send astream of text,
these PDLs send aprogram that the print-
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er uses to generate the data. PostScript is the
dominant standard, but the principles used
to build afast PostScript printer apply to
other standards. In fact, the generic term
for PostScript processors is raster- image
processor, or RIP, which refers to the pixelated nature of the final page.
The PostScript language is an interpreted, stack-based language with all the computational abilities of C or Pascal. In many
ways, it is like Lisp, the flexible language favored in the Al community. Harlequin is
not only athird-party supplier of PostScript
interpreters for printers but also one of the
largest suppliers of Lisp environments.
The programmatic nature of PostScript
explains the vast differences in print speeds.
Text documents may fly off the PostScript
printer, but bit-mapped images and complicated line drawings take much longer.
This is because the PostScript printer keeps
acache of font bit maps and BitBIts (i.e.,
copies) them into place in much the same
way as aregular printer. However, lines,
circles, and bit-map halftones must be computed each time they are encountered and
then drawn on the page.
Speeding Up Software
In almost all cases, PostScript is interpreted entirely in software, whether it is
on the host processor or on aseparate dedicated processor at the printer. Therefore,
finding and solving bottlenecks within the
PostScript interpreter will show significant performance gains.
Much of the problem is similar to that of
building afast compiler. The PostScript
program must be compiled into simple
commands. That means the program must
maintain alist of variable names and their
values in efficient data structures. It must
also have good garbage collection for

Plug in our 16- bit stereo sound board and headphones

for remarkable sound quality.

Right now, for $159: you can
get the sound board, headphones,
hands-free microphone and, of
course, our cool audio software and
Dund Blaster' compatibility.
So visit your local reseller. To
fit 3one near you or to order, call
(81 )) 871-3269, Dept. MS. And get a
gres tdeal on the Windows Sound
Systt m. Because now talk is cheap.

Microsoft'
O
applicable sales tax and freight if ordering directly front
R Microsoft. Roselle, prices may .ry. 0 1993 Microsoft Corporation.
All right, reserved. Microsoft is a r
eg i
stere d trademark and
Window ,.ind the Windows lo go are trademark, of Micmso f
t
Corporation. Sound Blaster is atrad emark o fCreative Technology Ltd.
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FIRST WE MADE
WINDOWS.
NOW IT'S TIME
TO TALK.

With the new Microsoft°
Windows-Sound System, just tell

Or proofread numbers as the computer reads them back.

your computer what you want it

All for the price of agame.

to do. You can customize your sys-

You can also get this software

tem to respond to your personal

with the sound board included. So

spoken commands. Even our new

go visit your nearest reseller to see

directional microphone knows

what's creating all the conversation.

exactly who you are.
This full set of audio software
has lots of options, too. Spice up
presentations with music or quotes.

Microsoft.
Making it easier

e 1993 Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved. Microsoft is aregistered trademark and Windows and the Windows logo arc trademarks of
tffli Microsoft Corporation.
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We want to help!
To make the
system as fast as
possible, you
must balance the
amount of
computation with
the memory
bandwidth.

I

t. you have aproblem with your BYTE subscription, write us with the details. We'll do our
best to set it right. But we must have the name,
address, and zip of the subscription (new and old
address, if it's achange of address). If the problem
involves apayment, be sure to include copies of
the credit card statement, or front and back of
cancelled checks. Include a "business hours"
phone number if possible.
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removing procedures and variables that
aren't needed anymore.
The most important part of the process,
though, is the raw graphical operations
that dominate the process. The interpreter
must have well-designed routines that can
draw lines and other primitives efficiently.
This process can be quite complicated, because PostScript contains many features,
such as the ones that allow you to govern
the shape and structure of the corners
where lines meet. The routines must be
general enough to handle these problems in
different circumstances.
The most time-consuming process is
printing bit-mapped images. At first, this
seems counter-intuitive. PostScript is slower because it needs to convert letters, lines,
and other figures into bit-mapped images.
Why should it be even slower printing a
bit-mapped photographic image?
The problem is that most bit-mapped
images come with multiple gray-scale values. Each pixel ranges from white to black.
Laser printers, however, only have one
shade of ink—black. They simulate the
gray-scale values by speckling black dots
in densities proportional to the desired
gray-scale value. Darker values get more
dots. Lighter values get fewer dots.
The process of computing this dot pattern is known as halftoning, and it can grow
as complicated as you want. The simplest
algorithms replace each pixel with aprecomputed screen of dots at the right density.
This is afast solution, but it is often unattractive. The picture is left with alightly
cast, blocky grid defined by the borders
between the adjacent pixels of different
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DOC. IT INCREASES YOUR PRODUCTIVITY AT WORK.
We've just brought the paper chase to aresounding and refreshing halt with the
invention of DOC•IT, the revolutionary, desktop document processor that combines amultitude of talents.
With DOC•IT, Okidata has integrated faxing, printing, copying, scanning, cutting and pasting in one unit with afootprint so compact, it takes
up just acorner of your desk. Incorporating graphics capability compatible with Windows"and most major software, DOC•IT lets you create
and communicate finished presentation-quality documents-complete
____,. with visuals-without having to get
m
-out of your chair.
No more standing in line. Everything sits on
SV ARTES T
the corner of your desk: simple, handy, productive
CORNER
If DOC and private; and incredibly easy to use.
•IT looks good to you on paper, come
see it in action at your nearby authorized
YOUR DESK.
Okidata DOC-IT dealer. TO RECEIVE YOUR
DOC en" e

.

nam;

THE

OF

OWN ON-SCREEN DEMO DISK,

TM no. OKI Electric Industry Company.

DOC-IT IM .,Okidata Reg.
Ltd. Windows T.M. Microsoft Corp.
Reg.

TM

THE END OF THE PAPER CHASE"

Micro Dynamics. Ltd.. Silver Spring, MD.

OR THE NAME OF A DEALER NEAR YOU
CALL 1-800-OKI-TEAM, EXT. 264.
Circle 127 on Inquiry Card.
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State of the Art Print Pages Faster
gray-scale values. The transitions between
one gray-scale level and another level clearly stick out. Poorly designed screens can
also generate moiré patterns when the tiny
dots line up in secondary patterns.
More complicated algorithms are now
available, and many manufacturers offer
their own proprietary halftoning systems.
One popular algorithm defeats moiré patterns by randomly distributing the dots
simulating the gray value of each pixel.
Other algorithms "spread" the tone of each
pixel with its neighbors by blending the
dots along the boundaries to provide even
texture.
The process of choosing the tiny dots
to represent the gray value of each pixel is
time-consuming. Each additional "blending" step that is used to ensure that adjacent pixels look good next to each other
is what takes time.
Another difficult problem for aPostScript interpreter is clipping aregion and
filling it with aparticular pattern. The RIP
must find the boundaries of the polygon
and then determine all the points that are
inside. A pattern must be copied into place,

but it must be done carefully. In almost
all cases, some words of memory will contain some bits that lie inside the polygon
and some outside the polygon. The RIP
must be precise in copying the pattern into
the correct bits.
The Memory/Processor Pas de Deux
A programmer must use many other operations when designing the RIP. Developer
Ian Kemmish created one of the fastest
PostScript interpreters that 5D Solutions
(London) sells to OEMs for repackaging.
Kemmish says that to make the system as
fast as possible, you must balance the
amount of computation with the memory
bandwidth. The amount of data that must
be written out to memory limits the speed
of most graphics operations. The processor/memory pathway is the bottleneck.
Many RISC processors, for instance,
pipeline their operations so that they can
perform many computational steps between each memory access. A good compiler will rearrange the sequence of these
machine code-level instructions so that
they are interleaved for maximum through-

put. If the current version of an algorithm
for drawing aline, for instance, can already perform all the necessary computation between the memory writes, then there
is little reason to write anew algorithm.
Faster computation won't matter because
the processor will just be waiting for the
memory to be ready to accept another block
of pixels.
Other simple optimizations can make a
big difference in throughput. Harlequin
implemented an internal multitasking system that would allow its PostScript interpreter to send one page image to the printer while simultaneously building the image
for the next page. Most systems don't start
processing the next page until the last page
is completely printed. Harlequin's system
will also cache extra page images on disk
if the processor gets ahead of the printing
mechanism. This allows maximum throughput, and it reduces the interruption caused
by especially complex images.
Placing the Processor
A hardware solution to getting faster page
processing often depends on where the
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State of the Art Print Pages Faster
processing occurs. Many high-end
limiting case. The greater this is, the
The Harlequin Harpoon Processor
laser printers have their own procesfaster the processor can draw dots
sors—often RISC chips, which have a
when little computation is required.
Software RIP
Harpoon
much better price/performance ratio.
For this reason, chip sets with 64converts
hardware
Placing aprocessor in aprinter reBit- mapped images
bitwide buses, such as the Pentium,
PostScript
does the
for halftoning
final raster
PostScript
halftoning
quires that the printer has enough
the Mips 4x00 series, or the PowerInput
images
memory to hold the image before it is
PC, all offer substantial improvesent to the printing mechanism.
ments in processing time. The extra
Next decided that this setup was
bits might not make much difference
much too expensive, because the comwhen aword processor is running,
puter in the laser printer was often
but they will add substantial imPrint
engine
idle. Its Next Cube ran the PostScript
provements when the processor's
image on the computer and sent the
main job is moving bits from one
final image to the printer. This extra
place to another. Large sections of
processing slows down the host ma- The Harlequin ScriptWorks RIP works hand in hand with the PostScript code are devoted to BitBlt
Hotpoon proce.ssor lo illere(1.1(' the throughput and enhance the
chine, but it shaves thousands of dolpatterns and bit maps of letters.
image of PostScript files. The Harpoon processor deals only
lars off the cost of the printer.
Another important requirement is
with the halfioning process.
Host-based processing is used frefloating-point performance, which
business users who print small numbers
quently today. Software like Harlequin's
many of PostScript's complex graphical
Script Works, Color Age's Freedom of the
of documents with low complexity.
routines require. Rotating graphical elePress, or the freeware Ghostscript impleThe speed that the RIPs render the pages
ments and scaling them to fit on the page
ment aPostScript interpreter on the local
varies significantly from chip to chip, and
all involve fractional arithmetic. A good
machine. The computer is tied up while it
the internal structure of the RIP makes it
floating-point-capable machine will be
computes the image, but you can get acsimple to understand which processors will
able to speed up these processes substanceptable results on even a$300 ink-jet
run PostScript imaging procedures faster
tially. For instance, the 386 without a387
printer using this method. The host-based
than others. The bandwidth between the
may be only several times slower than a
approach is often best for home or small- memory and the processor is always the
486DX on integer tasks; however, the
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State of the Art Print Pages Faster
the Adobe PixelBurst is substantially
different from the Harlequin ScriptWorks/Harpoon combination. The
Software RIP
PixelBurst
Adobe software running on the host
converts
hardware
processor performs the more generPostScript
constructs
Drawing primitives
PostScript
into drawing
raster
Special Hardware Solutions
al interpretive tasks but doesn't draw
Input
primitives
image
The fastest PostScript engines now
anything. The software merely
use special hardware implementations
breaks down the operations into
of raster processors that handle many
primitive drawing tasks and stores
of the simple tasks at fast speeds.
them in alist. When this list goes to
the PixelBurst processor, the main
These processors aie highly optimized
Print
engine
machines that have many similarities
CPU can move on to the next page,
while the PixelBurst processor hanto GUI accelerators. They maintain
their own array of fast local memory
dles the task of flipping the right pixfor keeping the page image and are The Adobe PixelBurst processor can significantly boost the els on and off.
processing speed of raster files. It uses the list of drawing
optimized for moving and setting
Splitting off the pixel- drawing
primitives produced by the software RIP to construct the
large blocks of bits in this array of raster image sent to the printer.
work to an entirely different procesmemory.
sor can lead to some important speed
The two main chips used today take difadditional processing power effectively.
advantages. PixelBurst can support its
ferent approaches. Harlequin's Harpoon
On the other hand, the PixelBurst chip
own memory subsystem to hold the page
accelerator contains an Intel 960 and a from Adobe contains awide range of difpixels. The communication between the
collection of specialized ASIC (applicaferent capabilities. It can render all the
PixelBurst processor and this subsystem
tion-specific IC) chips. It runs hand in hand
primitive graphical components necessary
can be highly optimized for drawing, and
with the ScriptWorks software, but it will
to build up an image. These include lines,
the needs of the main CPU do not hold
only help with halftone screenings. The
circles, Bézier curves, and pattern-filled
it up.
Harlequin engineers decided that this was
areas defined by these primitives.
One of the most work-intensive processthe only task for which they could use the
The software/hardware architecture of es is filling an area with apattern. The
speed difference is much greater on
floating-point numbers, because the
486DX comes with a487 floatingpoint coprocessor built on the chip.

Adobe's PixelBurst Processor
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Brace yourself for the kind of speed
and performance that makes other servers
look like they're standing still. The newest
pse Servers do more than run. They fly.
The new Server 95 Array models are the
fastest available. With their bottleneckeliminating SynchroStream' controller,

ioleau.lem

IBM PS/2 Servers can exploit the full
power of their Pentium' 66 MHz or 60
MHz chips and 256KB of L2 cache. And
we can prove it: in complex workloads
using popular workgroup applications,
the PS/2 Server 95 Array beat asimilarly
equipped Compaq SystemPro XL by a

IBM internal study; for more information and configuration of competitor machines. call 1800 772-2227. IBM intends to support future overdrive processor upgrades
based on Intel Pentium technology for the PS/2 Server 85 (9585) 433 and 466. IBM and PS/2 are registered trademarks and SynchroStream is a trademark of
2.22
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State of the Ad Print Pages Faster
memory sections containing an area's
pixels must be overwritten with the pattern. The speed of processor-to-memory
pathway becomes the limiting factor when
large areas are filled. In fact, the cost of
building aseparate, high-speed memory
subsystem for the printer is one of the big
limiting costs of these hardware accelerators. High-resolution pages require plenty
of memory to hold their image, and this
can be expensive. An 8- by 10-inch image rendered at 1200 dots per inch takes up
about 14 MB of memory.
The classic trick that is used to reduce
the need for memory in both hardware and
software RIPs is to split the page into
bands or subsections. If there are n subsections, then the page is rendered ntimes.
In each new rendering, only the drawing
operations that apply to the particular subsection stick. The rest are ignored. In these
cases, throughput can be substantially increased by adding more memory. Doubling the memory will halve the number of
times the page must be rendered. Adding
more memory will continue to speed up
the process until there is enough memory

available to hold the entire page image at
the desired resolution.
The Future Printer
The next generation of printers to hit the
market will be substantially enhanced with
software for handling sophisticated graphics. Already, Apple's ink-jet Stylewriter
II (street price of about $350) contains special software for printing gray-scale images. Although this version is not PostScript-compatible, more low-end printers
are emerging that offer this standard. Some
are even priced starting at under $ 1000.
These low-end machines are still very
slow. This next generation will need to
find away to provide the computational
support for the user's increased demands
for high-quality graphics. Some will simply bundle RISC processors into their machines and concentrate on improving the
software significantly. The software should
continue to improve in quality and speed,
as the severe competition in this arena
forces developers to tune, tweak, and engineer their software RIPs for maximum
throughput. The theoretical limits that the

memory-access bottleneck has set have
not been reached.
Although specialized hardware like the
Harpoon or the PixelBurst will keep a
market niche for themselves in the highend arena for the next year, they will come
under increasing competition from RISC
chips that offer substantial speed at massmarket prices. But if the market for lowend, fast printers with hefty graphical capability begins to grow significantly, the
market may be able to support low-end
specialized chips.
These changes, though, are many years
down the road. To alarge extent, the fate of
the widely circulated electronic document
is tied to the availability of printers that
will make the documents available to people. High-quality, inexpensive, and fast
printers that can render sophisticated graphics are absolutely essential to the emergence of this market. •
Peter Wayner is a BYTE consulting editor. One
of his latest projects is to hack on aGhostscript.
public-domain PostScript interpreter. You can
reach him on BIX as "pwayner."

And You Thought
We Were Just
The Most Reliable.

111111111111111
margin of 166% and Dell by 42%: That's not aburst
measure—it's an overall average.
Of course, you know we've got the reliability thing
nailed. But we even turned that up a notch. PS/2
Server Array models feature a high - performance
RAID controller, so you don't sacrifice speed for
reliability.

If we're going too fast for you, there are new 486based Server 95 models and new entry-level Server
85 models. (They're all easily upgraded to Pentium,
by the way). To find out more, call 1800 772-2227.
If you still think PS/2 Servers
=
—= —
are just reliable, it's time we --- ----brought you up to speed.
=
=
7

International Business Machines Corporation. Pentium is atrademark ot Intel Corporation. All other brands or product names are registered trademarks, trademarks, or
service marks of their respective holders. © 1993 IBM Corp.
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C
OLOR B
ECOMES AFFORDABLE
Color printers of all types have become better and less expensive, and this trend will continue.
Color specialists and average users alike will benefit.
MICHAEL ZEUS

etting high-quality color output
from acomputer used to be the domain of specialists using expensive, highperformance systems. Lately, color printers have begun to shed their high-price
image and are being applied in awider
range of applications. You can now purchase acolor-capable printer at arelatively small incremental cost over monochrome printer prices.
Applications drive the demand for color output, and the software industry is
quickly bringing more and better color
presentation packages, color drawing and
painting packages, scanning and imagemanipulation software, and color pagecomposition packages to the desktop.
However, many common office-based
applications are still monochrome; billing,
correspondence, and management reports
often incorporate color only if they are
preprinted on letterhead or forms. In mainstream business-document applications,
color is still considered nice to have but
not essential.
This will change, however. At the low
end, color-capable ink-jet printers are
poised to challenge dot-matrix printers in
price. Although dot-matrix printers have
long offered low-cost color, their color
output is unattractive to most users. With
color ink-jet printer street prices lurking
at around $300, many people will consider color for their next printer purchase.
Thermal-transfer printers offer highly
saturated colors and have been virtually
unassailable as the color printer of choice
for overhead-transparency printing. Recent thermal-transfer products have been
designed to work better with common laser
printer paper, increasing their versatility
for other business applications, such as illustrating reports and proposals.
In 1994, new electrophotographic short,., run printers at the high end ( i.e., 35 pages
- per minute and faster, costing $200,000
I or more) will begin showing up in quick
Ei printers and commercial shops, offering
à
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State of the Art Color Becomes Affordable
How aThermal Ink-let Printer Works
Color- ink
cartridges

/

/ Ink- vapor
obubble —
/

Heater
elements

Ink-jet
nozzle
assembly

Thermal ink-jet printers a%e heat 0 to create avapor bubble O that forces adroplet of ink@
ano:: le O.

How aPiezoelectric Phase-Change Ink-Jet Printer Works

Piezoelectric actuator
(vibrates, creating
a pump action)

o

Ink stick

o
Print head

e) Liquid ink

Heater coils

Piezoelectric phase change ink jet printers use aso/il ink O. A heating element O melts that
ink O. which then ,,' ou'i lo the adwitor in ¡ he print head O. Pulses ofelectricityø create apumping
action in the actuator O. and this fin ces the ink out onto the paper. The ink then solidifies as soon as
it touches the paper, avoiding the spreading, or wicking, problems associated with liquid inks.

the desktop document creator ameans of
reproducing full color short- run documents. Other trends apply to all color-output technologies. For example, there will
be adrive toward higher resolution. The
latest monochrome office laser printers
have a600-dotperinch resolution specification, which will probably become a
performance target for color printers as
well.
As ever, printer vendors will compete
on speed. The color print mechanism itself can be designed to go faster, but color
printer performance will also be improved
by advances in the silicon and in the software that prepares color images for printing (see "Print Pages Faster" on page 115).
Textenhancement techniques and wider
choices in halftone methods will help differentiate high-performance products. For
instance, Hewlett-Packard uses its Resolution Enhancement Technology, which
it developed for its laser printers, in its
ink-jet printers to improve text printing.
And prints of scanned images such as photographs now benefit from randomizing
techniques called error diffusion techniques, which increase sharpness by removing conventional screening patterns.
Color Ink-Jet Comes of Age
Ink-jet printing is arobust and flexible
technology. The essence of inkjet printers
is to place drops of ink on the page. The
challenge for developers of inkjet printers
is control: They have to predict what will
happen to the drops when they reach the
paper. Developers also have to control
evaporation of the liquid ink and erosion of
the tiny nozzles through which the ink is
projected. Inkjet printers are, in fact, carefully balanced applications of chemistry
and physics.
As with most colorimaging technologies, an area of considerable design attention is the interaction of ink and paper. Ink
that is fluid enough to be projected through
orifices is usually fluid enough to seep into
paper fibers. Specially coated and treated
papers were designed to combat wicking
(i.e., ink seeping into the paper). Wicking
vertically is the way in which colorant,
usually dye, makes images. Wicking laterally, though, is undesirable, as is bleeding (
i.e., inks mixing or running before
drying).
Recently, inkjet printers that can work
with abroader scope of paper types have
been introduced. The basic tactic for printing on plain paper is to hasten drying or
to control the spread of ink while it dries.
continued
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While most of today's Pemtiu
systems are merely upgraded
of existing 32-bit i486-based
the ALR EVOLUTION Van
EVOLUTION VQ. were engineered from
the ground up to take full adz antage of this
advanced, 64-bit CPU. With support for
the Pentium processor's wider data path
and high perfOrnkmce write-back mode,
these powerful systems easily outperform
their less sophisticated competitors.

Systems shown from left to right:
ALR EVOLUTION VQ and
LUTION V
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the PC industry press
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combination of perfomance,
service, and value.
So call ALR today, and stop
missing out.
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State of the Art Color Becomes Affordable
One approach is to pause between printbroad lines. Narrow lines printed with dyeexamples of thermal ink-jet printers. Brothhead passes; Lexmark uses this technique
based inks are often lighter than broader
er, Dataproducts, and Tektronix sell solidink piezoelectric printers.
for the IBM Color JetPrinter PS4079's
lines, since the dye tends to spread out into
"high quality" mode. Another approach
the paper fibers.
Epson is expected to introduce in 1994
is to heat the paper prior to printing and
Because of their newfound ability to
aliquidink color printer based on its own
fan the paper after printing, which causes
print with high quality on plain paper, inkmultilayered-actuator piezoelectric head.
the ink to evaporate more quickly. HP
jet printers are expected to replace dotAn electrical charge excites an actuator in
uses this technique in the PaintJet XL300
matrix printers as the low-cost office workapiezoelectric print head to push or pump
and DeskJet 1200C color printers. A third
horses. The cost increment to purchase
ink out of achamber much as apiston
method for gaining wider latitude in pacolor in an ink-jet is now around $ 100,
would. In Epson's implementation, sevper types is to use solid ink that is melted
about what the cost increment is for doteral actuators work on the ink cavity, forcprior to projection and is returned to asolmatrix. But ink-jet delivers what dot-maing ink out of the chamber with asharper
id when it strikes the paper. Solid ink-jet
trix does not—respectable color quality.
and greater impulse. Epson claims that this
printers are available from Brother InterInk-jet technology development has takprocess produces better dot shapes, making
national, Dataproducts, and Tektronix.
en two branches. Virtually all office inkjet
them as round as possible. Epson's monoChemists at DuPont have developed
printers are dropon-demand printers, sochrome Stylus 800, introduced last March,
pigment-based aqueous inks for HP; these
called because they produce adrop only
uses the new multilayer actuator head.
inks may remove some long-standing perwhen the image requires one. Ink-jet printEpson also claims that the multilayered
formance barriers. Pigmentbased inks
ers force liquid through small holes, or
peizoelectric head eliminates satellites,
promise to be more impervious to light
orifices. Dropon-demand ink-jet printers
tiny subdroplets of ink that are the bane
and water, as well as giving the user more
use one of two principal methods to propel
of thermal printhead designers. After
latitude in paper selection.
ink: Thermal ink-jet printers use heat to
forming, satellites are free to make their
Most liquid ink jet printers use dye- create abubble that creates projection
way to the paper, usually landing where
based inks. An important difference beforce, and piezoelectric printers use electhey are not supposed to. "With monotween dye-based and pigment-based inks
trically driven actuators to pump ink from
chrome," says Edith Dees, Epson's prodis that dyes are soluble in their surrounding
achamber.
uct manager for entry printers, "this reColor printers from Canon and HP are
media, whereas pigments remain particsults in indistinct characters. When you
ulate. With pigment have four colors, the efbased inks, the hope is
fect is worse, because
that images will be
the blends of colors are
more resistant to fading
not accurate."
and moisture. In addiSince piezoelectric
tion, pigment particles
printers are mechanical
PROS
CONS
are opaque, giving pigdevices and don't submented inks the potenject
ink to repeated tem•
Economical,
especially
with
low
coverage
•
Slow
Ink-jet
tial to produce colors
perature cycling, they
•Low purchase price
•Image fades
that are more saturated.
have more latitude in the
•Banding (print artifacts)
One problem in develinks that they can work
•Ink runs
oping apigmentbased
with. The inks that Ep•Paper wrinkles
ink is that pigment parson will provide in its
ticles tend to settle out
new printer, for examof the ink solution.
ple, will work with both
•Durable image
•Slow
Laser
To date, the only pigplain paper and recycled
•Name recognition
•Image "gloss"
mented aqueous ink
paper.
•Synergy in manufacturing with high•Sensitive to variation, difficult to control
available is the black
Another type of inkproduction devices
•Expensive, especially compared to
ink that HP ships with
jet printer sprays ink
•Wide latitude in paper types
monochrome
its DeskJet 1200C printdroplets continuously.
er and DesignJet 650C
The droplets are deflectplotter. This ink is more
ed toward or away from
•Somewhat paper-dependent
Thermal-transfer •Clean
light-resistant than regthe paper, depending on
•Simple and reliable
•Dithered color
ular inks, but it is not
the image requirements.
•High color saturation
•Must control paper travel for good color
completely resistant to
Continuous ink-jet printmoisture. In fact, until
ers are available for inuniformity
prints have dried for
dustrial ( e.g., package
•Can be expensive
several weeks, they run
and product marking
just as much as prints
and addressing) and
•Expensive to buy and operate
Dye-sublimation • Near-continuous-tone images
made with dye- based
graphic arts (e.g., proofinks. Pigments provide
•Imaging and printing can be slow
ing) applications.
an observable benefit
Iris Graphics ( BedSource: Blackstone Research Associates
when printing fine lines,
ford, MA) offers the
which are as dark as
only continuous ink-jet
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State of the Art Color Becomes Affordable
How aColor Laser Printer Works
Toner/developer units

Fusing unit

Transfer
drum

Transfer
roller

The only desktop color laser printer currently available, the QMS ColorScript Laser 1000 uses adry toner
and aspecial OPC ( organic photoconductor) belt. A precharger inside the OPC belt creates an
even charge across the belt. The printer controller steps through one color plane of image data.
This data controls the intensity of alaser beam as it sweeps aline across the OPC belt. When the
beam is on, acorresponding spot on the belt is discharged. As the belt moves, alatent image
composed of discharged areas is built line by line. The portion of the belt storing the latent image
passes under four toner/developer units. The toner unit that corresponds to the color plane that was
just applied to the belt opens. Toner sticks to the discharged areas and is repelled from the charged
areas. For color images, this operation occurs several times as the belt rotates and all four process
colors are applied. A complete color image exists on the belt after four rotations. The transfer drum
is charged and peels the image off the belt. A bias voltage between the transfer drum and transfer
roller pulls the color image off the transfer drum and onto the medium. The fusing unit uses heat
and pressure to adhere the image to the medium.

printers, aspecialist's product line that
uses variable dot-size capability to print
continuous-tone images. Iris printers sell
for $39,000 and up in the prepress proofing markets and several industrial markets, including industries needing artwork
for signs and displays. Other than refinements to its ink and media and continued
improvements in connectability, Iris has
made few changes to its product line since
its newest product, the SmartJet 4012, began shipping in January 1991.
Color Laser Printers aChallenge
Laser technology has proved quite robust
in meeting monochrome document production and reproduction requirements.
Extending this technology to color, however, is no easy task. Building acolor image out of colored toner is delicate work. A
key component in an electrophotographic
print engine is the photoconductive element, adrum or belt on which the laser
"writes" the image. Most color laser printers build these images sequentially, one
color at atime. The built-up image is then
transferred to paper and fixed.
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Controlling toner is adesign challenge.
Environmental conditions complicate the
process. The amount of toner attracted at
agiven charge level depends partly on the
level of humidity, for instance. Therefore,
process stability is important. Toner must
be fine enough to make high-quality images, with low-enough mass to be attracted or repelled by the relatively low charges
on the photosensitive drum.
Since color images are made sequentially, color laser print-engine designers
have to find away to "protect" the first
pass of an image while the printer works
on subsequent passes. A couple of things
can complicate this task. First, the photosensitive drum must be free of the first
pass of the image before asecond pass can
be imaged. The toner is removed and positioned on abelt or another drum, where
it waits as the subsequent passes are produced and transferred. Second, until the
image is fixed at the end of four imagebuilding passes, the lightweight toner has
to be protected.
In spite of such design challenges, serious development of color laser technology

is under way. The desktop color laser printer literally did not exist until QMS's ColorScript Laser 1000 was introduced in mid1993. HP is expected to join QMS in the
desktop color-laser-printer market in 1994,
and many other companies are also known
to be working on such products.
Color laser printing has abrief history
among asmall set of manufacturers. For
nearly five years, the only color laser printer available was from Colorocs ( Norcross,
GA). In addition to supplying color copiers
to Savin and Sharp, Colorocs offers the
CP 4007 console color printer, aproduct
that has met with limited market success.
Canon (Lake Success, NY) has been much
more visible, offering digital color copiers
that can be made into printers by adding
computer interfaces, controllers, and memory. Xerox, Eastman Kodak, and Minolta
now offer copiers with computer interfaces, too. Color copiers, without interface, cost around $50,000. Interface, controller, and memory can add $40,000 or
more to that price.
But these products are not what people
have in mind when they say they want
a "color laser printer." People tend to expect acolor version of their monochrome
laser printers. And why not? Laser-produced pages are durable; per-page image
costs are reasonable; and, by varying the
amount of toner in the image, laser printing can produce continuous-tone images
without halftoning. However, people don't
often consider the fact that monochrome
laser printers are not usually used for producing continuous or gray-scale images.
Low-cost office printers produce black
dots. With color printers, flexibility in
shading is always arequirement.
In short, users expect color printers to
have laser speed and laser quality and to
carry aprice in the neighborhood of what
monochrome laser printers cost. These expectations will not likely be met in the
near future. Most current color laser implementations print at one-quarter the
speed of monochrome. And the success
of the monochrome laser printer is due, in
part, to the reliability that adisposable toner cartridge offers. Disposable cartridges
for color laser printers might not be an
economical alternative, since you need a
separate cartridge for each color.
All signs point to slow acceptance of
color laser printers, even after HP begins
beating the marketing drum. "Idon't expect to see $5000 color laser printers
anytime soon," says A. J. Rogers, strategic marketing manager at Tektronix
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NetOFF...
AUTOMATICALLY LOGS OFF
INACTIVE USERS.

NetOFF does what many users fail to do... logoff
NetOFF is the most advanced network logout system available. It's everything you need to secure
your network, guarantee aclean back-up, and reduce network traffic.
NetOFF provides three separate logoff options. Select the combination that will best fit
your security requirements:
1. NetOFF's screen blanker can be set to blank the screen after aselected period
of inactivity. ( Isecond to 24 hours)

NO RISK
30 DAY TRIAL

la FREE
Just send in the
response card or call
1-800-962-0701

2. NetOFF can be set to logoff the PC after aselected period of inactivity.
(1 second to 24 hours)
3. NetOFF can be set to logout the PC at apredetermined time. (AM, PM, or Military)
Y Monitors all PC activity
Loads to the log-in script
Y Closes open files prior to logoff
Y Individual logoff settings for up to 99 users or groups
!É uses less than 31( of memory
V Operates on all Versions of Novell and Windows 3.1
1993 CITADEL COMPUTER SYSTEMS, INC.

All rights reserved

NetOFF is atrademark of CITADEL COMPUTER SYSTEMS, INC.

CITADEL COMPUTER SYSTEMS INC. P.O Box 924735 Houston, Texas 77292-4735 ( 7131 686-6400
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Now Even
Bad Reports Can
Look Good.
New CA-RET' 1.0: The Friendliest, Most Powerful Report Writer Ever.
Add bitmapped
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graphic impact.
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(Wilsonville, OR). "Early color laser printers are not going to be personal printers,"
he adds. Of course, you do not have to
own acolor laser printer to use one. In
Larry Hunt's Color Copy News newsletter,
quick printers reported that 17 percent of
the output of their Canon CLC 500/550
copiers was printed through the copier's
computer interface.
In 1994, Xeikon (Mortsel, Belgium) and
Indigo ( Rehovot, Israel) will begin shipping printers for short-run color work such
as brochures and manuals. These will appear in quick-printer shops, commercial
printers, and forward-thinking in-plant
print operations. Short-run color printers
can be an important enabler for desktop
color, in the same way that high-quality
film recorders enabled the desktop presentation business.
"Everyone talks about bringing color
printing to the masses," says Rogers. "In a
real sense, some of these short-run presses are going to do abetter job of enabling
the market than any other technology, because they are going to make it possible
to do short-run color printing where it was

not possible before. Even if you don't use
acomputer, you may end up buying output
from these devices."
Thermal-Transfer Prices Falling
As their name implies, thermal-transfer
printers use heat to move colorant from a
ribbon to the paper. A stationary print head
contains heating elements; the number of
elements per inch correlates with the printer's resolution. The printer's control electronics and software fire these elements at
areas on the page that require ink.
Most thermal-transfer ribbons are made
of sequential page-size bands of colors (either cyan, magenta, and yellow, or cyan,
magenta, yellow, and black). Ink and paper
travel together past the print head. After
apane of color is transferred, the paper
moves backward (or is turned around) so
that another color can be added to the page.
Since the ink sheet and the paper or transparency are in contact when heat is applied, the waxlike colorant leaves the ink
sheet and is transferred to the paper.
Thermal-transfer printers saw early acceptance as preview or proofing devices

for desktop publishers. Especially with recent price declines (from around $20,000
for aPostScript printer in 1989 to as low as
$3000 today), thermal-transfer printers
have found wide acceptance for producing presentation overheads, where high
color saturation and fixed printing costs
are valued.
Even though most recent thermal-transfer printer models claim plain-paper capability, getting highly saturated colors
usually requires special paper. In 1994,
vendors will pay more attention to printing
on plain paper. Paper manufacturers will
play arole, too, as relatively smooth papers
such as Nekoosa Laser 1000 and Hammermill Laserprint become more common.
And while afixed supplies cost is an asset
when producing high-coverage transparencies, thermal-transfer is expensive
for text documents.
Most thermal-transfer printers cannot
modify dot size, so they use dithering patterns to produce shades. Panasonic Communications & Systems ( Secaucus, NJ)
produces a203-dpi thermal-transfer printer with variable dot capability. General-

DATA COMPRESSION LIBRARIES T m
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Compression LibrariesTm allow software developers to add data compression
technology to software applications. The application program controls all the input and output
of data allowing data to be compressed or extracted to or from any device or area of memory.
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• All Purpose Data Compression Algorithm Compresses Ascii or Binary Data Quickly with I
similar compression achieved by the popular PK/ip software, however the format used by
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There's just one choice: Insist upon aprinter with
genuine Adobe- PostScript- software inside. It's
the industry standard— the only way to guarantee
that your printer will work with virtually every software application and hardware environment today
and tomorrow. With Adobe PostScript, you're
assured the highest quality output whether you're
printing from DOS, Windows-,OS/2®, Macintosh®
or UNIX®, from aPC or amainframe. And since
almost every major printer manufacturer offers

THE MOST IMPORTANT CHOICE YOU'LL MAKE
WHEN CHOOSING APRINTER, ISN'T JUST THE PRINTER.
Adobe FbstScript printers, it's easy to choose the
brand of printer that's right for your company.
Remember, the best choice is the clear choice.
Make sure your next printer has genuine Adobe
PostScript. Accept no substitutes. For afree guide
on how to choose aprinter, call 1-800-962-3623,
Dept. R, Ext. 0106

Outside the U.S.A. and Canada call your local distributor
or 408-986-6555. Adobe, the Adobe logo, PostScript
and the PostScript logo are trademarks of Adobe
Systems Incorporated which may be registered in
certain jurisdictions. Windows is atrademark of
Microsoft Corporation. OS/2 is aregistered trademark of International Business Machines
Corporation. Macintosh is aregistered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc. UNIX is a
registered trademark of UNIX System
Laboratories. CI993 Adobe Systems
Incorporated. All rights reserved.

TSNO JUST PRINTING,
T'S ADOBE POSTSCRIPT PRINTING.
Adobe
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How Thermal-Transfer Printers Work
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Thermal-transfer printers use abanded, multicolor ink sheet 0 that rolls simultaneously with the
paper O toward apinch roller O. This squeezes them together toward the thermal print head O.
Commands from the computer or printer turn tiny semiconductor resistors in the print head on or off
to melt or resolidify the ink onto the paper. After each pass. the ink sheet advances to the next color
band and the paper retracts to its starting position until the full-color printing process is complete.

ly, the printer succeeds at printing pictorial images, but its ability to print text suffers due to its low resolution. At 300 dpi,
shaded areas and scanned images almost
always show some visible dither-pattern
artifacts.
Thermal-transfer printers with higher
resolutions should appear on the market
in 1994, using the extra pixels to offer
dramatic improvements in the appearance
of pictorial and shaded images. In the next
year, vendors will also be bringing thermal-transfer capability "down-market":
This year, Star Micronics introduced a
low-cost ($599) serial printer that has a
moving head (see "Bargain Color Printers" on page 153).
Dye Diffusion Gets Faster
Like thermal- transfer printers, dye-diffusion (also called thermal-dye-transfer or
dye-sublimation) printers use heat to move
colorant from the ribbon to paper. Heat is
applied to the ribbon, and the colorant diffuses into the receiver sheet, producing
denser colors as more heat is applied. Most
dye-diffusion printers can produce 256

No Noise, No Hassle.
Just SCREAMER Prices!
notoPortim 14.4/Fax Modem will, Exclusive optical and cellular technologe

You get no noise from AT&T's Optical Line Interface*
(OUT"). just the fastest speeds possible on good or bad
phone lines. You get no hassle either. with AT&T's Enhance
Throughput Cellular ( ETC'''') protocol,' just the fastest speeds
when connected to acellular call.
• V.32bis V.1 - ( sends receives 1.1..100 bps data and lax
• V.-12bis MNP 5 ( data compression, error correction)
• 16550A buffered [ART for PC internal card
• Increased first time connectivity and optimal speed
using OLI and ETC
• Background faxing
• Auto data fax discrimination

Est. retail price
PC internal card
$239

Est. retail price for PC external

$249

Est. retail price for Mac external

ncludes QuickLink Il comm/fax software for DOS and
Windows or the Mac. Mac version also has serial port cable.
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Visit Computer City, Fty's, and Elek-Tek for exciting low
prices! Or for the name of other dealers near you, or to order
the DataPort 11.4/ Fax Modem directly, call now:

• Backed by AT&T for as long as you own it
- Lifetime warranty and TOLL-FREE technical support

1800 554-4996 ext. 96012.
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In Business. Everywhere.

QUADERNO 33

Quademo 33 is the smallest Windows PC yet designed. With 386
SXLV speed and abacklit screen, it
is ideal for your work, whatever you
do and wherever you do it

Only 2.9 lb. - 386 SXLV Windows 3.1 - Backlit screen.

It's always with you: 2.9 lb. and 8
4/
1
x53
4 "of stylish design you can take
/
It speaks your language: MPC
everywhere. It fits in your coat pocket
business audio means it's easy to add
and puts in up to six hours of work. And
vocal notes to documents, or send voice
Quademo 33's complete connectivity
mail messages.
can take you anywhere in the world by
It's dynamic: up to 12 Mb RAM
modem and fax (with its PCMCIA
and 60 Mb 1-11XJ, rechargeable battype II slot), or by network. Even the
teries plus the speed of the 386 SXLV
most complex corporate organizations
microchip.
are rediscovering the power of inIt's street smart: the efficiency of a dividuals.
built-in trackball that provides asimple
With Quademo 33, wherever you go,
and immediate interface with ready to
you can give your company the best of
use Windows 3.1. The pre-installed
individual productivity.
MS-Win Works and Lotus Organizer

For more
information call

Olivetti
Di'met

are always on time, and the User
Manual is always on line. Its total compatibility lets you work with all your
favorite software packages.

1 -800-633-9909
In Canada call:

1-800-387-9660, Ext.220
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ity of compact and reliable
hard drives to build computers
into the printers to process and
move image files.
Dye-diffusion printers at
Vendors have begun to address the fact that color can be difficult to use.
the low end of the price specOne problem in particular is predicting what the color will look like on the
trum put the processing burfinal printed page. This problem is complicated. First, the set, or gamut, of
den on the host, often adediavailable colors on acomputer screen is usually larger than the gamut availcated host or print server.
able with acolor printer or offset press. Resolving screen-to-print matching
Issues such as work flow and
problems is in the hands of color scientists, and for now there is no solution.
the need to share the printer
From apractical standpoint, the brightness and contrast controls on color
with other users are considermonitors can be adjusted to aknown and desired optimum point, which
ations that will help users deprovides a "best-effort" match between the screen and aparticular printer. These adjustments can
cide whether to acquire alowbe aided by an instrument such as acolorimeter attached to the screen with asuction cup.
cost "dumb" printer or a
A second issue is that the same color file printed on different printers can have different colors.
printer with memory and proToday's so-called color management systems address this problem. The functions of color mancessing power. In shared enagement are not new; commercial printers and prepress service bureaus have at times used
vironments, for example, you
"closed-loop" color management to predict press results with their high-end graphic arts systems.
want to avoid sending fullWhat is new is the transfer of color management functions to the desktop, where it is common to
page, bit-mapped, continuousmove acolor document from one system to another.
tone images over anetwork.
A key component of acolor management system is the device characterization, or profile,
Image-processing capabilwhich is adata file defining the colors that agiven device can produce. Electronics for Imaging
ity is asecond benefit of in(San Mateo, CA), apioneer in desktop color management, has developed profiles for 25 color
creased processor perforprinters as well as 52 monitors and scanners.
mance. The soft subtlety that
A color management system will compare the individual device characteristics to acommon
makes dye-sublimation prints
color space and manage the translations from one device profile to the other. (In 1931, an internalook like photographs is not
tional body called the CIE [Commission Internationale de l'Eclairage, or International Commisan asset when it comes to text
sion on Illumination] instituted what EFI and most others use as areference color space.) Eastman
and line art. In these cases,
Kodak and the Agfa Division of Miles also offer color management tools.
image- processing software
As mentioned earlier, the set of achievable colors varies among devices. Therefore, an imporcan identify text and apply
tant function of acolor management system is to determine how to handle "out-of-gamut" colors.
edge-enhancing algorithms.
The process for handling such colors is called the color-rendering style. The out-of-gamut inUsing color is becoming a
structions for printing are contained in acolor-rendering dictionary.
lot easier, less expensive, and
By modifying the out-of-gamut instructions, color-rendering dictionaries can be fine-tuned for
more common. With such deaparticular intent. For instance, afile can be printed to yield the most saturated primary colors if
velopments as color managethe user is incorporating business graphics in an overhead transparency, or aphotograph can be
ment systems, people will be
printed using the most realistic colors.
able to move their work from
Last January, Apple Computer (Cupertino, CA) introduced ColorSync, an enhancement to its
one type of printer to another,
System 7operating system that provides acommon framework under which color management
and even onto apress, with a
tools can operate. Microsoft is expected to offer acolor framework for Windows in 1994. "My
pretty good understanding of
prediction," says Gerald Murch, Apple's director of imaging software, "is that we'll actually
what the final result will look
agree on what the common application programming interface should be [for color]. This will
like. Threshold products apsimplify writing color documents between Microsoft's and Apple's products."
peared this year, including
low-cost dye-diffusion and
thermal-transfer printers, thershades of color at every pixel, making phothermal-transfer printer into adye-diffumal-transfer printers with plain-paper catograph- like prints.
sion printer. The upgrade kit includes
pability. ink-jet printers with improved
As recently as 1991, dye-diffusion printmedia and driver software; no hardware
colorants, and the industry's first desktop
ers were selling in the $40,000 neighborchanges are required to make the switch.
color laser printer. Thanks to price and
hood. positioned as preview devices in the
Dye diffusion is not aspeedy technolperformance improvements and the beprepress environment. Early participants
ogy; the fastest print engines can print a ginnings of acolor-capable infrastructure,
like Kodak and DuPont ( DuPont having
page in about aminute and ahalf. But with
an ever-widening pool of people will be
since discontinued its product) have been
24-bit color, engine speed does not define
able to use these new capabilities.•
joined by ahost of other companies, with
throughput. Vendors will compete by relist prices starting at about $8000.
ducing the time it takes to transmit and
Michael Zeis is president of Blackstone Research
Newcomer Fargo Electronics, recoginterpret raster- image files that, at 300 dpi,
Associates ( Uxbridge, MA). a market research
nizing the similarity in print-head design
measure 32 MB for an 8'h- by I1- inch
and publishing company. He is the editor of the
between thermal-transfer and dye-diffupage. Printer architects are benefiting from
Color Business Report, anewsletter on color prodsion printing, offers a $250 photo-realistic
advances in RISC processors, adownward
ucts and markets. You can reach him on BIX do
upgrade kit that turns its $995 Primera
"editors" or on CompuServe at 72351,1712.
trend in memory prices, and the availabil-

Color Management Makes Color Easier to Use
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INTRODUCING FRAMEMAKER
We wrote & published,
edited & organized & designed,
formatted & indexed,
cross-referenced & distributed
the book on writing and publishing.
Writing is abreeze with
our high-speed WYSIWYG
word processor, which
includes aspell checker
and thesaurus.
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Create custom colors
with CMYK, KGB, HLS,
and PAiVTONC color
palettes, and produce
4-color process or spot
color separations.
Build complex documents
easily using automatic hypertext \
markers, multichapter civssreferencing, running headers
and footers, plus multiple indices
and tables of contents.

Page layout tools enable
rotated text and graphics,
dashed and dotted lines,
multiple columns, auto
side heads, even portrait
and landscape pages
In the same document.
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Conditional text lets you
store or display multiple
versions of adocument
in asingle file.
Our advanced table
editor lets you build
multipage tables with
unlimited paragraphs,
straddled cells,
rotated test even
graphics.
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Asophisticated math editor lets you create
and edit everything from simple arithmetic
to calculus equations.

Create your own graphics with a
&II set of drawing tools, or import
24-bit color Images.

— Frame Technology presents the best way to write and publish demanding business and technical documents: Introducing
% new FrameMaker' 4.0 FrameMaker 4dramatically increases your productivity because it automates much of the publish,, ing process. Which makes it faster and easier to produce everything from simple business reports to complex multichapter
manuals.0 Only one program handles it all, FrameMaker 4. Which means you don't have to switch back and forth between
word processing, graphics, and page layout programs, and you won't lose any of your data or formatting.

FrameMaker 4is loaded with

over 100 new features including context-sensitive help, automatic side heads, document compare, even ad hoc formatting. 0 Best of all,
you can share your FrameMaker 4documents with your colleagues across the most popular hardware platforms. Including Windows,
Macintosh, and X/Motif. _'tSo when you need to write, publish, design, edit — the works — make
sure you useor
publishing,
theinformation
one programonthat
ourdoes
spec
iti
al
all:upgrade
FrameMaker
offer,4.call
For1-80041afree guide
FRAME,
to nriting
Ext. 926.
and

e
0
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01993 Frame Technoloe Corporation. All rights reserved. International customers please call ( 408) 433-3311. Frame. FrameMaker. Frame‘lewer, Frame Technology. and the Frame logo are
Tgistered trademarks of Frame Technology Corporation. Other brand or product names are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective companies.
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is for Attention, please! All you people who want the latest
technology at Amazingly Affordable prices! Meet AMBRA7
anew and fast-on-its-feet computer company.

means we're Making our Move. With high-performance Madeto-order AMBRA Machines. All are tested for industry-standard
compatibility, and come with a30-day Money-back guarantee.'

is for Big advantages—like Blazing-fast Intel® Pentium- processors.
It's about Built-in extras—like added cache and VESA local Bus.
Across the Board, we're talking Best value here.

is for Responsive to your needs, and Ready to deliver to your door.
It's for Rapid onsite service.' Plus Round-the-clock technical support.
The kind you can Really Rely upon.

stands for "Just Ask us." AMB RA has intelligent Answers to AI I
your questions and computing needs. Call 1- 800-25 AMBRA.
Act now!

it

AT AMBRA,YOUR BUCKS
BUY A LOT MORE...

A COMPETITIVE
NEW COMPANY, AMBRA'S
COMING ON STRONG...

Like built-in cache, accelerated video, VESA local

Grounded in excellence, AMBRA has an

bus, and awealth of other features that raise the
value of our computers above the rest. You'll find
there's nothing " low-down" about an AMBRA, except
the price.

unmistakably entrepreneurial edge. Through
worldwide sourcing, we get the latest and leading
technology from high-quality suppliers at smart
prices. And we immediately run with it — passing
our savings along to you.

INCLUDING RAPID SERVICE
AND ROUND-THE-CLOCK
SUPPORT.

WE BUILD ON THE SPOT,
TO YOUR SPECS...

Every AMBRA computer comes with a30- day
"satisfaction or your money back" guarantee. We've
contracted with IBM ® to provide aone-year onsite

With AMBRA, you have your pick of processors —
from the most affordable 486s, to full-fledged 64- bit
Intel Pentium technology. You also have your choice
of memory sizes, hard disks, video subsystems,

warranty.12 Expert technicians are poised to deliver
prompt onsite service Monday through Saturday.
And you can count on toll-free technical support
24 hours aday, 7days aweek.

peripherals and software — preinstalled and
preloaded with no delay and no service fee.

ALL YOU HAVE TO DO IS CALL.

AND OFFER SOLUTIONS THAT
MATCH YOUR NEEDS.

Just pick up the phone to get more information or
place an order. AMBRA's lines are open every
weekday 8am to 9 pm, and Saturday 10 am to 6
pm ( ET.) We accept American Express ° Vi sa®and
Mast
erCard®__ as well as purchase orders from

Space- saving slimlines.
Fast-action, low-cost 486 AMBRA slimlines pack the
computing power you need
perfect for the office,
dorm or home.

qualifying businesses.

Desktops and minitowers.
Our ISA and EISA-based systems offer arange of
power — and adirect path to Pentium technology
at prices that won't make you pause.
Powerhouses with Pentium processors.
You get the latest in true 64- bit processing power
— with processing speeds surpassing 100 MIPS!

SOFTWARE

ON

CD!

TRY

BEFORE

YOU

BUY!

Purchase any AMBRA slimline, desktop or tower, and you get aCD-ROM disk' encrypted with over 80 popular
software packages, thanks to special new technology. Try each package up to three times at your convenience.
Then, whatever you like can be yours with just acall — at avery competitive price! There's no waiting for
delivery — you get acode to unlock the encryption, and simply download your software purchases from the
CD to your hard disk.

AMBRA

COMPUTER CORPORATION

JUST SIX

OF

MANY AMBRA

MODELS...

Slimline S425SX

Slimline S450DX

Desktop D466ENL

•486SX, 25 MHz
•Upgradeable to Pentium technology
•4MB RAM, max: 36MB
•128KB processor cache
•3.5" I.44MB diskette drive
•170MB ( I7ms) hard disk
•3storage bays
•3 I
6-bit ISA slots (2VESA on local bus)
•Windows accelerator w/ I
MB video memory
•14" SVGA LR color monitor
•Siimline casing ( 3x3)
•MS-DOS® 6.0, Windowsn" 3.1, mouse

•486DX2, 50 MHz
•Upgradeable to Pentium technology
•4MB RAM, max: 36MB
•I
28KB processor cache
•3.5" I.44MB diskette drive
•240MB ( 15ms) hard disk
•3 I
6-bit ISA slots (2VESA on local bus)
•3storage bays
•Windows accelerator with IMB video memory
•14" SVGA LR color monitor
•Slimline casing (3x3)
•MS-DOS 6.0, Windows 3.1, mouse

•486DX2, 66 MHz
•Upgradeable to true 64-bit Pentium technology
•8MB RAM, max: 64MB
•256KB processor cache
•3.5" I.44MB diskette drive
•440MB ( 12ms) hard disk
•832-bit EISA slots (2VESA on local bus)
•6storage bays
•53 video accelerator with I
MB DRAM
•15" Flat Square LR color monitor, NI
•Desktop casing ( 8x6: convertible to minitower)
•MS-DOS 6.0, Windows 3.1, mouse

$1,339

$1,815

$2,959

Minitower T466DX

Pentium DP6OENL

Notebook NC425SL

•486DX2, 66 MHz
•Upgradeable to Pentium technology
•8MB RAM, max: 64MB
•256KB processor cache
•3.5" 1.44MB diskette drive
•340MB ( 12ms) hard disk
•Onboard SCSI
•8 I
6-bft ISA slots (2VESA on local bus)
•6storage bays
•Windows accelerator with 1MB video memory
•CD-ROM drive
•14" SVGA LR color monitor
•Network-ready (Ethemet I
OBaseT)
•Minitower casing (8x6)
•MS-DOS 6.0, Windows 3.1, mouse

•Intel Pentium processor, 60 MHz
•64-bit processor complex
•8MB RAM, max: 64MB
•256KB processor cache
•3.5" I.44MB diskette drive
•540MB SCSI hard disk
•Onboard dual-channel Fast SCSI-2
•832-bit EISA slots (2VESA on local bus)
•6storage bays
•ATI ® Ultra Pro' Mach 32, 2MB VRAM
•14" SVGA LR color monitor
•Desktop casing (8x6: convertible to minitower)
•200-watt autoswitching power supply
•MS -DOS 6.0, Windows 3.1, mouse

•486SX, 25 MHz, SL- Enhanced
•Dual-scan STN color screen
•Integrated fax/modem
•4MB RAM
•120MB hard disk
•Integrated trackball
•MS-DOS, Windows, MS-Works'

$2,694

$2,449

$3,999

h Canada! call I - 800-363-0066. Ex:. 915

CALL

1 - 80 0

2 5 2 - 6 2 7 2

E X T . 3 3 9

1-800-25-AMBR A
1 Please
2

call 1-800-252-6272 for details regarding AMBRA's money-back guarantee arti limited warranty. One-year onsite service at no additional charge during warranty. Onsite service may not be available in certain locations.

Return shipping and insurance charges are the responsibility of the customer.

3 CD-ROM

drive required, may be purchased with system or separately.

4 Offerings

may differ in Canada.

©1993 AMBRA Computer Corporation. AMBRA is atradenark of 'CPI Ltd. and used unctr license therefrom. The AMBRA logo and logotype are trademarks of AMBRA Computer Corporation. IBM is aregistered trademark of International
Business Machines Corporation. Intel is aregistered trademark and Pentium is atrademark of Intel Corporation. MS-DOS is aregistered trademark and Windows and MS-Works are trademarks of Microsoft Corporation. Offerings, prices
and products are subject to change or withdrawal without prior notice. Prices do not include shipping.
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detailed information about the
procedure the icon initiates. The
detailed help is not about the
icon, however—only about the
menu commands for which the
icon is ashortcut.
Calling On the Experts
"Ease of use" is amantra of
the Big Three spreadsheet suppliers. In Quattro Pro for Windows, afeature called Interactive Tutors
offers on-line lessons for various spreadsheet tasks. These tutors let you work with
your own data or with canned spreadsheets
that come with the product. You can pop
up an interactive tutor at any point in a
work session and either retain the results of
your lesson or dump them and return to
your original spreadsheet. What distinguishes the approach is that you work in a
live spreadsheet while following alesson.
Quattro Pro's Interactive Tutors contrast with Excel's extended help system,
which packs examples and demonstrations
throughout. Once you've asked for help
on atopic, you can sometimes order up a
demonstration as well. There's atable of
contents for the examples and demos, so
you can quickly track down atopic.
Lotus 1-2-3 also offers alesson facility.
You simply pull down the Help menu
and choose Tutorial to pull up amenu of
options. There are only eight lessons,
but they run alongside alive worksheet.
Switching from the tutorial window to the
spreadsheet and back is abit awkward and
might confuse anew user. Still, you can
learn from the tutorials, so it's hard to give
them bad marks.
Excel's Wizards are step-by-step instruction sets that lead you through procedures that traditionally have been difficult in aspreadsheet. For example, when
you elect to add agraph to the worksheet,
the ChartWizard appears, alerting you to
the number of steps adding agraph will
take, telling you what options you can apply, and prompting you for information
Excel will need to display afinished graph.
The new version of Excel introduces
Tip Wizards. This new tool analyzes your
work and determines shortcuts for commonly performed tasks. For instance, if
you resort to the menu bar to perform an
operation that is available from the toolbar,
aTip Wizard pops up and suggests clicking on the appropriate toolbar icon. Tip
Wizards will not suggest the same tip twice
in one Excel session, so the tool is not
overly annoying.
Quattro Pro's Experts are similar, but
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Microsoft Excel's ChartWizard pops up automatically
when you begin to build agraph based on spreadsheet
data. The Wizard guides you through each step of the
procedure.

unlike aWizard, an Expert appears only on
request. You can select from asmall list to
work through such tasks as graphing, consolidating data, and building financial or
statistical spreadsheets. Interestingly, the
financial spreadsheets you can build with
Quattro Pro's Analysis Tools Experts resemble templates that you might build
yourself or obtain from ausergroup library or an on-line information service.
They are, in effect, macrodriven spreadsheets that you retrieve when you wish to
perform the calculations they provide. The
Analysis Tools Experts can lead you to
wonder why spreadsheets haven't always
included collections of prebuilt financial
models.
Lotus 1-2-3 for Windows offers no feature analogous to Wizards and Experts.
Lotus has offered multimedia help with a
version of 1-2-3 for Windows that comes
on CD-ROM, but availability of such a
CD for 1-2-3 release 4.0 for Windows
hasn't been announced. If you're having
trouble with any spreadsheet procedures,
you have to rely on the software's more
traditional help facilities. But don't sweat
it; you can virtually bank on Lotus providing aWizard or Expert equivalent in a
future release.
The Similarities Are Endless
An article that discusses all the similarities
among the Big Three
Windows spreadsheets would fill a
good- size book—
bigger, perhaps, than
the documentation
sets that accompany
these software programs. Each spreadsheet offers aversion
or scenario manager
that lets you build several sets of assumptions into asingle spreadsheet, and lets
you switch from one set of assumptions

to another quickly so you can compare
their effects on the bottom line. Each offers
such amenities as the ability to center labels across several columns rather than
just within cells, or the ability to assign
multiple fonts, font styles, lines, shadings,
and colors to the ranges and entries in your
spreadsheets.
In each package you'll find amechanism that automatically adjusts acolumn's
width to fit the widest entry in the column.
You'll also find away to generate number series and label series rapidly: You
can fill arange with successive weekdays,
months, and number series such as Quarter 1, Quarter 2, Quarter 3, and so on. In
fact, you can create your own fill series
(e.g., lists of employees or of your company's product line) and automatically deliver the list to aspreadsheet by employing
the quickfill feature.
Sadly, neither 1-2-3 nor Quattro Pro
provides atool to let you create acustom
sequence. You must use your knowledge
of the spreadsheet to add entries in adisk
file associated with the spreadsheet software. Excel, on the other hand, contains
an easy-to-use editor that lets you add fill
sequences by either typing them or importing them from spreadsheet cells.
Spreadsheet Subtleties
If the Big Three Windows spreadsheets
share so many features, what could possibly set one apart from the others? Surprisingly little. The differences are subtle.
Consider 3-D spreadsheets. Borland
calls its 3-D spreadsheet anotebook, and
each new notebook you create contains
256 layers, or pages. The index tabs that
identify pages appear at the bottom of the
window that holds them. To accommodate the tabs, Borland introduced ascroll
bar that doesn't run the full length of the
object it controls. This takes some initial
adjustment—and continued adjustment if
you regularly work with several Windows
programs. Every time you set out to scroll

Excel's arrangement of sheet tabs and controls ( top)
looks alot like Quattro Pro's. In both products, the
nonstandard horizontal scroll bar makes navigating a
nuisance compared to getting around in 1-2-3.

(
I
NCLUDING YOUR SENSE OF STYLE.)
Introducing Memphis" The all-in-one

even touching your computer. And for your mind?

multimedia machine that brings your computer to

The assurance of industry leading hardware that

your senses. Your ears will experience 16-bit CD-

exceeds MPC2 standards and includes Sound

quality sound through its detachable,

(*I

Blaster - compatibility. Memphis is aunique
combination of elegance and function with a

powered speakers. For your eyes, the
smooth animation and video streaming

design that's made for your sense of style.

off its double-speed CD-ROM drive. And

So encounter Memphis-it will transform

because you can use Memphis as astand-alone

your perception of multimedia.

CD player, it will appeal to your sense of play.

For more information

et PC2

So crank the volume, select a

oradealer near you

new track or stop play without

call 1-800-845-5870.

Multimedia PC..
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MEDIA VISION

t993 Media Vision, Inc., 3185 Laurelview Court, Fremont, CA 94538. ( 510) 770-8600. Fax: ( 510) 704;592.
Memphis is atrademark of Media Vision, Inc. Any other trademarks and registered trademarks are owned by their respective holders.
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Format Cells
Patterns
Eormat Codes:
General
Custom
Number
Accounting
Date
Time
Percentage
Fraction
Scientific
Text
Currency
Csède:

0.00
tift130

stAnto.00
:unto mtuttto)
LtutoliiRedi(tctttto)
tunto.00jmuuto.curn

fi.fittO. 00_MR edltfi, ttO. 00)
tfi,filill_);($1t.11110)
$11.**0_14Red)elt,fifill)

General

Sample:
To create a custom format.
type in the Code box.

Protection

tain by default is 255. Once you open a
new workbook, you can add sheets until
you've filled RAM. Like Borland, Microsoft put the index tabs at the bottom of the
worksheet window, and the worksheet navigation scroll bar extends only partway
across the window.
The biggest quirk in managing worksheets in Excel arises when you insert a
new sheet: The package automatically
places the new sheet in front of the current one. This means there's no way to insert asheet at the very end of aworkbook.
Lotus 1-2-3 lets you specify whether to
add anew sheet before or after the current
one, and the issue is moot in Quattro Pro
since you always have afull notebook in
that program.

Quick Menus
Quick menus are another area of funcCut
Active Block
A:B2..D8
tionality
that points up subtle differences
Copy
Paste
between
the Big Three Windows spreadNumeric Format
Fixed
Clear...
sheets. The original Quattro Pro for WinFont
5cientific
Copy Down
dows offered object inspectors that apShacàng
Çurrency
Copy Right
Comma
peared whenever you clicked the right
Afignment
Fill by Example
<4 kenef
mouse button. You can still get to those
Line Drawsg
Number Format...
+1Protection
object inspectors by clicking the right butFont dAttributes...
eerc
Lines d Color...
Text
ton, but there's an added step when you're
>Qate
Alignment...
Data Entry(
working with block objects in the spread>Tino
Name...
Row Height
sheet. Now, instead of the Attributes dia>last
Column Width
log box that lists such options as fonts,
Reveal/Hide
User defined
shading, colors, formatting, and so on,
Both Quattro Pro and Excel
(bottom left and top,
Quattro Pro presents amenu of oprespectively) offer one stop
tions for cutting, copying, and pasting
be OK
)(Cancel
2 Help
shopping for cell formatting
AaBb
entries; inserting and deleting columns
and styling. Lotus 1
2-3's
quick formatting tools (
bottom
and rows; and filling cells with numright) are less accessible,
bers or label series. The first choice
requiring many more mouseon that menu is Active Block Properclicks and keystrokes to get
across the Quattro Pro spreadsheet, you
Placing the tabs at
ties, and it leads to the object inspector
the job done.
could find yourself pausing amoment to
the top of the winof the original Quattro Pro. That object
dow leaves the botinspector lets you work with 11 dialook for the undersize control.
tom free to hold afull-width scroll bar.
log boxes to establish formatting and othQuattro Pro's notebooks have two great
advantages. You can rearrange the pages in
This design is much easier to use than
er attributes of aselected block.
anotebook by simply dragging index tabs
Quattro Pro's short scroll bar.
Lotus 1-2-3's right-button menu refrom place to place. And you can group
Conversely, there is no easy way to
sembles Quattro Pro's menu except that
any number of consecutive pages so that
change the order of pages in a1-2-3 file.
1-2-3 divides the Active Block Properties
any formatting and styling you apply auAnd 1-2-3's group mode connects all exoption into several subcategories. Still, by
selecting from the choices Number Fortomatically affects the other grouped pages
isting pages, so attributes that you apply on
as well.
one appear throughout the file; you can't
mat, Font & Attributes, Lines & Color,
Lotus 1-2-3's 3-D spreadsheets are just
create multiple groups within the file and
and Alignment, you can eventually estabfiles that can contain up to 256 worksheets.
apply different styles and formats. Conlish the same settings that you'd establish
sidering that Lotus was the first of the Big
using Quattro Pro's block-object inspector.
Unlike aQuattro Pro notebook, anew 1-23file contains only asingle sheet. You
Three to offer a3-D spreadsheet, it's surBecause 1-2-3 doesn't group all the styling
can add and delete sheets at will so that a prising that it hasn't yet added these simand formatting options in asingle dialog
file never contains more sheets than you
ple capabilities.
box, establishing all desired options for a
What of Excel's first serious rendition of
need for the application you're building.
selected range can be more work-intensive in 1-2-3 than in Quattro Pro.
Another difference in 1-2-3 is that its
3-D? In terms of number of layers, Excel
To upstage both 1-2-3 and Quattro Pro,
index tabs appear across the top of the
stakes out amiddle ground. An Excel
Excel's right-button pop-up menu offers
spreadsheet window, along with controls to
workbook starts out with 16 worksheets.
navigate from sheet to sheet, add new
You can change this default number, but
aFormat Cells option. Choosing it leads
sheets, and hide and display the index tabs.
the most sheets anew workbook can conto astack of dialog boxes identified by
142
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Microsoft

IT'S HERE!
NT power under 32-bit DOS!
Microsoft Visual C++ and Phar Lap TNT
bring the never-before-available power of
Windows NT to 32-bit DOS! Phar Lap's
new TNT DOS-Extender lets you break
the 640K DOS barrier, build multimegabyte DOS applications and take
advantage of powerful NT features.
Implement threads, DLLs and multitasking with your familiar Microsoft development tools — under DOS! It's never been
so easy to create the most powerful,
full-featured DOS programs ever.
TNT DOS-Extender is the new standard
in 32-bit DOS. The DOS power you've
been waiting for is finally here!

Try it out... FREE!
If you have the
Microsoft Visual
C++ 32-Bit Edition
tools, you've already
got afree trial-size
version of TNT
DOS- Extender.
TNT DOS-Extender
Lite is automatically installed with your
Visual C++ 32-Bit Edition software. You
can use TNT DOS-Extender Lite to build
versatile 32-bit programs that can access
up to two megabytes of memory and run
under DOS, Windows 3.1, or Windows
NT. It's the easiest introduction you'll
find to the power of TNT.

Phar Lap

The
Futte of
3243it DOS!

The next-generation
DOS extender.

32-bit CodeView, too!

TNT DOS- Extender is the only DOS
extender to support the Win32 API,
allowing your native Windows NT
character-based programs to run under
DOS with no changes. Programs can
access all available memory — up to
four gigabytes — and run with 32-bit
speed and power.
But that's not all. TNT DOS-Extender
also supports powerful NT features such
as dynamic link libraries (DLLs) and
threads, enabling developers to build
modular, responsive multi-megabyte
applications. And all this power is
delivered with the high standards of
technical excellence you've come to
expect from Phar Lap, the industry
leader in DOS extender technology.

Already astandard.
TNT DOS-Extender is the tool chosen
by Microsoft to develop their own 32-bit
tools. TNT DOS-Extender was used to
build both the 16-bit and 32-bit versions
of Microsoft Visual C++, Microsoft
MASM 6.1 and Microsoft FORTRAN
PowerStation.

TNT DOS-Extender includes a32-bit
version of the familiar Microsoft
CodeView debugger. So you can use
industry standard Microsoft tools,
including CodeView, to develop software
for the operating system of the future —
that your DOS customers can use today!
TNT DOS-Extender SDK is the latest
release of Phar Lap's award-winning
386IDOS-Extender SDK. You can also
use TNT DOS-Extender with awide
variety of 32-bit compilers (including
Visual C++ 32- Bit Edition) to build
Extended-DOS programs with no NT
system required. In addition, TNT DOSExtender is compatible with all 32-bit
tools supported by 386IDOS-Extender.
An add-on run-time kit is available for
developers who want to distribute TNT
DOS-Extender applications to custnmers.
So if you've been wondering what the
future holds for DOS developers, don't
wait.... bring cutting-edge technology to
your DOS applications today with TNT
DOS-Extender!

NT Power Under DOS Lets You:
• Utilize NT features such as multitasking, DLLs and threads
• Build multi megabyte 32 bit DOS programs
• Break the 640K DOS barrier — with your familiar Microsoft tools
• Build one application that runs under both Windows NT and DOS
• Save RAM! Run a4MB DOS system, not a20 MB NT system
• Use industry- leading, high- quality Phar Lap and Microsoft tools

Phar Lap Software, Inc.
60 Aberdeen Avenue, Cambridge, MA 02138

617-661-1510

FAX 617-876-2972

31364DOS-Extender and TNT DOS- Extender are trademarks and Plum lap is aregistered trademark of Phar Lap-Software, Inc. Visual C++. Win32, Windows and Windows NT are trademarks axil CatleView and Niler,Itt
are registered trademarks of Microsoft Corporation. Other product and company names are trademarks oi registered trademarks of their remectise holders.
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Spreadsheet Performance

Open 250- KB 2-D sheet
Copy 11x2000 block
Paste 11x2000 block
Print text and graph ( HP driver)
Print text and graph ( PS driver)
Paste file- linking formulas
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Microsoft Excel 5.0

Quattro Pro 5.0

• Lotus 1-2-3 4.0

performed some common tasks to compare the Big Three spreadsheets. The top graph displays performance; the
bottom graph shows resource usage. Shorter bars indicate better perforrnance.

Distinguishing Characteristics
The similarities between the Big Three
Windows spreadsheets are extensive. But
there are afew significant differences between the Big Three spreadsheets; how
important those differences are may be a
matter of personal taste.
In-cell editing is one feature that comes
to mind. Quattro Pro is the big winner
here-it doesn't offer in-cell editing. In
other words, when you type or modify
acell entry, it appears in the edit box
at the top of the display. The new
entry appears in the spreadsheet
only after you store it there by
pressing Enter.
In I - 2-3, when you start typFeb
ing, the characters
7461 , appear both in the
Enfold
883.00
theca
1722.00 1995 c
- edit box and in the
Newt ekl 172100 1995 CL spreadsheet. HayEnfield
1582.00 1306 ,
ing the entry apCurb bridle
theca
4135.00 4373
pear first in the
Newt old 4135.00 4373 C.
sheet is sensible;
Enfield
1087.00 1156
after all, this is
Leather crop Ithaca
1264.00 1032 o
where auser will
Newfield 1471.00 1542 C.
be looking. On the
Enfield
904.00 1036 0 .
other hand, in-

index tabs. Click atab to activate the Number Format dialog box, and when you're
done there, click another tab to change a
selected range's fonts and font styles. The
approach is similar to Quattro Pro's allin-one pick list of formatting options, and
it speeds the formatting of arange of cells.

746

10' lunge

883.03

Curb bridle

1562.00

1306.00

Leather crop

1087 00

1156.00

Show saddle

904.130

1036.00

Youth saddle

3388.00

2984.00

10' Lunge

1722.00

1995.013

Curb bridle

4135.00

4373.00 3857

Leather crop

1264.00

1032.00

153';

Show saddle

5748.00

4395.00

371'

Youth saddle

4272.00

4435 00

5E

10' Lunge

1722.00

1995.00

15 -

Curb bridle

4135.0)

4373.00

3E

riewtield Leather crop

1471.00

1542.00

17

Show saddle

5748.00

4395 00 37

(outh saddle

4272 00

4435 00

ewe

Quattro Pro and Excel offer a spin on the
dynamic spreadsheet concept: Once you've
moved data into the facility, you can quickly
change the relationships among the data
dimensions.

Show saddle

1-44.
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Youth saddle

Ithaca

5748 00 4395

Newfield

5748.00 4395 0

Enfield

3388.00

Ithaca

4272.00 4435 c(

Ptleu.figelel

2984

dell<

sheet editing is at best confusing when the
cell you're editing is surrounded by other
data cells. Only by clicking with the mouse
in the edit box can you switch to good oldfashioned editing in the control panel. Excel also employs in-cell editing.
None of the Windows spreadsheets'
editing capabilities are as good as those
of the original 1-2-3 for DOS. In that
spreadsheet, you could see at least part of
acell's original contents unchanged right
alongside the version you were editing.
Another area in which the products differ significantly is in their offerings of advanced data analysis tools. Each offers
some type of problem-solving facility in
which you specify atarget result and the
software figures out what numbers to plug
into your spreadsheet to return that result.
Each offers sophisticated database analysis tools for cross-tabulating databases and
calculating subtotals. Each offers powerful
tools for statistical problem solving, including the capability to perform rapid regression analysis. The great divergence
occurs with the data slice-and-dice tools.
Lotus introduced slice-and-dice technology with Improv. Borland and Microsoft offer similar slice-and-dice functionality where any spreadsheet enthusiast
would really need it: bundled with the
spreadsheet software. Improv's slicing and
dicing is far more sophisticated than that of
Quattro Pro and Excel, but the facilities
that come with these new spreadsheets
may be all you'll ever need.
Slice-and-dice spreadsheets are sets of
multidimensional data. For example, alist
of product sales volumes by region and
subcategorized by month would be a3-D
data set. With atraditional spreadsheet,
once you have laid out the data, you face
gargantuan effort to rearrange it so the
spreadsheet shows sales volumes by month
and subcategorized by region. With Quattro Pro and Excel, you can spin such
spreadsheet data off into the Data Modeling Desktop or Pivot Table facilities, respectively. Then you can quickly rearrange
data along any dimensions to gain more
insights into the relationships among the
numbers.
Perhaps what sets 1-2-3 apart from the
other Windows spreadsheets is its accessibility to people making the transition
from aDOS version of 1-2-3. While both
Borland and Microsoft try to convince you
that the transition to their Windows spreadsheets is easy, such claims are overblown.
In 1-2-3 for Windows, you get 1-2-3 for
DOS when you press the slash key; if you
don't want to take the time to learn the

How does everyone at Media
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Jim Sullivan
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Deborah Walsh
Contact Management
Lou Leta
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Amy Canniff
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Lisa Callary
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Ellen Carnloh
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Martha Hicks Leta
Video Clips
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Jim knew he could do this because he knew about award-winning
Lotus. Approace Approach is so easy and so
powerful that every one of his employees uses it
Every day. Even Jim 's12-year-old son. Bob. has
developed an Approach database to manage
his growing collector comic book business.
As an ex-software developer, Jim had the

With Approach you'll work with familiar desktop items like
reports, forms, form letters and mailing labels Approach requires no
programming and is 100% compatible with all popular databases and
networks with no additional set up. And it offers seamless integration
with all Lotus Windows .
"'" applications including 1-2-3,

EXPERIENCE THE INSTANT PRODUCTIVITY
OF LOTUS APPROACH FOR JUST $99.
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right now you car. get it for just $99 (Reg.

technical savvy to use any database out there. As aGeneral Manager,
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Windows way of doing something, you
needn't bother. In both Quattro Pro and
Excel, you're going to spend time learning
the equivalents of commands you're accustomed to using in 1-2-3 for DOS.
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Office Suites
Instead of buying astand-alone spreadsheet, many organizations are looking at
bundles of office applications that work
well together. This allows an organization
to standardize on aset of common applications and to centralize support from a
single vendor. Microsoft claims that over
half of all copies of Excel are sold as part
of Microsoft Office, so the trend toward
office suites is clearly asignificant one.
Lotus was first to include the newest
version of its spreadsheet with ahighly
integrated suite of office applications. The
company has incorporated many common
features into all the products in SmartSuite
release 2, its Windows bundle. This makes
it easy for users of one Lotus Windows
application to move among all the office
applications.
Microsoft is redesigning the applications shipped with Microsoft Office so that
they will share components and even a
common menu structure. Thus, if you're
working with Excel, Word, or PowerPoint,
it will be easier to find certain menu options, since they will be in the same location in each application. To ensure even
tighter integration, the new version of Excel, as well as Word 6.0 for Windows, supports OLE 2.0. OLE 2.0 will let you embed
an Excel spreadsheet in Word (or any other word processor supporting OLE 2.0)
and edit the spreadsheet without leaving
the Word document. Only the menu will
change. At this point, it looks as though
Microsoft Office 4.2 (scheduled to ship in
January) will be aformidable competitor in
the office suite market.
The Borland applications suite is less
appealing. It includes WordPerfect for
Windows, from an independent software
company. This makes the suite's synergy
somewhat suspect. An initiative on the
scale of Microsoft's—redesigning the interfaces to ensure consistency— is not likely to happen.
Connectivity is another area in which
the Big Three are starting to battle. Lotus
has mailenabled its Windows spreadsheet,
which means that you can transmit and receive E-mail from within 1-2-3. More important, you can send worksheet ranges,
charts, and other drawn objects via E-mail
when you have the right complementary
software. Quattro Pro offers asimilar
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capability, with the added benefit that it
manages data exchanges via MCI Mail.
Excel also has afile-sharing facility; you
can quickly create arouting sheet to manage distribution of afile over anetwork.

There are some interesting things to note
about the test results. For example, while
Excel uses only 564 KB of RAM to load,
it eats up more system resources (in terms
of percentages) than either 1-2-3 or Quattro Pro. And while Excel creates the smallFor Power Users
est disk files, those files use up more RAM
Microsoft is making waves by adapting
than the competitors' files.
Visual Basic as Excel's new macro lanQuattro Pro is quickest with many calguage. For high-end developers, having
culations, but it creates the largest disk
the power of this Windows compiler availfiles and calculates file-linking formulas
able to drive aspreadsheet is an exciting
abysmally slowly. Lotus 1-2-3 handles reprospect. Eventually, you'll be able to tie
sources best, but it's dramatically slower at
together all of Microsoft's Windows apprinting PostScript files. Lotus 1-2-3 is
plications with Visual Basic programs. On
also way out of line in copying large
the other hand, Visual Basic is abig step
amounts of data to the Clipboard: A simple
up from spreadsheet macros. Excel's
copy command took more than 10 times as
macro language has always been the most
long as the next-slowest spreadsheet.
challenging of the Big Three, but moving
For the last performance measure, Itried
to Visual Basic is going to scare away alot
to retrieve alarge 1-2-3 WK3 file into all
of spreadsheet users who lack formal trainthree spreadsheet products. Only 1-2-3 reing in programming.
lease 4.0 was up to the task. Although they
To be fair, the macro languages in the
can read the omnipresent WK3 file forWindows versions of 1-2-3 and Quattro
mat, Quattro Pro and Excel took much
Pro are less accessible than their DOS
longer to load large spreadsheet files. This
counterparts. Rather than extend the remay cause problems if you work with large
corded keystroke metaphor into the Winspreadsheets in the native WK3 format.
dows environment, 1-2-3 and Quattro Pro
Don't overemphasize the importance of
adopted keyword-driven macro languages.
these performance measures. None of the
You can no longer stumble into macros
spreadsheets is so bad at anything that you
should automatically rule it out. So that
by virtue of having learned the menu sequences for needed commands; now, you
brings us to the primary question: Which
must learn several hundred keywords and
Windows spreadsheet should you buy?
their syntaxes. While most DOS users
The answer depends on what you're
could master the languages of their realready using. If you are working with an
spective spreadsheets,
existing release of one of
few Windows users will
these three, you should
About the Products
ever build sophisticated
just upgrade the product.
Lotus 1-2-3 release 4.0
macro applications withDOS spreadsheet users
for Windows
$339
have atougher decision
out constantly referring
Upgrade
silo
to the documentation.
to make. Quattro Pro
Lotus Development Corp.
55 Cambridge Pkwy.
users will find it as easy
Cambridge, MA 02142
Performance Measures
to move to one Windows
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How well do the Big
spreadsheet as to another.
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Three perform? IpreLotus 1-2-3 users should
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While other device drivers simply connect,
CoreISCSI version 2lets you command! With
CoreISCSI, you can daisy chain up to seven
SCSI devices to your computer, maximize the
performance of your peripherals, and enjoy
advanced features and applications that you
won't find in any other driver software.
Ease of use, power, universal compatibility
and affordability
CorelSCSI supports DOS, Windows and OS/2
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Extensive CD-ROM Capabilities 0
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•Corel's CD-ROM Writer software lets you use arecordable
CD-ROM writer to create customized CD-ROMs
•Reads multi- session and Kodak Photo CD-ROM discs
(XA CD-ROM drive required)
•Corel Photo CD Lab allows you to view as well as manipulate
the resolution, size, color and file formats of Kodak
Photo CD images

Backup Software lieWi
•Support for backups to any supported SCSI tape drive or
logical device, including network drives
•Support for tape carry-over
•Intuitive easy-to- use interface for Windows 3.1

Comprehensive Support includes CoreISCSI drivers for:
•SCSI Hard drives
•CD-ROM drives
•Multifunction drives
•Floptical drives

Printer Support 110.11
•Supports all SCSI Printers that adhere to the SCSI-2
command set

•Full compatibility for all TWAIN-compliant
applications
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•CoreISCSI includes several useful diagnostic
utilities that let you configure SCSI device
parameters, check media, display
information about and thoroughly test the
devices on your SCSI bus

Flexible Scanning
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Advanced Diagnostic Utilities g ee

•Supports top-selling scanners from leading
manufacturers, including direct support for
the specific characteristics of each scanner

•Removable drives
•WORM drives
•Scanners
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The NetWare CD-ROM Solution
Microtest's Diseport provides plug-and-play CD-ROM installation
øn NetVVare, letting people share CD-ROM drives
STEVE BOSAK

111

naperfect networked worl d, administrators could add CD-ROM drives
anywhere on the network without
bringing down aserver and without the
hassles of juggling SCSI cards, jumpers,
and several NLMs (NetWare loadable
modules). They could run asimple software installation to choose local managers
for these CD-ROM drives and leave the
choice of applications to the workgroups.
On the receiving end, the network user
could call up asimple menu of available
CD-ROM applications and click on the

Microtest's Discport makes
it easy to attach CD-ROM
drives to aNetWare network.
Drives attach to the SCSI
connector on the front of the
unit using the cable provided,
while atwisted- pair or thin
Ethernet cable attaches to
one of the connectors at the

rear ( inset).
appropriate icon to run an application. And
changing aCD-ROM application would
NetWare 3.11 or higher and that you're
be as simple as switching the disc and listID when plugged into the network and
using the proper revision of CLIB.NLM
ing the new title for the group.
looks like an Ethernet node to NetWare.
Microtest's Discport is a $695 hardware- CD-ROM drives physically attached to a (Discview requires that you have version
3.11d with adate of 12-16-92 or later).
and-software product that makes installing
Discport unit, however, appear logically
The installation kit includes adisk with
CD-ROM on NetWare 3.11 and higher
attached to aNetWare server. Microtest's
the proper CLIB on it, and good thing—
this flexible and easy. The Discport hardDiscview NLM, loaded on the server, recthe test server was running an old version.
ware module attaches as anode on 10Baseognizes IDs under its control on the netOnce the Discview NLM is loaded, the
T and thin Ethernet networks. You can
work, intercepts CD-ROM accesses diinstallation program asks for the names of
chain up to seven external CD-ROM drives
rected to the server, and redirects them
all managers you'd like to assign to the
to one Discport box and control as many as
over the network to the appropriate DiscDiscport. Users and groups are listed in a
10 Discport units from any one server. An
port unit. The Discport box then translates
dialog box, so adding them to the manNLM loaded on aNetWare server conthe Ethernet request into the appropriate
agement list is only amatter of clicking
trols access to the CD-ROM drives atSCSI commands for the target drive.
on the appropriate names. Users assigned
tached to the Discport. The NLM is small,
The Discport system treats CD-ROM
to the Discport can add or remove drives,
about 150 KB.
data similarly. During aSCSI read comchange CD-ROM applications, or physiElegant Windows-based software, called
mand, for example, the Discport takes data
cally move aDiscport box to another loDiscview, handles Discport installation,
sent out from the active CD-ROM drive,
as well as management and use of attached
cation on the network.
converts SCSI blocks into Ethernet packThe hardware is installed next, with up
CD-ROM drives. The Discport also comes
ets, and sends the packets over the netto seven CD-ROM drives per Discport.
with aDOS version of Discview with a work to the server, which then delivers it to
Plug in the drive or chain of drives and
command-line user interface.
the user node. Sending data over the nethook up the Ethernet or 10Base-T cable,
work twice isn't usually aperformance
and the box begins downloading its firmHow It Works
problem because of NetWare's drive cachwa're information through the Microtest
The heart ut the Microtest package is an
ing and because bandwidth on most netNLM. Because the Discport reloads its
AC-powered black box the size of aVHS
work cabling is underused. The result is
"smarts" each time it's turned on or the
videotape. Thin Ethernet and 10Base-T
to make CD-ROM drives available on the
Microtest NLM is reloaded, updates and
connections occupy one end of the Discnetwork with full NetWare management,
changes to the box's firmware are as easy
port, and astandard SCSI port connector
but without bringing down aserver to inas installing new software.
the other (see the photo). To install, you
stall them.
hook the box to the network through any
BNC cable or RJ-45 connection available
The Software
Easy Installation
l'he Discport's underlying mechanism is
on the network. A CD-ROM drive (or a
You install the Discview software first.
clever, but the accompanying management
chain of them) plugs into the SCSI conLogged on as supervisor, you run Winsoftware is where the Discport package
nector using the cable provided.
dows and install the software from aflopshows its true worth for both LAN adminThe compact Discport unit is aSCSIpy disk using the Setup program; the softistrator and user. Users run the Windows.
2-to-Ethernet translator. Each Microtest
ware checks to be certain you're running
box transmits aunique six-digit Ethernet

Just Add Code.
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The Discport attaches as anetwork node, but CD-ROM drives attached to it appear logically
attached to aserver due to Microtest 'sNLM. The NLM an the server reroutes CD-ROM accesses
directed at the server to the Discport, which translates between Ethernet packets and SCSI-2blocks.
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from within Windows. The main screen
based Discview access and control prolists groups of CD-ROMs available and
gram on each workstation as needed to
ready to run from within Discview, those
connect to CD-ROM drives. There is no
previously mounted but no longer in aCDmemory-resident component taking memROM drive, and those that are in the CDory at user workstations.
ROM drive but need to be assigned adrive
The beauty of the Microtest system and
letter before running. Users on the netsoftware is that they enable users and
group managers to configure the ports and
work can see only the discs that they have
rights to, which appear in the list of availthe CD-ROM data any way they see fit.
able applications with their assigned aliasA manager loads the Windows-based Disces. On CompuServe and the company's
view software and clicks on the Discview
own BBS, Microtest has made anumber of
Map menu item; agraphical representation of available servers and all Discports
batch files and icons available for making
virtually any CD-ROM application run by
appears. The manager clicks on the Discmerely clicking on its alias.
port icon, gives it ameaningful alias such
Installing, configuring, and using the
as Marketing, and then assigns it to a
server running the Discport NLM.
Discport over my test network were much
less painful than some experiences conOnce the port is configured, it appears as
figuring stand-alone CD-ROM drives to
atree attachment to the selected server,
and all attached CD-ROM drives appear
asingle PC. Texel and Toshiba CD-ROMs
with the tag New Volume. Clicking on
that Iattached to the Discport performed
much as they did when hung directly off
one of the new volumes lets you configure
the server. Applications ran smoothly. with
that volume. The software reads the disc in
acceptable speed. While Discport drives
the drive and displays its name. The manager assigns an alias to the disc, allowing
can run multimedia programs, Microtest
doesn't recommend this; the resulting data
end users to "see" the disc as CorelDraw or
Sales Database, for example, when they
can load down some servers.
Microtest's Discport is the fastest, easload their own Discview software.
iest, and most flexible way to add CDOnce mounted and assigned aliases,
ROM to an existing NetWare 3.11 Etherdiscs are ready for access by any user the
net network. Microtest has
manager grants access to. By
about the Product
announced aToken Ring verdefault, mounted discs are assion and aMacintosh version
signed to Everyone, but the
DIscport
$695
for delivery next year. II
manager can limit access by
Microtest, Inc.
4747 North 22nd St.
selecting previously assigned
Phoenix, AZ 85016
groups or users from apick
Steve Bosak ( Chicago, IL) is co(800) 526-9675
list in the configuration.
author of The CD-ROM Book
(602) 952-6400
End users access the CDfax: ( 602) 952-6401
(Que Books/Prentice-Hall, 1993).
ROM applications by clickCircle 1075 on Inquiry Card.
He can be contacted on BIX do
"editors."
ing on the Discview icon

There was atime when your worst

technical nightmare wouldn't
go away till the morning after.

Aaron Matas
Product Support Specialist
HIM linsonal Systems
lelpCenter

IBM 14sonal Systems I
lelpCenter ®
Product Support Specialist
Aaron Matas knows from
personal expericis ythat

software, or who knows what. After all,
it's just common

r

tha t
the

company

who sold you the system should Is.
there for you when you need them.

emergencies don't keep

Whatever your question. experts like

bankers' hours. That's

Aaron are wide awake and ready

why our I
lelpCenter

to help you get hack in business. Fast.

stays staffed and ready

It's all part of IBM I
lelpWare°

around the clock. So if a
system goes down, you won't
have to wait till sometime the next
day to find out if it's your hardware,

IBM PC Direct
We're putting the personal
in personal computing.

Ifyou've ever bought computers
"direct," we want you to know one
important thing.

This time, it can be different.

I - II: Mire Robinson. Cregg Meflee. Jeff I 'email and

Custom Build Technicians. IBM 147sonal Computer Company
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ValuePoint Si — NEW!

MIMI Wawa+

t .

ValuePoint Desktop

ValuePoint Mini- Tower

•Newest entry-level member of the ValuePoint
family

•Plenty of room to grow: 5slots (includes 1
VESA Local Bus slot). 5bays

•Convenient, compact Mini-Tower processor
case measures 9.5"W x16.8" H x16.9"D

•Compact size: 14.2"W x4.8" II x16.5" I)
•VESA Local Bus Video

•Asuper combination of speed. power. upgradability and expandability

•3slots and 3bays

•IBM 14V 14" SVGA NI Monitor

•Enormous room for growth:
8slots ( includes 1VESA Local Bus slot),
6bays
•IWfect format for high-powered computing
(CAD/CAM, graphics, multimedia, etc.) or
as alow-cost network server

•Choice of IBM Keyboard ( Haslet/
or Enhanced)
•Agreat, low-cost network client
•IBM HelpWare service and support
•IBM I4V 14" SVGA NI Monitor

IBM PC Direct
We're putting the personal
in personal computing.

Save time' Well preload and
test your software for just $ 10 1
Dozens of popular software
applications are available
through Soft Select. Call us
for acomplete listing.

•IBM 15V 15 » SVGA FS NI Monitor

If you don't see it here, call us. We'll
custom build asystem just for you.
It apersonal commitment from Alice, Gregg. Jeff. Beverly and
their associates at the IBM Personal Computer Company.
Thousands of IBM people — many working around the clock — to
keep you personally delighted with everything ‘‘ i. do for you.
It starts — but doesn't end — with our hot-selling IBM
Valuelbint' PCs. like acloser look at the systems shown here.
Super PCs. Super prices. But if you don't see the system you
want, call us. We'll build your Pt :s to your specifications — and
your budget. We can c‘cri preinstall selected software.
Remember. Valuelbint is backed by IBM IlelpWan. ®.including
our 30-day ((((( neyback guarantee. No qualms. No quibbles. No
questions asked.' And for one year with free around-the-clock
telephone assistance and fast onsite service (even in the most
remote locations!) from more than »00 I
I3M service representatives in over 1,600 locations nationwide.'
Call us today. And discover how we're putting the personal in
personal computing

All ValuePoint DeskTop and Mini-Tower systems listed below feature:"
•486 processors
•SVGA VESA Local Bus

• 101-key IBM Enhanced Keyboard
ideo

•Upgradability via Intel therDriveT"
technology all the way up to

•A 32-bit VESA Local Bus slot for

and IBM Mouse

local bus speed on SCSI drives

•Zero Insertion Force (ZIF) socket for

and other peripherals

fast, easy processor upgrades

• IBM IlelpWare

Pentiumni
ValuePoint Si

425SX/Si

425SX/Si

4330X/Si

425SX/Si

Processor

1486SX/25MHz

i486SX/25MHz

486DX/33MHz'

i486SX/25MHz

!lard Drive/Memory

120MB/4MB

212MB/4MB

120MB/4MB

120MB/4MB

Drive(s)

3.5'

3.5'

3.5'

3.5' & CD-ROM

Monitor

IBM 14V 14' SVGA NI

IBM 14V 14' SVGA NI

IBM 6318 14' SVGA

IBM 14V 14' SVGA NI

Operating System

IBM DOS & WINDOWS"'

IBM DOS & WINDOWS

IBM DOS &WINDOWS

IBM DOS &WINDOWS

$1,679/ rel

Price*/ IBM Credit Lease"

$1,489/ $54 Per month

$1,599 / $58 per month

ValuePoint DeskTop

425SX/D

4330X/11

425S X10

4330X/11

Processor

i486SX/25MHz

4860X/33M1-1z1

i4136SX/25MHz

486DX/33MHz'

Hard Drive/Memory

170MB/4MB

212MB/4MB

245MB/4MB

340MB/4MB

Drive(s)

3.5'

3.5'

3.5' & CD-ROM

3.5'

Monitor

IBM 14V 14' SVGA NI

IBM 14V 14' SVGA NI

IBM 14V 14' SVGA NI

IBM 6318 14' SVGA

per month

$1,804/ $65 per month

Operating System

IBM DOS & WINDOWS

IBM DOS & WINDOWS

IBM DOS & WINDOWS

IBM DOS &WINDOWS

Price */ IBM Credit Lease"

$1,709/ $62 per month

$2,059/ $74 per month

$2,134 /
577 per month

$2,069, $75 per month

ValuePoint Mini-Tower

433DX/T

4330X/T

433DX/T

4660X2/T

Processor

486DX/33MHz'

486DX/33MHz'

486DX/33MHz'

i486DX2_/66MHz

Hard Drive,/Memory

340MB/4MB

340MB/4MB

340MB/8MB

527MB/8MB

Drive(s)

3.5'

3.5' & CD-ROM

3.5' & CD-ROM

3.5'

Monitor

IBM 6318 14' SVGA

IBM 14V 14' SVGA NI

IBM 14V 14' SVGA NI

IBM 15V 15' SVGA FS NI

Operating System

IBM DOS & WINDOWS

IBM DOS & WINDOWS

OS/2'n

IBM DOS & WINDOWS

PfiCe */BM Credit Lease —

$2,179/579 per month

$2,654/ $96 per month

S2,854/$103 per month

'
Some 486DX/33MHz processors may be manufactured by IBM. " ValuePoint Si systems do not include all features
listed above chart. Please refer to product details listed at left, or call for more information. ValuePoint Si prices listed
reflect IBM Basic Keyboard only. IBM Enhanced Keyboard available at additional cost.

$3.399

122 per month

Call 1800 IBM-2YOU

refer to: BPD

1800 426-2968
1
0 •0010 1.
1,4 SA
Barn-midnight M-F, EST
8am-7pm Sat., EST
Purchase order is available for qualifying customers.

Angela Hardy
IMMMI

—

It's as simple as calling Angela Hardy, or any

PC Consultant

MM. ,.1M111

one of our other PC consultants. ValuePoint PCs,

IBM PC Direct
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ThinkPad ® notebooks, peripherals, printers,
monitors, add-ons, the most popular software
and more ( IBM and non-IBM) are all yours —
at prices you'll find personally pleasing — when
,Oit call 1800 IBM-2YOU. You'll speak to aPC
consultant who'll either answer any question
you have, or get you in touch fast with an expert
who can. If you don't see it here, it's in our free
catalog And if it's not in the catalog, we can
probably get it for you anyway. Either way...call!

This time you can have it all.
Super prices on popular software!

Save space inside your multimedia PC!

FREE!

II3M PC Direct has the popular software you want, at
prices you'll love. Remember, if you don't see it here,
or in our catalogs, call us. Chances are we can get it
for you fast!

The IBM Windsurfer"' Communications Adapter is
the complete small business/home office ISA solution!
It's adata/fax modem, atelephone answering machine,
aCD-quality sound system and MIDI synthesizer...all
in one! Included are aV.32 Data Modem, 9600bps
Fax/Modem, IBM Phone/Cm for Windows, Mwave""
MIDI synthesizer with MIDI port, Trio DataFAX LITE
for Windows...and more.

The IBM PC Direct"' Source Book.
ValuePtint, Think Pad,
peripherals, add-ons,
popular software...it's
all here and it's all
yours for the asking Call
1800 IBM-2YOU today!

WinFax"' Pro ( MM 13632)

$79

STACKER® ( MM29205)

$95

Quicken"' for Windows 20 ( MM45870)
WordPérfeet® for Windows 5.2
3.5" (MM77919)
5.25" ( MM80915)

$45

$289
$305

$349

Improve your communications and connectivity!

Boost your processing performance.
Here's asuper way to boost system performance without
buying anew system. Our 2.56KB L2 Write Back Cache
Memory Kit, Video Memory Upgrade Kits arid Intel
OverDrive Processor make it easy to upgrade your
Value Print system. And we now offer L2 Cache M
rY
Kits for the Valuellint Si, too!

Whether you need to communicate with outside customers, satellite offices or the person next door, we offer a
range of options for keeping you connected.
Boca Research 1" 144/14.4 Data/Eix Modern,
including FaxWorks"' ( MM28202)

256KB L2 Write Back Cache Memory Kit
(60G 1626)

$249

256KB 1.2 Write Thru Cache Memory Kit
(60G 1625)

$229

128K13 L2 Write Timm Cache Memory Kit
(60G 1624)

$119

1MB Video Memory Upgrade Kit (60G1623)

$89

Intel Oven l /rive Promasor 486DX25
(MM99983)

$389

ValuePoint Si Options
New! 128KB L2 Cache Memory Kit (73G3128).

$90

New! 256KB L2 Cache Memory Kit (734;3129)
(requires part 73G3128)
$60
$42

$ 175

1013ase-T ISA Ethernet ® Adapter (60G0605) $91
10Base2 ISA Ethernet Adapter (60G0615)

ValuePoint Options

New! 512KB Video Memory Upgrade Kit
(73G3127)

Mwave Windsurfer Communications Adapter
(82G72.59)

IBM Token-Ring 16/4 M' Bus Adapter
(25E7367)

$ 100
$490

Give your PC gigantic storage capacity!
There are more options than ever for upgrading your
current system. Replace your hard drive to keep up with
tomorrow; hInands, or add an additional diskette drive
for increasill flexibility...the choice is yours!
113M 5.25" Internal, 12MB diskette drive
(e2G3947)
3441MB Al' IDE 1
lard Drive (:e2G4195)
527MB AT IDE liard Drive ( e2G4196)

$99
$539
$999

The easy, affordable way to go to aspeedy CD -ROM.
The ISA Internal CD-ROM has afast 300KB/SEC
maximum data transfer rate — double the speed of most
CD-ROM drives! You can load your operating system and
applications software from atypical 600MB CD-ROM
disk You save precious han Iciri‘e space and load onto
your ISA system faster. It's tir rl ro move fast too!

*IBM prices only. The offerings, prices and pnslucts are
subj.ct to change or withdrawal without prior notice. Pmducts
you acquire may not Is, counted under any existing Volume
Purchase Agreement. The same offerings and products may be
available through IBM Authorized Hetnarketers. Ilemarketer
prices may vary. Shipping and handling charges an, extra.
**IBM Credit lease prices are quoted for 36th terms.
lease rates quoted an, good thmugh 12/31/93 after which
time cites are subject to change without notint, lease available
to qualified llllll ercial customers only. I. Copies of warranty
and :I0-day moneyback guarantee information available
through IBM and IBM Authorized 1 /milers. Please call
1800 426-2968 for details regarding IBM's moneyback guarantee and limited warran6. 2. \ trs additional charge during
warranty period. Onsite sr- r, " rasailable Monday-Friday
8am-5pm in your tinie ar ale. AMILES TO IBM I)IR ECT
SALES ONLY. 11.1pgrat la Lk with Inters future OverDrive
pm essor based on Pentium technology. I
IIM, 11,1M:enter,
I
lelpWare, Thin kPad and OS/2 are registered trademarks and
Valuelltint. NI wave. PlioneEX and WindSurfer are trademarks
of International Business Machines Corporation. All trilar
brands or product names are registensl trademarks. trademarks or service marks of their respective holders. I't : I
tintct
is atrademark of Ziff Col llllllll licatiotm tompany aell is used
by IBM under Itemise.
01993 International Business Machines Corporation.

IBM ISA Internal CD-ROM Drive ( 32G2961) . .. $315

Call 1800 IBM-2YOU

refer to: BPD

1800 426-2968
8am-midnight M-F, EST
8am-7pm Sat., EST
Purchase order is available for qualifying customers.

IBM PC Direct
We're putting the personal
in personal computing.
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Bargain Color Printers
With priraters from Fargo, Star iVlicronics, and He, you can gt decent
color without blowing your budget
TOM THOMPSON

0

ne tact dominates when you
consider color printing: It's expensive. While you can expect
to spend about $ 1700 for agood color inkjet printer, prices can rise to $4000 for a
high-quality thermal-wax printer and surpass $ 10,000 for adye-sublimation printer. The price tag per page printed isn't
cheap, either. Color ink-jet printing can
cost as little as 8cents per page (comparing favorably with around 5cents per page
for black-and-white laser printing), but the
costs for thermal-wax consumables start
at about 50 cents apage, and dye-sublimation costs can rise above several dollars apage.
Recently, several vendors have bucked
the high-price status quo. Of note, Fargo's
Primera thermal-wax printer with its dyesublimation upgrade and Star Micronics'
Si- 144 thermal- transfer printer have
pushed the low end of the price range for
these normally expensive technologies
close to $ 1000 or below. You don't get
something for nothing, however. Lower
prices come with modest sacrifices in print
quality and abigger cut in printing performance.
Do low-cost printers deliver? Icompared the Primera and the Si- 144 to
Hewlett-Packard's 1200C color ink-jet
printer, which is expensive for an ink-jet
but low-cost for acolor printer.
Color Basics
Color printing's high costs arise from the
complexity of the color printing process
itself and the materials used. Compared to
black-and-white, color printing consumes
up to four times as many image-producing
materials. That's because three or four
colors instead of one are applied to the
paper, using pigmented wax, dye, or ink.
Further complicating the situation for inkjet and thermal-wax technology is that the
pigments are opaque, so spots of color
can't be laid one atop another. Instead,
colored spots are packed closely together
in dithered patterns that visually approximate the desired color. Dye-sublimation
printing mixes the pigments together within aspecial polyester paper to create the

Clockwise from foreground: Inexpensive color printers from Star Micronics, Hewlett-Packard, and Fargo. Star
Micronics' S1-144 and Fargo's Primera break the S1000 price barrier for thermal-transfer color printing by leaving
the image processing to the host system. With its photo- realistic upgrade, the Primera is the least expensive dyesublimation printer by far.

exact color. ( For more information on color printing technology, see "Color Becomes Affordable" on page 123).
Although many factors make color
printers expensive, an important one is the
computing power needed to process color
images, particularly when dithering is involved. In what seems like computing's
Jurassic era of just afew years ago, generating adithered color image on asimple printer (composed of just aprint engine and acontroller) severely taxed the
processors of desktop computers. Most
manufacturers solved this problem by
equipping printers with aCPU and memory dedicated to the task of processing the
image. This solution relieves the desktop
computer of the job, but it also drives up
the printer's price, since you're essentially buying acomputer within the printer.
The processing power of desktop computers has improved dramatically in the
last year, however. Today's 66-MHz 486based and 40- MHz 68040-based computers can process reams of color data with
aplomb. This lets the printer vendor, via
the printer driver, harness the desktop com-

puter's power and have it perform the color image processing. The vendor then reduces costs by eliminating the printer's
processor and memory and instead using a
simple controller to handle the incoming
color data stream—areturn to the simple
printer design.
Both Star Micronics and Fargo use this
strategy to break the $ 1000 price barrier.
Star Micronics' SJ-144, a360-dot-per-inch
heat-fusion printer, costs only $599. Fargo
Electronics' Primera, a203-dpi thermalwax printer, costs $995. For an additional
$249.95— or $ 1244.95 total—you can
purchase aphoto-realistic option that converts the Primera into the lowest-priced
dye-sublimation printer in existence. The
HP DeskJet 1200C, a300-dpi ink-jet printer that costs $ 1699, just squeezes under
the bar as alow-cost solution. It costs more
because it uses the computer-within-printer design. However, it's only about $450
more than the dye-sublimation version of
the Primera, and its high-quality output
and expandability make it valuable if you
do lots of printing. All three printers use a
standard Centronics parallel interface.
continued
DECEMBER 1993
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Reviews Bargain Color Printers
heatfusion printing process is
For testing, 1connected the
COLOR PRINTING PERFORMANCE
not athermal wax but apolyester
printers to a66-MHz 486-based
The HP DeskJet 1200C with its built-in processor and memory
resin, which makes the output
PC equipped with 16 MB of
proved fastest in nearly all tests even when running its Windows
PostScript driver. One exception was the Illustrator 4.0 test with the
immune to problems of thermalRAM, a340MB hard drive, and
based PC with
wax prints such as scratching,
Windows 3.1. For test output, I PCL 5C driver. The host system was a66-MHz 48616 MB of RAM; slower systems will result in longer printing times,
flaking, and melting. The cost
used three applications that these
especially for the Primera and SJ-144, which rely on the host CPU
per page ranges from 5cents for
printers might be expected to
for image processing.
handle. The first test prints a
monochrome output to $ 1.80 for
chart made in Microsoft Excel
color output.
EXCEL 4.0 PHOTOSHOP 2.5 ILLUSTRATOR 4.0
Printing times varied from a
4.0, and the second prints alarge
CHART
IMAGE
GRAPHIC
(1.6MB) scanned 24bitcolor
little over 2minutes for the test
Star SJ-144
image from Adobe Photoshop
289
Excel chart to nearly 5minutes
135
218
Release application
2.5. To create the scanned im324
for the Illustrator drawing ( see
227
196
Page eject
age, Iused an Epson ES-800C
the table "Color Printing PerforFargo Primera (wax)
scanner— known for its high - Release application
mance"). The finished page ar305
187
198
194
205
312
quality images—attached to a Page eject
rived alongside the printer anyMac Quadra 800. The third test
Fargo Primera ( dye)
where from 9seconds to aminute
Release application
579
544
837
later. During one test, the SJ-144
prints acomplex drawing with
Page elect
589
549
871
stopped in the middle of ajob
Adobe Illustrator 4.0. This last
HP DeskJet 1200C
test creates acolor wheel that
because the cartridge ribbon
Release application
3
61
1603
gradually traverses the entire
gave out. Ipopped the cover, rePage eject
1927
90
182
color spectrum and thus shows
moved the spent cartridge, and
HP DeskJet 1200C/PS
how well the printer reproduces
snapped in areplacement, and
191
Release application
3
36
various colors and handles sub363
the printer picked up from where
Page eject
95
295
tle color gradations.
it left off. Kudos to Star for copNote: All times are in seconds
To judge how the print job afing with this problem without
fected use of the computer, I
wasting the customer's time and
timed how long it took each task
paper.
to complete. Two times were recorded:
wide by 5'h inches deep by Om inches tall,
The initial prints Imade suffered from
the interval from issuing the application's
and it weighs only 5'/2 pounds. It also has
white lines— minute breaks in pigment
print command to when the imaging
the smallest price tag, $599. Its small size
coverage. Fortunately, there's aquick fix.
process finished and returned user control,
lets the SJ-144 fit easily on adesk in a You can set the SJ-144 to an adjustment
and the "click to klunk" time, which comsmall or home office. The vertical paper- mode in which the paperfeed is modified in
prised the first time interval plus the extra
supply tray helps preserve the printer's
1/720inch increments. This mode prints
time it took for the finished page to pop
small desktop footprint, but there's no reout ablack pattern that emphasizes the
out of the printer. To minimize overhead,
ceiving tray for output. You'll have to prooverlaps or breaks in the output. Using
Idisabled Windows' Print Manager and
vide space for a"landing zone" where the
this pattern as aguide, you press buttons on
ran only the test application during the
paper pops out of the printer's side.
the printer's top, tweaking the paperfeed
timing tests. Since all these printers purport
Despite its low price, the SJ-144's inrate to obtain uniform pigment coverage.
to print on plain paper, Iused Hammernards are surprisingly sophisticated. There
Once Imade some adjustments, the output
mill laserprinter paper for my tests in
is a35-KB buffer for caching fonts and
looked lots better. But be prepared to make
addition to the special coated papers supbit maps, and a 176KB data buffer. The
occasional readjustments. This problem is
plied by the vendors, which achieve noprinter's firmware also has eight built-in
especially noticeable on scanned images
ticeably better results.
bitmapped fonts. It supports automatic
and makes the use of the SJ-144 for image
emulation detection for NEC Graphic
printing problematic.
Command, Epson LQ-860, and IBM ProTo check out the resin's resistance to
printer X24E emulations. For overseas
heat, Iput several prints into BYTE's enusers, the printer supports six IBM Code
vironmental test chamber and cranked the
Page character sets (IBM character sets
temperature up to 160°F. This is hotter
that support anumber of foreign language
than the inside of aclosed car on asunny
characters). Star also provides 15 True- day. The material on the hot prints didn't
Type fonts for use with Windows applismear or smudge at all. Score another point
cations.
for Star.
The SJ-144 uses a 144-element print
The overall print quality was decent,
head that shuttles back and forth across
given the printer's price, and the text qualthe page to create 360dpi output. A carity was good. However, the color-wheel
tridge resembling an oversize audio castest showed some color banding (abrupt
sette contains the four-color ribbon the
jumps from one color to another), and the
printer uses to lay down color on paper.
Si-144 didn't do well with scanned imStar Micronics S1-144
Printing on overhead-projection films and
ages. Several test images printed fine, but
The Si- 144 from Star Micronics is the
strip labels requires special cartridges. The
most appeared highly posterized, with flat
smallest of the lot, measuring 1215 inches
colors.
continued
pigmented material used in the SJ-144's
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Why Not Keep Them
UM One Place?
Getting PCs to co-exist with diverse computing standards
means keeping alot of balls in the air.
As the pioneer in developing X Servers for Microsoft
Windows" , VisionWare" understands how
to unite Windows, X", NT", networks,
UNIXTM and VMS" to bring all your
computing standards together at the
PC desktop.
XVision 5sets awhole new standard for
PC X Servers as asmart, environmentaware server. XVision 5automatically
detects underlying network transports,
automatically optimizes graphics speed to
any PC hardware configuration, automatically
aliases fonts and automatically eases the
installation process.

XVision 5ties it all together. Instead of
another ball to keep in the air, XVision
provides areal solution that finally frees
you from the whole juggling act.

XVision 5

The Smart PC X Server
from VisionWare.

..J1 /J./
J

j

AU Trademarks are the properry
of their respective companies.

Not stopping there, XVision also features transportindependent file transfer, local terminal emulation
and an object-oriented, drag & drop desktop
integrating DOS/XAVindows.

VSION

WA RE

Circle 187 on Inquiry Card: Call me, I'm interested

US Headquarters
1020 Marsh Road, Suite #220 • Menlo Park, CA 94025
1-800-949-8474 • Tel: ( 415) 325-2113 • FAX: ( 415) 325-8710
Corporate Headquarters
57 Cardigan Lane • Leeds LS4 2LE • United Kingdom
Tel: + 44 532 788858 • FAX: + 44 532 304676
Circle 188 on Inauiry Cord: Send Literature

•••• Magda. • •• gm,

•••• • •• ••••••••• •••••• •••••

We slash
interface
development
time across
DOS, UNIX,
POSIX, VMS...
(and we can prove it)

More features, more flexibility,
and full emulation of GUI functionality in text-based modes.
That's what you'll get with new
Vermont Views v4.0.
If you want to create sophisticated user
interfaces—and save tremendous time and
effort doing it—Vermont Views is exactly
what you need. Vermont Views gives you
the ability to emulate GUI interfaces for
both DOS and terminal systems and
provides you with seamless portability
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AWalk on the High End
If you're curious about what's happening on
the high end of the color-printer scale, check
out Kodak's ColorEase PS Printer. It's a
300-dpi dye-sublimation printer equipped
with 16 MB of RAM and a40-MHz SPARC
RISC processor. An internal 120-MB hard
drive lets you cache outline fonts on the
printer, rather than having to repeatedly
download different font sets for different
print jobs. It has 35 Type 1fonts and aPostScript Level 2interpreter built in.
For computer connections, the ColorEase offers aCentronics parallel port, aDB-9 RS232 serial port, and amini-DIN-8LocalTalk port. Two 50-pin high-density SCSI connectors let you attach an external SCSI hard drive. An Ethernet interface board is optional. Windows and Mac drivers are available.
The ColorEase prints on polyester paper and overhead-projection film. Costs for 100
pages of paper and overhead film are $65 and $ 115, respectively.
Ignoring the time it takes for the computer to shuttle image data to the printer, the ColorEase prints apage using three-color ribbon in about 3to 4minutes. The one flaw in the
output is that the ColorEase's yellow is arich gold color—resembling the yellow on Kodak's film boxes—rather than alemon-yellow. This results in goldfish yellows on the
BYTE Lab's color-wheel output test.
Naturally, at $7999, output is gorgeous. Typical of 24-bit-color dye-sublimation output, the color wheel had no banding and no dither patterns. Scanned images output on the
ColorEase practically resembled photographs in quality, and complex drawings from Illustrator were splendid.
Professional artists, illustrators, and photographers will enjoy the ColorEase's high quality output. However, due to the yellow color shift Iobserved, you might want to examine some test prints to see if the ColorEase can serve your color proofing needs.

among DOS. UNIX, and VMS.

Vermont Views' allows you
to add more of the features
today's end users want—
in afraction of the time.
>

>
>

Powerful menu driven
WYSIWYG screen painter
Contains alibrary of over 630
C functions
Includes over 90 tutorials
Unsurpassed portability

>

No run-time fees or royalties

>

NEW! Vermont Views® PLUS
An enhanced version of Vermont Views
for DOS. Develop multi- megabyte,
graphic-enhanced C applications with
support for all popular DOS extenders and
graphic libraries.

Call 1-800-848-1248 for a
free demo of the ultimate

application interface!
1.•

Vermont
Creative
Software

Offer #472

IPinnacle Meadows, Richford, VI' 05476 FAX 802-848-3502
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Fargo Primera
The $995 Primera is somewhat larger than
the SJ- 144, measuring 13 1
4 inches wide
/
by 10 1
/ inches deep by 54/
4
5inches tall and
weighing 16 pounds. The length jumps to
17 1/
2inches with the paper- supply and receiving trays extended. A Macintosh printer driver was in beta at the time of this review, and aspecial $ 200 serial-to-parallel
adapter cable connects the printer to aMac.
The Primera's guts are fairly minimalist.
The printer has two internal fonts, Letter
Gothic and, for overseas users, the IBM
Code Page 850 character set. As is typical

for thermal-wax designs, athree- or fourcolor wax- impregnated ribbon is drawn
across a wide print head with multiple
small heater elements that melt dots of
wax onto paper. The Primera can print on
plain paper or overhead-projection film.
Its 203-dpi output resolution is the lowest
in the group. Monochrome ( black) prints
cost you 10 cents per page, while the cost
of color prints ranges from 46 cents (three
colors) to 57 cents ( four colors) per page.
Using afour-color ribbon, test printing
times ranged from about 3minutes for the
Excel chart to over 5minutes for the Illustrator graphic. Pages popped out of the
printer after afurther 7-second delay. The
color-wheel test showed little banding: the
Primera lays colors on the paper in apagewide swath, so it doesn't have the striping problems of apoorly adjusted Si- 144.
The Primera also dealt better with scanned
images: Most were acceptable in quality,
although some colors were a bit muddy
when plain paper was used. This printer's
weak spot seems to be text, which looked
more like bit maps from an impact printer
than something from a203-dpi printer.
continued

High performance 486 "DX2.
Blazing 65MHz, backed by our
exclusive turbo cache, :or unparalleled workstation performoce.

Optional Built-in 5.25"
CD ROM. The medium
with capacity for video
clips, graphics, photo CDs,
or an entire set of manuals.
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Two Full length ISA Slots.
Connections are eveythiing.
And this machine all.6ws for
plen:y—Ethemet, video.
you name it.

PCMCIA Expandability.
The T6600C offers ahuge
wealth of communication
and expansion options,
including a16rnrn
PCMCIA 2.01
compliant slot large
enough for ahard
drive!

I

I

Built-in Stereo
Speakers.
(Duality audio adds
another dimension
to any program.
With Microsoft'
Micropho
ncluded, your
ne
work can speak
or itself.
i

se

Atechnological tour de force
that actually tours.
Take your entire show on the road. The new Toshiba T6600C Series represents
the most advanced technology and muscle we've ever put into aportable. With its
4861DX2 processor, dual ISA full-slot expansion, and huge storage options, the
T6600C Series delivers the power and capacity for the most demanding portable
applications. From network analysis to software development to full-blown
multimedia, if you need to tour with agreat deal of force, this is your system.
Feel the force. For your nearest dealer, call 1-800 457-7777.

The New T6600C Series
•hue 436-DX2/66MHz
•8MI1 RAM expandable to46413 RAM

•
lo.e ,olor active matrix 7.17-LCD screen
•SVCA display with 640x430x256 color resolution
•Mike HDD
•Two fall kngth 16-bit ISA. slots
•One 16mm PCMCIA 2.01 compliant slot
•

SCSI with external SCSI-II port

•Microsoft* Sound System'"

In Touch with Tomorrow

TOSHIBA

•5.2.7 half height 200ms double speed CD-ROM
iTOC/CD and T6600C/CDV models only)

•MediaShareeMambo" D'ile/Ethemet -board
iT65CDC.;C.DV model oily)

(g,1993 Toshiba America Information Systems, Inc. The Intel Inside logo is atrademark of Intel Corporation, All products indicated by tradcmark symbols are tracemarked arclior registered by their respective companies.
Led93 is aregistered trademark.
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Integrand's unique packaging design uses
modular construction. We have 3basic
models for ISA/EISA bus computers. Over
90 interchangable modules allow you to
customize them to nearly any requirement.
We make drive enclosures and rackmount
keyboards too. Integrand offers high
quality, advanced design hardware and
strong support. Why settle for less?

Rack & Desk Models
Accepts Most Motherboards and Passive
Backplanes
Doesn't Look Like IBM
Rugged, Modular Construction
Excellent Air Flow & Cooling
Designed to meet FCC
204 Watt Supply, UL Recognized
200 & 300 Watt Supplies, UL, CSA, TUV
Reasonably Priced

ofeAvemelé

Three Models: Drawer, Shelf, and Panel
Reasonably Priced
Call or write for descriptive brochures, prices
or applications assistance:

INTEGRAND
8620 Roosevelt Ave. • Visalia, CA 93291

209/651-1203
FAX 209/651-1353
We accept VISA and MasterCard
BM Br A TM IBM • 28e106486 TM INTEL Dena and computeCoonls
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One annoying glitch is that if you forget
head. Still, the Primera does an excellent
job with this technology for only $ 1244.95,
to put the paper in far enough for the paper
feeder to pick it up, you don't get an outwhereas the Phaser IISD costs $ 10,000.
of-paper message. Instead, Windows proffers an I/O error message stating that the
printer isn't responding and advises you
to increase the retry value. While the Fargo printer driver uses standard Windows
printer-error messages to report problems,
asimple out-of-paper problem shouldn't
send you off into ablind alley. Hopefully,
Fargo will fix this.
The Primera's dye-sublimation upgrade
kit consists of aplastic holding tray (the
same one used by the thermal-wax ribbon), athree-color dye- sublimation ribbon that can print 10 images, 10 pages of
HP DeskJet 1200C
polyester paper, and afloppy disk with an
I've looked at this 300-dpi ink-jet printer
upgraded Windows driver. You put the
before ("Testing the Colorful DeskJet
new tray with the ribbon into the Primera,
1200C," July BYTE, page 25), but abrief
install the new driver from Windows'
review of features is in order. It's the
Printer Control panel, select Photorealistic
largest of the printers ( 19 inches wide, 71/
2
in the Page Setup dialog window, and
inches deep with the paper tray, and 11 1
2
/
you're done. Refill kits with aribbon and
inches tall, and weighing 27 pounds) and
paper for 25 prints ($89.95) and 100 prints
has the largest price tag ($ 1699). A mod($279) are available. Cost per page skyular I/0 slot lets you add aLocalTalk or
rockets to $3.60 per page for the 25-page
Ethernet interface board so that several
refill kit, dropping somewhat to $2.79 per
computers can share this printer on aLAN.
page for the 100-page refill kit.
Windows and Mac drivers are available. I
Printing slows to acrawl with the dyelooked at aDeskJet 1200C with the $700
sublimation option. Both the Excel chart
PostScript option installed.
The DeskJet 1200C is representative of
and the Photoshop image took well over 9
the pricey computer- in-printer design—
minutes to print, and the Illustrator graphic took nearly 14 minutes. The only probpricey for ink-jet technology, that is. It has
an 11-MHz Intel 960SA RISC processor,
lem Ihad printing with the Photorealistic
option was with Excel; it insisted on using
2MB of RAM, and 35 Intellifont and 10
TrueType typefaces. It also has HP's own
the three-color thermal- wax ribbon setPDLs (page definition languages), PCL
ting, which hung the printer. Ihad to have
Excel active while resetting the ribbon
5C and HPGL/2, built in. SIMM sockets
let you add more RAM and Adobe Posttype to Photorealistic in the Printer Control
panel, repeatedly resetting the ribbon type
Script Level 2 support. Four cartridges
supply colored inks to aprint head that
again in Excel's Page Setup window, and
then attempting to print—all through a wipes back and forth, applying stripes of
ink onto the paper. The cost per page varies
blizzard of Out of Memory warnings from
from 8cents to $ 1.61 per page, dependExcel. Ultimately, Ibludgeoned Excel into
ing on the type of media (plain, coated, or
submission, and apage fell into the Priglossy paper, or overhead-projector film)
mera's hopper 9minutes later.
and the amount of ink applied to the page.
The Primera's dye-sublimation output is
Iused HP's PCL 5C Windows driver
impressive. Scanned images looked terto print the three test files. The PostScript
rific. Except for obviously bit-mapped text
Level 2option was already installed, so
characters, the Excel chart looked profeswith aflip of two DIP switches and some
sionally made. The color wheel showed
mouse-clicks, Iprinted the files using the
virtually no color banding.
PostScript driver. As the times in the table
When you compare the page to the output from aTektronix Phaser IISD or Koindicate, the DeskJet's internal processor
pays off in moving the print job from the
dak ColorEase, you can see some dither
patterns in the Primera's output. That's
computer onto the printer. Many times,
the computer was finished in well under a
because the Primera reproduces only 18-bit
minute, while the DeskJet labored for sevcolors, versus the 24-bit colors used by
eral more minutes until apage appeared.
the more expensive printers. There's also
A notable exception was printing the Ilsome faint streaking, aregistration artilustrator test file using the PCL 5C driver:
fact of the page crawling past the print
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Intelligent innovations
for software protection

Count on
C-GuARD!

from US

12*

Reduce costs,
optimize profits:

With acompletely
new copy protection
technology.

•Easy to operate.
•Program installation
with C-GuARD.
•Continue working
without dongle.
•No unauthorized copies.
•Ideal for laptops.
*bulk discounts:
when ordering 1000 : US $ 12
C-GUARD when ordering 100 • US S15
CGUARD

Since 1985 over 1600 customers
(as SIEMENS, AEG, ECO) rely
on our software protection
products.

R)(

V/SA

DATENTECHNIK
DATENSCHUTZ

GMbH

Vohburger StraBe 68
D-85104 Wackerstein
Tel. ++ 49-8403-1555
Fax ++ 49-8403-1500
E- Mail: 100273.17162. compuserve.com

Currently looking for
international distributors
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The computer ground away for nearly a
half-hour on the job. What happens is that
Illustrator (and other drawing applications)
first generates PostScript code. When confronted with anon- PostScript printer,
Illustrator has Windows perform ametalanguage rendition of the PostScript information. Then the printer driver converts
this to PCL 5C. In other words, the image
goes through three separate PDL conversions before appearing on the printer.
The DeskJet 1200C's output looks good.
The dither patterns in the color wheel produced very little color banding. Scanned
images looked good, as did the Excel color chart. There was, however, some very
faint striping on plain paper. The DeskJet's
bevy of built-in fonts and its resolution
enhancement feature graced its output with
the best-looking text. Printing quality on
graphics images is superior to that of the
SJ- 144 but even on special coated paper
doesn't approach the quality of the Fargo
Primera's dye-sublimation output.
The Price Tag
For the home or small office on atight
budget, the Star Si- 144 and Fargo Primera
offer the means of creating color reports or
artwork. The SJ-144 is good at text, charts,
simple artwork, and labels. In terms of
output quality and price, the S.1-144 compares favorably with HP's 500c color inkjet printer. If your work uses scanned images or complex drawings, consider the
Primera. Also, the Primera is unique in
delivering photo-quality output for folks
operating on ashoestring budget.
A growing business handling lots of reports with text, artwork, or amix of the
two may want to take the price hit and buy

the versatile HP DeskJet 1200C. It can be
shared among computers as the office
grows, and workers are spared the wait
because the printer does the job, not their
computers. While the DeskJet costs more,
the cost per page for color output can often
be lower than with the Si- 144 and the Primera, even using the more expensive coated papers. Keep this in mind if you plan to
produce dozens of multipage reports.
The output of these printers says it all:
You get what you pay for. This is not to
disparage the S.1-144 or Primera. Star Micronics and Fargo are to be commended
for their bold move to make color printing affordable. The Primera's inexpensive
dye-sublimation output is nothing short of
remarkable. The glitches Iobserved are
representative of product start-up problems (neither printer has been on the market for ayear); expect both printers' quality to improve. Some of the problems I
experienced can also be chalked up to the
contrariness of Windows.
To reduce printing times to afew minutes with the S.1-144 and the Primera, you
need afast 486 computer. And remember
that the cost of consumables is steep. The
real problem Star Micronics and Fargo
face is not output quality but unrealistic
expectations: You'll be disappointed if
you purchase either printer hoping to get
results produced by more expensive printers. If you accept their limitations, the SI144 and the Primera serve up decent color
output without requiring abank loan.•
Tom Thompson is aBYTE senior technical editor
at large with a B.S.E.E. from Memphis State University. Contact him on BIX as "tom_thompson"
or on the Internet at tom_thompson@bix.com.

About the Products
Colones° PS Printer. $7999
Print paper ( 100 prints) $65
Transparencies ( 100) $ 11.5
Eastman Kodak Co.
901 Elmgrove Rd.
Rochester, NY 14653
(800) 344-0006
(716) 253-0740
Circle 1078 on Inquiry Card.
DeskJet 1200C
81699
DeskJet 1200C/PS
82399
Black ink cartridge $29.95
Other color cartridges $34.95
Hewlett-Packard Co.
P.O. Box 58059
MS 511L-S.1
Santa Clara, CA 95052
(800) 752.0900
(208) 323-2551
Circle 1079 on Inquiry Card.

Primera
8995
Photo- realistic option ....$249.95
Three- and four-color
wax rolls
$45
Monochrome wax roll $39.95
Photo-realistic refill
(25 prints) $89.95
Photo-realistic refill
(100 prints) $279
Fargo Electronics, Inc.
7901 Flying Cloud Dr.
Eden Prairie, MN 55344
(800) 327-4622
(612) 941-9470
fax: (612) 941-7836
Circle 1080 on Inquiry Card.

S1-144

$599
pack (contains
three), black $29.95
Cartridge pack (contains
three), color $44.95
Star Micronics America, Inc.
420 Lexington Ave.,
Suite 2702
New York, NY 10170
(212) 986-6770
fax: ( 212) 661-5838
Ckde 1081 on Inquiry Card.

Cartridge

The only Windows statistics
package you'll ever need.

NEW

E
CHOIC

SYSTAT " for WINDOWS

byst.1 5o • nvne_er.

#1 for DOS and Windows
Rated "the best general-purpose
statistics program" for the PC by
Software Digest ®,SYSTAT for DOS
is now joined by SYSTAT for Windows. This addition to the SYSTAT
family takes full advantage of
Windows, with pull-down menus,
dialog boxes, sizable windows, and
the ease of use you expect in a
Windows package.
SYSTAT for Windows runs in
standard and 386 enhanced modes
and can take advantage of Windows advanced memory management. No matter how large or
complex your analysis is, you can
use SYSTAT.
SYSTAT delivers abalance of
power and simplicity. It lets you
analyze and manipulate data
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with acomprehensive range of
advanced statistical procedures,
and present your results with
stunning graphics.
Just point and click
SYSTAT is afull-fledged Windows
application. Just point and click.
SYSTAT's QuickStatN buttons give
you simple, single-click shortcuts
to common statistical analyses.
More statistics, from the basic
to the most sophisticated
Afull range of univariate and
multivariate statistics—from ttests
to multidimensional scaling. With
afew clicks you can turn most statistics into graphs and perform:
• multiway crosstabs with log
linear modeling
• nonparametric statistics
• principal components and
factor analysis
• cluster analysis
• time series
• nonlinear estimation
• correlation matrices
• means, effect, and dummy
models
• post hoc tests

SYSTAT offers the most
advanced multivariate general linear model available for Windows.
The most graphics
No other statistical or graphics
package can produce all the scientific and technical graphs that
SYSTAT can—nor surpass its ease of
use. Graphics capabilities include:
• histograms
• single, multiple, stacked, and
range bar graphs
• single and grouped box plots
• stem-and-leaf diagrams
• pie charts
• scatterplot matrices
• 3-D data and function plots
• contour plots
• control charts
• maps with geographic projections
• Chernoff faces
• complete color spectrum
• log and power scales
• confidence intervals and ellipses
• linear, quadratic, step, spline,
polynomial, LOWESS, exponential, and log smoothing
Acompatible family of products
Whichever you choose—SYSTAT
for Windows, SYSTAT for DOS or
both—you'll enjoy the most powerful statistics and scientific graphics
software available for the PC.
For more information, special
offers for current users, and demo
disks, call:

708-864-5670

For Windows circle 150,
For IBM/DOS circle 151.

4

For more information call or write: SYSTAT, Inc., 1800 Sherman Avenue, Evanston, Illinois 60201-3793. Tel:708.864.5670, Fax:708.492.3567

SYSTAT

Australia: Hearne Marketing 61.3.8661766, BeNeLux: Oasis 31.3402.66336, Denmark: Agrolab 45.64.406575, France: Deltasoft 33.76.418508,
Germany: STATCON 49.55.4272075, Italy: PiSoft 39.587.213640, Japan: HuLinks 81.33.5902311, New Zealand: Hoare & Assoc. 64.78.562675,
Poland: COMPANION 48.12.360791, Spain: AddLink 34.3.4157268, Switzerland: F & P41. 31. 3125151, SYSTAT UK: 44.81.4620093
©1992

SYSTAT", Inc

Software Sleet Ranee Report/8 5, May, 1991

Software DIgest Is areetered trademark of NSIL. Inc

Two
make a

If patience is avirtue, it would be
Fortunately, there's asmarter alternative
Performance Benchmarks
Intel
Cyrix
486
tough to find anyone more virtuous
to the downward migration path pictured
i386 Upgrade
than a386 user.
above. It's called the 386-to-486 Upgrade
MS Excel 3.0
1.0x
2.bc
Of course, you're not waiting to be MS Word 2.0
Microprocessor.' And it's only available from
1.0x
2.8x
canonized.You just want to get your
Cyrixr the smarter microprocessor company.
Micrografx Designer 3.1 1.0x
2.6x
spreadsheet crunched, printed and
FS, I
I
mark tests run on IBM PS/2 Mod...17020MHz.
It's smarter because it's the only singleThe new Cyriz 386-to-486 Upgrade
chip upgrade solution of its kind. And as
e-mailed before your boss's boss calls Microprocessor
delivers application performance
you looking for it.
that's twice as fast. And that's twice as smart.
such, the most cost-conscious way to replace
Now if you had a486, you wouldn't have this
the pedestrian 386 computer you have, with the searing
problem. But all that wishful thinking goes out the
486 power you want.
window when you consider the double-knots on
Our upgrade chip acts just like a486, and with good
your company's purse strings.
reason. It has Clock Doubling, a1K on-chip cache
01993 Cytix Corporation. Cyrix is aregistered trademark and Cynx instead ts atra.demark of Cynic Corporation

gays to

386 fly.

even the stingiest bean counters.
and enhanced Cx486 technology
Every Cyrix upgrade chip
Which means it delivers twice the
comes with the reassurance of a
application performance, and 100
limited lifetime warranty toll- free
percent compatHere's
how
ta
get
an
instant
486.Just
use
the
chip
removal
tool
provided
telephone support, and amoneyibility with all
:
to pull out your 386DX chip (16, 20, and 25 MHz versions), and plug
back guarantee.
your software.
our Cyrix Upgrade Microprocessor into the empty socket. Installing the
MICROSOFT
wurgoows hruns with
SX version is even easier. It just clips on over the existing chip.
So do the smart thing.
Like DOS,
COMPAlIBI£ NetWare
Call us directly at 1-800-46-CYRIX. Quick. Before
Windows and OS/2. Even Windows NT. It's also
your old 386 computer inadvertently takes flight.
certified software compatible in Novell, Banyan and
Lan Manager nodes.
What's more, it's easy to install (it takes all of 15 mmut), and costs under $400. So it's also easy to justify to

Cyrix instead
Circle 91 on Inquiry Card.
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DADiSP combines more than 500 functions for displaying and
analyzing your type of data with the power and flexibility of a
spreadsheet. Construct sophisticated data analysis in windows,
in seconds, at anew level of price/performance.

CHAPHIC%

Now Data Analysis is as
easy as pushing a button.
No more fumbling with business software. And no need to
learn anew programming language. Justpoint and click
and DADiSP displays your results immediately. Load
anew data series, matrix, signal or image, and all
cells update automatically.
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Extended features tackle your
toughest Data Analysis problems.
With DADiSP, you can build an endless number of new worksheets and even your own custom menus. And DADiSP/DDE
let's you run external software—IEEE 488 drivers, data
acquisition software, even your own analysis programs.

Call today: 1-800-777-5151
for your Free DADiSP Trial Kit. DADiSP is available for SUN,
HP, IBM, NeXT, DEC, Concurrent, and Silicon Graphics work
D
p
stations, and of course, IBM PC compatibles.

s

Development
Corporation
One Kendall Square Cambridge, MA 02139
Phone 617-577-1133, FAX 617-577-8211

DADiSP/Windows
Australia & New 7ealandinterworld Electronics, 103) 563-5011; Aug:Ha-Norma ( Sere Instrument, G,,1,11. ' 02218, / B,lgiunrEkitrmique-Nh,un,,, Brazil-S)'.
1 To,
124, 1021394-7309; Denmark-I:ogling 1043/ 254777;
FIrdand-Mi,sek 1910.3514800; FranceSM2i, 1011 3442-78-78; Gennany4H.L aeil, 99226; Ingenieurbero, ( OM) 9765080; PIN Syateme 10521) 80761; HungareSeleetrade le'mputer, (01) 163-2905; India-I/y.1w Mims-rite»,
10'42)5174t514; larael-Racont a(3) 491922; Italy-BPS Computeri, (02) 66044267; JapowAstrodesign, ( 044) 751-1011; Konea-Edw Mitsusystems, ( 02) 701-5378; NetherlaralePeekel Instruments ( 010) 4152724 Portugal & Spain-Nmotrunir,
1041452-0811; SingaporwNeumlech, 336-4767; Sweden-SYSTEC, C01311141140; Switaerland-Urerh & Harr,1061 61-13-25;'raiwan-Howdons1021505-0525;UX-Aderalidentifx,10462/4110155
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Beyond Bit Maps
Innovative object technology in Picture Publisher 4,0 and
Fractal Design PainterX2 delivers more power over bit- mapped images
CAL VORNBERGER

F

Elle Lail

ractal Design, whose principal, Mark Zimmer, pioneered
vector-based drawing tools
in aMacintosh paint program called
ColorStudio, has struck again with
PainterX2, an add-on extension module for Painter 2.0 for Windows. Micrografx, known for its vector-based
drawing program Designer, has recently released Picture Publisher 4.0
for Windows, an upgrade of the previous version of the image editor.
Both of these upgrades are significant because of the huge strides made
in functionality and ease of use, but
the most significant addition is the
introduction of object layers in abitmap environment.
With most other paint programs Wt.
and image editors (including Adobe
Photoshop and the latest version of Aldus
Photostyler), you can't move or reselect
an object once it has been pasted into the
bit map. If your client wants you to change
the position of apasted object, you have to
start from scratch. Picture Publisher and
PainterX2 let you maintain layers of floating objects. This lets you move and size
multiple objects even after the objects have
been dropped into the bit map. You can
even change the front-to-back order of the
objects and save afile with floating objects still active.
Once you start using object layers,
you'll never want to go back. Pretty soon,
almost every bit-map painting program
and image editor will include object layers.
They will become anecessary bullet in the
features matrix. And they won't be required just because they're nifty; object
layers are atruly useful innovation. Illustrators and designers will be asking why it
took so long to happen.
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an elegant,
intuitive interface.
Along with multiple
object layers,
version 4.0
includes innovative
features for
dealing with highresolution images
and extensive tools
for creating image
masks.
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Frac al Design Painter? 2.0
Elle

Edit

Effects

Qptions

Windows

Fractal Design
PainterX2 is an
addition to Painter
2.0 for Windows
that supports
floating objects.
The inage includes
afloating selection
(the BYTE logol
with acustomdesigned paper as
abackground. By
copying the
floating selection
and blurring and
darkening it. I
created asoft drop
shadow against the
textured
background.

box. Any selectbn created with Painter's
frisket tools can be turned into afloating
selection. (Afrisket is an irregular selection
used to apply effects to apiece of your
image.) You create shapes using these tools
and then "float" them with the floating selection tool.
Using Painter's proprietary RIFF forAMore Powerful Painter
mat, you can save floating selections with
The two programs take slightly different
the image. You can also store floating seapproaches to adding object layers. The
lections in the new Portfolio palette. PortPainterX2 extensions require Painter 2.0
folios can hold an unlimited number of
and enhance the base program with multifloating selections and can be saved as liple floating selections. You create selecbraries and reloaded as needed.
tions using anew floating selection tool
Floating selections are always "live":
that PainterX2 adds to the original tool-

They can be moved, scaled, distorted,
feathered, and given different levels of
transparency, without ever being pasted
down into the underlying bit map. They
exist as layers on top of the bit-mapped
layer and can be shuffled up and down as
needed. A floating selection can contain
its own background mask, which can be
invoked from the Floating Selections window. This window contains several adjustments that affect the floating selection's interaction with the masking layer
and the background. The Floating Selection window also contains alist of all floating selections.
continued
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streamlining this program's interface.
Tools for the Artist
Painter shines brightest when it sticks to
what it does best:
mimicking natural
painting tools and
materials. No other
program on the market puts such apowerful set of natural
painting tools in the
hands of computer
graphics artists. Its
extensive library of
brushes and brush
Fractal Design Painter mimics an artist's natural
types
is
unrivaled.
When
Painter is compainting tools. Not only can you select brushes and
bined with apressure-sensitive graphics
media, you can even adjust the lighting effects.
tablet, artists can create the look and feel of
drawing and painting with pastels, chalk,
PainterX2 can open Photoshop 2.5 files.
If the Photoshop file contains any alpha
oils, watercolors, charcoal, colored pencils, and other "real-life" media. Itested
channels, the first channel (after the ROB
channels) is imported as amask. This mask
Painter with aWacom tablet, and Ifound
is referred to as abackground mask to difthis to be an excellent combination.
Painter has all sorts of brush
ferentiate it from the floating selections
that can also be masks. This is where Paintadjustments and controls. These
er gets confusing; the manual doesn't do a dictate brush size, shape, and texvery good job of explaining how these difture, and how the brush interacts
ferent masking tools interact. A simple
with the surface it meets. There is
abrush designer for creating cusConvert Mask to Frisket command would
tom brushes that can be saved
greatly enhance Painter's masking and
frisketing. The program does let you imand reloaded as needed. Fractal
Design offers additional disks of custom
port EPS files for use as friskets, although
brushes, and many custom brushes and
certain types of EPS files do not convert
correctly.
paper textures are starting to show up on
PainterX2 has separate windows for
BBSes.
Brushes are important, but so are the
floating selections, masks, and friskets, as
surfaces they are used on. In addition to
well as afloating window or palette for
numerous built-in "papers," Painter lets
just about every other set of features the
program has to offer. When several winyou create custom textures. Icreated an
dows are open at the same time, the unimage with acustom-designed paper as a
background ( see the opening screen). I
derlying image is obscured. Constantly
opening, closing, moving, and shuffling
scanned the texture as agray- scale bitwindows is afrustrating way to work.
mapped image and imported it into Painter
Some serious thought should be given to
as acustom paper. Ithen created acolor
gradation and applied the
PAINTERX 2
paper texture to it. Iimported an EPS version of
Fractal Design Painter 2.0 is
Picture Publisher 4.0 is an imthe BYTE logo as afrisket
a24-bit paint program that
age-editing program primarily
designed for manipulating exsimulates artistic media and
and made it afloating setools, including felt pens,
isting images rather than crelection. By making acopy
charcoal, watercolors, and
ating new ones. You can easiof the floating selection and
oils. Painter also lets the
ly adjust the characteristics of
an image (e.g., brightness
artist work with awide range
blurring and darkening it, I
of paper textures, lighting efand contrast), as well as apcreated asoft drop shadow
fects, and special filters. Imply special-effects filters. Creagainst the textured backage-editing tools are also proating composite images is a
vided. With the PainterX2
primary function of Picture
ground. Finally, Iapplied a
extensions, you can create
Publisher, so the addition of
simple color ramp to the
multiple floating selections
floating objects lets you make
foreground version of the
within abit-mapped image.
changes or mend mistakes
without starting from scratch.
logo.
As if control of paints
IAMB

BYT E
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and canvases isn't enough, Painter even
lets you control the lighting of awork. A
lighting control panel applies to an image
various combinations of lights with colored filters. This effect can turn amundane work into something dramatic.
The Micrografx Method
Picture Publisher is more direct in its handling of floating selections. It has an elegant interface that for the most part is intuitive and easy to use. Tools and functions
are grouped together in awell-organized,
logical manner. Micrografx refers to Picture Publisher's floating selections as
objects, and the package has several tools
for defining these objects. Along with a
freehand drawing tool, it has rectangle
and polygon tools and amagic wand, all
grouped together under asingle icon.
Like Painter, Picture Publisher lets you
save floating selections with the image using aproprietary file format. And as with
Painter, you can resize, duplicate, rotate,
and group floating selections. Transparency and feathering adjustments control
these parameters, and all floating
selections appear in an Objects
window. Layer controls are similar to Painter's.
Micrografx adds other controls to Picture Publisher's floating selections. You can merge
floating selections with the bitmapped layer using anumber of different
operations. These options let you combine
afloating selection with the background
by adding, subtracting, multiplying, colorizing, or texturizing the foreground object into the background image. PainterX2
has similar features, but they are difficult
to use because of poor interface design.
Picture Publisher has always included
outstanding masking features. It has the
usual magic wand for automatically tracing
around objects, but you can also click from
point to point on the object to direct the
trace more precisely. Color Shields, introduced in version 3, let you use colors to
define amask. You can also create amask
channel (agray-scale image of the mask
itself) for editing and creating custom
masks. And you can even use standard
paint tools to add or subtract from amask.
The PaintOn tool makes it easy to finetune selections by using afamiliar operation. You simply paint the mask onto the
image.
Fun with Filters
Picture Publisher has some interesting algorithmic effects that can be applied to

The best sound is not in the cards.
PORTABgeto
Perk up your
presentations. Make
training more effective.
And, put some guts
into your gaming
pastimes. Anytime.
Anywhere. In fact, if you
are not acard carrying
member of the computer set, you have to hear
PORT- ABLE Sound Plus from DSP Solutions.
You know, those real smart people who make
simple sound solutions.
PORT-ABLE Sound Plus is the first portable
external sound peripheral to deliver 16 Bit CD
quality music with stereo audio capabilities.
And, since you just plug into your IBM PC or
compatible, desktop or laptop parallel port, you
do not need an engineering degree or even a
screwdriver.
When you compare
PORT- ABLE Sound Plus to
any other external sound
peripherals, you will see
why anything else is just
noise. PORT-ABLE Sound
Plus is based on advanced
Digital Signal Processing
technology, so you
will enjoy the greatest

compression capability with the highest quality
sounds. Here is something else that will be music
to your ears. PORT-ABLE Sound Plus comes
complete with everything you need including a
high fidelity speaker and built-in microphone.
There is an "Audio- in" for aCD or tape player
and a " Line-out" for external powered stereo
speakers. Even abuilt-in smart parallel port pass
through so you can keep printing.
Whether you take your work across the hall
or across the country, with PORT-ABLE Sound
Plus, you have all the cards you need to play
right in your hip pocket. The hinged design lets
you flip up the unit if you are short on desk space
or lap space. And, the power will always be with
you whether you use rechargeable or nonrechargeable M batteries. PORT-ABLE Sound
Plus also comes equipped with an AC/DC power
converter.
As abonus, you will get
all the software you need to
communicate. Like Lotus
Sound' an OLE server for
Windows 3.1. WinReader for
Windows 3.1, ahandy textto-speech utility. DSP Solution's
DOSTalk and DOSReader
text-to-speech applications.
Show & Tell For Kids"' for

CDSP'
PORTABLE Sound Plus is atrademark of DSP Solutions, Inc All other product
names are trademarks or registered trademarks ol their respective owners
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Windows — an easy to use MultiMedia Authoring
program. It is also Sound Blaster and AdLib
compatible.
Why compromise on quality, portability,
compatibility or affordability? When all the cards
are on the table, PORT-ABLE Sound Plus from
DSP Solutions is your ace in the hole. Suggested
retail is only $198.95.

To order or obtain more information about
PORT-ABLE Sound Plus, write or call DSP
Solutions, or, contact your local dealer.
Sales Office: 550 Main Street, Suite J, Placerville,
California 95667. Telephone: ( 916) 621-1787.
Fax (916) 621-2093.
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Reviews Beyond Bit Maps
Common Ground
Although Micrografx claims that Picture
Mode'9.
Moiled
Fleelom
Publisher can run on a386 machine, the
Browser. From asingle
serious graphic artist will want at least a
dialog box, you can apply
33-MHz 486 with 8MB of memory. Painter
effects, fine-tune them,
benefits greatly from a486 processor; there
and get apreview of the
result. Over 40 effects
is anoticeable lag between brush strokes
come bundled with the
and screen redraw on a386-based machine.
program. Photoshop plugBoth programs support the pressure-sensiins are also supported.
tive Wacom tablet; for Painter, it is almost
arequirement. A 24-bit display adapter is
also useful, although both programs work
well in 16- and even 8-bit mode.
Both programs can open the standard
graphics file formats, but only Painter can
open Photoshop files in native format from
both the Macintosh and Windows versions
of the program. Painter can also open RIFF
mages to create artistic results (Painter's
floating selection and manipulate it as
files from its Mac cousin. Picture Pubcloning feature can produce similar reneeded. Both programs can use TrueType
lisher, however, can open AVI (Audio
sults). Several of the more than 40 effects
and Type 1fonts.
Video Interleave) and edit the images in
built into Picture Publisher 4.0 are unique.
One of the drawbacks in creating bitthese files. This makes rotoscoping (
the
The Oil Painting and Pastel algorithms
mapped computer graphics for print protechnique of drawing on individual video
yield artistic results when applied to a duction is file size. A meor film frames) possible.
scanned photograph. You can select an efdium- size high-resolution
Picture Publisher contains
fect, set the effect's options, and preview
computer image for print can
extensive printer and scanner
the result from the Effects Browser. In adbe anywhere from 20 MB to
support and includes closeddition, the program takes advantage of
100 MB. Even on a66-MHz
loop internal color calibration
Photoshop Plug-ins (as does Painter). Al486 machine, working with
and support for external colthough they show up in Picture Publisher's
files this size is slow and aror management systems.
and Painter's menus, many of the Photoduous. Fortunately, both
PainterX2 adds support for
shop filters are not available, being speFractal Design and Microthe Pantone Color Matching
cific to Photoshop 2.5.
grafx have the same scheme
System and an improved colMicrografx has given Picture Publisher
to make working on these suor tool. It also has special feathe usual brightness and contrast adjustper- size image files more
tures for ink and paint spements, but with an unusual twist. If you
palatable: built-in macro recialists, giving animators
choose the joystick mode, you can make
corders. The programs let you
much- needed color support
changes to brightness and contrast in a record your brush strokes,
for singlecd lanimation.
highly interactive manner. Moving the joymouse-clicks, and keystrokes With Picture Publisher's FastBits,
While you can create many
you can load sections of an image
stick varies brightness and contrast simulin afile. You can work on a into memory.
interesting and painterly eftaneously. depending on the up or down,
low-resolution version of an
fects with Painter and its X2
left or right action of the mouse. This is
image while recording your strokes and
extensions, the program is marred by a
the first interactive control that clearly
then play back the recording on ahighercluttered and disorganized interface. Dedemonstrates the relationship between
resolution version of the same image.
spite the steep learning curve ( and be
brightness and contrast and lets you modPicture Pub isher has an added tool for
warned: Adding the PainterX2 extensions
ify the two simultaneousworking with high-resomakes the learning curve that much steepAbout the Products
ly. The color-balance conlution images: FastBits.
er), there is no other program like it on the
trol has ajoystick mode
This tool displays agrid
market. The results can easily justify the
PalaterX2
$149
that works the same way.
over your high-resolution
time investment.
Painter 2.0 for Windows
$399
Picture Publisher hanimage, so you can work
Fractal Design Corp.
Picture Publisher is a feature-laden im335 Spreckels Dr.
dles text on-screen, unlike
on sections of the picture
age-processing and manipulation program
Aptos, CA 95003
similar programs that
one at atime. Only asmall
with awell-designed user interface. It is
(800)647-7443
force you to enter text in a (408) 688 9800
section of the image is
asolid, all-round competitor to such prodialog box and import it
loaded into memory, and
Circle 1076 on Inquiry Card.
grams as Photoshop and Photostyler, deto the screen. You can enany adjustment made to
signed especially for artists and designers
Picture Publisher 4.0 $595
ter text any place onthe small square of the
using scanned images and outputting to
Micrografx, Inc.
screen and, using the obgrid
is
saved
to
the
origiprint.
The addition of object layers sets it
1303 Arapaho Rd.
ject layer, turn it into a Richardson, TX 75081
nal file. This feature is
apart from the crowd. •
floating selection. To use
(800) 733-3729
most useful when you're
Cal Vornberger is agraphics designer and soft(214) 234-1769
type in Painter, you have
retouching scanned imware developer based in New York He specialOrd') 1077 an Inquiry Card.
to create atype frisket;
ages in which only small
izes in multimedia applications and presentations.
you can then save it as a
areas need work.
You can reach him on BIX do "editors."
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ATale of Two Alphas
DEC's new Alpha RISC chip proviclees high- end performance for both a
Unix workstation and a VVindows NT server_

RICK GREHAN

rao

rornising to bring to the desktop
alevel of computing power once
available only from supercomputers, DEC's new Alpha AXP microprocessor recently arrived in two very different guises. The DEC 3000 Model 300 is
asmall but powerful Unix box with DEC's
TurboChannel expansion bus; the DECpc
AXP 150 is acompact EISA server that
runs Microsoft Windows NT.
Lack of applications makes it hard to
flesh out the full performance picture for
these two Alpha systems, but adetailed
under-the-hood examination and testing
with BYTE' slow-level benchmarks gets
the process off to agood start. Both systems use a 150-MHz version of DEC's
21064 Alpha CPU, a64-bit RISC chip.
The architectures of these two machines
are quite different, however, with some
resulting performance implications. The
Model 300 channels data to its CPU via
a64-bit data bus. The AXP 150 provides
the Alpha chip with a128-bit external data
bus and a512- KB secondary RAM cache
that is twice the size of the Model 300's.
Although the two systems are aimed at
different markets, the AXP 150 generally
does abetter job of getting the most power
from its Alpha chip.
DEC 3000 Model 300

The Model 300 is the low end of aline of
Alpha-based systems designed to run DEC
OSF/1, aUnix operating system that supports the DECwindows GUI. DECwindows is more or less avariant of the X
Window System. The Model 300's steep
entry-level price of $9995 includes a16inch color monitor, 32 MB of RAM, a426MB SCSI hard drive, and built-in 1280by 1024-pixel, 256-color accelerated
graphics. DEC also provides OSF/1 and
all necessary licenses.
Besides the model Ireviewed, the DEC
3000 series includes the Model 500, Model
400, and several variants. Models differ
in their initial hardware and ultimate expandability. For example, the Model 500 is
capable of handling up to 1GB of system
memory, while the Model 300 tops out at
just 256 MB. The Model 300 uses parity

checking, while
the 400 and 500
use ECC (errorcorrection code).
Compared to
the 400 and 500,
the Model 300's
design sacrifices
performance for
the sake of cost.
Its 64-bit external data bus and
256-KB external
cache are halfsize compared to
those of the higher models. The
even less expen- iedediehelel
sive Model 300L
forgoes TurboChannel expansion slots and runs its Alpha chip
at 100 MHz instead of 150 MHz.
DEC provides several graphics configurations for the 3000
line; again, the exact configuration depends primarily on the
particular model. The Model 300
system Itested came with a16inch color monitor driven by
DEC's own HX graphics accelerator. This on-board accelerator provides eight planes of color ( 256 simultaneous colors
on-screen), aframe buffer, and
agraphics coprocessing system
that off- loads from the main
CPU such fundamental 2-D operations as
drawing lines and rectangles. Resolution
is 1280 by 1024 pixels with a72-Hz refresh rate.
The Model 300's 150-MHz Alpha microprocessor communicates to the rest of
the system through separate address and
data buses ( see the figure "DEC 3000
Model 300 Bus Architecture"). The 34bit address bus contains aseparate cachetag address bus that feeds the cache
circuitry; it provides the mechanism to associate memory blocks in the cache with
physical memory in system DRAM.
The Model 300's external 256- KB

The first Alpha
PCs from DEC:
the DEC 3000
Model 300 (left),
apowerful Unix
box, and the
DECpc AXP 150,
an EISA server
that runs NT

k-'--

-

cache is direct-mapped and write-back.
The cache's write-back nature means that
awrite operation from the CPU does not
necessarily trigger awrite to the slower
system memory. Data moves from the
SRAM cache to the slower DRAM main
memory only when absolutely necessary.
This cache augments the Alpha chip's own
internal 8-KB instruction and 8-KB data
caches (the internal data cache is awritethrough cache). For increased performance,
the address-/data-control logic allows concurrent traffic between the TurboChannel
bus and system DRAM and between the
CPU and its memory cache.
continued
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Reviews ATale of Two Alphas
Results of BYTE's portable C benchmarks
(which are still under development) for the
DEC 3000 Model 300 and DECpc AXP
150. The numbers are normalized to the results of an NEC 60-MHz Pentium machine
(results are indexed; Pentium results =
1.0). Higher numbers are faster. The Pentium machine's benchmarks were compiled using the Watcom C/C++ 32 compiler with its bundled 32-bit DOS extender.
TEST

DEC 3000

DECPC

MODEL 300

AXP 150

Numeric sort

0.82

1.28

String sort

1.59

2.45

Bitfield

2.12

2.50

Emulated floating-point

0.99

1.17

Simple floating-point

1.00

1.81

Transcendental
floating-point

1.57

1.16

The TurboChannel expansion bus is a
32-bit peripheral bus developed by DEC.
On the Model 300, peripherals plugged
into one of the two TurboChannel slots
can send data at speeds of up to 50 MBps.
Again, the Model 300 is at the low end of
the DEC 3000 line; at the high end, the
Model 500, which has six slots, can pump
data along its TurboChannel bus at 100
MBps.
DEC's documentation points out that
100 MBps is the TurboChannel's "architectural" throughput—that is, what the de-

sign says it can perform. Actual throughput
achieved is somewhere around 90 MBps,
which is still arespectable clip for abus
that multiplexes address and data lines and
carries atotal of 44 signal lines. As of this
writing, there are between 70 and 100 TurboChannel-ready peripherals available,
and although implementation of the TurboChannel requires no licensing fees, only
DEC is making systems that incorporate
the bus, according to aDEC engineer.
DEC's TurboChannel is not the DEC
3000 line's only conduit to the outside
world. All models come with atwistedpair Ethernet interface and, except for the
Model 300L, an FDDI (Fiber Distributed
Data Interface). All DEC 3000 models also
include an ISDN interface, one or two serial ports, and one or two 5-MBps SCSI-2
ports. (The Models 400 and 500 have two
SCSI-2controllers.) Storage options include a426-MB SCSI drive, and you can
work your way up to over 36 GB using
external storage on the Model 300, or up to
100 GB on the Model 500.
DECpc MCP 150
To the casual observer, the DECpc AXP
150 looks like atypical Intel-based EISA
system. Even though it uses industry-standard PC peripherals, it is home to a150MHz Alpha CPU. The AXP 150 is another member of the growing ranks of systems

DEC 3000 Model 300 Bus Architecture
32- bit TurboChannel bus

Alpha
CPU

34-bit address
64- bit data bus

pi

Data

El Address
TurboChannel

TurboChannel
ASIC
Address-/
datacontrol
logic

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
IJDRAM

Asimplified block diagram of the DEC 3000 Model 300. The Models 400 and 500 have alarger
cache (512 KB) and awider, 128-bit data bus. The address-/data-control logic includes scattergather circuitry to manage mapping of logical addresses to physical addresses along with buffering
for the TurboChannel bus and, in higher models, for interfacing the wider 256-bit DRAM data bus
to the narrower 128-bit CPU/cache data bus.
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that are counting on Microsoft's Windows
NT operating system to run PC applications on anon-Intel CPU. It's also the
first in an expected family of Alpha-based
DECpc systems.
Inside the AXP 150's tower case, the
packed motherboard surrounds its 150MHz Alpha 21064 CPU with 512 KB of
external write-back cache. As with the
Model 300, the AXP 150's direct-mapped
external cache is organized in 32-byte
chunks. For system memory, there are
enough SIMM sockets to take the machine
from the base 16-MB DRAM configuration all the way up to 128 MB using industry-standard SIMMs.
Intel's 8235x EISA chip set manages
the AXP 150's six EISA slots. Protocoltranslation circuitry between the Alpha
side and the EISA side of the system effectively tricks the EISA chip set into believing it's working with a25-MHz 486
system. Buffers and interface logic handle the transitions between buses of different data widths and those using different signal protocols.
On the one hand, it is remarkable that
the AXP 150 so easily links the Alpha
CPU with the EISA bus. (The designer of
the AXP 150 told me that attaching an
EISA bus to the Alpha was actually an
easy task and that there is "no rocket science in the AXP 150.") On the other hand,
it's not the first time anon-Intel processor
has electronically mimicked a486 for the
sake of adding an EISA bus: Witness the
DeskStation Evolution RISC PC, which
has its own method of marrying an EISA
bus to aMips processor (see " Mips Inside: The RISC PC," August BYTE).
For system components other than the
EISA bus, asingle chip handles the job
of making the AXP 150 look to the outside
world like astandard PC machine. VLSI
Technology's VL82C106 chip provides
the equivalent of two 38.4-Kbps serial
ports, abidirectional parallel port, PS/2compatible mouse and keyboard interfaces, areal-time clock, and 66 bytes of
battery-backed RAM for setup information.
DEC sells its DECpc NT systems either as complete packages with all the
works or " àla carte," where you purchase
the base system motherboard with case
and then add drives, monitors, and other
peripherals in building-block fashion. Ireviewed the least expensive package, a
$6795 DECpc AXP 150 outfitted with 16
MB of DRAM, a31/
2
inch floppy drive, a
245-MB SCSI hard drive, a14-inch color
monitor, aCompaq Qvision graphics card,

ow Do You Know You've Got
The Right Software Protection?
Your software protection strategy
shouldn't be ahit or miss proposition. But with so many conflicting
claims about one vendor's product
being better than another, we can
understand why you might want to
leave it to chance.
The fact is, what really makes
one protection scheme better than
another is the level of security it
provides. For more than adecade,
we have been pioneering seamless, reliable security systems for
your applications and data.
Software Security's many patents

are evidence of our continuing
ingenuity in developing ways of
protecting your intellectual property. Our latest advances in software distribution, network license
control, and " metering" are worth
looking at.
But that's only part of the story.
We offer awide range of developer
tools including our very highly
secure AEGIS SystemTm which
requires only afew minutes to
implement. In addition, we understand the importance of our
relationship with our customers

and are fully committed to the
best developer support program in
the business.
If you are serious about protecting your software, contact
Software Security and ask for an
evaluation kit. It contains everything you need to explore all of
our outstanding protection methods. So call today and see why
there's abig difference between
the bull's-eye and the bull.

SOFTWARE
SECURITY

1011 HIGH RIDGE ROAD STAMFORD, CT 06905 800-841-1316 ( In CT: 203-329-8870) Fax: 203-329-7428 BBS: 203-329-7253
Software Security International Ltd., London: +44-784-430-060 Fax: +44-784-430-050
*SSI Belarus, Minsk: +( 7) 0172-45-21-03 Fax: +( 7) 0172-45-31-61
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Reviews ATale of Two Alphas
ters. ( In contrast, the C compiler running
under NT on the AXP 150 handles long
integers as 32 bits to retain compatibility
with the NT environment.)
Irecompiled the CPU and FPU portions
512-KB
of BYTE's portable C benchmarks under
cache
DEC's OSF/1 at the highest optimization
level that the compiler would allow withAlpha
out crashing. Iran the tests on the ModCPU
el 300 in single-user mode so that there
would be aminimum of interaction with
150 MHz
other processes on the system. (Even while
running the benchmarks under multiuser
mode in aDecterm Window, Isaw barely
a5percent—and often unmeasurable—
drop in scores.)
Idid encounter aproblem in compiling
the benchmarks; at the highest optimiza1=1 Address bus
tion setting, the compiler complained of
Li Data bus
amemory-segmentation fault and issued a
core dump. A DEC engineer finally found
.11 Butters and businterface logic
away to recompile the BYTE benchmark
code without causing acrash under these
conditions. He also pointed out, rightly,
that the complex architecture of the AlAsimplified block diagram of the DECpc AXP 150. The buffers and interface-logic components
have the tricky job of connecting buses of different widths and carrying different signal protocols.
pha chip necessitates acomplex optiThe VLB2C106 chip is aone-chip source offundamental 1/0 devices (i.e., serial parts, aparallel
mization process. He told me that recomport, and keyboard and mouse interfaces).
piling aprogram at ahigher optimization
level might not necessarily yield afaster
level computing operations. It's only fair to
executable.
amouse, akeyboard, and Windows NT.
point out, however, that some comparaIn other words, adifferent optimization
The package price includes aone-year onlevel does not mean more intense optible Pentium systems also cost less. The
site warranty.
mization; it means adifferent mix of opti200-MHz Alpha chip in the DEC 3000
mization strategies. And different proModel 500X should increase the speed difTesting
grams will respond differently to each
ference.
Just how well does the Alpha chip meet
optimization level; the response depends
It's also obvious that the AXP 150 had
DEC's promise of the fastest desktop peron the nature of the algorithms impleabetter time uf things than the Model 300.
formance available? My tests of these two
mented in each program. That's not acomsystems included apreliminary version of There are several contributing factors to
the AXP 150's superior performance. First,
forting thought, since processor complexBYTE's portable CPU benchmarks. The
ity adds aless-than-scientific aspect to the
the system has alarger secondary cache—
results of these benchmarks for the Model
act of generating an optimal application
300 and AXP 150 are in the table. Iintwice that of the Model 300. Second, the
for the Model 300. Ican only assume that
dexed performance numbers to the results
data-bus width between cache and CPU
as more superscalar, internally parallel,
in the AXP 150 is 128 bits; the Model
obtained running the portable C benchmultipipelined processors hit the stage,
300's data-bus width to the CPU is 64 bits.
marks on a60-MHz Pentium system.
Finally, you should keep in mind that
this is likely to become the norm.
The Pentium versions of our benchThe full Alpha-chip permarks were compiled under Watcom's
the compiler for the Model
formance
story awaits the
300 handles long integers
C/C++ 32 compiler, with optimizations
About the Products
maturation of the operating
set as recommended by Watcom for best
as 64- bit values. So, for
DEC 3000 Mode I300
$9995
system and applications
example, the numeric sort
performance on aPentium system. PreviDigital Equipme nt Corp.
software for Windows NT,
benchmark sorts 32-bit valous BYTE tests on the AXP 150 (see " Is
146 Main St.
as well as the recompilation
ues on the AXP 150, but
There aBetter Windows Il Than WinMaynard, MA 01754
of applications for the Aldows 3.1?," November BYTE) used an
more cumbersome 64-bit
(800) 344-4825
(508) 493-5111
pha chip under OSF/1. •
early beta version of Windows NT for the
values on the Model 300.
To test the Model 300, I Circle 1321 on Inquiry Card.
Alpha chip. An updated math library has
had to make aslight modisince resulted in asignificant improveRick Grehan is technical director
DECpc AXP 150
$6795
of the BYTE Lab. Before coming
fication to the benchmarks
ment in the floating-point tests.
Digital Equipment Corp.
to BYTE, he worked as aproto account for the fact that
While differences in compilers, operat40 Old Bolton Rd.
grammer. He has aB.S. in physStow,
MA
01775
the Model 300's Workstaing systems, and system-board architecics and applied mathematics and
(800) 210-1408
tion C compiler compiles
tures obscure performance differences bean M.S. in mathematics/comput(508) 493-5111
long integers as 64-bit valtween CPUs, its at least obvious that the
er science. You can contact him
fax: (800) 524-5694
ues, which is the bit width
150-MHz Alpha outperforms a60-MHz
CIrcM 1322 es Inquiry Card.
on BDC as "rick_g" or on the Internet at rick_g@bix.com.
of the Alpha chip's regisPentium in the context of performing low-

DECpc AXP 150 Bus Architecture
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When protecting your software against piracy and
unauthorized use, make sure that your protection

code burnt into the ASIC. (This code should not be held in the key's memory,
where it can be read and altered.)

system has all the following qualities:

V ARead/Write Memory inside the key should be available on demand.
The memory should be writable in the field, on any PC, without any special
programming equipment.

A GOOD HARDWARE KEY

1

Hardware-based software protection systems are now the
standard worldwide. However, not all keys are the same.
Agood key should have all the following features:

V Very low power consumption, enabling the key to work even under the
worst power conditions, on PCs and laptops, with or
without aprinter.

, V Compatibility and transparency. The key should
work without any problem on your
customers' computers. The user should be
able to forget the key after connecting it.

POWERFUL SOFTWARE
V ALinkable Protection Module with
which calls can be made to the key from any
point in the protected program.

V Unbreakable electronics. Acustomized ASIC
(Application Specific Integrated Circuit) component
should be integrated in the key. This prevents reverse
engineering and makes cracking virtually impossible.

V An "Envelope" installation program. Such
programs enhance security while making it possible to
protect asoftware even without its source code.

V Aunique and inaccessible software developer's

V Sophisticated antidebugging and encryption mechanisms.

HASP® The Professional Software
Protection System
A SIC
BAUD KEY

HASP® OFFERS YOU
ALL THESE FEATURES
AND MORE:
HASP was designed by ateam of computer experts, professional cryptologists, and electrical
engineers. As aresult, HASP keys are supported
by what is probably the best software in the market, and the HASP system has worked on every
computer it has been tried on. In addition to all
the features mentioned above, HASP provides:
V AFull Authorization System for protecting
dozens of programs using only one key.

MemoHASP: ...of all the protection devices
tested is without any doubt, the one which

AND THE BOTTOM LINE:
\ke offer some of the ! post competitive prices in
the market. There are no hidden costs! Since
1984, HASP has enabled thousands of software
producers in more than 40 countries, including
several Fortune 500 companies, to protect their
software.
Please call us for our HASP evaluation package.

Micro Systems (France)

LADDIN

PC dongles... come with varying claims as to

NETHASP- THE ULTIMATE
SOFTWARE PROTECTION
FOR NETWORKS
Ocly one NetliASP key is needed to run a
protected program from many stations in a
network. NetHASP provides full support for
protecting DOS and WINDOWS software under
network environments, including Novell dedicated
&non-dedicated servers, Lan Manager, Lantastic,
Banyan, DLink, and NET-BIOS based LANs.
• Australia Conlab Pty. Ltd.,
SC

PC: DOS, WINDOWS, WINDOWS -NT, OS/2,
SCO UNIX, SCO XENIX, INTERACTIVE UNIX,
AIX, AUTOCAD, DOS EXTENDERS, LANS
MAC (ADB port): System 6.0.5 and up
NEC (Serial Port): DOS, WINDOWS

Trying to crack aprogram... that was protected utilizing all of HASP's features - is like
searching for the Holy Grail.

V Several HASP keys can be connected one
behind the other. Small physical size ensures
maximum convenience for your customers.

Denmark

In all the products we tested, except the
HASP, we could see through the encrypting
and questioning procedures... and crack
them.
CT Magazine (Germany)

PCompatible (Spain)

V AVirus Detection option that can be incorporated in the protected program to check
whether it has been infected by avirus.

•

OPERATING
ENVIRONMENTS

combines the best features.

V APattern Code Security System (PCS)
enabling parallel processing of multiple calls by
the Linkable Protection Module.

member of

WHAT OTHERS ARE SAYING
ABOUT US:

Metric

SOFTWARE
SECURITY INC.

their transparency The majority suffer from
problems when aprinter is connected... the
DESkey and HASP-3are not affected...

North
America:

200 Broadhollow Rd.. Suite #2:
Melville, NY 11747, LISA
Tel: 800-223 4277
516-424 5100
Fax: 516-424 8300

International
Office:

ALADDIN
KNOWLEDGE SYSTEMS LTD.
15 Bea Oved St., Tel-Aviv, Israel
RO.Box:11141 Tel-Aviv 61110
Tel: 972-3-5375795
Fax: 972-3-5375796

France:

ALADDIN FRANCE SA.
Tel: 33-1 40 85 98 85
Fax: 33-1 41 21 90 56

Program Now (
Britain)
Of all keys tested, HASP is the most
ambitious one... the quality of HASP
manufacturing seems excellent.
PC Compatible (
France)

389856115 •
ais, . 12.

o

Belgium Akkennans livba„3 2338826 • CZECH ATLAS lad., 2766085 • Chile Micrologica S.A.. 562 222 1388
801200
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SA.
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Turkey Nlikmbeta Ltd.. 4-467'504

Cihe Computer That
Gives You The Most
Bang For The Buck.
L $1500

ZEOS 486DX2-66...
THE TOP GUN
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•Genuine Intel 486DX2-66
microprocessor, upgradable
to Pentium' OverDrive
•8MB RAM, expandable to 64MB
•256K SRAM system cache
LIT
•528MB local bus IDE hard drive
•Diamond Viper local bus video card with 1MB VRAM
• 1.2MB and 1.44MB floppy drives
• 15" ZEOS color SVGA 1024 x768 non-interlaced
monitor, flat screen, .28mm dot pitch
•MS-DOS with Enhanced Tools, Windows, and new
Microsoft Mouse, plus choice of Lotus Windows applications
• 14,400 bps V32 bis send/receive fax modem
•SAME DAY SHIPPING

180

Greater performance and features
'be

THE

.
1

Others pale in comparison. There's no way
to dispute it! The results are in, and the ZEOS
Upgradable 486DX2-66 is "the overall performance
winner."
PC buyers expect low prices, top-quality, impeccable performance and prompt support. Basically,
they want the most bang for their buck. PC
Magazine recognized this and compared value-line
PCs with more traditional systems to see if they
were "truly good values or stripped-down machines
trying to pass for good buys.'' The results are overwhelmingly in ZEOS'
favor. In fact, PC Magazine said:
"ZEOS doesn't sell aseparate value
line, but the flexibility of its main
system may be the least canfusing
solution of all."

Stacked against Gateway, Dell, Compaq, IBM and
others, ZEOS stood alone. Using the benchmark tests

as aguide, PC Magazine made these conclusions:
DOSmark scores are heavily weightedfor processor and hard disk performance, the ZEOS garnered
the first-place position in that category as well."
"The clear winner is...the ZEOS Upgradable,
which turned in an incredible score of55.01 megapixels per second."
"The real highlight among tested hard disks was
the Seagate ST3600A, which has 12-ms access time
and 256K ofbuilt-in cache. The ZEOS 486DX2-66
Upgradable's hard disk performance was almost
31 percent above the average in this roundup."
Of the "
systems that demonstrated the best agility
under strenuous exercise of all their components...
ZEOS (scored) 26 percent above average."

The ZEOS local bus upgradable systems are the
perfect solution—the high-tech motherboard is
faster, more integrated, versatile and reliable than
ever. Plus, ZEOS is always thinking ahead to your

Circle 165 on Inquiry Cord.

STANDARD WITH
EVERY ZEOS
UPGRADABLE SYSTEM
• Upgradable to Intel's Pentium"
OverDrive' CPU Zero
Insertion Force (ZIF) socket
makes upgrading easy

PACKAGE 2

PACKAGE 3

PACKAGE 4

486SX-25 $ 1395

486SX-25 $1695

486SX-25 $ 1995

486SX-25 $ 2495

Lease $59/month

Lease $61/month

Lease $72/month

Lease $90/month

486SX-33 $1495

486SX-33 $ 1795

486SX-33 $2095

486SX-33 $ 2595

Lease $63/month

Lease $65/month

Lease $76/month

Lease $94/month

486DX-33 $ 1695

486DX-33 $ 1995

486DX-33 $2295

486DX-33 $ 2795

Lease $61/month

Lease $72/month

Lease $83/month

Lease $101/month

486DX2-50 $2395

486DX2-50 $2895

PACKAGE 1

• RAM expandable to 64MB
on the motherboard.
• Two serial ports and one
parallel port integrated on
the motherboard.
• Flash BIOS for easy
upgradability.
• Eight expansion slots: two
VESA local bus, five 16-bit
and one 8-bit.
• ZEOS six-bay desktop rase
with twa cooling fans for
increased reliability and
product life.
• 200 watt power supply with
built-in surge suppression;
switchable between 115/230V
• Socket for inexpensive
optional on-board SCSI.
• Shadow RAM support.
• ZEOS 101-key space-saving
keyboard.
• FCC Certified Class B;
UL Listed.
•Complete ZEOS Customer
Satisfaction Package.

486DX2-50 $ 1795

486DX2-50 $2095

Lease $65/month

Lease $76/month

Lease $87/month

Lease $105/month

486DX2-66 $2195
I
easP $79/month

486DX2-66 $ 2495

486DX2-66 $ 2995

Lease $90/month

Lease $108/month

•ZIF socket upgradability
to Pentium OverDrive CPU

•ZIF socket upgradability
to Pentium OverDrive CPU
•8MB high-speed RAM
•426MB, 13ms local bus
IDE hard drive with
128K cache
▪Diamond SpeedStar Pm
Windows-accelerated
local bus video with 1MB
RAM. 16.7 million colors.
•ZEOS 14" 1024 x768 NI
SVGA color monitor,
.28mm dot pitch
▪Both 1.2MB and 1.44MB
floppy drives
▪Microsoft DOS with Tools,
Windows & new Microsoft
Mouse, plus choice of
Lotus Windows application

•ZIF socket upgradability
to Pentium OverDrive CPU
• 16MB high-speed RAM
•528MB, 12ms local bus
IDE hard drive with
256K cache
•Diamond SpeedStar Pro
Windows-accelerated
local bus video with 1MB
RAM. 16.7 million colors.
•ZEOS 14" 1024 x768 NI
SVGA color monitor,
.28mm dot pitch
•Both 1.2MB and 1.44MB
floppy drives
▪Microsoft DOS with Tools,
Windows & new Microsoft
Mouse, plus choice of
Lotus Windows application

486DX2-66 $ 1895
PaSP $69/month
•ZIF socket upgradability
to Pentium OverDrive CPU
•2MB high-speed RAM
• 107MB local bus IDE
hard drive with
32K cache
•Diamond SpeedStar Pro
Windows-accelerated
local bus video with 1MB
RAM. 16.7 million colors.
•ZEOS 14" 1024 x768 NI
SVGA color monitor,
.28mm dot pitch
•Your choice of floppy
drives
•Microsoft DOS plus
Enhanced Tools

FAVORITE OPTIONS
426MB to 528MB HDD UPGRADE
256K SYSTEM CACHE

$ 125
$ 98

ADAPTEC 6360 SCSI
CONTROLLER CHIP
For on-board SCSI. Includes drivers

$49

•4MB high-speed RAM
•214MB local bus IDE
haid drive with
128K cache
•Diamond SpeedStar Pro
Windows-accelerated
local bus video with 1MB
RAM. 16.7 million colors.
•ZEOSie 1024 x768 NI
SVGA color monitor,
.28mm dot pitch
•Both 1.2MB and 1.44MB
floppy drives
•Microsoft DOS with Tools,
Windows 8z new Microsoft
Mouse, plus choice of
Lotus Windows application

DIAMOND VIPER VIDEO CARD
1MB VRAM: $149
2MB VRAM: $249

COMPLETE MULTIMEDIA PACKAGE
Double speed, multisession MPC2 compliant CDROM, 16-bit/48KHz Cardinal Digital Sound Pro 16
with Digital Signal Processor (Soundblaster and
Adlib compatible). Labtec stereo speakers
$395

I5- INCH MONITOR UPGRADE
SVGA non interlaced, 1024 x768, flat screen $95

Many other affordable upgrades and
options available. Call for details!

2400 bps V42 bis MODEM WITH
9600 bps SEND/RECEIVE FAX

$99

future needs and technological advances; therefore,
we include such features as CPU upgradability to
Intel's Pentium OverDrive; aZero Insertion Force
(ZIF) CPU socket, Flash BIOS for easy upgradability, and aSCSI upgrade socket for adding SCSI
without having to use aslot. We've even given you
room to grow with eight expansion slots and six
drive bays.
Choose from one of our money-saving packages,
or we'll custom build asystem to your specifications.
Feature for feature, no one gives you more than
ZEOS. At any price, anywhere. It is the biggest
bang for your buck!

AWARD-WINNING SERVICE
We're the only company to
win PC Magazine's Readers'
Choice for Service & Reliability
—for both desktops and
notebooks— twice!

Fax Orders: 612-633-1325, Government: 800-245-2449, TDD
Orders: 800-228-5389, Outside U.S. and Canada: 612-633-6131.
MasterCard, VISA, Am Ex, Discover, Z-Card" COD and
Leasing programs. Open 24 Hours aDay, 365 Days aYear!

CALL

TOLL- FREE SUPPORT,
WARRANTIES I& GUARANTEES.
We're here for you 24 hours aday, 365 days
ayear, and always atoll-free call away. All
ZEOS systems come with aOne Year Limited
Warranty, Express Parts Replacement Policy
and a30-Day Money-Back Guarantee.
NOW

TOLL

FREE

ZEOS
800-554-5226
HOURS
A DAY

24

INTERNATIONAL, LTD.

Purchase orders art artartt mammal Homes lemma, programs avadable Lew once, based trt a36-mtanth lease. 10, porthase optert All parts spenfrtartors and avatlabdny are •rtlatrot to dui, artthort rtere..11 cont am thee and warranty Mails lance, do not Mu& slurp:. All pnArts
compRry MUM age »ennui.
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HANDS—ON TESTING

HIGH-SPEED
486 SYSTEMS

We evaluate the fastest 486s on the market and choose

the best ones for Windows, DOS, and Unix
RICHARD FOX

I

fyou're looking for the best in desktop power, consider one of the 90 systems tested here. We evaluate ISA- and EISA-bus 486s with processors from Cyrix, IBM, and Intel. For most business and scientific applications, these systems represent the best balance in performance and price for single
users (for alook at Pentium-based systems for the desktop, see "Pentium Performance" on page
188).
As with our last systems Lab Report (see "Desktop Dynamite: 116 Fast 486s," June BYTE), we used
our custom low-level and applications benchmarks to choose the best systems for Windows, DOS, and Unix
applications. The market has shifted in the last six months to make DX2/66 the dominant CPU for the desktop. Of the 90 non-Pentium systems that arrived for testing, only 10 ran at clock speeds slower than 66
MHz (one system, Destiny Computer's IBM 486 SLC2-40/80, ran faster than 66 MHz, although its overall
speed in our Windows and DOS performance tests was undistinguished). What's more, all the systems we
ranked as winners and runners-up in our applications categories used the Intel 66-MHz DX2 processor.
Most systems with CPUs from Cyrix and IBM produced comparable results to an Intel 33-MHz 486DX
system. However, these systems are typically $ 1000 less expensive than the Intel-based systems.
Overall, prices continue to drop for high- end systems, especially for EISA-based models. Today's average
EISA system costs about $700 less than in June, while ISA models have declined alittle more than $300 in
that period. Nevertheless,
falling prices have not
How to use this guide
stalled performance gains:
The systems we evaluate
To locate the best 486 system, follow the
yours. Then look to the Best Overall, Most
here broke performance
main headings until you come to the appliExpandable, or Low Cost summaries to find
cations category that most closely matches
the appropriate rankings.
records set in the June issue for almost every test.
Speed scores are
Improved drivers, more
calculated from
BEST OVERALL
Dell Dimension XPS 466V
appropriate
efficient memory archiWindows, DOS, and
tectures, and the integration
me
Unix tests. Higher
41\\
numbers mean
Rates how
of components on the
better performance.
easily you can
motherboard have helped
>41»
reconfigure the
system and the
Windows performance rise
List prices for
quality of the
as-tested
an average of 15 percent.
documentation.
configuration.
Overall, the average Unix
performance rose the
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Inside a486 System
HARD DRIVE
POWER SUPPLY
Most high-end systems offer 200 W of
output, while systems built for expansion
offer 250 W to 300 W of power to run
multiple hard drives.

RAM CACHE
DOS and Windows users should
buy systems that have at least 128
KB of cache. For multitasking
under Unix or Windows NT, 256 KB
or 512 KB is better.

DOS users need at least 100
MB of storage capacity, 200
MB is the minimum capacity
for Windows users, while 300
MB or more is best for Unix or
Windows NT. Look for rated
access times under 15 ms.

BEST

WINDOWS

Dell Dimension XPS 466V
. Unexcelled in overall Windows
performance, this $ 3312
system consistently placed at
the top in application and lowlevel tests. Its local- bus
implementation of Diamond's
.Viper graphics accelerator
placed the Dimension among
the leaders for fast BitBIts
and other graphics tasks
important for Windows. Clear
documentation and an on-site
service warranty add to its
appeal. PAGE 179

WINDOWS HIGH
PERFORMANCE

AST Premmia 4/66d
Although it wasn't the fastest
EISA-based system we
tested, the Premmia stands
out for its combination of
solid performance and
standard features like a 256KB secondary cache and a
local-bus-based ATI Mach32
graphics adapter, one of the
best video chip sets we
tested. The system also is
easily expandable, with room
to hold 128 MB of RAM, four
additional 32-bit EISA boards,
and three additional 3'A- inch
drives. PAGE 183

DOS

Gateway 2000 4DX2-66V
This system outperformed
every other ISA machine in
ROM BIOS
BIJS routines in
flash ROM allow

o

CPU
Select asystem built

MEMORY
For DOS applications,
purchase a minimum of
4 MB; Windows requires
at least 8 MB; Unix, at
least 12 MB; and 16 MB
for Windows NT.

VL-BUS EXTENSION
Only acouple of the ranked systems
were not local- bus designs; either the
VL-Bus or aproprietary implementation.

equivalent of one SPECmark.
Another technological shift since June
is the preponderance of VESA local-bus
implementations to improve graphics performance. All but 17 systems were VLBus based; while eight of the remaining
systems used aproprietary local-bus implementation, and the only ranked systems that did not use local bus are the
Compaq Deskpro 66M and the Hertz
486/d66x2Ei. The Diamond Viper VLB
ILLUSTRATION

BRUCE SANDERS © 1993

around Intel's 66- MHz
486DX2, which

for easy updates
th -ough
software.

our DOS tests thanks to
an All Ultra XLR local- bus
video adapter and 256 KB
of secondary memory cache.
System RAM can accommodate
up to 64 MB and the tower
case holds five additional
drives. PAGE 187

outpowered systems
with Cyrix and IBM
CPUs in our tests.

UNIX

local-bus video accelerator, based on the
Weitek Power 9000 chip set, outclasses all
other video hardware. The top 14 fastest
systems for Windows performance used
this adapter.
We also see more systems designed for
energy efficiency. Three systems claimed
Energy Star compliance, although we noted that aclear method of implementation
could lead to compatibility problems (see
"Energy Star Systems" on page 190).
DECEMBER 1993

DECpc 466d2 MIE
This EISA-bus mini-tower
posted the highest SPECmark
scores and ranked near the
top in performance in the
BYTE Unix benchmarks. It
uses an S3 86C924 video
adapter on the local bus and
can hold up to 64 MB of
memory. Its three-year
warranty, with on-site service,
was one of the best seen in
1thlsreporL

P193
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THE BEST SYSTEMS FOR

WINDOWS APPLICATIONS
1

t
.you need aWindows system
that performs screen redraws in
the blink of an eye, the following 66- MHz 486DX2 systems
represent the best balance of Windows performance, features, and ease
Average price of an ISA-based 486 in June: $2972
of use.
This section only ranks ISA-bus
Average ISA system price in December: $2632
486s because we believe most Windows users do not need the added I/O
Average EISA/Micro Channel architecture system price in June: $4359
performance and functionality of an
Average EISA/Micro Channel architecture system price in December: $3652
EISA-bus system. With the widespread use of local-bus, ISA systems
Lowest- and highest- priced 486 system in June: $ 1950; $9374
have been able to narrow the I/O performance gap with EISA for most
Lowest- and highest- priced 486 in December: $ 1462; $5184
Windows workstations. Second, ISA
systems cost significantly less than
Percentage of total test sample represented by 66- MHz DX2s in June: 72
EISA or Micro Channel architecture
Percentage of 66-MHz DX2s in December: 86
systems: The average EISA system
in this review costs $ 1000 more than
Percentage of local-bus-based systems in June: 59 percent
the average ISA-based 486. NeverPercentage of local- bus- based systems in December: 90 percent
theless, EISA-based systems may be
important to those who need the best
in Windows performance and can jusPercentage of systems with video integrated on motherboard in June: 8percent
tify the higher prices. If you fall into
Percentage with integrated video in December: 20 percent
this category, see "High-Performance
Windows" on page 180.
Average SPECmark89 rating of Unix performance in June: 14.7
Our primary consideration for seAverage SPECmark89 rating in December: 15.6
lecting the Best Overall Windows system was performance in our Windows
test suite. These tests include several
popular business applications that provide real-world assessments of complete system performance
ranking to tower-case systems for this category. Finally, only
(see "How We Tested" on page 184). The suite also includes
systems priced $2700 or less were considered for best low-cost
low-level tests that gauge how well the video subsystem hanWindows systems.
dles Windows graphics calls. The resulting composite score
In the June issue, we reported that 486s using the Weitek
was worth 60 percent of the total evaluation. Each system's
Power 9000 video chip set outran all others for video perforfeatures set represented 30 percent of the final score, and ease
mance. The Power 9000 continues to reign: Of the 14 systems
of use made up the remaining 10 percent.
ranked for Windows, 10 utilize the Diamond Viper VLB,
We judge systems for Most Expandable in the same way,
which is based on the Weitek chip set. (Overall, the 14 fastest
but we required these machines to meet additional criteria.
Windows scores in our entire test sample were turned in by
Each system had to have four or more available slots for
systems using the Weitek 9000—based Viper.) None of the
expansion cards, such as
systems we received contained the Weitek chip integrated on
network interface cards
the motherboard. Two vendors supplied different video
Rankings for This Application Considered:
(NICs), sound boards, and
adapters with the Power 9000, but performance for these sysWINDOWS PERFORMANCE 60%
SCSI adapters. We needed
tems didn't match the Viper's. The Windows-ranked systems
aminimum of three availthat used an alternative video chip set were the Hewlettable drive bays for the adPackard Vectra 486 PC with an integrated S3 86C928 on a
dition of tape drives, CDproprietary local bus; Gateway 2000's 4DX2-66V, with an
ROM drives, and hard
ATI Ultra XLR; Touché Micro's 5550T VLB 66 with the
drives.
Support
for
64
MB
Orchid Celsius VLB; and Acma Computers' ATI VLB
FEATURES 30%
or more of system memory
Mach32.
and at least a 200- watt
We identified several other technology trends among Winpower supply were also
dows winners and runners-up. All the ranked systems conmandatory. We limited our
tained 256 KB of secondary cache RAM, which enhanced
178
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their performance over many
of the slower unranked systems
with 128 KB or less of cache.
All ranked systems contain a
VESA VL-Bus except for the
Hewlett-Packard Vectra, which
implemented aproprietary local-bus design. Finally, all the
ranked systems were driven by
Intel 486DX2 CPUs operating
at 66 MHz.
In addition to impressive
performance, however, we also
encountered some hardware
difficulties. During POST
(power-on self test), the AcerPower 486V reported aproblem with the SCSI host adapter.
an Adaptec chip located on the
motherboard. After acouple of
calls to Acer, we traced the

BICT E

WINDOWS GENERAL PURPOSE

BEST

Need the fastest USA system for Windows?
BEST OVERALL

Dell Dimension XPS 466V

The $3312 Dell Dimension XPS 466V tied for the fastest Windows
ale.

performance, thanks to its 256 KB of 20-nanosecond secondary memory

iljio10101

cache and its Diamond Viper local-bus video subsystem. The system

e

eeeeie consistently placed within the top 10 for every test in the Windows suite,
including memory moves, BitBIts, print previews, and charting. The

Dimension holds up to 64 MB of RAM and four additional drives. Dell's clear documentation contains numerous
diagrams that make system upgrading abreeze. A separate manual is dedicated to diagnostics and troubleshooting. The standard one-year warranty includes on-site service.

CPU
BEST

Dell Dimension XPS 466V

PRICE

WINDOWS EASE OF
CASE SPEED
USE

BUS/
LOCAL BUS

RAM ( MB)
STD./MAX. HARD DRIVE

WARRANTY
(MONTHS) VIDEO ADAPTER
Diamond Viper VLB

DX2/66 $3312 .

1.90

Good

ISA/VESA

16/64

320-MB IDE

12

RUNNER-UP Micron 466VLWinStation

DX2/66 $2649

ws

1.90

Excellent

ISANESA

16/64

345-MB IDE

12

Diamond Viper VLB

RUNNER-UP NCR System 3333

DX2/66 $4290

0

1.80

Excellent

ISANESA

16/64

340-MB IDE

36

Diamond Viper VLB

RUNNER-UP Acer AcerPower 486V

DX2/66 $3344 .

1.80

Excellent

ISANESA

8/64

340-MB SCSI

12

Diamond Viper VLB

problem to an incorrectly set
Diamond Viper VLB
RUNNER-UP CompuAdd C466D Desktop DX2/66 $2694 .
1.90
Good
ISANESA
8/64
340-MB IDE
12
jumper on the motherboard.
S3 86C928 (integrated)
RUNNER-UP HP Vectra 486 PC
DX2/66 $3531 .
1.70
Excellent ISA/Prop
8/64
240-MB IDE 36
The Cornell Windows NT
ATI Ultra XLR
RUNNER-UP Gateway 2000 40X2-66V
DX2166 $2995 i 1.90
Good
ISANESA
16/64
340-MB IDE
12
Station had more serious trouDiamond Viper VLB
RUNNER-UP Zeos 486DX2-66
DX2/66 $2742 .
1.90
Fair
ISANESA
8/64
340-MB IDE
12
ble. When we attempted to boot
from the MS-DOS 6.0 setup
For fast speed and room to grow...
disk, error messages such as
"Configuration too large for
Touché 5550T VLB 66
memory" appeared. After we
MOST EXPANDABLE
manually installed DOS, data
on the hard drive became corThis tower's expansion capabilities include support for six additional drives, up to 64 MB
of RAM, and five additional 16-bit ISA boards. The system ranked second in this category
rupt. The company pinpointed
for performance, and proved itself particularly proficient in the Lotus 1-2-3 for Windows
the problem to a defective
application test, which stresses CPU and memory-architecture performance. Local-bus
motherboard and shipped us a
video and the SCSI hard drive contributed to the system's fast performance. (Only towerreplacement. No problems were
case systems were considered for this category.)
encountered once we installed
the new system board, and the
RAM (MB)
AVAILABLE AVAILABLE
system performed well enough
WINDOWS EASE OF BUS/
STD./MAX. HARD DRIVE
BAYS 3%./5% SLOTS
VIDEO ADAPTER
PRICE SPEED
USE
LOCAL BUS
CPU
to become arunner-up in both
5
Orchid Celsius VLB
8/64
340-MB
SCSI
4/2
1.70
Fair
ISANESA
the Most Expandable and Low
$2799
BEST
Touché 55501 VLB 66
DX2/66
4
Diamond Viper VLB
213-MB IDE
4/3
Fair
ISANESA 8/64
Cost Windows categories.
RUNNER-UP MicroSource Tempest 486 VLB-66 DX2/66 $2545 1.70
5
Diamond Viper VLB
340-MB IDE
4/4
Fair
ISANESA 8/128
RUNNER-UP Cornell Windows NT Station DX2J66 $2395 1.60
The MicroSource Tempest
5
Diamond Viper VLB
210-MB IDE
1/4
Fair
ISANESA 8/128
RUNNER-UP Amax 486 VESA max Power Station DX2/66 $2699 1.80
486 VLB-66, arunner-up for
4
ATI VLB Mach32
8/128
210-MB IDE
4/4
ISO
Good
ISANESA
$2495
RUNNER-UP
Acme
VESA
Tower
DX2/66
the Most Expandable category,
5
Diamond Viper VIB
16/64
345-MB IDE
0/4
Fair
ISANESA
RUNNER-UP Amer. Multisystems Into Gold VLB 66 DX2/66 $2899 1.70
showed some design flaws.
Even though its performance
Budget—conscious?
and features scores were solid, it scored low for ease of
use, because all three of its
Micron 466VL WinStation
LOW COST
ISA slots were obstructed by
the fan-mounted CPU that limThis $2649 system tied with the fastest performers in our Windows low-level
ited the slots to half-length
and application tests. It supports up to 64 MB of RAM and uses alocal-bus imcards. Its documentation was
plementation of the Weitek Power 9000—based Diamond Viper video adapter.
aconglomeration of anumber
You can add an additional local-bus adapter along with five 16-bit ISA expansion
of different manuals from the
boards. On-site service is included in the system's standard one-year warranty.
motherboard, video board, and
drive controller manufacturWINDOWS EASE OF
BUS/
RAM ( 61B)
WARRANT,/
PRICE
CASE SPEED
USE
LOCAL BUS
STD./MAL HARD DRIVE (MONTHS) VIDEO ADAPTER
ers. Not surprisingly, we could
CPU
not locate atechnical- support
1.90
Excellent ISA/VESA 16/64
345-MB IDE
12
Diamond Viper VLB
BEST
Micron 466VL WinStation DX2/66 $2649 wl
telephone number anywhere
1.90
Good
ISANESA 8/64
340-MB IDE
12
Diamond Viper VLB
RUNNER-UP CompuAdd C466D Desktop DX2/66 $2694 ow
in the documentation.
$2742 .
1.90
Fair
ISANESA 8/64
340-MB IDE
12
Diamond Viper VLB
RUNNER-UP Zeos 486DX2-66
DX2/66
RUNNER-UP MicroSource Tempest 486 VLB-66 DX2/66 $2545
RUNNER-UP Cornell Windows NT Station DX2/66 $2395

KEY
Desktop

Tower

RUNNER-UP Amax 486 VESA max Power Station DX2/66 $2699

a

1.70

Fair

ISANESA 8/64

213-MB IDE

24

Diamond Viper VLB

a

1.60

Fair

ISANESA 8/128

340-MB IDE

24

Diamond Viper VLB

1.80

Fair

ISANESA 8/128

210-MB IDE

12

Diamond Viper VLB

a

0 Mini-tower
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THE BEST SYSTEMS FOR

HIGH-PERFORMANCE WINDOWS
F

or Windows users who require the utmost
in performance, we ranked the fastest
486s that support a32-bit data bus. These
EISA- and Micro Channel architecture
systems possess several advantages over systems built around the 16-bit ISA bus. Foremost
is the 32-bit path that sends data between peripherals and the CPU for greater throughput on
I/O performance. Theoretically, the EISA bus
supports data-transfer rates of up to 32 MBps.
while the ISA architecture is limited to amaximum of 16 MBps. Moreover, EISA and Micro
Channel architecture systems support bus-mastering devices; this allows peripherals to achieve
greater data throughput by taking control of the
expansion bus and accessing memory and other
peripherals independently of the system's CPU.
These architectures also are more functional and
easier to use than the standard AT bus because
adapter boards are software configurable so
there's no messing with DIP switches or jumpers
when setting IRQs (interrupt requests) and I/O
addresses. This drastically reduces time spent
troubleshooting conflicts. EISA adapter slots
also accept ISA boards. On the downside, EISA
and Micro Channel architecture systems cost
considerably more than their ISA counterparts.
EISA/Micro Channel architecture systems averaged $ 1000 more than the ISA-based units that
we received for this review.
Although we ranked systems for best low-cost
status in our other applications categories, we
were unable to provide similar rankings here. We
found arelatively small range in prices from the
highest to the lowest costs ($5184 and $2529, respectively). Instead, choose one of the runners-up
in either Best Overall or Most Expandable categories that meets your budget requirements.
System performance was our primary criterion for selecting the Best Overall system in this
application. We tested 30 EISA and one Micro
Channel architecture system using our Windows
benchmarks. This suite of tests includes many
popular business applications that provide realworld assessments of complete system performance. It also includes low-level tests that gauge
how well the video subsystem handles Windows
graphics calls. In addition, we also ran our exclusive PLATT (Page Level Availability Time
Test) hard disk tests, which evaluate hard disk
subsystem performance. The composite performance score was worth 60 percent of the total
evaluation. Each system's features score accounted for 30 percent of our evaluation, and
ease of use considerations made up the remaining 10 percent.
Out of the 90 systems in this review, 31 met

180
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HOW TO BUY AFAST 486
Interested in Pentium upgradability?
Look for systems that can take lull advantage of a
Pentium CPU by offering an upgrade socket or the
ability to put aPentium chip on an upgrade card, along
with memory and the secondary processor cache.

Need multiple hard drives or alarge drive?
Purchase aSCSI drive. SCSI offers greater flexibility
when installing drives, and SCSI drives typically
outperform same-size IDE drives (see "32 High-Speed
Hard Drives." September BYTE).

Need asystem for multimedia?
A number of vendors include CD-ROM drives as standard
components with their systems. Look for SCSI-based dual-speed
drives that are MPC-compliant, multisession, and compatible with
the Kodak Photo CD.

Want to give your eyes abreak?
Purchase asystem with amonitor and video adapter that support
vertical refresh rates of at least 72 Hz at resolutions of 1024 by 768
pixels. Windows users should purchase at least a15-inch
noninteriaced monitor, which provides greater screen real estate than
14-inch displays (see BYTE's Lab Report on monitors next month).

Want safeguards if the system fails?
Make sure any components integrated on the motherboard (e.g., the
hard drive controller or I/O ports) can be disabled if asystem's onboard IDE controller does not relinquish its I/O address and IRQ
(interrupt request) line; otherwise, your only solution would be to
add aSCSI controller and anew drive.

Do you need communications flexibility?
Look for asystem that has aseparate PS/2-style mouse port
or at least two serial ports. This will allow you to attach a
mouse, as well as aserial communications device such as a
fax/modem.

Do you run graphical applications?
Local-bus video accelerators can dramatically
speed up video operations in today's videointensive environments such as Microsoft
Windows, X Windows, or IBM OS/2. Make sure
that your operating system supports your video
adapter directly or by manufacturer-supplied drivers.

DECEMBER
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In Business. Everywhere.

Today, keeping up with the
market means grabbing every
opportunity on the run. That's why,
whatever you do, wherever you do it,
the ideal portable PC for your job is
in the Olivetti Philos Portables.

PHILOS PORTABLES
PopUptrackballTm.
Slotinn' power supply.
Removable HDU.
MPC business audio.

They talk like you: MPC business
audio means it's easy to add vocal notes
to documents, or send voice mail
messages. And you can communicate
with the other side of the world by fax.
modem or network using the PCMCIA
type III slot
They think like you: up to 32 Mb
RAM and up to 240 Mb HDU that is
removable for your security, all propelled by the powerful 486SL or 386SL
microchip. What's more, it can think in
vivid color.
They're smart like you: the PopUptrackballTM provides a simple and

For more
information call

Olivetti
Mired

1-800-633-9909
In Canada call:

immediate interface with ready to run
Windows 3.1. The pre-installed Lotus
Organizer is always on time, and the
User Manual is always on line.
They move like you: less than 6.5
lbs. and 81
/"x1l" of stylish design you
2
can take everywhere, for up to nine
hours of hard work. Plus, it fits neatly
into your briefcase together with its unique SlotinTre AC mains adapter. Back
in the office, just hook into the optional
Quick Desk TM and in seconds you're
in touch with your office peripherals.
Even the most complex corporate
organizations are rediscovering the
power of individuals. With the Philos
Portables, you can give your company
the best of individual productivity,
from the economical Philos 11 to the
super-productive Philos 44. Anywhere you want it.

1-800-387-9660, Ext.220

olivetti
Circle 195 on Inquiry Cord ( RESELLERS: 196).

COLORADO

TAPE

BACKUP

Colorado Tape Backup
vs. floppy disk stackup.

May We Suggest
The Stack on the Right.
You need to protect your data. With
today's bard disk capacities backing up on
floppy could take 80, 100, even 200 or
more diskettes and several bows. •
Colorado Memory Systems has abetter way.
Colorado Tape Backup. • Your data Is
your most valuable asset. Independent
studies show that recovering lost data can
take as long as 42 days, costing as much as
$98,000'. And only 6% of businesses
survive more than two years after major
data loss. » Colorado tape backup is
the easiest and most reliable way to
protect your data. With dozens of awards
and more recommendations by users,
resellers, and editors than all other backup
systems combined, nothing eke stacks up to
Colorado. • Explore Colorado Tape
Backup Solutions today. Visit your
dealer or «111800-451-0897, extension
727for details. •
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e
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1 WINDOWS

'

1

Capacities from 120 MB to 4GB"
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•SOUnt

IDC
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C.ipscuy using data compression.0 1993 Colorado Memory System. Inc All nghts reserved

Colorado and limas ,are irademarks of Colorad. Meows, Sygems Inc All other trademarks are property °Idler respective companies IMB-B311190293

Circle 75 on Inquiry Card ( RESELLERS: 76).

our specifications for the highperformance Windows. With
superior I/O performance, it is
not surprising that five out of
the top seven performers on the
PLATT disk subsystem test
were EISA bus systems teamed
with SCSI disk controllers.
This proved to be a potent
combination for hard disk performance. EISA and Micro
Channel architecture systems
outperformed ISA systems on
many of the disk-intensive subtests, such as the Word for
Windows file saves test where
five of the top six fastest transactions were achieved by
EISA-based systems. The top
four performers on the PLATT
test contained Seagate ST3390
hard drives, either with aSCSI
or IDE interface. These drives
were winners in our September Lab Report on hard drives.
The $3532 AST Premmia
4/66d won top honors in this
category with outstanding allaround performance attributable primarily to its proprietary
local-bus implementation of the
All Mach32 video chip set and
an efficient memory architecture. The Premmia outclassed
all other systems by attaining
the top scores on the five memory move tests in BYTE's
hardware benchmark.
The $3149 X I466EVL Netserver placed aclose second
behind the Premmia with superior performance scores in
all the Windows tests. However, the Premmia's outstanding
feature set offset its performance enough to overcome the
Netserver. The Netserver didn't
possess aflash ROM upgradable BIOS; its 12-month warranty pales in comparison with
the 36 months that AST provides, and its FCC Class A rating excludes it from home use.
To qualify for Most Expandable considerations, a32bit system had to have four or
more available adapter slots, at
least three available drive bays,
a200-W or greater power supply, and the capacity for at least
64 MB of system memory. The
Netserver from X IComputer
KEY
• Desktop
0 Mini-tower

Tower

WINDOWS HIGH PERFORMANCE
Need the bust for 32- bit EISA?
BEST OVERALL

AST Premmia 4/66d

The AST Premmia 4/66d combines above-average performance with
excellent features. The unit contains a256-KB secondary memory cache,
aWestern Digital IDE hard disk subsystem, and an integrated All Mach32
local-bus video adapter. System RAM can expand to 128 MB, and four
32-bit EISA expansion slots are available. Users can install three additional 3/-inch drives. The system is backed by athree-year warranty that includes on-site service. System documentation is excellent with clear text, installation instructions, illustrations, and technical-support information.

CPU

WINDOWS EASE OF
CASE SPEED
USE

PRICE

BUS/
LOCAL BUS

RAM ( MB)
510./MAX. HARD DRIVE

WARRANTY
(MONTHS) VIDEO ADAPTER
36

Mach 32 (integrated)

12

Diamond Viper VLB
Diamond Viper VLB

DX2/66 $3532 .

180

Excellent EISA/Prop

8/128

RUNNER-UP XI 466EVL Netserver

DX2/66 $3149 .

1.90

Good

EISANESA

16/128 345-MB SCSI

RUNNER-UP Comtrade EISA 66

DX2/66 $2995 .

1.90

Fair

EISANESA

8/128

340-MB SCSI 36

RUNNER-UP DECpc 466d2 MTE

DX2/66 $3398 0

1.50

Excellent EISANESA

16/64

240-MB IDE

36

S3 86C924 (integrated)

RUNNER-UP Everex Step AL EISA

DX2/66 $3133 mi

200

Fair

EISANESA

8/256

240-MB IDE

24

Diamond Viper VLB

RUNNER-UP Micron 466 XL WinServer

DX2/66 $3249

1.90

Poor

EISANESA

16/64

340-MB SCSI

12

Diamond Viper VLB

1.70

Excellent EISA/None

36

Compaq ()Vision

BEST

AST Premmia 4/66d

RUNNER-UP Compaq Deskpro Ekiii Model 24014804 DX2/66 $3861 am

340-MB IDE

16/136 240-MB IDE

Want a top-performing tower?
MOST EXPANDABLE

X I466EVL Netserver

This 66-MHz 486DX2-based system tied for the highest Windows performance
score for this category. Its large tower chassis accommodates eight additional
drives. Four of the bays offer front exposure, so you can easily add aCD-ROM and
tape drive. The unit's EISA expansion bus offers three 16-bit and two 32-bit available slots; aVL-Bus slot is also unoccupied. System RAM expands to 128 MB,
which is more than adequate for memory-intensive Windows applications. (Only
tower case systems were considered for this category.)

CPU

PRICE

WINDOWS EASE OF
SPEED
USE

BUS/
LOCAL BUS

RAM ( MB)
SID./MAL HARD DRIVE

EISANESA

AVAILABLE AVAILABLE
BAYS 3Yd5Y• SLOTS
VIDEO ADAPTER

DX2J66 $3149 1.90

Good

16/128

345-MB SCSI 3/5

6

Diamond Viper VLB

DX2/66 $3398 1.50

Excellent EISA/VESA

16/64

240-MB IDE

0/3

6

S3 86C924 ( integrated)

RUNNER-UP Micron 466VL WinServer DX2/66 $3249 1.90

Poor

EISANESA

16/64

340-MB SCSI 0/4

6

Diamond Viper VLB

RUNNER-UP Microtech MT/EVLB 4860X246DX2/66 $3699 1.70

Fair

EISANESA

16/64

341-MB IDE

1/4

7

Wizard 9000VL

DX2/66 $2495 1.80

Fair

EISANESA

8/64

250-MB SCSI 0/3

5

Diamond Viper VLB

BEST

XI
466EVL Netserver

RUNNER-UP DECpc 466d2 MTE

RUNNER-UP IDS 466E2VP

exceeded all these specifications while producing Windows results that were 90 percent faster than the baseline
Compaq Deskpro 4/33i.
Through our testing, we
found that just comparing system specifications on paper can
be deceiving. For example, the
Comtrade Electronics EISA 66,
another close runner-up for
Best Overall, clearly met the
adapter slot requirement with
five available places. However,
three of those slots were obstructed by the power switch
housing and hard drive assembly, limiting their usefulness to
only half- or three- quarterlength cards. Moreover, the

two serial ports that are attached to an I/O adapter card
blocked an additional slot. This
slot could have been easily
freed up by using the port holes
on the back of the case.
The Compaq Deskpro 66M
reached the runner-up status
for Best Overall thanks to its
EISA-based QVision 1024/E
video adapter, which is not local-bus based. Only one other
ranked system in this roundup—the Hertz—did not incorporate local bus, and that was
in the Unix category where no
video tests were performed.
QVision's ability to excel
against its local-bus competition in acategory that places

emphasis on video-intensive
Windows tests is acredit to its
design. The Compaq Deskpro
66M achieved 70 percent faster
Windows performance than its
sibling, our baseline 33-MHz
486DX Deskpro 4/33i.
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HowWe Tested
W

etested each system under
Windows 3.1, DOS 6.0, and
SCO Unix 3.2.4. DOS and
Windows performance ratings combined BYTE's low-level tests
and NSTL's application tests.
The BYTE DOS low-level tests evaluate system performance by isolating
CPU, FPU, memory, video, and hard
disk subsystems. BYTE's Windows lowlevel tests exercise the Windows GDI
(Graphical Device Interface) to determine how well asystem executes basic
Windows graphics tasks (e.g., drawing a
line or executing
BitBlts).
FEATURES
The NSTL apWe considered the following
plication tests use
features most important for
popular business
hie-end 486 systems:
applications for a
real-world repre•32 MB or more of system
memory capacity
sentation of system
performance.
•Rash ROM upgradable BIOS
The DOS perfor•Available adapter slots and
mance suite indrive bays after system
cludes
WordPerconfiguration
fect 5.1, Lotus
•Hard drive capacity and
1-2-3 release 2.4,
performance
FoxPro 2.0, and
•Adisplay resolution of 1280 by
Autodesk Ani1024 pixels
mator Pro 1.0.
The Windows
•Security features such as a
power-on password or
performance
keyboard lock
suite consists of
Microsoft Excel
•free lifetime technical support
4.0a, Microsoft
•Aone-year parts- and-labor
Word 2.0b, and
warranty, minimum
Lotus 1-2-3 for
•Bundled software that includes
Windows 1.1.
DOS and Windows
All applications
execute macros
that exercise common areas of each application. For instance, the Word for Windows test includes many subtests that
measure avariety of activities, including
file I/O, search and replace functions,
changing fonts, scrolling by page and
line, checking the spelling, print preview,
and print to afile.
All Windows tests were executed in
1024- by 768-pixel resolution with 256
colors. The DOS tests were run in the
standard VGA resolution (640 by 480
pixels at 16 colors). The BYTE Windows low-levels ran in both modes.
Finally, we performed our PLATT
hard disk tests—custom benchmarks to
measure hard disk response times (see
"32 High- Speed Hard Drives," Sep1114

tember BYTE).
For comparison, we scaled all test
scores against aCompaq Deskpro
4/33i, a33- MHz 486DX system,
whose performance equals 1.0 in our
index. Thus, asystem with aperformance index of 1.5 executed our
tests 50 percent faster than the baseline Deskpro 4/33i. We produced a
DOS and Windows performance index
number for each system. Higher numbers indicate faster performance.
Each system was also tested under
SCO Unix 3.2.4. The test suite consisted of the BYTE Lab's low-level Unix
tests and SPECmark89. The Unix tests
cover aspectrum of typical scientific
and engineering tasks. Thus, the Unix
tests evaluate each system as aworkstation, not as afile server or database
processor. Unix results are based on a
DEC VAX 11/780 equaling 1.0.
EASE OF USE
We worked with each system to gauge
how easy it is to configure and use. We
assessed how easy it was to open up the
system and install an adapter. We took
off points for slots that were obstructed— often by afan or aheat sink mounted on the CPU.
We also looked at several aspects of
the documentation including did one integrated manual come with the system or
was it acollection of manuals for each of
the system parts? Could you find what
you needed to know? Systems that received an "excellent" rating missed no
more than two of these questions, while
"poor" systems did well in only three
of these areas.
Although keyboard feel is important,
keyboard evaluation is subjective and
thus was not part of our scoring. We
also did not evaluate monitors for this report (see next month's Lab Report for
the best color monitors from 15 to 21
inches). But the systems prices listed
here are for as-tested configurations including a14- or 15-inch, 1024- by 768pixel (noninterlaced) monitor. Prices
also include akeyboard and amouse.

CONFIGURATION AND
CATEGORIES
Our testing was open to all 486-class
systems with a40-MHz or greater in-
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Testing Team ( clockwise from front): Alan loch, Siva Kumar, Andre Whittle.
Richard Fox, and Stephen Platt

ternal clock speed. We accepted ISA,
EISA, and Micro Channel architecture
buses. We requested that all systems
have at least 8MB of memory but no
more than 16 MB. We also specified
that hard drives range from 200 MB to
350 MB. We required that the system
contain no more than 1MB of hard drive
controller cache. Finally, we asked for
each system's best video hardware that
had at least 1MB of video memory and
support for 1024- by 768-pixel resolution at 256 colors.
Systems considered for Most Expandable honors had to provide at least
four available slots for expansion cards
and aminimum of three available drive
bays. We also required that these systems support 64 MB or more of system
memory and have at least a200-W power supply. Best low-cost systems were
the best performing 486s priced at $2700
or less.
OUR TEST TEAM
Michael P. Connors, Contributing Editor of PC
Digest (
an NSTL publication), writes and researches
reviews of systems and other hardware.

Richard Fox, Senior Test Engineer/NSTL„ has
spent the last two years testing high-end PCs,
software, and operating systems for NSTL
Alan loch, Senior Editor/BYTE, coordinates
combined testing between the BYTE Lab and NSTL

Siva Kumar, Technical Analyst/NSTL, specializes
in hard', me and network operating-systems testing.

Anthony Lennon, Technical Editor/NSTL,
evaluates systems, notebooks, and peripherals.

Stephen Platt, Manager of Unix
Development/NSTL, directs testing of Unix
hardware and software, Windows NT, and network
operating systems.

André Whittle, Consultant/NSTL, has participated
in large-scale hardware evaluations for the
Canadian government.

The Lab Report is an ongoing collaborative project
between BYTE Magazine and National Software Testing
Laboratories (NSTL). BYTE Magazine and NSTL are both
operating units of McGraw-Hill, Inc.

YOU HAVE ACD*
IN
MIND.
*

CD-ROM

CD- Digital Audio
CD-XA (multi-session)
CD- I
Photo- CD
Karaoke-CD
Video- CD

WE HAVE THE
SOFTWARE!
CeQuadrat

CeQuadrat is aproducer of desktop CD publishing
software for various platforms (Windows, Windows NT,
Macintosh and Sun).
The first commercially available and best-selling
Windows CD-Writer software is made by us.
We can help you to make your own CD.
Give us acall or write to us and ask for WinOnCD,
MacOnCD aid SunOnCD.

CeQuadrat GmbH, Dennewartstraf3e 27, D-52068 Aachen, Tel +49 241 9631 100, Fax +49 241 9631 101
Macintosh is aregistered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.! Windows is atrademark of Microsoft Corporation/
Photo-CD is atrademark of Kodak, Inc./All other products are trademarks of their respective holders.
Copyright 1993 CeQuadrat GmbH, Germany. All rights reserved.
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Leading the way in display technologies, CIX
provides you with the total monitor solutions.

Climb aboard.

Max. Resolvtinne
Digital Control
Full Screen
Low Radiation

e

so 9000

Certified
Quality

Competitve
Pricing

CTX
Monitor Specialists

MODEL
(RT/Dot Pitch
Scan Frequency—

l-800-888-2012
Bin (909) 594-8973

14684
1410.28 mm
H: 30-38 KHz
V: 50-90 Hz
1024x768/87Hz

1451
1410.28mm
H: 30.50 Kin
V: so-90 it:
1024x768/60Itx

1461
1470.28mnt
H: 30 60 KHz
Y:50-90 Hz
1024x168/77It

1561
1570.28mm
H: 30-60 KHz
Y. 50-90 Itz
1024x768/7211:

54613tR

Yes
1451LR

Yes
1461LR

Yes
15611.1

1560
15-/0.21mm
H: 30-60 KHz
V: se-90 Hz
10244768/721h
Yes
Yes
1
56010

17601.1
1T/0.28m
H: 30-65 KHz
V: 50-90 Hz .
12800024/60Hz
Yes
Yes
Yes

Considering a monitor? See your CIX dealer today.

CIX OEM

CTX INTERNATIONAL

CIX SOUTH

CTX EAST

CTX MIDWEST

20530 F.arlgate Street

6090-F Nontsbelt Pkwy

146 Division Place

500 Park Blvd., Ste. 425

1225 F.. Crosby Rd., A21

Walnut, CA 91789

Norcross, GA 30071

Hackensack, NJ 07601

Itasca, IL 60143

Carrollton. TX 75006

909/595-6146

404,729-8909

201/646-0707

708/285-0202

214/416-9610

Fax 909'595-6293

Fax 404/729-8805

Fax 201/646-1998

Fax 708/285-0212

Fax 214/245-7447

Copyright 1993. CIX International, Inc. All right. reserved

All brand or product florees are trade marks or registered trademarks of their respective owners.
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DOS GENERAL PURPOSE

BYTE

BEST

Performance in our DOS lowlevel and application tests was
the key consideration for select-

Want the best DOS performer?
BEST OVERALL

ing the winners and runners-up
in this category. From the lowlevel tests, we looked for abalance of fast CPU, memory, hard

„glee

Ude

ll

0

01111001111

Gateway 2000 4DX2-66V

This 66-MHz 486DX2-based system posted the highest performance
score of any system ranked in our DOS evaluations. It blazed through
our DOS performance tests twice as fast as the baseline 33-MHz 486DX
system. The Gateway system's speed is attributable to the system's
ATI Ultra XLR local-bus video adapter and its 256 KB of secondary

drive, and video subsystems per-

memory cache, which makes the system well suited for memory-intensive tasks, such

formance.
Within the DOS applications
suite, we placed the greatest em-

as the Lotus 1-2-3 component of our application tests. Gateway's clear documentation is detailed. A chassis
lock protects internal components and boot/keyboard password options help prevent unauthorized access. System RAM expands to 64 MB, and the unit's sturdy tower chassis supports five additional mass-storage devices.

phasis on the WordPerfect 5.1
and Lotus 1-2-3 release 2.4 test
CPU

results. These tests helped us pro-

CASE

00S
SPEED

EASE Of
USE

BUS/
LOCAL BUS

VIARRIUITY
HARD DRIVE (MONTHS)

BEST

I

2.00

Good

ISA/VESA

16/64

256/256

340-MB IDE

12

mance score that was worth 60

RUNNER-UP HP Vectra 486 PC

DX2/66 $3531 •

1.60

Excellent

ISA/Prop

8/64

256/256

240-MB IDE

36

RUNNER-UP Dell OptiPlex 466/MXV

DX2/66 $3593 •

1.80

Excellent

ISA/VESA

16/64

128/128

320-MB IDE

12

RUNNER-UP DECpc 466d2 LPX

DX2/66 $3168

um

1.70

Good

ISANESA

16/64

256/256

240-MB IDE

36

RUNNER-UP IBM ValuePoint 6384-W71 DX2J66 $2919 •

1.50

Excellent

ISANESA

8/64

128/256

325-MB IDE

12

RUNNER-UP Touché 55501 VLB 66

1.60

Fair

ISANESA

8/64

256/256

340-MB SCSI

24

Next, we factored in features
scores, which represented 30 percent and ease- of-use rankings,
which made up 10 percent of our
evaluation. For this category, we
only considered ISA-bus sys-

DX2/66 $2995

RAM ( MB) RAM CACHE
STDJMA1 (KB)

duce acomposite DOS perforpercent of our evaluation.

Gateway 2000 4DX2-66V

PRICE

DX2/66 $2799

I

For DOS with growth potential...
MOST EXPANDABLE

tems.We excluded EISA- and

Touché 55501 VLB 66

This system tied for the fastest DOS performance among the machines that qualified for

Micro Channel—bus architectures

most-expandable considerations. The efficiency of the system's memory architecture,

that are designed for higher I/O

which includes a 256-KB secondary memory cache, is evident in the fast performance

performance at amuch higher

logged for the Lotus 1-2-3 benchmarks. The tower chassis supports six additional drives.

cost. With the widespread use of

Both 1.2- and 1.44-MB floppy drives are included, and you can easily add aCD-ROM and
atape drive. Five 16-bit ISA expansion slots are available and up to 64 MB of RAM is

local bus, ISA systems have been

supported for demanding applications. An AMI SCSI and an Orchid video adapter occupy

able to narrow the I/O perfor-

the 66-MHz 486DX2-based system's two VL-Bus slots. (Only tower-case systems were

mance gap with EISA architec-

considered for this category.)

ture models.
Nine out of the top 13 DOS
CPU

systems used local-bus ISA, the
remaining were local-bus EISA
systems. When weighting tests
for specific DOS applications,
including CAD, we saw no significant differences from the general-purpose rankings.
Rankings for This Application Considered:

DOS
SPEED

PRICE

EASE OF
USE

BUS/
LOCAL BUS

RAM (MI)
STDJMAX.

HARD BMW

AVAILABLE BAYS
3%/44

AVAILABLE
SLOB

DX2/66 $2799

1.60

Fair

ISANESA

8/64

340-MB SCSI

4/2

5

RUNNER-UP Acma VESA Tower

DX2/66

S2495

1.60

Good

ISA/VESA

8/128

210-MB IDE

4/4

4

RUNNER-UP Xinetron )(/LAN Tower 40661E

DX2/66 $3985

1.60

Poor

ISA/VESA

16/256

340-MB SCSI

2/3

4

RUNNER-UP Cornell Windows NT Station

DX2/66 $2395

1.30

Fair

ISA/VESA

8/128

340-MB IDE

4/4

5

RUNNER-UP MicroSource Tempest 486 VLB-66 DX2/66 $2545

1.30

Fair

ISANESA

8/64

213-MB IDE

4/3

4

BEST

Touché 5550T VLB 66

When cost counts...
LOW COST

DOS PERFORMANCE 60%

IBC VESA AD System

This $2369 tower system includes aCardex W32 local-bus video adapter and a256-KB
secondary memory cache. System RAM expands to 32 MB (other, more expensive systems
we tested could hold 64 MB or more). You can add one additional VL-Bus and four 16-bit ISA
expansion boards, along with three mass-storage devices. A one-year warranty is standard;
on-site service and extended warranties are available.

FEATURES 30%

CPU
BEST

KEY
wt Desktop
0 Mini-tower

Tower

IBC VESA AD System

PRICE

DX2/66 $2369

CASE

DOS
SPEED

EASE Of
USE

BUS/
LOCAL BUS

RAM (MB) RAM CACHE
STIJMAX. ( KB)

WARRANTY
HARO DRIVE ( MONTHS)

I

1.80

Fair

ISANESA

8/32

256/256

240-MB IDE

12

RUNNER-UP Dyna Micro VL6 Business System DX2/66 $2195 •

1.70

Fair

ISANESA

8/32

256/256

345-MB IDE

12

RUNNER-UP Micron 466)11. WinStation

DX2/66 $2649 •

1.40

Excellent ISA/VESA

16/64

256/256

345-MB IDE

12

RUNNER-UP CompuAdd C466D Desktop

DX2/66 $2694 •

1.50

Good

ISA/VESA

8/64

256/256

340-MB IDE

12

RUNNER-UP Aero T466VSB

DX2/66 $2150

I

1.60

Fair

ISANESA

8/32

256/256

340-MB IDE

12

RUNNER-UP Mega Eco 486DX2/66

DX2/66 $2289 •

1.60

Fair

ISA/Prop

8/32

128/256

254-MB IDE

12

Pentium Performance
T

Users who will best benefit
from Pentium performance
Windows Tests
will be those using large
spreadsheets, CAD, and other
Excel
financial and scientific/engi(financial)
neering applications.
Excel
The Unix results in the
(statistics and math)
Unix Tests bar graph show
that Unix users can expect
1-2-3for Windows
similar performance improvements. When comparPentium
0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350
ing Pentium and 486 systems
486
(transactions per minute)
running 486 code, integer operations are 24 percent faster
PROCESSOR TESTS
Excel resdts are processorintensive subsets of the overall test. Higher values show faster speed.
on the Pentium than on the
To compare Pentium and 486 proces486, due to the multiple
Unix Tests
sor performance, we ran our standard
caches and the second integer
DOS and Windows applications benchALU. However, floatingmarks.We also ran the SPECmark89
point- intensive tasks show a
SPEC integer tests
Unix benchmarks using code written for
much greater level of im486 processors and code that was optiprovement: They're almost 60
SPEC FPU tests
mized for Pentium computers.
percent faster on Pentiums
The DOS/Windows applications show
than on the fastest 486s. The
performance levels for standard business
wider 64-bit bus enables the
SPEC overall
software. The SPEC tests show how PenPentium processor to fetch
tium-tuned applications may run.
and store double- precision
Pentium, optimized code
[Editor's note: Rather than choosing
numbers in asingle access:
0
10
20
30
40
50
60
asingle 486 baseline machine for commultiple caches improve inSPECmarks
parison, we used the best score attained
ternal cache performance; and
for each test by any of the 486s in this
the FPU is vastly improved. Integer and FPU results are subsets of the SPECmark89 suite. Higher values show faster speed.
report. Pentium results are averages of
The Unix Tests bar graph
all the Pentium systems we tested.]
DISK AND VIDEO
also shows Pentium performance after
All the tested Pentium systems conwe recompiled SPECmark89 using
tained 16 MB of RAM except where
Liant's LPI FORTRAN compiler and
Our disk-intensive tests showed amixed
noted. The Tangent and Unisys systems
The Santa Cruz Operation's Advanced
bag: Sometimes Pentiums are faster,
contained 340- MB hard drives; the
Technology Optimizing C compiler.
sometimes 486s are faster. The 486s that
others came with 520- to 540-MB drives.
Both are Pentium-aware compilers.
outperformed Pentiums in these tests all
Prices include 14- or 15-inch monitors.
Integer performance on aPentium usran caching hard drive controllers.
The Tangent video system supports
ing Pentium-specific code is 44 percent
In benchmarks that emphasized low1600- by 1200-pixel resolution.
faster than when running generic code
level operations such as the pixel and
Our application- test results in the
on the same hardware. The average PenBitBlt tests, the system with the fastest
Windows Tests bar graph indicate a30
tium system using Pentium-specific code
video card won. Pentium-based systems
percent to 120 percent performance imis 79 percent faster than a486 running
had adecided advantage in tests of disprovement with Pentium systems when
generic code. Floating-point perforplay and processor performance, such
compared to afast 486. The tests called
mance shows an even greater improveas the Polygon tests.
out in this graph are those that make sigment: 81 percent faster by using reThe bottom line: If your tasks are
nificant use of the processor, primarily
compiled code, and 190 percent faster
data-intensive (large database searches)
by executing mathematical functions.
than the 486 running the older programs.
or display- intensive (text and word processing), aPentium system is
probably not your best bet. InPENTIUM PERFORMANCE
stead, get a486 with the best
Acer
AMS
ALR
Compaq
IBM
Tangent
Unisys
graphics cards and disk subsysAcerAltos
InfoGold
Evolution V Deskpro
ValuePoint
Pentium
PPP
tems you can buy. If your life is
7000
P6ONT
Pentium
5160M
P60/1)
60VL
Advantage Plus
spent crunching numbers, perSPECmark89
40.1
43.9
46.4
48.2
44.5
43.5
48.8
haps in CAD problems, comDOS
1.7
1.6
2.2
2.0
2.2
2.1
1.9
puter graphics, or engineering
Windows
2.5
2.5
2.4
2.3
2.5
2.2
2.1
simulations, Pentium may be
Price $5550' $5499
$4881
N/A
$5479 $4995 $8801 2
just the thing you need.
—Stephen Platt
'Estimated street price • Includes 40 MB of RAM
N A = not available.
o see how much more power
Pentiums offer over 486-class
systems, we tested seven Pentium-based computers: the IBM
ValuePoint P60/D, the Acer Computer
AcerAltos 7000, ALR's Evolution V
Pentium, the Tangent Pentium 60VL,
AMS's InfoGold P6ONT, and the Unisys
PW= Advantage Plus. We divided our
testing into tasks that challenged the
processor directly and tasks that tested
the hard disk and video subsystems.
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Large screen with
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zoom function in
all applications.

calculations. Plus
abuilt-in
programming
language for the
enthusiast.

The most advanced Agenda and

Remarkably, the

Additional plug-in software

Time Management System that

PSION Series 3a runs

applications available, including

compare with the biggest and

for months of normal

financial, banking, spell checker,

best desktop software.

use on two standard

dictionaries, games and more.

AA batteries.

THE NEW PSION SERIES 3a
WITH DIGITAL VOICE TECHNOLOGY.
AN IDEA SO FRESH IT TALKS BACK TO YOU.

I

Now, PSION adds voice recording and playback to its already advanced computer
functionality in the new PSION Series 3a. So you can pocket the power of

a 16-bit, multi-tasking operating system, afull palette of built-in, integrated
applications and digital audio, too. And you can take it all with you at aprice
worth talking about— units start as low as $399. Call

410

1800 54 PSION for the dealer location nearest you.
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Energy Star Systems
A

with all Energy Star coma DPMS-compliant IBM
ccording to the EPA ( Environ9521-21P monitor. Once the
mental Protection Agency),
puters.
computers account for 5percent
For example, AST sells
proper settings were configof all commercial electric conone of its low-emission monured in the EcoSystem's
sumption today. The agency says that
itors with the Bravo. The
CMOS, all we had to do was
figure could reach 10 percent by the year
system communicates with
press asimple hot key to
2000. To combat this rising consumpthe monitor through one of
shut down the system and
tion, the EPA has developed its Energy
the pins in the video cathe monitor. The system
Star Computer Program, which calls for
ble. The system's CMOS
awakens at the touch of
vendors to voluntarily design systems
setup has settings for
akey, but the monitor
...
that reduce power consumption.
shutting down the hard
must be physically
The EPA's power-consumption specdisk and the system after
turned off and on again.
ification for computers and monitors is
auser-definable period of
When the monitor was
time. When the system AST Bravo LP4/66d 536-per-year sayings.
simple: The product must be capable of
in the low-power state
entering alow-power state of 30 W or
shuts down, it sends the
(one step above the shutdown
less when inactive. Starting last Octoappropriate signal to the monitor to do
mode) it consumed 25 W of power and
ber, U.S. government agencies, under
the same. As the following table shows,
woke up instantly at the touch of akey.
executive order, could only purchase
both the AST monitor and system
Other monitors such as FlexScan
products that met the Enerachieve the Energy Star remodels from Nanao offer athird comgy Star standard.
quired 30 W or less when in
munication process. The monitor enters
We tested power conits low-power mode.
into its low-power mode when it senses
sumption for two systems
To standardize the comablank screen such as those typically
that meet the Energy Star
munications between the
activated by ascreen saver. After auserguidelines, the $2746 AST
computer and monitor, the
definable period in its low-power mode,
Bravo LP 4/66d Desktop
VESA ( Video Electronics
the monitor will then enter its shutdown
and the $2299 486DX2-66
Standards Association)
or lowest-power consumption mode.
EcoSystem from Insight.
devised the DPMS (DisWhen buying Energy Star compoFor complete power savplay Power Managenents (e.g., asystem and amonitor),
ings, systems need to be
ment Signaling) Pro- make sure that the communications techmatched with an Energy Star
po s
aI . This technique,
nique used to initiate power- saving
monitor, since monitors repemployed by the Inmodes in one component is compatible
595-per-ye& see.
•
Insight EcoSystem .
resent the greatest power
sight EcoSystem, defines
with that used in the other. Focus your
draw in acomputer system.
four different power management states
decision on the monitor's energy levels,
Although Energy Star defines power
and aclear methodology for the display
since this component offers the greatconsumption guidelines, there isn't a controller to send signals to the display.
est potential for power savings. Surcommon method for implementing
The computer's video controller talks
prisingly, you won't pay apremium
them. Vendors have devised their own
to the monitor by varying the horizontal
price for energy-efficiency. Both of these
power-saving techniques, so not all Enand vertical synchronization signals.
Energy Star systems were below the
ergy Star monitors are designed to work
We tested the Insight EcoSystem with
average price in this Lab Report.

), bpiA/we

POWER CONSUMPTION UNDER WINDOWS
The AST Bravo and Insight EcoSystem meet the EPA's specification for a30-W or less power draw in conservation mode. The
Compaq Deskpro represents power consumption of computers not designed for power savings.
CONSUMPTION

COSTS

Full power

Power conservation mode

(watts)

(watts)

486 systems

Watt hours/
Computer Monitor Total

day (total)

Full power
Watt hours/

Computer Monitor Total

Per day

Power conservation mode
(watts)
Per year

Per day

day (total) (total) (total) (total)

Per year
(
total)

AST Bravo LP 4/66d with
AST SVGA-LA monitor

36

61

97

2328

30

25

55

1656

SO 35

$127

SO 25

$91

32

110

142

3408

28

6

34

1680

$0.51

$187

SO 25

$92

68

85

153

3672

NA

N/A

KA

NIA

SO 55

$201

NA

N/A

Insight 486DX2-66 EcoSystem with
IBM 9521 21P monitor
Comaq Deskpro 66m with
NEC MultiSync 5FGe monitor
N/A = not applicable.
Note: Fullpower and conservation- mode numbers are based on BYTE/NSTL test results. The following assumptions are made on usage and cost estimates: $0.15 per kilowatthour: systems and monitors are left running 24 hours aday, 365 days ayear; and systems and monitors with conservation modes are in that state for 16 hours aday and are
configured for maximum conservation.
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Circle 117 on Inquiry Card ( RESELLERS: 11

THE BEST SYSTEMS FOR

UNIX APPLICATIONS

C

omputationally intensive Unix tasks require all the
data-processing power aCPU can muster. To find the
best 486 systems for Unix, we combined the SPECmark89 and BYTE Unix benchmarks for insights into
processing abilities. To gauge hard-disk subsystem performance, we used the PLATT disk drive tests developed for
the September Lab Report on hard drives ( see "32 HighSpeed Hard Drives," September BYTE).
The SPEC tests consist of scientific and mathematical tasks
such as the manipulation of large matrices and asimulation of
anuclear reactor. As such, these tasks are CPU-intensive and
fast performance depends on efficient cache and memory architectures. The overall SPECmark rating is made up of two
scores that divide the test suite into integer and floating-point
tasks. The BYTE Unix benchmarks provide additional insight into the file- and pipe-based operations of subsystems.
We developed an aggregate score based on an equal weighting of all these tests; this score represented 60 percent of our
overall evaluation.
Our features rating counted for 30 percent of our evaluation.
For Unix, systems scored high if they supported large amounts
of memory (aminimum of 32 MB, with 64 MB or more being preferable). All but two of the systems ranked in this section supported at least 64 MB of RAM on the motherboard.
The exceptions, which only supported 32 MB of memory,
were both Low Cost runners-up: the Dyna Micro VL6 Business System and the Eco 486DX2/66 from Mega Computer
Systems. The Hertz 486/d66x2Ei, aMost Expandable runner-up, can address the highest amount of memory—up to a
whopping 384 MB.
Secondary processor cache is also essential for fast Unix
performance due to its multitasking and heavy computational activities. All but three of our Unix-ranked systems accommodated amaximum of 256 KB of processor cache. Two
systems supported only 128 KB of RAM cache, while the
$3532 AST Premmia was anotable exception for its ability to
hold up to 512 KB.
Our features scoring also considered the amount of available drive bays for additional CD-ROM, tape, and hard drives.
Ease of use made up the remaining 10 percent of our evaluation. We rated how easy it was to open up the system and install adapter cards. We examined each system for obstructed
slots and labels on the I/O ports. We also ranked each system's
documentation for comprehensiveness and organization.
Unlike the other categories, all the systems in our test sample—no matter what bus architecture—were eligible for Unix
ranking.
The $3398 DECpc 466d2 MTE from DEC took the top
honors as the Best Overall Unix system thanks to aSPECmark89 of 17.80 and ascore of "excellent" for ease of use. The
$3133 Everex Step VL and the $2369 IBC VESA AD System
also achieved aSPECmark of 17.80; however, both systems
logged low features and ease-of- use ratings. They posted
scores that placed them within the top 20 systems, which was
enough to qualify the IBC as aLow Cost runner-up, but not
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KEY SYSTEMS TERMS
Bus mastering
A bus-mastering adapter can take control of the expansion bus and
access memory and other peripherals independently of the system's
CPU. Greater data throughput can be achieved when the CPU is
bypassed. This support can be found in EISA and Micro Channel
architecture systems.
DMA
Direct memory access. Specialized circuitry in a system that allows
devices to move information from one area of system memory to
another without using the CPU. Like bus mastering, data can be
moved faster through DMA than when the CPU performs the transfer.
Four-way set associative cache
One type of architecture for the processor cache or RAM cache. This
configuration provides greater performance potential than the directmapped or two-way set associative RAM caches.
Interleaved memory
One type of system memory architecture that speeds up sequential
memory accesses by dividing the RAM into two or more separate
banks. Each bank holds alternating words of data. This structure
allows the bank that is not currently being read to be updated. The
best memory design is both paged and interleaved.
IRQ
Interrupt request. Designated lines that are used by the hardware to
notify the CPU that it requires CPU processing time.
Paged memory
A design of system memory that speeds up memory accesses by
dividing the RAM into two or more banks of data. Each bank holds
alternating blocks or pages of memory. The best memory design is
both paged and interleaved.
PCI
Peripheral Component Interconnect. A local-bus standard devised by
Intel that allows the addition of up to 10 local-bus devices and
supports concurrent CPU and bus-master operation. PCI also supports
the 64-bit Pentium processor. PCI will grow in popularity as more
vendors incorporate the PCI bus with their Pentium systems. See
VL-Bus.
Superecalar
A technique that allows the CPU to execute more than one instruction
simultaneously. Programs that are optimized for this design can
produce significantly faster performance.
UART
The universal asynchronous receiver/transmitter that transmits and
receives all the data during serial communications. The older UART
designs like the 8250 and 16450 can encounter problems with highspeed communications and operations in amultitasking environment.
The 16550 design alleviates these problems by the incorporation of a
16-byte FIFO (first-in/first-out) buffer.
Vleitue
A local-bus standard developed by the VESA (Video Electronics
Standards Association) that allows devices to connect directly to the
processor bus and operate at its clock speed. The VL-Bus can support
up to three local-bus devices and is a simple extension of the
standard ISA or EISA bus. The VL-Bus is utilized in many of today's
high-performance 486DX2 systems. Many vendors produce VL-Bus
adapters. See PCI.

sufficient for the Everex to be
ranked.
By design, DX2/66 systems
cannot achieve the floatingpoint performance of the traditional RISC- based Unix
workstations. But many of the
systems supply aWeitek mathcoprocessor socket that will
boost performance. Alternatively, you can bypass the 486
and look directly to Pentiumbased systems that offer superior floating-point performance.
The DECpc 466d2 MTE
also met all the qualifications
for the Most Expandable category with six available EISA
slots ( one with the VL-extension), three free 51/
4inch drive
bays, and support for up to 64
MB of memory. Its unmatched
speed in our combined Unix
tests, as well as its excellent features rating put the DECpc at
the top of this category, too. No
other system that ranked for
Best Overall honors placed
among the leaders in the Most
Expandable category.
None of our tests were executed in agraphical windowing environment like SCO
Open Desktop or X Windows.
Thus, we did not address video
performance in our rankings.
However, users of such environments would greatly benefit
from local-bus video accelerators present in most of the systems we tested. Make sure your
operating system supports the
video adapter you purchase;
otherwise, you might be limited to operating in only standard 640- by 480-pixel VGA
resolution and not the higher
Super VGA modes the adapter
is capable of driving.

BYTE

UNIX GENERAL PURPOSE

BEST

Need unexcelled 486 Unix?
DECpc 466d2 MTE

BEST OVERALL

The efficiency of this system's memory architecture is evident in the
SPECmark89 rating of 17.80, which tied the Everex for the fastest time among
systems ranked for Unix. This test identifies systems with the best integer
and floating-point performance. The DECpc is equipped with aQuantum IDE
hard disk subsystem and an integrated S3 86C924 local-bus video adapter.
DEC provides athree-year warranty that includes on- site service.

CPU
BEST

DECpc 466d2 MTE

UNIX SPEED
SPECBYTE
EASE OF
MARK89 BENCHMARK USE

PRICE

BUS/
LOCAL BUS

RAM ( MB) RAM CACHE
WARRANTY
STO /MAX. ( KB)
HARD DRIVE (MONTHS)

DX2/66 $3398 17.80

2.20

Excellent

EISA/VESA 16/64

2561256

240-MB IDE

36

RUNNER-UP HP Vectra 486 PC

DX2/66 $3531 17.10

2.40

Excellent

ISA/Prop

8/64

256/256

240-MB IDE

36

RUNNER-UP NCR System 3333

DX2/66 $4290 16.80

1.90

Excellent

ISA/VESA

16/64

256/256

340-MB IDE

36

RUNNER-UP AST Premmia 4/66d

DX2/66 $3532 16.90

2.10

Excellent

EISA/Prop

8/128

256/512

340-MB IDE

36

RUNNER-UP NCR System 3350

DX2/66 $5010 17.40

2.10

Excellent

MCA/Prop

16/192

128/128

340-MB SCSI

36

RUNNER-UP Dell OptiPlex 466/MXV

DX2/66 S3593 17.70

2.40

Excellent

ISANESA

16/64

128/128

320-MB IDE

12

RUNNER-UP Dell Dimension XPS 466V

DX2/66 $3312 17.50

2.30

Good

ISANESA

16/64

256/256

320-MB IDE

12

RUNNER-UP Compaq Deskpro 66M I.lcdel 244)14OVI DX2/66 S3861 17.40

2.10

Excellent

EISA/N/A

16/136

256/256

240-MB IDE

36

Require a tower that's easy to upgrade?
DECpc 466d2 MTE

MOST EXPANDABLE

Unmatched performance ( see above) along with room to grow enables the DECpc to win
top honors in this category. The system can handle up to 64 MB of RAM, and its tower
chassis accommodates three additional 5'/..-inch, half-height drive bays. The system also
offers one available VL-Bus slot along with five 32-bit EISA slots; the 66-MHz 486DX2
processor resides on acard, which makes processor upgrading easy. Excellent security
features include keyboard and boot password options, along with a keyboard and chassis
lock. (Only tower-case systems were considered for this category.)

CPU
BEST

DECpc 466d2 MTE

PRICE

UNIX SPEED
SPECBYTE
EASE OF
MARK89 BENCHMARK USE

BUS/
LOCAL BUS

RAM ( MB)
STD/MAX.

HARD DRIVE

AVAILABLE BAYS AVAILABLE
3'h/5$
SLOTS

DX2/66 $3398

17.80

2.20

Excellent EISA/VESA 16/64

240-MB IDE

0/3

6

RUNNER-UP Touché 55501 VLB 66

DX2/66 $2799

17.50

2.20

Good

8/64

340-MB SCSI

4/2

5

RUNNER-UP Hertz 486/d66x2Ei

DX2/66 $5062

17.20

1.80

Excellent EISA/None

8/384

340-MB SCSI

7/2

7

RUNNER-UP XI 466EVL Netserver

DX2/66 $3149

16.80

2.50

Good

345-MB SCSI

3/5

6

ISANESA

EISANESA 16/128

Want the best Unix on a budget?
Micron 466VL WinStation

LOW COST

The $2649 Micron 466VL WinStation functions well as aUnix workstation. Its 64-

Rankings for This Application Considered:

MB memory maximum is adequate for many Unix tasks, and its standard 256-KB

UNIX PERFORMANCE 60%

secondary memory cache can eliminate many wait states on memory accesses.
Users can install another local-bus adapter along with five 16-bit ISA expansion
boards. On-site service is included in the standard one-year warranty. The system's
desktop chassis provides two additional 57,-inch half- height drive bays in the front.

UNIX SPEED
SPECBYTE
MARK89 BENCHMARK

EASE OF
USE

BUS/
LOCAL BUS

RAM ( MO) RAM CACHE
STO./MAX ( KB)

HARD DRIVE

DX2/66 $2649 .

17.40

1.90

Excellent

ISANESA

16/64

256/256

345- MB IDE

RUNNER-OP CompuAdd C466D Desktop

DX2/66 $2694

ex

17.40

2.40

Good

ISA/VESA

8/64

256/256

340-MB IDE

RUNNER-UP IBC VESA AD System

DX2/66 $2369

I

17.80

2.20

Fair

ISANESA

8/64

256/256

240-MB IDE

FEATURES 30%
CPU
11;',101111-1

BEST

1(15

KEY
Desktop
E Mini-towp,

É T(w.ur

Micron 466VL WinStation

PRICE

CASE

RUNNER-UP Zoos 486DX2-66

DX2/66 $2742 .

16.60

1.90

Fair

ISANESA

8/64

256/256

340-MB IDE

RUNNER-UP Mega ECO 486DX2/66

DX2/66 $2289 .

16.90

1.80

Fair

ISA/Prop

8/32

128/256

254-MB IDE

RUNNER-UP Dyna Micro VL6 Business System DX2/66 $2195 .

16.30

2.10

Fair

ISANESA

8/32

256/256

345-MB IDE
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W E CAN
UNDERSTAND
W HY OTHER
COMPANIES
DON'T I
NCLUDE
A 3YEAR
W ARRANTY.
(If We Sold Their CompL
In the computer business, the standard warranty is one year. As in twelvi
computer and you get afree 3- year warranty: Buy one of their computers
'01993 Compaq Computer Corporation. MI rights reserved. COMPAQ Registered U.S. Patent and Trademark Office. • 3- year limited warranty. Certain restrictions and exclusions

e

ters We Wouldn't Either.)
months. 365 days. 8,760 hours. Buy any Compaq
Lnd you could find yourself counting the minutes.

compAa

',Mors, battery packs, peripherals and certain options arc covered by aone-year warranty. Call the Compaq Customer Support Center and select the PAQFan option for details.

Circle 79 on Inquiry Card.

HONORABLE MENTIONS
Tired of swapping disks while installing software? Gateway 2000 has solved that problem for the CDROM—equipped systems it sells. Gateway includes aCD that
contains agreat deal of software such as Microsoft Windows,
QAPlus diagnostic utility,
Microsoft Multimedia Pack
with sound and video samples, and several other useful applications. Not only is
this technique more convenient than swapping floppy
disks but it's also quicker. Two other vendors supplied CDROM drives, but neither included aCD.

You can easily transfer or secure data
The AST Bravo's case

is acinch to remove. No need to

search for ascrewdriver, simply twist

Aith the

systems from Diamond Technologies and Logisys. which
included removable IDE hard drives. Both systems contained

the knob on the back of the

standard internal drives and an additional hard drive

unit and the cover slides

that is easily inserted or removed from the front of

right off: No fist banging
or wrestling is required.

the case. This makes an ideal configuration for

Acouple of other

multiple users who need to share asystem, users

system cases were

that need to repeatedly transfer data between

removable without

home and office systems, or for those that require

loosening screws, but the

their data to be secured at the end of the day.

AST's design was unparalleled.

D ubions Achievements
This key is essential

to users who wish to install SCO Unix 3.2.4 on the Grafika

4V2 from DTK. It was necessary to repeatedly press this key throughout the installation
procedure for it to be successful. DTK recommended we use this tactic when we told
them the system repeatedly locked. To avoid lockups during our DOS and Window
performance testing, DTK had us disable the external cache.

We did a double-take

when we looked inside the Everex Step VL. In

order to fit into its slimline case, the system's adapter slots must be horizontal.
Everex achieved this by converting astandard vertical bus motherboard with a
special adapter that fit into one of the VL-Bus slots that was fitted with five
horizontal adapter slots. So at first glance, you see both horizontal and vertical
slots, which looks baffling. To worsen matters, it's necessary to remove the
power supply to get access to two of these rigged slots. This access problem
was not unique to the Everex, other slimline designs presented the same
obstacles to expansion.

Say what you mean.

Several systems displayed the confusing message "486 at 66MHz, Setting at 25"

during POST. We wanted top performance, so we changed the CPU frequency setting to 66 MHz. But this
resulted in extremely sluggish performance. We later found out that this setting affects memory access and
not the CPU— the higher the number the slower the memory access. So, we switched them back to 25 MHz.
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From parallel 860s, to 386, 486 and Pentiums . . .

NDPTM Fortran Drives
Them All!

M

icroway's industry- leading
32-bit Fortran produces the
highest quality numeric code and
supports all x86 operating systems,
processors and numeric devices.
NDP Fortran was used to port
industry standards like SRAC's
COSMOS/M to the 486 and is
required to use AspenTech's ASPEN
PLUS, IBM's OSL, and Fluid Dynamics'
FIDAP. The compiler uses advanced numeric optimizations
and instruction scheduling which favor fast numerics and
RISC devices.
NDP Fortran, Cie++, Pascal
and our new Fortran 90
for the 386, 486,
Pentium, and 860 run
MVP Fortran-860.
under either Extended
DOS, OS/2, NT, UNIX
Micro
V.3/4, SOLARIS, or
Way
COHERENT.

QuadPuter®-860 ... 200 Megaflops
The 200 megaflops of Microway '
sQuatiPuter-860 are optimally
harnessed using NDP Fortran-860, libraries from IMSL, NAG
and KUCK, and the ¡'SR Vectorizer.

NDP C-860

Micro
Way

The extended DOS
compilers feature GREX, Microway's pr,)r ierary deviceindependent graphics library. To run large applications on
DOS, our VCPI-based, demand paged virtual memory is
superior to all alternatives. We also offer DPMI support for
the OS/2 and the Windows DOS Prompt Box. The OS/2
compilers include support for OS/2's 32-bit graphics engine.
Microway's NDP Fortran 90 is afull implementation of the
ANSI Fortran 90, which includes the entire array syntax
notation, dynamic memory allocation, module definitions,
and acomplete library of intrinsics. Call for your free demo

6IQACUBE TM
Microway can build
you acustomized one
gigaflop NFS computational server using
five QuadPuters @
running in one of our
industrial grade Towers
for under $50K. We
also configure less
expensive 486 workstations. All feature
industrial grade American power supplies
based on Todd cores
and
flow- through
filtered cooling.

disk and white paper.
If you plan to use a386, 486, 860 or Pentium and require
portability across operating systems, numeric speed,
precision and superior technical support, then NDP Fortran,
CI
C++ or Pascal is the only solution.

Microway

To learn why more government research labs, universities and
engineers worldwide specify "Microway" call our Technical
Support Department.
To enroll in our Fortran 90 Professional Training Seminar in
Boston in January or San Jose in March, please call 508-746-7341.

Technology You Can Count On

Corporate Headquarters, Research Park, Box 79, Kingston, MA 02364 USA • TEL 508-746-7341 • FAX 508-746-4678
U.K. 081-541-5466 • Germany 40-524-5096 • Greece 01-222-3511 • India 11 681 0645 • Israel 3-751-2929
Italy 2-749-0749 • Japan 079 822 5855 • Poland 22-414115 • Portugal/Spain 1-458-2443 • Russia 095 155 0303
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486

SYS I Livis
r

'0
PERFORMANCE INDEX'
VENDOR

MODEL

CASE

PRICE

CPU

MHZ

LOCAL- BUS

DOS

WINDOWS

UNIX

RAM ( MB)
SPECMARK89 EASE OF

TYPE

%

STAN. MAX.

USE

Acma Computers. Inc.

Acma EISANLB

... $2895

Intel 486DX2

66

VL-Bus

154

1.47

1.77

15.72

Good

8 128

Amax Engineering Corp.

486 EISA/KL PowerStation

II $2649

Intel 486DX

50

VL-Bus

1.39

1.36

1.67

13.43

Fair

8 128

American Multisystems

Info Gold E-VLB 66

• $3499

Intel 486DX2

66

VL-Bus

1.30

1.74

2.07

15.75

Fair

16 256

Ares Microdevelopment, Inc.

486-66DX2 EISA/ISANESA

$3395

Intel 486DX2

66

VL-Bus

1.47

1.58

1.67

15.71

Good

16 256

AST Research, Inc.

Premmia 4/66d

um

$3532

Intel 486DX2

66

Proprietary 1.68

1.75

2.07

16.82

Excellent

8 128

Compaq Computer Corp.

Deskpro 66M Model 240/480/W

•

$3861

Intel 486DX2

66

None

1.59

1.70

2.05

17.40

Excellent

8

Comtrade Electronics

EISA 66

$2995

Intel 486DX2

66

VL-Bus

1.14

1.86

2.27

12.97

Fair

8 128

Data Storage Marketing, Inc.

Data Storage 486-66 DX2 EISAVL

$2805

Intel 486DX2

66

VL-Bus

1.62

1.68

2.03

16.79

Good

8 128

Data Storage Marketing, Inc.

Data Storage 486-66 DX2 EISAVL

$2740

Intel 486DX2

66

VL-Bus

1.72

1.55

2.02

15.31

Good

Digital Equipment Corp.

DECpc 466d2 UTE

83398

Intel 486DX2

66

VL-Bus

1.71

1.48

2.17

17.82

Excellent

8

Duracom Computer Systems

MiniPro 486/66DX2E

$3449

Intel 486DX2

66

VL-Bus

1.52

1.40

2.17

15.57

Fair

16 128

Everex Systems, Inc.

Everex Step VL

$3133

Intel 486DX2

66

VL-Bus

1.38

1.96

2.02

17.82

Fair

8 256

FutureTech Systems, Inc.

462eV

$2529

Intel 486DX2

66

VL-Bus

1.34

1.35

1.38

12.92

Fair

8 128

HD Computers

HD 486DX2-66

$3045

Intel 486DX2

66

VL-Bus

1.29

1.77

1.82

16.15

Fair

16 256

Hertz Computer Corp.

Hertz 486/d66x2Ei

$5062

Intel 486DX2

66

None

1.49

0.75

1.82

17.23

Excellent

8 384

Hi Quality Systems, Inc.

HI Q4DX2-66E

$2969

Intel 486DX2

66

VL-Bus

1.39

1.53

1.90

16.86

Good

8 256

1.95

16.31

Fair

8

Poor

8 256

0

64

128
64

Ultra Graphics Station
International Data Systems. Inc

IDS 466E2VP

$2495

Intel 486DX2

66

VL-Bus

1.41

1.84

Logisys

L- Dream

$3875

Intel 486DX2

66

VL-Bus

1.42

1.96

Micro Express

ME 486-YE/66

$2774

Intel 486DX2

66

VL-Bus

1.40

1.68

1.70

14.56

Good

16 32

Micron Computer

Micron 466VL WinServer

$3249

Intel 486DX2

66

VL-Bus

1.38

1.85

1.38

16.25

Poor

16

Microtech Computer Corp.

MT/EVLB 486DX2-66

$3699

Intel 486DX2

66

VL-Bus

1.39

1.74

1.68

16.48

Fair

16 64

Microway, Inc.

Microway B3 486/66 EVL

$4995

Intel 486DX2

66

VL-Bus

1.58

1.74

1.72

16.46

Poor

16

64

MIS Computer Systems

Promis ST

$3180

Intel 486DX2

66

VL-Bus

1.57

1.53

1.90

16.42

Good

8

64

National Microcomputer Corp.

NMC Universal Power System

$3719

Intel 486DX2

66

VL-Bus

1.40

1.56

2.00

15.11

Good

16 132

NCR Corp.

System 3350'

$5010

Intel 486DX2

66

Proprietary 1.59

1.51

2.07

17.35

Excellent

16 192

Polywell Computers, Inc.

Poly 486-66EV2

$2995

Intel 486DX2

66

VL-Bus

1.34

1.58

2.18

15.64

Fair

16 256

Softworks Development Corp.

Citus X-series Deskside

$3695

Intel 486DX2

66

None

1.49

0.99

2.10

17.34

Excellent

16 128

Tangent Computer

Tangent EISANL

$3895

Intel 486DX2

66

VL-Bus

1.71

1.76

1.43

17.55

Good

16 256

64

64

Uniq Technology

Uniq FileMaster

$5184

Intel 486DX2

66

None

1.31

1.29

1.83

15.43

Poor

16 256

XI
Computer Corp.

466EVL Netserver

$3149

Intel 486DX2

66

VL-Bus

1.53

1.94

2.48

16.76

Good

16 128

Xinetron, Inc.

>ULAN Tower 4D66TE

$3985

Intel 486DX2

66

VL-Bus

157

0.98

1.82

16.07

Poor

16 256

1.87

15.85

Poor

8 32

Excellent

8

Good

8 128

Fair

8 32

Access Computer Technologies

Access 486-66MHz

• $2325

Intel 486DX2

66

VL-Bus

1.59

1.46

Acer America Corp.

AcerPower 486V

$3344

Intel 480X2

66

VL-Bus

1.29

1.79

Acma Computers, Inc.

VESA Tower

$2495

Intel 486DX2

66

VL-Bus

1.61

1.59

Aero Computers

Aero T466VS13 2

$2150

Intel 486DX2

66

VL-Bus

1.60

1.61

Amax Engineering Corp.

486 VESA max Power Station

$2699

Intel 486DX2

66

VL-Bus

1.30

American Muitisystems

Info Gold VLB 66

$2899

Intel 486DX2

66

VL-Bus

AST Research. Inc.

Bravo LP 4/66d Desktop

$2746

Intel 486DX2

66

VL-Bus

Bell Computer/Alaris

Bell 4S6vC

$1989

IBM 486SLC2

66

VL-Bus

CAF Technology, Inc.

CAF Master 737 486DX2/66

$2295

Intel 486DX2

66

Comma Technologies, Inc.

Personal Workstation Model #4

$1279

IBM 486SLC2

Compaq Computer Corp.

Deskpro 4/66i Model 240/480/W

$3261

Intel 486DX2

Compaq Computer Corp.

ProLinea 4/50 Model 240/480/W+

$2667

CompuAdd Computer Corp.

C466D Desktop

$2694

16.35

1.75

1.65

15.97

Fair

8 128

1.34

1.70

2.02

15.38

Fair

16

1.55

1.17

1.93

15.80

Fair

8 64
8

16

VL-Bus

1.48

1.22

1.88

13.68

Fair

8

32

50

None

0.93

0.71

Fair

8

32

66

None

1.39

1.53

1.88

15.77

Good

8

32

Intel 486DX2

50

Proprietary 1.24

0.71

1.38

11.84

Good

8

32

Intel 486DX2

66

VL-Bus

1.93

2.35

17.44

Good

8

64

•32- bit bus. Micro Channel architecture
-' Can run Unix if switched to aSCSI controller and SCSI hard drive
'
Higher numbers indicate faster performance
'
Couldn't complete tests due to unresolved hardware problems
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1.47

Lacked FPU to run Unix tests
N/A = not available.
=BYTE BEST.

Desktop
• Tower

0

Mini-tower

64

HARD DRIVE
INTERFACE

VIDEO

SIZE ( MB)

MANUFACTURER

ADAPTER

MAX. RESOLUTION
( NONINTERLACED)

FCC

WARRANTY

RATING ( MONTHS)

PHONE

TOLL- FREE NO.

INQUIRY
NO.

SCSI

240

Seagate

All VLB Mach32

1280x1024

A

12

( 510) 623-1212 ( 800) 786-6888

976

SCSI

240

Seagate

Diamond Stealth 24

1280x1024

A

12

(510) 651-8886 (800) 800-6328

977

SCSI

340

Maxtor

Diamond Viper VLB

1280x1024

B

12

(408) 524-9091 ( 800) 888-6615

978

IDE

340

Western Digital

Hercules Graphite VL

1280x1024

B

24

(313) 473-0808 (800) 322-3200

979

IDE

340

Western Digital

Alt Mach32

1024x768

B

36

(714) 727-4141

(
800) 876-4278

980

IDE

240

Compaq

Compaq QVision 1024/E

1024x768

B

36

(713) 370-0670 (800) 345-1518

981

SCSI

340

Maxtor

Diamond Viper VLB

1280x1024

B

36

( 818) 961-6688 (800) 969-2123

982

SCSI

345

Maxtor

SIB Systems PowerGraph VL-24 1024x768

B

36

(303) 442-4747 (800) 543-6098

983

SCSI

245

Maxtor

SIB Systems Horizon-VL

1024x768

B

36

( 303) 442-4747 ( 800) 543-6098

984

IDE

240

Quantum

S3 86C924

1280x1024

B

36

(508) 493-5111 (800) 722-9332

985

SCSI

340

Maxtor

DFI WG-5000VL

1280x1024

A

12

(214) 518-1200 ( 800) 551-9000

986

IDE

240

Seagate

Diamond Viper VLB

1280x1024

B

24

(510) 498-1111 (800) 821-0806

987

IDE

340

Western Digital

Orchid Celsius VLB

1024x768

B

15

( 201) 488-4414 (800) 275-4414

988

Maxtor

Diamond Viper VLB

1280x1024

B

12

(408) 720-0493 (800) 347-0493

989

SCSI

340

SCSI

340

Micropolis

Western Digital WD90C31

1o24x768

B

12

(212) 684-4141

(800) 232-8737

990

SCSI

340

Maxtor

Diamond Viper VLB

1280x1024

B

12

(408) 245-5836 (800) 827-5836

991

SCSI

250

Seagate

Diamond Viper VLB

1280x1024

B

12

( 714) 530-8677 ( 800) 777-6621

992

SCSI

240

Quantum

Diamond Viper VLB

1280x1024

e

24

(714) 693-1888 (800) 333-5679

993

IDE

300

Western Digital

Diamond Viper VLB

1024x768

B

24

( 714) 852-1400 ( 800) 989-9900

994

SCSI

340

Maxtor

Diamond Viper VLB

1280x1024

B

12

(208) 465-3434 (800) 438-3343

995

IDE

340

Seagate

Wizard 9000VL

1280x1024

B

12

(404) 345-6508 (800) 342-6508

996

SCSI

344

Seagate

Diamond Stealth Pro

1280x1024

A

12

(508) 746-7341

997

SCSI

240

Quantum

All VLB Mach32

1024x768

A

12

( 408) 730-9188 ( 800) 733-9188

998

SCSI

340

Fujitsu

SIB Systems Pegasus VL

1280x1024

A

12

(801) 265-3700 (800) 424-2983

999

SCSI

340

Maxtor

Integrated NCR 77C22E

1280x1024

B

36

( 513) 445-5000 ( 800) 637-2600

1221

SCSI

240

Quantum

Orchid P9000 VLB

1280x1024

B

24

(415) 583-7222 (800) 999-1278

1222

IDE

340

Western Digital

Western Digital WD90C31

1280x1024

B

12

(414) 242-8800 ( 800) 332-3475

1223

SCSI

339

Seagate

Hercules Graphite

1024x768

A

12

(415) 342-9388 (800) 800-6060

1224

SCSI

350

Conner

All Graphics Ultra

1280x1024

A

12

( 510) 226-9988 (800) 866-3656

1225

SCSI

345

Seagate

Diamond Viper VLB

1280x1024

A

12

(714) 698-0858 (800) 432-0486

1226

SCSI

340

Maxtor

Color Designer Tseng ET4000

1280x1024

B

36

( 408) 727-5509 ( 800) 345-4415

1227

SCSI

340

Maxtor

Diamond Stealth 24

1024x768

B

12

( 408) 247-4444

SCSI

340

Maxtor

Diamond Viper VLB

1280x1024

B

12

(408) 432-6200 (800) 733-2237

1229

IDE

210

Conner

All VLB Mach32

1280x1024

B

12

( 510) 623-1212 (800)786-6888

1230

IDE

340

Western Digital

Diamond Stealth Pro

1280x1024

B

12

(212) 971-0285 (800) 232-1050

1231

IDE

210

Conner

Diamond Viper VLB

1280x1024

B

12

( 510) 651-8886 ( 800) 800-6328

1232

IDE

345

Maxtor

Diamond Viper VLB

1280x1024

Pending

12

(408) 524-9091 (800) 888-6615

1233

IDE

170

Western Digital

All Mach32

1024x768

B

12

( 714) 727-4141 ( 800) 876-4278

1234

IDE

245

Quantum

Cirrus Logic SVGA24

1024x768

B

12

(818) 909-3501 (800) 542-2355

1235
1236

N/A

N.A

IDE

250

Maxtor

Cirrus Logic GD5426

1024x768

B

12

( 818) 369-3690

IDE

250

Conner

Western Digital WD90C31

1280x1024

B

12

(408) 435-5000 (800) 526-6629

1237

IDE

240

Conner

Compaq QVision

1024x768

B

36

( 713) 370-0670 ( 800) 345-1518

1238

IDE

240

Compaq

Tseng ET4000/W32

1024x768

e

36

(713) 370-0670 (800) 345-1518

1239

IDE

340

Western Digital

Diamond Viper VLB

1280x1024

B

12

( 512) 250-1489 ( 800) 627-1967

1240
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SYSTEMS

CASE

CPU

LOCAL- BUS

PERFORMANCE INDEX'
VENDOR

MODEL

PRICE

MHZ

DOS

WINDOWS

UNIX

RAM ( MBE

SPECMARK89 EASE OF

TYPE

STAN. MAX.

USE

Computer Technology Link Corp. Kim 486DX2-66

$2159

Intel 486DX2

66

VL-Bus

1.43

1.43

1.68

13 64

Poor

8 32

Computers by Malone

$2399

Intel 486DX2

66

VL-Bus

1.15

1.41

1.48

12.55

Good

8 32

CBM 466 VL

Cornell Computer Systems Corp. Windows NT Station

$2395

Intel 486DX2

66

VL-Bus

1.28

1.57

1.90

13.87

Fair

8 128

$2605

Intel 486DX2

50

VL-Bus

1.42

1.34

1.95

13.56

Excellent

8 32

$2290

Intel 486DX2

50

VL-Bus

0.64

1.19

1.75

13.19

Excellent

8 32

Data Storage 486-66 DX2 ISAVL

im $2705

Intel 486DX2

66

VL-Bus

1.59

1.63

2.18

16.36

Good

8 32

Data Storage Marketing

Data Storage 486-66 DX2 ISAVL

•

$2390

Intel 486DX2

66

VL-Bus

1.67

1.47

2.08

16.25

Good

8 32

Dell Computer Corp.

Dell Dimension XPS 466V

•

$
3312

Intel 486DX2

66

VI-Bus

1.43

1.88

2.33

17.53

Good

16 64

Dell Computer Corp.

Dell OptiPlex 466/MXV

$3593

Intel 486DX2

66

VL-Bus

1.78

1.71

2.42

17.70

Excellent

16 64

Destiny Computers

IBM 486 SLC2-25/50

$1695

IBM 486SLC2

50

None

0.80

0.54

Fair

8 16

Destiny Computers

IBM 486 SLC2-33/66

$1845

IBM 486SLC2

66

None

1.15

0.75

Fair

8 16

Destiny Computers

IBM 486 SLC2-40/80

$1995

IBM 486SLC2

80

None

1.31

0.91

Fair

8 16

1.31 .

Data Storage Marketing, Inc.

Data Storage 486-50 ISAVL

Data Storage Marketing, Inc.

Data Storage 486-50 DX2 ISAVL

Data Storage Marketing, Inc.

Diamond Technologies

DT 486DX2-50 EVL

$2099

Intel 486DX2

50

VL-Bus

1.27

1.67

12.53

Fair

8 128

Digital Equipment Corp.

DECpc 450d LPV 2

$2268

Intel 486DX2

50

Proprietary 1.37

1.27

1.77

13.48

Good

4 64

Digital Equipment Corp.

DECpc 466d2 LPX

$3168

Intel 486DX2

66

VL-Bus

1.65

1.51

2.07

17.27

Good

4 64

DIX Computer, Inc.

Grafika 4V2

$2695

Intel 486DX2

66

VL-Bus

1.06

0.90

1.70

15.01

Poor

8 64

•

Duracom Computer Systems

DeskSaver 486/66DX2V

Dyne Micro

Dyna Micro VL6 Business System

Everex Systems, Inc

$3099

Intel 486DX2

66

VL-Bus

1.50

1.41

1.65

13.93

Fair

16 32

le $2195

Intel 486DX2

66

VL-Bus

1.74

1.49

2.13

16.28

Fair

8 32

Everex Step VL

$3006

Intel 486DX2

66

VL-Bus

1.25

1.44

1.52

11.99

Fair

8 32

4DX2-66V

$2995

Intel 486DX2

66

VL-Bus

2.01

1.95

2.32

17.48

Good

16 64

HD Computers

HD 486DX2-66

$2745

Intel 486DX2

66

VL-Bus

1.22

1.55

1.62

13.27

Fair

16 32

Hewlett-Packard Co.

Vectra 486 PC

$3531

Intel 486DX2

66

Proprietary 1.64

1.69

2.38

17.06

Excellent

8 64

IBM Corp

ValuePoint 6384-W71

$2919

Intel 486DX2

66

VL-Bus

1.54

1.56

1.73

13.57

Excellent

8 64

Insight

Insight 486DX2-66 EcoSystem

$2299

Intel 486DX2

66

Proprietary 1.05

0.67

1.43

9.32

Good

8 32

%Gateway 2000

•

Insight

Insight 486DX2-66 VLB

$2699

Intel 486DX2

66

VL-Bus

1.34

1.79

1.90

16.13

Fair

8 32

Integrated Business Computers

IBC VESA AD System

$2369

Intel 486DX2

66

VL-Bus

1.76

1.65

2.17

17.81

Fair

8 32

Liberty Research

Montana Big Horn

is $2999

Intel 486DX2

66

VL-Bus

1.73

1.05

1.97

17.54

Fair

16 64

Mega Computer Systems Corp.

Eco 486DX2/66

el $2289

Intel 486DX2

66

Proprietary 1.63

1.04

1.78

16.88

Fair

8 32

Mega Computer Systems Corp.

Impact 486DX2/66

$2095

Intel 486DX2

66

VL-Bus

1.49

1.18

1.60

13.68

Fair

8 32

Micro Express

MicroFlex-VUS

$2274

Cyrix 486S

40

VL-Bus

0.96

1.00

-5

-5

Good

16 32

Micron Computer

Micron 466VL WinStation

$2649

Intel 486DX2

66

VL-Bus

1,39

1.89

1.93

17.37

Excellent

16 64

MicroSource

Tempest 486 VLB-66

$2545

Intel 486DX2

66

VL-Bus

1.33

1.70

1.58

14.59

Fair

8 64

MIS Computer Systems

Promis SL

$2370

Intel 486DX2

66

VL-Bus

1.61

1.51

2.20

16.96

Fair

8 64

Mitsuba Corp.

MIT 486 PRO-66

1:1 $2895

Intel 486DX2

66

VL-Bus

1.54

1.40

1.72

13.38

Poor

8 32

National Microcomputer Corp.

NMC Universal VL

$2349

Intel 486DX2

66

VL-Bus

1.55

1.55

1.77

15.05

Fair

8 37

0 $4290

Intel 486DX2

66

VL-Bus

1.40

1.83

1.87

16.75

Excellent

16 64

$3315

Intel 486DX2

66

Proprietary 1.71

1.63

1.97

17.12

Fair

8 100

$2229

Intel 486DX2

66

VL-Bus

1.60

1.32

1.87

16

Poor

8 32

•

Bus Pro System
NCR Corp.

System 1.1.1,3

Olivetti North America

M6-460 Suprema

PKI ( Pao Ku International)

PKI 66MHz VLB

SAI Systems Laboratories

SAI 486 V/P

0 $ 1995

Intel 486DX2

66

VL-Bus

1.54

1.24

1.65

13.98

Poor

8 32

Samsung Electronics America

Samsung SD 966V

ier $2199

Intel 486DX2

66

VL-Bus

1.36

1.13

1.57

13.95

Good

8 32

Swan Technologies, Inc.

Swan 486DX2-66 Direct

$2798

Intel 486DX2

66

VL-Bus

1.50

1.53

2.22

14.01

Good

16 64

$1499

Cyrix 486DLC

40

VL-Bus

0.96

0.76

Fair

8 32

$2799

Intel 486DX2

66

VL-Bus

1.63

1.68

2.15

17.54

Fair

8 64

$2340

Intel 486DX2

66

VL-Bus

1.30

1.37

1.75

12.96

Poor

8 32

0

Bus Cygnet
Top Data, Inc.

Top Data 486 DLC 40 VLB

Touché Micro Technologies, Inc. 55501 VLB 66
Unitek Technology, Inc.

UT-486DX2 66 LB

Xinetron, Inc.

SunMate

$2410

Intel 486DX2

66

VL-Bus

1.45

0.82

1.53

13.02

Fair

16 64

Zeos International, Ltd.

486DX2-66

$2742

Intel 486DX2

66

VL-Bus

1.42

1.89

1.92

16.56

Fair

8 64

•

'Higher numbers indicate faster performance
'Couldn't complete tests due to unresolved hardware problems
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. Desktop

Tower
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HARD DRIVE
INTERFACE

VIDEO

SIZE ( MB)

MANUFACTURER

ADAPTER

MAX. RESOLUTION
( NONINTERLACED)

FCC

WARRANTY

RATING ( MONTHS)

PHONE

TOLL- FREE NO.

INQUIRY
NO.

IDE

203

Western Digital

Premier 928

1280x1024

B

12

( 503) 646-3733 (800) 642-3087

1241

IDE

340

Western Digital

Diamond Viper VLB

1280x1024

Pending

24

(402) 333-6783 (800) 842-0906

1242

IDE

340

Seagate

Diamond Viper VLB

1280x1024

B

24

(909) 594-5848 (800) 886-7200

1243

IDE

345

Maxtor

SIB Systems PowerGraph VL-24 1024x768

B

36

(303) 442-4747 (800) 543-6098

1244

IDE

245

Maxtor

SIB Systems Horizon-VL

1024x768

B

36

(303) 442-4747 (800) 543-6098

1245

IDE

345

Maxtor

SIB Systems PowerGraph VL-24 1024x768

B

36

(303) 442-4747 (800) 543-6098

1246

IDE

245

Maxtor

SIB Systems Horizon-VL

1024x768

B

36

(303) 442-4747 ( 800) 543-6098

1247

IDE

320

Western Digital

Diamond Viper VLB

12804024

e

12

(512)338-4400 (800) 289-3355

1248

IDE

320

Western Digital

Tseng ET4000/W32

1024x768

B

12

(512) 338-4400 (800) 289-3355

1249

IDE

200

Conner

Western Digital WD90C31

1024x768

B

36

(510) 783-2727 (800) 337-8469

1250

IDE

200

Conner

Western Digital WD90C31

1024x768

B

36

( 510) 783-2727 (800) 337-8469

1251

IDE

200

Conner

Western Digital WD90C31

1024x768

Pending

12

(510) 783-2727 (800) 337-8469

1252

IDE

200

Conner

Orchid Celsius VLB

1280x1024

B

15

(714) 533-9910 (800) 989-7253

1253

IDE

240

Quantum

S3 86C805

1024x768

B

36

(508) 493-5111 (800) 722-9332

1254

IDE

240

Quantum

S3 86C805

1280x1024

B

36

( 508) 493-5111 (800) 722-9332

1255

IDE

340

Maxtor

All VLB Mach32

1280x1024

B

12

(818) 810-8880 (800) 289-2385

1256

IDE

340

Western Digital

All VLB Mach32

1024x768

B

12

( 214) 518-1200 (800) 551-9000

1257

IDE

345

Maxtor

Genoa Systems WindowsVGA 24 1024x768

e

12

(408) 943-0100 (800) 336-3962

1258

IDE

240

Seagate

Diamond Viper VLB

1280x1024

B

24

(510) 498-1111 (800) 821-0806

1259

IDE

340

Western Digital

AT1 Ultra XLR

1280x1024

B

12

(605)232-2000 (800)846-2000

1260

SCSI

340

Maxtor

Diamond Viper VLB

1280x1024

e

12

(408) 720-0493 (800) 347-0493

1261

IDE

240

Quantum

S3 86C928

1280x1024

B

36

(
800) 752-0900

1262

IDE

40

Western Digital

S3 86C805

1280x1024

e

12

(914) 766-1900 (800) 426-2968

1263

IDE

346

Western Digital

Cirrus Logic GD5424

1024x768

B

12

(602) 902-1176 (800) 927-7848

1264

SCSI

213

Maxtor

Diamond Viper VLB

120(1024

B

12

( 602) 902-1176 ( 800) 927-7848

1265

IDE

240

Quantum

Carden W32

1024x768

B

12

(818) 882-9007 (800) 468-5847

1266

IDE

340

Western Digital

Headland Technology HT-340

1280x1024

A

12

(406) 771-7736 (800) 424-7736

1267

IDE

254

Conner

Cirrus Logic GD5426

1280x1024

B

12

(619) 487-8888 (800) 487-6628

1268

IDE

254

Conner

Cirrus Logic VL34

1280x1024

A

12

(619) 487-8888 (800) 487-6628

1269

IDE

300

Western Digital

Diamond Viper VLB

1024x768

B

24

(714) 852-1400 (800) 989-9900

1270

IDE

345

Maxtor

Diamond Viper VLB

1280x1024

B

12

(208) 465-3434 (800) 438-3343

1105

IDE

213

Western Digital

Diamond Viper VLB

1280x1024

B

24

(818) 858-5161 (800) 848-5161

1106

SCSI

240

Quantum

S3 86C805

1024x768

A

12

(408) 730-9188 (800) 733-9188

1107

IDE

254

Conner

All VLB Mach32

1280x1024

B

24

(909) 392-2000 (800) 648-7822

1108

IDE

250

Western Digital

Actix Graphics Engine 32

1280x1024

B

12

(801) 265-3700 (800) 424-2983

1109

IDE

340

Maxtor

Diamond Viper VLB

1280x1024

B

36

(513) 445-5000 (800) 637-2600

1110

IDE

210

Conner

Mach32

1024x768

e

12

(509) 927-5600 (8001633-9909

1111

IDE

245

Maxtor

Cirrus Logic 5426VL

1280x1024

B

12

(708) 369-5199 (800) 676-9632

1112

IDE

250

Western Digital

Cirrus Logic GD5426

1280x1024

B

12

(203) 929-0790 (800) 331-0488

1113

IDE

250

Samsung

Cirrus Logic GD5426

1024x768

B

12

(201) 229-4000 (800) 446-0262

1114

IDE

450

Seagate

ET4000/W32

1280x1024

B

12

(814) 238-1820 ( 800) 468-9044

1115

IDE

214

Seagate

Cirrus Logic 5426

1024x768

B

12

(408) 734-9100 (800) 888-3318

1116

SCSI

340

Maxtor

Orchid Celsius VLB

1280x1024

B

24

(815) 439-9000

1117

IDE

340

Western Digital

Diamond Stealth PRO

1280x1024

B

12

(909) 930-5700 (800) 944-5650

1118

IDE

245

Maxtor

Color Designer Tseng ET4000

1280x1024

B

36

(408) 727-5509 (800) 345-4415

1119

IDE

340

Western Digital

Diamond Viper VLB

1280x1024

B

12

(612) 633-4591 (800) 554-5226
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Hands On Under the Hood

Optimal Character Recognition
An inside look at how Optical character recognition works.

Reading is something we take for granted. In fact, as you read this sentence,
you're probably not even cognizant of
the work your brain is doing to convert
the ink-mark patterns into thoughts. Computers, however, still struggle with this most basic of tasks.
Programmers have been working on OCR (optical
character recognition) for many years now. But while
the state of the art has advanced to apoint where many
systems can be quite reliable when they deal with clean,
crisp text, computers are still far from offering the same
flawless perfection to OCR that they apply to, say, arithmetic calculations.
Most OCR systems begin with abit-mapped image
that arrives via afax modem or ascanner. The first step
in the OCR process is to break the page into blocks of text
based on typographical features such as right and left
justification. These blocks are decomposed into the individual ink marks that often correspond to
letters. The recognition algorithm makes its
best guess as to what the ink marks mean.
and then the page is reconstructed in the
proper format.
The best OCR systems can achieve accuracy rates of above 99 percent for clean
images composed of ordinary fonts. Although this number seems almost perfect,
the error level is frustrating because there
are approximately 1500 characters on astandard manuscript page. Thus, even a99.9
percent success rate still generates one or
two errors per page, requiring ahuman to
proofread the results to ensure perfection.
The real world, though. is often far from
perfect, and accuracy rates for less-than-optimal text are often unacceptable for most
applications. Dirty images are amajor problem, because even small spots can obscure
crucial parts of aletter or convert acinto an
o. If adocument has been photocopied repeatedly, the letters may be thinned to the
point of breaking, or they may be fattened
until they bleed together. Either of these effects can cause errors, because many OCR systems consider each connected black mark to be asingle character.
Also, amisaligned page creates slightly distorted character
images that can confuse the recognition software.
Even when images are clean, certain typefaces can
cause difficulties. Strange or decorative typefaces can
cause problems because they stretch the letters into dif-

terent tonus tor artistic effect. But even normal typefaces
can have surprising variations— even among typefaces
of the same name. The Times characters produced by a
Hewlett-Packard DeskJet printer are different from the
Times characters that come from an Apple LaserWriter.
Developing algorithms that can still recognize characters despite these problems is adifficult challenge.
Software engineers must balance the need for flexibility
against the demand for accuracy. If the software isn't
flexible enough, it will break when it encounters slightly different typeface variations. On the other hand, too
much flexibility can also cause errors. The difference
between alowercase b and alowercase h is not very
great, and atoo-flexible algorithm may confuse the two.
Reconstructing aPage
OCR software generally works on alarge bit-mapped
image of apage from ascanner. Standard-grade images
are typically scanned at 300 by 300 pixels per inch. An
image the size of an 8'h- by Il inch piece of paper at

CARY HENRIE 13 1993

PETER WAYNER

this resolution requires 1.2 MB of storage.
Finer-resolution images are possible with more expensive scanners, but they're often impractical for general
applications because of the images' huge storage demands. Furthermore, upping the resolution of the scanner
does no good if the original page's quality is poor. Coarser-resolution images often come from fax machines that

Hands On Under the Hood
OCR Using Templates

Several typefaces broken up into 10- by 10-pixel grids for recognition.
send only 200 by 100 pixels per inch in standard mode and 200
by 200 pixels per inch in fine mode. These images are further
blurred and degraded by the fax process itself. Many OCR software manufacturers attempt to handle this all-too-common situation by offering special software for fax images.
Each of the best OCR packages on the market claims to do
"document recognition," because all these packages are able to
construct afile that contains all the formatting information contained on the page. This process can be complicated, and many
software developers use many different proprietary tricks.
Some examples from applications illustrate the complexity of
this task. ExperVision's page-analysis routines begin at the bottom of the page after it is broken into its smallest connected ink
marks. These marks are grouped into words, and the words are
grouped into lines. This process depends on an accurate assessment of the page's orientation. ExperVision's algorithm is able to
determine this to aprecision of less than half adegree. (Some
quick calculations should make it obvious that this type of accuracy is necessary because the lines of text are so long [approximately 200 mm] and so thin [approximately 3to 5mm].)
These lines can be aggregated into paragraphs by grouping
those lines with similar justification, length, typeface, spacing, and
typography. ExperVision's software also uses lines, boxes, different gray-scaled backgrounds, and graphics to delineate the
paragraphs.
The final step of the document-recognition process is to determine the order of the paragraphs on the page. This is easy to do
with aone-column manuscript, but the process becomes tricky
when the document is apage from amagazine laid out with brio
and verve. The algorithms start with the upper-leftmost block and
move downward, marking each block along the way. When the
bottom of the page is reached, the program moves to the page
top and looks for another column. Inset quotes or tables can be a
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problem for these algorithms, and most software allows the user
to edit the order of the paragraphs if the algorithms make amistake.
Distinguishing between graphics and text is another problem
that demands its own algorithm. Most software uses the statistical differences between text (black and white with aregular
rhythm) and graphics (multiscaled with no regular pattern between dark and light). One simple algorithm used to do this looks
at the percentage of completely dark pixels that are within 2
pixels of acompletely light pixel. Most dark pixels in text fall into
this category.
Caere's OmniPage system uses asimilar technique to filter
out gray-level backgrounds that are often used to highlight or
differentiate different words or text blocks. This system, called
AnyPage, adjusts the threshold for background gray on alocal
basis when the software receives agray-leveled image from a
gray-level scanner. The system turns the image into abinary image for processing by converting all values below the threshold
to white and all those above it to black.
Choosing asingle threshold for an entire page is often problematic. A high threshold might remove the gray in atext box
correctly, but it will also thin all the characters on awhite background. Why? Because the pixels on the edge of an ink mark
will often be an average of dark from the character and light
from the background. In these cases, the lowest possible threshold ensures that no extra detail will be lost through unacceptable thinning.
Detecting tables is also necessary if the software is going to
read, say, an annual report. ExperVision's software recognizes
tables by looking for several thin columns that are aligned with
each other. In many cases, the columns are either centered or
right-justified and filled with numbers. Recognizing this correctly allows the software to place the table in the proper tabdelimited format so that you don't need to edit the final text output with aword processor.
Crossing Your Eyes and to Dote on the T's
With page reconstruction done, the ink marks are then converted into characters. There are many different approaches to recognizing characters, but many of them fall into two main camps:
template-based methods and feature-based methods. Template
methods maintain acollection of sample letters and identify an ink
mark in question by finding the closest-matching template. Feature methods try to break an ink mark into acollection of "features" by identifying where strokes join and curve significantly.
The classic template solutions compare each letter to acollection of models representing all possible letters in all possible
fonts. These systems usually begin by constructing amatrix representation of an ink mark. ExperVision's system, for instance,
uses a10- by 10-pixel mask superimposed on the ink mark.
If the ink mark is small—perhaps the result of small, 6-point
text—then it may take up only 4by 7pixels in the image. Large,
64-point typefaces, on the other hand, may measure several
hundred pixels in either direction. In either case, the software
divides the ink mark into 10 equal vertical and horizontal sections
and determines whether the ink mark lying under each of the
100 mask pixels is generally filled or unfilled.
The character models, or templates, are constructed with the
same 10-by- 10 matrices, but with ideal versions of the different
characters (see the figure above). The software recognizes ablob
by looking for the template with the closest match.
The methods for comparison can vary. The simplest one is to
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Hands On Under the Hood
count the number of pixels that are different from the template.
The smallest number is the closest match. Although this seems
straightforward, it is prone to error if the typefaces are not exact
matches. In such cases, the outline of the ink blob and the typeface will not match, no matter how good the image is.
There are bound to be pixels that disagree. This can cause interpretation problems where, for instance, the template for alowercase hmay be abetter match for the printed lowercase b. The
number of different pixels between typefaces could be greater than
the small number of open pixels at the bottom of the h.
For this reason, most systems have templates created for different typefaces. After several words, the software determines
the most-used typeface and looks for matches with this typeface
only. In some cases, the software uses actual parts of the digitized
image to define anew font. This can dramatically improve OCR
performance until other type styles, such as italics or boldfaced
words, are found on the page.
For its recognition software, ExperVision uses machine-learning algorithms to find the most important pixels for distinguishing between characters. The company takes 30 different versions
of aletter that come from 30 different documents in various
stages of degradation and then analyzes the 100 pixels in each of
these 30 examples to determine which pixels are most likely to be
characteristic for aparticular letter.
The pixels on the bottom of alowercase h, for instance, are always going to be clear, while the ones on the vertical stroke will
always be dark. The edge pixels along the boundaries of the character are often ruled out by this analysis, because they may be
dark in clean images but clear in degraded ones. The machinelearning algorithm ranks the 100 pixels from most to least consistent for each of the characters.
This step is not enough, however, because of similarities between letters. For instance, the lowercase b, h, k, f, I, and tall
share long vertical strokes on the left side. Even if the pixels
along this stroke remain constant through all phases of degradation, they will not contribute very much toward distinguishing
among these six letters. For this reason, ExperVision's software
finds the top 24 pixels that are most consistent across all letters
in the alphabet and removes these from the list for the individual
letters. The pixels that are left over are most likely to be both
consistent and unique.
Feature-Based Matching
Caere's OmniPage Professional uses an algorithm that does not
need to be tuned to the individual typefaces because it is based
on finding particular features of the letters. The system contains
100 different "expert systems" that are really just algorithms for
identifying 100 different characters ( uppercase A through Z,
lowercase athrough z, numerals, and punctuation marks). Each
of these expert systems looks for "features" such as islands; peninsulas; inflection points; long, straight strokes; or strokes of
consistent curvature. The expert systems also look at the horizontal and vertical projections of the ink marks and note salient
features in the constructed curves by summing the number of
dark pixels that are in aparticular row or column (see the figure
at right).
The attraction of this type of algorithm, if it can be made to
work, is obvious. Everyone knows that alowercase tconsists of
astrong vertical stroke crossed with ahorizontal stroke. A typeface designer may include serifs or abent bottom or shift the location of the cross-stroke, but ahuman reader can figure out the
200
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difference. Template-based approaches must create templates
for each possible font (ExperVision uses 2100 typefaces). Caere
instead tries to find the essence of each letter in an algorithm.
The problem with these algorithms, of course, is that teaching
acomputer to identify long strokes, peninsulas, and islands can be
just as tricky as getting it to read letters. A kmay be made up of
along vertical stroke and two peninsulas in most normal cases, but
in some cases afont designer could make the peninsulas too small
for them to qualify for peninsula status in the eyes of the algorithm.
They might just resemble serifs instead and thus be ignored.
Degraded text can be aparticular headache for these algorithms, because amissing pixel could break along stroke or
curve. This missing pixel would be just one out of the many
checked by atemplate algorithm, but it could fundamentally
change afeature-based interpretation of aparticular ink mark.
Similarly, an extra spot of dirt could close the loop of anumeral
5and make it look like a6to afeature-based algorithm. A template algorithm may not have aproblem here, however, because
the rest of the pixels in the 5would still align correctly.
Either recognition process can encounter still other problems.
Humans are able to quickly distinguish between lowercase hand
bon paper because they know the context of the language. For this
reason, all the major software OCR systems include dictionaries
to assist their recognition algorithms when the going gets complicated. While these can be abig help in many cases, they quickly fail when the software encounters proper names that aren't in
the dictionary or if it must distinguish between two equally valid
choices, such as if and it.
Xerox Imaging Systems has one of the most sophisticated
context-analysis software packages. Called Lexifier ( short for
"lexical classifier"), the package contains encodings of most of
the major spelling rules and common patterns. Thus, it knows
OCR Using Features

LA
AL
FB
ih
li

Li

li

The horizontal and vertical projections of several letters in several
different typefaces. The major features. such as vertical or horizontal
strokes, appear as peaks.
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that there's always auafter q and that ioften comes before e
except after e. This helps it interpret proper names such as Lexifier that seem perfectly English- like but aren't in the dictionary.
Lexifier also knows many details about common usage, such
as the fact that U.S. phone numbers must he listed in an XXXXXX-XXXX pattern. The software even knows that area codes
in the U.S. must have either a1or a0as the middle digit and that
the first three digits of alocal three-digit prefix, on the other
hand, can't have a1or a0in this position. ( This arrangement is
slated to change in the latter half of this decade when the numbering solutions are expanded to cope with the explosion in the
number of fax machines, pagers, and other new numbers. Xerox
says it is ready to deal with this change.) This type of analysis can
significantly reduce confusing numerical Is with alphabetical
lowercase I' s.
Degradation and Error Correction
Clean images can he easy to deal with, but degraded images can
get very complicated because the rules that match one connected mark to one character rarely hold anymore. As mentioned
earlier, fax machines and photocopiers can quickly thin and break
characters or fatten them up and blur them together.
ExperVision's template approach is tuned to find the most
significant pixels in awide range of documents. Thinned and
broken characters are found automatically, because the software
avoids relying on pixels that may disappear in bad images. The
software only needs to find places to break apart blurred charac..

ters. It finds them by looking for vertical locations where there are
inflection points and then trying out the results. For instance, the
blurred combination of rn looks like an in in many cases. There
are three significant pixels that distinguish the two; ExperVision
put these at the top of the list.
Caere also has aproprietary algorithm for breaking blurredtogether letters. Its OmniFont technology, however, faces more
trouble with broken characters. If the software doesn't find a
match among the 100 possible characters, it feeds the ink marks
in the region to an enhancing process to try and fix the broken
characters. Missing pixels that fix long strokes are tried.
Unfortunately, even the best OCR systems make mistakes on
each page. Degraded text becomes incredibly difficult to handle. At this point, the ultimate recognition system —yourself—
must be brought into the process. You have to scan over the text
to look for bad segments and mistakes.
ExperVision takes this problem seriously, and the company
spent time developing aquick and easy-to-use interface for helping the user proofread the recognized file for errors. You can
scan through all the lines in the text for errors with the Tab key.
As you get to each one, the software places aclipping of the image next to the text so that you can compare the text to the original image without moving your eyes. There is no need to consult
the paper version to see if aword is if or it.
I've found that agood user interface can make plenty of difference when you're checking for errors. This difference is important because most OCR packages allow you to put adocument
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in amultipage feeding scanner and come back later when all the
recognition work has been done. Proofing then becomes the most
time-consuming link in the OCR chain.
The software in an OCR system also keeps track of places
where it suspected that it was guessing more than recognizing.
These uncertainties are highlighted for you to check quickly. Integration of the knowledge from the recognition phase with the
proofreading phase makes it much easier for you to become familiar with the software's capabilities and limitations.
Adapting to aChanging World
OCR is one of the first generally successful applications of AI research. Its results are good enough to be useful to anyone who
often retypes clean manuscripts. Unfortunately, the best software still falls short of perfection and requires ahuman to check
for errors. Clear, laser-printed pages can often be translated with
very few problems, but faxed images and marked-up text can
still lead to many errors.
This distinction illustrates just how hard it is to program computers to interface with the world as humans do. If OCR packages
are made too strict, then they make errors when noise, dirt, or
degradation causes the letters to be slightly different than the
way they appear in the templates. On the other hand, if they become too flexible, they make mistakes, because the letters are
often very close to each other.
To alarge extent, humans make the process even more daunting by constantly reinventing the page styles of the world. Mak-

ing documents look fresh and new often involves breaking or
stretching the old rules. The hottest typefaces of today often tweak
the parameters of the letters to change the visual rhythm of the
page. This may involve moving the typeface's midline or moderating the intercharacter spacing for adecidedly different effect.
While all these changes can grab your attention, it can confuse
an OCR package. ExperVision's package was trained with 2100
typefaces. This is certainly adequate— until someone comes
along with the 2101st typeface. Caere's OmniFont algorithms
can be very flexible until artists find new ways to break the old
rules that these algorithms rely on—probably using Adobe's
Multiple Masters technology.
In many ways, the best OCR packages show that it is possible
to make computers sensitive to many human thought processes,
if only in avery limited domain of text recognition. In the future,
the best OCR systems will improve on their performance by using even more sophisticated content-based approaches such as Xerox's L,exifier. They will also learn to do abetter job with poorly written characters and those degraded by marks like cross-outs
or underlining. The end result will be more-refined processes
that may eventually become good enough to trust. In the interim,
it will be along time before proofreading is gone. •
Peter Wayner is aBaltimore-based BYTE consulting editor. He has worked
at Xerox's Palo Alto Research Center developing advanced algorithms for
OCR and document recognition. You can reach him on BIX as "pwayner" or
on the Internet at pcw@access.digex.com.
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Discover the basic principle of connectivity...
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Hands On Some Assembly Required

Using C++ for Directory Management
Use, opearator ovorlonaing to build C4-4- tools for maanaging
your cliroctorios

I've used my C++ directory and
di r_ent ry classes to build tools that
prune directories, recursively search
for files, and perform other useful tasks.
These tools use operator overloading to solve the ageold problem of iteration and exploit afew other interesting features of C++ as well. The list.cpp listing shows
asimple directory-printing utility, which takes apath
name on the command line and lists matching files. The
directory listing shows asample printout.
Here's the core of the program, the part that loads the
contents of the target directory into adata structure, sorts
it, and prints it:
directory d( path,
d.sort();
while( d )
(d++)-> print();

filespec );

The analogy is that adirectory object
is apointer to the first element of an array
of cons t di r entry objects, one for
each directory entry. Once the constructor
loads the array, you can access it using the
normal array-access mechanisms. Since a
directory object is an analog for apointer.
you can use (
d++) - > print () , d[ i++
.print (), or (* d++) .print ( ) to
print the elements and to iterate to the next
element.
The autoincrement (++) operator advances the virtual pointer from the current
to the next directory entry. You can preincrement or postincrement. The virtual
pointer evaluates false in aBoolean test
when the pointer is positioned at the end of
the list—it's used in this way in the while
loop to detect end of list.
The tree.cpp listing shows another use of
the directory class. The tr av_di r
tree ( ) subroutine traverses an entire e
rectory tree recursively, calling asubroutine that you provide for per-subdirectory
processing. You provide aroot directory
and apointer to the callback subroutine,
which receives the full path name of each subdirectory
and the level of the subdirectory beneath the root. (This
root doesn't have to be the \ directory—it can be at any
position in the directory system.) If you pass NULL
rather than apointer to acallback function, trav_di r_

tree ( ) calls de f callback ( ) , which just prints the
full path name of each subdirectory that is visited.
Member Function or Global Function?
There are several implementation issues to discuss even
at this level. First, tray dir tree () is not amember of my directory class. Generally, functions that
don't access any private members (data or functions) of
aclass should not themselves be class members. This
rule tends to simplify the class definition and improve
cohesion—the degree to which members of the class are
related to one another. A high level of cohesion simplifies
maintenance.
My decision to make trav_dir tree ( ) global
exposes afundamental object-orienteirdesign issue. An
object is not just ahaphazard collection of functions related arbitrarily. Rather, it encapsulates internal state (the
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data members) and message handlers (the function members) that modify or otherwise use that internal state.
A Smalltalk programmer might argue that tr av
di r tree ( ) should be amember of class di rec-tory
— because it implements the traversability property
etwe-ewi Iwo Iowa
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list.cpp: Listing adirectory.
#1nclude < stdio.h>
#include < stdlib.h>
#include " dir.h"
main(

int argc,

char ** argv )

if( argc > 3 )
fprintf(stderr, " Usage:
return - 1;

list [ directory]

filespec] \ n"

point to amember function of class directory. The
fact that it's static is all the more proof that neither
def_callback( )nor trav_dir_tree should
be members. The static functions exist in C++ only
to provide access to static data (e.g., instance counts)
that needs to be accessed even when no objects of the
class exist.
For the sake of completeness, Ishould mention a
third alternative. Icould have achieved the same result
with virtual functions:
class directory

char * filespec = ( argc < 3 ) ?
char * path
= ( argc < 2 )

argv[2];
argv[1];

directory d( path, filespec );
d.sort();
while( d )
// can also use (* d++).print();
(d++)->print();
return 0;

of the directory object, but that's not particularly good C++
style. Smalltalk functions must all be members of some class;
C++ doesn't have this limitation. If you're aSmalltalk programmer, think of the CI--Fglobal level as the equivalent of Smalltalk's
object class.
In general, amember function should do two things at once: use
the object's internal-state information and mechanisms, and hide
these things from the outside world. The second requirement
means that supported messages should implement operations in
away that's independent of the underlying data structures. A
function that does not fulfill these requirements has no business
being amember of the class.
Privacy Issues
The next two issues are interrelated: privacy and default arguments. I've chosen to make de f_ca 1lback ()astatic
global (thereby limiting its scope to the current file) and then
use de f_ca 1lback ( ) in trav_di r_t ree ( ) when NULL
is passed as the second argument. If Ihad made trav_di r_
tree ( ) amember of the di rectory class, Icould have made
de f_ca 1lback ()private and then used the C++ defaultargument mechanism to call it indirectly, like this:

virtual void callback
(const char* name,int lev);
int trav_dir_tree
( const char * root =
int do_depth_first =

// . . .
callback ( ) ;
// . . .
;
But this organization would force the user of the class to derive
from the di rectory class just to customize trav_di r_
tree U. Instead of simply declaring afunction and passing a
pointer, the user would be forced to create acomplete derivedclass definition that included copy constructor and operator= ( ) functions. To my mind, this strategy adds needless
complexity in pursuit of adubious goal—the theoretical purity of
using derivation to do all your customization.
Constructing the Directory Object
The constructor of the directory class takes three arguments
and supplies defaults for all three. Here's the prototype:
directory (
o ,
const char * path
o* * 0 ,
const char * filespec =
attribute selector = a_everything
);

class directory
static void def_callback
(const char* name,int lev);
int trav_dir_tree
( const char * root =
void (* callback)(const char*,int)
= def_callback,
int do_depth_first =
);
1;
Note that def_callback() has to be static if you want
to pass it using anormal function pointer. A member-function
pointer, which is declared with adifferent syntax, would have to
21.4
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The first argument specifies the path to the directory you want to
load. The second selects which files to load. The third, an attribute/permission mask, refines the selection.
The arguments are ordered so that defaults give the most natural behavior: No argument gets everything in the current directory; only the directory name gets everything in that directory; the
directory name and afile spec get only the matching files. You
make an attribute mask by performing an OR operation on one or
more attribute bits spelled out in the dir.h file (part of the downloadable listings for this month's column; see the editor's note at
the end of the article).
One problem with loading the directory structure in the constructor is that you can't call aconstructor directly; the compiler
calls it indirectly as aside effect of amemory allocation. A statement like
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sort_criterion int quaternary
= directory::by_path );

A directory listing.
.rw
rw
drw
rw

rw
.r...sh

233
455
0
2271
2271
397
2661
247
29

12/29/86
07/02/89
06/17/92
04/24/90
04/24/90
05/17/93
05/26/93
12/29/86
09/30/92

07:39:00
20:45:38
18:08:30
12:38:00
12:38:00
21:24:30
13:40:08
07:39:46
14:02:10

directory("some_path");
looks like aconstructor call, but it's really acast operation that creates atemporary variable of class directory and initializes the
temporary variable using the constructor that most closely matches the arguments to the cast. The temporary variable is usually discarded when the implicit declaration ( i.e., the cast) goes out of
scope. Consequently, one constructor cannot call another, and
you can't reconstruct an object by calling the constructor explicitly.
The solution to this problem is the following function:
void load( const char * path =
const char * filespec =
attribute
selector = a_everything );
which works like the constructor but can be used to add entries to
an already-existing directory object:
directory d(); // load current directory
// add root directory contents to list:
d.load( "/", "*.*",
directory::a_everything );
The constructor itself is actually an in- line function that does
nothing but call load() .
Although you can't call aconstructor directly in C++, you
can call adestructor if you fully qualify the name (i.e., if you
use the class name and a : : ). You can use this mechanism along
with a load( )call to clear out an existing directory object and reload it from adifferent directory, like this:
directory d; // load with current directory
//
d.directory::-directory(); // clear it
// reload
Using enum Instead of Macros
One interesting support function is the following:
int sort(
sort_criterion int primary
= directory::by_path,
sort_criterion int secondary
= directory::by_path,
sort_criterion int ternary
= directory::by_path,
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This sorts the directory entries according to the specified
criteria, which are spelled out in an enum defined inside the directory class definition in dir.h. ( The criteria are things like full path name, extension, last-modified time, and so forth).
What is interesting here is the idea of using an enum
that's amember of aclass instead of asequence of # defme statements. The disadvantage of amacro is its
scope, which is effectively the entire module in which it's
defined. This too-large scope causes maintenance problems when you want to reuse the name of amacro that's defined
in a .hfile in your own code. If you use MAX_BUF_SIZE in a .h,
for example, you can't reuse that name in your own code without
causing amaintenance problem.
You can solve this problem with an enum, like this:

- c:/src/tools/alphanum.c
- c:/src/tools/bfgets.c
- c:/src/tools/curses
- c:/src/tools/cursor.c
c:/src/tools/foo.exe
- c:/src/tools/pargv.c
c:/src/tools/queue.c
- c:/src/tools/stoupper.c
- c:/src/tools/hidsys

class directory
public:
enum sort_criterion
by_path,
by_extension,
//...

This approach has two big advantages. First, the class forms a
scope with respect to the member functions. Consequently, the
enum's field names can be reused in other class definitions, and
even globally, without causing any conflicts. You must access the
field with acla ss_name : :, as was done earlier, but that's a
small price to pay. Second, although Idon't do it here, you can
make the enum private, effectively limiting access to it to
the members of the current class. A macro would have global
scope.
Note that you can take this strategy astep further and declare
the enum locally ( i.e., inside afunction), thereby limiting the
scope of aconstant to the current function. Generally, if aconstant
value will fit in an int, you should use an enum rather than a
#de fine to define the value. If an int is too small, use a
cons tdefinition. You should never use amacro to hide aconstant value in C++.
Operator Overloading
Several operator-overload functions are used to iterate over (i.e.,
visit every member of) adirectory. Overloads of [, *, and - >
access the current directory entry, and ++ advances to the next
entry.
Here's the prototype for another useful overload:
operator int( void )

const

This function, which ostensibly defines atype conversion from
directory to int, can be used in Boolean tests. For example,
in the following,
directory d();
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while( d )
(d++)->print

tree.cpp: A recursive directory-traversal function.
static void def_callback(const char* dir_name,

int

lev)

// Default callback function for trav_dir_tree()—prints current
// directory with an indent corresponding to the depth beneath
// the root directory. The callback function is not reentrant.
// Don't call tree() from your implementation of the callback.
printf( "%* s%s\n", lev*4, ", dir_name );

// trav_dir_tree(): Traverse a directory tree, performing a user//
defined operation in each subdirectory. Arguments are:
The root directory of the search.
// root
Pointer to a function to call for the root and
// callback
each subdirectory. Passed full path name of the
//
(sub)directory and the level beneath the root.
//
If true, do a depth -first traversal ( recursively
// do_depth_first
visit all subdirectories before visiting a given
//
parent directory). Useful for pruning branches
//
of a directory tree. The callback function will
//
delete the contents of the directory, then the
//
directory itself.
//
//
if the entire directory tree was traversed.
// Returns: True
//
False (0)
if a subdirectory can't be accessed so the
traversal is incomplete.
//
int trav_dir_tree
( const char * root,
// = " I"
void (* callback)(const char* dir_name, int lev), // = NULL
int do_depth_first
// = 0

)

static int
level = 0;
//
static char full_path_of_root[_MAX_DIR];
if(

level beneath root

level == 0 )
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

Load the full path name of the root directory. I'm doing
this in a somewhat roundabout fashion because the
Microsoft _ fullpath() is unreliable. The third argument
to the constructor specifies attributes that a file must
have in order to add it to the directory list. By
specifying a_none, no files will be added. The full path
name of the root directory is computed, however, and is
available via the directory::cwd() message.

directory rootdir( root, NULL, directory::a_none );
if( ! rootdir.cwd() ) // root directory doesn't exist
return 0;
strncpy(full_path_of_root,
root .

)

rootdir.cwd(),
sizeof(full_path_of_root));

full_path_of_root;

if( ! callback )
callback = def_callback;

if( ! do_depth_first )
callback( root, level );
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

Allocate the subdirectory list inside its own scope. The
constructor call loads all subdirectories of the " root'
directory. You don't want to allocate the subdirectory list
in separate subroutine because that wastes stack during the
recursion. You don't want to do the allocation at the top
of tree() because callback() might need the memory that will
be used by the " subdirs" object.
directory subdirs(
if( subdirs )

root,

directory;:a_dir );

// Traverse the list of subdirectories, calling tree()
// recursively for each subdirectory. The subdirectories
// are sorted alphabetically by name before traversing.
// fullpath() evaluates to the full path name of each
// subdirectory.
for(subdirs.sort();

subdirs ; ++ subdirs )

++level;
tree(subdirs->fullpath(),
—level;

if( do_depth_first )
callback( root, level );
return 1;
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callback,

do_depth_first);

the operator mt. ( ) function is used to evaluate
the d in the whi le statement. The di rec tory : : operator int ( ) function evaluates false
when it's at the end of the list of directory entries,
thereby stopping the iteration.
Operator overloading makes traversal very clean,
but its use is controversial, so adefense of it is in
order. Operator overloading is one of the most abused
features of C++, and you should keep yourself sane by
using it sparingly and always obeying the " no surprises" rule: Expressions that look like C expressions
should act like C expressions. You would never overload operator+ to subtract (at least Ihope not),
but you might be tempted to overload + to do set intersection and * to do union. You'll never keep them
straight, though, and even if you can, users of your
code won't be able to. If you want agood example of
how not to do things, look at the Microsoft Foundation
Class's CRec tclass, which uses operator overloading inappropriately to implement things like intersection.
The current implementation has areasonable C
analogy for the operator overloads. A directory object
acts like apointer to an array of con stdi r_ent ry
objects, so the operator overloads work in an unsurprising way.
Querying Objects
The various directory-element functions all return
pointers or references to di r_entry objects. Interestingly, the constructors for the di r_entry class
are all private. The copy constructor and operator. ( ) functions are also private, so you can't
make acopy of adi r_ent ry, either. Since adi r_
entry is really part of adirectory, it shouldn't
be possible to separate one from the other by making
acopy.
Although you can't modify one, you can access
the information encapsulated in adi r_ent ry ( ) .
Access to internal member data is poorly understood
by C programmers, who think of aclass as asuper
struc t — really acollection of fields—rather than
ablack box that you send messages to. A good analogy is to a float, which is really apacked structure that has three fields: asign, amantissa, and an exponent. You would never consider accessing these
fields directly; rather, you treat the structure as asingular object. You should treat all C++ objects the
same way. All data members of aC++ class must be
private—there are no exceptions to this rule. Because the Microsoft Foundation Classes violated this
rule, users who accessed member data directly under version 1had to rewrite their applications when
those members vanished in version 2.
So, the di r_ent ry class provides no direct access
to the internal fields. The next question is how to
grant access to the data. You should first ask yourself
if direct access is even necessary. Take the example

WITHOUT THIS SEAL, YOU'RE
ONLY TESTING YOUR LUCK.
See us at Fall Comdex, at the HILTON booth #512
Nothing is more frustrating
than aPC problem. It
can mean hours of
wasted productivity
and hundreds of
dollars of expense for
both the user and the
manufacturer. A PC
with the QAPlus
Tested' seal means that
the manufacturer uses
QAPlus® software in a
igorous program to assure that its PCs are fully
:ompatible and meet the highest standards of quality
A COMPLETE QUALITY
ASSURANCE SOLUTION
)ne facet of the QAPlus Tested program is
2APlus/Factore which provides dynamic burn-in
:apabilities using state-of-the-art diagnostics. Its
mhaustive testing, tracking, and reporting features
'acilitate the effective measure and control of production
mocesses.
2APlus/Factory can help eliminate product returns and
•epair calls due to incompatibility and marginal quality
tssurance testing. The bottom line is lower manufacturing
md support costs, increased product quality and
:ustomer satisfaction, and amore competitive business.
BACKED BY
COMPREHENSIVE SUPPORT
2APlus/Factory customers can receive an on-site quality
;urvey by our PC quality assurance expert, along with
nstallation and training. Plus, they will be enrolled in our
'horny Support Program which includes remote
liagnostic troubleshooting, access to DiagSoft's BBS, and
requent product updates to support the latest technology.
THE INDUSTRY STANDARD
)iagSoft's QAPlus software is the de facto standard for PC
.ompatibility and quality assurance testing.
2APlus/Factory is in use worldwide by leading
nanufacturers and integrators, such as: Digital Equipment
2orporation, Gateway 2000, Intergraph, Micronics, Mylex,

and Trillium Computer Resources. They help us ensure
that our QAPlus software is on the leading edge of
technology
THE SEAL THAT MAKES THE DEAL
The QAPlus Tested seal on acomputer system ensures PC
users they are receiving asystem that has passed the most
rigorous diagnostic hardware tests available. Our QAPlus
OEM version and remote control software can also be
bundled with systems to allow support personnel to
remotely operate systems, and provide an even greater
level of support.
ISO 9000 SUPPORT
QAPlus/Factory supports the ISO 9000 requirements for
testing and traceability. It streamlines this process by
ensuring that all data collection is automatic and
consistent throughout the process.
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4— ISO 9000 Reporting

FEATURES INCLUDE:
Network or Stand-Alone Operation
CI Unattended Scripted Testing
0 Complete Test Logging
CI Hardware Level Diagnostics
0 Extensive System Information
0 Detailed Quality Analysis Reports
WE WROTE THE BOOK ON PC QUALITY ASSURANCE
AND WE'LL GIVE YOU A COPY — FREE!
Don't push your luck, call DiagSoft now for our FREE
Guide to PC Quality Assurance. Also from DiagSoft:
QAPlus/WIN" for tuning and troubleshooting Windows'',
QAPlus/FE' for power users and service /support
professionals, Power Meter' for performance measurement
and comparison, and QAPlus, the diagnostic leader.

(»Plus/Fact
Quality Assurance and Diagnostic Testing for Manufacturers, Integrators and Servicers

Call 800-342-4763 For Your FREE Quality Assurance Guide
DiagSoft, Inc. - 5615 Scotts krIley Drive, Suite 140 - Scotts killey, CA 95066 - 408-438-8247 - FAX 408-438-7113
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void sprint(char * buf,
const char * format=def_format)
const;

MORE DIR ENTRY ACCESS METHODS
Full path name
const char * nime(void)

const;

Name and extension
Disk drive only ( no colon)

const char * dir(void)

const;

const char * ext(void)

const;

Directory component of path
The part of the filename to the left of the dot

:met mtime(void)

The extension part of the filename
Last modified time

cpnsc 4111111111.1111111.1114t;

File size (
0if directory)

const directory: : attribute
attrib( void ) const;

Attribute mask

of an employee record. A C programmer would probably ( incorrectly) write an employee-record class so that you could access
the name and address fields directly. A C programmer new to
C++ would read the rule about no direct access to data and probably do something like the following:
class employee_rec
char * name;
public:
const char * getname(){ return name;
void setname(char * n){ name - n; }

1

I;

void print ( FILE * stream = stdout,
const char * format=def_format)
const;

Here, print ( ) writes to the specified FILE (not
ios tr eam), and sprint ( ) writes to abuffer.
The format string works much like pr intf O,
but it also adds st rftime ( ) conversions for
printing the ast-modified date and time, along with afew other
directoryspecific conversions.
Prototypes for additional data-access methods appear in the
table "More di r _entry Access Methods." Two of these, di r
and name, further illustrate why it's better to use messages (i.e.,
member-function calls) to access attributes of aclass than to permit direct access to the member variables. These functions evaluate to pointers to arrays that hold, respectively, the directory
and root-name components of afile or subdirectory name.
Space for these arrays is not allocated until you call name ()
or di rO, however. That means you won't incur the memory
overhead—or the processing overhead of isolating the name and
directory components from the full path — unless you actually

But that's exactly the wrong thing to do— hardly different from
just making the name field public, with all the problems that
entails.
There is one advantage: You could change the internal type
used to store the name without changing the external interface,
like this:

To my mind, iostreams are an
overly complicated reinvention
of the wheel and an abuse of
the operator-overloading
mechanism.

class employee_rec
CString name;
public:
const char * getname()
{ return ( const char*)name; }
void setname(char * n){ name = n; }

A little more analysis reveals that you really don't need direct access to the name at all, however, and it's only at that point that the
employee_rec becomes atrue object. If you add messages like
"display yourself," "print yourself," and "update yourself interactively by querying the user," you can eliminate all external access to aname field. The system sends truly high-level messages to the employee rec object, and that object takes care
of the details. For example, the object could interpret "update
yourself' as "put up adialog box that will allow the user to
change the name field." This way, the object itself takes over
the mechanics of an update.
In another operating environment, the same message might
have acompletely different effect. The program that uses the
emp_r ecord doesn't care about any of this as long as the record
gets updated. Changes to the update methodology won't affect the
surrounding code.
The di r entry takes essentially this approach, exporting
data through two messages: "print yourself" and "print yourself
to astring." Here are the prototypes:
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need this information. A more naive implementation would do this
allocation and initialization in the di r entry constructor.
Problems and Improvements
Although I've found the directory classes pretty useful in their current form, the current implementation lacks autodecrement (-)
operators and support for adding or subtracting ints to directory objects (e.g., d+ = 1). Ihaven't written these functions because Ihaven't needed to use them, but my "no surprises" rule dictates that they probably should exist.
The implementation also does not support < < overloads to
print directory and dir entry objects. Idetest the iostream system, so Idon't use it. To my mind, iostreams are
an overly complicated reinvention of the wheel and an abuse of
the operator-overloading mechanism. You wouldn't call an output function shift left formatted ( ) , and you shouldn't
overload < < to mean "output."
The abuse also causes problems. For example, the following
code
cout < <

x & Ox7f;

does not output the masked character, and
CString si, s2;
cout <<
si += s2 ;
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HOW
AITech' s (eye-tech) audioSHOW brings multimedia audio, video and television to your
computer today! oudioSHOW allows you to interface your computer' sVGA output to any
television or videotape device. This function, along with audioSHOW' s built-in
mind-blowing sound and multimedia capabilities, means your presentations, trainings and
any other computer activities will have maximum impact. Imagine recording your
computer' soutput to videotape AND adding amusic soundtrack consisting of CD music,
MIDI synthesizer orchestrations, sampled sound effects and narration. This is the power of
audinSHOW!
Maximum Multimedia.
ourlioSHOW is o16-bit ISA compatible interface card ( pictured above) that includes
complete sound and VGA-to-video capabilities. It includes both SCSI and Mitsumi CD-ROM
interfaces, which allow access to multimedia CD-ROM titles, Kodak Photo and music CDs. A
built in joystick port and aMIDI : n/Out port option complete your multimedia PC
compatibility. With the ability to record both audio and VGA to videotape, audioSHOW is the
perfect tool for distributing your multimedia to friends, clients, and the world in general.
audioSHOW takes any presentation and turns it into multimedia nirvana.
Maximum Music and Sound.
With audiaSHOW you çet great sound: pure, state-of-the-art, 16-bit stereo input,
sampling/reco7dmg, and output. The on-board music synthesizer uses advanced 4-operator
FM synthesis to produce realistic sounding instruments. A4-watt high-fidelity stereo
amplifier ard mixer allow you to arrange your sounds, and feature-rich sound sampling and
sequencing software makes audio creation easy and fun. You can even expand oudioSHOW
with an optional wavetable sound synthesis module that gives your PC the most radical
music synthesizer technology available. In short, audioSHOW has all of the tools for getting
maximum sound into and out of your PC.

Maximum Television.
audioSHOW converts your VGA output to NTSC (standard television). Since it takes the
computer signal from on external VGA port, audioSHOW works with any compatible VGA
card. It even supports dual monitors (VGA and video simultaneously) and S-Video output
signals for the highest quality picture. With resolutions up to 640 x480 x16.1 million
colors and advanced anti-flicker circuitry for rock-solid Windows, audioSHOW brings
maximum visual punch to your presentations and multimedia television!
Maximum Compatibility, Features and Productivity.
audioSHOW is compatible with all of the leading sound and multimedia standards, including:
SounoBlaster Pro, ProAudio Spectrum, AdLib, Microsoft Windows, and Video for Windows.
This means that ab of your games, entertainment, presentation and multimedia software will
not only sound great, but hove the ability to be displayed on any television or recorded to
videotape! In addition, terrific bundled software like Aristosoft' sWired for Sound and
Lenel' sMultiMedia Works allow you to create the ultimate audio/video computer
experience.
Maximum music. Maximum television. If you want to hear, see and experience maximum
multimedia see your local dealer and ask for audioSHOW. Of call toll-free 1-800-882-8184
for more info. audioSHOW, from the Vision for Multimedia company.

Affech
Vision for Multimedia
47971 Fremont Blvd., Fremont, CA 94538
510/226-8960

Call Today: NM-8818184

510/226-8996 ( fax)
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OFTLANDING
LINUX SYSTEM

SLS: POSIX UNIX clone for the 386
As reviewed in March " UNIX WORLD"
_Maude: •full

kernel source • Xl1R5 Openlook • TeX
•emacs • TC/PIP, NFS & SLIP • complete C & C++
development environment • 600+ utilities • SVR4 ELF binary
compatbility • Windows 3 1API & ABI • DOS Emulator

Pree: •

$99 U.S. plus $ 15 S&H for 30 disk distribution,
or QIC 150 tope, or CD (
CD includes full source) or
•$199 U.S. plus $ 15 S&H for quarterly subscription

Softlanding Software

Getee toucitairniei érem 'DOS 6ailetie

•Cheque • Money Order = eb Dealer inquiries Welcome *mold available

P.
O.Box 48054, 3575 DOUGLAS S
T., VICTORIA, B.
C.
V8Z7H5CANADA
PHONE (604) 592-0188 F
AX (604) 595-5820

fractal

li

dding images to your Windows applications? Avoid storage problems with
fractal image compression, the technology
that inspired PC Magazine to declare
"The advantages of fractal compression
are unmatched."
This technology is now
available to Windows 3.x
developers in POEM
ColorBox Ill, which provides DLLs for:
•Ultra- high compression;
•Resolution independent
images;
•Background compression; and
•FTC-Ill coprocessor support
For database, multimedia, archiving or
other applications, ColorBox Ill is comprehensive, easy- to- use and at 5995, suprisingly affordable.

compren

Call today for more information. Learn
why ColorBox Ill can solve your image
storage problems.

Tel:
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does not output the concatenation of the two strings, because the
shift operator has higher precedence than both & and +=. I'd feel
better if avery low-precedence "output" operator, such as <or : =, was added to the language, but Idon't think that will ever
happen. In any event, I/O overloads of the shift operators are
easy enough to add— they don't even have to be friends of the
di rectory or di r_ent ry classes, because no access to internal data is necessary.
Here's another problem. The directory objects store the
dir_en try objects internally as alinked list. ( Each di r_entry has anext field, and ahead pointer is stored in the directory object. Ididn't use Microsoft's list functions because
they're inefficient, error-prone, and difficult to use.) The linkedlist approach is convenient when loading adirectory because
there's no easy way to determine the size of adirectory without
reading it in. But the linked- list approach makes the [ operator
very inefficient—it counts over from the head of the list—and
would make the operator— ( ) function difficult to write as
well. A related problem is the time required to allocate and initialize the array used for sorting.
These problems can be solved by storing the di r_ent rys in
an actual array rather than alinked list, but this solution introduces
problems of its own. First, you don't know how long to make the
array until after you've read in all the di r_ent rys. You could
just allocate aworst-case array, but every time I've done that, I've
ended up needing more array elements than Ihad available. You
don't want to make the worst-case size so large that you waste
most of the space most of the time so you can accommodate an
occasional very large directory.
You could move the code that creates an array of di rentry
pointers and initialize the elements to point at the di r_ent ry
structures from direc tory: : sort ( ) to the constructor, but
then you're wasting the space used by the "next" pointer in each
di r_ent ry , and you're adding unnecessary overhead in those
situations where you don't need to sort things.
As athird alternative, you could isolate the "next" pointer into
abase class and everything else into aderived class, create a
properly sized array of derived-class objects, and then copy only
the derived-class component from the linked list to the array.
That's alot of work, though, and the delete needed for each
linked-list element would slow things even further.
The [ Jbehavior can be improved, if not fixed completely,
by using adoubly linked list and keeping amost-recently accessed-via- [] pointer and associated index in the di rectory
object. You can then count forward or backward from the pointer rather than from the beginning of the list. This strategy works
fine for improving sequential access, but it doesn't help much for
random access.
The real question is whether efficient support of [ 1and any
support of -, +, +=, -, and - = are required. Ithink not, but if you
disagree, they're easy to add. Even in the current form, however,
I've found these classes very useful in my own work.•
Editor's note: The complete listings for this article are available
in electronic format. See page 5for details.
Allen I. Holub teaches C++ and compiler design at the University of California-Berkeley Extension. His recent books include C+ C++: Programming
with Objects in C and C++ (
McGraw-Hill. 1991) and Compiler Design in C
(Prentice-Hall, 1990). You can reach him on BIX c/o " editors" or on the
Internet at holub@violet.berkeley.edu.

ONLY FASTBACK
PLUS 6.0
Concerned about reliability? Then
you'll be relieved to know that our
Advanced Error Comction-ensures the
safest backups possible. You can destroy
up to 11% of the data on abackup
diskette (up to 50% on atape) and
Fastback Plus will recover every last
byte, error-free.
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'Ittily efficient backup is acombination of speed and compression. Since you dont want to spend a
second more than you have to on backup,you'll be glad to know that only Fastback Plus 6.0 achieves both an average
compression rate of 66-68% and speeds
as high as 19MB per minute.

Fastback Plus 6.0 supports more
drives than anyone — from QIC
40 and QIC 80 to large capacity SCSI
devices, whether they use controller
cards with ASPI interfaces like
Adaptec, aMicrochannel bus, or even
aFuture Domain card. And yes, Fastback Plus is certified compatible with
Colorado Memory Systems.

Backup of the people,
by the people
and for the people.
If you wanted to create an important new version of the world's bestselling backup software, who would
you ask for advice?
How about people who'll use it?
That's what we did.
We surveyed over 2,000 people
and based the prototype of our new
The World's
Fastback Plus Version
Best-Selling.
Most Reliable
6.0 on their input.
Backup Software
Then we invited 40 users —
•
novices, propeller11> • . •
heads, people who
swear by Fastback,
I
people who swear at
it, and people who swear they've
never seen it— to visit our offices
and work with us personally
During 30 days of interface
design and usability testing, we ran
up some hefty hotel bills. And
learned some valuable lessons.
We learned, for example, that
our installed base is nostalgic for
the simple, straightforward, everything-available-at-a-glance interface we used way back in Version 2.0.
We learned that while some
prefer to select files by typing in
specs and others prefer to point and
click, everyone wanted achoice.
What's more, they wanted immediate access to every option upon
loading— the way it's done in Direct
Access': our best-selling menuing
software.
•

i•
e•

.
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If you'd love to back up from your
laptop directly to your desktop's
tape drive (or any other device, for that
matter), you'll have to get Fastback Plus
6.0. Then you can enjoy our full range
of convenient features, including
scheduling and unattended backups

eLgil

If you've got better things to keep
on your desk than abulky tape
drive, you'll want to get Fastback Plus
6.0.1f there's atape drive anywhere on
your network, you can back up to it
with Fastback Plus 6.0 — and only with
Fastback Plus 6.0.

Fastback Plus 6.0 isn't the only
backup software that scans for
viruses. But it's the only one that does
it while your backup is in progress.
No waiting,

They wanted an Express menu
with improved screens, simplified
file selection
and aCompare
=MO
function. With
separate menus
for Backup and
Restore.
And while
-•
.,..
they were on the
subject, our
subjects insisted
ChoosinglilesJiff backup couldn't be more
that restoring
flexibk. From asingle screen, you can
should be as simple
tee in specsfor thefiles you
and as effortless as want and back them all up ala keystroke
or simply point and dick.
possible.
They weren't kidding, either.
After they'd selected the file
they wanted, they figured Fastback
ought to tell them when it was
backed up, what type of media it
was backed up to and what type of
backup it was.
'Anything else?" we asked.
"Sure," they said,
and asked if
Version 6.0
could do
dishes and
take out the
trash.
We said it
couldn't, but when
we told them it could do
all the things listed in the box on the
left, they were delighted.
Call 800-926-4289 Ext. 77
and you will be, too.
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Master the art of multi-platlerm GUIs.
XVI Software is the leading choice of world-class
developers for one reason: It is the simplest, quickest path
to building quality applications that port to every GUI
without compromises in look-and-feel or performance.
Plus, its easier to learn and use than native toolkits, so your
time and effort goes into your application, not your GUIs.

Because XvT uses native GUI objects, your application
is inchstinguishable from one written directly to the native
toolkit. Through our layered architecture, you achieve
equivalent cross-platform functionality appropriate to each
GUI, without the overhead and inflexibility of proprietary
emulation-based systems.
XVI puts complete C/C++ solutions at
your lingerlips.
he xv r
Solutions for Cand C++ each include an
Interactive Design Tool and the XVI Portability Toolkit.
Our Design tools let you use your MOtee to design
,ind lay out your GUI, using native and custom controls,
hen test it on all your target platforms before generating
and compiling your code.
When combined with in-depth consulting, training
and support, plus awide range of Partners products. XVT
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forms the most comprehensive and advanced solution
for developing completely portable GUI applications.
Developers Judge XVI to be amastorploce.
XVI is the base document for the IEEE's GUI
standardization effort. Our thousands of customers include
internal and commercial developers like: Alcoa, Amoco,
AT&T, Avis, Ford, General Motors, Grammatik/Reference
Software, Kodak, Lockheed, NCR, NEC, NIST, Novell,
Rockwell, Siemens, Son), Southwestern Bell, Tandem,
Uniplex, Unisys, US Army and US West.
Call now for afree XVI Technical Overview
and Demo.
Ask about X\ 1training tu FL, NY, WA, TX, NJ, and more.

SOFRNARE INC

The portable GUI development solution.

1-800-678-7988
XVI Software Inc. 490,1 pearl East Cu. Boulder,

(303) 443-4223 FAX (303) 443-0969

CO

80301

For European inquiries, contact: Precision Seim GmbH
Phone: 49 061 03137% 0 Fax: 49 061 03/36 95 5

Pournelle
JERRY POURNELLE

Clean Water and Dirty
Keyboards
thas been ahectic month, with many trips. The most
notable was to Stockholm, where Igot to fire aKarl Gustav recoilless cannon and visit the home of my legendary Norman ancestors.
We arrived in Stockholm for the Water Festival. Stockholm
is built on anumber of islands, at the junction of avery large
freshwater lake and the Baltic Sea. The festival celebrates the
fact that the waters—fresh, salt, and brackish—are all clean
and clear. You can swim right off the pier by the Royal Castle
or down by the yacht landing near Embassy Row. You can fish anywhere and
safely eat the fish, and, for that matter, Isuppose you could drink the water from
the lake.
The way they manage that is by using agreat deal of public transportation,
most of which is electric; much of the electricity is generated by nuclear power plants. We
took the X-2000 bullet train from Stockholm to
Goteborg; very fast and very smooth. We went
to the southwest so that we could visit the town
of Falkenberg; those familiar with my novels
will understand why that was important to me.
Falkenberg is in the part of Sweden that was
Danish in the ninth century. That's the area from
which Rollo led his Vikings off to France to
found the Duchy of Normandy. My remote ancestors were part of that trek, but when Inamed
one of my major characters John Christian
Falkenberg, Ididn't know the town existed.
Anyway, we took the electric train to Goteborg,
and we noted that much of Sweden uses electric
trains and streetcars.
It's alaw of physics that EMFs (electromagnetic fields) form closed loops, and there are
more electromagnetic lines of force inside the
field loop than outside; meaning that all the passengers, and the drivers, of electric transportation
are exposed to one whack of alot more EMF
radiation than you can manage by sitting next to

ILLUSTRATION& COURTNEY GRANNER e 1993

acomputer, or living near apower transmission
line, or operating electronic appliances. Somehow, those who worry excessively about lowlevel EMF radiation never think about such
things; they choose instead to look at high percentage increases in tiny numbers of rare events.
Ah, well.

Ivisited the Swedish Royal Air
Force base at Uppsala, and on the way back
Ineeded an aspirin, so we stopped at alarge department store. It had acomputer department, so
Ihad to go look. What Isaw was an area about
30 by 30 feet. Against one wall was apile of
Atari ST machines. More prominently displayed
was alarger pile of Amiga computers; that included afloor dump right at the entrance to the
computer section. There were some stacks of
software, perhaps 20 items for each kind of machine. The rest of the room, about 75 percent
of it, was filled with Nintendo and Super Nintendo machines and game cartridges, with an
enormous floor dump of Super Mario Brothers.
I'm told that the Amiga is quite popular in

After atrip to
Sweden, Jerry
returns to Chaos
Manor to clean
keyboards, look at
Symantec's Q&A
line, reinstall
OS/2, and maybe
find akiller
application for
that operating
system
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Sweden as ahome system. Professional
offices mostly use European- and Swedishmade PCompatibles. Microsoft is the major software publisher; indeed, Ifound out
after Igot there that Microsoft was one of
the sponsors of the science and science
fiction convention Iattended as guest of
honor. Many of the attendees came from
the newly liberated Baltic republics, and
there were afew from as far away as Bulgaria. The economy being what it is, the
convention was alow-key event, but Ihad
agreat time. And it sure is nice to see a

city that is celebrating its clean and sparkling water.

Igot back just in time for another disaster, with my computer
complaining of memory errors on startup. This time Iremembered what does it:
Iturned off the machine, disconnected the
keyboard, turned it upside down, and beat
on it for awhile. A bunch of junk fell out.
Iconnected it back up, and Lo!, no more
memory errors. Even the newest machines
use the keyboard encoder chip as part of

the A20 handler (address line 20, which
accesses high memory), so if there's any
kind of short or low power in the keyboard,
the computer can believe it has amemory
error. If you get memory errors on start-up,
be sure the keyboard is all right before you
open up the computer. You may save yourself alot of work.
Incidentally, Ihave awhole bunch of
new keyboards that incorporate trackballs.
Key Ironic makes the Trak101 with a
good feel and layout, with the trackball in
aconvenient place. Of course, keyboard
feel is apersonal thing: Ihappen to like
the noisy snap action of IBM and Northgate keyboards, rather than the softer and
more quiet action of the Key Ironic keyboards, but many have the opposite view.
Ialso like having the function keys on the
left side rather than across the top. My
partner Larry Niven, on the other hand,
wants his on top. The solution to that is
the Northgate OmniKey Ultra, which has
them in both places.
Having the trackball on the keyboard
makes alot of sense, particularly if you
use furniture with akeyboard drawer. But
there is one drawback: while amouse has
to pick up junk off the table when it wants
to gum itself up, the trackball collects crud
from above. If you do use atrackball,
you'll probably have to clean it daily.

Trips are an opportunity to test

NEW FACE ON YOUR HOST DATA...
VT

EMULATION GIVES YOUR

A A FACELIFT—THE WINDOWS
BeforEAterm, host data was dull,
colorless, and limited by aging host
applications. 10EAterm transforms your host
data—making it better looking, and more
useable.
Apply the power and ease of Windows
tools, like Excel, 1-2-3, WordPerfect, Visual
Basic... to your host data using ICEAterm's
DDE, hot links, file transfer, and user-defined
menus and dialog boxes. And you'll get
more done faster with multiple KEAterm
sessions.
Advanced features include apowerful
macro language and definable on-screen
button pads, to make your work even
easier. ICEAterm speeds your work with high
throughput over your serial port or installed
TCP/IP or LAT network. •
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K.F.Aterm 420—a powerful link to
your VAX and UNIX text
applications.
KF.Aterm 340—for applications
requiring ReGIS, Tektronix. or sixel
graphics
ICEAterm—for Windows NT
available soon!
Empower your desktop

now?

Call 1-800-663-8702
KEA Systems Ltd.
3738 North Fraser Way, Unit 101
Burnaby. B.C. Canada V5J 5G1
Phone: (
604) 431-0727
Fax: (
604) 431-0818
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portable computers. This time, Icarried
the Gateway HandBook to use as avery
portable notebook and an old, battered
Zenith Mastersport 386SL for heavier-duty
work. Alas, my HandBook needs anew
battery pack; it used to hold acharge for
hours, but no longer. This is apity, because it fits in ashoulder bag and can be
carried to museums and other places you
don't want to take aheavier machine.
When it's working, Ilove it, and I'm sure
anew battery will fix everything.
The Mastersport, like the ubiquitous
bunny, just keeps going and going. Ihave
much faster portables with larger screens,
but Ikeep coming back to that old machine. The screen, although smaller than
those on some new machines, is very readable, more than good enough, and Ilove
that keyboard. Also, the Mastersport is extremely reliable. One of these days, I'll
upgrade to anewer model just so I'll have
that to write about, but meanwhile, Isure
like that ancient laptop.

My mail is pretty heavy this
month, with anumber of complaints about
my criticism of Symantec's new Q&A
Write for Windows. Typical of them is
Joel Fritz, who says, "Ican understand

"You asked for apowerful and affordable tool to
develop client/server applications. That's why
Ideveloped System Architect 3.0. 11
JAN POPKIN, CEIIEI SCIENTIST
POPKIN SOFTWARE & SYSTEMS, INC

Developers and project teams looking
for aCASE-based tool for client/server
application development will find the
answer in System Architect- 3.0. This
latest version of the CASE price/performance leader includes all the features of
expensive tools for afraction of the cost.
To quote CASE Trends Magazine:
"Popkin Software and Systems have
delivered on their promises, by offering
inexpensive, easy-to-use products that
deliver results."

System Architect 3.0.
SA 3.0 simplifies the development of
client/server applications by supporting
multiple methodologies including
Information Engineering, Gane & Sarson,
Yowtlon, IDEE 00A&D, SSADM IV,
Shlaer/Mellor, and Wand & Mellor. It also
features an integrated data repository you
can customize. And it runs under MS
Windows® or IBM's OS/2 PM?

Flexibility And Functionality.

Put Your Project Team In A Class Of Its Own.

The ideal combination of flexibility and functionality has made SA the
System Architect 3.0 makes your project team more productive
undisputed price/performance leader. As the needs of developers have
because it lets your users really work together. It does this with arange
changed, so has the scope of SA's features and options:
of capabilities including:
SA Screen Painter: Allows repository-based development
Network Version — Allows multiple team members to work concur-of GUI screens and menus or
rently on aproject while sharing the SA
M ICROSOFT.
SA
WINDOWS_character-based screens.
Repository by locking diagram and data dicSA Object-Oriented Version: Supports
SYSTEM ARCeeinetemb
tionary records.
Booth '91 and Coad/Yourdon.
Network Security — Allows Project
SA Reverse Data Engineer: Reverse
Managers to uniquely identify and classify per•
ix et-31i e
engineers SQL databases, including
.
sonnel with appropriate levels of authorization.
SQL Server, SYBASE, DB2, Informix,
Access Control— Allows team members
e. SA REVERS ARTA ENGINE:ea
and Oracle.
to check-out, check-in, or freeze encyclopedia
SA Schema Generator: Generates DDL
objects with defined authorization.
SA/SOL S/1110 0115 LINIS,en
I
and SQL triggers from entity models for
Version Control — Allows project encyOracle, Informix, Ingres, PROGRESS,
REQUIREMENTS ,
ANALTS .
DE IAN
CONSTE kl7lON
clopedias, and their related files, to be saved
Paradox, dBASE III, DB2, SQL Server,
System Architect 3.0 covers your development lifecycle with
and stored with appropriate version-identifySYBASE, and other SQL and 4GL databases.
acomplete range offeatures and options.
ing data. (Available in version 3.1)
SA Project Documentation Facility:
Enables the automatic generation of deliverables with desktop
Learn More About System Architect 3.0.
publishing quality from SA Encyclopedia.
Call us at 1-800-REAL-CASE, ext. 138. Or fax us at 1-212-571-3436.
Ask how you can qualify for afree 30-day evaluation copy.
Choose Your Development Environment.
A

A

,

,

System Architect 3.0 allows you to seamlessly interface with your choice
of client/server application
.levelopment environments:
m.scMmarm
SA/PowerBuilder Link.
.11lows the exchange of design
information between SA and
l'owerBuilder for the development of more robust
client/server applications.
SA/SQL Windows Link.
\Xforks with Gupta's SQL
•Paint GUI screens from data in repository. Windows.
•r,

SYSTEM
ARCHITECT,.

yet
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---

Popkin Software & Systems, Inc., 11 Park Plate, NY, NY 10007-2801
Tel: (212) 571-3434 Fax: (212) 571-3436
Worldwide Sa/es: Italy 39-49-8700366; Denmark 45-45-823200;
Switzerland 41-61.6922666; Germany 49-6151-82077;
Sweden 46-8-626-8100; Benelux 31-3406-65530;
England 44-926-881186; Australia 61-02-346499
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Elsewhere 212-571-3434
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kd93 Poplon Software & interns Inc.
Symem Perhitect logo I% atrademark of Napkin Sonvvare & S)stems. Inc.
All other brand and prodder names ate trademark:. or registered trademarks of their respective holden.
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your disappointment at Symantec's having abused the name of aprogram you
loved, but if you think of it as having another name and think of the market niche
it's aimed at, it's agood tool
at afair price." On reflection,
he's right: the program is a
pretty good little editor. Ido
miss bookmarks, but otherwise, it has about all you need,
and it's arefreshing step to- 4
ward smaller programs in
these days of galloping featuritis.
There's also anew Windows version of the Symantec Q&A 4.0
database and word processor. It's compatible with older versions and will convert
DOS-version files. Ihave only abeta copy
so far, so I'll hold final comments until it
ships. Q&A has always been the best flatfile database in existence, bar none, and
unless you really need arelational database, you may find that Q&A does everything you need. It's certainly the easiest
database program to learn; and the mailmerge program is very powerful as well
as absurdly easy to use.
Niven and Istill do most of our text creation in character-based Q&A Write; the

only reason we need anything else is that
Q&A Write for DOS doesn't print very
well, and it works only on files of 30,000
words or so, meaning that we have to make
each chapter of anovel aseparate file. Q&A Write for
Windows will read those
files into one big file, so we
can do aglobal search and
replace. It will also do a
proper job of printing.
However, it doesn't have
the old WordStar command
set that Q&A Write for DOS
incorporates. There are other
limits. The result is that we're not really
tempted to change over from our present if
clumsy system in which we use Word for
Word to convert Q&A Write files into
Word for DOS and then let Word for Windows read them in. One of these days I'm
going to use REXX ( more on that another
time) to write afull routine for taking a
bunch of files with filenames of V] LENAME . NUM, where NUM is the chapter
number; using Word for Word to convert
them; and reading them into Microsoft
Word as one big file with page breaks between chapters.
Istill recommend Q&A, database and

editor, as one of the best bargains in PC
programs. It's easy to learn and powerful
enough for most purposes. Those interested should get PC World Q&A Bible,
Version 4 from IDG Books; this comes
with templates, examples, macros, tips and
tricks, and about all you'll need to make
Q&A really useful. It's written by Tom
Marcellus, technical editor of the Quick
Answer (
Pinnacle Publishing, P.O. Box
888, Kent, WA 98035). This is aSymantec-independent newsletter on Q&A applications, well worth your attention if you
use Q&A much.

One reason Icontinue to like
Q&A Write for DOS for my first drafts is
that it combines easily with both Definitions/Plus ( which is The American Heritage Dictionary) and Microlytics' Word
Finder, making both available right in the
word processor. This means Ican use
Word Finder to pop up synonyms and then
use Definitions/Plus to look the word up;
and all that's available on aDOS laptop.
All that and more are available with Microsoft Bookshelf, particularly the CDROM version that combines Microsoft
Word for Windows; but while Ican and
do sometimes carry aSyDOS Personal CD

Three Good Reasons for Choosing Videx Bar Code Readers:

\

Programmable

Durable

Portable

Proven performers in any environment—from the office to

demanding environments. All at prices that make them

the outdoors—Videx's family of bar code readers leads the

the obvious choice.

industry as the most portable, durable, programmable
data collectors. Make your job easy. Keep track of time,
attendance, assets, inventory, work-in-process, shipping
and receiving with abar code reader from Videx®.

TimeWand I

$298

Dura Wand

$495

TimeWand II

$698

For afree information
TimeWand® I, DuraWand®, and TimeWand II are

kit, call Videx today at

designed for today's world of diverse applications and

503-758-0521.

See us at Comdex, Booth #L1497
Videx, Inc., 1105 N.E. Circle Blvd., Corvallis, OR 97330-4285 • 503-758-0521 • FAX 503-752-5285
Videx, TimeWand, and DuraWand are registered trademarks of Videx, Inc. GC0356
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STATISTICA/w - (
for Windows) Complete Statistical System with thousands of on-screen customizable, presentation-quality
graphs fully integrated with all procedures • Complete Windows 3.1
support, DDE, OLE, TI-fonts, multiple toolbars, right mouse button
support uUnlimited numbers of data-, results-, and graph-windows
Is Inter-window integration: data, results, and graphs can be treated
as objects and converted into one another in anumber of ways 3
The largest selection of statistics and graphs in asingle system;
comprehensive implementations of: Exploratory techniques; multiway tables with banners ( presentation-quality reports); nonparametrics; distribution fitting; multiple regression; general nonlinear
estimation; stepwise logit/probit; general ANCOVA/MANCOVA; stepwise discriminant analysis; log-linear analysis; factor analysis; cluster analysis; multidimensional scaling; canonical correlation; item
analysis/reliability; survival analysis; time series modeling; forecasting; lags analysis; quality control; process analysis; experimental design ( with Taguchi); and much more

Manuals with comprehen-
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sive introductions to each procedure and examples • Hypertextbased Stats Advisor expert system uExtensive data management fa-
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cilities (spreadsheet with long formulas, block operations, advanced Clipboard support, DDE hot links, relational merge, data
verification, powerful programming language) • Batch command
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language and macros also supported, "turn-key system" options
All output displayed in Scrollsheets" (dynamic, customizable, pres-

7
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entation-quality tables with toolbars, pop-up windows, and instant
2D, 3D and multiple graphs) • Extremely large analysis designs
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(e.g., correlation matrices up to 32,000x32,000, unlimited ANOVA
designs) • Megafile Manager with up to 32,000 variables (8Mb)
per record Unlimited size of files; extended (" quadruple") precision; unmatched speed 3Exchanges data and graphs with other applications via DDE or an extensive selection of file import/export facilities Hundreds of types of graphs, including categorized multiple 2D and 3D graphs, matrix plots, icons, and unique multivariate
(e.g., 4D) graphs • Facilities to custom design new graphs and add
them permanently to menu 3 On-screen graph customization with
advanced drawing tools, interactive stretching and resizing of complex objects, interactive embedding of graphs and artwork, special
effects, icons, maps, multi-graphics management, page layout control for slides and printouts; unmatched speed of graph redraw.
Interactive rotation, perspective and cross-sections of all 3D and 4D
graphs u Extensive selection of tools for graphical exploration of
data: fitting, smoothing, overlaying, spectral planes, projections, layered compressions, marked subsets • Price $995.
Quick STATISTICA/w- (
for Windows) Acomprehenmw wlection of basic statistics and the full graphics capabilities of
ST \ rtsTicv‘; uPrice $495.
STATISTICA/Dosible data analysis system

(
for DOS) A STATISTICA/w-compat-

Price $795.

Quick STATISTICA/Dos- (
for DOS) Asubset of srATISTICA/Dos statistics and graphics Price $295.
Domestic sh/h $ 10 per product; 14-day money back guarantee.
Circle 148 on Inquiry Card.
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StatSofr

2325 E. 13th St. • Tulsa, OK 74104 • (918) 583-4149
Fax: (918) 583-4376

STATISTICA/PAae - (
for Macintosh) A STATISTICAATi-compatible,
comprehensive data analysis and graphics system designed for the Macintosh •
Large selection of statistical methods fully integrated with presentation-quality
graphics (incl. FDA, multiplots, awide selection of interactively rotatable 3D
graphs; MacDraw-style tools) • Unlimited size of files • Full support for System
7, incl. "Publish and Subscribe" • Price $695.
Quick STATISTICA/Mac - ((or Macintosh) Asubset of STATIS-

Overseas Offices: Statsoft of Europe ( Hamburg, FRG), ph: 040/
'
fICA/mac: acomprehensive selection of basic statistics and the full graphics ca4200347, fax: 040/4911310; StatSoft UK ( London, UK), ph: 0462/482822,
pabilities of STATISTICA/Mac • hice $395.
fax: 0462/482855; StatSoft Pacific ( Melbourne, Australia), ph: (03) 663
6580, fax: (03) 663 6117; StatSoft Canada-CCO (Ontario), ph: 416-849-0737, fax: 416-849-0918. Available From: CORPORATE SOFTWARE and other Authorized Representatives WorIchvicie: Holland: MAB Julsing, 071-230410; France: Version US ( 1) 40590913; Sweden: AkademiData 018-240035; Hungary: Dagent Kft 186-5782: Belgium: TEXMA 10 61 16 28: South Africa: Osiris 12 663-4500;
Japan (Macintosh): Three's Company, Inc., 03-3770-7600; Japan ( DOS and Windows): Design Technologies, Inc., 03-3667-11'0.
StatSoti. STATISTICAM.

o.ck STATIS11CA/W. STATISTICA/Mac, Check STATISTICA/Mac. STATISTIC/4/00S.

()Luck STATISTICA/DOS. and Scroftsheet are trademarks of StatSoft. Inc
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drive on trips to use with aportable, the
combination takes setting up. It's along
way from alaptop.
Alas, lately I've had some odd problems with Definitions/Plus. It works just
fine on this machine, a33-MHz 486 Cheetah with an Intel OverDrive
processor. Ibuilt aWindows
PIF ( program information
file) for it and use abatch file
to load Definitions/Plus,
Word Finder, and Q&A Write
3.0 as aDOS program under
Windows. The batch file
loads Definitions/Plus with
the /eswitch, which puts it
into high memory. I'm using that now to
write this, and it works just fine.
However, when Idid that on the 33MHz Gateway 2000 486, even though I
used the identical PIF and batch file from
Big Cheetah, Igot ascrewy message about
"Incompatible Mouse Driver," and it
wouldn't work. Icould load Definitions/Plus without the /eswitch, but that
uses memory. The obvious remedy was to
be sure Iused the same mouse drivers in
both machines, which turns out to be the
MOUSE.SYS that comes in Windows.
There are probably reasons to use some
other mouse driver, but so far, Ihaven't
found them.
Incidentally, Ihave pretty well converted over to the new-and-improved Microsoft Mouse, the larger one that's shaped
like ateardrop. Istill like the old " Dove
soap bar" Microsoft Mouse, but the new
one is adefinite improvement: easier to
hold and easier to use. It's adefinite candidate for aUser's Choice award.

pop up Definitions/Plus, Igot afile error
message.
If Iremove the /eswitch, everything
works fine. Thus, there may be some obscure setting Ican use that will allow Definitions/Plus to go into high memory with
Q&A Write, but if so I
haven't found it. What Idid
find, thanks to IBM's OS/2
guru Dave Whittle, is anifty
OS/2 feature. Among those
settings is one that's called
Video_Mode_Restriction. I
set that to CGA Only. Since
Q&A Write is acharacterbased editor, that turns out to
have no effect whatever on screen quality,
but it frees up something more than 100
KB of memory. The result is that without
the /eswitch, I've got about as much working- space memory in Ozzie as Ido running the same deal in Windows on Big
Cheetah.

A
TLAS GIS
FIR MINNS

This newest development in PC-based mapping
will dramatically change the way you think
about mapping software. Atlas GIS for
Windows will make it easier to incorporate
geographic analysis into any decision you
make. Join 50,000 users, worldwide, who
have gained geographic insight into their data
with Atlas Software.

OS/2 2.1 is now stable and has a

lot of nifty features. There are also annoying problems, but once you get it installed, you're unlikely to encounter adisaster.
Proper installation is important. That
usually means acomplete new installation, including repartitioning and reformatting the hard disk. If you're upgrading from version 2.0 to 2.1 and have never
used any of the beta versions, IBM says
you're safe in doing an upgrade installation. Isuppose Ibelieve that, but if Iwere
installing or upgrading OS/2, I'd go whole
hog.
Anyway, I'd installed several beta versions of 2.1, and it was clear that some of
I've been doing intensive tests the odd results I'd been getting were due to
of OS/2, so Iinstalled my Defini- remnants of old beta code. On advice from
Whittle, Isaved everything off onto aMaxtions/Plus, Word Finder, and Q&A Write
imum Storage Duette optical drive, got
combination on Ozzie, the IBM PS/2
out anew shrink-wrapped package of OS/2
Model 77 that is my main OS/2 machine.
on CD-ROM, and started from scratch.
OS/2 has great flexibility. It creates anew
It all went swimmingly. Of course, I
virtual DOS machine for each major DOS
was working with an IBM PS/2 Model 77,
session. Each session can have anumber of
which was pretty well designed for OS/2,
settings, including control of access to
so it blooming well ought to have gone
COM ports, priority in multitasking, memsmoothly. All told, it took less than an
ory size, and awhole bunch of stuff Idon't
hour to reformat the hard disk and install
fully understand yet. ( Fortunately, Idon't
OS/2 from the CD-ROM. If you have to
have to worry much about them: OS/2 is
use floppy disks, it will take considerably
pretty smart about defaults.)
longer.
One setting will give expanded memOnce that was done, Iinstalled LapLink
ory to your virtual machine. Iset that and
used my old batch file, including the /e Pro from afloppy disk and connected to
one of the machines on my network, which
switch for loading Definitions/Plus into
effectively gave me access to every drive
high memory. That seemed to work: it
out there. Ithen began reading in stuff
would load, and Icould summon the dicfrom the Duette. The original plan had
tionary while still at aDOS prompt, both
before and after loading Word Finder; but
been that I'd connect the Duette directly to
Ozzie; the PS/2 Model 77 has SCSI on the
when Iloaded in Q&A Write and tried to

Key Features Include
•The easiest mapping interface yet.
•Advanced database design links multiple
tables to any geography.
•Optional utility to link SOL databases.
•Complete geographic and data querying.
WYSIWYM, (What-You-See- Is-What-You-Map)
page layout system displays your complete
document automatically.
•Powerful analysis tools for which Atlas GIS
has won acclaim are now available under
Windows, including point, line and area
buffers and area-weighted data aggregation.
•True presentation-quality output with
extensive color palettes, abroader range of
fill patterns and full clipboard support.
Sales & Marketing professionals engaged in
Target Marketing, Site Selection, Sales
Territory Design or Distribution Planning, will
find Atlas GIS for Windows to be the easiest,
most powerful way to analyze and present
information in the most compelling manner.
To find out more about Atlas GIS for Windows, call
one of our Mapping Information Specialists today.
We'd be happy to map out aplan for your success.
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Charting the Course
for Business Success
3135 Kgèr Road

Santa Clara, CA 95051

Pournelle
motherboard, and there's aSCSI port in
back.
Alas, Ican't connect to that SCSI port,
because IBM has for no discernible reason used aproprietary plug for the SCSI
port; and no store in Los Angeles has either
acable to fit that plug or an adapter to turn
it into something anormal cable will fit.
Worse, when Icalled Eagle Electronics in
Glendale, they said they did have one, and
it was only after Idrove there that they
discovered they didn't. Idon't know what
SCSI controllers are selling for, but the

cable costs about $75, asubstantial part
of the cost of just buying aFuture Domain
SCSI board with astandard cable.
To add something to the SCSI port on
the motherboard, you need an IBM cable;
the outlet is very nonstandard. The cable is
huge and not cheap.
The Duette is the fastest optical drive I
have ever seen, faster than the Pioneer,
faster than my network, as fast as hard
disks were only afew years ago; but that
hardly mattered, since Ihad to connect it
with LapLink through parallel ports. The

ARE YOU SPENDING
TOO MUCH TIME
DRAWING FLOWCHARTS?
YOU NEED FLOW CHARTING 53.

Every day, professionals worldwide save time
and money using Flow Charting 3. It's fast,
efficient, easy to use, and always produces
presentation-perfect charts and diagrams.
With Flow Charting 3's built-in flexibility,
you can create customized charts using a
variety of shapes, lines, and text—
placed where you want them.

PROW!, IIVI

I AD,

The results of my OS/2 reinstallation have been worth the effort.

Ob.

Plus, Flow Charting 3is now available in a
LAN version. Making it easy to share files and set
up work groups for specific projects.

I

And it's backed with free technical support and a
90-day no-risk guarantee. So if you're spending too
much time drawing charts, call for afree demo and
see for yourself what makes Flow Charting 3the
best-selling flowcharting software.
See your dealer today! Or for a
free interactive demo disk,call
1-800-525-0082, ext. 112
International: 408-778-6557, ext. 112
Novell is aregistered trademark of Nowell, lac.

PATTON slic PATTON

Software

Corporat

, on

Excellence in charting the flow of ideas!

Patton & Patton Software Corp. 485 Cochrane Circle, Morgan Hill, CA 95037
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result was that it took no little time to save
and restore my applications files.
When Igot the cable, Itried again to
connect the Duette directly to the PS/2
Model 77. While there are no OS/2 drivers, Ithought it should work in aDOS
window under OS/2. One of the nifty features of OS/2 is that each DOS window is
adifferent virtual machine and can have its
own CONFIG.SYS and AUTOEXEC
.BAT files independent of any other. Of
course, that means that the Duette won't be
available as ageneral system asset, but
within that window, it can be avery fast
backup system.
After Igot acable, Ifound that the Maximum Storage drivers for the Duette won't
load into an OS/2 DOS session. Iwas advised by IBM to try booting the PS/2 with
aDOS disk and see if these would load
with that.
Alas, Ihad used Stacker on the D drive
(logical drive) because the PS/2 has only
about 200 MB on it, and given the amounts
of software Itest, having 100 MB on the D
(DOS) drive wasn't enough. This means I
have no access to that drive in DOS. Isuppose Imight be able to load the DOS
Stacker drivers on boot-up, but Iam understandably afraid to do that, since it
might mess it up for access by OS/2.
The upshot is that the only way Ican
use the Duette drive with the OS/2 system
is to attach it to aDOS machine and link
the DOS machine and the OS/2 machine
with LapLink on aparallel cable. Needless to say, this sort of negates the speed of
the Duette drive. IBM has such wonderful
stuff, all about 90 percent ready to use.
But that last 10 percent can be abear.
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All the odd and mysterious glitches, problems that not even Whittle understood,
have gone away.
Of course, that makes the design faults
stand out more clearly. One of the worst is
the way OS/2 treats DOS programs running in the background. Unlike Windows,
which right out of the box iconizes background programs and puts them in aline
across the bottom of the screen, OS/2, even
after customization, does strange things
with those program icons. Having made
it easy to assign fancy icons to DOS programs, OS/2 then proceeds to ignore them.
When it iconizes aDOS program running
in the background, it shows only the generic DOS icon with your program label under it. Clearly, the OS/2 design team didn't
spend much time thinking about why people use aGUI. You might as well have a
menu.
continued
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Pournelle
On the other hand, if you like menus,
OS/2 has adeal for you. Under OS/2, you
can create elaborate menus and attach them
to any program, folder, or virtual machine
that you like. You can put all the productivity tools and applets onto amenu available on the general desktop. You can cascade menu items. I've only just discovered
this feature, and Ilove it.
I've also installed anumber of Windows programs under OS/2, and they
work. They seem slower on the PS/2 Model 77 (a486DX/2) than under Windows
on the Gateway 2000; whether that's hardware or my lack of understanding of finetuning, Idon't know yet. They're not all
that much slower; I'll do some fiddling
and report next month. The important thing
is that all the Windows programs I've tried
work just fine in Win-OS/2.

OS/2 is afine operating system,
abetter DOS than DOS, at least as good a
Windows as Windows; but the most important factor for its future will be the
availability of applications. People don't
buy computers for an operating system,
they buy them to get work done. OS/2 will
sell when there are killer applications that

won't run on anything else.
I'm alittle out of touch with the business-modeling community, but Ithink that
if you're in business analysis, Quantum
Leap may be just that essential killer application. There may be amore advanced
business-modeling and problem-solving
system available for mainframes, but I
don't know of any that are available for
small computers.
Isuppose that's not strictly true: amathematician or trained operations research
person could use Macsyma or Mathematica to build matrix models of similar complexity and power, but it wouldn't be easy.
One of Quantum Leap's advantages is that
you can start doing some useful work in a
couple of hours.
Quantum Leap combines apowerful
math tool set, including simplex and reduced gradient solution algorithms, with an
easy-to- use spreadsheet interface, what
appears to be afully relational database,
and the capability to incorporate expertsystem rules. The result is amultidimensional analytical tool you can use to model quite complex systems in afairly short
time. Just build up tables of data (or import
them from ASCII or SQL files) and fol-

low the instructions for turning them into
amodel by specifying relationships. I
won't say it's simple, but it's not rocket
science, either. ( Actually, rocket science
isn't that hard, but I'll leave that for another time.)
You can use modeling programs for
making decisions. The big advantage of
explicit modeling is that you must specify
your decision factors. You can then vary
them (what if this didn't happen?) and find
out how important they really are. Back
when Iwas in aerospace strategic analysis,
we used more primitive modeling tools,
and even then we'd sometimes find the
traditional "intuitive" decisions were often determined by nearly irrelevant factors. You can always strain like agearbox
and overrule the recommendations the
model gives you if you're certain it's
wrong; better still, you can look to see why
you and the model disagree. That usually
results in abetter model.
I've had Quantum Leap up for afew
days now, and I'm impressed enough that
I'll keep it for my own use. It's probably
not the killer application that will do for
OS/2 what VisiCalc did for the Apple II,
but it's another good reason to consider
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Pournelle
Video, and most other standard sources.
It understands MIDI, and, in fact, Asymetrix has formed aclose relationship with
Ialso installed Stacker for Turtle Beach. Turtle Beach makes excelOS/2. It works. In fact, it works so lent high-quality sound cards for the money. Compel comes with abunch of temsmoothly that there's not alot to say. The
plates and agood tutorial.
installation program is complete, the inWhen the multimedia standard came
structions make everything easy, and it all
out, agreat deal was made about being
goes just as you expect. Because Iam forable to do multimedia on 286 machines.
ever experimenting with new stuff, Ihave
my OS/2 machine partitioned into aC That has fallen by the wayside: Compel
works on 386 machines and higher only,
(boot) drive for the OS/2 system and apneeds Windows 3.1 or higher ( it works
plications and aD drive for DOS and Winfine with Windows for Workgroups), and
dows. Idecided to let Stacker work only on
wants 4 MB of RAM, although you can
the D drive.
do presentations on acolor laptop with 2
If you're not using your OS/2 machine
MB if you have to.
as an experimental test-bed, there's no reaThere are faster multimedia programs
son not to let OS/2 compress all the drives
with more features, but they cost alot
it can find, and one of these days I'll probmore, and most people don't need the exably do that. Meanwhile, Stacker works
tra features anyway. If you're planning to
quietly and invisibly. It's wise to back up
all files before letting Stacker work on a perform multimedia presentations, Asymetrix's Compel is areal bargain. Recomdisk, but you don't have to clean or reformended.
mat the disk when you install. Stacker preserves all your files as it goes.
There's anew edition of the MiStacker comes with its own repair tools.
crosoft Developer Network News and a
Fortunately, Ihaven't had any need for
new CD-ROM ( Disk Three) of software,
them, but Ipresume they work. The comtips, and sample code for Windows, Chicapany has put alot of time and effort into
go, and NT; tips from Dr. GUI, telephone
making file compression safe and reliable,
numbers for getting hold of Microsoft, letand in my judgment, they understand these
ters to the editor, documentation for Vithings very well. Istill prefer hardware to
sual Basic 3.0, Access, and FoxPro; the
software solutions, but Stacker is an inexNT and Windows 3.1 resource kits; and a
pensive way to get alot more hard disk
partridge in apear tree.
space at very little risk, and, after considIf you're asoftware developer and you
erable study, I'm willing to use it. Recdon't subscribe to it ($ 195 ayear), if for no
ommended.
other reason than to see what the opposiThe multimedia blitz is starting, tion is up to, you're out of your mind. ( To
subscribe, call ( 800) 759-5474. Have a
and there are ahundred programs out there
credit card handy. The fax number is (303)
for creating presentations. Most have one
443-5080.)
or another great feature, and I've written
about some of them, just as I've written
They've already let the DC/X
about anumber of Windows applicationstake a "bunny hop," and now it's about to
builder programs.
In both cases, I've given up trying to
do alonger flight. DC/X is the McDonnell Douglas one-third-scale model of the
decide which programs are best; but Ican
SSX experimental spaceship I've been protell you what's good enough. If you want
moting as chairman of aspace advisory
to build up Windows applications, use
council. One of the council members is
Asymetrix's ToolBook, and if you're after
longtime aerospace engineer and writer
multimedia presentations, use the same
G. Harry Stine. Harry provided technical
company's Compel. Neither one is as fast
expertise for the new Broderbund program
as Iwould like, but they're both reasonably
Discover Space and wrote the companion
easy to learn, have more features than I'm
book that comes with the program. It's an
likely to need, and get the job done. Beexcellent package.
cause of the close association between
Discover Space runs under DOS. It will
Asymetrix and Microsoft—Paul Allen and
work with almost any decent sound board
Bill Gates were partners in founding Miand needs aVGA or Super VGA graphics
crosoft—you can be sure that Asymetrix
card, 7MB of hard disk space, and 560
products will track any new developments
KB of free memory. It wants amouse, althat occur in Windows, and you won't be
though it can run without one, and it releft behind.
ally needs a386. It's not aWindows apCompel can get images from Autodesk
plication, but it will mn just fine as aDOS
animations, Kodak Photo CD, Microsoft

OS/2 when you're deciding on operating
systems.
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Pourne
application under Windows, and it comes
with its own PIF and icon. Whether you
run it in DOS or Windows, it's easy and intuitive to learn and use.
This program will tell you agreat deal
about space: history, mythology, constellations, solar physics, orbital mechanics,
and orbits of planets, comets,
and asteroids. Want to see
what will happen to earth if
you hit it with various sizes
of asteroids at various astronomical speeds? This will
simulate the crash and show
you the crater. Want to see
the planets move around the
solar system? Want to know
what kinds of pictures the
various planetary probes sent back to
earth? It's all here, and it's all fun, as painless away to explore the solar system as I
know of.
Get this as aChristmas present for any
kid of just about any age. Open it early
and use it yourself. Recommended.
Another fun, if perhaps overpriced, program is Gravitator Pro from Zephyr Services. This runs on almost any PC system,
from a256-KB CGA machine and up, and
lets you simulate planetary systems. Objects can have different colors or can be
made invisible (it's fun to model asystem
with an enormous black hole at the center). Input masses, distances, and so forth
in almost any units; add multiple bodies;
and let fly to see whether you have astable
system. You can save your work. All told,
it's more fun and abit more flexible than
Gravitation for the Mac.
Zephyr has agood reputation for solid

software, and this is one of their better efforts.

My mail also had several tips on
how to handle proportional spacing for the
LaserJet III in both QuickBasic and CBASIC CB86. Doug VanNatter's tip from
Hewlett-Packard's PCL 5
(Printer Control Language)
manual is to send < esc >
*pnxmy, where nis the distance from the left side of
the page and m is the distance from the top (in 300dot-per-inch units). You can
also send <esc>*pnx, and
it will stay on the line it was
last at. Thus, <esc>
*p1950x375y will put the next printed
character 114 inches from the top and 61/
2
inches from the left. I've got acouple of
minor errors in my check-writing program,
and next time Iwork on it, I'll use that to
pretty things up and use anicer font than
Lineprinter.
Weldon Bailey reminds me of atrick I
used in CBASIC to get several things right
on aline:
PRINT

"Something to print";

CHR$(13);
PRINT

STRING$(100,"

$100.00

The CHR$ ( 13 )moves the print head to
the beginning of the line, after which it
will space 100 to the right and print the
value. Since the value of aspace won't
change as long as you don't change fonts,
once you figure out the number of spaces

needed, this will line things up nicely. Tab
doesn't work in this situation. This works
with QuickBasic if you use the LPRINT
statement, and Ishould have thought of it.
It won't fix the situation in which one or
another of the " Something
to
print" lines is longer than 100 spaces.

Iread alot on airplanes, so Igot
through anumber of books this month.
Two interesting ones are Richard Grenier's
Capturing the Culture: Film, Art, and Politics (Ethics and Public Policy Center,
1991) and Michael Crichton's Rising Sun.
Grenier is afilm critic who thinks alot
about what's going on in Hollywood. His
book comes with recommendations from
both Senator Moynihan and Pat Buchanan,
and if there's anyone in the nation who
agrees with everything Grenier says ( including Grenier), I'd be much surprised. I
don't often say abook is important, but I
think this one may be.
There have been accusations that the
movie Rising Sun is Japan bashing, which
is interesting because what Crichton says
about Japan in the book is considerably
harsher. About 20 years ago, Rand did two
studies on the concept of " hostile trade."
Both included case histories of Japan back
as far as the twelfth century, when trade
policy was deliberately used as aweapon
in international conflict. Crichton's book is
anovel and proves too much. It's surely
frightening enough. I'm not at all certain I
agree with him, but the matter is far too
important to ignore.

The two games of the month are
Warlords II and Carriers at War with the
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Pournelle
Carriers at War Construction Set, both
from the Strategic Studies Group, the Australian outfit that keeps producing quality
computer games and simulations. The two
games are as different as they can be: Warlords H is an upgrade of the best-selling
fantasy war game, while Carriers at War is
asimulation of carrier warfare in the Pacific. ( The Construction Set lets you make
up your own scenarios.)
Carriers at War suffers from not having
acampaign plan, so there's no incentive to
cut and run so that you'll have assets to
fight with another time, but it certainly
makes you feel like you're in acarrier bat-

tle. Warlords II is just fun.
There's also an enhanced CD-ROM version of The Lord of the Rings from Interplay Productions. If you at all liked the
original game, you'll love this. Simulating Tolkien's masterpiece has inherent
limits: you can't surprise people who've
read the book, and any change from the
work of the master is going to be criticized. This is about as good as you'll ever
see.
Ihave anew version of the Supra modem; it works wonderfully on noisy lines.
There's ahuge pile of CD-ROMs worth
looking through, and this month Ireally

do hope to get the Novell network going,
so Ican link OS/2, Mac, DOS, and Windows systems. Now I'm off to White
Sands to see the spaceship fly.•
Jerry Pournelle holds a doctorate in psychology
and is a science fiction writer who also earns a
comfortable living writing about computers present
and future. Jerry welcomes readers comments
and opinions. Send aself-addressed, stamped envelope to Jerry Pournelle, cío BYTE. One Phoenix
Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 03458. Please put
your address on the letter as well as on the envelope. Due to the high volume of letters, Jerry cannot guarantee apersonal reply. You can also contact him on BIX as "jerryp."

For More Information
If you're contemplating multimedia
presentations, Compel ($295) is abargain. The
program can get images from Autodesk
animations, Kodak Photo CD, Microsoft Video,
and most other standard sources, and it

If you liked the original The Lord of the Rings
game, you'll love the enhanced CD-ROM version
($64.95). This is about as good as you'll ever
see. Contact Interplay Productions, 17922
Fitch Ave., Irvine, CA 92714, (800) 969-4263 or

understands MIDI. It comes with a bunch of
templates and agood tutorial. Recommended.

(714) 553-6678; fax ( 714) 252-2820. Circle
1152.

Contact Asymetrix, 110 110th Ave. NE, Suite
717, Bellevue, WA 98004, (800) 448-6543 or
(206) 637-1500; fax (206) 455-3071. Circle
1146 on Inquiry Card.

The CD-ROM version of Microsoft Bookshelf
($195) combines Microsoft Word for Windows
with pop-up synonyms and definitions. The new-

Iuse Definitions/Plus ($47.95) to look up
words because it combines easily with Q&A
Write for DOS, making it available right in the
word processor. Contact Quinton Systems,
Inc., P.O. Box 249, Quinton, VA 23141, ( 804)
932-8380. Circle 1147.
An excellent package, Discover Space
($44.95) tells you agreat deal about space:
history, mythology, constellations, solar
physics, orbital mechanics, and orbits of
planets, comets, and asteroids. Recommended.
Contact Broderbund Software, Inc., 500
Redwood Blvd., Novato, CA 94948, (800) 5216263 or ( 415) 382-4400; fax (415) 382-4671.
Circle 1148.
The fastest optical drive Ihave ever seen,
Maximum Storage's Duette (
from $2790) is as
fast as hard drives were only afew years ago.
Contact Maximum Storage, Inc., 518 North
Nevada Ave., Suite 203, Colorado Springs, CO
80903, ( 800) 8.43-6299 or ( 719) 442-6674;
fax ( 719) 442-6671 Circle 1149.
Ilike the Gateway HandBook (
486DX2-40,
$1995; 486SX-25, $ 1495) because it fits in a
shoulder bag and can be carried to museums
and other places you don't want to take a
heavier machine. Contact Gateway 2000, Inc.,
610 Gateway Dr., North Sioux City, SD 57049,
(800) 846-2000 or (605) 232-2000; fax (605)
232-2023. Circle 1150.
Gravitate, Pro ($ 149.95) is more fun and abit
more flexible than Gravitation for the Mac. Input
masses, distances, and so forth in almost any
units; add multiple bodies; and let fly to see
whether you have astable system. One of
Zephyr's better efforts. Contact Zephyr
Services, 1900 Murray Ave., Pittsburgh, PA
15217, (800) 533-6666 or (412) 422-6600; fax
(412) 422-9930. Circle 1151.
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and-improved Microsoft Mouse ($ 109; Serial
Mouse with PS/2 Adapter, $ 125) is larger and
shaped like ateardrop. It's easier to hold and
easier to use. It's adefinite candidate for a
User's Choice award. Contact Microsoft Corp.,
1 Microsoft Way, Redmond, WA 98052, (800)
426-9400 or ( 206) 882-8080; fax (206) 8838101. Circle 1153.
Whether you like your function keys to the left
side or across the top of the keyboard, the
OmniKey Ultra ($ 129) is the solution, with
function keys in both places. Contact
Northgate Computer Systems, Inc., 7075
Flying Cloud Dr., Eden Prairie, MN 55344, (800)
858-8819 or ( 612) 943-8181; fax (612) 6436965. Circle 1154.
OS/2 2.1 ($224) is now stable and has a lot of
nifty features. Contact IBM Corp., 1Old
Orchard Dr., Armonk, NY 10504 (800) 3426672 or (914) 765-1900. Circle 1155.
Ican and do sometimes carry the Personal CD
($355) on trips to use with a portable. Contact
SyDOS, 6501 Park of Commerce Blvd., Suite
110, Boca Raton, ft 33487, (800) 437-9367
or ( 407) 998-5400; fax (407) 998-5414. Circle
1156.
Q&A for Windows ($ 249.95; Network Pack,
$499) is the Windows version of Q&A 4.0, the
best flat-file database in existence, bar none.
Unless you really need arelational database,
you may find that Q&A does everything you
need. Symantec's Q&A Write for Windows
($69.95) is a pretty good little editor with about
all you need, and it's arefreshing step toward
smaller programs in these days of galloping
featuritis. Contact Symantec, 10201 Torre
Ave., Cupertino, CA 95014, (800) 441-7234 or
(408) 253-9600. Circle 1157.

Quantum Leap (
from $995) combines a
powerful math tool set, including simplex and
reduced gradient solution algorithms, with an
easy-to-use spreadsheet interface, what seems
to be afully relational database, and the
capability to incorporate expert-system rules.
There may be a more advanced businessmodeling and problem-solving system available
for mainframes, but Idon't know of any for
small computers. Contact Quantum
Development Corp., P.O. Box 970, Claymont,
DE 19703, (
302) 798-0899; fax ( 302) 7986813. Circle 1158.
Stacker for OS/2 ($ 140) works. It is an
inexpensive way to get a lot more hard disk
space at very little risk, and, after considerable
study. I'm willing to use it. Recommended.
Contact Stec Electronics, 5993 Avenida
Encinas, Carlsbad, CA 92008, (800) 522-7822
or (619) 431-7474; fax (619) 431-0880. Circle
1159.
Key Tronic makes the Tralc103. keyboard ($224)
with agood feel and layout, and the trackball is
in aconvenient place. Contact Key Tronle
Corp., North 4424 Sullivan Rd., Spokane, WA
99214, (800) 262-6006 or ( 509) 928-8000;
fax ( 509) 927-5248. Circle 1160.
The games of the month are Warlords II
($69.95), an upgrade of the bestselling fantasy
game, and Carriers at War
($69.95), a simulation of carrier warfare in the
Pacific, with the Carriers at War Construction
Set ($60), which lets you make up your own
scenarios. Warlords II is just fun, and Carriers
at War sure makes you feel like you're in a
carrier battle. Contact Strategic Studies
Group, 8348 Monticello Dr., Pensacola, FL
32514, ( 904) 469-8880; fax (904) 469-8885.
Circle 1161.

Power Up with knew
To Order Call 1•800•831•4242
JAMECO
MOTHERBOARDS
DB95231 80486DX 50MHz Motherboard $799.95
DB93534 80486SLC 50MHz Motherboard
499.95
DB95222 80486DX 33MHz Motherboard
549.95
DB79214 80486SX 25MHz Motherboard
299.95
DB82333 80386DX 40MHz Motherboard
279.95
0882350 80386DX 33MHz Motherboard
249.95
DB10182180386SX 33MHz Motherboard
129.95
DB84945 XT 10MHz Motherboard
69.95
DB93382 SIPP to SIMM Module Converter

RAM
41256-100
41256-120
511000P-80
511000P-10

9.95

11111111

DIPS

DB41371
DB41398
DB42251
DB42219

JAMECO PORTABLE
IC TESTER

FLOPPY
DISK DRIVES

256KBx 1
256KBx 1
1MBx1
1MBx1

100ns
120ns
8Ons
100ns

$1.75
1.59
6.95
6.49

Call for latest
RAM pricing

SIPPS
DB41700 421000A9A-70 1MBx9
DB41718 421000A9A-80 1MBx9
DB41697 421000A9A-10 1MBx9

7Ons
8Ons
100ns

$60.95
59.95
58.95

8Ons
100ns
8Ons
6Ons
7005
8Ons

$18.95
16.95
54.95
61.95
59.95
58.95

DB74392
DB74384
DB40774
DB17099
DB17101
0879396

ID505
, D235J
356KU
FD55B
FD55G
SD540

3.5*/5.25 Disk
2.88MB 3.5' Disk
1.44MB 3.5' Disk
360KB 5.25" Disk
1.2MB 5.25' Disk
360KB 5.25' Disk

Drive...$149.95
Drive
129.95
Drive
79.95
Drive 89.95
Drive 99.95
Drive 59.95

JAMECO FLOPPY
CONTROLLERS
AND I/O CARDS
•8088/80286/80386 and compatible
8088
286/386

$69.95
69.95

Floppy Disk Drive Controller Cards
DB19617 JE1043
DB19668 JE1049

Two-drive controller
Four-drive controller

$39.95
49.95

Input/Output Card
DB75598 I/O card

$49.95

RS232 Card (4ports)
DB76726 RS232 card

$59.95

RS232 Serial Cards
DB78713 JE1062 Utilizes 16450 UART
DB67053 JE1062A Utilizes 16550 UART

$29.95
39.95

SIMMS
DB41523
DB41486
DB41689
DB41742
DB41751
DB41769

41256A9B-80
41256A9B-10
421000A8B-80
421000A9B-60
421000A9B-70
421000A9B-80

256KBx9
256KBx9
1MBx8
1MBx9
1MBx9
1MBx9

• LL,11.11111/331 LILL I
MU

CONNER IDE
HARD DRIVES
DB14058
DB14066
DB93286
DB93294
DB93307

CP3000
CP30084
CP30174E
CP30254
CP30544

LitL

KEYBOARDS & KEYPAD
DB78271
DB20431
DB17128
DB17136

JE2018
JE2015
FKB4700
FK9001

32- key keypad
84-key keyboard
101-key enhanced
130- key enhanced

$59.95
39.95
79.95
99.95

JAMECO COMPUTER
POWER SUPPLIES
•8088,80286,80386 and
compatible
DB19465 JE1030 150 Watt (8088)
DB67467 JE1030A 200 Watt power supply
DB19545 JE1036 200 Watt power supply
DB19553 JE1037 200 Watt mini
power supply
DB65728 JE1039A 300 Watt power supply

$69.95
89.95
89.95
89.95
149.95

GRAPHIC AND
MEMORY CARDS

40MB
80MB
170MB
250MB
545MB

25
25
17
14
10

ms
ms
ms
ms
ms

$169.95
229.95
299.95
399.95
899.95

•8088/80286/80386 and
compatible
DB93542 VG8000WH VGA Hi-color card
$159.95
DB19781 JE1058S
Super VGA card
129.95
DB67459 VG7700
VGA card
59.95
DB91230 JE1050A
Monochrome Graphics 34.95
DB29313 RAMOUEST 32MB Memory card
149.95
DB19975 JE1080 (8088) Memory Card
49.95

SILICON VALLEY
IDE DISK DRIVE
ADAPTER CARDS
DB10233 ADP20
$17.95
16- bit hard drive adapter
DB10250 ADP2OF
27.95
16-bit hard/floppy drive adapter
DB10268 ADP50
59.95
8-bit hard drive adapter
DB10276 ADP60
74.95
16-bit hard drive adapter with BIOS
DB10284 ADP6OF
79.95
16- bit hard/floppy drive adapter with BIOS

JAMECO CABLES
Parallel Printer
Cables and Adapter
DB28695
DB28716
DB28708
DB28741

PPC
PPC6
PPC12
PPR6

Adapter - straight
$4.95
6feet - straight
6.95
12 feet - straight
9.95
6feet - hght angle Centronics 6.95

9-Pin Serial Cable
0831721 SAT6

9- pin serial cable

84.95

DB25 -Pin Extension Cables
DB39538 25M1OM Male to male
DB39511 25M1OF Male to female

Call for your free
Jameco Catalog
1•415•592•8097

$ 139.95

UVP EPROM ERASER
•Erases all EPROM's
•Erases 1chip in
15 minutes
•Erases 8chips in
21 minutes
•Maintains constant
exposure distance of 1'
•Special conductive foam liner eliminates stat ii
build-up
•Built-in safety lock to prevent UV exposure
•Complete with holding tray for 8chips
•UV intensity: 6800 UW/CM 2
•Size: 9.0L x3.7'W x2.6H
•One-year manufacturer's warranty
DB15712 064 8- Chip UV- EPROM eraser

i
1-1
4 Ehrtn

dirrITT: 1,

•Supports the following:
•UL Series: 7400, 74LSOO, 74F00, 74S00,
74ALSOO, 74H00, 74L00, 74C00, 74HCTOO,
74HCOO
•CMOS Series: CD4000, CD4500
•DRAM 41 Series: 4164, 41256, 411000
•DRAM 44 Series: 4416 (41416), 4464 (41464),
44256 (414256)
•Size: 7"L x3.625W
•One-year warranty
DB73525 Portable IC Tester

Multi I/O with Floppy Controller
DB19895 JE1075
0819908 JE1076

Our hand-held IC tester is an
easy-to-operate, cost effective
unit that includes excellent functions.

$9.95
9.95

$89.95

sminaies
20 Years of
Full- Service
Product
selections
& customer
service based on
solid business
experience.

JAMECO 1SOCKET 16K-2MB
E(E)PROM
PROGRAMMER
•Programs EPROM's,
EEPROM's, and Flash
memories
•Programs 16KB to 2MB
DB78457
EPROM's
•Programming speeds/algorithms:
Normal, Intelligent, and Quick pulse
•Menu driven software
•File formats supported: Intel Hex, Motorola
S Hex, Tektronix Hex, and Binary
•28 4-way Binary file splitting programs
•28 4-way Binary file shuffler programs
•Includes adapter card, software and manual
•Full screen butter editor
•Size: 7.
1 x5.5W x1.75'H • One-year warranty

Guaranteed
Top Quality
Products tested
& backed by
30-day
money- back
guarantee.

DB78457 E(E)PROM Programmer
8199.95
DB101400 1Socket 16K-512KB E(E)PROM
Programmer
129.95
DB78485 4 Socket 16K-2MB Programmer 269.95
DB78473 8Socket 16K-2MB Programmer 469.95
DB78481 1Socket 16K-8MB Universal
IC Programmer
699.95

Domestic FAX: 1800-237-6948
International FAX:
1.415.592.2503
International Sales:
1-415.592-8097

AME

ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS
COMPUTER PRODUCTS
1355 Shoreway Road, Belmont, CA 94002

Same- Day
Shipping

Always Prompt
Courteous Service

Priority orders before

phone staff quickly connect
you with the products and services
you seek.
Technical Support: 1.415.592.8097

2:00PM PST are
shipped the same day.

20

YEARS OF
EXCELLENCE

V.I.P.4DB3

Circle 112 on Inquiry Card.

_/
24- Hour
Toll- Free
Ordering
Shop
night h phop,
or FAX.

PICTURE
WINDOWS.
Picture This ... areal-time television monitor built right
into your PC ... Now, picture using this monitor while
running WindowsTM applications at the same time ... And,
picture taking that crystal clear video image and resizing
(right down to icon size!) or clicking and dragging it to
any position on the screen as easily as moving any other
Window ... This is Win/Timi, the video overlay, frame and
clip capture board from Hauppauge Computer.
Picture Perfect ... Using Win/TV and Microsoft's Video for
WindOwsTM, you can capture full motion video, saving
synchronized audio and video clips to disk. With Win/TV's
"frame grabber" you can capture any video frame and save
it to disk in the most popular formats like TIFF, TGA, PCX
and BMP. Seernlessly integrate still and full motion video
clips into multimedia applications such as databases,
marketing and training presentations. Great for Microsoft
PowerPoint, Asymetrix Compel, Corel Draw, Tempra and
lots more!
Picture Yourself ... owning your own "Windows on the
World"! Access 122 channel television with Win/TV's
built-in cable ready tuner, plus two optional video sources
(video cameras, VCR's, laser disks, etc.) Maybe you want
to work on you spreadsheets but don't want to miss an
important news flash or acurrent stock market report.
Keep an eye on current events while keeping control of
your inventory!

File

Display

Hauppauge WIMV
Options Configure Help

Capture the perfect video image with Win/TV's
"frame grabber" - great for desktop publishing
and presentations with impact!

File

Edit

VIdCap - DUEST.AVI
Options Capture Help
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Capture full motion video clips with
Video for Windows (optional.)

Video log Window. 1.0

1•1•

Hauppauge WInTV
fun
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Whether you're enjoying live TV, grabbing aframe and
exporting it to adesktop publishing document, or
creating your own video clips with Microsofts' Video for
Windows, you'll be wowed by the clarity of Win/TV
images.
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Meda Browser
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Get Win/TV and open awindow on some fresh, new and
exciting possibilities.
Suggested retail: $495.00 ($ 549.00 with Video for
Windows)
Available from PC Connection, Microwarehouse, PC Zone,
plus many other computer stores throughout the U.S.,
Canada, Europe and Japan.
GSA# GSOOK92AGS6156 PS01
Trademarks: WinfTV: Hauppauge Computer Works; Windows, Video for Windows:
Microsoft Corp.; Photoshop: Adobe Corp.; XPress: Quark.
Circle 99 on Inquiry Cord ( RESELLERS: 100).

Resize or reposition your Win/TV window
anywhere on the screen. The "always-in-front"
mode allows the video image to always be viewable.

Hauppauge!

Hauppauge Computer Works, Inc.
91 Cabot Court Hauppauge, NY 11788
In N.Y. teL (516)434-1600 fax: (516)434-3198

800-443-6284
In Europe: (49)2161-17063 In the U.K.: 071-378-7309

What's New Hardware
F
AST, F
LEXIBLE S
CANNING
Acolor and gray- scale scanner, Hewlett-Packard's Scardet
Ilcx ($ 1179) scans images and text at 1600- dpi enhanced
resolution and 400-dpi optical resolution. Gray- scale scanning is at aspeed of 8seconds per page, HP says. The
TWAIN-compatible Scardet Ilcx connects to the SCSI port of
aPC with aswitchless adapter that automatically seeks an
available address on the computer. When you plug the scanner into aMac, it is ready to use.
The scanning software that comes with the Scardet Ilcx is
HP's DeskScan II 2.0; other software bundled with the unit
includes Aldus PhotoStyler Special Edition for Windows and
Adobe Photoshop Limited Edition for Macs. Also available
for the scanner are an optional transparency adapter ( S759)
and a50- page automatic
document feeder ($559).
Contact: Hewlett-Packard
Co., Santa Clara, CA, ( 800)
722-6538.
Circle 1060 on Inquiry Card.

FAST NETWORK RUNNERS
The first network workstations
in Tangent's ( Burlingame, CA)
NetRun line, the VL NetRun
($1895) and the Universal Bus
NetRun ($2195) have a32- bit
disk interface, aVL-bus graphics
accelerator, and a 16- or 32-bit
Parallel Tasking Ethernet interface. Each 40- MHz unit also has
4 MB of RAM, a 120- MB 19ms hard drive, a3'h- inch floppy
drive, a 14- inch color monitor,
aZIF socket, and MS-DOS 6
and Windows 3.1 installed.

From Lantronix ( Irvine, CA), the
palm-size EPS2 Universal Print
Server ($795) lets you connect
up to three printers, modems, or
other peripherals via an Ethernet protocol. Users of NetWare,
AppleTalk, TCP/IP, and LAT
can access print resources via the
server without reprogramming;
the server supports three devices
simultaneously in any combination. Full modem control is implemented on the server's two
parallel ports and one serial port.
The EPS2 is flash PROM based.
Phone: ( 714) 453-3990.

Phone: (800) 800-6060 or
(415) 342-9388.

Circle 1071 on Inquiry Card.

Circle 1065 on Inquiry Card.

DESKTOP COLOR PRINTING

TWO PRINT SERVERS
The PS4 Print Serer Plus ($595)
from BayTech ( Bay St. Louis,
MS) lets you connect four peripherals, such as parallel printers, serial printers, and modems
or other asynchronous devices,
for use by anyone on the network. Parallel printing speeds go
up to 100,000 cps, and serial
speeds go as high as 46,000 cps.
The unit supports asynchronous
speeds of 115.2 Kbps.
Phone: ( 601)467-8231.
Circle 1070 on Inquiry Card.

The Model 7025 color wax-thermal printer ($995) from Genicom (Chantilly, VA) is designed
for printing presentations and
overhead transparencies created
with Windows 3.1. The 203-dpi,
2.5-minute-per-page 7025 prints
on transparencies or on letter or
A4-size plain paper. The unit includes aMac interface kit and a
dye-sublimation option.
Phone: ( 703) 802-9200.
Circle 1067 on Inquiry Card.

CAPTURE IMAGES
TO YOUR
NOTEBOOK
Areal-time portable
frame grabber that
attaches to the parallel port of your
notebook or desktop system, CornputerEyes/LPT
($399.95) lets you
capture 8-, 16-, and 24-bit color
images from any standard video
source such as a VCR, camcorder, laserdisc, or still-video
camera. From Digital Vision
(Dedham, MA), the device has a
capture time of 'ho second and a
640- by 480-pixel capture resolution at up to 24 bits per pixel. The unit has built-in JPEG
and can save images in formats
such as TIFF, TOA, PCX, GIF,
and BMP. Video inputs are for
composite video and S- video;
NTSC and PAL versions are
available.
Phone: ( 617) 329-5400.
Circle 1064 on Inquiry Card.

IMMERSE YOURSELF IN 3-D
l'he Immersion Probe ( from
$1085) interface tool provides
natural manual interaction with
3-D computer environments. The
desktop system has a stylus
mounted on the end of aseries
of mechanical linkages. You
hold the stylus between your fm-

sors that are immune to noise,
interference, and shadowing.
Phone: ( 415) 599-5810
Circle 1066 on Inquiry Card.

SURGE SUPPRESSOR FITS
UNDER YOUR MONITOR
Ihe Command Console Compact under- monitor surge suppressor ($79.95) includes Isobar
surge suppression with four
spike- and noise-filtered AC outlets. Advanced diagnostics indicate faulty wiring, reverse polarity, and damage to protection
circuitry. Two fingertip switches
on the Tripp Lite (Chicago, IL)
unit let you quickly organize and
control your connected equipment, which is guaranteed
against surge damage of up to
$5000 via the company's Ultimate Lifetime Insurance.
Phone: (312) 329-1777.
Circle 1069 on Inquiry Card.

EISA ETHERNET ADAPTER
The
software-configurable
TC5047-T Ethernet EISA
adapter ($ 339) from ThomasConrad ( Austin, TX) uses busmastering technology to transfer
data directly to and from hostsystem memory. Auto-configuring drivers for NetWare and
workstation drivers for DOS
comply with Novell's Open

gers like apencil to convey
spatial position (x, y, and z)
and orientation information
(roll, pitch, and yaw) to the
host processor. From Immersion Human Interface
(Palo Alto, CA), the device
is self-calibrating with sen-

What's New Hardware
Data- Link Interface specification. Four LEDs indicate transmit, receive, collisions, and link
integrity; Ether Tools let you
quickly test the main functions
of the unit.
Phone: (800) 332-8683 or
(512) R36-1935.
Circle 1072 on Inquiry Card.

COLOR MONITOR MANAGEMENT
Optiquest's ( Walnut. LA) newest
15- inch flat- square color monitor, the 2000DC ($499), includes
acolor management system that
lets you independently adjust
each electron gun. This gives you
the capability to match colors to
printed output, standard color
schemes, and other monitors.
With adot pitch of 0.27 rm. the

command keys, and one-trigger
launch.
Phone: (909) 594-6321.
Circle 1073 on Inquiry Card.

PRINTING FLEXIBILITY
The Facit PowerPrint-405 highspeed printer ($ 3495) has a
throughput speed of 600 cps at
10 characters per inch and a
patented 24- pin print head. From
the Facit Division of Ahearn
& Soper ( Manchester, NH), the
unit has astraight paper path and
automatic paper-thickness compensation that lets you print on
thick paper, envelopes, pressuresensitive labels, and six- part
forms. You can feed paper into
the PowerPrint-405 from five paper sources and have it exit from
one of three output destinations.
Interchangeable Personality
Modules provide different host
interfaces and emulations, including connectivity options.
Phone: (603)647-2700.
Circle 1074 on Inquiry Card.

RECORDABLE CD SYSTEM

monitor has a horizontal frequency scan rate of 30 to 65 kHz
that supports noninterlaced resolutions of up to 1280 by 1024
pixels; its 1024- by 768- pixel
resolution has a76- Hz refresh
rate. The 2000DC is VESA
DPMS compliant and meets Energy Star guidelines.
Phone: (800) 843-6784 or
(909) 468-3750.

The Play Write multiplatform,
multiformat CD-Recordable system ($ 3899) comprises Ricoh's
CD- Recordable drive and Dataware Technologies' CD-Record
2.0 software. From MBi of
America ( Carver, MN), the system is compatible with DOS,
Unix, and Macs. The unit has an
incremental write capability for
use with CD-ROM applications
such as audio CD mastering,
multimedia business presentations, desktop publishing, and
archival storage.

Circle 1068 on Inquiry Card.

Circle 1131 on Inquiry Card.

MAC MOUSE
The Action Mouse for Macintosh ($72.50) is atwo- button
mouse on which both buttons are
available for customization via
the Action Mouse Control Panel
menu. You can simulate athird
button by pressing both buttons
simultaneously. From PoinTex
(Walnut, CA), the device lets
you program the buttons for normal click, double-click, clicklock, single- axis movement,

24.4
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Phone: (800)225-4414 or
(612) 448-9800.
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FAN REGULATOR
The No Noise fan regulator
($49.95) from Cartaco ( Austin,
TX) provides smooth, variable
regulation of your computer fan.
As the temperature goes up inside your computer, No Noise
increases the fan speed to ensure

P
RESENTATION
P
REVIEWS ON A
R
EMOTE C
ONTROL
The VideoShow Presenter
($1649) is aremote- control device that lets you
pace and control your presentation while you're
walking about the room,
free of a mouse or keyboard. The hand-held unit
has a built-in, full- color,
4-inch LCD that lets you preview the next slide without letting the
audience see it. Currently compatible with PowerPoint, Harvard Graphics, and Freelance, the VideoShow Presenter plugs
into the parallel port of any PC or notebook. You can connect the
unit to color monitors, LCD overhead panels, and video projectors.
Contact: General Parametrics, Berkeley, CA, (800)223-0999
or (510) 524-3950.
Circle 1061 on Inquiry Card.

the correct amount of cooling. A
safety circuit prevents interrupts
to system cooling.
Phone: (512)280-7131.
Circle 1134 on Inquiry Card.

MULTIPROCESSING PCS
The symmetrical multiprocessor
PCs ( from $2199) in the VTech
Platinum SMP
series employ
a 486DX2/50
or 486DX2/66
motherboard
with aZIF socket for adding a
second processor board. If the
second board is
the same as the
built-in processor, the addition
will double the
PC's processing
power.
From
VTech Computers ( Lake Zurich,
IL), the Windows NT—ready machines include abuilt-in VESA
local bus, two cooling fans, 256
KB of copy- back cache, selfsensing setup, and SCSI- 2 and
Intel standard multiprocessing
implementation.
Phone: ( 708) 540-8086.
Circle 1137 on inquiry Card.

COMPLETE HAND
SCANNING
OmniScan ($449 for Windows,
$595 for Macs) is a400-dpi, 8bit, hand-held scanner with 256
levels of gray. The OCR-capable OmniScan lets you merge
and fax documents, scan and
sase text and graphics, modify
images for incorporation into
other
documents, and scan
text directly into
adocument that
you are creating.
OmniScan installs directly
into the Windows application file menu or
the Apple menu.
Software that
ships with the
unit includes
OmniPage Direct, Image Assistant, and FaxMaster.
Phone: (800) 535-7226 or
(408. 395-7000.
Circle 1136 on Inquiry Card.

ADVERTISING WORKS

"I don't know who you are.
Idon't know your company.
Idon't know your company's product.
Idon't know what your company stands lot
Idon't know your company's customers.
Idon't know your company's record.
Idon't know your company's reputation.
Now- what was it you wanted to sell mer

MORAL Sales start before your salesperson calls-with business pubbcation advertising.
McGRAW-HILL MAGAZINES
BUSsNESS•PROFLSSIONAL•TECHNICAL

his famous McGraw-Hill " Man in the Chair" ad first ran more than 30 years ago. Today, its
insight is every bit as pertinent: advertising works. Advertising not only forges your company's
image and heightens product awareness, it opens doors for the sales calls that build your business.
In the global 90's, advertising is even more important to create worldwide awareness of your
company and products.
Now, McGraw-Hill's unique business publications deliver the dynamic worldwide marketplace—
before, during and after your sales calls—with unparalleled impact.

EIVIE

Contact:
Ron Evans, Publisher
603/924-9281
603/924-7620 Fa>
Circle 385 on Inquiry Card.

What's New Hardware
486SLC COLOR NOTEBOOKS

Ethernet 10Base-T.

The 33- MI lz -186SLC notebook
from Identity ( Richardson, TX)
comes with a500- MB Maxtor
hard drive with an access speed
of 8ms. The $2995 unit has 4
MB of RAM ( expandable to 8
MB); 256 KB of video memory;
asupertwist backlit VGA LCD;
asocket for an optional math coprocessor; ports for an external
color monitor and keyboard; and
DOS 5.0, Windows 3.1, and Microsoft Works. An optional
pocket 9600-/2400-bps sendand-receive data/fax modem is
available.

Phone: (800) 333-5679 or
(714) 693-1888.

Phone: (214) 235-3330.
Circle 1138 on Inquiry Card.

The VAR 486SLC-33MHz Dual
Scan Color ($ 2350) and the
VAR 486SLC-33MHz Active
Color ($3299) notebooks have 4
MB of RAM, a200- MB hard
drive, and abuilt-in coprocessor.
From Logisys ( Anaheim, CA).
the notebooks include aSCSI
port for connecting peripherals
such as a CD-ROM or DAT
drive, ascanner, and up to seven
SCSI hard drives. Available as
options are afax modem, asecond serial port, atrackball, and

Circle 1139 on Inquiry Card.

UPGRADABLE SOUND BOARD
From Creative Labs ( Milpitas.
CA), the Sound Blaster 16 Basic audio board ($ 199) has a
built-in ROM interface and an
expansion connector for Wave
Blaster, the company's MIDIcompatible sampled-wave-synthesis daughterboard. You can
add the company's DSP for realtime hardware compression and
decompression. Other features
include 8- and I
6-bit CD-quality
stereo sampling and playback at
up to 44.1 kHz and an enhanced
four-operator, 20-voice, OPL-3
stereo FM synthesizer.
Phone: (408) 428-6600.
Circle 1140 on Inquiry Card.

PORTABLE MO DRIVE
l'he Model R0128 rewritable
magneto-optical drive ($ 1495)
from Analog & Digital Peripherals (Troy, OH) stores 128 MB

of data per disk. The 5'hpound portable unit has an
access speed of less than 28
ms and includes parallelprinter and SCSI ports. The
Model R0128 supports
DOS, Macs, OS/2. and Novell LANs.
Phone: ( 513) 339-2241
Circle 1136 on Inquiry Card.

FULL- MOTION VIDEO AND
CD- QUALITY SOUND
ReelMagic ($449) from Sigma
Designs ( Fremont, CA) is amultimedia playback controller card
that lets you use your PC and a
standard CD-ROM player to play
back full- screen, full- motion,
full-color video. Able to coexist
with asecond sound card, ReelMagic provides 8- and 16- bit
PCM sound. The card displays
at resolutions of up to 1024 by
768 pixels at 30 frames per second. An on-board processor performs MPEG decompression, allowing the card to work with 386
machines and delivering simultaneous audio and video. The
card attaches to the VGA feature
connector on VGA and Super
VGA cards.
Phone: ( 510)770-0100.

PLOTTER
POWER A
The IntelliPlot InkJet
plotter from
AMT (Camarillo, CA) plots
C- size ( i.e.,
ISO A2— size)
drawings in
less than 5minutes. Based on an
enhanced Canon BJP-50 bubblejet engine, the $ 1995 desktop
plotter provides variable plot resolutions of up to 360 dpi, aselect-dial control panel that lets
you manipulate drawings, and
automatic scaling and positioning of drawings to bee fit the
page. You can scale drawings
horizontally, vertically, or proportionally, position them up or
down and left or right on the
page, and rotate them around the
page.
Phone: (800)992-2264 or
(805) 388-5799.
Circle 1132 on Inquiry Card.

Circle 1142 on Inquiry Card.

P
ERSONAL CHOICES
DEC's DECpc LPv line (from
81049) and the DECpc LPx
line (from $ 1299) of PCs offer
low-cost choices for businesses that need current
technology and are looking
for an upgrade path. Features
common to both lines of 486
machines include 4 MB of
RAM ( expandable to 64 MB
via SIMMs), 8 KB of write.
back cache on the processor, and 128 or 256 KB of optional
external direct-mapped write- back cache. The units use 170-,
245-, or 525- MB IDE hard drives and 245- MB, 525- MB, or
1-GB SCSI drives with an optional SCSI board. A525- MB SCSI
tape backup is available, and you can choose from several 14to 19- inch monitors. The LPv units have abuilt-in S3-805 local- bus GUI accelerator; the LPx units have a VESA VI- Bus
GUI accelerator.
Contact: Digital Equipment Corp., Maynard, MA, (800) 7229331.
Circle 1062 on inquiry Card.

GRAPHICS ACCELERATOR
Genoa Systems (San Jose, CA)
VideoBlitz VESA Local Bus
graphics accelerator ($549) provides 24-bit color at aresolution
of 800 by 600 pixels and refresh
rates of up to 75 Hz at 1280- by
1024-pixel resolution. The card
can deliver noninterlaced resolutions of up to 1600 by 1200
pixels. Used with overscanning
monitors, the card's Safescan
utility lets you eliminate the
black border around the perimeter of the display. VideoBlitz
works under Windows and OS/2
and has drivers for Ventura, 12-3, Word, and WordPerfect; it
supports Autodesk programs
such as AutoCAD, AutoShade,
AutoSketch, and 3D Studio.
Phone: (800) 934-3662 or
(408) 432-9090.
Circle 1144 on inquiry Card.
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The Solus 4monochrome, plainpaper, large-format LED plotter
($19,995) from CalComp (Anaheim, CA) plots A-size drawings
at 10 ppm and D-size drawings at
3ppm. Designed for CAD/CAE,
architectural, and other graphics
applications, the freestanding
plotter prints on plain paper as
well as on film and vellum. Dual
paper rolls let you use any combination of A- to D-size media.
and automatic data-format recognition and load-and- save user
numbers let you easily configure
and operate the unit. Standard
hardware connections include
parallel, serial, and OPCOM. Expansion slots permit you to upgrade to Ethernet.
Phone: (800)932-1212 or
(714)821-2000.
Chaim 1133 on inquiry Card.
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Everyone
makes claims.
When the industry wants
product testing taken to the nth
degree, they take it to NSTL.
In every field, one name sets the
standard. In microcomputer testing,
the name is NSTL, the leading
independent testing lab.
The NSTL compatibility certification
seal on aproduct says that it withstood
the toughest lab in the industry — and
it's ready for your business.
The seal saves you alot of comparison
and guesswork. It says you'll find the
product compatible with awide range
of business applications and hardware.
It helps you make the right choice.
Real-world testing for realworld use.
Beyond compatibility testing, we
access nearly every conceivable

beer U2Lt1.

We make sure.

problem — from engineering-level
hardware bugs to the everyday usability
of business software.
And we test with the end-user in
mind, in areal-world environment, just
the way your staff uses equipment
Except our trials are more punishing.
Our publications, and others
that publish our work.
In aseparate facility we also do
comparison testing for our own
Ratings Reports: Software Digesto, PC
Digest® and LAN Reporters. They're
read by people who purchase an
average of more than $500,000 in
microcomputer hardware and
software annually.
And because of the respect we've
earned, some of the industry's leading
publications, like Data Communications,
Circle 126 on Inouiry Card.

LAN Times, Unix World and Datapro
Research Group publish our test results.
,Look for the NSTL seal and
be sure.
Experts rely on the NSTL name:
now you can, too. The final test of a
product is its compatibility in a
business environment. The NSTL mark
tells you its already met that test Look
for it when you compare products.

11ISAT.
Plymouth Corporate Center
Box 1000, Plymouth Meeting, PA 19462
215-941-9600
Micro Channel" and OS/2”' are trademarks of the IBM Corporation.

What's New Hardware
F
RAME GRABBER FOR P
RECISION I
MAGE ANALYSIS
Designed for use with EISA-bus computers and Windows 3.1,
the Fidelity 100 frame grabber ($ 1495) includes proprietary
circuitry that lets it digitize images from diverse video
sources. With spatial resolutions of up to 1000 by 1000
pixels, it can handle image- analysis applications such as
microscopy and metrology. The circuitry comprises UltraSharp Acquisition for crisp edges; adigital clock that generates apixel clock with jitter of less than ± 5.5 ns; Precision Input for superior gray-scale resolution; and Sync Sentinel for
VCR performance. The Fidelity 100 ships with Global Lab Acquire Software for Windows, asubset of Data Translation's
GLIDE (Global Lab Image Development Environment).
Contact: Data Translation, Marlborough, MA, (800) 5258528 or ( 508) 481-3700.
Circle. 1063 on Inquiry Card.

compatible printer. You can also
securely send and receive faxes
from any workstation on your
LAN. Features include auto-muting and user-definable options.
Phone: (
800) 289-7555 or
(408) 496-0474.
Circle 1272 on Inquiry Card.

ETHERNET SWITCHING HUB
The FastSwitch 10/100 workgroup switching hub ($ 7250)
from Grand Junction Networks
(Union City, CA) provides
servers with 100-Mbps Ethernet
ports and private 10-Mbps ports
to clients. The hub eliminates
bottlenecks that occur when
many clients are simultaneously accessing one or two servers.
The FastSwitch 10/100 has an
aggregate forwarding bandwidth
of 220 Mbps and up to 22 times
the throughput of existing
10Base-T hubs, according to the
company.
Phone: (
800) 747-3278 or
(510) 487-5985.
Circle 1273 on Inquiry Card.

TCP/IP TERMINAL SERVER
Initially available with TCP/IP,
Amet's ( Nashville, TN) NetTrax
(from $ 1995) is based on a32-bit
Motorola processor that enables
up to 16 MB of storage ( 1MB
is standard). The 16-port terminal
server for multiple network protocols supports 16 RS- 232D
ports via modular RJ-45 connectors at speeds of up to 115
KBps and has AU! and 10BaseT interfaces. All serial ports include surge protection.
Phone: (800) 366-8844 or
(615) 834-8000.
Circle 1145 on Inquiry Card.

UPS WITH LONG-LIFE BATTERY
Deltec Electronics' ( San Diego,
CA) PowerRite Pro family of
UPSes (from $449) incorporates
the company's microprocessorbased technology, Advanced
Battery Management, which Deltec says extends battery life to
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up to 10 years. ABM also re
charges batteries quickly so that
you won't be without backup
power, the company says, and
alerts you up to 60 days prior
to battery depletion. Designed to
protect LAN file servers, PowerRite Pro notifies the network
administrator of battery status
via LEDs on the front panel. Optional power-monitoring software is also available.
Phone: (800) 854-2658 or
(619) 291-4211.
Circle 1274 on Inquiry Card.

COMPACT FAX SERVER
A compact one- line fax server
designed for use by as many as
100 network users, FaxPress
1000 ( S1995) supports DOS and
Windows 3.1. The servo-works
with NetWare 2.x, 3.x, and 4.x
and supports 10Base-T and thincoaxial Ethernet. The self-contained unit from CasteIle ( Santa
Clara, CA) lets you fax any document that you can print on
aHewlett-Packard LaserJet or

DATA ACQUISITION
he DAS -800 Series

of DSP
boards ( from $ 349) have fourlocation FIFO memory that helps
maintain an acquisition rate of
up to 40,000 samples per second
by overcoming variations in your
PC's interrupt response time.
The boards have eight analog inputs, either single-ended with a
fixed input range of ±5V or individually switch-selected for
single-ended or differential operation. A/D conversions can be
triggered by software, directly
by the on-board timer, or by an
external clock. All boards include three digital inputs and
four digital outputs. They're
from the Data Acquisition Division of Keithley Instruments
(Taunton, MA). V
Phone: (
800)
348-0033 or
(508) 880-3000.
Circle 1143
on Inquiry Card.

TROUBLESHOOTING TOOLS FOR
FIBER-OPTIC LANS A
'('he Fiber Solution Kit ($ 1595)
from Microtest ( Phoenix, AZ)
combines the FiberEye optical
power meter and the FiberLight
calibrated light source to help
you install, maintain, and troubleshoot your fiber-optic LAN.
FiberEye measures the power of
light injected into or emerging
from the fiber network, as well
as measuring signal loss. FiberLight, used in conjunction with
FiberEye, has two LEDs with external connectors; one transmits
at the wavelength of Ethernet and
token-ring networks, the other at
the wavelength used in FDDI
networks.
Phone: (602)952-6400.
Circle 1271 on Inquiry Card.

DESKTOP FILM PRINTER
The FilmPrinter turbo PC film
recorder ($4995) is adesktop
unit for making 35mm slides
from your PC, Mac, or PS/2
computer. From Miros Industries
(Milpitas, CA), the FilmPrinter
turbo PC connects to your computer's parallel port. The software, which includes 35 scalable
fonts, is compatible with graphics and presentation programs
such as Freelance for Windows,
PowerPoint, and Harvard Graphics. Imaging time is 1minute per
67- KB image with 36-bit color
resolution and image resolution
of up to 4000 lines.
Phone: (
800) 9429770 or (408) 9449770.
Circle 1141
on Inquiry Card.

What's New Software
Step 1

FREELY MIX DOS AND WINDOWS
An integration tool that allows
DOS and Windows applications
to interact in a client/server
framework within Windows,
WinGate ($295) lets you directly and seamlessly access Windows features and functionality.
The WinGate Technologies
(Morristown, NJ) developer's
toolkit lets you launch and terminate any DOS or Windows
program from your DOS box and
read and write data to the Windows Clipboard directly from
your DOS program.
Phone: (800)946-4283 or
(201) 539-2727.
Circle 1282 on Inquiry Card.

INTEGRATE XWINDOW SYSTEM
WITH OS/2
With Hummingbird Communications' (Palo Alto, CA) eXceed
PC X-Window- System server
software for OS/2 ($595), you
can use an OS/2-based PC to
connect to and display applications from X- based computer
systems running Unix or VMS.
The 32- bit X server program integrates seamlessly within OS/2
and takes advantage of OS/2's
multitasking architecture. You
can cut and paste data and bitmapped images among X, Unix.
Windows, DOS, and OS/2.
Phone: (415) 617-4560.
Circle 1283 on Inquiry Card.
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GAIN ACCURACY
IN FEA MODELING A
Hexagen finite-element-analysis
software ( from $800) automatically builds 3-D hexahedral,
eight-node "brick" finite-element
models from aquadrilateral surface- mesh paving to produce
FEA models with high accuracy, according to Algor ( Pittsburgh, PA). The DOS-, Unix-,

and Windows NT—compatible
Hexagen can use aquadrilateral
surface mesh from most CAD/
CAM/CAE sources, such as AutoCAD, Pro/Engineer, and Superdraw Il. Since the output is
in aneutral file format, Hexagen
can also prepare models for FEA
software from other companies.
Hexagen supports stereo lithography files via its capability
to convert triangular surface
meshes to quadrilateral surface
meshes.
Phone: (412) 967-2700.
Circle 1281 on Inquiry Card.

PREMIERE FOR WINDOWS

D
ATABASE
DESIGNING

Step 2

LOGO.ICO

Step 3

CUSTOMER.DBF

Step 4

ORDERS.DBW

Step 5

DataBoss for Windows Step 6
INVOICES.REP
Reports
1$6951 automatically
Step 7
MONTHLY.FIL
generates industrystandard C++ code Ina
Update Menu
when you develop your
empile
Options
.negate
Windows database applications. After the
code is generated, you have the option of letting the program
compile it for you. Network support is built into the program.

Irmo

Contact .Kedwell Stftware, Portsmouth, NH, ( 60. ) 4.; L-1777.
Circle 1276 on Inquiry Card.

Data Widgets ($ 129), for use in the Visual Basic 3.0 development environment, is aset of bound data controls that also lets
you design your database app ¡cations without writing code. The
Ordet Table 1.4•Intenonce
software includes DataGrid,
Shp Hide"
Sloo Cp
Slá.
Shp 1:5ite Ccae
Enhanced Data Control,
AU 'Me
14***A Lo Hob.
DataCombo, and 3-D but222651...d.
El * Pre
CA11192701
• tons.
D*. Howe
London
AL
Pew.

Premiere 1.0 for Windows ($295) from Adobe
Shp Alerts
Up. Sao.
Systems (Mountain View,
Food Grp
ftirebo.
CA) offers tools for comSeemed..
Bab. JP
bining video footage, au11 Corroue
Epode
AA ins«
Atelennebe
Atece....e
2$17 Piton D.
dio, animation, still imCPA* Gtopey
ill= Cad*.
•
ages, and graphics to
CO
CP.&
CT
create digital movies in
DC
>be ed Colder
II
Doboone
E
Microsoft Video for Win1
dows AVI or Apple's
QuickTime format. You can use
the software to insert dissolves,
CUSTOM CONTROLS FOR GUIS
wipes, and other digital transitions and special effects.
A set of custom controls that you
incorporate into auser interface
Phone: (415)961-4400.
as you're developing it, XVTCircle 1284 on Inquiry Card.
PowerObjects ( from $395) provides high-level functions such
BUILD NEURAL NETWORKS
as table, spreadsheet, and togFrom Design Sciences (Vienna,
gle/picture-button objects; atoolVA), the DS2000 artificial-neurbar; and astatus bar. From XVT
al- systems-based tool lets you
Software (Boulder, CO), Powerbuild sophisticated multiple netObjects is for PCs and Sun Miwork systems for DOS, OS/2,
crosystems workstations.
and Windows 3.1. Working with
Phone: (303) 443-4223.
data from sources such as dataCircle 1286 on Inquiry Card.
bases, spreadsheets, image files,
expert-system shells, and simuDEVELOP APPLICATIONS FOR
lation/modeling tools, DS2000
WINDOWS NT
($995) has the latest ANS models available for modeling comSmalltalk/V for Win32 ($995)
plex processes and building datais aset of tools for developing
driven decision-support systems.
32- bit graphical, portable appliModels include real-world scications for Windows 3.1 and
entific, engineering, and busiWindows NT. From Digitalk
ness examples.
(Los Angeles, CA), the software
lets you develop applications inPhone: (800) 473-3744 or
crementally and gives you ahigh
(703) 848-9247.
level of source code portability
Circle 1285 on Inquiry Card.
among Windows, OS/2, and the
Mac, the company says. Builtin objects speed up your applications development, and alarge

g

Contact: Sheridan Software
Systems, Melville, NY, (516)
753-0985.
Circle 1277 on Inquiry card.

class library supports Win32
functionality.
Phone: (800) 922-8255 or
(310) 645-1082.
Circle 1287 on Inquiry Card.

LONG-DISTANCE FILE DRAGGING
File Express, The Worldwide
Desktop ($ 149), displays the directories of local and remote hard
drives on your Windows desktop and then allows you to click
and drag afile from one desktop
and drop it on asecond desktop
via modem or direct link. From
Synergy Communications (Santa Barbara, CA), File Express lets
you transmit documents, color
photographs, sound or multimedia messages, and business presentations. Once the file is sent,
the receiving person doubleclicks on the file. File Express
then automatically launches the
appropriate application on the receiving machine to read the file.
Phone: (805) 964-1755.
Circle 1303 ou Inquiry Card.
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What's New Software
AN EXPANDED PIM
FOR THE POWERBOOK

PRESENTATION
GRAPHICS TOOL

Completely redesigned,
Charisma 4.0 ($495)
from Micrografx ( Richardson, TX) makes it
easier to create presentations in Windows.
The program provides
visually driven charting
and graphing for creating customizable charts
and graphs; multimedia capabilities that allow you to add video,
sound, and animation directly
into your presentation; and illustration tools. You can reprePhone: (408) 562-5990.
sent and edit data in 3-D format.
Circle 1296 on Inquiry Card.
borrow from the music and video
CD-ROM clips, and scan images
NUMBERS AHEAD
directly into Charisma from any
A utility program for Macs, Da- TWAIN-compatible source.
Phone: (214)234-1769.
tica II ($99) from By Design
Circle 1288 on Inquiry Card.
(Middleton, WI) has aunit-conversion module that will build
and save any physical measureREAL-TIME MULTIMEDIA
ment conversion you want, acPassport Producer Pro ($ 1495), a
cording to the company. Also inreal-time, interactive multimecluded are an equation solver, a
dia production tool from Passperiodic table, and atable feaport Designs ( Half Moon Bay,
ture that lets you view, edit, and
CA), provides synchronized ancreate tables as well as import
imation, video, sound, music,
and export data.
and presentation graphics. CaPhone: (800) 527-7472 or
pabilities include external device
(608) 831-5259.
control, path-based object aniCircle 1299 on Inquiry Card.
mation, overlaying text onto

Field Assistant 1.0 tor the Apple PowerBook ($249) is both a
PIM and acontact manager with
arelational database architecture.
From FIT Software (Santa Clara,
CA), the program's relational
technology lets you attach unlimited contacts, addresses, activities, and phone numbers to a
specific record. Designed for the
mobile user, Field Assistant includes acorrespondence module
and automatic mail- merge capabilities.

G
RAPHS FOR S
CIENCE
SigmaPlot for Windows
($495), OLE 1—compatible
scientific graphing software,
lets you customize your
technical graphs for publication. With SigmaPlot's
full range of scientific
features, you have access
to automatic error bars,
huge data-set handling, nonlinear curve fitting, axis breaks, multiple axes, regression lines, confidence intervals, and reference lines. You can create 2-D graphs and 3-D mesh and scatter plots by selecting from pictures of graph types, and you can
view multiple data sets with their graphs in sizable windows. You
can merge, open, close, size, and position these worksheets as
you wish.
Contact: Jandel Scientific, San Rafael, CA, (
800) 874-1888 or
(415) 453-6700
Circle 1278 on Inquiry Card.
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Software Update

O

Smarlieaf/Compare 3.0, DataBase Publishing Software
(Woburn, MA), adds userinterface changes, an enhanced comparison engine,
and new choices in defining
the rules for comparing
documents. $4995.
Phone: (617)938-0018.
Circle 1305 on Inquiry Card.

graphics, importation of standard
Mac file types, and SMPTE support.
Phone: (415)726-0280.
Circle 1291 on inquiry Card.

PC-TO- UNIX LINK
CenturyTCP ($ 199 per user) implements the TCP/IP network
protocol with the required elements for linking PCs to Unix
hosts. From Century Software
(Salt Lake City, UT), CenturyTCP includes TinyTerm Telnet, which provides terminalemulation options for access to
Unix. Designed for simultaneous
use with NetWare, the software
is also compatible with networks such as Vines, LAN Manager, LANtastic, and Pathworks.
Phone: (801) 268-3088.
Circle 1292 on Inqurry Card.

6.2, Triton
Technologies ( Iselin, Ni),
adds support for intelligent
multiport serial cards and the
capability to share modems
on workstations running
Windows 3.x in enhanced
mode. From $345.
CoSession ACS

Phone: (800) 322-9440 or
(908) 855-9440.
Circle 1306 on Inquiry Card.

2, Interleaf
adds Outline
Navigator, advanced hypernavigation tools, Standard
Generalized Markup Language capabilities, redlining,
international
yr.
user interfaces,
and the ability
to display
Japanese kanji
documents. From $4995.

World View

(Wal tham, MA),

Phone: (617)290-0710.

AUTOMATED PROPOSAL
PREPARATION

Circle 1307 on Inquiry Card.

The Automated Proposal Generator (from $ 10,000) is adatabase publishing system for the
Mac that lets you quickly and accurately prepare and price complex business proposals. The
software, from R. M. Dudley
(Burlingame, CA), tracks proposal preparation with such features as an integrated word
processor; automatic layout, formatting, and table-of-contents
generation; centralized control
of template creation and updates;
and management tracking and
reporting of previously generated proposals.

SQL, Vycor (College Park,

Phone: (415) 697-1650.

Phone: (800)458-3550 or
(617)270-8300.

Circle 1293 on Inquiry Card.

DP

Umbrella 1.1 for Windows

MD), adds alink to CasePoint from Inference for casebased reasoning, acc:Mail
interface, unlimited user-defined field labels, and zoom
or access tables to which a
field is associated. $6995.

Phone: (800) 888-9267 or
(301)220-4450.
Circle 1308 on Inquiry Card.

Shiva
(Burlington, MA), adds support for TCP/IP, shared dialout for modem pooling, and
enhanced management capabilities. From $2499.
LanRover/E 2.0,

Circle 1309 on Inquiry Card.
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Visio 2.0 is the easiest
way to make great \
business drawings.

•••••

-

Now, it's also the easiest way to make
a great business decision.
You're looking at some
And since Visio supports OLE 2.0, you can
great drawings and diagrams
easily integrate drawings with other Windows
made by abunch of people
applications. Creating great business drawings has
never been simpler.
who can't draw.
Fora limited
All were created with Visio;
time,
buy Visio 20
Shapeware's® award-winning
for just $129.
If you've used astencil, you
drawing program for Windows'
know how to use Visio. Visio
Here's an easy business
3.1 users.
stencils address virtually all
your business drawing needs.
decision: Purchase Visio 2.0 by
Visio provides job-specific,
December 31, 1993, and save
on-screen stencils for easy access. So instead of
$170. Visio also comes with a
drawing, you simply select SmartShaper from one
60-day, money-back guarantee.
of 20 stencils, and drag and drop them into place.
To order, for more
Unlike clip art, Visio's 600-plus SmartShapes
information,
or for the
have built-in intelligence. So they resize without
444S,
names of authorized Visio
distorting, connecting lines stay glued and integrated
text makes labeling and editing asnap. You
resellers near you, call toll-free:
can even create and customize
1-800-446-3335,ext.EP9
0 Shapeware Corporation, 1993. All rights reserved. Outside the U.S. and Canada
shapes of your own.
Visio's drag and drop SmartShapes take
the "drawing"out of business drawing.

contact Shapeware by phone ( 303) 743-9533 or fax (303)695-0555. Offer applies to versions
for use in the U.S. arid Canada only. Offer price is in U.S. dollars. Shapeware is aregistered trademark and
Visio, Drag and Drop Drawing for Everyday Graphics, and SmartShapes are trademarks of Shapeware
Corporation. Windows is atrademark of Microsoft Corporation.

Circle 181 on Inquiry Card.

What's New Software
chores. From Aladdin Systems
(Watsonville, CA), the Desktop
Tools include SpeedBoost,
Shortcut, Printer, Makeover,
MagicTools, SecureDelete, Toys,
and Stuffit Expander.
Phone: (
408)761-6200.
Circle 1302 on Inquiry Card.

CD-ROM NETWORKING
LanCD ( irom $ 1995) supports
up to four network protocols simultaneously while providing
access to CD-ROM applications
to everyone on the network.
From Logicraft ( Nashua, NH),
LanCD has amanager utility that
lets server administrators remotely monitor LanCD-server
operation and use. The included
FastCD software creates virtual
CD-ROM discs on physical
SCSI hard drives and supports
up to 254 virtual discs per server.
Phone: (603) 880-0300.
Circle 1290 on Inquiry Card.

MAC TOOLS
A set of eight system utilities that
help you organize and manage
daily desktop functions on the
Mac, Aladdin Desktop Tools
($89.95) accelerates and streamlines basic file management

NETWARE VIRUS DETECTOR
A NetWare loadable module,
Norton Anti Virus for NetWare
($995 per server) provides unobtrusive virus
protection for your server without affecting network
performance.
LAN administrators can
configure the program
from Symantec ( Santa
Monica, CA) so that
when it's hunting down
viruses, key applications will continue to
operate efficiently while
remaining protected. The NLM
scans DOS, Windows, and Mac
files. The customizable real-time
monitoring feature lets you send
out alerts over apager or via Email.
Phone: (310)453-4600.
Circle 1295 on Inquiry Card.

SCIENTIFIC ANALYSIS IN
WINDOWS y
DADiSP for Windows ($995),
graphical data-analysis software
from DSP Development (Cambridge, MA), allows you to run a
DADiSP worksheet within Windows to collect, analyze, and display scientific and technical data.
The intuitive, spreadsheet-like
environment is menu driven and
lets you work with data series of

Software Update
LapCAD for Windows R4, LapCAD Engineering (San
Diego, CA),
adds layering,
the capability
to handle up
to 800 different loading conditions, and import/export capability for the IGES finiteelement entities. From $ 195.

Phone: (
6/9) 467-1947.
Circle 1310 on Inquiry Card.

WordPerfect 6.0 for Windows,
WordPerfect Corp. (Orem,
UT), adds acustomizable interface; templates; WordPerfect Draw; acharting module;
Coaches; and enhanced compatibility, integration, and file
management. $495.
Phone: (800) 451-5151 or
(801)225-5000.
Circle 1311 on Inquiry Card.

almost any length. You can automate DADiSP worksheets for
background operation, run multiple applications, set and read
operating- system settings, and
invoke the string- manipulation
and data-type-conversion capabilities, among other functions.
Phone: (617)577-1133.

TechKnowlogy Imaging Software

for Windows 4.0, TechKnowlogy ( Salt Lake City, UT),
adds aflexible GUI with hot
keys, navigation-control buttons, and Query by Thesaurus. $395.
Phone: (801)261-8850
Cinde 1312 on Inquiry Card.

Circle 1289

A
NALYZE L
ARGE
D
ATA S
ETS AND
B
UILD CUSTOM
APPLICATIONS
1DL for Macintosh ( S1500) integrates mathematics, advanced visualization, and custom application development
capabilities to let you analyze large data sets and build custom applications on your Mac. Scientific computing features
include abuilt-in GUI toolkit, an editor/debugger, and an
array-oriented language that lets you interactively test
what- if analyses.
The program's analysis and visualization capabilities include math and statistics; comprehensive plotting; volume
visualization for disciplines such as medical imaging and
earth sciences; gridding; and mapping. You can transfer
customized applications to any hardware platform running
previously written 1DL or PV- Wave programs under Windows,
Unix, other Macs running System 7.0 or higher, VMS, and
supercomputer environments.
Contact: Research Systems, Boulder, CO, (303)786-9900.
Clown, 1279 on Inquiry Card.
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on Inquiry Card.

AUTOMATIC CHARTING
The allClear tor Windows
package (from $299.95) automatically creates flowcharts, organizational charts,
cause-and-effect diagrams, and
decision trees from your written
description of the procedure you
want drawn. From Clear Software (Newton, MA), allClear for
Windows lets you open multiple
diagrams. The split-screen capability lets you edit text in one
window and immediately see the
changes in the chart in the other
window.
Phone: (617) 965-6755.
Circle 1300 on Inquiry Card.

LANauditor 3.0, Horizons
Technology (San Diego, CA),
adds
client
auditing
for Macs
and
OS/2, as
well as
expanded auditing for DOS/Windows workstations and file
servers. From $495.
Phone: (6/9)277-7100.
Circle 1313 on Inquiry Card.

Zylndex 5.1 for Windows, ZyLab
(Buffalo Grove, IL), adds a
sorting feature, flexible index
sets, and hyperlinking. From
$395.
Phone: (800) 544-6339 or
(708) 459-8000.
Circle 1314 on Inquiry Card.

Your software programs
were barely speaking.
Then smething clicked.
If you're tired of playing matchmaker
to software applications (even ones
from the same vendor), you'll be pleased
to hear this. There is aproduct that does
it for you, now. Prodea Synergy -makes
the programs you already have, and what you've built with them, work together. Afew points
and clicks, and applications will exchange just about everything but valentines.
Mr. R. Lee Allen of Schering-Plough, acompany already using Prodea Synergy
put it less romantically
although no less enthusiasti-

MS Access

Harvard Graphics

Sales Analysis

Sales Charts

ek!
Query DB

cally "It's not like anything out

Quattro Pro

CC Mail

111111
Report Diet.

Drag and drop the icons, connect them with arrows. Data flows automatically.

there before. It's more than OLE or DDE. It transcends both languages and APIs'.'
You should also know that what you build is easy to pass on to others, without
worrying about hot links, paste links or file location. Prodea Synergy runs under
Windows; costs $495 and has a30-day money-back guarantee. For alimited time you
also get a $200 introductory cash rebate. Callus at 1- 800-PRODEA-1. Your software
programs will never look at one another the same way again.

0 1993 Prodea All products and brand names are trademarks or registered trademarks of heir respective owners

PRODEA

Synergy-

What's New Software
S
MART F
ILE KEEPER
SmartSync ($ 169.95) file- synchronization and data- sharing
software for Windows lets you maintain the currency of the
files you work in on two or more computers. You can set up a
schedule for SmartSync to automatically keep your files up to
date and to synchronize individual files or collections of files and
directories. By sending only the changes made to the files
rather than overwriting entire files, the program reduces datatransmission time and costs.
The software's RemoteCopy feature lets you remotely browse
and copy files; TeamSync lets you synchronize and share data
with coworkers. An auto- recovery feature automatically reestablishes abroken connection and continues transmission where
_ the session was in-

terrupted. Security
checks are included to prev?.nt loss
of data.

EJ

c'jj

Contact: Nomadic

addtas,

Me11 eS

•

=• .

Systems, Mountain
,View, CA, (415)
335-4310.

(r-s1
cedar

sales

Circle 1280
on Inquiry Card.

E
MAIL PCTOPC
An 1:-inai Iprogram that lets you
exchange E-mail with another
PC user over standard phone
lines, Personal- E Mailbox ( from
$49.95) can run in the background receiving mail while you
are working in an application.
Personal- E Mailbox is portable
and capable of running from a
floppy disk. You can broadcast
messages to groups of users, and
those who are hearing- impaired
can use aspecial chat mode for
interactive E-mail over TDDcompatible phones. Utilities can
convert messages to text and
database formats. From AmerCorn ( Portland, OR).
Phone: (503) 452-8196.
Circle 1294 on Inquiry Card.

REAL TIME DESKTOP
CONFERENCING
InPerson desktop-conferencing
software ( single- user license,
$495) from Silicon Graphics
(Mountain View, CA) is designed for use with the compa-
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ny's workstations. Applicationindependent, InPerson lets you
import an image for review and
markup. It is fully equipped with
multiway conferencing and messaging indicators that tet you receive notification of calls missed,
put acurrent call on hold, and
join active conferences. Used
with Indigo Magic, InPerson lets
you interact with multiple conference participants using live
video and audio.
Phone: (415)960-1980.
Circle 1298 on Inquiry Card.

THROW THE PROGRAM
MANAGER OUT THE
WINDOW
The McDesk for Windows utility ($ 149) eases
the use of Windows by replacing the Windows File
Manager and Program
Manager with a pointand-click system of icons.
From Granite Software
(Austin, TX), such routine functions as print,
save, open, and run be-

come invokable by akeystroke.
For instance, if you grab afile
and drag it to the printer icon,
the file goes to the printer. You
can add any application or
McDesk menu item as abutton.
Phone: (512)258-3570.
Circle 1297 on Inquiry Card.

TAKE NOTES NATURALLY
Ink Ware NoteTaker ($ 195) from
Ink Development ( San Mateo,
CA) is apen- based application
that runs under Windows for Pen
Computing on any Intel-based
computer that supports pen input. The software's free- form
approach to note-taking and information management lets you
take notes using the pen or the
keyboard and then edit, copy,
and move either type of note.
You can tag notes with SmartStamps or keywords; the marked
notes are then automatically
made into to-do lists.
Phone: ( 415)573-6565.
Circle 1301 on Inquiry Card.

SMALLER WINDOWS
APPLICATIONS
Rosenthal WinLite ($ 149) does
for Windows 3.1 what PKLite
did for DOS: It compresses applications on disk and decompresses them into memory upon
execution. Windows programs
(even those run within NT or
OS/2) shrink to afraction of their
original size, reducing LAN traffic and improving cache efficiency. Solitaire, for example,
condenses to 43 percent of its
original size, according to Rosenthal Engineering ( San Luis Obispo, CA).
Phone: (805) 541-0910.
Circle 1304 on Inquiry Card.

Software Update
PSI-Plot 2.1, Poly Software
International (Salt Lake City,
UT), adds batch- mode processing, alignment of objects, column/
row transposition, and a
bigger userdefined model
for curve fitting. $299.
Phone: (801) 485-0466.
Circle 1315 on Inquiry Card.
Media Suite Pro 2.0, Avid
Technology ( Tewksbury (
MA), adds a60-field option,
an edit-decision-list option,
and additional effects such as
motion control. $9995.

Phone: (508)640-6789.
Circle 1316 on Inquiry Card.

XTreetiet 3.0, XTre,e (San Luis
Obispo, CA), adds Oops!
undelete for NetWare, integrated ZIP 2.0 support, and a
multiwindow text editor.
$495; server extensions, $295
each.
Phone: (805) 541-0604.
Circle 1317 on Inquiry Card.
Close Up 5.0,

Norton- Lambert
(Santa Barbara, CA), adds
photographic memory, video
translation between PCs, and
AI to compress video function calls. $ 199.
Phone: (805)964-6767.
Circle 1318 on Inquiry Card.

6.0, Phar Lap
Software ( Cambridge, MA),
provides the capability to implement DLLs, use Visual
C++ 32-bit Edition, write
Windows NT character-based
applications, and more. $495.

TNT DOS- Extender

Phone: (617)661-1510.
Circle 1319 on Inquiry Card.
Netroom 3.02, Helix Software
(Long Island City, NY), adds
remote network installation,
multiuser licenses, and automatic detection of network
adapters. From $99.

Phone: ( 718)392-3100.
Circle 1320 on Inquiry Card.

If It Were A
Baseball Player, It
Would Hit Home Runs,
Toss No- Hitters,
Steal Bases, And Sign
For Under $200.
Okay, it hasn't happened in baseball. But in the computer world,

from your PC quickly, easily and privately. CommVVorks also

there's amajor league player in the communications game that can

features

pretty much do it all. Introducing CommWorksn" for Windows" by

files and printers directly to your PC wherever you are. And with

Remote Access, which brings remote

Traveling Software. The first corn-

d

theonline program, you can tap into

Mae tail- Iapi ink e

plete communications package that

Plrerierverregliftil,‘I kric

gives you more flexibility thon ever to

Atems le aim finites
b• AIM Rio

&

MCI

Ma ieCompuServe° or other

• Online Services

»mg

do business away from the office. For

at the click of abutton. What's more,

LapLink"V

_I

the CommWorks Control Center

the number one selling file transfer

puts all these communications tools

starters, there,

program. You can make unattended,

¡rom the Vaken of lelink

at your fingertips. See your local

regularly scheduled file transfers at

dealer or call Traveling Software
COW

anytime, from any place. And for local

direct for $ 50 off the introductory

file transfers, use the included serial

4

04,

SRP of $ 199.95. And get the
one who can do it

cable. CommVVorks also
allows you to send

4

111
7.;

all. Without the

and receive a

Fax

overblown

Introductory Offer
.4e=
Call for $ 50 off
oillomitt- (800) 472-4735
direct From Traveling Soils...are. SRP $22995.1ntrakKbry SRP good through
and toptink is aregistered trodernork of Traveling Software. Otfier prododo are tr
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Quatech's Solid State Drives
for PCMCIA

•100% Reliability • No Moving Parts
Quatech's line of Solid State Drives for PCMCIA (Type Iand Type II) fit into any personal computer and
conform to the PCMCIA/JEIDA standards thus allowing your PC to access the newest technology used in notebooks, hand-held computers and PDA's. These drives are available in three options: 3.5" front drive, rear cara
slot drive, or 3.5" front drive and rear card slot drive.
Quatech's line of PCMCIA FLASH Memory, SRAM and I/O Cards offer add on memory in one, two and four
meg options. SRAM available in one and two meg options only. FAX/modem, Serial RS-232, RS-422, EPP
Parallel Port, and Digital I/O give you maximum flexibility for your application.

For more information on PCMCIA products
or our complete line of communication, data
acquisition and industrial I/O products call:

800-553-1170

11 GIUATECH
FAX: 216-434-1409
BBS: 216-434-2481

662 Wolf Ledges Parkway, Akron, Ohio 44311 U.S.A. ( 216)434-3154. International: Australia/Interworld Electronics 03-563-5011, Canada
(Western)/Interworld VCR 604-984-4171 ( Toronto office 416-513-7027i, England/Diamond Point International 634-722-390, Finland/Lab
Hitech OY 358-0-804-2522, France/Elexo 33-1-69302880. Germany/Jupiter Electronic Systems 06181/75041, Israel/RCM Ltd.
972-03-5447885, Italy/N.C.S. Computer Italia 03311 770-016, Netheilands/ACAL Auriema 040-502602, Korea/Sam Boo Enterprise Co.
82-2-538-4001, Spain SANTA Barbara SA 343-4188116, Singapore Bliss Services Pte Ltd ( 65) 338-1300, South Africa
Eagle Electronics 27 21 234943, Switzerland Amiro Tech. Engin. 37-2311-18. IBM PC- XT, AT, and Micro Channel are
registered trademarks of IBM Corp. All other trademarks are of their respective companies.

Circle 142 on Inquiry Cord.

Made
in
U.S.A.

leitireptit

UY IT THROUGH EVIE
Mail Order

Hardware/Software Showcase

Buyer's Mart

The latest offerings from
vendors supplying
products of all leading
manufacturers at extremely
competitive prices.

This categorized four-color display
section makes it easy to find
Hardware and Software products from
awide variety of manufacturers
and suppliers.

From Accessories to Laptops
to Word Processors, you can
easily find the dealers you are
looking for in this directory of
products and services.
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ILLUSTRATION SUSAN KINGSBURY

COMPUTER DISCOUNT WAREHOUSE"

WHY PAY
RETAIL?

Logitech
ScanMan 256
With OmniPage
Direct
ie 256 Gray Scale Scanner

CDW Sells

with 16- bit Interface Board
V FotoTouch Color Image
Editing Software

e Caere

OmniPage Direct

For Less

CANON
BJC-600
Color
Bubblejet
Printer
/ 360 dpi

System: Less Waste
/ 100 Sheet Feeder
/ Laser Quality Text
/ Optimized for Plain Paper
Paper

o

CDW Pricgb$189.77* CDW 31044

Cj

HARDWARE, SOFTWARE & PERIPHERALS AT

Netware V4.01
889 00
1988.00
2994.00
3937.00

5 USER co
113 USER CD
25 USER CD...
50 USER CD
Netwani V3.12 NEW

NEW 1/3.12 25 USER 3.5' .
NEW V3.12 50 USER 3.5'.
NEW V3.12 100 USER 3.5' ..

1379.42
1899.03
2559.95
3508.99

EIFT III V3.11

50 USER
4856.58
Call Or Pnong on NetWare CD-ROM
Versions and Upgrades

o
o

NETWARE LITE STARTER KIT . .... 339.39
NE2000 PLUS ETHERNET COAX CARD
119.90
NE3200 w/TPA NEW
539.82

40)b
Tiiinits.(Yr\RAI)
TC5143 ETHERNET 1OBT
99.29
TC5055 ETHERNET 8 PORT CON 1001
328 74
TC6242 ARCNET 8 BIT COAX CARD...
69 00
TC6245 ARCNET COAX CARD .......... .
179 99
TC6242 ARCNET. TP CARD
99 94
TC6245 ARCNET ALL- IN-ONE CARD
174.59
TC6040ARCNET PASSIVE 4PORT HUB COAX
3950
TOZI5OARCNET ACTIVE 8PORT HUB COAX ... 242.26
TC6151 ARCNET 16 PORT SMART HUBCOAX. 67212
TC4035 TOKEN RING 4MI3PS CARD
289.89
TC4045 TOKEN RING 16/4 CARD.... ...
359 44
TC4048 TOKEN RING 16/4 MCA CARD
405 99
TC4050 16 PORT PARU STP
639 43
TCNS 100MBPS COAX CARD............. .
438.57
TCNS 100MBPS EISA COAX CARD....
609 91
TCNS 100MBPS STP CARD
.
45769
TCNS 100MBPS FIBER OPTIC CARD
_ 716.60
TCNS 100MBPS 6PORT SMART HUB COAX....1366.27
rays 10311
/BPS 8PORT SMART HUB COAX ... 1149.47
TCNS 100MBPS 8 PORT SMART HUB STP 1169.75
TCNS 100MBPS8 PORT SMART HUB FIBER _1465.80

l'eARTISOFT
AE2 ETHERNET COAX CARD............... .
AE3 ETHERNET COMBO CARD .....
NODERUNNER 2000A
NODERUNNER 20001
NODERUNNER 2000C
NODERUNNER/SI 20006

189.05
219.88
217.34
176.47
176.47
.123.47

3512 ETHERNET 12+2 PORT CON IOBT
3402 TRANSCEIVER Alit/8NC
PC600WS ARCNET CARD COAX .
PC650WS ARCNET CARD TP
PC600FS ARCNET CARD COAX..............

614 76
139 55
125.93
119 88
19929

PC130 ARCNET CARD COAX
PC130E ARCNET CARD COAX .
ARCNET 8 PORT ACTIVE HUB COAX
TOKENCARD ELITE 16/4

68.50
99 00
229 41
339 64

3Com
30503 ETHERLINK II 8 BIT COAX. .
3C503 ETHERLINK II COAX ...................
3C503 ETHERLINK II 1OBT
3C509 ETHERLINK III COAX...............
3C509 ETHERLINK III COAX 5 PK
3C509 ETHERLINK III 1OBT.... .
3C509 ETHERLINK III 1OBT 5 PK
3C509 ETHERLINK III MCA IOBT
3C509 ETHERLINK III COMBO
3C509 ETHERLINK III COMBOS PK
3C579 ETHERLINK EISA COAX
3C579 ETHERLINK EISA 1061 . .
3C1627 12 PORT LINKBUILDER 10E1T..

PE310BC POCKET ETHERNET COAX
314 89
PE310132 POCKET ETHERNET COAX...
27960
PE31OBT POCKET ETHERNET IOBT
269.19
PA202B6 POCKET ARCNET COAX ............... 236.30
PA202BT POCKET ARCNET ..... . .......
PT216BT POCKET TOKEN RING 16/4.52914
PT2I6B3 POCKET TOKEN RING 16/4 ...... . 527.08
POCKET ETHERNET PRINT SERVER COAX309.50
PPX03 PARALLEL PORT MULTIPLEXOR........7990
REMOVABLE 8. FLOPPY DRIVES

JUMBO 120MB INTERNAL..118.18
JUMBO 250MB INTERNAL .. ...... . 174.97
TRAKKER 120MB PARALLEL PORT... ..... »9.56
TRAKKER 250MB PARALLEL PORT
337.97
POWERTAPE 2GB SCSI INTERNAL. .
951.0I
POWERTAPE 2GB SCSI EXTERNAL....
1133.86
POWERDAT 2GB SCSI INTERNAL ........
1524.33

1.1.1MA
TAPE 250MB INSIDER 1'. ............ 197.97
TAPE 250MB INSIDER HH . ...... ..... ....... 199.10
FLOPTICAL 2IMB INSIDER .. . ..... ............ . 363.27
FLOPTICAL 21MB PC POWERED.....
_ 395.65
BERNOULLI 905IB PC POWERED....... . 482 33
BERNOULLI 150MB INSIDER ..
4M 11
BERNOULLI 150MB PC POWERED
47965
BERNOULLI 150MB TRANSPORTABLE
57965

NODERUNNER/SI 20007
NODERUNNER/SI 2000C
CENTRAL STATION II
1067 5PORT INTERNAL HUB
AE2 STARTER KIT

389 89

NODERUNNER STARTER KIT WINDOWS
LANTASTIC Al V5.0
LANTASTIC Al V5.0 WINDOWS
LANTASTIC SOFTWARE
LANTASTIC FOR WINDOWS SW

499.57
79.17
81.54
69.80
129.68

T- RUNNER 8 PORT IOBT

297.46

T- RUNNER 12 PORT 1OBT

497.41

269 33
444.44

SAW'
ULTRA 18 BIT ETHERNET COAX
ULTRA 16 BIT ETHERNET 1OBT
ULTRA 16 BIT ETHERNET COMBO
ETHERCARD« ELITE 8 BIT COAX
ETHERCARD• ELITE COAX
ETHERCARD• ELITE COAX 6PK
ETHERCARD« ELITE MCA COAX
ETHERCARD, ELITE IOBT
ETHERCARD« ELITE IOBT 6PK
ETHERCARD+ ELITE MCA 1061
ETHERCARD+ ELITE EISA 1OBT
ETHERCARD+ ELITE COMBO
ETHERCARD+ ELITE COMBO 6PK
3008 ETHERNET CARD 1061
3016 ETHERNET CARD lOBT
3608 ETHERNET 8 PORT CON 1X01

109.25
109.25
12635
97 82
119 64
658.73
189.26
119 64
633 09
189 55
579.78
139.57
766.59
99.81
126.80
329.61

If You Find a Better
Price, Call CDW
Before You Buy
(800) 959-4CDW

193 11
159 84
167 54
12602
529 12
128 50
537 97
242 45
139 98
584 84
229 91
229 91
628.97

Ilecom

TAPE

SUMMIT
SE120 120MB INT TAPE B-U
SE250 250MB INT TAPE B- U ....
5E305 305MB INT TAPE B- U . .

142.06
174.63
269.90

MICROSOLUTIONS
BACKPACK
BACKPACK
BACKPACK
BACKPACK
BACKPACK
BACKPACK

35' 144MB FLOPPY PARALLEL179.51
5 25" 1.2MB FLOPPY PARALLEL171.51
170MB HD PARALLEL new .. ....379.59
200MB HD PARALLEL . ..... ...449.59
CD-ROM PARALLEL .... . ...... _ 357.91
250MB TAPE B- U PARALLEL.....359.05

SYDIOS
PRO NOTE 42MB PARALLEL
PUMA 88MB PARALLEL ...
MARLIN 105MB INT IDE. ....

519.50
449.91
536.72
599.04
499_27

Mmn
189.32
FS8500 305MB INT IDE
1200-4 4GB INT SCSI

CDW 32009

maw« PRICES

1797.24
1999.23

IBM

HURTR*

TOKEN RING

IBM TOKEN RING 16/4 ISA
IBM TOKEN RING 16/4 MCA
IBM TOKEN RING MAU
458.88
INTEL NETWORKING
ETHEREXPRESS 16 COAX
99.33
ETHEREXPRESS 16 COAX 5 PK
.454.13
ETHEREXPRESS MCA COAX
166.52
ETHEREXPRESS 16 IOBT
99.33
ETHEREXPRESS 16 1OBT 5 PK ....... ...454.13

ETHEREXPRESS FLASH COMBO. ..... ..... .... 131.82
ETHEREXPRESS FLASH COMBO 5 PK .......626.84
ETHEREXPRESS EISA COAX
399.30
TOKENEXPRESS 16/4
399.53
NETPORT II COAX/I OBT .................... 398.971358.91
.11111111=15=M
WYSE 30 AMBER OR GREEN..
WYSE
WYSE
WYSE
WYSE

272.89

.186.90

veCe1Comp
8Warr
.929.86
BMW
.216-99
274.93
472-15
472.15
1274.49

DBIII12X18 18 BUTTON .
12 X 12 Mt/PRESSURE TIP PEN............
12 X 12 4 BUTTON CORDLESS
12 X 12 18 BUTTON

.

L259.90
25990
_524.44

SUMMASKETCH III 12 X 12 4 BUTTON
SUMMASKETCH III 12 X 12 16 BUTTON
SUMMASKETCH III 18 X 12 4 BUTTON.
Fil letekr

.1911.59
.266103
3489.12

HI V100 INKJET PLOTTER

MULTIMEDIA, SOUND, CD
ALTEC LANSING ACS300 SPKRS/SW

319.25
329.29
226.50

IS/ONE 12 X 12 4 BUTTON
IS/ONE 12 X 12 12 BUTTON
XLP 12 X 12 4 BUTTON
STYLUS

6-

60 AMBER. GREEN, WHITE...............289.92
150 AMBER. GREEN. WHITE..
265.45
160 AMBER. GREEN. WHITE
185 AMBER. GREEN. WHITE .....

11210 'eree;

274.26

CDW 5 CD BUNDLE
129.00
CDW 5CD BUSINESS BUNDLE .......... _ 119.86
CDW 5CD ENTERTAINMENT BUNDLE ......... 79.33
CDW 4CD EDUTAINMENT BUNDLE new ...... 135.18
ARISTASOFT WIRED FOR SOUND PRO .
ATI CO SOUND DIMENSION •
302.57
CREATIVE LABS EDUTAINMENT 8 INT ....... A91.I7
CREATIVE LABS EDUTAINMENT 18 INT ...... 518.32
CREATIVE LABS DISCOVERY 16 INT.
449.81
CREATIVE LAELS MULTIMEILA STARTER NT....A49.58
CREATIVE LABS SOUND BLASTER DELUXE 78.50
CREATIVE LABS SOUND BLASTER PRO
.
119.00
CREATIVE LABS SOUND BLASTER 18 ASP.219.27
LOGITECH SOUNDMAN 16
MEDIAVISION PRO AUDIO SPECTRUM 16149.64
MEDIAVISION PRO AUDIO STUDIO 16 ......... 214.30
MEDIAVISION PRO 16 SYSTEM II BUNDLE . 885
MICROSOFT MULTIMEDIA BEETHOVEN ....... 53.28
MICROSOFT CINEMANIA
. . 54.88

73348
269.93
HP SCANJET IIP DOCUMENT FEEDER
1299.10
HP SCANJET IIC .
474/2
HP SCANJET IIC DOCUMENT FEEDER
3109.54
HP DRAFTPRO PLUS A-D SIZE
79967
ES600C PARALLEL......
852.89
ES600C SCSI.
798 86
ES600C ACTION SCANNER
E5800C
PARALLEL/SCSI
-------1589.81
ES800C ACTION SCANNER
1077.29
VIDEO

PRODUCTS

VGA A SUPER VGA MONITORS
AST VISION 4N 14 .
36991
AST VISION 4L 14 .
39695
MAD INNOVISION MX15F
52797
MAD INNOVISION MX17F ...........
899.50
MAGNAVOX CM2079 le .
39......
239 20
MAGNAVOX CM2089 le 28
279.90
MAGNAVOX CM9217 17...
59950
MAGANAVOX 20CM64 20"
1184.12
NANAO F340IW IS' .
719.83'

MICROSOFT BOOKSHELF CD .• .• • ....... 119.89
ORCHID SOUND PRODUCER. .. • ....... 114.05
PROCOM INT MULTIMEDIA STATION
. 729.16
PROCOM EXT MULTIMEDIA STATION ......... 779.46
SONY DSKTOP LIBRARY INT W/SND...........563.12

1059 00
1358.59
. 2269 00
2368.94

SONY DSKTOP LIBRARY INT NO SOUND . 277.97
SONY DSKTOP LIBRARY EXT W/SND..........537.87
TURTLE BEACH 16 BIT MULTIBUNDLE... ..... 677.17

NEC 5FGp 17".
NEC 8FG 21'

TURTLE BEACH MULTISOUND

509.89
799.50
952.58
SEIKO CM1760LR Ir
SONY CPD1430 14 .
599.50
SONY CP01730 17. • • • .
1049.15
•FREE Berkeley After Dark Otter - CALL FOR CETALS

CD-ROM

&

OPTICAL

. 513.97
DRIVES

CHINON CDS535 INT CD-ROM KIT ............... 396.45
CHINON CDX535 EXT CDFIOM
479.90
ACCULOGIC PARALLEL PORT CD-ROM
499.50
HITACHI lOGOS EXT CD-ROM
4911.85
HITACHI CDRI950 EXT
512.50
HITACHI 6700 INT CD.ROM
399.85
HITACHI COR6750 INT
412.51
NEC CDR74-1 EXTERNAL CD-ROM
NEC 3XI INTERNAL NEW
NEC 35E EXTERNAL NEW

399.50
599.90

PIONEER DRM604 X 6 DISC OUADRASPIN 1347.42
PROCOM 200MS INT SCSI CD-ROM . ........ 452.09
PROCOM 200MS EXT SCSI CD-ROM ..... _ 557.65
SONY CDU31A INT CD-ROM . .. .. ... 238.05
SONY CDU535 INT CD-ROM
279.83
SONY COU54101 INT SCSI CD-ROM . ... ..... 399.15
SONY CDU7205N EXT CD-ROM..
463.19
SYDOS PARALLEL PORT CD-ROM ... . . 303.51
TOSHIBA 3401 INT SCSI CD-ROM . .......439.40
TOSHIBA 3401 INT SCSI CD-ROM W/ADPT 549.14
TOSHIBA 3401 EXT SCSI CD-ROM
525.15
TOSHIBA 3401 EXT SCSI CD-ROM W/ADPT 649.55
TOSHIBA 3401 EXT SCSI 4 DRIVE TOWER2535.08

No Surcharge For Credit Cards

BUY WITH CONFIDENCE
CDWC IS A NASDAQ
TRADED COMPANY
TIC.115.801. CO.
8 Read 461
Dune 10762-7952

cf.
%

NETWORKING PRODUCTS

NETWORKING PRODUCTS

HINOVE L L.

Canon

qb tcsist
CDW Price

'After $ 20 Manufacturer Rebate

NETWORKING PRODUCTS

/ 240 cps

1 Individual Color Cartridge

PANASONIC CI
PHILIPS I557AS 15"....

VGA& SUPER VGA DISPLAY CARDS
ACTIX ULTRA PLUS 2MB.
304.85
ADS VGA TO TV ELITE
268 95
All GRAPHICS ULTRA, 2MB....... ..... . ...... . 239.55
ATI GRAPHICS ULTRA PRO 214B ..... ...... 35792
ATI GRAPHICS ULTRA PRO 2MB EISA
394.92
ATI GRAPHICS ULTRA PRO 2MB MCA
394.92
ATI VGA WONDER XL24 .
11132
CREATIVE LABS VIDEO BLASTER._ ..... ..... 339.02
CREATIVE LABS VIDEO SPIGOT
347.37
DIAMOND STEALTH PRO IMB
249.83
DIAMOND STEALTH PRO 2MB...................... 33961
DIAMOND SPEEDSTAR PRO IMB ................ 114.20
DIAMOND VIPER VLB 2MB
398.49
HERCULES GRAPHITE IMB ...
229.72
HERCULES GRAPHITE 2M8
374 55
INTEL SMART VIDEO RECORDER. ..... .......... 468.88
ORCHID FAHRENHEIT 1280+ . ..... ..... .... 157.97
ORCHID FAHRENHEIT VA ..... ..... ..... ..... 167.97
ORCHID FAHRENHEIT VANLB.... ...... ...... ..... 209.45
ORCHID CELSIUS VLB 1MB
231197
ORCHID CELSIUS VLB 2MB........ ...... ..... ...... 299.79

COW* HOURS

InneignT_e -

SeleeTS0.733CDTMonfrl.
903503COTSW.
Tech Suppstiar WIN.«
803.790CDTMonfd.

nnenvwro,

903590 CDT SW.
••••••,,

MOST ORDERS
SHIP THE
SAME DAY

COMPUTER DISCOUNT WAREHOUSE"

t

eVVhile Supplies Last

169.25
179.50

Data

14.4K Data/Fax

CDW 27097
CDW 26535

Authorized Systems
Reseller

COW' Pricgb

120MB HD, 4MB RAM
v
, Local Bus Video
ty, 4 16- bit Slots
r Midsize

$997.97

CDW CARRIES OVER 15,000 PRODUCTS. IF YOU DON'T SEE IT,
IIIM:=C01=12ffl

TOSHIBA
T1900/120MB......1697.98
T1900/200MB......194797
71900C/120MB. 232897
T1900C/200MB...2567.97
T1950/120MB ... 2114.33
11950C/120MB.. 2699.03
T1950/200MB ..... 2367.49
71950C/200MB...2958.18

Asr

LC 4/25S/ 330 120MBAME1
»797/1187.97
LC 4/330 120M84MI3/210MB.8MB 125797/1497.97
LC 4/50D 120M8.4MB/210MB.8MB . 152797/178797
LC 4/660 120MB.4MB/210MB.8MB . 1787.97/2037.57
LP 4/25S 170M13.4MB/340MB.8MB.1177.97/1599.35
LP 4/3313 170MB.4M13 ,340MB.8MB 1445.60/1889.77
LP 4/66D 170MB 4MB/340MB.8MB..1954.52/2394.91
MT 4/3313 170MB.4M13/340MB.8MB...1497.97/1927.97
MT 4/660 170M13.4MB/340M13.8MB...199797/246797
NOTEBOOK 80MB/120MB MONO...1657.97/1767.97
NOTEBOOK 120MB COLOR
.2447.97
NOTEBOOK 170MB MONOCOLOR..1•17.97/2527.97
NOTEBOOK 170MB COLOR..... ...... ...... .......3647.97
POWEREXEC42520011/8MONOSPECIAL.......24m4a
POWEREXEC 425 2CO/rAB COLOR SPECIAL ..... 3959.84

1150.

133.49

2023.
2123.
2124.

20227
343.37
311.41
*

4/25 120MB MONO/COLOR
28811.011/3777.84
4/25 180MB MONO/COLOR
21136.32/4011522
4/33 180MB MONO/COLOR
3171.22/4308151
4/33 180MB COLOR OFFICE
4015.13
4/33 250MB MONO/COLOR
401
READY ES 4/25 170MB
I
II
READY 4/25S 170MB Mullen».
1811.40
POWERMATE ES 4/25 170MB
.
. I
READY ES 4/33S 210MB
POWERMATE ES 4/33 170MB
1300.07
POWERMATE ES 4/66 170MB
18011.92
READY 4/33S 210MB MultImedea
1919.13
*TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
TM4000E 4/250 120MB MONO
11181011
RA4000E4/250 izomerzoove who II778735N.44
TM4000E 4/25S 120MB DUAL COLOR
2138.51
TM4000 4/40 200MB PASSIVE COLOR
TM4000 4/50 120MB MONO
TM4000E 4/50 200MB MONO NEW
TM4000E 4/50 200MB DUAL COLOR NEW )447
TM4000E 4/50 200MB ACTIVE COLOR
SINE»

=1:1110ffl
01(11347A

ML395C
ML520
ML521
ML590
ML591

1039 74
375 14
505 18
424 51
585 87
1222 92
499 98
905 50
1079 95
1195 20
2909 49

Canon

BJ10Ex %
SPREE MEET FEEDER
BJ20(7
EU230'
BJC600 COLOR
LBP430 LASER NEW
WY NO Manuladimer• Rebels

210.38
221
RN»
MSS

EPSON
L0870 . ...
L01170
102550.
DFX5000 ...
DFX8000 ...
STYLUS 300
STYLUS 800

ACTION LASER 1500 .
ACTION LASER 1500 W/2MB

4410 LASER
526.37
4430 LASER..884.13
4440 LASER 1199.40

TEXAS INIM4UMENIN

'After $60 Nantaacturef Reb•te

Da UÈ'",,frg
Desk/el Port 310...3.79_80
Desires! 500

Lasenlet 4L
689 97
LaserJel4P NEW 1056 69

31989

L860,1014
LaserJet 4M

De.kiet 550C........596.12
Deskiet 1200C...1419.12
Derbeel 1200C PS 192996
Pantie( XL300.. 2249.39

1389 46
1946 64

userJet 451
2988 95
Laxar/el 4SI MX 450938

SPORTSTER MODEMS
14.4 INT111440À2
14.4 EXT
14.4 EXT W/FAX
WORLDPORT 14.4
WORLDPORT 144 W/FAX
COURIER MODEMS

14950
149.50
16950
179.50
16915
179.50

V.32TERBO INTANT W/FAX.
42990/428 50
V.32TERBO EXT/EXT W/FAX
. 449.20/468.50
16.8 HST EXT
47725
DUAL STD INT W/FAX....
563.19
DUAL STD EXT/EXT W/FAX.
684.96/639.86
DUAL STD TERBO INT/EXT W/FAX . 769.90/81990

rilHayeS
ACCURA 240013 ress 10
ACCURA 2400 EXT 99.25
ACCURA24EC FAX94.89
ACCU RA 96 FAX 175.12
ACCURA 96 EXT 199.68
ACCURA 14.4 FAX 195.88
ACCURA 14.4 0(7219.46
OPTIMA 2400 ..... 11754

OPTIMA 24 FAX . 114.34
OPTIMA 9600 EXT 33830
OPTIMA 96 FAX .354.42
OPTIMA 14.4 EKT .363.80
OPTIMA 14.4FAX378.30
OP111.1.9 144PackeR911.93
ULTRA 9E0 EXT .556.18
ULTRA 144 EXT 613.58

Tr.lf LEXMARK

NEC

AP2250 ..
115.63
AP3250 .
173.15
AP3260 . .
199.99
LXOIO
567.97
FX870
.272.97
FX1170
. 357.97
LQ57OX
237.97

Ilibbottut

10E91

M1CROWRITER BASIC/PS35..... .
516.35477.97
MICAOLASER PRO 600 PS23 NEW*...13211112
MIC.ROWRITER PS65.........
. 367,97
MICROLASER PRO 600 P065
ANNIE

Canon

NOTEJET 4/25 85MB
217967
NOTEJET 4/25 135MB/180MB. ...2387.87/2597.16
INNOVA 4/25L 50 170MB
164721
INNOVA 4/33L SO 170MB/240M0 .. 1139.59/1253.75
INNOVA 4/50L 170MB/240MB.... .. 141990/1479.96
INNOVA 4/66L 170MB/240M8
1617.12/1699.17

184 TURBO _ 218.14
ML320 . _ 204.45
ML32I.432.43
ML380
214.95
ML395.....94520
PACEMARK 3410
OL400E
OLEO()
OL830.
OL850
DOC-IT 4000

2180

.

449 92
61998
908 11
1357 97
2277 97
239 15
279 89
648 97
699 90

NEC
P3200
231 99 Sdentwnler 95FX .
1089.95
Jelmaie 1000
28798 Silenlwreer 97 ...... 1075.72
&peSo5061090W 639.87 Srler.wmer 1097 NEW1389.01
Sienna/1e, 95F .. ... 87983

NEW!
Lease Option
Call for Details

4037 5E 5PPM NEW
4019E 5PPM
4039-108 1OPPM .............
4039-1080 1OPPM DUPLEX
4039-128 12PPM
4039-12L 12PPM
4039-16L I6PPM

.669 34
.75997
.1127 97
_1347 97
_184797
.169797
..2447.97
_2744.87

HARD DRIVES 8. CONTROLLERS

2400B INT. ..... . .......
2400 EXT
..
PM2400EFX 2400 V.42 INT W/FAX
PM2400EF 2400 V.42 EXT W/FAX ....
PM2400FP 2400 POCKET W/FAX..... .....
PM9600FX 9600 INT W/FAX ..... . ...... ...
PM9600FXMT 9600 EXT W/FAX ...... .....
PM14400FX 144 INT W/FAX ..... ...
PM14400FXMT 14.4 EXT W/FAX
PM14400FXSA 14.4 EXT W/FAX, LCD
PM14400EXP 144 POCKET W/FAX

maimtor'
713161315B GE
7213A 2135IB IDE

MIMS
ARAI

JELTI

P4(15406540/49 0(789.30

721362131E3 SCSI
P0.1251 02GB SCSI 117120
7245A 2451.1B IDE MI5 P0.17S I7GB SCSI 1161015
72455 249.1B SCSI MX 6,
044121135124GB9:811201942
7345A 349.IB IDE 21818

MICROPOLIS
MCP2205 584MB SCSI
MCP2210A 1050MB IDE
MCP2210 1050MB SCSI
MCP1528
MCP2217
MCP1548
MCP1936

699.95
939.89
.. 979.68
925.71
132949
1327.43

13GB SCSI
1.7GB SCSI
2.0GB SCSI
3GB SCSI

SIN
. 1915

IRAS

101.119
100.65
174.30
18320
111520
19729
374.48
33985

intel

3/9.55 73455349/B9;Si

100 INT
200 INT

SATISFAXTION MODEMS
95.51
350 INT
.209.50
4191 OIr

2400 V.42BIS EXT
9600 INT W/FAX.
14.4 INT W/FAX
14 4 EXT W/FAX ..

258.95
nee 50

149.06
. 155.76
173.47
197.28

KLIaILEB:1211!LEII

St,".+
OMNI 450 LAN.. 269.31
OMNI 600 LAN ... 30989
OMNI 750 LAN ... 399.86
OMNI 1250 LAN . 59903
UNISON 600........499 95

CP30084E4 84MB IDE
0730174 174MB IDE

BC900 LAN
801250 LAN

LC1800................19249
LC2400
232 85

CP30204 210MB IDE
CP30254H 250MB IDE

LAP POWER AC/DC INVERTER

2399.25

&Seagate
072511 42MB MFM
ST351/10( 42MB IDE
ST3120A 106MB IDE
513144A 130MB IDE

239.84
116.04
177.94
16895

ST3243A 200MB IDE

208.95
251.50
328.50
439.80

ST3290A 261MB IDE
ST33990A 341MB IDE

989.80
964.07

ST11200N 1o5GB SCSI
CONTROLLERS
ACCULOGIC IDE
ACCULOGIC IDE W/I PAR, 2SER, IGAME
ACCULOGIC IDE W/BIOS
ADAPTEC 1522 SCSI KIT
ADAPTEC 1542C SCSI KIT

CDW

359.87
449.59

23

AMERICAN POWER

CP30344M 340MB IDE
CP30544 540MB IDE
CP30540 540MB SCSI
CP31370 137GB SCSI

23.65
35.06
48.90
148.58
258 49

BACK UPS 250 . 99 34
BACK UPS 400 _ 15993

SMART UPS 400..299 95
SMART UPS 600 363 10

BACK UPS 450 .... 189.81
BACK UPS 600 .... 264.84
BACK UPS 900 .... 384.26

SMART UPS 900 569 55
SWATUPS90130. 1118 04
SMART UPS 1250709 87

BACK UPS 1250 . 998.77

SMART UPS 2000 1188.00

SURGEARREST PLUS.
SUF1GEARREST PLUS W/TEL

*4-Wb

MICE

29 97
54 88

1067'

LOGITECH DEXXA SERIAL MOUSE....
_ 27.37
LOGITECH MOUSEMAN COMBO...
49.81
LOGITECH MOUSEMAN CORDLESS.
LOGITECH TRACKMAN PORTABLE
7658
LOGITECH FOTOMAN PLUS .
54976
MICROSOFT MOUSE V2.0 SERIAL'
9900
MICROSOFT MOUSE V20
59.00
MICROSOFT MOUSE V20 WANIN 31comeo 14996
MICROSOFT BALLPOINT V20 ................... 152.77
MICROSCET EIALLFOINT MOUSE WAMN3.1 _ 144.48
POINTES MOUSE WTHP DASHBOARD
51.12
SPECIAL THROUGH 11/3893

Sells for Less and Services You Better!

(800) 959-4CDW

FAX

CDW 30837

CALL!

(
708) 291-1737 , ++•1CDW
,

Computer Centers, Inc

Circle 205 on Inquiry Cord.

HAYES PCMCIA OPTIMA 9600 W/FAX
. 221.56
HAYES PCMCIA OPTIMA 14.4 W/FAX
. 36597
IBM PCMCIA TOKEN RING 16/4
598 45
LINKSYS PCMCIA ETHERNET COAX
197 91
LINKSYS PCMCIA ETHERNET 1061
197 91
MEGAHERTZ PCMCIA 2400 W/FAX...
289 42
MEGAHERTZ PCMCIA 2400 %JACK W/FAX 207 30
MEGAHERTZ PCMCIA 9600 W/FAX..........., 269 90
MEGAHERTZ PCMCIA 9600 %JACK W/FAX . 387 97
MEGAHERTZ PCMCIA 14.4 W/FAX............ 299 20
MEGAHERTZ PCMCIA 14.4 XJACK W/FAX 222 20
PRACTICAL PCMCIA 14.4 W/FAX. ..... ........ . 369 97
T. CONRAD PCMCIA ETHERNET COAX
292.09
USR WORLDPORT PCMCIA 2400 W/FAX . 28460
USA WORLDPORT PCMCIA 14.4 W/FAX
315.60
XIRCOM PCMCIA ETHERNET COAX
282 92
XIRCOM PCMCIA ETHERNET IOBT .
279 60
XIRCOM PCMCIA ETHERNET COMBO
318 58

ri7=1712=rnalM
CDW' Features Delkin. Kingston,
Pacific Data and Simple
Technology Memory.
AST BRAVO 486LC 2MB
AST POWEREXEC 486 4MB .
AST PREMIUM ii 1MB CUPID SIMM

CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL

COMPAQ CONTuRA 486 8mB
COMPAQ CONTURA 4MB
COMPAQ DP 386/16 OMB
COMPAQ LITE 4/25C 4MB
COMPAQ PROLINEA 486/33 4MB
COMPAQ PROSIGNIA 16MB
EPSON ACTION LASER 2-8MB
HP DESKJET 5006 500C 256613
HP LASER 41. 1MB MEM UPG

CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL

HP LASEFtJET 2P/11I 2MB.....
HP LASEFUET 3SI 4MB.,,...
HP LASERJET 4 4MB.
HP PAINTJET XL300 4MB
IBM DESKTOPSALL 1,A0DELS

CALL

CALL

CALL
...CALL

NEC SILENTWRITER 95 2MB ...........
NEC VERSA 4MB
OKILASER 400 2MB
PANASONIC 4410. 4430 2-4MB

CALL
CALL
CALL
.CALL

PANASONIC P445012MB

BC250 .....99.11
.........158.89
.191.42
BC500 LAN . 199.40
BC600 LAN
249.80

COMMER

3

MODEMS & COMMUNICATION

Panasonic

74600/120MB .... 2459.89
T4600/200MB ....2589.99
T4600C/120MB 3947.73
74600C/200MB. 4249.70
74600C/340MB...4689.97
76600C/510MB. 9398.17
76600C./51048C061198.30
T6600C/510MB CD/DVI
7998.56

Case,

External Bays

BTE793

EH .USEM

Included •KComplete Software Included

14.4K

CDW®
SERVICES YOU
BETTER

URobotics

Battery Powered. AC Adapter

AS17

sUNTW A .

14AK BPS Send/Receive Fax

eV.42 Error Correction
IV.42bis Data Compression
eLED Status Indicators •K 9V

1486SX/25 CPU

ISC

14 4K BPS Data, V.32bis

Protocol •K Fax Model Adds

a

WHY SETTLE
FOR LESS?

14,400 BPS
Pocket Modems

e

AST Bravo LC 1486SX/25
Desktop Computer

CALL

TI MICROLASER 1MB....CALL
TI TM4000 4MB
.CALL
TOSHIBA 1. 1850.2000SX/E, 22006)(2se
TOSHIBA 1800 4850,20000CE, 2200SX 4$118

CALL
CALL

TOSHIBA 1900C,4500C.4600C 8MB
TOSHIBA 4400, 4400SX/C 4MB...
TOSHIBA 7180Q 1850 2000SX/E

CALL
CALL
ALL

4.1

Due to an Industry- Wide Memory
Shortage. Please Call COW for the
Best, Most Current Pricing and
Availability Information.
ACCELERATOR/OVERDRIVE
CYRIX 4436DRYJ2 UPGRADE
INTEL OVERDRIVE 16/20MHZ .
INTEL OVERDRIVE 25MHZ .
INTEL OVERDRIVE 33MHZ
KINGSTON SX/NOW 25MHZ
KINGSTON OX/NOW 33MHZ
KINGSTON 486/NOW 25MHZ
KINGSTON 4.semow 33MHZ

299 29
299 44
349 20
519
169
196
346

55
45
25
76

539 25

MATH COPROCESSORS
INTEL 287XL

84 80

INTEL 387SX 16/20/25MRZ

78 95

INTEL 387SX 33MHZ

91 20

INTEL 387SL
INTEL 387DX
INTEL RAPIDCAD

78 95
84 95
239 10

CALL FOR FREE
COW® CATALOG

.
C 'M .
UTE

SPECIAL
PURCHASE,

US Robotics
WorldPort

TFT Active Matrix Color
640 x480 256 colors
STN Passive Matrix Color
640 x480 256 colors
Monochrome Backlit VGA
640 x480 32- grey scale
Intel 486 SX/DX/DX2 CPU
80M-340M Hard Disk
Built- m 15mm Trackbali
4MB. 8MB. 20MB Memory
144MB Disk Drive

Need the fastest Windows performer?
High Performance

MicrozInternational HCP Model 6568111

"If you need anotebook with processing power for massive spreadsheets and databases, to perform
gray-scale imaging, or for other demanding tasks, the HCP 65681M is for you. It ran our Windows performance test twice as fast as the Compaq LTE lite 4/25E,... In fact, this was the fastest monochrome
notebook in our entire test sample. The HCP 65681M's monochrome screen quality is the best we saw
from passive- matrix monochrome displays... and an excellent keyboard."
October 1993 BYTE/NSTL LAB REPORT

MICRO-INTERNATIONAL, INC. 10850 Seaboard Loop, Houston, Texas 77099
National Sales:(800) 967-5667 ,Local Sales:(713) 495-9096•FAX:(713) 495-7791
$2740 for amonochrome 4862/66M system with MS-DOS 6.0, Windows 3.1, 8MB RAM, and 250MB hard disk.
Prices for other configurations are available upon request.

Office hours Monday—Friday 8:00- 6:00 • Saturday 10:00-1:00 • Sunday—Closed

Circle 221 on Inquiry Card ( RESELL ERS: 222).

Direct buyers want the best products.
The best performance for the price, and
— above all — reliability.
That's why Arnet uses aunique feature
called SurgeBlock to protect every port
on its I/O boards from power surges.
They're the leading cause of I/O board
failures because they're caused by countless sources — from lightning storms to
simply walking across the floor.
SurgeBlock gives our I/0 boards unbeatable reliability. It was the first onboard
surge protection, and independent tests
prove it's still the best. Call us and we'll
send you the results that prove it.

600V

Injected Voltage

Tests Prove Our Boards
Withstand Surges That
Make Other Boards Fail

Arnet's SurgeBlock Protection
Keeps Our I/O Boards From
Frying Like the Rest
500V
400V
300V

n

200V
100V
U

o

Arnet

Equinox

Stallion

SmartPort

MEGAPORT XP

Brumby

Comp

SI/X10

Intelliport IIEX

SmartPort and SmartPort Plus
Create PC systems that can grow as you do with SmartPort and
SmartPort Plus. SmartPort is best suited for systems supporting
up to 8users per slot. SmartPort Plus is most cost effective for
systems requiring 16 to 32 users per slot. A powerful onboard
processor offloads serial I/0 from the host PC to dramatically
improve data throughput.
• Supports I/O speeds up to 38.4K baud per port
• Up to 64 Kb of dual ported RAM
• Full signal support for modems and other devices
• RS-422 support on SmartPort Plus for longer distances
• SimulPort terminal paging software
• SimulPrint transparent printing utility

Unmatched Price/Performance
Our I/O solutions support from two to
512 users and operate at speeds from
2400 to 115K baud — with prices starting at less than $70 per port!

From

$446

Intelligent Ii0 Communications Subsystem for PCs

COMStax
Add aCOMStax host card to your PC to support up to 128
users per slot. An onboard high performance 20 MHz RISC
processor enables transmission rates up to 115.2K baud per
port.

30-Day Money- Back Guarantee Plus a
Lifetime Warranty
We back our reliability with a30-day,
hassle-free money-back guarantee plus
aLifetime Warranty.

• Desktop stackable modules for asynchronous,
synchronous and high-speed parallel printing
• Up to 8stackable communication modules per
host card
• RS-423 support for longer distances

24-Hour Hot Swaps
If your board does fail, you can have a
replacement at your site within 24 hours.
Attractive Terms
Qualified customers can buy with our
convenient Arnet Gold credit card or
other major credit cards. And we offer
next day delivery!

Specialix

Cost- Effective., Expandable Intelligent Serial I/O

The Best I/0 Boards to Buy Direct
Not only are our boards the most reliable — with afield failure rate of less
than 1% — they're also the best direct
buy around. Here's why:

Compatibility
Our I/O boards are compatible with
more than 30 operating systems, including UNIX, Windows, DOS, Multiuser
DOS and NetWare.Tm

.

Host Adapter From
Modules From

$596
$371

Workgroup Concentrator for Local and Remote Users

ClusterPort
Build large systems that can support remote users with
ClusterPort. A host adapter card with two high-speed synchronous links connects to multiple 16-port Cluster Boxes or
to modems for remote locations. Remote users can be connected without using costly multiplexers.

Reseller Discounts Available

• Supports 128 ports per slot, 512 ports per system
• Supports local users thousands of feet from the host
without modems (miles with optional Fiber Link Kit)
• 1.2 Mbps RS-422 synchronous link between host
adapter and local Cluster Boxes; Up to 64Kbps
synchronous for remotely-attached Cluster Boxes.

Host Adapter From
Cluster Boxes From

$ 172
$/ 121

Ask for Your FREE Catalog of Arnet PC Connectivity Solutions!

800-377-5515
Buy six boards—now
or one at atime—and
get the next one 7'S/

FAX: 800-377-8848

tilLi

Arnet and the Arnet logo or. registend t
mdenarks of Anret Corporation. All other trademarts are the property of (heir respective
corporations. Test conducteriby Wyk I
aboraroites, Semen:her 1993

RRNET

Rock Solid Connections from Digi International
618 Grassmere Park Drive
Nashville, TN 37211
(615) 834-8000, (615) 834-5399 FAX

Circle 229 on Inquiry Cord ( RESELLERS: 230).

Build An Empire To
Stand The Test Of Time
.With Sid Meier's CIVILIZATION'

r-

rrrrr
rrrrrrrrrrrrrr rii
rierrurr
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rr-

1991
•Best '....; onsu -ner Enteitainment
Program
•Best strategy procram
•Critics Choice

Computer Gaming World

PC Special Ad-evement Awali
Came Players PC Entertainment

Gane Pf the Ye ar

Software Publislu:rs Association
Ciarne

fthe

1992
Game of the Yea ,

Year

Byte

Best Simulation

Tilt

Game Y the Year

PCM

Stratecy Game of the Year

Byte

PC Games Plut.

Rout Ramses... Outwit Alexander... Knockout Napoleon...

History is littered with the bones of great men who thought
their achievements would live forever. Now you can
succeed where they failed as MicroProse brings you
Sid Meier's Civilization. Guide aculture from its earliest
stages, through agricultural and industrial revolutions, all
the way to your own Space Age. Survive and dominate
by outmaneuvering mankind's most legendary leaders.
Carve your name indelibly in the pages of history. With
Sid Meier's Civilization, you really can build abrave
new world.

11/%1/&IIIA
miL4111
aroma um mar um a
All,

IRV

IMO MI 11111,

F f!

MI

‘M•alOI
MI\ \Me

Fr?TAINMENT

• ,

FTW,..12F

1993 MicroProse Software. Inc., 180 Lakefront Drive, Hunt Valley. MD 21030-2245.
For Macintosh, IBM- PC compatibles, and Commodore Amiga personal computers.

To get our free catalog, call 1-800-879- PLAY, 8:30 am to 5:00 pm EST.

Circle 213 on Inquiry Card.

SOME OF YOU WONDER WHY OUR PRICES ARE TOO LOW,
WHILE WE WONDER WHY THEIR PRICES ARE TOO HIGH.

fflelleCIE ]1_9elelL
(AND WHAT AUDACITY THE COMPETITION HAS TO CLAIM THAT THEY WON'T BE UNDERSOLD)

PCMCIA SRAM MEMORY

iDSHIBA
MEMORY
T2200SX, T2000SXE, T2000SX, T2000,
T5100, T3200SX, 73100SX, T3100e,
T1600, T1200XE, T1000XE/SE/LE ,

AST PosrarEweriPenEsse, AT&T NCR 61.1«1, CANON Nalejel, DAUPHIN 6600 Color Peace, DECrx
32564.., DELL 3206IJ , E0 440, FUJMPJ 325 Paint FUJITSU Poe PC, FUJITSU Poe Ped, GRID
GrldpaeleiD, GRID Corneal., GRID Pelrapad, HP POLX/I0CLX/Orredresk, HYUNDAI Courier, BM
ThInkped 720/720Cf710T, NM PC RADIO, MEIADRID( Cornwarier, NCR 3180, NCR 3170, NEC Ullmble

2MB..$ 96
4MB..$214
8MB..$402

AulesweivVerree,

ouvErn Ourdwne, OMRON Tousew

PI Welk, SAMSUNG PenMester,

INTEL OVERDRIVE UPGRADES

SHARP PC- 3000/3100/0700/0741/0781/0736/68000441/0661/01191,
TOSHIBA TIPOD/T4686T4804.D.sped T1000, ZENITH Z-Ule 320L,ZEOS Pocket PC

512K $74

1MB $ 125

2MB $221

CONTURA/31313 28.113/4MB/13MB

ARE FAST 7Ons

and T1800, T1850, and T1850C
LASER PRINTER MEMORY
WE OFFER MEMORY FOR ALMOST ALL BRANDS AND

S1913440041038

SLT3B86/20 4MB

$2138

$ 884240

$224/$418/$774
$240/$334/5854

MORE LAPTOP/NOTEBOOK MEMORY
$128/52284310

AST POWEREXEC/386 4M8

$248

AST PREMIUM EXEC/ADVANTAGE OMB

5188
118

COMMODORE CLT286/288 21•113

116

EVEREX TEMPOILX 23AE/4MB
GRID CONVERTIBLE 21•4116M8 -

$1564413
117

GRID 1720/1750 2MB
GRID 1660/1755 2MB/41AIEOMB

$12842104320

NEC ULTRAUTE 11VS1.25C 214/3/4M8/111MB

$10541734303

NEC ULTRAUTE SI.2020P 2MB/3M8

$1054244

NEC ULTRAUTE VERSA 4MBA3MB

&CALL

PANASONIC CF17CV270/370 1M8/2MB

$584117

PANASONIC CF-470,480 2M8/6MB

$1584385

SANYO NBC

me/1MB

2MB

$116

SHARP PC6200/6220'6240/T11142000 1MB BOARD

$68

SHARP PC-6030/664045661M T1A3000 2MB UPGRADE

$72

SHARP PC-7700177504MB MEMORY BOARD

$389

SHARP PC-8041/8081 MB MODULE

$53

TAPLOY 1500HIY2810HD/3810HD IME1/2MB

$584117

TANDY 2820/3820/3830 2MBASSAB

$1514384

T1TRAVELMATE TM4000 4MB/16MB

$20841903

ZEOS 2136/3813SX NOTEBOOK 23•111

E1113

ZENITH MASTERSPORT SUSLE /SLC 2MB

$103

ZENITH Z-NOTE/388 2MEN3MB

$1134311

ZENITH Z-LfTE 2M6/4M6

5163/$306

PLEASE CALL FOR CURRENT PRICING ON MEMORY PRODUCTS

DESKTOP/WORKSTATION MEMORY
SINCE THERE ARE TOO MANY MODELS AND CONFIGURATIONS
OF DESKTOP AND WORKSTATION MEMORY TO LIST IN SUCH A
SMALL AD, WE ARE INSTEAD ASKING YOU TO CALL US WITH YOUR
REQUIREMENTS. IN RETURN, WE GUARANTEE TO OFFER YOU
THE VERY BEST QUALITY AND PRICES IN THE INDUSTRY WRH AN
ABSOLUTELY NO QUESTIONS ASKED 30-DAY MONEY BACK
GUARANTEE (SHIPPING AND HANDLING NOT INCLUDED). IN FACT,
WE ARE SO CONFIDENT THAT OUR MEMORY PRICES ARE THE
BEST THAT WE GUARANTEE TO BEAT THE BEST PRICE YOU FIND
IN THIS PUBLICATION (THIS ISSUE ONLY) BY A MINIMUM OF 5%,
AND THAT GUARANTEE APPLIES TO ALL MEMORY PRODUCTS
THAT WE CARRY. AND IF YOU'RE STILL NOT HAPPY WITH YOUR
MEMORY PURCHASE FROM US, JUST GIVE US A CALL AND WE'LL
GLADLY ISSUE YOU A RETURN AUTHORIZATION ON THE FLY. NO
QUESTIONS. NO HASSLES. AND NO BULL. AND THAT IS WHY ALL
OUR MEMORY PRODUCTS ARE LABELED "CONTROL'. WE
BELIEVE THAT YOU, THE END-USER, SHOULD HAVE CONTROL.

ISN'T IT TIME FOR YOU TO TAKE CONTROL

9

$3170

TOSHIBA T4400/T6400
$121=34643034718
TOSHIBA T5200/1-5200C/T8500

$4227

214/13/188•413

$2872
$2908
$3729
$31785
$1948
$2000
$2423
$25115
$aei
$1712
51859
$2487
$2339

23.18/8MB $964494

TOSHIBA T3300SL
$114/$21843194890
TI TM2000/SHARP PC-6220

2/4/8/18MB

1MB $68.00
TOSHIBA T4600/T4500/T4400
340MB INTERNAL HARD DRIVE
UPGRADE KIT IN STOCK III

$2538

sal 80
$2088
$2339
$2903

ASK US ABOUT OTHER HARD
DRIVE/CPU UPGRADES FOR
YOUR TOSHIBA LAPTOP

$2673

TOSHIBA T8500/T5200fT5100

$2924

486DX CPU

$3549

UPGRADE

$1874

$2008
$2508
$21338
$3252

TOSHIBA

$3927

DESKSTATION IV
DOCKING STATION
$750 (LATEST VERSION)

$4178
$4595
$1153
SCALL

486DX UPGRADES FOR

$6434

ALL 386DX COMPUTERS

MEGAHERTZ PCMCIA XJACK 14.4/14 4
MEGAHERTZ PCMCIA )(JACK 98/24
MEGAHERTZ PCMCIA 14.4/14.4
MEGAHERTZ APPLE POWERBOOK 14.4/14.4
MEGAHERTZ COMPAQ CONTURAMTE 14.4/14.4
MEGAHERTZ COMPACT CONTUFUVUTE 96/96
MEGAHERTZ COMPAQ CONTURA/UTE913/24
MEGAHERTZ IBM TFIINKPAD 300 14.4R 4.4
SHARP PC-81:00/8841/13881 woos FAX/14.4 MODEM
AST PREMIUM EXEC /ADVANTAGE 98008 FAX/240013 MODEM
ANGIA 14.4 FAX/MODEM for TOSHIBA DEDICATED SLOTS

$322

USING PGA SOCKETS

$203

NOW IN STOCK I!!
APPLE POWERBOOK MEMORY
LOW LOW PRICES II!

$338
$286
$404
$381
$207

SCALL
SCALL
$185
$384

MISCELLANEOUS
XIRCOM PCMCIA ETHERNET ADAPTER (RJ45 or BNC)
XIRCOM POCKET ETHERNET COMBO ADAPTER (RJ45 & 8/AC)
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS MICROWRITER PS2:31 aeiFR PRINTER
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS MICROWFUTER PS85 LASER PRINTER

ALL MEMORY UPGRADES
COME WITH A LIFETIME
WARRANY 8, A 72-HOUR
EXCHANGE GUARANTEE I

$258
$288
$886

IBM LAPTOP MEMORY
075

$945

tote-a-lap
550 Pilgrim Drive , Ste.F, Foster City, CA 94404
PHONE : (415)578-1901 FAX: (415)578-1914

although prices rnsy be slightly higher cm some /erns. We will not ship to any acomint MTh en

ORDERS ONLY: 1-800-9-LAPTOP
(PRIOR APPOINTMENTS ARE NEEDED FOR W1LL-CALLS, PLEASE)

suGect to

previously agreed

upon end * awed on

hr thru

our invoice.

= GUN

NISISX/N5ISLC 4Al3MAIB $216.4.36
THISe(PAD 900 2143,0.53
81034324

TERMS AND CONDMONS: Al sal. Mal. We charge • 15% re-stockIng fee on all reamed
Warranty on all merchandse, except memory upgrade*,

4551.0.3

L40SX4438SX 206.143.44.10 St 14/057,415

shipments end pre-approved realms. P.. are edged lo change in/out notice, and rellect

software,

es

'the least expensive memory
manufacturer spun:Ned for Toshbe
laptops and notebooks'
TOSHIBA T1200XE 2MB $84

FAX/MODEMS

original manutaclurer only, unless

$552

TECHNICAL INFORMATION GUIDE

NEC ULTRAUTE VERSA 488SL/33 180MB LCD W/ 4MB
NEC ULTRAUTE VERSA 488S1/33 180M8 Active Color W/ 4MB
NEC ULTRALITE VERSA 488SL/25 120MB LCD W/ 4t.A8
NEC ULTRAUTE VERSA 488SU25 180M8 LCD W/ 4MB
NEC ULTRAUTE VERSA 486SL/25C 120MB Active Color W/ 4M8
NEC ULTRALRE VERSA 4811SLYZ5C 180140 Active Color W/ 4MB
TEX INSTR. TM4000 WinDX/25 1201113 LCD, 4MB, Win, Mouse
TEX INSTR. 1614000 WinDX/25 200MB LCD, 4MB, Win, Mouse
TEX INSTR. TM4000 WinDX2/50 120MB LCD, 4MB, Win, Mouse
TEX INSTR. 1614000 WinDX2/50 200MB LCD, 4MB, Win, Mouse
TEX INSTR. DA4000 WinD)W50 200MB Active Color, 4M13, Win, Mee
TOSHIBA T1903 488SX/20 120MB LCD W/ 4MB, Windows, Mouse
TOSHIBA T1900 488SX/20 2COMB LCD W/ 41113, Windows, Mouse
TOSHIBA T1900 488SX/20 340MB LCD W/ 4MB, Windows, Mouse
TOSHIBA T1900C 488SX/20 120M8 Passive Color, 4MB, Win., Mouse
TOSHIBA T19C0C 488SX/20 200MB Passive Cohn'', 4M8, Win, Mouse
TOSHIBA 71900C 488SX/20 340M8 Passive W O!, 4MB, Win, Mouse
TOSHIBA T1950 488DX2/40 120MB LCD VW 4M8, Windcnvs, Mouse
TOSHIBA T1950 4880X2/40 200MB LCD W/ 4M8, Windows. Mouse
TOSHIBA 11950 4860X2/40 340MB LCD W/ 4M8, Windows, Mouse
TOSHIBA T1ceocS 488DX2/40 120MB Pessive Color, 4M8, Win, Moo
TOSHIBA T1950CS 488DX2/40 2003•413 Pese/as Color, 4MB, Win, Moo
TOSHIBA T1950CS 488DX2/40 3401•413 Passive Color, 4M8, Win, Mae
TOSHIBA T4400 488SX/25 1201.413 LCD W/ 2MB
TOSHIBA T4500 488SX/20 2001A8 LCD W/ 4MB, Windows, Mouse
TOSHIBA 14805 488SL/33 120MB LCD W/ fOAB, Windows, MOW.
TOSHIBA T4800 488SL/33 200M8 LCD W/ 4448, Windows, Mouse
TOSHIBA T4800 488SU33 3401113 LCD W/ 4MB. Windows, Mouse
TOSHIBA 74600C 48881/33 120M8 Active Color vr/ 4M13, Win, Mouse
TOSHIBA 74800C 486SL/33 200MB Active Color w/ OMB. Win, Mouse
TOSHIBA T48C0C 4136SL/33 340MB Active Color WI 4MB, Win, Mouse
TOSHIBA T5100 388/DX-113 100MB Ges Plasma W/ 4MB (DEMO)
TOSHIBA T5200 388/DX-20 200MB Gas Plasma W/ 2MB (DEMO)
TOSHIBA T84300C 488/DX2-88 510MB Acme Color W/ 8M8

all ca. decounts.

$435

We are listed in the TOSHIBA

10342404432

MODELS OF LASER PRINTERS AT ROCK-BOTTOM PRICES.
JUST CALL OR FAX YOUR REQUIREMENTS, AND WE
WILL RESPOND IMMEDIATELY WITH OUR BEST PRICES.

AST PENEXEC 2MEV4M8/614B

$323

251A1'43 l486DX

SHARP PC-6700, 6741, 6781,
6785, 6800, 6881, 6891
2MB 5100
4MB $ 196

$9041004283

CONTURN488 41•18/13MB/IIIMB
LTE313841/20 1MB/4148
UTE /488 4MB/8ML3/16MB
LITE/20 & LITFJ25 4MB/BMB /
113MB
PORTABLE 488 & 4860 214113/4MB/21A8

201rels l486SX
33MH:148600

COMPAQ LAPTOP MEMORY
ALL CARDS

IBM THINKPAD 700/700C/N51
INTERNAL 14400B FAX/MODEM
$330.00

are

THISKPAD 500 4113/131.113

52e34563

714INKPAD 700f/20/760 siNdS
8260,54114
THHAPAD 7007/710T 4948.51151 $227/5419

All

dus ell merchaná. that Include a rom bleu, ere not 'Mumble for crecit, arm lire
en

even

overdue baler...

exchange only.

We

accept orders hem creál-worthy Malltutions.

Purchase prices in Me time of sale are

Ilnal.

Memory upgrades

guaranteed 100% compatble or your money back. You have NO RISK
CONTROL memory upgrades. ALWAYS INSIST ON CONTROL

buying our

SE HABLA ESPANOL
pregunte por Hector

MOR

WE ACCEPT PO'S
FROM QUALIFIED FIRMS

CACHE MEMORY
15118
650
900
650
11 00
650

12118
80,8
321(.8
641(01
646,4
161(y4
12864

2D 00

2511S
550
700
500
800
500
36 00

Ipm. Math Chips

MEMORY FOR IBM 8 APPLE
BONS
7011S
811110 100118
leAegyl
735
725
6 75
495
1Mege4
35 00
29 00
27 00
IeAegy4
25 00
23 00
21 00
(Zoo Pack)
25604
11 95
1095
(Veleo bpi
256,4
475
450 225
256 xl
300
275
2.50
256 016VRAM
39 00
39 00
6404
325
64.1
200

8087
8087.2
8087.1
80287- XL
80387.16 DX
80387-20 DX
80387-D% ( Dues AIR
80487-D% ( Does All)
Intel S% ( Does All)
Untel SL Motu)
Untel 1630
Intel 2950

45 00
49 00
85 00
55 00
45 00
55.00
79 00
339 00
79 00
85 00
49 00
54 00
JUST

386

to

a

486DLC

CHANGE CPU

•Plug Compebble• Cache Saltram • Uses 387 Math CIAO
•50-130% Faste, •DOS 8 WINDOWS Compatible
Gym) 486 Dt C 40MHZ
199 00
33MHZ
1ig 00
25MHZ
118 00
Co,,, 086 SLC 3314HZ
159 00
25MHZ
128 00
Con> 486 00,2
Call

L0ndourk 82.0
130
107 2
4,4
1035
784

ION PART NO.
3065348 ( 5120)
30E5360 ( 2Meg)
6450375 IlMeg)
645037912Meg)
645106014Megl
6450604 12Me91
6450608 12Meg1
7808955 ( 12801
3402933 ( 4Mew
87F9977 ( 46.4e9)
1057035 ( 512K)
9269935 ( 2Meg/
9269694 ( 4Meg)
6450902 ( 218e9)

'

53NS
55 00
65 00

4808
55 00
65 00

CX486 DRx 7-16/32
for 3860X-16mhz

279 00

CS486Drix ,-20140
for 38600-20mhz

32900

CX486 08. 1-25/50
for 38600-25 mhz

60IIS
52 00
63 00
170 00

70558
51 00
61 00
166 00
87900
89900

379.00

80118
4900
57 00
155 00

100110
45 00

72 PIN SIMMS ( EISA)
5900
94.00
84.00
224 00
209 00
19900
399 00
444 00 449.00
424 00
444 00 449 00
749 00 769.00
749 00
169900 176000
3899 00 -

256 36 IMeg
512 36 2Meg
1y36 4Meg
2ri 36 Mal ( v/pal)
2036 8Meg ( w/o pal)
4,36 16Meg
8x36 32Meg
16 x36 64M

CYRIX FASMATH PROCESSOR
Programs executed up to 3% faste, • Plug Oo b,eCl code compat )v/Intel
830087-40MHt - 8100
83087-33MH7 - 79.00
83387.25SX Ver - 89.08
83587 33SX - 89.00
PC WeeIC ratai 41 over all math ceps
5 Mme Warranty• 488 Dotinered Compatible"

AST MEMORY MODULES
MAT. UPGRADED
4Meti

MODEL
Advantage 17.386
Bravo 486

806.4re.j

%main 386/25 16 SX
Prernam 386/33
Pretia'', II
3860%20 486.25 25E 33
Prempern Tower 386/3376
4867251E 486/3315
Cu rd Memor Board

1Meg
iMeg
(Meg
4Meg
13Meg
0-32M

AST PART I
500510.004
500987 002
500987-003
500987-004
500718-001
500718.002
500780-003
500780-004
500780.001

WPB
WPB
WPB

PRICE
239 00
199 00
398 00
699 00
59 00
59 00
59 00
219 00
43800
149.00

500818-001

ZENITH MEMORY MODULES
MODEL
AMT. UPGRADED
2386/33. 25. 20. 33E
( Mn
2386/33. 25. 20. 33E. 486/25E
4Meg
Z3865%
2Meg

MT PART d
ZA3800ME
ZA3800MK
2-605-1 modules

PRICE
59 00
195 00
119 00

286/386SX-16. 38650.20. 48650.20 8 386-33 ail ore 72PIN SIMM
1MEG - 59 00
4MEG - 195 00
8MEG - 399 00
16MEG - 76900

ME1489RY tibt9ARDS
BOCA AT PLUS

es
s

16 BIT MEMORY BD. FOR 286. 388 AT • 011-8Meg Bd 4.0 LIM Compat. • New 5
•,. Lxpod O Extnd Memory • Supports DOS OS/2. LIM/EMS
I , *.' • . • ,• spht Memory Addressing • Operates w/CPU Speeds to 33 MHz •
.
••
Multdask operalmns • Bd. made Op Doce Research. Aralia
OK - $ 89 80 2Meg -$177.00 4Meg - $205.00 8Meg - $441.00

BOCA XT 8BIT BUS
•Expanded memory for XT • Lrm 40 compal 0-2Meg • Uses 25601-100
1Meg 8176.00

19900
199.00
49 00
10900
209 00
95 00

AMT. UPGRADED
2Meg Module
e9 Module
32Meg Module
486/501_ System Plu
1E071301
DeskPro 386/331 486/331
1Meg Module
DesitPro 306115,3X6120
4Meg Module
DeskPro 3860-16N910
1Meg Cep Bd
4Meg Exp Bd
1Meg Module
40Aeg Module
DeskPro 386/20E
1Meg Exp Bd
DeskPro 386/25E
4Meg Exp Bd
114.8 Malule
4Meg Module
DeskPro 286N 3860
IMat Module
3865»20. 386/25M. 486733e
2Meg Module
086S/25M. 486S/16M
4Meg Module
Port 486C
8Meg Module
M Seras Exp Bd
0-64Meg
DeskPro 386/16
1Meg Ket
4Meg Kol
1-2Meg Exp Bd
4.8Meg Exp Bd
DeskPro 286
51211 Kit
[mer% 5/60. 5/66M
8Meg Ka
DeskPro 5/60. 5
,
166M
16Meg Kit
DeskPro 5/60. 5/66M
32Meg Kit
DeskPro 5/60. 5/66M
&Mat KO
DeskPro 5/60 5/66M
128Meg Kit
Prolinea 386 3/25S 3/2520
2Meg
8Meg
Prohnea 486 0/256 4/33, 4/50 4,66 CDS
2Meg
4Meg
8Meg
PrrgaaP
x,6C
6 Server. 486/33.
8Mep
4
16Meg
32Meg
ProsIgnm 5/60
16Meg
Prosigna 5/60
32Meg
64Meg
Prosigna 5/60
128Meg
Prosigna 5/60

OMeg

Contura 4/25 4/25C. 4/25CX

MODEL
S- RAM Cards »MG
S- RAM Cards 2PAEG
Card Pro ¡ made by Data 110)
Transters data Dom PCMCIA
card lo aeskrop PC. connects
Io aparallel pod

$569 00

133005L
T330001
13300S1
1330051
112000E
11600
73100
13100,
T310051(
13100S0
13200
1320050
13200S0
T320050C
1320060C
T5100
15200/T8500
15200/18500

PC' P020070
PC.PA2001311
NIA
PC- P820090
PC13.19,8306
PCB-PA8302U
PC3-PA7135E
PC9PA8340U
PC15.P083080
PC15.P0831011
PCAPA7137U
PC12-P003070
PC12-P018909
PCIAPA83180
PC199A8319U
PC?- P083010
PCIO-PA8304U
PCIO PA8313U

PRICE
109.00
459 00
1599.00
279 00
79 00
229 00
149X0
349 00
79 00
229 00
149.00
349.00
7900
229 00
59 00
es»
195 00
029.00
279 00
99 00
299 00
239 00
399 00
49 00
389 00
876 00
179900
2999 00
7450 00
109 00
320 00
95 00
219 00
459 00
459 00
786 00
1749.00
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL

CMPO PART 8
15144.001
165614101
16568-001
16569-001
13131-001
13132.001
13633-001
13834-001
13646.001
12534-001
13644.001
13645-001
13131-001
13132-001
18688-001
18689-001
18690.001
28877-001
29160-001
08071-001
08072-001
08069-001
08070-001
13012-001
49911-001
49919-001
49912-001
49913-001
49914.001
41738-001
41742-001
41683.001
41684-001
41685-001
41685-001
49320-001
49147-001
39132-003
39132-004
39130-001
39132-007

21/100 Bd
46/lep Bd
4Meg Module
»Aeg Module
9400 Module
16111eg Module
«leu Module
8Meg Module
16bleg Module
1Meg Module
4Meg Module
IMeg Module
2Meg Module
4Meg Module
2Meg
4Meg
8Meg
41Aeg
81100
16Meg

(17081-002
117081-003
121125-002
129769-002
129769-003
129769-004
142337.002
102337-003
142337.004
110235-001
110237-001
118303-001
118300-001
118305.001
139497-001
139498.001
139099-001
146520-001
146521-001
106531-001

99 00
204 00
249 00
249 00
419X0
829 00
229 00
499 00
789 00
75 00
315 00
79 00
109 00
229 00
109 00
209 00
419X0
249 00
419 00
849 00

25Meg

PRICE
349,X0
319X0
'09X0
229 XI
279 00

299 00

5Mep 419X0

1081eg 689 00

158,
108 CALL

20Mep CALL

tro SuRCAPAGE FOR kIAS1EACOAD /
Mx »ST OP DISCO"» FUTPOSE 080E85 ACCEP110 THOM TOR.
1ueri 2000 [AVE UMM, Awerruncas Goure aven am a055ses su Ragna empara»
aria Mns are Tapa lo a», rumen lee Umm me mi aime eOtoal W. ma0. 11614161
orles s'arec vu UPS Px »0 FP0 orders maorie &Mornes are eaaa » mammy and aie
charges esepao101 0108100001 curetant» lor auerent use WRAY 113 »MN». »118 el 0015 EXCRINGIS ORLY We axe lIC ve.• Dease AE preed man. lactase orden ore traraer COD
eaven ceux, nets Case canas.. Oroors »an0,105 FFI» mata saxe Tor
•ALt MANPACIURTFI PART SME Me fillette ONLY • MINAPA1066E8 »POO
Pra
eyeastat selad ample »Tom Tau
AI products Brand new & guatinteed • We buyexcess lumen,

wilEcE

2Meg - $219.00

$959 00

PRICE MODEL
179 00 14 400/14.400 Data/Fax
Modems
209 00
9600/9600 Data/Fax Modems
24W/9600 Data/Fax Modems
Lan Elbernel ( IO Base TI
319 00 Vaual Media ( CD Rom. Tape Dr)
FLASH MEMORY

Trademarks are registered with their respective companies.

0-32Meg. Exl - Ferma Memory Bd. lor P/S2 70 80. 90 Lm 40
2Meg
4A410
8Meg
161.416
32Meo
EAMeg
S374 DO

MANU. PARTI
PCI4.PA8312U
PC18.PA831711
PC- P083141.1
PC14-P083151.1
PC- P020000
PC- P020010
PC- P020020
PC-PA2004U
PC.PA2005U
PC-PA2010U
N/A

COMPAQ LAPTOPS & NOTEBOOKS
LTE/286
LTE/286
LTEX386S/20
LIE LITE/20 75 25C
LIE LITE/20 20 25C
LTE LITE/20. 25. 25C
LIE LITE 4/25C. 4,23E 433C
LTE LITE 0/25C 4,23E. 433C
LTE LITE 4/25C. 4723E. 433C
SLT/286
SL 10206
SLT/386
SLT/386
SIT/386
Contera 320.325

IBM P/S2 32BIT EXPANSION BD.
S179.00 $268 00

90 00

MODEL
MAT. UPGRADED
TIOOOSEOWLE
2Me9
T2000/72000SX
2Meg
72000SX/TIOOOLF
4Meg
12000SX/71000LE
8Meg
120005)(E/2200SX/T1800. 1850. C
2Meg
T2000SXFf2200SX/T1800. 1850. C
4Meg
1200050E1220050111800. 1850. C
8Meg
1
,140060. SOC 16400
4Meg
144X050 .SOC 16400
8Mpg
144000%, SOC 16000
16Meg
14400S0. S%C.T6400
32Meg
14500. 14500C. T4600.11900. TI900C ( 33v)4Meg
14500. 1450010.14600, T1900 11900C ( 33v18Meg
14500. 04500C, T4600. 11900.11900C ( 33y)16Meg
1349.00
74500. 14500C. T4600.11900. 1190010 ( 33v)32Meg

PCMCIA VERSION 2.0

MAGNAVOX

0-1( -$99.00

35SX. 40SX. 55SX. 65SX. 5510. 65LS
5550 5515. 655X. 4050. 3560 351.8
P/51.286
P/S1 & P/51/38600.2121
P/S1 & P/S1/386SX. Modal- 2121

MODEL
DeskPro 386/3& 386/331,

SIMM MODULES (Add $5.00 for SIPP)
IMeg ir 9 ( 3chai
'N'eu y 919 clup)
4Mege 9
16Meg • 9(9 chai
I6Meg e9 ( 36 cap)

PRICE
37 00
129 00
79 00
69 00
189 00
89 00

COMPAQ MEMORY MODULES

Ckxk Doubier

eip

WORKS WITH MODEL NO.
30-286
30-286. 25.286 50 MTHR BO
80-041
80.111 311-121 321 081 161
80-A21 4-61, 80-A31. 80-111.80-311
70-061, E61. 121, 502. 5550. 0550. P-70,
5515. OSLO. X-Slaton 120 8 130, 35SX, 3510. 4090
70-A21. A-61. 21-21. B-61. 3560. 3510. 40SX. Val PI 3250

VaIue émet 70 406D02. 411600. SVR 85
219 00
6450128 ( 4Me91 5750. 90 95. P-75, 57SLC. 56. 56SLC. P/S1, 386SX.
Mod- 2123. 2133. 2155. Val Fi 77. 486C52. 48650, 9/1185
Value Poent 77 4136DX2 486SX, SVR 85
6450129 dible91 35SX. 40SX
429 00
6450130 18 08e9)
56. 57. 57SX 90. 95. P.75. 57SLC
459 00
Value Poue 77 486002. 486SX 9/19 85
79E0999 12Megl
1)(40. 03359 PS Nole
11400
7901000 (
4Meg) 1)(40. 03360. P5001,. Thmkpad 350. 3500
219 00
7961001 (8Meg1 LX40. 033SX. PS Note
399 00
0701826 ( 2Megl 051 ( all)
109 00
0701827 ( 4Meg) 051 (ad)
219 00
0701828 ( 8Meg) 051 (all)
449 00
070141 4 12Meg1 Thietpad 750, 7500
0701415 ( 4Megl Thinkpad 750. 7504
0701416 ( 8Mepl ThInkpad 750. 750c
1149 00
6600094 ( 16Meg) Thinkpad 750. 7505
249 00
0761420 l4Mpgl C1.57100 LpTp. Tninimad 700. 700C. 720 7200
479X0
0701421 ( 8Meg) CL571.6)( LpTp. Thmkpad 700. 700C. 720 720C
414 00
6000378 dllten) Thlokpad 350,3500
789 00
6060379 ( 16Meg) 11110ipad 350. 3500
119 00
9208804 ( Mail N4561

CYRIX Dite 386 to 486 Upgrade
Sleileelp aimai ulule
CledclomIllog
CompalllesitleelmOydallierg 311110XCPUmelnl
Conpable rit DOS, Witeleas. 364 OU,2I3NI24
theetalrefredalulerg on001
Eamlo loolell-0boul 15 méraleS
The Cyns upgrade runs al 'mue the speed ol your
mon» 386 mproprocessor conamed vela a7K
on-clwp chace you w,0 Inlay aperlormance boost
of 100% and more Ideal for any DOS. Windows or
OS/2 applicalion winch marnes alarge amounl of
maroprocessor horsepower

TOSHIBA LAPTOP MEMORY

IBM PS/2 SIMM MODULES
20/16
600
800
600
900
600
49 00

Individuel DRAM Chips

Change '
Your

NO SURCHARGE
FOR MC, VISA AE & DISCOVER

PS/2 MCA 0-8MEG EXPANSION BD.

310-539- 0019
FAX: 310-539-5844

PRICES SUBJECT
TO CHANGE
WITHOUT NancE

22825 Lockness Avenue • Torrance, CA 90501
CALL

1-800-433-3726

TOLL FREE

Circle

225

( US and Canada)

on

PC-P020130 259.00
494 00
PC.PA2012U
PC.PA2014U
N/A
234 00
349 00
489 00
719 00
104 00
104 00
179 00
129 00
104 00
209 00
185 00
129 00
224 00
99 00
234 00
95 00
114 00
459 00

NOTEBOOK, LAPTOP MEMORY
PRICE
279 00
209 00

AMT. UPGRADED
MANU. PART
MODEL
4Meg
12407980
ALR Venture
Ma)
500814 003
AST Notebook Prom Exec
386SX/20725/251
4Meu
AST Power Exec 3/2510.425E1
101410
AST Power Exec 3/25C. 425EL
501166.0111
4Meg
AST Power Exec 425SL
16Meit
501166-003
AST Power Exec 425SL
FOC 37651
Albi Salan NSX/20
4b»u
1Meg
23050-09100
Bandeell 8310. Plus
1Meo
Bondwell 83101,1. SX
4Meg
Bondsvell B3109. SX
4Meg
A808511
Epson NEI3
2Meg
0808771
Epson NB/SL 20.2525C
411/1e9
A808781
8Meg
2Meg PCA 00053-0001
Everes Tempo LX. 1%20
Everex Tempo Carrier
/bleu PWA 0884-A-J000
4Me9
5386.4M
Goldstar GS520 386510/16
101114. 4Meg
286. 386SX
Magnavox Metahs
1Meg
PC21.21
NEC Prospeed 286. 386SX-16
NEC Prospeed 286. 38650-16
400011
PC21-22
NEC Prospeed 3118
2Meg
PC31-21
8Meg
PC31.22
NEC Prospeed 386
Meo
PC43-21
NEC Prosoeed 38650.20
NEC Prospeed 38650.20
4Meg
PC43-22
2Mal
PC47.21
NEC Ultrallte 111120. 20P. 2510
41410
PC47-22
NEC UhraMe 111/SL/25C
6Meg
PC49-21
NEC UltraMe SL/20. 20P
8H00
PC47-23
NEC 011 aide III/25C
CIP4104
NEC Ultrakte Versa
4Meg/8Meg/16Meg
286. 38661(
Packard Bol 3868%. 286
1Mpg. 4Meg
Panasse« CF, 70. CF270 CF370
leAeg
CF 84165
MBC-NBMEM2
Sanco
Shen 6781. 6881. 6785
21bleg/4Meg
Shaw PC-6220
1Meg
CE 6210
NB386SX.20
Tandon. PC Brand. Dataworld
21.450. 811100
TI Travelmate 2000
1PAeg
2568034-W01
2566996-1
Tl Travelmate 3000
2Meg
TI 4000
4Meg. 16Meu
Tanhead. Altnna. Cornoudyne
Tandy 4860. 4865%, DX
4Meg/16Meg
2Meg
Zoos 38650 Notebook
20-300-1
2Meg
Zen,» Master Sport 386SX
ZA.4-4
Zen,» Master Sport SL, Sib
2Meg
20-t 00-66
Zendh Super Opon 286. 286E
IeAeg
2141eg
ZA.180.64
286E. 5%
ZA.180.86
2Meg
SO Alpha
2Meg
2A-180.87
SO Bela
ZA3250-4/-5
Zernth 2- Note 3251.. LC
2Meg/8Meg

229 00
1049 00
239 00
109900
299 00
109 00
109 00
229 00
219 00
119 00
219 00
479 00
109 00
119.00
299 00
1190021900
79 00
219 00
119 00
439 00
79 00
219 00
119 00
219X0
319X0
439 00
299/499/1799
1190021900
49 00
1X906
119X0722980
79 00
129X0. 449 00
79 00
84 00
219.00. CALL
219.00/999 00
109 00
129 00
129 00
99 00
179 00
179 00
17900
129 00/419 00

LASER PRINTER MEMORY UPGRADES
AMOUNI UPGRADED OK De
Canon Lee » ne 40»
Compaq Pagemarg
Epson 6000 Action Laser
Epson Aaron Lee II
Epson 8000
Epson 1000
HP 2, 2DHP 3. 30.3P. 2P 2P.
HP 4. 0M. 461. ISIMX
HP 41
HP 351
HP 461
HP Oestral 500.500C. 550
HP Deskiet 1200C, 1200C/P
HP Pemba 01300
109
IBM Laser 4019. 4019E
IBM Laser 4029
IBM Laser 4039
NEC 90. 290
NEC 95
Oki 400
001-100 E
001830 800
Packard Bell PB 9500
Panasonic 4420/44501
Panne.» 4410/4430
Panasonic 4050
TI XL/ITS17/P535

250t

1
159
99

0

3 3.5

219
89
125 - ( gg

89 - 199
- 103
- 119
- 109
- 89
59
69
- 69
- 89

4

0

0

11

lO

195 209
- 305
- 305
32
216
199
189
195

389

199
199

399
399

199
304

399
499 90

32

399

16
- 99
139
99
95
135 189
109
- 124
- 129
- 126
.99
55 -

389

209
209
195

H.P. COMPATIBLE FONT CARTRIDGE

$ 1935 00 $3255 (

08Meg Enenm
• Memory for an IBM
P,S2 Models 50 Y •
r -, 5SX. 16 Bit 40IIM Compat
66 119.00 2M ,. 707 00 .11Jled - 290.00 ( Meg - 471.00

4Mep
6Meg
814100
16Meg
2Meg
2Meg
2Meg
2Meg
2Meg
414e9
3Meg
2Meg
4Meg
2Meg
4Meg
214,0
2Meg
8Meg

PRICE
85 00
8500
19900
369 00
85 00
199 00
369 00
231 00
463 00
729 00
2999 00

BAR CODES Bar Code Reader Fonls
DESKJET SOLUTION lm Oka, 500 & Plus 92 Fuels 45pt- 30 10
IBM 4019. 4019E. FONT CARTRIDGE 209 Fonts, Turbo Card
TURBO 25 Comparable to Pacac Dalas 25 CARTRIDGES IN ONT.... 143
Fou» '
rompit min Epson Actoon Laser II and 40 HP Ponlers cocon! HP4 )
TURBOSCRIPTY 47 Scetabie Fonts in Am, Point SI» ¡ HP 2 2D - 159)
TURBOSCRIPT`" 109. 109 Scalable Fools to Any P0101612, ( HP 2 2D - 199)
TAX & FINANCE FORMAI 4010 4014E. 4021
TAX & FINANCE CARTRIDGE
OKI 400. 800 41 bels 11 apest.,

( STAB.

1985

Inquiry Card ( RESELLERS: 226).

99 00
9900
10500
79 00
149 00
179 00
13900
84 00
169 00

Mon- Fri, 13:00 a.m. to 500 p.m. PST
Sat. 10:00 a.m. tO 1200 noon

:

HIGH

SCORING

TEAMS
HEWLETT-PACKARD
& MANCHESTER

INTRODUCING THE PRINTER
YOU HAVE BEEN WAITING FOR
THE

HEWLETT-PACKARD

LASERJET 4
PR 1
NTER

BETTER RESOLUTION
FASTER THROUGHPUT
IMPROVED PAPER HANDLING
MORE FONTS
INCREASED FLEXIBILITY
•True 600 x60C dpi Resolution
•Improved Resolution Enhancement Technology
•Microfine Toner Engineered Specifically for 600 dpi Printing
•Standard 250 Sheet Input Paper Tray, Plus Multi-Purpose Tray
(For 100 Sheets or 10 Envelopes)
•250 Sheet Output Tray
•More Built-in Typefaces: 45 Internal Scalable Typefaces
•Fast RISC Processor and I/O for Faster Printing of Complex Graphics
• "Hot" I/0s Enabling the Printer to Automatically Switch Between All
Ports, and Send Messages Back to the Host
•Improved Printer Drivers
•Built-In TrueType for Optimum Performance in Windows Applications
•2MB Standard, Expandable to 34MB
•Many Options to Allow Improved Flexibility
SYSTEMS INTEGRATION
NETWORKING
CONNECTIVITY
CAD/CAM
RISC/UNIX

Ipa

HEWLETT
PACKARD

Authorized Dealer

MANCHESTER EQUIPMENT COMPANY, INC.
"The Computer Supply and Equipment Experts"
50 MARCUS BLVD. • HAUPPAUGE, NY 11788 • (516) 435-1199 • (212) 629-6677
New York City: ( 212) 629-6969 B Boca Raton: ( 407) 241-7900 • Tampa: (813) 888-8809 U Boston: ( 617) 455-8300
Circle 552 on Ingurry Cord.

DE('Em BER

1993

B V'I F.

265

CONTROL UP TO 96 PC
FILE SERVERS WITH 11 KEYBOARDAND MONITOR USING...
COMMANDER'

•Select via Keyboard
• Dual access up to 250 feet
away ( optional)
• No external power
• Mix PC, PC/XT, PC/AT
and PS/2
• " AutoBootTM' Feature
boots attached
computers without
operator intervention
•Able to Broadcast to all
attached computers

--/// ///////////7/////zWii

• PS/2 and Serial Mouse
support available
•Each unit accommodates
from 2to 8 PCs

t=•

•Up to 12 units can
be cascaded

=-2
ÍÁiîJ

•Mounting kit available
for 19" and 24" rack
installation

3
C
OBEX
4912 Research Drive
Huntsville, AL 35805 U.S.A.

(205) 430-4000
FAX ( 205) 430-4030
266

BYTE

DECEMBER 1993

Dealer Program Available

PC, PC/XT, PC/AT and PS/2 are trademarks of
International Business Machines Corp.

Circle 206 on Inquiry Cord ( RESELLERS: 207).

Printer Port Connections Are
The New Tools Of The Trade.
nce you discover just how easy it is

to

install abackpack CD-ROM drive to your

programs and view Kodak"' Photo CDs too, with
CD-ROM backpack. Compact and versatile, you can

computer, you'll never be inconvenienced

expect backpack to go wherever you go, bringing with

by conventional installation methods again. Just plug

you the wealth of information CD-ROM storage makes

backpack into your computer and you're ready to go.

possible. Printer pass-through is included. Tape drive,

No interface cards, hardware conflicts or expansion

hard drive and diskette backpack drives are also avail-

slots required. Because of its unique printer port

able. Call today for ordering

interface, backpack fits all IBM PC compatibles and

information

portables regardless of CPU speed. In addition, abuilt-

and adealer

in audio circuit with both headphone and line output

nearest

jacks allows for connection of sound cards or HiFi.

Wu.

You can run thousands of your favorite multimedia
CD-ROM Drive

MicroSolutions
132 W. Lincoln Hwy.

DeKalb. Illinois 60115 Telephone 815.756.3411

Call Toll Free 800.295.1214
Circle 214 on Inquiry Card ( RESELLERS: 215).

Fax 815.756.2928

L.

I 'how CI) Nyrnt.d
Is atrademdrA used
muler Irense

WE

DARE

YOU

TO

COMPARE !

THE SOURCE
FOR STORAGE
SOLUTIONS!
DRIVE PRICES

GO DOWN - CALL
FOR CURRENT
PRICES

30 DAY MONEY BACK
GUARANTEE!
CUSTOMIZED SOLUTIONS!
WIDEST SELECTIONS!
TOLL-FREE TECH SUPPORT!

S
TORAGE S
OWTIONS
F
OR Am C
OMPUTER
S
YSTEM ON A
NY
OPERATING S
YSTEM.

S•A•G expert technicians and
knowledgeable sales personnel
have been providing hard drives
and storage systems to the international computer service industry
since 1987.
We have been satisfying the technical demands and needs of people
who replace and upgrade computer
systems for major corporations
worldwide.
PRODUCT: We carry afull line
of all storage products. Call for any
product.
PRICE: Volume discounts available. Call for current prices.
TECH SUPPORT: Toll-free
Mon- Fri 9AM - 6PM EST
DELIVERY: We offer immediate
delivery and have a92% rate of
shipping the same day.
PAYMENT: VISA, Master Card,
Corporate, Government and Educational purchase orders are welcome.
No surcharge for VISA, MC, or CODs.

1-800-989-3475

STORAGE SYBSYSTEMS

We can custom configure any subsystem
from 100MB to 100GB - Call for prices

""111.11111111ele-

3.5" DISK SUBSYSTEMS

MICROPOLIS RAIDION
UP TO 93 GB
RAID solutions for OS/2, NOVELL,
UNIX, and Macintosh

- 218

248
341
456
525
665
1037
1050
1050
1370
1415
1700
1700
1900
2145
2100
2106
2912

TYPE
SCSI
72455
73455
EXT540S
11405
IDE
71316
71I3A
72456
7345A
540A

REMOVABLE DISK SUBSYSTEMS

12
12
12
11
12
15
9
11
12
15
9

9
O
O

S 284
5 327
S 484
S 571
S 908
5 946
CALL
S 902
S1500
S1064
CALL
CALL
S1400
CALL
CALL
S1674
S2100

6
6
1
6
2
2
2

164
194
273
214
281
394
529

3.5
FO
FH
3.5
3.5
FO
3.5
15
FO
FO

13

I
.
I
.
I
.

210 WARRANTY
SIZE

SEEK

PRICE

245
340
540
1140

1*
1*
3.5
3.5

15
15
8.5
8.5

S 220
S 328
S 633
S1095

130
213
245
340
540

1-

15
15
15
14
8.5

S 167
$ 194
$ 727
5 279
5 633

1"
1"

1"
35

MB
170
240
525
1050
1215
1800

SIZE
1'
3.5
3.5
15

2YR WARRANTY
SEEK
PRICE
5 167
17
5 229
16
10
S 552
10
$ 847
10
$ 957
10
1163

WESTERN DIGITAL
PIPE
IDE
W01110
10112252
1002340
1002420

PRICE

FO
EH

M8

TYPE
ELSI 70S-A
LP5240S-A
LP55255-A
PD1050S
P012255
PDI800

SEEK

i"

130
212
245
260
341
452
545

MICROPOLIS

d ' SYR WARRANTY

SIZE

QUANTUM

ELECTRONICS

Returns may be subject lo restocking lee. NU must be acquired

MB

MAXTOR

SAG

867 TURNPIKE, NORTH ANDOVER, MA 01845
FAX (508) 689-0180
OFFICES: MASSACHUSETTS & PENNSYLVANIA

SEAGATE

IYPE
SCSI
ST3283N
ST3390N
51355011
ST360011
ST4767N
ST4I 200N
5131200W
ST1120011'
5141600N
ST4165011
ST1190011'
5111950N'
ST4210011'
51125500'
ST1240011*
ST4240011*
5143400N'
IDE
513144A
ST3243A
513283A
513290A
513390A"
513550A
513655A -

MB
200
245
340
420

2YR WARRANTY

SIZE

SEEK

1"

14
14
13
13

PRICE
S 199
5 270
5 270
$ 358

CD-ROM CHINON
CDS-535
TOWER SUBSYSTEMS - B FULL HEIGHT
OR 16 3.5" DRIVE SOLUTION

650MB

280MS

5 367

MACINTOSH SPECIALS
Call immediately for cost savings on all MA( drives

Circle 288 on Inquiry Card.

TYPE
MB
SCSI
2205
560
1050
2210
2217
1750
1926
2100
1936
3050
IDE
2205A
560
22106
1035
22116
1750
AUDIO VISUAL
2210AY
1050
2217AY
1750

SEEK

PRICE

3.5
3.5
3.5
FO
FO

10
10
10
11.5
11

5 641
S 898
51171
1667
52124

3.5
3.5
3.5

10
10
10

5 641
S 898
51171

3.5
3.5

10
10

S 931
51204

FUJITSU
TYPE
SCSI
1412624EA
10694
1.126545
IDE
1026241

MB

SYR WARRANTY
SIZE

SEEK

PRICE

520
1080
2061

3.5
3.5
FO

11
10
11

543
5 871
S1450

510

3.5

11

543

DEC
TIP(
SCS/
DSP3107
DSP3105
DSP3160
DSP5100
DSP3210
DSP5350
DSP5400

SIR WARRANTY
MB

SIZE

1050
1050
1660
2000
2100
3500
4000

3.5
3.5
Eli
3.5
EH

CONNER
TYPE
SCSI
Œ30170
Cr30200
1120548
CFP1060S
CP3I 370
IDE
1120004
CP30114
CP30204
CP30254
CP30344
(P30 544

SIR WARRANTY

SIZE

PRICE
9.5
9.5
10
12.5
10
11.5
12

1YR

5 896
S 899
S1138
51170
1590
S2267
S2528

WARRANTY

MB

SIZE

SEEK

PRICE

170
111
540
1060
1370

1
"
1"
1
"
1"
3.5

17
12
10
9
10

S 182
S 274
S 600
S 911
S 975

85
170
211
245
340
540

111111"

17
17
12
14
12
12

S 151
S 172
S 209
S 213
S 282
S 584

SEEK
8MAI
81010
8MM
8MM
DAT
BAT
QIC
OIC
P-PORT

POKE
S1450
S1450
S2450
S2250
S 999
$1169
$ 144
$ 175
S 340

TAPE DRIVES
TYPE
EXABYTE
EXABYTE
EXABYTE
EXABYTE
WANGOAT
WAN GOAT
COLORADO
COLORADO
COLORADO

M8
8200
8205
8500
8505
3100
3200
111-10
01-10
11-20

SIZE
2GB
268
568
5611
2G11
4GB
1206111
1506111
250MB

THE SIMPLE
CONNECTION BEHIND
COMPUTERS A ND
BACKPACK TAPE D RIVES.

It's fast. It's small. It's reliable. It's incredibly compatible.
Backpack is the best seliing parallel port tape drive
on the market We'd like to tell you why.

and I
Mbps transfer rate, Backpack is the smallest
and fastest parallel port tape drive you can buy.

With Backpack, tape backup is quick and simple.
Just plug it into your printer port and it's ready to
use. No hardware conflicts, no slots required. One
model fits all IBM PCs, compatibles and portables,
regardless of CPU speed.

Micro Solutions is dedicated to the perfection
of backup technology.

Backpack can store up to 250MB on atape using
data compression, is completely QIC80 compatible,
and reads QIC40 tapes. Wrth its compact size

CD-ROM, hard drive, and diskette Backpack
drives are also available. Call today for ordering
information ard adealer nearest you.
Telephone 815.756.3411
MicroSolutions

132 West Limon FlIghway DeKalb, IL 60115

Call toll free: 800-295-1214
Circle 216 on Inquiry Cord ( RESELLERS: 217).

FAX 815.756.2928

-

é

MEMORY MEMORY MEMORY
idial..
19 d 1

e

•AMBRA Enterprise 486, Hurdle 486, Sprint. 486 loll wad,),)
50 9
4MB
N, e
5279
16MB It.1
PS/I 286, 38651(
5809
1818
9119935
589
4MB
9119694
5189
PS/I Consultont, Essemial, Expert models 443, a44,
PS/Voluepoint all models except Ca xseries
4MB
9619190
1149
16168 9699291 ........ 5829
PS/I ( onsultont, Essential, Expeet »deli 476
9619191
16M8 ed
. 5829
P5/2 25/286, 30/286, memory Maple, 1197259
2618 Bot
30E5360
599
P5/2 3550; LS, 40SX, 502, 555X; Ls, 65814; LS, 70, XStetion
1MB
6450603
559
NB
6150604
5109
P5/2 70-A21; A61; Ill; BAI, PS/I Consultant, Essential,
Expert meads all, 413, 614, PS/Voluepoini Cx xseries
2M8
6150608
5109
P5/2 355X; LS, 4050, 5588; LS, 6550; LS, XStation, PS/
Voleepoirot Ciat series, erlepter bard 3493011 or 3493077
4411
PS/2 355X; LS, 4050, PS/Vdeepein C66 series
888
64)0129
5479
PS/2 90 XP, 95 XP, PIS (pairs), 56, 57 ( oll), PS/1 Pro M2123
7148
6450902
59
95 OP. PIS ( pairs), 56, 57 ( 011),
/.:. pess//:
Pr
o802123Essential, Expert models xII, 613, 614
PS/I Consultont,

clelimmunnverifflu..

-WV
1 AV 4.661 -9Anl...1

JJ 6..C.1 '& 1...ion]

IBM
AMARA Enterprise 386, Hach 386, Sprint's 386 ( oll moMh)
7MB
lia
SI 19
8MB
N'A

AST
dteg.

•-•••-s

Premier
4MB
501159001
5219
888 501159001... 429
$
ManhatIon IMP
16M8
501143 DOI
Brno 3/25s
1148
500710.004
5119
8811
500824 002 .. $419
Advontage!38650/20; 25, Advaltage! Pro 50/25,
3/33,
?NB
500962.001
5109
BMB
500962002.. 5389
Advanloge! Pro 411600/33;5%/25, Bravo LC 4/251; 33; 33s;
50d; 4/064
2MB
500987.001 _ 0109
488
500987 002 _ 5)89
Premium 386/25; 33; 337, Premium 11 386SX/16; 20; 25
11411
500780 003, 002
559
Advantage! 486/75; 33; 33p; 5X20, Inme 4/33;186/25;
Premium 4/25; 3331. Server SE 4/33
2MB
500718 004, 780 005
0129
Advantage! 486/25; 33; 33p; 5X20, Power Premium 3/33,
4/33; 331; 50d; 66d, Premium 386/331E, 486/25; E; 2511;
33; 33E; 33TE, Premium II 386/25; 33, 486/33, 486SX/20
Premium Server SE 4/33
1MB
5007110 004
5199
8MB
500780 001 . 409
$

0

I
II

Dell
Power Desktop 3250; P. 3331), 333P, 433P, 446P, MO
1MB
310 7505
559
4618
310.2507
5219
'PowerLine Workstation 470; 425; 433; 450; 450DE/3, 466DE
efeb.
7M8
310 7466
5119
8811 3102468 ...... 5429
ss.: Powerlin Workstation 430; 425; 433; 450; 4505E/2, 4665E
37/48 0.1
310 1630
51179
Performance T, L, I. 84 series
088
310 3325 ......... 5759
16M8 3107327 ....... 5979
Performance NE WillS
4/16
310 3334 ......... 5229
8MB 310.1335 ....... S459

•100% COMPATIBLE IN FORM, FIT, AND FUNCTION
For Laptop and Notebook Systems.
PCMCIA 2.0 Dota/fax with )( JACK
14,400hm FAX/Modem ..

Pocket Modems for any sedal port
14,400Ias FAX/Modem
96/960060 FAX/Modem

46.4

NEC

PowerEva 4/2554
Powerher, 3/255L, 3/255L-C, EL
448
Prennurn Exec 286, 38610/20. 25, 200 448 ............

Hi 186
1.41 3861/20
1.7E Lit, 20; 25; 257

251

tTE Lit, 4/25,
SU 286
SU 386,/20

MAI
448
888
1M11
4MB
4M8
4MB
8MB
16618
448 ..
4808

Toshiba
T10005E/LE/XI; 2000, 20001%; 50e,
7220010, 71800 Sent,
711000E, 1600, 3100E
4310010, 320010, SO(
73200
.4330051

74400, 16400 lall models)
6Mg,

•13900, 14500
45100
T5100,11200; TS200C, T8500

...."
77--•

Ultrolite Verso loll models)
Ultrolite 8. Cellular Workstalion 50/20
0Itrolite III, 51./25(

Compaq
Conturo 3/20, 3/25, 3/1Sc
•Comma 4/25 series

t
709
5969
5209
$199

3MB
1MB
4MB
8M8
16MB
IM8
8MB
I6MB
8MB
I6MB
16113
748
848

S195
5349
919
5389
589
5149
4.4
51 / 9
5119
5399
5899
5/379
9 44,
54
5119
5239
5119
S7I9
5399
589
S89
5159
5149
5189
589
5419
5/69
5119
53/9
58/9
5409
5659
589
589
5369

Ultralite 56/20, 51/TOP
ProSpeed 286, 38650/16
ProSpeed 386

4MB
8MB
1MB
8M8
1MB
488
2MB
068
4M8
11.18

P1/2 ( 15/00 and ThinkPod 700,
27;31270‘
T
l
h
o
.
o
niç
pz
od0

653 Nolebook ( All)
L405%, 63350, PS/Hole 182
1.405X, PS/Note 182
PS/Hole P44151.

7M8
288
8M8
4M8
8MB
4MB
8MB
/MB
4MB
4MB
8MB
36111

Texas Instruments
TrovelMote 3000 ( oll models)
71611
TrowelMote 4000 loll models)
4616
Troccelldote Win51C/2 5
7MB

Z- Sport 4201, 4255
2- Sport 3250
MosiersPort 3865l, SOC. Ste
MostersPort 3865%
SupersPorl SO; 286e; SlimsPort
SopersPort 286; 286e
SupersPort 186e; SIMmEmt

1MB
8/18
4MB
6M8
4/18
2MB
71.18
2618
(MB
4618

I
44e 14,400bps 4.37/0.42 Dol,/Fax, 'o)............$209
1446 14,400bps V.32/9.42 Dalo/Fax, int
5179
960 96/9600bps 0.32/4.42 Data/Fox,
5169
96i 96/9600609.32/V.42 Dato/fm, Mt
5119

n171

External 14,400bps doto. 14,400 send and
ream lox. 932, V.32his , V.42bis, MOPS
protocol, Ihtoughpul to 57,600bps. includes
carnmunicotions sewers for DOS
ond Windows' ..... . 5179

r

FeignscjiejcE

VISA, MASTERCARD, AMERICAN EXPRESS,
AND DISCOVER ACCEPTED
•NO SURCHARGE ON CREDIT CARDS

DONT SETTLE FOR LESS!

INC

ViVo
ViVo
ViVo
ViVo

Internol 14 400ba 6021942 Elota/Fax ..
Internol 24/96006p Dato/For
Wand 14,4001as V32/V 41Doia/For
External 24/9600an Dolo/Fos . .

$179
579
5199
5109

Ag CPU UPGRADES

At4Y

3311114 (Se

188o 110..
4MB x9lOns
16618 x9lOns

5)5
SI))
5795

4

tot >MI lee

DEDEFFP

INTERNATIONAL ORDERS
5199

50.111h DLO

5399

33/41161010

5579

With «Bail .
8,118 odd

5149
5189

1x9 $ 55

5139
5119
5449
5269
5459
5219
5359
5109

WE STOCK
MEMORY UPGRADES
FOR OVER 1980
COMPUTERS AND
PRINTERS

800-546-9866

SIMM

5219
5119

41,
4.

TOLL FREE FROM USA 8. CANADA

_TECHNOL

714-448-7750
FAX ORDERS

714-448-7760
Business hours:
Monday - Friday, 8am-5pm, P.S.T.
Saturday, 9am-3pm, Orders Only
OS"

5I1K .136 / 0 ( 2M81. . 589
IMB 361011081 .
5219
MIN 3630 ( NB)
5409

LASER MEMORY

5369
5109
589
5109
5139

57/9

•GOVERNMENT AND EDUCATIONAL PRICING

GO

SE/Novel see (
ru sareile
5279
e
teg.
aseu, (
SX1 $ 169
S559 ''''•••••. SLC/Nowl 616 ceu tagrole
5(89
25/6111(SIE)
5219
5399
486/Nowl SU CPU Ileprele
5129
25/Ach ( 50)
S399
5159
MCMaster 486 CPU Unruh
_$89
75Milt ( SX) $699
0386, 10X)
S959
$319

59

•CORPORATE POS, APO/FPO'S WELCOME

SAME DAY SHIPPING

k\7 11;Ingston
CORPORAT1ON

SI39
5119
5419
5109
5139
5140
5129
5179
51399

•MANUFACTURER'S WARRANTIES

OVERNIGHT DELIVERY AVAILABLE

Famed..,
Faxueedme
hunted«
Fanned«

RESEARCH

Zenith
3201.
ZNote 320E, 32016 3151., 32517

•TOLL- FREE TECHNICAL SUPPORT

•SPECIAL VOLUME PRICING

intel

IBM
AMBRA Treko
ThmkPod 300

. S3I9
5275

FAX MODEMS

LAPTOP St NOTEBOOK MEMORY
AST

. 5209

•INTERNATIONAL ORDERS WELCOME

.

.,

•ALL PRODUCTS USER INSTALLABLE
•INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS INCLUDED

24/9600bps FAX/Modem

Internal Data/Fax w/MNP-5, V.42/9.42bis
14,400bps FAX/Modem . 5419
96/9600bps FAX/Modem . 5399
74/9600tes FAX/Modem .
5209

Hewlett-Packard
Vacua 05/165; 20PC, 45/20; 20C; 25, 25C
4MB Kil
01542 or 36420 . 5249
Vert,. 386/16N, 386/2094, 306/2594 PC
02406A
5129
BM
224048
5419
2M8
Yestra 4116PC; 257; 331; 406,/20; 4/2511; 3316 SON; 66N
2MB
023816
5109
EIN8
02152A .
5429
WON 386/25; 486/2546 486/3316 486/50U; 446/660
2MB
02381A
5109
BNB
02152A
5429
Pedro 486/2516 486/3316 486/504; 116/66/1
16M8
026768
5889
Zenith
.""•••••• lied,. 386/3311; 3381
0271SA ..... 5469
•Z-300/400 Series Z-420/50, 2-425/SX, Z-433/DX, 2-433/50
26111 021148
5129
8M8
4M8
ME 100
5219
16618 M8.90 .... S789 4
4
NEC
•2-Seeree 4255E, 433DE, 450DE
Image 425, 433, 466
4MB ME 432
5229
8MB
ME 102 . 5459 ,04•
488
410 17002
5119
I6MB 410-12003
5979
1-Stotion 32551654,4205416516511,425Sk,4330446116,150X44
Ready 415, 433
5919
1MB ME 70
569
4MB
168 100. . 5279
4MB
N/A
5759
16MB N/A
PowerNote 286/11; SX/16, SX/20
Zenith Z-386/20; 25; 33, 33E
IMBk,t
0410 8103
5129
1MB
74380044 . 569
4NII 7.4380048 ..... 5729
PewerMate 50/20
Zenith 2-386514/20, 246LPro, 7-LS
2MB CPU Upgrode
OP 410 8101
5189
2618 K,1
/ 605 I
$ 129
2MB Fop Board
OP 410 8102.8103
5249
Zenith 486/331T; 258
PasverMate 386/33I; Express Tot, eseries
4618 /44200M2
5729
INN 71410088 .. 5909
4MB
OP 410 6105
S219
IAMB OP.410-6206 $979

•04.

0

WE SETUIE STAMM K9:

Compaq
Prolinea 3/25s; 3/251s
2MB
141738.001
5109
8MB
141742.001 5389
Prelim 4/25s, 4/33, 4/50
1MB
141682 001 ... SP/
2MB
141687001 5129
4MB
1416414.001 . $219
BMB
141685901 $429
DeskPre 346-20, 20e, 25
4MB
113132.001 _ 5219
616B
1136454101 5269
DeskPre 3861/16
4MB
112534.001 .. 5729
4M8
I
13634 WI ... $299
DeskPro 3/256 334,4/755; 336 66i, 2864; 38611; 3165X/20;
2094, SysterePro IT Series, Portable 486c, N Serif,
1MB
118688 001
569
2MB
I
18689 DOI .. 5109
4MB
118690 001 . 5219
IIMB
112879001 ... S429
ProSienia PC Server 486/33; DX2/66
IAMB 149320 001
5789
32813 149147.001 . 52567
DeskPro 386-33, 486-33, Systeafra
2MB
115144 001 ... 51119
8MB
116569001 ... 5369

4MB
64601111
5119
841I 6450130 ........ 5429
Expanion boards tor 50, 507., 555X, 60, 65SX
78M8 wz2MB
1497259 .
S199
Expansioe board: for ell mad* 70, 80
,1
416MB or/4601
3493011 . 5359

GUAR ANTE E

4.4

HP Lose/ let ( lIM, 4, 4M, 45), 45iMX, X1300, Waal 600
4M8
170654
52'9 8MB ( 27640
5419
user et lIP,
1119. 1110
/ M8
334/511 $ 119 4MB
334778
5199
HP Loserlet II & HD
1M8
33444B
5119 4MB
334158
5219
MA Loser 4029 all models
1MB
1183334
S59 4MB
Canon LBP-4, Mite, 4Plus
/AB 563 7230
SI29 21•18
06/8 . 5169
Canon LBP-111 E. 8111 Plus
26,8 563 2350
51/9 348
Panasonic 4410 84430
,
KX 1411
5179 448 NM
S119
Panasonic 445018. 4420
2618
KX 1441
5129 448 0/6 .................... $
219
°kilos« 400
I
MB
70014101
579 2N8 IVA -------------------- $119
Texas Instruments Microloser and XL
1/68
75SS/39 0001
SW 4MB
2560052.0002 .... 599
Epson EPL 6000
7248
165401
5139 1191 IVA
. 5229
Epson Actionlesor BI, EN.-8000
7M118
N/A
S139 448
11/6 $279

um+ .
Mail or fax orders to:
First Source International, Inc.
7 Journey
Aliso Viejo, CA 92656
ienn »I (Wars eon ',de re ol.rd . 11•110.40.1.1 I
MM. Olt
kv your "Hera hulk, dews we
AMU raire.w.ni
I,,d* MI relJolerlim morn, mpg{ Wed, mid .rdm,11
be sut,en . 70% regorkal he. Ovem LI Iwas 11..1..•••••honn,
nee, pre, rre, be Weer in. temlmd Pn. oil odd* 4.. miiem
,
,..9, :1
7,...,.. hnhe
,.
..jr17
1 MY:e•égerdleme 11 %ILK«.
Voxe•,Ntr. tArvereetri I. ,lNa me
renee 'me nIduly Mudd kw&
ellor
god A., SW& 4. Am bale
mcd, end °wend evdeecrits ere el
rhen ftner«tere

3'

CALL THE UPGRADE EXPERTS 800-546-9866
A1293
Circle 210 on Inquiry Card ( RESELLERS: 211).

EXXILOS
Phsasouras For

U YOUR Corm:1.44r Naaellest

134:00-5 5

Naragmli

FPFF!Mel Shinning on All
NotosAnd_Subnotes.- eel

PACKARD BELL

Statesman

a

EPSON

L R

MS
/ WINDOWS
WORKS, MONEY • •
1 YEAR WARRANTY
24-HOUR.LIFETIME.
TECHSUPPORT

$1,649.00
180MB HARO 015K

$z2ageo

$1,999.00

el mom

MONOCHROME

SUSNOTES
PACKARD Bat

Slimnote
4134SL ES
ITOMB NADO DINE
4 AMOS RAM
NOIRNAL 3 ST KO
FLOOR, DANE
8 , BACKLIT woJk MOAN
3-PCNICIA SLOT TYPE IT

Diplomat

UL71IlLATE LUIVI.24.21.%'S C.1•19.T/LEIVœl

111ACCA41.1 FRONT
MOUNTED
3 4 la
1 TEAR WARRIMITY
MS OM , IMADORM
MICRENOFT WORKS
FACDEMOITT MONET

PACKARD 8E11=

ceuffla

CULE•TV RUDY AMI ODEO
COMPABRE.
99961 MULTI.SESSION CD-ROM DANE Oafs
PETALLED'
NIONFICIELin' STEREO SPENTFI EDAM' INTTII SOUND
CARD ,
CAPTURE SCREEN IMAGES NE SIZE 113 YOUR NEEDS.
MEN PASTE INTO YOUR DOGE OF DOCUMEIVIS'
ON-SCREEN REPACITE COMM'
ENTIRE MULTI-MEDIA SYSTEM 157111 MULTIMEDIA
SOFTWARE LOADED ARV USEAREADY'
AUDIO CD PLATER ocuiceo.

TwinhPad

ActionNote,
486SLC/33
12DMB HARD DISK
8600/2400 FAX MODEM
64 SHADE
5.5 LBS.
10" SCREEN
LOGITECH TRACKMAN
MS DOS rWINDOWS

4 'PIP ,
P,

9.5" DUAL SCAN C

48681C/33 4 MB RAM
200MB HARD DISK
1. PCMCIA SLOT TYPE II
3.5" 1.44MB FLOPPY
J - MOUSE
6.3 LBS

- 1 D

PACKARD BELL

PACKARD BM =4"

IRCERAMÉLEMILLYINC211110311
$2,499

$2,399

486E0(2 66MPle

12133 $ 1,799

486DX2 66M1.13

450MB HARD OMK

".'

-- $1,999

$1,799 - 81,399 •

488002 88MHz
245FAI HARD DISK

4860X 33MHz
210148 WAD DISK

4888X 33MHz
211341B KAM Des

$1,699

1‘1611.00
=

MEL,(.4EWE
VELTIO

F2010

$1,199 $1,599
48600 25MHz
1300411 TOAD OAK

$2,399

4860X2 66MHz
250MB HARD DISK

$ 1,599

486SX 25MHz
170MB HARD DISK

48680 33MHz
ISONN KARP DO3K

CALI NOW FOR CUSTOM CONFICURArlowst

I

Non- Formatted

S . 32
5.32
S.42

IBM- Formatted
MAC- Formatted
IBM- Formatted
HD

98/499.00

PACICARD BELL

F2376

4065V 33MHz
2SOMIE OAF. MK

ME_VALL/EKKUMMIII2E8fflai

49100V2MAR • 2151,0 HORD OW • NAB ROM • WC« 0E MED
ACCOM • MAL FLOPFY MIES • 4 BLS SLOTS • 4 OMB CONIES
IF SOCKET • 128091024 DTI Vat VCE0 CARO • FISTNES W.*
ENLACED 101.IIEY KEYBOARD
f202C

eie)

MILTI-MEDIA DEEIKTOPEI

46600 33MHz
245nno HARII DISK

245148 HARD OM

Slimnote

C=%999.°°
$2,890.00

$2.099.00

PRO0101.

eplii

ACTIVE COLOR
Le
Acnvi COLOR
,..e .
DX2 66 4 MO RAM
00335 4 MB RAM
200MB HARD DISK
2DOMB HARD D1814
256 ACTIVE COLOR IRT,Tds1 3,s COLOR lers

.48 ENTERTAINMENT
PACK 4
PERSONAE
INFORMATION
MANAGER
PROOUCTITATY PALK

/)

c: ff

foro çi c: (.; oF: o

50/case Deluxe
3V29 $ 14.99
SP $ 19.99
SILeLee

5.39

Sy" Teek $
5Ve Fewer $

Non-Formatted
1
A-:.
Fmaite 5.39

05

10/case

$ 9.99
$10.99

$2.99
$3.99

31,"

/."

02

DD $. 18

50/case

IBM FORMATTED
50. QUANTITY

$. 03
5.02

31MBrand

1/4 1ach
er..

r.

DC2120
DC 212C,
DC 2000
DC300XLP
DC600A
DC6150
DC6250
DC6525

Premium
Generic

3M Brand

$11.49
'312 95
$ 9.69
$12.69
112.99
13.49
16.49
$19.49

115.99
18.49
12.59
16.59
16.59
18.99
24.99
29.99

IULM' MI

3_0i.terind
90M (2.0 G81
60M ( 1.3 G8)

Oe,sle

$13.99
511.99
Cleaning Cart. $ 14.96

Data Grade
PIXIBfend

11251(5.0 G81 $11.59
Cleaning tort. $ 19.99

OMNI

$50.00

eft

1500

$269
$189

COD
oo

HP 111/11161 ( PCL 51 EPSON
FX/LO/GL
6 PPM
LASER BEAM SCANNING
300 X 300
PARALLEL AND SERIAL
1M13

Actionleeer 1500 300 DPI

$659.00

INTEL

OVERDRIVE

«PUN/
SA16
SA20
SA25
Dx-33
13X33
Word

rocessm

OVERDRIVE PROCESS . F1
0004860020
0004860020
0004860025
0004860X33
0004860x33
resentatmn

ra hms

t00%.30-DAY

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CAROS WELCOME

Ell

WITH YOUR PRODUCTS,
WE WILL
REPLACE THEM OR REFUND YOUR
MONEY.
Nore ALL RETURNS MUST
BE ACCOMPANIED BY EA XLIS RMA
NUMBER.
RETURNS Nor ACCOMPA•
MED BY RAU WILL BE REFUSED.

CODA
COD'S WILL BE EVALUATED ON A PERCASE BASIS.

kawroascerize-

IBM
BOO

-

.5 7 -

- 557- 9000

CORPORATE DEPARTMENT
800-557.2000
GOVERNMENT &
EDUCATION DEPARTMENT
800-557.4C0)
1645 1.4.

901

920054

LABERJET. LABERJET, 500.,

Pees
"Pi.»

Bemis I

RS

ee

81011.08

515084

1318.1(JET

5111250

EIESIMVIDITE13, FAA 000/300, DEINJET•

51004A

THINKJET / CEUIFT•fT . .

OLIMOARTIER

51525A

DESKJET 5000 /

1

S15 50
523 ee
511 ae

oEsxwarrsa

500

535 se

TRU.

$149.00

. 6. CEr.•,, Scare

!

II IL"
CI CI c)

- FAX

HOLLYWCPCICI, C.A 90028

Circle 231 on Inquiry Card.

WM

•KO CPI
•4NCH SCAN ACTH
•POOFERUCNAL PANT SOFTWARE
MD CUI AIMEE NORM]
•AD.USTARE ERIGHIPESS & corms.
•IF PORE RAPPORT
•Wurcs PscruelE RJBLEKEC LI IS
MIZIOGPAFX

INTERNATIONAL DEPARTMENT
213-487-7697 - PHONE
213.467-7698 - FAX
CUSTOMER SERVICE & TECH SUPPORT
800-557-8CM

VINE" ST., SUITE .705,

IITT

LABERJET IS

ACCESSORIES

,
4.4443 I
I

70% f

UR« 11

LASERJET II. 110, III. MD,
LABERJETUP, UP, MP

processors are single-chip
upgrades that propel your
system to the next level of
performance.

LI• tO

P
HA
EC
W KLETT
ARC)

52285•1

Intel OVERDRIVE'"

s•
readebeets and

96 00

a/MU

OVERDRIVE'"

rneiliiial LA% CAM Ka
$4.11,03DM.O.V211.11.
«61,..100 FAX MICIMI

65.00

$

BeR75A

MS TIME TO PuT IT IN

Ike %I II

YOUR SATISFACTION IS OUR UTMOST
CONCERN IF, WITHIN 30 DAYS, FOR
ANY REASON YOU ARE NOT SATISFIED

LII
ià

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED!

PRICE

1399.00
399.00
499_00
629.00
629 00

meg

LABERJET lIlt ,NM. MIX MX

14" EDGE TO EDGE 76Hz

PROCESSORS

Meg $

guar CIIIIII10011

$3_7_9.0n

pi1011108t& CAME intél.

88

118.79

$ 21.99
$ 19.50

11:111111CIEDIESMI

15" FLAT SCREEN 72Hz
$439.00
4000DC 17" FLAT SCREEN, EDGE
TO EDGE, 76Hz 6799.00

1289.00I

Nesteirtegir's

ACTICAN PRINTER 3250 24 PIN

SUPPLIES Fa

Noma
WN Amman co
AM Nowen. Omm 0003
lan - CAE TOR
j

am

$$95.00
$ 45.00

EKXUS Delivers Only The Highs« Quality Bulk and
Brand Name Data C.artyldges Which Meet or Exceed All
Industry Standards (
QD, ISO, DOS, etc.).

OPTIGUEST

20000X

313»9‹1:1

LO 570 DOT MATRIX 360 DPI 24 PIN

D(AOOA .50659
DE6260 _$ 24.99
8rp,,,
DGAOM
011 se

Ñi Imes An ideillIDUIL .
1km le kill
900S
14" 60Hz
$2Ce
1000
14" 70Hz
$299,00

$
839.00

NKJET

3Vf 00 .....$
.
80
S'APOD
1 .49

•

• LASERJET Ill 0PCL 51 EPSON FX
LO
• 10 PPM
•LASER BEAM SCANNING
• 300 X 300
• PARALLEL AND SERIAL
• 1MB / 7.5 MB
CPL .8000 300 DPI

.09
75

0(9600
DC2131U.V.0
0Ea114.....1.8 99
PC4525.
92999
D139011.-.. SI3 99

5' ISCI

EPSON

44

eElr
e eRs

Cleaning Cartridges 3MI Brand
2000 Series $ 39.99
6000 Series $ 34.99

pEuvrms

EIVIMEAHIE 512k/650M8
RR EVVRREABLE 1024k/650MB
3ye REWRITEA8LE 512k/128MB
3'/f FLOPTICAL 21M8
syr CDR 74 MR RECORDANE CD
sye C0416311« RFC-MARE CD
57.'

SHIPPING INFORMATION
SPECIALS THIS MONTH INCLUDE:

P
e%;-."
elle
NEXT-DAY AIR I2ND-DAY
$ 19.99

Am,

8 9.99

1.40

016.99 rr..ea.
FOR OTHER SNIPPING DETAILS ', EASE CALI'

Memory Shortage?

GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICES
&Seagate
SPEED
658.85
28045
28065
I
OMS
15615
1260
INU
12/6.5
IONS
32845
12165
12845
28MB
6560
16MS
16MS

he,

4=.018/11/1/M125
MOOR
CPX084
CP70104 II' begin
CP30174411 . 148
CP30254 11"
CP30540
C7305.1.14

5121 $PEED
80866
7885
12064B
OMS
170MB
7/65
209888
2165
540168
060
54016B
560

he)

INIEINSOr

$ZE

SPEW

233848

5.65

72135114'1
213/68
72456 II" Ineidd
24SMB
345/M
73454 1(ee)
MX154051
540MB
P02 41H00 380( 90125
101X918
PA111111181111) P117 ..... 1800.0

516.5
5/AS
5605
3885
3145
31111

72i36Ilh.)

FUeTSU
MODES
2622A/5 ( 351
2623A/5(3 51
26244/S ( 351
22665 IFHI
265251881
2655 ( 803

TYPE
OE
IDE
OE
IDE
SCSI
OE

sYEAR
SIZE
330846
420168
5201.0
1080,91
1750148
2060.615

TYPE
OE
OE
SCSI
IX
NE
SCSI/OP
SCSI
OM

560146
6613M6
. 1050MB

10M5
15MS
10MS

135001

14he

. 2100A4B
. 3300816

11141.5
18885

19248)9
1936108

a2/ WESTERN DIGITAL
220011 .logh)
225011%06/
2340 ( 1.114114.....
2420 0 6961

212618
256MEL
340M11
425M11

PRICE
$ 198
$ 231
$275
$269
$339
$798
$998
1130

WARRANTY

SKID
2/AS
2MS
2MS
5605
IMS
2MS

Mt
COST
S(51/108 $ 565
SCSI/IDE $738
SCSI/10E $ 725
SCSI $999
SCSI $ 1888
SCSI $ 1998

MiCitœf)LIS red.d
210513.51
1624 NI
2110(3.51
1528-1s efe

PIKE
$175
$ 199
5208
$ 278
$
6678
$698

1YEAR WARRANTY

,XMB ,,m,

MODEL

puking!
5084/06 $869
SCSI $ 775
SCSI/DE $ 1069
SCSI $ 1098
Sad $ 1544
SCSI $ 2279
SCSI $ 2895

2 YEAR WARRANTY
351 1DE
35' En
3.5 . 104
35' IDE

I
3MS
12/AS
I2MS
1
2MS

5235
$265
$319
$398

¡rite' Classic Memory Board
Foe 286 and 386 sylems ASC1 deugn reel EMS support on
hard,. 1N up. 90% perlormonce awe soheeore EMS jp to 8M8
uung IMB SIMMS Nod. en bah 8or 16 boo expanuon skeos

?AUG-5198

AMEG-5308

8MEG-5538

PRICES
REDUCED Floppy Drives
3008
525 .
1/2 HT
529
72083
35'
1/2 HT
531
I2/41 525 7
1/2 FIT $58
144.848 35'
I/ 2HT $47
525' MOUNTING $ 5
FOR 3Y DRNES

141/I 2DRIVE $ 139

IYUJI WARRAPIrf

ColAn
SCSI 2
SCSI 2
10E
151-70

1129

WORDSTAR.
▪

•

I.

OW 500 C01115 LON
Nereid« 2000 Rd. 3.5

PACKARD BELL compuris LMUIDA110N

n

mour
.
1
.,,uoreFc
eo
,:zo

•

Roal boar' and kaory mold
$

99

w

,
:codbx

800-982-2925
For U.S. and Canadian Orders

Only

CUSTOMER SERVICE CALL:

(702) 294-0204
PURCHASE ORDERS 8INTERNATIONAL ORDERS
FAX TO: ( 702) 294-1168
WE BUY EXCESS INVENTORY

1170
130
656

1339 I 1215
1002
Ill 5
107.2 { 836 .
709 , 54 I
52 7

38002 Winds

MODEM SALE
61 moderns come compel.
solheare, code. rnanuols and a
one year warranty They are au. answer, coo deal, Hayes
conspohble we err« currechon
1200 Baud PC Inland
59
1200 Boned 7S2 Inurnal
$ 14
2400 Boud PC Inland
$ 34
2400 Baud Packet External
599
2400 LapEop os low as
$99
FAX 12001221
9600/2400 6, PC and
PSI / WenFon or dd. whware
$48
9600/2400 Laptop Neebooles
$199
14.4 BPS For PC and PSI
$159
PC6104 209600/2400
$249

• Up. 701 tenet
•5Yeor We:emery
• Dos Cornpottble
•1
XInternal Cache
W/
Raw col 85%
•Fl
C
•4136 InNuchon son
• Wenclows Canparebk
C00lo 5011.8.1
• Cccepollble re/ 386
Copeocessor

801880C 5 $ 118
804600( 33 $ 159
904861XC

ti

857
51 5
V/

0 $ I99

388DI logrein
9048831( 25 $ 128
90486.9.0 33 $ 199

dock Double« for 3111601 •
11550RX2 15/32
-18.509X2 20/40

1319
3349

.40 TEXAS
INSTRUMENTS

the next several months

intel

COPROCESSORS
921/490 NONE
0873585
142

IMAM MONS
KR ,
$1
,

486DX/SX CPU'S
1,-125
$284
A/33
$309
3137 DX/50
5478
80486 DX 2/50 $ 399
80486 DM 2/86
1538
80486 50/25
$ 119
80486 SX/33
$ 198
CR1(001190 FAN $24

14911444086'
01251001,
se 80311-5X 16 $ 58
80287 P
AM
$
19
80217 10984
149
012818
10
80287 XII
$19

'

9,9

10387 8733
8
938 75

$80

Intel OVERDRIVES

GP44

Mow overall Lynn., perlonwonce up
to 70% by doubleng the'gowned
8PNK1.
89sPNd olyo.

Pl9.
181
rOprOCel. 101'
48613%2 66
$598
486DX2 50
5498
4865%25
$499

83087 33MHZ
179
83087 1084.92
$84
83587 25/6/12 1551 $79
83587 3369-1Z 15%1 584

Coll for current prices. We beat prices!
Ire

PS/2 Memory

MCOEL
AMBRA Ernerprow 386. Hurdlo 386.
Saone° 386 Ioll models/

MEMORY

Memory

MATO

280
BeAB

PIKE

N/A $ 129
N/A $419

AMBRA Enterprese 486. Hurdlo 486.
5,6..86
nvxle1,1

4AAB
N/A 3259
166/8
N/A $ 829
PS/1 and 386/SX l2121j
2MB 9289935 $ 118
4MB 9289694 1228
PS/2 30/286,25/286, Adpr Bed 1497259
51211 30E5348 $39
2MB 30E5360 $ 114
PS/2 3501,15, 4021(70E81, 061, 121, Acipe Brd 6450609,
3403011, 303077, 502, 55SX, 6555.0, P70, 5565, 6515 XS1o6oro
1200130
IMB 6430603 $57
2MB 6430604 $ 104
28MB 1497259 $317
PS2 50, 502, 5558. 60, 6555
2 1661B 6450609 $ 348
2.8 MI fat FS/2 SO & 60, 2M8 5159, 4M85259, 0413 2489
PS/1 Consuhare, Essenhals bopen models . 43,.44 8, PS/Voluepoenr
al models except Cm semn
4MB 96E9290 $ 298
1616B 96E9291 $968
PS/2 70421, A61. B2I, 861, ps/I
Conorhont Esunteol 8 Export rootiell xII,
‘13 8x14, PS/Voluecont Cxx
IMB 6450603 249
2M5 6450608 5109
P5/2 35SX15, 405X, 5538, LS, 65SX,
OM 302933 $ 218
FS/2 90 XI, 95 xP, 875 ( Pars), 56 57
76, 77, P5/ 1Pro 2123
2MB 6450902 $ 117
PS2 90, 95 XP, P75 IPoors156. 57. 4111
PS/1 Conoehar. Exsonleol. Expert x11,.13
xI4, PS/1 Pro 2123, RS/6000
41.411 6450128 $ 218
8M8 6450130 2488
852/2 3550, LS, 4050
8618 6430129 $488
852 70% and 80's
28MB 6430605 5297
32 BIT BOARDS
2- 110M 3483077 5388
32 BIT BOARDS
4-160M 34E3011 $448
PS/280-A21,431, A6I248
AMB 6431060 $
PS/2804)41
IMB 6450375 $88
PS/280111,311,121, 321, 081.161
2691 6450379 $ 118
.

ka

EIOCARADA/2 PLUS

IIIM Laptop Memory

lltinipod 300, Anieo Yreka

2146
BmB
26113
WS
8MB

C157SX
llinlyod 700, 700C, 720, 720C

PSNOTE 182

14X50. P586310 182 ONLY

jteinik

3309288
3309289
5306958
5306959
5306960

$ 129
$499
$ 138
5298
$499

0701421
N/A
N/A
9388804
0701826
0701827
0701828
79E0999
7981000
7981001

$498
$ 228
$448
$ 108
$ 108
$268
2448
$ 108
1268
2488

Laptop A Notebook Memory

MOOR
I1000 50/95/01
12030 / T2000Sx
T2OCOSX/T1000 LE

MEMORY
2MB

11 200 XI
0600
12C00 5XE/72200SX/118GO
71850. C

13108
13100E
1310D SX
13200 SO
132COSXC
73200
13300SL

14400 SX. SOC. 16400 SOC, DXC

T4500,14600, 1190M 3370175

15103
15200/T5200C/16500

TRIMS, SHIPPING:

MNIACII0

DoMpro 386/16

I2MB
26111
48618
IMB
4/615
Dewpra 3865
AMB Booed
Aka EA•Ed.le
Dell.pro 386 20E. 25E
»AB
Deskpro 386/33. 386/331. 466/25,
33L504, Syneenpro
2/68
8/
615
32/6B
Sys1//npro, 0.169.0
6SK7 EXP BRO W/2/48
Compaq IN'
264MB
Delttoro 28661, 38084, 38659/20, 2011
Porloblo 486, On/pro M Sreenspro IT
Senn 129160 001, Coonpon Pro Sogne
I/68
2168
4MB
8MB
Peden, 3/25 & 25Z
2MB
8M8
Proltm 4/25o, 4/33, 4/50
2MB Module
/NB Module
8,48 Modulo
(0078.89160 5.g...
16618
32MB
Dedepro 286E, 38620,2X8,25.250

tràdi4
Centeno 320 325

2MB
2MB

MATO
PA8312U
PA83I7U
PA8314/1
PA8315U
PA8306U
PA8302U

PMU
$ 104
$ 104
$238
$447
$ 112
5105

PA2000U
9420011.1
8420020
PA7135E
PA834111
PA8308U
P4.83101.1
PA83070
PA830911
9683181.1
9483191./
967137U
PA2006U
962007U
PA2038U
962009LI
9620030
PA2004U
P620351/
9620150

5109
$239
2447
$ 178
2108
$ 108
1234
$ 108
$214
$ 108
$214
$ 186
5118
$238
$278
$998
$ 125
$238
$448
5989
$1999
74.2012U $288
9628130
5478
PA2014U $ 1398
9683018
$104
91,83048 $ 109
9683130 $448

Laser Printer Memory

PAR11

PIKE

108069 001
108069W71
108070 001
113131 001
113132001
113634-001
112534-001
113645 001

$338
$448
$ 498
559
$238
$299
$259
$299

115144001 $ 124
116561-001 $449
116568.00151999
116569001 $399
129160 001 $448

118688 COI $49
118689 001 $ 105
118690 031 $238
128877 031 $444
141738 001 5139
141742 001 5499
141683 001 $ 118
141684001 $238
141685 001 $408
149320 001 5995
149147-081$2395

Comoro 4/25CX

SIT/2u6

1.9,284

U. 3865/20
U4144/20, 25, 25C

LTE Lee 20 8
lit/25.25C
III 94. 486/25C

Shinn

4MB
13148
4MB
860
16MB
IM8
4618
I
MB
2MB
4E413
DNB
2MB
4AA11
1MB
44,
19
2MB
»AB
8/413
16088

39498-00
39499-00
46520 00
46521-00
4653200
023500
023700
830300
830400
830500
7081.00
7081 002
7081.004
21125001
1125002
29769-001
297694302
297694303
29769004

$238
$418
$228
$471
$948
$79
$208
$79
$108
$238
$79
$109
$238
$98
$258
$138
$248
5421
$1395

16618
4048
8MB
16M8

N/A
142337002
142337 003
142337 004

$1045
$259
$478
$11913

Modules

Prices donge up ond down

Sop modules, add $ 500 eo

CeSCIPDZIN
10014S 8CeeS 70801 60N5 53145 40145
25689
$ 5 $ 12
515 $ 17
1
rAEGC3
1.•
547
519
552 $ 59 $61
1MEGX 9
•
$44 $A
$60 $64 $69 578
4/8EGX 9
$ 168 $ 178 $ 188
16MEh, X9( 36 CHIN
3999
256X3O5 IMEG172 No)
169
512%36 2MEG 172
$ 114 $ 124$ 1
X36 MEG ( 72 Pon)
$ 208 $ 218 $288
I
2036 816E0172 Pen)
541
54/7 51728
9
4X36 16MEG 172 Pen)
$ 748 $ 798 8818
$
Kdr
8106 3260-0 172 71171$ 2150

D- Ram Chips
DESCRIPTIC94
15045 120N5 100N$ 804.5
70685
6104
51 95 52 25
52 45 $295
256%1 STed1C
$ 195
32 25
256 X 1
$ 145 51 85
52 40 $300 $3 15
256%4
$795
28 45
1MEG X I
22 95 $450 $575
16 45
IMEGX ISTATIC
$495
55 25
IMEGX4
$32 00 115 00

$
645

CACHE MEMORY
15ns 10ns 15ns
8108
32%8
6.1
644
16/.4
128.8

595
995
093
I95
995

545
875
945
995
645
6000

495
895
895
595
5000

6010

$320
58 95
$675
11030

PC/ACIA 2.0
SRA/A /ARMORY
0.53 POwERFAC. WC 101)61C45
MD 32054 GRID GRIP'. If
951.4. *MK RADIO, MOMENTA
1814308 NCR 31258011MM
PC081. DMA/ PC,X0/3100,
SHARI PC 6700/6141 /61111 /
6285. SHARP PC 618:0/6841/
61311 I/61191, IFOS roue PC
111101101 1011F148.01
NI $146.11

CONDITIONS:

UPS (
M.n. $8.25) Shmping charges
20% Restock ng Feeon refunds within 30
from
Universities, days. No refunds or exchanges aher 30days - WARRANTY

are non refundable. Purchase orclers

Fortune 2000

& Government Agencies, NET 30 on approv-

al. COD odd S5.00 ( Cashiers check)

DHL

Fig9

4.

MODULE
MEG 221EG 3E4E0421E0 561E0861EG
Apple Coucwoler
CALL
Brolfier HE 10V/DV
$ 165 $ 264
Canon L891. • Lee 8. 4* $ 118 $181
Compaq Pagernork 15 8. 20
$289 $420
Epson Ashan tow R. 8000 $95
$ 163 $229
Epson • 6000 and merry more . $98
5168
Epson Action loser 1000 IL 1500 . $ 138 $ 276 $ 399
Flew 7100 d 7200 .. $ 199 $279
HP Peskier, 500, 500C and 550C
559125601
20
$89 $ 159
3. 30. 3P. 2P, 2P.
$ 123 $ 189
HP lows le 4, II1So. XL30). 1200C $218 $448
'BMW. 4019, 4019E ( 35MB)
$139 $ 198
IBM Lou. 4029 ALI MODELS $ 139 $ 198
NEC 90, 290
5128
NEC 95
SI 18
010400 . $78 $98
Pockard Bell P99500 . $ 145 $208
Ponenon8 4410/.30 $ 149
5208
Panmomc 4420/ 4450
$128 $208
Penman', 4450
$ 115
Panosonn 4455
$ 129
060410
$ 119 $ 159 $249
Slor LSO4
$ 129 $ 179 $269
59aSaTo 4
5128 $ 178 $258
Tosibe Pope Laser 6
$99
5168
11 XL/P517/ P535
$48

072

Maler Laptop & Notebook Memory

Laptop & Notebook Mowery MOBIL
2166
J9497 00
$108 618.15alare

269 0701419
460
0701420 $5298
168
8844
4IAB
me
2MB
2/615
DAB
NAB
21,48
4M15
8M8

PS/846» N45
PS/2 Model N51, NoWboole SIC, 5%

Wei" 013355.14050

MCXXL

51.1384.

For PS/2 16 Bo memory ko au MCA coS ond 052 LIM EMS
21o8M8 lown 1MEG sue.‘si 2/A6 5239 40.588345 8/65$572

HOURI, M.F 7AM-6PM / SAT 10AM 3PM PST
TECHNICAL al

48,, 4C 4860X 13 4261XC 13 48Mx 25 if6I
FC 899 804,1, •
ndreork V 0
liorbon SI 6

1 98

COLOR/409110R $

REM $495.00

TOLL FREE

UPGRADE YOUR 386 TO A 486

8088 (YU, 101 KEYBOARD. 360K FLOPPY. 640K
RAM. DESKTOP CASE W/ POWER SUPPLY,
SERIAL 8. PARALLEL PORTS. (GA C.ARD

Th./And° rurn9
mI t$
,:m$66m: Ame
o

•

▪

This is the prepaid price.

11tiolead 7101

4Floppy ligh Denny 3604 720K, I44, 12 $49
2Hord Dionne PAM
$49
2Hord Ames R41.
$69
Hord and Floppy 11Werleaue
$ 14
DIC-3280 (Supports 7 &Ned
139
$418
Adoew 17424 32 811
$349
Adept« 284213X78903
$219
Adapt« 1542 CF Enos Mouse,
$149
DIC6282 24
Hord and Floppy
$19
Nerd mod IIorppy or / 10
$9
/Ind Drom
$14
Hard and Fkwy
111961.19, ISA BUSMASTER
$149
$299
ULTRA348. VISA LB
$198
ULTRA 15C, W/CACHE O-BMB
$69
HARD & FLOPPY (
vim

customers at the lowest cost possible for
CALL ( 800) 982-2925 FOR CURRENT PRICES

are offering all memory to our current

Thinlmod 7001

Drive Controllers
81513
81111
8Eld
16 BA
SC51
SCSI
SC51
SCSI
EN>
IDE

of 10/6/93 these are our prices. We are trying to maintain them

for memory, there is a worldwide shortage of memory. We are getting thousands of pieces per day and

1598
PPJCE
MFM 525 .
5169
ME M 525 . $ 249
NE 35 $ 125
XX 3r
1188
OE 35' $ 249
SCSI 2 5399
108 3.5 . $ 2311
IDE
$369
SCSI 2 $479
I
DE 35 7 $489
SCSI 2 $598
IDE 35' $698
MOM Full HT $389
R1.4 ( FULL HII $399
MX 25' $298
IDE 25' $348

EMMIEUEIMIMIMItg

MODEL
SIZE
57225
20MB
51251 1
4216B
513514 11 lughl
42MB
573144611 .
130MB
5132436
21 3MB
513283N
249MB
R32101.... 240110
5733906
3601615
51339214
3.13M8
5135506
45260
51355014
45 7/
18
5736554
545MB
511096
80MB
5141418
125A111
ST90964
858M
5191444
128MB

As

for as long as possible. Due to a July 4 fire at an epoxy plant in Japan and an ever growing demand

MEMORY
760
4MB
IMB
2618 Mod
4A1B Aled
8/68 Mod
Dell lopap 212. 32011. 320N• 2em nrod
Dell 32511, NC
2/613 Mod
Dell NI.20 NI.25
2695 Mod
Epson NB 3Noleboole
4M191
Pson
2MB Mad
EPSON 25C Now:book
4M8 Mod
No... Temps 35.1520
2MB
Events Corner
2M8
Banded B-330
Dec pc 320 Nowboole

Grul 14505%
Gold.. 05520, 3865%16

2MB
1mB
»AB
NCR 31 20 NNebook
4841 mod
NCR 3170%441nel,
4141 Mod
Packard Bed, Magnallot, Wesubea
IM8
4MB
Ponownn CF170/270/370
11.18
$em>ung NMemo81« 3865
27613
AMB
568y6 17N8, IBN8 7E05
2/618
1768
51,119 6220
Sharp 6640
2/48
Shorp 4700.AZ TOO
IMB
Sharp 8501 Colon.
2MB
IMB
11 Trovoinoie 2C/00 .
T1 Trow•Irnolo 30005X, WPM
21141
Troedonolo 4000,
W1NDX/25 SX/I6, 5%25. D12/40 4M8
1352/50
16MB

AST

Mfg.

port Vs for convenience only.

MEMCKIY
4148
81611
1661
8
398
618

u.481116ITANSVP
BRAVO 3/25'5
ADVANTAGE 38858/30,23 PRO SX/25
MVO 3/331

2,9
869

ADVNIFAGE F90 48608/33,58/25,10.470
LC 4/255, 33,335, 500 4WD

298
418
PRENJUN 386/25 33 33T13865X/16,23,25 198
106
AININIAGE486/25, 33,337.5.120. ROM
4/33486/25 PREMIUM 4/25, 3311, SE 4133 269
DO
0798101001486125.33,338 5X20,92051
PREMUM 3/331/33.335,500.6611
PRUMN386/3311.486/251,25TE,33338,
PRUNJMI386/25,33,486/33,4865X/20
NIA» SERVE1 SE 4/33
4618
1169
POWER DX 3/2554 3/2551.-C,E1
114
1869
POWER- EXEC 4/2551
58MUMEEC286,3865X/20,25,25C
0.11

MI: f
ighigkl

W

Tdemarks are regr
Isteed
with their respxtiv eCo.'s. 386,

111111

PRICE
$148
$298
$128
$149
$298
$498
$129
5139
$148
$238
$138
$228
$98
$98
$238
$148
$98
$298
$299
$399

$ee

$248
$64
$195
$395
$98
$98
$178
$198
$398
$108
$118

2581265 001 $ 298
AVAJLAW $ 1995

Memory

[0101111,1
MODEL*
NUNN,

REPLACEMENT ONLY. ALL PRICES FINAL. PRICES SUBJECT
TO CHANGE.

PART9
37650
37651
2305009100
FR 70M- BA
FR KIM 118
POM511)
310 3204
310 3210
310 3213
6808511
6808771
6808781
00160
00263-00
52587
6203203
N/A
N/A
3120K104
3123111W
N/A
N/A
CI- 86165
389.002
5418081
/ABC NBMEM2
09-628E
N/A
CE 471
N/A
2568034-0011
2566996-0001

684 Wells Rood

dy• NV

Bou lder C

PART, PRICE
101188081
1247
501159-002 $478
501143001 $968
500710034 $ 128
500824-002 $468
500962-001 $ 135
500962002 $4.34
5009131001
503987032
0076083
0076902

$108
$238
$59
$59

503718011 $ 119
500780005 $ 119

5037/0001 $228
00788901 $498
$238
$1399
$248
5C0814003
5228

Take Note:
The World's Best SCSI Adapter
Just Got Better
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SCSI Storage Manager
er Ore rem
11111e.1

-"7
4•7te
e e

.

SmartCache III
is the total, growable SCSI solution!

Yvelev
§twr 'd
e ee
GLff ie

-List price for ISA model
Circle 208

on

PM2021 90 SCSI Adapter Board

Inquiry Card ( RESELLERS: 209).

aim

e.n.i I

I •

SCSI Eius

i«ed '"

loo

The world's best SCSI adapter is now the world's greatest bargain— priced lower
than any major competitor. An unprecedented value, SmartCache III offers top
performance and universal connectivity with all major SCSI-1, SCSI-2and Fast
SCSI devices, including hard drives, tape, CD-ROM and WORM.
It also comes with built-in support from all major operating systems, including
DOS, Windows, OS/2, NetWare, Windows NT, NextStep and all versions of Unix.
And only SmartCache III gives you agrowth path. Optional plug-on modules
let you migrate easily to caching (with up to 64Mb cache), as well as full RAID
capability. Storage Manager, our GUI utility, makes installation quick, easy and
automatic. Plus, it gives you on-line and remote control over subsystem management, diagnostics, performance monitoring, and disk array configuration
and control.
Distributed Processing Technology, Inc.
140 Candace Dr. Maitland, FL 32751 USA

IAi

liDPT

Call DPI, today!

800-322-4DPT
FAX 407-260-5366

*

'1
1

On Sale Now:

EVIFIE
SPECIAL

ISSUE

Buyer's Guide to Portable
Computers

Available only on the
Newsstands
"'EXTENSIVE BYTE LAB REPORT
EXPANDED REVIEWS OF OVER 100 NOTEBOOKS

ON SALE DATE:
NOVEMBER 23RD

"DynaComm is Microsoft's®
choice for terminal emulation."
It should be yours.
Evaluating terminal emulation software? Consider the one Microsoft
chose for communicating across their world-wide network. FutureSoft's
DynaComm for WindowsTM offers asingle solution for PCs
communicating across multi-platform networks to host computers.
DynaComm features:
•16 Terminal emulation types
for UNIX, DEC, HewlettPackard, IBM, and Data
General systems

TIM HEFLIN
Manager, End- User Services
Microsoft, Inc.

•19 Network interfaces
including TCP/IP and IPX
•Powerful development tools
for creating GUI front ends to
host applications

800-989-8908
Future oft.
- 12012 Wickchester Lane, Suite 600 • Houston, Texas 77079-1222 USA

Network Topology: Ethernet
Networking Protocol: TCP/IP
Host: DEC VAX
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713.496.9400 • 713.496.1090 FAX • 800.989.8908 Sales (USA)
Windows is atrademark of Microsoft Corporation. Microsoft is aregisteFea traaemark of Microsoft
Corporation. DynaComm and FutureSoft are registered trademarks of Future Soft Engineering, Inc.
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LEAVE IT TO US TO RACK THINGS UP
RECORTEC's Rack Mount PC

SOLUTIONS

compatible computers, monitors,

Choose from many models which

keyboards and printer continue

offer awide range of solutions for a
variety of rack mount needs. We

the tradition of manufacturing
excellence RECORTEC started in

QUALITY

1969. With our broad product

All products 100% tested and
verified prior to shipment.

line, fast delivery, excellent pre
and post sale service, it's no

also offer custom designs when a
standard product just won't do.

RELIABILITY

wonder more and more people
"leave it to us to rack things up".

Field proven components backed
by acomprehensive warranty.
SERVICE
Large stock for fast delivery plus
assistance by knowledgeable sales
and support personnel.

CALL OR FAX FOR MORE
INFORMATION.

1
-800-729-7654

RECORTEC, INC.
1290 Lawrence Station Road Sunnyvale, CA 94089

Tel: (408) 734-1290

Circle 219 on Inquiry Card.

Fax: (408) 734-2140

i.ircie £ 2.4 on inquiry

PLEX

FAMILY PRODUCTS

DATAVISION

Save Equipment and Space Costs

Keyplex Family

•Simple Plug and Play Installation

•Mix Any Operating System or Application

•Uses Existing Keyboard/Video Ports

•n-Level Cascading For Unlimited Growth

•Mix XT, AT and PS/2 Keyboard
Controllers Including The New IBM
"Type 2"

•Automatic Scanning & Broadcast Modes

•Mix CGA/EGA/VGA/XGAIMONO Video

•Keyboard Operated — No Buttons/Switches

•Optical Isolation For Safety/Reliability

Gain Central Control & Greater Productivity Too!
So If You Think This is Your Only Option...
3270
EPA&

ILI, Cairn sNew and Innovative Products Are Keyboard-Operated
With No Buttons To Press or Switches To Turn. IBM XT. AT and
PS/2 Compatible.

eBllk
s1\
ii

More Power At Lower Cost
Now Operate Multiple PCs With
Our Intelligent Technology
One Keyboard One Display One Mouse
CaScatfing Allows Control Of An y_ri_lrnael
01 Systems From ASale Keyboard And Display

oos

Costs • Reduced Keyboard Costs • Reduced Space Costs

1\t. plc \/ 2

\ ideople‘/4

\I
ota se pies /It

kt

\ ideopliA/8

°out iple s/ I

I\t•

•Nri Internal Hardware
•No Keyboard Errors
•Ne Internal Software • No Switch Problems

meat

as*

Reduced Display
.-921r*•'

Think Again!
Manage All Your Systems From
A Single Display and Keyboard

plu5/-1

\lou‘uple \

ho iplc s/S

/17411117
The H1-10 Product Company

Datavision Pte Ltd • 27-B Duchess Road • Singapore • 1026 • Tel (065)467-7784 • Fax (065)467-7785
370 West Camino Gardens Blvd • Boca Raton • Florida • 33432 • Tel (407)482-39% • Fax (407)482-3997
IBM and PS/2 are registered trademarks of the International Business Machines Corporation
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It's FREE! Absolutely, positively, totally FREE!
No strings! No commitment! No shipping! No
handling! No nothing! FREE! FREE! FREE! FREE!
It's your FREE introductory issue of

IlKatiluseD
This is not amisprint. Its an honest-to-gosh offer for aFREE introductory issue of
NautilusCD, The Multimedia Magazine on CD ROM.
NautitusCD is the premier showcase of multimedia creativity Our contributors
are multimedias superstars, wizards who can make your computer screen flash to
life with moving pictures...play music or sing for you...dazzle your eyes with 3-D
graphics...and even talk to you! It's an experience not to be missed.
Yeah, you'll get asubscription offer with your FREE issue of NautilusCD, but no
more will come —and neither will any bills— until you tell us "OK, I've gotta have
it!" You've got hours of thrilling multimedia entertainment to gain and nothing
to lose. So call the number and ask for your FREE issue now!
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The Multimedia Magazine
on CD ROM
To order your absolutely,
positively, totally FREE issue,
call toll-free
1-800-448-2323.
Available in Macintosh rind Windom versions.COROM drive required.
'annul Time Offer Only ICD kOM per inquiry. International °Men. I619 706-3165.

NautilusCD The Multimedia Magazine
7001 Discovery Boulevard, Dublin, Ohio 4301 -

Circle 228 on Inquiry Card.

64MB 72- PIN
16MB X 36 FOR:

256K X 36 - 1MB

SCALL

512K X 36 - 2MB

SCALL

IMB X 36 - 4MB

SCALL
SCALL

ALR EVOLUTION VO

33195.00

2MB X 36 - 8MB
4MB X 36 - 16MB

SCALL

ACER POWER 486E

$3195.00

8MB X 36 - 32MB

SCALL

16MB X 36 - 64MB

SCALL

AIR 486 EISA-VL BUS

$3195.00

PCMCIA - 2MB
$179.00

< 1=.

<
- 1": ALA

F <-> I >< -'73. 2

"

>

MEMORY UPGRADE FOR
ONE OF THE MOST POPULAR LASER PRINTERS
THE OKILASER 430

ON, $ 59.00

WITH 2MB

The Ultimate Combo:
*Voice Mail
*Fax Mail Box
*Data Modem
*Digital Answering Machine
... and more

1MB X 9

Feature to feature, this is the Home- office
machine of file 90's. Only $
299.00
(PLEAS CALL FOR YOUR FREE BROCHURE)

$ CALL

1MB X 3

$ CALL

4MB X 9

$ CALL

4MB X 8

$ CALL

16MB X9

SCALL

16MB X 8

SCALL

(PLEASE

CALL FOR SURF'S)
PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WIIHOUF NOME

OTHER MEMORIES AVAILABLE FOR:
ACER, ALTIMA, APPLE, AST, CHAPLET, COMPAQ, DEL, EPSON, EVERIX, HP, LEADING EDGE.
M. NEC, NCR, OKIDATA, PACKARD-BELL,
PANASONIC, PHIUP, SAMPO, SHARP, SILICON GRAPHICS, SUN MICROSYSTEMS. TANDON, 71, TOSHIBA, 1UUP AND ZENITH.

CALL FOR UPDATED LOW PRICES AND NEW PRODUCTS

Office Hours: Mon.- Fri. 9am to 5:30pm pst
TERMS: C.O.D. CASH, VISA OR MASTERCARD. COMPANY AND
UNIVERSITY P.O.'S ACCEPTED UPON CREDIT APPROVAL.

TEL. (818)855-5688

FAX (818)855-5687

414 CLOVERLEAF DR., UNIT B, BALDWIN PARK, CA 91706
ALL PRODUCT NAMES. TRADEATARIG AND SIMMERED

neoemars ARE 1HE

PROPERTY Of THEIR REPSECINE COMPNEES.
C,' 1334IAI

Circle 220 on Inquiry Cord.

tircie tis on inquiry Lard.

PRINTER SHARING & MEMORY
800-238-9415

I/O = input /output
( )= serial

=parallel

LOGICAL

CONNECTION

LCX-1000 ( iMb)
$495
8ports; 4senal VO; 57,600 bps
2parallel in, 2parallel out
LC-256 (
256Kb)
$375
LC-512 (
512Kb)
$425
8ports; 4serial VO; 19,200 bps
2parallel in, 2parallel our

i
Log

LXFR-ETC
$49
DOS, Windows & OS/2 File Transfer
4user license, for LC or LCX

PC SIMMs
MAC SIMMs
POWERBOOK
PCMCIA
TOSHIBA

PB-42PP-256Kb $ 199
PB-42PP-1Mb$ 279
PB-42PP-4Mb $429
6parallel ports; 4in / 2out
Upgradable to 4Mb; 25,000 cps
LC Jr.-256 (
256Kb)
$199
LC Jr.-512 (
512Kb)
S249
5ports; 4serial in, 1parallel out
Up to 115,200 bps
LC-41PAS
5parallel ports; 4in / 1out
Smart-switch; 25,000 cps

ts

$69

NEW SOFTWARE
TicklerFilen"
br
Planner that posts notes

SPPS
$49
9600 bps to 115,200 bps
Serial / Parallel Converter

»dote

MicroPaint'
DOS
256 color image processing

PB-11PP-1Mb $199
2parallel ports; 1in / 1out
Upgradable to 16Mb; 25,000 cps

AmazinGames ,, DOS&
Block dropping and mazes

LOGICAL CONNECTION,

4660 Portland Road NE # 108 Salem, OR 97305-1658

Tech.: (503) 390-9375

FAX: (503) 390-9372
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IntegrAda for Windows is a Professional
Ada Programming Support Environment

Windows. DOS or POSIX Applications
• Validated Ada Compiler
• \ licrosoft C Compatible Interface
• Window sLinker. Resource and Help Compiler
• Complete Set of Windows Ada Libraries
• Eas . Ada Libraries for Fast GUI De \ elopment
• Po‘‘ erful Design and Programming Tools
• Applications are True Executables
• SDK Not Required
• No Ro allies
• Din elop

IntegrAaa is aregistered trademark of AETECH. Inc.
Windows is aregistered trademark of Microsoft Corporation
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For \ lore Information Cal I •

619) 431-7714

nETECII

The Ultimate

Frame Grabber

FEATURE):

Vip er

*15 Second nsta lation, plugs into printer port.
'Inexpensive. cos.s less than ahigh resolution scanner.
*Cost Effectin, bypass film development.
'Supports M]st Major Graphic's Output Formats,
GIF, TIFF, TGA, DCX, BMP & JPeg.
kUpto 16 Million Color Resolution.
*Users Mania' 1r duded,,,
*Money Bacx &gran —
'Free Techn cal '.0
*Windowsx S
*OCR Supput,

Forgo

Vision

PhoM Quality Color
(only $699.00)

PliTEIM

Pitt«

Ines hilA.do Nolellook
RAM DunIi Sound and
Act*. Coda Maids
KALI. FOR PRICE)

Mae'

VAlh Aldus PholoStyler
add only $69.00

-

Viper Vision is tie fastest and easiest way to import any picture
directly into your computer! Viper Vision's sharp input/output is
ideal fo! A,chitects, Engineers, Real Estate, Sales, Police, Medical,
Governmelt and Business. Simply capture a Photo image using
your VCR. LASER DISK, TV or CamCorder. Viper Vision Supports NTSC
or PAL foxmats and easly plugs into the printer port of your
computer n lust seconds! Take pictures of work progress, terrain or
other featLres. Manufactures can add pictures of inventory items to
their databases quickly and easily. Marketing personnel can make
sales broclures in just seconds. Graphic Arts & Publishing personnel
can experience resolution 720 x 480 true color. You can even
output directly •;o a linotronic or similar image setter or just send to
your favonte service bureaus. For home use the Viper Vision is the
ideal product to store your favorite pictures in digital format,
permanertly. Viper Vision is fast!, images are processed in about a
half of a second. Why pay to have snapshots developed and then
run throuç.h your scanner? With Viper Vision you simply bypass the
whole prbcess Viper Vision is easy to use. Simply put, any image
that you see through the viewfinder of your CamCorder can be
imported into your Windows application. Call and order yours
today!

Military&
Government

Insurance

From Mese

Real Estate &
Construction

Medical

Desktop
Publishing

ao;

iminuF
AN ISAD 1-800-951-1113 (602) 578-3780
FAX (602) 578-0719 Hours Mon- Fri 8am to 8pm, Sat 11 am to 5pm PST
Terms & Conditions: Freight charges are additional and non-refundable.
A RMA number is required for all returns. All non-defective returns.
unopened refused, or cancelled orders, will be subject to a 20% restocldng
fee. No refunds on software. Price and availibillty subject to change without
notice. Purchase price at the time of order are final. Trademarks and registered
trademarks are of their respective companies.

Se Habla Espanol

Resellers, Distributors
and OEM We

Circle 232 on Inquiry Card.

Circle 227 on Inquiry Card.
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SAVE

71 FASTalk's secure password protection provides restricted access for
your protection at any level.
81 FASTalk lets you play messages to an external speaker for public
annuncements.
li FASTellr's easy to use graphic setup lets you edit your custom configuration
or.the-fly! Your configuration can be changed freely, without haute!
101 FASTalk provides you simple building blocks to use. This gives you infinite
power and flexibility to set up unlimited combination, of fuldatalloice
functions. YOU DECIDE!
111 FASTalk is script driven. Thi, allows the more technical individual eyes
more power to set up unique and powerful applications.
12i FASTalk supports call forwarding and conferencing so you don't have
to miss those important calls when you are away!

1-800-669-8088

Forwarding

FASTALK DEMO!

home Seel
Bee .• 3pea

ORION TELECOM

MS
kellandeilrd

krwdMsie

3F)ARTy $89 oo
'

r—

rEa
$ 89 \

ow.
ter
Identity the cane on Ik tot mg YOU deede to answer
Display pops caller's number
Can also connect to computer Add caller to Datotxne
TSR program pops calter's number, rntormation and notes
added. Akuntans collet log
Sinn with LCCD crtiopicav

1-214-335-4358

ST COAST MIC

/— PC—
MasterCard

INCORPORATED

AMERICAN

4901 Morena Blvd. • San Diego, CA 92117

EXPRESS

(800) 581-6040

FAX
(619) 581-0125

•

Cotatomized Greetings

FASTalk is • high speed 14,400 bp. Fax/Modem with Voice capability. Eti
The DOS software included combines the voice, fax and data features
to provide a powerfull user definable fait/data/voice mail system with
unlimited capabilities limited only by your imagination!
The modem section sends and receives data at 14,400 bps using the
CC111" V.32bis modulation standard. By using V.42 error correction and
V.42bis data compression the effective throughput is Increased to 57,600 bps
e
can be sent and received at upto 14.400 bps. Auto- fallback of both
fax and data speed. is possible. The hardware supports most popular third
party software. The package includes complete user friendly DOS data/fax/
voice software.
Auto-attendant features are also provided. Calle con be switched to a different
ion with Centren type systems based on the callers selection of DIME
keys. The user's greeting
informs the caller of the available choices.
The easy-to- use setup program graphically walks you through the multi- level
tree structure whose choices are made by the callers selection of touch-tone
keys. The complete setup can be saved and easily modified on- the- fly!
For the more technical user, script files may be utilized to provide finer control
of the voice/fax/data mail system. The power of the system is its totally flexibe
user definable setup. Basic function modules are provided for building block..
A 2 year warranty is provided. FASTalk is proudly made in USA and is a
product of ORION TELECOM 12141335-435/3

II FASTalk can be used at an auto- attendant to automatically answer calls
and direct them to the appropriate mention or mailbox
21 FASTalk can be used as asophisticated voice mail system with
individual password protection and multilevel structured access.
31 FASTalk can be used as aFax- On- Demand system with amultilevel
access structure or catalog system. It can be set up for hangup and
',die: or immediate fat-hick lullcr pays for the call).
41 FASTalk supports Pager Alert to inform you of vital faxes or messages
when you are away.
FASTalk's customized greeting messages and call forwarding gives your
business the appearance of alarge company.
81 FASTalk can be used as ahigh speed 14.400 bps V32bie Fui/Modem.
Most popular Fax/Modem software is supported IClus UFax/.

/
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Forwarding
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Mailboxes

Forwarding
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DISCOVER

(619) 581-6040

WE WELCOME PURCHASE ORDERS FROM GOVERNMENT AGENCIES, UNIVERSITIES,
AND QUALIFIED FIRMS • CALL FOR AQUOTE ON ANY PRODUCT
MEMORY

IDE HARD DRIVES
MAXTOR

CONNER
CP30174. 170mb
CP30254 .. 250mb
CP30344.. 340mb
CP30544 .. 540mb

...
...
...
...

$ 180
$240
$310
$570

7213A
7245A
7345A
MX1540SL

213mb ...
245mb ...
345mb ...
540mb ..

$230
$250
$290
$720

ST1239A...112mb
ST3290A ... 265mb
ST3390A ... 340mb
ST3550A ... 450mb

CONTROLLERS
$89

$129
$369
$199

SPECIALS

280

B V

i•

IC

DI

IDE-1/0-VLB
2Ser/1Par/1Gm
ADAPTEC
1522K ISA SCSI
1542CK 16bit ISA SCSI
1742AK EISA 32bit SCSI
ULTRA STOR
U14F ISA 16bd SCSI
U24F EISA 32bit SCSI
U34F(VL) VISA 32b1t SCSI

..
...
...
...

$230
$260
$300
$460

I99 -;

$220
$260
$300
$450

$35
$159
$279
$449
$219
$399
$299

CYRIX
ISA BUS
486DLC33
S229
486DLC40
$239
VESA LB
486DLC33 VLB $249
486DLC40 VLB $259
INTEL VESA LB
486DX2/66 VLB $619
486DX33 VLB
$389
486DX VLB W/O cpu $109

MOUSE: 3Button,
MS/Compatable, Serial - $ 14

I
iI

WD2200 ... 200mb ..
WD2250 ... 250mb ...
WD2340... 340mb ...
WD2420 ... 420mb ...

MOTHERBOARDS

ADD ON CARDS
VIDEO
SVGA VLB 1mb
Cirrus Logic
SVGA VLB - i/o & IDE
Combo Card
Orchard - ORCVL2
Celsius VLB wi2mb
Orchard - ORFVLB
Fahrenheit VLB 1mb

WESTERN DIGITAL

SEAGATE

CALL FOR BEST PRICE • ALL SPEEDS • OTHERS AVAILABLE

IBM-PS/2
6450604
6450608
6450902
30F5360
34F2933

72 PIN SIMMS

$84
$84
$92
$85
$189

512X36-70 .$84
1X36
$ 173
2X36-70 $375
4X36-70 $659
Call For Best Price

SIMMS/SIPPS
1X3-70
1X9-70
4X3-70
4X9-70
16X9-70

$42
$53
$ 143
$ 150
$910

MATH CO-PROC. - CYRIX
83D87-33 $45

83D87-40

486SLC2/66 - IBM
ISA BUS, 5-16bit, 2-8bit
Landmark 153.21
$269
486SLC2./66 VLB
8Slots' 2-VL 6-ISA
Landmark 153.07
$339

Monitors: 14" SVGA.
1024 x768 28 D P. - S239

$49

83S87-33 $45

NOTE BOOKS
IBM Thinkpad
700 700C 720
4mg
S229
8mg
$459
750
16mg $999

Toshiba
4500
4mg $259
8mg $449
4600
16mg $969

PCMCIA
14.400 Fax Modem.. $269

Circle 283 on Inquiry Card.
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DUT WITH CONFIDENCE FROM JDR!

JDR Microdevices
l
lei

UPGRADE COMPONENTS

Fast Multi I/O Card

3-Button Mouse $1495
• Optomechanical design

Meier

•Accuracy 290-1450 DPI

•8- bit 286/386/486 compatible Card
MCI- 410+
$89.95
MCT-410
As above with one NS16450 $49.95
mCT-IDE10+ IDE w/NS16550 compatible serial $99.95
MCI-IDE10
IDE w/NS16450 compatible serial $69.95
MCT-VIO
VLBus IDE and Multi I/O Gard
$99.95
MCT-IDEFH
16-bit IDE floppy card
$29.95
MCT-VCFH
VESA Local Bus cache IDE contioller $229.95
MCT-VSCS1 VESA Local Bus SCSI-2controller $299.95

VIDEO PRODUCTS

JDR-MOUSE-3
MOUSE-PAD
Keeps mouse ball free of dirt
MCT-GAME
Dual port game card
JSTK-300
Joystick
JSTK -500
Pilot-style joystick

$14.95
$4.95
$29.95
$9.95
$19.95

MULTIMEDIA

• 14" diagonal screen; 0.28mM
• 16- bit 286/386/486 PC compatible Windows
accelerator card, interlaced and non-interlaced modes
VGA-PKG-1024N
$459.95
VGA-PKG-1024
0.39mm, 1024 x768 VGA package $349.95
VGA-MONITOR
0.39mm, 1024 x768 nt monitor
3269.95
VGAMON1024N 0.28mm, 1024 x768 non-int. mon $379 95
VGAMON 17N 17". 0.26mm 1280 x1024 non-int. mon $799.00

UN

Low Cost Windows
Accelerator

• 16- bit 286/386/486 PC compatible; supports interlaced and non- interfaced, analog or
multisynch monitors; VESA software compatible
•Up to 1280 x1024 resolution in 16 colors

MCT-VGA-5000
$99.95
SPEEDSTAR-PRO 16-bit Windows accelerator $129.95
MCI-VGA-4000 16-bit 1024 x768/256 color card .$129.95
MCI-VGA-1000
16- bit 640 x480 VGA card
$49.95

PARTy

-

• Includes drive, interface card, cables and manual
CDROM-1
$ 199 95
CDR- 84
NEC internal dual speed CD-ROM drive $499 95
MCT-SOUND
8-bit sound card
$49.95
SB-DLX
SoundBlaster 8-bit sound card
$89.95
VIDEOBLASTER 16- bit video card with software
$329.95

STORAGE DEVICES

FD-505
$149.95
FDD-2.88A
2.88Mb 3-1/2", Beige
$99.95
FDD-1.44A
1.44Mb, 3-1e, Beige
$59.95
FDD-1.44X
1.44Mb, 3-112, Black
$59.95
FDD-1.2
1.2Mb, 5-1/4", Beige
$59.95
FDD-360
360Kb, 5-1/4", Black
$59.95

Preformatted Bulk Diskettes in Quantities Of 250
5-'1/4 360Kb DS/DD disks w/labels & tabs $. 25
5-V4" 1.2Mb DS/HD disks w/labels & tabs . 9.45
3-1/7 720Kb DS/DD disks w/labels & tabs . 5.39
3-1/2' 1.44Mb DS/HD disks w/labels & tabs s.59

250Mb Tape Drive
•286/386/486 PC compatible

•Displays Power On Self-Test codes
•Works when software won't boot computer
• Includes AMI Diagnostics software
PCODE+
$79.95
PCODE Above without AMI Diagnostics
$49.95

•01C-40 read and 01C-80
read/write compatible

$29.95
$8.95
$34.95
$12.95
$79.95
$89.95

EPROM Eraser $3995
•Quickly and simultaneously erase
up to 4standard EPROMs
•I
ncludes wall plug power supply
S39.95

PART

BRAND

CAP.

SPEED

TYPE

PRICE

CP-30084
ST-3096A

Conner

84Mb

19ms

3-1/2" IDE

$189.95

Seagate

89Mb

16ms

3-1e

$189.95

Seagate
Conner

131Mb
170Mb

16ms
17ms

3-1/2"

$209.95
$229.95

Conner

250Mb

14ms

• Programs devices up to 5121( bits, plus
27C100, 27C101, 27C301, 27C1000,
27C1001, 27C2001, 27C40H1 & more

• Includes hard drive
•16-bit controller interfaces

•ZIF socket accepts 0.6" wide DIP IC's to 32 pins
MOD-MEP-1A
$199.95
MOD- MEP-4A As above with 4ZIF sockets
$269.95

IDE
3-1/2" IDE
IDE
3-1/2" IDE

$269.95

401_•0,OPigte

EPROM Programmer

SPEED

8087-2
8MHz
8087
5MHz
80287- XL I2MHz

PART *

129.95
89.95
74.95

80387-SXP ≤ 25MHz 74.95
80387-DXP 533MHz 79.95
80487- SS
525MHz 369.95

SPEED

PRICE

OverDrive Processors
00P486-SX20
ODP486-SX25
ODP486R-DX25
ODP486R-0X33
00P486-DX33

For 20MHz 486SX OverDrive socket $299.95
For 25MHz 486SX OverDrive socket .$359.95
Replace 25MHz 486DX w/50MHz DX2 . $359.95
Replace 33MHz 486DX w/66MHz DX2 .$529.00
66MHz 486DX2 for OverDrive socket $529.00

• 14,400112,00/9600/4800/2400
baud modem & fax
•Full Hayes command set
compatibility
•QuickLink Il communications software
MCT-144IF+
14,400 baud internal fax/modem $149.95
MCI- 241
2400 baud internai modem with S/w $49.95
FAXM-SWITCH Conned fax/modem/phone on 1line $89.95
FAX- SWITCH
Above without modem connection .... $59.95

MOTHERBOARDS
$
599

•Eight 16-bit expansion slots
•MS-DOS, Windows 3.1, DESOview 386, Novell NetWare
and OS/2 compatible
MCT-M486VL-33 33MHz 486DX VESA local bus $599.00
MCT-M406V1..-66 66MHz 486DX VESA local bus . $899.00
MCT-M486EV-66 66MHz DX2 wNESA & EISA bus $999.00
$129.95
MCT-M386SX-33 33MHz 386SX
MCT-C386-33
33MHz cache 386
$249.95
40MHz cache 386
$299.95
MCT-C386-40
$449.95
MCT-M486SX-33 33MHz cache 486SX
33MHz cache 486DX $549.00
MCT-M486-33
MCT-M486-50
50MHz cache 486DX
$799.00
66MHz cache 4860%2
$849.00
MCT-M486-66
6volt lithium battery
$10.95
LITHIUM-6V

FREE
JDR CATALOGS!

Ntèl›.e7
-

PC EDITION AND
COMPONENTS EDITION
AVAILABLE NOW!

two hard and two floppy
drives
HDKIT-80 Kit with 89Mb ST-3096A drive
HDKIT-130 Kit with 131Mb ST-3144A drive
HDKIT-210 Kit with 214Mb ST-3243A drive

800 _
538 _
5000

inteJ

PRICE

•ZIF CPU socket for upgrades
$169.95

IDE Hard Drives

Seagate IDE
Drive Kits

PRICE
$ 2.39
S4.99
S14.95
$ 16.95
$ 49.95
559 95
5159.95
5179 95

•Uses256Kx 9,1M84Mx 9
6Ons SIMMs (OK installed)

• Includes DOS backup software and manual

CP-30174
CP-30254

DIP
DIP
SIMM
SIMM
SIMM
SIMM
SIMM
SIMM

•33MHz Intel 80486DX or
66MHz Intel 80486DX2 CPU

•5-1/4" internai half-height drive

ST-3144A

TYPE

8Ons
80es
80es
60es
80es
605s
8005
60ns

VESA Local Bus
486DX Motherboard

•Up to 3.5Mb/minute transfer rate

• 16-bit 286/386/486 PC
compatible card

•With 8-bit 8088 & 286/386/486 PC compatible card

ea
ea
ea
ea

$16995

92501

8- bit with I/O decode layout
Parts kit for JDR-PR2 decode
16-bit with I/O decode layout
Parts kit for JDR-PR10 decode
8-bit breadboard with decode
16- bit breadboard with decode

SPEED

14,400 Baud
Internal Fax/Modem

•Supports 1.44Mb, 1.2Mb,
720Kb & 360Kb diskettes

POST Code Display Card $7995

SIZE

MODEMS & FAX

•5-1/4" half- height beige drive

•286/386/486 compatible

Wire-Wrap
Prototype Cards

TEAC

5-V4" & 3-1/2"
Combination Drive

MD2D-BULK
MD2H-BULK
3.5D- BULK
3.511D-BULK

PART u

41256-80
256K o1
1MB-80
1M x1
41256A9B-80 256K x9
4125649B-60 256K x9
421000498-80
1M x9
421000A9B-60
1M x9
424000A9B-80
4M x9
424000498-60
4M x9

Math Co-Processors

• 150Kb-175Kb per second, 350ms average access time

• 1024 x768 in 16/256 colors,
800 x600 in 16/256/64K colors,
640 x480 in 16Q56/64K/16M colors

Dynamic RAM

DUE TO CURRENT MARKET CONDITIONS.
CALL FOR CURRENT DRAM PRICES

Low Cost Internal
CD-ROM Drive
•5-1/4" halt- height internal drive
with 1/2 length interface card

VGA Package with
Accelerator Card

011M11111

TOLL-FREE TECH SUPPORT

SYSTEMBASICS

• Includes two NS16550 serial
ports, one parallel port and
one game port

CATARASE Il

1YEAR WARRANTY

2233 SAMARITAN DRIVE, SAN JOSE, CA 95124

INTERFACE CARDS

JDR-PR2
JDR-PR2-Pl(
JOR-PR10
JDR-PR1O-PK
PDS-601
PDS-611

30-DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

$209.95
$229.95
$269.95

Toll- Free Fax Ordering
800-538-5005

800-538-5000

Local 408-559-1200
138S 408-559-0253

TERMS: For stripping tx handlIng m'ode SI...00 tor groend & $ 7.50 for air. Orders over 1lb. and Immun orders may require addrtional shipping charges- contact our Sales Sept. tor the
amount. CA residents must include applicable sales !ay. Puces subrect to change without notice. We are not responsible for typographical errons. We reserve the right to ', mit quantities
and to substitute manufacturer. AllImerchandise subtect to prou sales. Atoit copy of our terms is available upon request. Items pictured may only be representation, my, the JOR logo.
JDO Microdemces. and the MCT Ago are registered trademarks of JOFIMicrodemees. loc. Modular Cocon Technology is atrademark of Jan Mrcrodevices. Inc. Copyright 1993 100 MICROOEVICES.
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Communications/Networking • Computer Systems

Add- In Boards • Communications/Networking
We Stock the Largest Selection of
PCMCIA Cards and Drives
PCMCIA Cards
•Flash
• OTP
•SRAM
• 10
•DRAM
• EXCA

Over the
last year
we've become
a
leading

LET YOUR COMPUTER DO THE TALKING!
Integrated

•LAN/Ethernet
•FAX/Modem
•Disc Drives

We resell the SCM Flash Filing System

source for
corporate
America's

PCMCIA Card Reader/Writers for PCs
•Internal
• External • Type 1.11, Ill

needs for
PCMCIA

Computer Modules, Inc
2350A Walsh Ave
Santa Clara, CA 95051
Fax: ( 408) 496-1886

cards and
drives.

For the best in pricing call Tel. ( 408) 496-1881

I
tardware + Software Kits
2voice lines kit starts at

SigmaTech

Tel: ( 818) 368-6132

Fax: (
818) 368-7859

612/631-9512

I Fax Mail
▪ Fax-on-Demand
la Fax Broadcasting
• Date/Party lines
Intl Call Back

Circle 262 on Inquiry Card ( RESELLERS: 263).

$14117100

Men Ill A1

Let our . . .

Systems, Diskless PCs, High
Performance PCs and Networks, CAD/CAM, Medical,
POS, Industrial Control, etc.

FAX 612/631-9508

• Telemarketing

10801 Bismarck Ave., Northridge, CA 91326 USA
•
(Resellers/Dealers/OEMs ,Private labels are wekome)

16MB to 256MB.

CURTIS, INC.
Industry Leader in Disk
Emulation Products

$ 650

Software

•PCMCIA Memory Cards and
Controller ICs also available.

•General Features: Autoboot
•PCMCIA Carddrives and ISA
capability, all models. Support
Bus Host Adapter Boards- 100%
for all popular OSs.
PCMCIA 2.0 compliant.
•Applications: Embedded

•DRAM High Performance Disk
models with capacities from

• Talking Yellow pages

Faxon- Demand lines. 818-368-4566 or 818-368-8848

SOLID STATE
Disk Emulators and PCMCIA Products

•Flash Disk drive models with
capacities from 2.5MB to 40MB.

▪ Voice Mail

Rhetorex, New Voice, Dialogic, Bicom, Pau,
1TI and Intel voice and fax hardware. Supports
up to 32 voice lines and up to 8fax lines.

ROMIDIS IC

•ISA Bus board models with
capacities from 180KB to 14MB.

▪ Unlimited Audlotex

integrates major voice/fax applications plus
program control into one full-featured high
performance software. PC-AT/386/486 based.
Menu driven. Easy to use. Full support for

Circle 233 on Inquiry Card.

•EPROM, Flash, battery- backed
SRAM and DRAM technologies.

I Automated Attendant

Voice/Fax Mail

Voice Mail
Call Processing
Fax- on- Demand
Systems • ypur talking. Complete voice

gst, -800-685-4884
C

processin

r

systems start under $ 300.

Demo ( 510) 522 3800 rFAX ( 510) 522 5556

IF

r'lq,eq2"
,Cle9L99r:
Poces sub's,' lo change «about once

418 W. County Rd. D
St. Paul, MN 55112

Circle 252 on Inquiry Card.

Circle 234 on Inquiry Card.

Light-Speed Serial Communications
PCSS-8FX Intelligent Serial Coprocessor
• Better than
IMbyte/second
transfer rate.
• No load on Host
Processor!'
I/O Mapped - No aaelarai.
.......
host memory used.
• NEW - Supports DMA transfer.
Faster than Dual Ported Memory!
• Looks like IBM l'art with Huge QUEUE!
•8ports per card. RS-232, 422, 485.

ORDER
TOLL- FREE
800-282-4835

•

G7E7.
'

GTEK. INC. • DEVELOPMENT HARDWARE& SOFTWARE • P.O. Box 2310
B. St. Louis. MS 39521-2310 USA • Mississippi & Technical Suppori 601-467-8048
las: 601-467-0935 •OEM & Dealer Inquiries Welcomed!

Circle 237 on Inquiry Cord ( RESELLERS: 238).

oice Response for Windows
eveloping multi-Kite
PIKA Technologies offers the software developer high quality,
feazure rich single and multi- line family of Voice Response

Developer kits are available a
Windows DLL & DDE developer toolkits

.i.

INC. :.

155 Terence Matthews Cet Kanato, Ont ano KAI 2A8, Canada

Tel: 1-613-591-1555 Fax: 1-613-591-1488

. ,

Circle 269 on Inquiry Card.
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Boards $139 up
Develop applications on a PC. Burn your
program and DOS in ROM. Our boards run
PC software and drive standard PC cards.
KS-6AT equivalent card with NEC V53 CPU 512K (q1 $249)

clock, 3 serial, 2 parallel, LCD and keypad capability.

/,

?Kim

Stand Alone

KS-2XT equivalent card with NEC V40 CPU 256K (q1 $139)
Options: 1M RAM. 512K ROM, 256K battery backed SRAM,

Also inquire about Windows NT, OS/2,

TECHNOLOGIES

PC Compatible

Options: 4M RAM. 2M ROM. 512K battery backed SRAM,
clock, 5serial. 2 parallel ports, AT bus. Norton SI = 22.

Caller ID cards for the PC. ,

PIKA

DOS In ROM

KILA

303-444-7737 Fax 303-786-9983
Boulder Colorado 80304-2842 U.S.A.
Circle 241 on Inquiry Cord.

INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS AND

Data Acquisition • Disk & Optical Drives

RESOURCES

5 in tii

HANDYSCOPE 12 bits

00 c ;cc
-C <
CL) <

COMPUTER- CONTROLLED
MEASURING INSTRUMENT

g 9 EL, IV/14' VGA COLOR INDUSTRIAL

si CL

WORKSTATION

•tr

E
.8 -6o b
-

RACK-MOUNTED/DESK TOP CHASSIS WITH 14/12

Ea
c
.6 :2
• c)
c

SLOTS
g 17' RACK- MOUNTED MONITOR ENCLOSURE WITH
TOUCH SCREEN
• 6- SLOT HEAVY-DUTY NODE CHASSIS

c

• COMPACT EMBEDDED PC/104 MODULES

5 Di
o c- o- c
E cci
m

o co
c
▪
—

• 286/38650-33/4860030/486002 ALL 4N-ONE SLOT
BOARD COMPUTER

to v_

3
0-0 i0

• HIGH CAPACITY DUAL DRIVE RAM/ROM/FLASH DISK

E
•
CtS -áioari
0 0

AliTAC

CZ1
D • tO
CD '43 7. N

MIT AC INC.
7TH FL., 77 Sec. 3, MING SHENG E. RD., TAIPEI,
TAIWAN, R.O.C.
TEL:886-2-5012650/886-2-5015180
FAX:886-2-5090979/886-2-5035128

>••

• o.cm
▪E

re C
0 0

• 0

Circle 265 on Inquiry Cord.

Rackmount Solutions
RACKMOUNT COMPONENTS - OTY 25 PRICING
Rackmount Chassis 19'xrx17' $ 183
Rackmount VGA Monitors $531
Rackmount Monitor Shelf
$ 113
Rackmount Keyboard Shelf
$88
RACKMOUNT PLATFORMS - ay 1Pricing
RMS486-33EISA $ 1799
RMS386-40 $814
RMS486-33 $ 1443
RMS386SX-25 $693
System Platforms include z• Rackmount Chassis,
200W Power Supply, Motherboard, 1.0MB Memory,
IDE, FDC, 2Ser, Par, 1.2MB or 1.44MB Floppy Disk
Drive, 1Year Warranty

• STORAGE OSCILLOSCOPE

E<

• a- ≥.
Z —
:
.
32

80

• SPECTRUM ANALYZER
• VOLTMETER

▪ mu) _
2

• TRANSIENT RECORDER

▪g>

e2

6
rzt.c7 CI)
CM F..
73 0 0
CteC CD C0

CD
t)

CALL for FREE demo diskette and
information NOW:
COMPLETE SYSTEM S499!

RACKMOUNT CHASSIS - 15 Models up to 20 Board Slots
SLOT CPU BOARDS - 486, 386, 386SX
RACKMOUNT MONITORS - Super VGA and Monochrome
RACKMOUNT CABINET - Modular from 21' to 96' high

wAxzEr

TECIINOLOCT

wcc 2 c
0. 2
s at
Il 0 0
CC 03 5≥
o
o o <
w (=Li
>
10

1.1)
CV

TIEPIE engineering
Tel: ( 31) 5106 9238
Batte

INC.

2468 Armstrong Street, Livermore CA 94550
(510) 447-2030 FAX: ( 510) 447-4559

Fax: ( 31) 5106 9704

Circle 260 on Inquiry Card.

8
O
3

Circle 261 on Inquiry Card.

Data Acquisition
for Notebook PCs

PC parallel-port connection
•2
ch DA & 16ch. 100-kHz AD
•32 digital I
0
•16 high-speed digital inputs
• $ counter timer channels
•AC or battery operable
•MS Windows graphical software
• High-speed.

lOtech, Inc

25971Cannon Rd

(216) 439-4091

DaqBook/100TM

Cleveland, OH 44146

Multifunction CD player
•Full-featured front panel to
play your favorite music
CDs.
•Portable CD-ROM drive
which connects to parallel
port of your Notebook
computer. ( optional)
•Desktop CD-ROM player thru
standard 8- bit interface boaid

C•D
ROM

dnve for BM PC or 100%
compatible computer

Fax (216) 439.4093

Fi
re'

Circle 239 on Inquiry Card.

The Intelligent Solution For Data Acquisition
Available NOW!

Analog I/O to 330K samples per second
Digital I/O to 2M samples per second
Up to 512 analog inputs on one DAP
Up to 128 digital inputs/outputs
12-bit or 16-bit resolution ADCs
FFr and FIR-filtering with on-board DSP

Digital Signal Processing up to 16 MIPS
10-24 MHz CPU with up ,D4M DRAM
20-32 MHz DSP with up w 96K SRAM
DAN:" Operating System
•1004 standard commands
ROSTAR
•Custom commands in C

CPU: iI86 or i486

Send for FREE catalog and demo diskette.
Or call us at ( 206) 453-2345.

Canada - Supercom
Germany - CD 2000
Hong Kong - CD Solutions
Japan - KCC
Korea • Harsper Trading
Taiwan - Pixoart, BASE mierosys
UK - Naga, SamSung
USA - Microrich, Supercom

EWE
Feb 33

CD Research Company Ltd.
725 Denison St. East
Markham, Oct Canaria L3R 188
Tet (905) 513-6800
Fax ;905) 513-6802

LABORATORIES'

2265 116th Avenue NE
Bellevue, WA 98004
FAX (206) 453-3199

Circle 268 on Inquiry Card.
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Computer Systems • Data Acquisition
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Disk & Optical Drives • Diskettes/Duplicators

Disk & Optical Drives

1:=J

SyQst

May be used as aIngh performance replacement or to co-exist 'MO ongsnal IBM dnve.

Compabbe wan DOS 32, 4.01, 5.0, OS/2 2.0 and Novell. Includes DE or SCSI-2 microchannel controller, hard dove.
mounune
156x00 power cable manual, and hardware.

106mb,
130mb,
213mb,
340mb,

15ms,
15ms,
15ms,
13ms,

Internal
Internal
Internal
Internal

Seagate IDE
Maxtor IDE /
Maxtor IDE /
Maxtor IDE /

Drive
SCSI
SCSI
SCSI

Kit
Drive Kit.
Drive Kit
Drive Kit

PS/2 Model 25, 30, 30-286

8
1/33
1
$4
545
13
4/
/:5
433
$589/5689
$ 1 . 147/$1,1 57
5,1443

&Semi Salle.« mites horn 125 mbe 75 gb had*.
SCSI,'torgrollee Me,. case elfr drve nslalle0 and
conegar,1 6SCSI ca. Ile olmets to, CD Hone dyes Of
21/5 386

21/4114/42mb/1044mb Hard Dave Ka $99/1189/9253
125rnbr2r/Ortre Hard Onve Kil
$ 284/$323

liciatural

e"reeranly'

fO Day Monty Bock Outrodee
COD

$ 325
$ 425
$ 575

Tel ( 516) 901.9413

Call for your FREE Catalog today!

Fax

(
516) 931-$031

Circle

EXTERNAL SUBSYSTEMS

38

R,11..,` 1

A.

Open 9oin lo hpm

"a"l'ilie

266 on

ESE Me ,

Inquiry

Card.

PARALLEL-TO-SCSI

$ 395
$ 495
$ 675

"This product... is darned near perfect "

—Jerry Pommelle, Byte Magazine 3/93

"This 'ear, the company outdid itself.. The MiniSCSI Plus is eren nonce elegant than its

ACCESSORIES

predecessor and almost lake as fast."

SQ-3105A ( 105MB IDE Drive) ...
SQ-400 ( 44MB Cartridge)
SQ-800 ( 88MB Cartridge)
SQ-310 ( 105MB Cartridge)
16- Bit SCSI, IDE & Floppy Cntl ..

$

540mb, 8.5ms, Internal Maxtor IDE / SCSI Drive Kit
1.2gb, 12ms, Internal Toshiba SCSI Drive Kit

INTERNAL SUBSYSTEMS

44MB
88MB
105MB

%BY

PS/2 50 50z 55sx 60 70 80 P70

INTERNAL DRIVES -

REMOVABLE
CARTRIDGE DRIVE
SOLUTIONS
44MB
88MB
105MB

ViU14

1.-11.11111111111

$ 350
$ 55
$ 85
$ 60
$ 150

—Jim Seymour, PC Magazine 12/92

Trantor

CONTROL CONCEPTS, INC.
(800) 922-9259 • Ext. 6444
FAX ( 703) 876-6416
VISA

MC

AMEX

DISCOVER

Circle 267 on Inquiry Card.
DISC DRIVE REPAIR • NOTEBOOK REPAIR
DATA RECOVERY • BUY & SELL HARD
DRIVES & NOTEBOOKS
NOTEBOOKS • NOTEBOOKS • NOTEBOOKS
Sanyo 386SXII
SAGER NP942 MONO
•386SX 2084-0
•2rnb PAM
•60mb Hord Crtve
•2Send. IFbralel.t.GA PS/2 Fbrts

,Sil49

PS/2

KITS

HARD

DRIVE

1111172AL/TETESRAL KITS TOI YODELS ROSS
External
12Ornb/19ms
5335
5430
490
213rnb/lerns
395
34Ornb/lAns
580
680
930
510mb/15ms
865
1345
I:0380/10ms
245
1/1117174AL KITS FOR MODELS
ES. 25286 30. 30.286
20mb435rns
105
175
3OrnbdOrns
4Ornb,28res
195
8Ornbilerns
229
120mb/19ms
239
213n5b/lOrns
295
S wend 68 nadeul. Corkie
Odes ad Wain,

•486SLC 25elz
•4mb RPM. I
20mb Hord Drtve
•IC764 GnvySccle
• *Peg Case
HARD
Seagate 513144A
Conner CP30170
Maxtor MX7245A
Quantum 61240S
Moote, NIX7345A
Maxtor MX73455
Conner CP30544
Conner CP30540
Mad. Xr1240S
HARD

$1495

DRIVES

I30mb/16rns IDE
170mb/17ms SCSI
245mb/15ms IDE
245mb/16ms SCSI
340mb/15ms IDE
3410rnb/14ms SCSI
545mb/10ms IDE
545mb/lOms SCSI
1.2g43/13.5ms
SCSI
DRIVE CARDS

40mb/28rns
80mb/24rns
120mb/19ms
210mb/15ms

5189
205
249
289
310
360
635
640
1205

1PP

Add up to 7SCSI devices to your parallel
port and 5111 use your printer!
Up to twice as fast as our original MiniSCSr parallel-to-SCSI adapter,
the MiniSCSI Plus adapter lets you run aCD-ROM, tape backup,
SyQuest*, Bernoulli or other SCSI device from almost any parallel port.
For most notebook users, it's the only way to use SCSI devices. An
integrated cable makes it asnap to share SCSI devices with desktops.
KEY FEAT' RES: 100% Printer Passthrough AWeighs Just 7.2 Ounces
•Fully Compatible With Bidirectional and Unidirectional Parallel Ports
•Powered By SCSI Bus • Only $ 219

ulaptec Inieractivefax: ( 808)
1193

$ 160
180
205
3I5

$ 32

161-299mb

48

300-399mb

60-99mb

80

400 +

100-160mb

90

TEST & EVALUAl1C1‘1

Circle 257 on

Victory Printing Disk Factory
S00- 727- DISK ( 3475i

&

TECH

DESK
SUPPORT

175
10

/ NOTEBOOK

REPAIR

siGA Monitor

Pep*

From $55

RCARD, AMEX, DISCO VI k, P0 5V,. IILON11 I /
5105 Maureen Lane
Moorpark, CA 93021

800-688-0908

FAX:

18051
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529-7712

PHONE: ( 805) 529-0908

Circle 240 on
284

q116

Frorn $55
From $ 75

SYstern Boord Repair
Notebooks

jb ITECHNOLGIES, INC.
ORDER

S135

SYSTEM

DATA RECOVERY

VISA, MAS

Inquiry Card.

275

$75 Evaluation Charge. Additional
Call For Pricing

s.An Aaaotec company

OW( RAMS MO FAD 10 (EL) DRINES ti STOCK

40-59mb

Charges for Successful Recovery.

Trantor

9e-7 ISO

11.1,9e, Liendeel MiniSt Shard led/m loyedenraAkgf Ireralor.Y,Irne, ! termed
.11I who. male...a*. wk./an...x...1 ,4Met mord4r0duen

180 DAY WARRANTY ON ALL RD REPAIRS
NFU, RLL, SCSI, IDE & ESDI INTERFACES
20-39mb

1-800-TRANTOR

See your dealer or call:

Trantor S)stene. Limited
5-415 Ramlull P'..icc • 1. reitiont. (:‘ 9453a-3151
FIX:
-- 9.9910

DISC DRIVE REPAIR PRICES

*

Versi9n. Available.

Printer
Pa.mthrough
(tinned«

Ink grata
t table

Inquiry Card.

Victory

Enterprises
22

/

55Ers1 SorIcnon I

50,111. Is 7875.1
313,4'4111mo

MIMI!

• ,\ tlhrIlSII k-,,lI I,00I. lingual.. conics.
%cril 0, .
ind PRIN .'S THE LAItEl. on
3.5 & 5.25 di.keitc,'.
• 1.h:signed 1111 silo rs isle a nulls lIrk or
any application ha-di‘trihtning data.
• Perfect lor

1,, i512,45111wor

5ellali/O1! Ill ullicid.i5e

141On111,111.„5 511‘.:411k.

Circle 254 on Inquiry

Card.

Keyboards • Memory/Chips/Upgrades • Modems/Mulhplexor3

INTRODUCING ANgel

486 COLOR

WORKSTATION
Active-Matrix Color LCD
•Built-in PS/2 Trackball
•Power Management
, Password Semrfty
hIbRemovable HDD
*Docking Station

Money Back Guarantee & 1Yr. Warranty
Popular
Space- Saver
Keyboard

$98.00

Saves 1)0% desk space. Footprint 27.3 x15.2 cm. 100 full-

t
ravel tactilly responsive keys. Standard left-right spacing for easy touch
typing. IBM XT/AT PS 2compatible. Many language versions available.

Call Toll Free To Order: 1-800-DATALUX
am sawn a »Inv

--

•

ID, Aviation Dr•Winchester, VA 22E102
Tel 1-703-662-1500i•FAX 1-703-662-1682
Auto-FAXed Specs FAX 1-703-662-16")

- VISA, , ArnX -

Circle 236 on Inquiry Cord.

Total Expandability
Optional PCMCIA 2.07tIots,
14.4K Datreuolyeria:
D7Z7Mg Statrarrtnervars-unlimit

Total Ubgradabllity

expandability to the SLT486DX no
book. The PCMCIA option adds two
industry-standard Type II slots and
lets you plug-in expansion cards—
Data/Fax Modem, Flash memory,
LAN adapter, or even wireless communication. The Docking Stations
features four 16-bit ISA expansion
slots, two 5.25 drive bays, built-in
Ethernet adapter, and an electronic

Unique trispeed motherboard design
supports CPUs from 486DX/33 to
486DX2/66 and beyond so you will
never outgrow your SLT notebook.
RAM is upgradable from 4MB to
52MB to satisfy the most memorydemanding applications and a
removable hard drive allows for easy

security system to protect both your

ArIrr:"

notebook and your data.

1-800-88 AMREL

Cons cri obsolete RAM into useful RAM
NEW BOARD retrofits surplus memory into aSIMM module format

storage expansion.

AMREL TECHNOLOGY INC.

11801 Goldnng 1200d. Arcadia. CA910./6
Tel:(818) 303-6688 • Fax:(818) 303-8538

SIP to SIMM

DIP to SIMM
Board Only ( You Solder)

5 8.50

Send Your SIP Modules

Send your Chips ( We Solder) S 13.50 & We Retrofit to SIMM

AuTcynm .

6605 SW Macadam - Portland, OH

Ph: ( 503452-8577

24 II r Fa‘te:11, 15031452-02H8

Circle 258 on Inquiry Card.

Most Cost-effective Pen Based
Personal Information Processor
Meets Your Specific Needs.

Our Yew Coniribution,
Your Ncw Partner
V 32turbo 19200bps

- Model J:

Available

Main products:
14400bps+V.42bis+FAX(G3)
9600bps+V.42bis

For project

9600bps+MNP5

design

2400bps+V.42bis+FAX(G3)
2400bps+MNP5
Stand alone
Internal card

Model CFX:
Universal Fax
computer
Programmability

I •Very

easy-to-use 4GL for different infor-

German

44o

Rack mounted

ppprOO

mation processing

Branch office U.S .A
TEL -818-2811826
FAX 818-2879825

•Development System on VGA PC for
downloading the applications

Data Compatibility I•DOS

'
,7201

Fax: 1503452.8495

Circle 274 on Inquiry Card.

Info mnn

""Ilmteg

S3.5))

file system compatible

•dbf. wkl, pcx, bmp. 1st. etc.

.01.42bis+fe

compatible

Communication

RS232, Modem, Fax, Infrared. Radio frequency links available

Cost

Very reasonable

DIALOGUE TECHNOLOGY CORP.
2nd FL, 38, Ching Shing Rd., Wen Shan District. 117,
Taipei, Taiwan, R.O.C.
TEL: 886-2-9327680
FAX: 886-2-9317814

DIALOGUE
TECHNOLOGY

Circle 273 on Inquiry Card.

Rack Mounted
Network Management
System
SF, 60. FU HO RD.. YuNG HO CITY. 23438 TAIPEI. TAIWAN. R0 C
TEL: 886-2-9286088 FAX 886-2-9219057

Circle 272 on Inquiry Card.
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Laptops & Notebooks

gSV3MOHS 3k1VMOIIVH

Monitors & Terminals • Programmable Hardware

Programmable Hardware • Tape Drives

STAND-ALONE LCD MONITORS
STN Color or Monochrome

Ihev

- I"

Little PLCT; 195

Program It In C

New Little PLCru measures only 4.33 x2.85
inches and costs $ 195! This miniature controller includes 8optically isolated inputs, 8
relay driver outputs, two RS-485 serial ports,
battery backed memory and time/date clock,
programmable timers, and watchdog. Low
cost expansion cards increase digital and analog I/O. With easy to use Dynamic V" $ 195
development system, you can write programs
in an hour or develop major applications with
20,000 lines of Clanguage.

New

Z-World Engineering (916) 757-3737
Sean!

1724 Picasso Ave., Davis, CA 95616 • FAX: (916) 753-5141
24 hr. Data Sheet Retrieval from YOUR fax: (916) 753-0618

$1595 I

DATALUX introduces its new high (piny. high brightness color
LCD monitor in the same case as the popular Monochrome version.

•640 X480,256 Colors, VGA compatible, 2CCFT backlights
•Driven by ISA Bus Controller Card, no external power supply, optional CRT output
•Adjustable desk stand, folds for wall mounting or portability, I.75Kg weight
•197 X147mm display (9.4 inch diag), non-reflective glass face
•Contrast ratio of 15:1, 200ms Rise and 150ms Fall time

$7

ri Monochrome version 640 X480, 64 gray shades.

0
7•1

Circle 256 on Inquiry Card.

9 Track/3480 Tape Subsystems
1/4" DAT 8mm Optical
Windows Software Now Available
•Tape Backup and Restore

Wide viewing angle.

Also Available
•Mobile/Industrial model sealed against spills and splashes in rugged drawn aluminum
housing with optional swivel mount.
•Touch Screen Version. Capacitive technology. Provides high resolution, fast response. all
glass scratch proof optically clear sensor. Complete with butt-in controller and software.

•Make Your Own CD Rom
with our CD ROM Maker
•Optical Storage From $ 995

CALL 1-800- 938-TAPE
Get The Very Best For Less

To Order Call Toll-Free: 1-800-DATALUX

ima AR TALuir
,55
Aviation Dri‘e

Winchester, VA 226112

Tel: 1-703-662-1500
FAX: l-703-662-1682
AutoFAXed Specs:
1-703-662-1675

Laguna Data Systems
7340 Smoke Ranch Road, Suite C, Las Vegas, NV 89128
Tel: ( 702) 254-2648 • Fax: ( 702) 254-0910
Cirde 242 on Inquiry Card.

Circle 235 on Inquiry Card.
Special Introductory Price

32- pin version: $ 895
48- pin version: $ 1495

9-TRACK FOR PCs

Mainframe To PC Data Interchange

To order. call:

1-800-3-Data10,
Ext. 911

chi

Rock solid solutions, rock bottom prices.
Direct from the manufacturer. 1600/3200/6250 bpi.

(1- 800-332-8246)

•The most trusted nome in 9-track, since 1980
•Powerful, easy-to-use software tools included

Also distributed by:

•Programs PLDs, PROMs, and
EPROMs and mierocontrollers
up to 48 pins
•Algorithm updates available
via electronic bulletin board

Promark Technology West
(
I- 800-227-3345)
JDR Microdevices

Overland Data Inc.
80007294715

(1-800-538-5000)

DAIA I/O

7iv'

»
4111
.1%;TO

UNIVERSAL PROGRAMMERS & EMULATORS
$995 ( connects via printer port)

TUP-400 $745
TUF300 $575
la Program PLC) (PAL, GAL, EPLD, PEEL, IvLAPL, MAX, MACH...), E(E)PROM,
(up to 16Mbit), BPROM, SERIEL PROM, FLASH, MPU (87XX, 68XXX, 68HCXXX,

PIC16/17XX, 'fMS320XXX, Z8, PSD3XX,
Hitachi, NEC...). Support over 3,000 ICs.
•40 pin DIP socket standard. Flexible

EEI

support for PLCC, (T)SOP,SOIC, QFP,
PGA, SIMM/S1P ... with up to 256 pins.
•Tests ITL74, CMOS 40/45, DRAM and
SRAM.
III Optional EPROM EMULATION capability.
• Free software updates via BBS or mail.

RAI Tribal Microsystems Inc
TEL ( 510) 623-8859
Ian 44388 SGRIMMER BLVD, FREMONT, CA 94538 FAX ( 510) 623-9925
Circle 253 on Inquiry Card.
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Circle 244 on Inquiry Card.

Desktop 9-Track Tape Subsystem
#1-selling 9-track system on desktop.
Qualstar's low cost 1 /2-irich 9-track Streaming
tape systems bring full ANSI data interchange to
IBM AT, PS/2 or Macintosh, giving your micro the
freedom to exchange data files with nearly any
mainframe or minicomputer in the world.
Systems include DOS or Xenix compatible
software, coupler card and cables. High reliability
1600 or 6250 BPI capability may be used for disk
backup as well as data interchange.

nillusTRR;

All products are backed with a1year warranty and
a30 day money back guarantee.

ritk Tint

Ask about 3480 with IDRC.

Circle 259 on Inquiry Card.

FLEX-700

5P'

TEL: 619-571-5555
FAX: 619-511-0982
EUROPE
TR: (+44) 134-891891
FAX: (+44) 734-891897

Call us today! For details and
to order: Fax (818) 882-4081
Phone ( 818) 882-5822

9621 Irondale Ave., Chatsworth CA 91311
01989 Oualstar Corp.
All product and company names and trademarks am the exclusive propimy of their respective owners.

Circle 246 on Inquiry Card.

Data Acquisition • Engineering/Scientific • Mathematical/Statistical

PC/Mainframe/Mini Information Exchange
•Tape Transfer and Format Conversion

BMMill

•EBCDIC r--> ASCII Data Manipulation
•AS/400, TK50, and f4 OIC Drives

QuicKTIpem

•UNIX Tar and DEC Save Set Options

1
994

•Reseller Inquiries Invited

QUMIdSPY

TapeDuplication

READ/WRITE 9-TRACK
3480 • 8MM • DAT on
YOUR PC NOW!

111111MIM

(317) SV2-2077 as

0
talle"0
SHAFFSTALL
CORPORATION

FAX ( 317) 842-82X4

IEEE 488 and
VX1Ibus Control,
Data Acquisition,
and Analysis

1-800-248-3475
7ieed4:4

e"e4e14144

5

94,tefei

Succe

/973

11>T24M,,,,

Circle 270 on Inquiry Card ( RESELLERS: 271).

Computer- Based Instrumentation

y,

1111111C

(8 0

)

Wintek Corporation
1801 South Street
Lafayette, IN 47904

742 - 6809

HiWIRE II Schematic
and PCB Software
With support for expanded and extended
memory, HiWIRE II can
handle your most demanding schematic and
PCB designs. The unique
HiWIRE II editor allows
you to display and edit
schematics and PCBs
simultaneously, using
the same commands for
each. HiWIRE II is $995,
and is guaranteed.
Call (800) 742-6809
or (317) 448-1903

Free 1994 catalog of hardware and software for computerbased instrumentation. Features instrumentation software
for Windows, Windows NT, Macintosh, UNIX, and DOS,
including LabVIEW, LabWindows, and the new
LabWindows/CVI. Describes IEEE 488.2 interfaces, plug-in
data acquisition boards, VXIbus controllers, and signal
conditioning accessories. Customer education classes also
detailed. Includes tutorials and glossary.

National Instruments
6504 Bridge Point Parkway, Austin, TX 78730

(512) 794-0100
(800) 433-3488 ( U.S. and Canada)
Fax (512) 794-8411

Circle 255 on Inquiry Card.

Only One Peer-to- Peer LAN
Gives You Four Connectivity Options
At One Low Price -- $ 99 Per Node!
Only one peer-to-peer local area
network offers you a solution that
reflects the reality of business automation: a mix of different cabling and
connectivity options on one LAN.
Modem Networking
LANUnk Professional gives you
your choice of remote modem, or
local ethernet, parallel and/or serial
connections in any combination on
the same network. And you can
connect PCs running DOS. Windows or
PC-MOS® operating systems seamlessly.
Ethernet Networking
All this flexibility in one product from
one company at one price: $
99 per
node. Plus you get rich networking
features like print spooling. NetBIOS
compatibility and more. Call The
Software Link today.
Parallel Networking

Call (404) 512-0705
Fax (404) 512-7005

LANLINU

Serial Networking

PROffi

10\

Dealer Inquiries Welcome
Policies and specifications subject to change without notice. PC-MOS isa
registered trademark and IANLInk is a trademark of The Software Link.

Circle 250 on Inquiry Card.

Circle 243 on Inquiry Card.

How M ANY SQUARE FEET
IN FIVE ACRES?
Find the answer to this and over 8000 other unit conversions, in 200 categories with Windowebased CSE Conversions -.
Handy conversions on your screen in seconds using laptops,
PC's, or even engineering work stations.
ORDER NOW!!! $ 10.00-Off Introductory Price
until December 31, 19 ,)

$39.95

.1(Ipplu an,11).“1.11(n t; • RI re.(don(..1.1.1 7

CALL: 1-800-727-7445

,ere:
kg (
s
‘
E'l CONVERSIONS"
-•=-• The I. elater..4 )
quel tool

CND

Circle 275 on Inquiry Card.

PC TEX
Typesetting Software
Xv
X

z

—

dt

tY

(( x4
i =1

Vz3

tl

PC Tv

i)
y

10

This complete typesetting system makes
your books, manuals, articles, & math formulas
look their best!
For aFREE CATALOG & DEMO DISK, call 415/388-8853
Personal TEX, Inc

12 Madrona Street

Mill Valley, CA 94941

Fax. 415/3118-8865

Circle 245 on Inquiry Card.
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Tape Drives • CAD/CAM • Communications/Networking

3SV3MOHS giHMIJOS

Programming Languages/Tools • Utilities • Windows

New for Windows 3.1!

Programmers/Developers—Caught in aBrain
Ride out the storm with Voice Ranger and Commando!
Voice Ranger Hardware

arms you with:

• Variable compressions rates • Multiple sampling rates
• 2 port/card expandable to 16 ports/system

Commando Toolkit

lets you build

• Voice Messaging * Telemarketing
é Fax Mail

• Audiotex

é Call/Order Processing

Plus full
tech support
to shelter you
from routine hall!

Voice Ranger Hardware

• Call Distribution

Commando Toolkit

è Fax- on- Demand

$599

$169

Special price for tirst-time buyers!

Compete Package

Windows

It's Fax-on-demand.
It's an Application
Generator.
It's $495 for board
and software.
It's PhoneOffice.

$525

Save over 30% on Voice Ranger and Commando

Call 800-555-4884 for sales and information
FAX 510-522-5556 # For ademonstration call 510-522-3800
TALKING TECHNOLOGY. INC.

e

DENS

French, German, Spanish & Italian
bilingual dictionaries for your PC.

Gown

-

Tel: (309)862 -1704 Fax: ( 309)862 -1804
309 W. Beaufort, Suite 8, Normal, IL 61761

. t as about our specially discounted promotional unit,.

4, You

love videography. It's your life. So why get involved with avideo
editing system that seems attractive now, hut can't acronutkxtate your
needs in the future; an editing system that shows signs of age as soon as
your entry-level video devic•es have to be upgradurl?

The day you're ready to improve your abilities in character generation,
animation techniques or special effects, AmiLink CIP for Windows will
be at your
you make the crucial decision to build yt tir business on larger. more sophisticated projects and build areputation of quality at the same tittle. Melt* CIP for Windows will support each and
every One of your effort,.

13 Look-up - enables you to find words
in the dictionary, choose the appropriate
translations and paste them into your
document quickly and easily.
• Annotate - allows you to create your own
specialized glossaries for use with Collins'
world renowned bilingual dictionaries.
• Screen-read - reads words in your
document automatically for quick and
accurate translation ( DOS version only).

HarperCollinsPublishers
14 Steep Lane. Findoh Worthing. West Sussex
BN14 OUF United Kingdom

PRICE £59 (Additional dictionaries £29)

Tel.-44 (0)903 873 555 • Fax .-44 (0)003 873 633

Circle 264 on Inquiry Card.

The help *
authoring solution for Windows

WYSI-Help(le

Not too surprising when you consider that AmiLink CIP's parents are
video people not computer people. AmiLink CIP kw Windows is from
RGB, the sanie company delivering pro-quality editing to pro-editors and
Video ToasterTm users all across the country.

Are you about to marry an
editing system that can't keep
up with your career?
So shuttle over to y()or21rnünk dealer today. Or call RGB for more
information about Amllink UP for Whitlows, the video editing system,
that will never let you down.
For more information call 1-800-535-7876 or write to:
Aimlink Product Group

4

CiEfirrieriMnrk7(hanging the Attributes of Text
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The beauty of AmiLink
kr Windows editing sylent is that it's
totally devoted to your career. Milli* CIP for Windows has been specifically designed to stay with you all the way no matter where it all leads.

FEATURES INCLUDE:
DOS & Windows - two new versions in
one box allows use with more word
processors.
O 00,000 references - over 70,000 translations.

‘

ben

Circle 280 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 28 ).

Circle 251 on Inquiry Card.

LOST FOR THE WRITE WORD?
Get it right with COLLINS ON-LINE

80 ilmeger
ltd. âystem

toCall
get more
our demo
information
line 309-862-1804i
by fax-on-demand.
.---

11311210921330
I

ggldbug ifiegg elgonebo.k

Font. suul Fart

eltry

(152 Slue Hum

Blvd. Suite. 11X Riviera Beach, FL 33404

AMtLtrIk uses the industry
standard V-LAN universal
control

RGB Computer & Vi

To

Int

Circle 247 on Inquiry Card ( RESELLERS: 248).
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only55 5SRS 11; help editor on the market tod.1.
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9.
i,SOUND!

EASY TO INSTALL NO JUMPERS
EASY PROGRAMMING TOOLS
EASY ON YOUR POCKET - LOW COST
EASY ON POWER. NO BATTERIES
EASY TO CARRY WITH LAPTOPS

Our R'YSIWYG editor show, you what the linal help viii look like as you are creating it. To link your
help topic, to a context you just click with the lootv50 on the button, menu, or limbos you wish to
explain. W YSI. Help is compatible sv ith any programming language ( Visual Bask, C. Pascal,
Spreadsheets. Datahases. Word Processors etc.) or even no programming language at all. So you can
put help on any application without touching the programming sources.
This product in now available through IBM's recently announced TRY @ BUY techncdogy.
This means you can download it this very minute! On CompuServek look for WYSIHTEXE in the
WINSDK havim; For the DIYFEC BBS dial ( 303) - 680-1056, set modem to parity none 8data istop
bits; it you don't have amodern send acheek for 510 und we'll send the TRY Lk BUY package onu

-COST DIGITA

UDIO

I.

1

EASY WINDOWS WAV, rvlci, AV1 USE
s to s SoundJr Player Modules, Plug and Play, USA Made
by SiliconSoft, Inc. Ph: 408-446-4521 Fax: 408-446-5196
(Formerly Silicon Shack)
4760 Castlewood Drive, San Jose, CA 95129

disk). Then you can try WYSI-Help for 30day, and later decide ro buy it.
. DDTEC

1-800-289-1948

P.O. Box 461561 Aurora. CO 80046-1561

oEljqviOilg128599-9D6Q
9
U
ALITPALAgetrOitg,ve,EPC,r9!i
mEtQfPOST!

rg. Sup...Sound, Sounde. SiliconSoft are trader.... of SilkconSoft, inn,

Circle 276 on Inquiry Card.
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THE BUYER'S MART
A DIRECTORY OF PRODUCTS AND SERVICES
THE BUYER'S MART is a unique classified section
organized by product category to help readers locate
suppliers. Each ad has Inquiry numbers to aid readers
requesting information from advertisers.
AD FORMAT: Each ad will be designed and typeset by
BYTE. Do NOT send logos or camera-ready artwork.
Advertisers should furnish typewritten copy. 2"x11." ads
can include headline ( 23 characters maximum), descriptive text ( 300 characters is the maximum
recommended) plus company name, address, tele-

ACCESSORIES
RADIOACTIVE?

Plot don your PC with The RM-60 RADIATION MONITOR
Senal or pnnter port. Detects ALPHA • BETA • GAMMA • X.RAY
MicroR. 1000 hrnes the resolution of standard geiger counters.
Excellent for tracking RADON GAS. Find sources New: Version 3.1
WINDOWS, Plot • Background • Cosmic Rays • Clouds • Foods
Call/Write for PC MAGAZINE review. • TSR • GM Tube
VISNMCTEURO Phone orders Not satisfied? Full refund

800-729-5397 or Tel/Fax: (302) 655-3800
Aware Electronics Corp.
$149.50

P0 Box 4299 Wilmington DE 19807

RATES (Jan. 1993)

phone and fax number. 2"x2eA" ad has more space for
descriptive text ( 850 characters is the maximum recommended).
DEADLINE: Ad copy is due approximately 2 months
prior to issue date. For example: November issue
closes on September 8. Send your copy and payment
to: THE BUYER'S MART, BYTE Magazine, 1 Phoenix
Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 03458. For more information call: Margot Gnade at 603-924-2656.
FAX: 603-924-2683.

3-5
issues

2x11."

1ad
$
663 $636
2ads/issue 3ads/issue -

2"x2V
1ad

$ 1,326 $ 1,272
2ads/issue - 3ads/issue - -

VGA Splitters

H&R TECHNOLOGY
800-959-6439

Santa Ana. CA ( 714) 641-6607

12
lutes

13
Issues

$557 $530
530
504
504
477
$1,114 $ 1,060
1,060 1,008
1,008
954

BAR CODE

ACCESSORIES

• Connect 2. 4, or more monitors to your computer
• Bright and crisp presentation simultaneously on all
monitors - Guaranteed
• Works with all VGA. SVGA. and RGB monitors
• Small durable metal case. MADE IN USA
• Extension cables available

6-11
Itoues

Labeling Software
On EPSON, IBM. OKI, or LaserJet. Easy
WYSIWYG design. Any format/size. Up to 120
fields per label. 18 text sizes to 3" - readable at
100', AIAG, KMart, Sears, MIL-STD, Penneys, 2of5,
128, UPC/EAN, Code 39. File Input & Scanned
PCX graphics - $279. Other programs from $129.

Worthington Data Solutions
(408) 458-9938

800-345-4220

Inquiry 654.

BAR CODE
How's your MonKeyMousenlill
Your MONitor, KEYboard, and Mouse can be much
more effective!!! Control more than one PC/Server
with asingle MonKeyMouse"l!! Use two, 4, or even
8 MonKeyMouse' units on a single PC/Server!!!
Locate your MonKeyMouse up to 80m ( 250ff.) from
your PC/Server!!! 220V and 110V available.

CR International,

ALABAMA, USA

FAX: 1 (205) 461-9762

Inquiry 651.

Portable Reader
* AA Battery Operated, 64K or 256K
* Option to prompt Operator with your prerecorded voice prompts and error messages.
* 4020 Supertwist LCD Display, 36 Rubber Keys
* Real-time Clock Built- In for Date/Time Stamps
* 2Built- In Inventory Programs
* 3User Defined Programs, & 3 User Data Files

Bar Code Printer & Software
Allegro Thermal Transfer Printer- 2" per sec
speed. Up to 4 label width-Only 20 lbs. weightPrints UPC/EAN, 2of5, UCC-128, Code 39, 128 Prints scalable text and PCX graphics with bar
codes - Packaged with LabeIRIGHT Software,
serial cable, ribbon and labels-Complete-$1895

Worthington Data Solutions
(408) 458-9938

(800) 345-4220

* Wand, CCD, or Laser Scanner Input
* Doubles as Non- Portable Reader
* Serial Interface and Keyboard Interface
* Reads 2of5, UPC/EAN, 128, Code 39, etc.

KEYBOARD, VIDEO, MOUSE, AUDIO
Extend signals from PC with EXTENDER
Split signals with COMPANION/PC EXPANDER
Switch signals among PCs with COMMANDER
Boosts signals up to 600 feet. Control up to 96 PCs
with one keyboard, monitor and mouse.

CYBEX CORPORATION

4912 Research Dr., Huntsville, AL 35805
Phone: 205-430-4000

Fax: 205-430-4030

* Uploads with furnished Programs or Xmodem

YOUR SALES MESSAGE
about the special computer product or service
that you provide belongs in print

* 2year Warranty on Reader & Wand
* 30 Day Money Back Guarantee
* 64K Complete with Steel Wand - $799
* New Smaller Size - weighs only 12.5 oz

Worthington Data Solutions

THE BUYER'S MART

can help you reach computer professionals and
produce valuable inquiries for your company ,
Call

3004 Mission Street. Santa Cruz. CA 95060

408-458-9438 FAX 488-458-9964

or

800-345-4220

Inquiry 652.

Margot Gnade for more information
603-924-2656
Fax: 603-924-2683

Inquiry 655.

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
PRIZE-WINNING PC SOFTWARE
1. EASY NEURAL NETWORKS
Easiest way to quickly learn about this
fascinating new technology...includes
a working Neural Network you can
train! $59
2. PC THERAPIST IV
Hi-rez animated talking head talks thru
the PC Speaker! First software to pass
a limited Turing Test of conversational
ability at the Boston Computer
Museum! $69 Soundblaster version
available Add $ 18.95
BOTH for $99 - Includes 3Big Catalogs &
FREE Talking Expert System Demo! Please
specify disk size or we ship 3.5" Check,
American Express, or P.O. to:

THINKiNG SOFTWARE, INC.
46-16 65th Place, Dept. byt-3000, Woodside, N.Y. 11377
3Catalogs & Demo Disk Only $5. Please Phone:

718-803-3638

Bar Code Readers
For PC, XT, AT, PS/2, Macintosh

and Serial Terminals
* Attaches as 2nd Keyboard or to any ADB port
* Reads 2015, 128, UPC/EAN, Code 39, etc.
* External or Internal attachment on PC
* Wand, CCD, Slot Badge, Magstripe or Laser
* Two Scanners per Reader

> 9V Battery Operation with Lithium Backup
> 2x16 Supertwist LCD Display
> 54 Key Keyboard with Separate Numeric Keys
> Real-time Clock Supports Date & Time Stamps
> Reads all Popular Bar Codes ( 16 types)
> Wand, CCD, Laser, or Serial Input Devices
> Built- In Program Generator
> Create Your Own Custom Programs

* 100+ Configurable Options
* 2Year Warranty, 30 Day $ Back Guarantee
* Direct From Manufacturer
* Top Rated by Independent Review
* Complete with Laser Scanner - 51295
* Complete with Stainless Steel Wand - $399

Worthington Data Solutions
Swiss Office
Rütist sssss 6
CH 9050, Appenzell Switzerland
071 87 51 17 FAX
071 87 51 15 Phone

Portable Bar Code Reader
> Use as a PORTABLE. WEDGE, or SERIAL

3004 Mission Street
Santa Cruz, CA 95060
408-458-9938

800-345-4220

> 6 Built- In Inventory Programs
> Up to 250 Programs Can Reside in Memory
> Create up to 250 Data Files per Program
> Up to 250 Look-Up Files in Memory
> Built- In Calculator
> Supports HAYES Compatible Modems
> 64K Memory with Data Compression
> 30-day $$ Back Guarantee - 1Year Warranty
> Complete Unit with WAND Scanner - $795

AMERICAN MICROSYSTEMS
2190 Regal Parkway, Euless. TX 76040

MO 648-4452 ( 817)571-9015 FAX ( 817) 685-6232

Inquiry 653.
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THE BUYER'S MART
BAR CODE

BAR CODE

CAD/CAM

BAR CODE READERS

NEED AONE STOP SOURCE
FOR YOUR BAR CODE SOLUTIONS?

CONTOURING MOTION CONTROL

For PC, XT, AT, PS/2, & Serial Terminals
> Emulates Keyboard: Works With Any Software
> Data Appears as Keyboard Input
> Uses Enhanced Decoding Algorithms
> Accepts Wand, Slot/Badge, CCD, Laser,
Magnetic Stripe Reader, & RS232 Serial Input
> Reads All Popular Bar Codes ( 16 types)
> Reads HIGH, MEDIUM, & LOW density codes
> Auto- Discriminates Between Bar Code Types
> Easily Programmed with a Bar Code Menu

NO PROBLEM! WE OFFER

Quality • Performance • Value

A full line of READERS • PRINTERS • PORTABLES • BAR
CODE READERS FOR NOTEBOOKS • HEWLETT-PACKARD SCANNERS • MAGNETIC STRIPE READERS. Our
readers plug and play wIth your existing system without add'
•
onal software. CALL ABOUT OUR 30 DAY GUARANTEE •
TECHNICAL SUPPORT • OEMNAR DISCOUNTS,

INTERNATIONAL TECHNOLOGIES & SYSTEMS

Eastern USA 1800) 826-1688
Western USA (
8OO) 228-9087

804-272-0138 Intl.
804-272-0357 Fax

FROM A PRINTER PORT !
Indexer LPT'. software

NEW

$249

VERSION 3
VISA/MC
•Controls up to six step motors simultaneously.
•Linear and Circular Interpolation.
•New features to accommodate machine control.
•Easy-to- use DOS device driver. Super Manual.
•CAD- CAM interlace available.
Corporation, 1422 Arnold Ave.
Roslyn, PA 1900112151657-4338
FAX: 12151657-7815

Ability Systems
Inquiry 663.

Inquiry 658.

> Over 140 User Configurable Options
> Daisy Chain Up to 96 Readers
> Supports NOVELL Networks
> Supports US & INTERNATIONAL Keyboards
> Direct From Manufacturer
> 30- day $$ Back Guarantee, 1 Year Warranty
> Complete Unit with LASER Scanner - $ 1095
> Complete Unit with WAND Scanner - $395

AMERICAN MICROSYSTEMS
2190 Regal Parkway, Euless, TX 76040

(800) 648-4452 (817) 571-9015 FAX (817)685-6232

PC BAR CODE SPECIALISTS
Bar code readers designed for fast, reliable, costeffective data entry. They emulate your keyboard, so
data looks just like it was typed in! Choose from
stainless steel wand, laser gun, CCD, and magnetic
stripe scanners. Also, powerful label printing
software. Great warranty. Generous reseller
discounts. 30- DAY MONEY- BACK GUARANTEE.

Seagull Scientific Systems
15127 N E. 24th, Suite 333, Redmond. WA 913052

1-800-758-2001

206-451-8966

3-D CAD-CAM - $495 Special

Power packed 3D CAD-CAM loaded with time say gfeatures is the
preferred choice among machinists. Automatic fillets, nesting.
1000e zoom, verify data, machinable fonts. Autocad w interface,
calculator, tool path simulation, cutler compensation, macros,
editing functions are just afew of the features available. Used on all
types of G- code machines it also posts to the Indexer-LPT directly.
CNC Bench ToplAill- only $2,500 9x6x6.5
The BOBCAD 3E M-1000 is perfect for small parts manufacturing.
prototyping, jewelry making and learning CNC. Runs from aPC!

BOBCAD - CONTROLS
800 501-2886

310 397-6262

310 397-6676 ( FAX)

Inquiry 664.

CAD/G.I.S.
Bar Code Printing Software
LabelWorIcs for Windows
> Prints all Popular Bar Code Types ( 19 Types)
> Desktop Publishing Features: WYSIWYG,
Scalable Fonts, Rulers, Guides, Lines, Shapes,
Page Zooms (25%-400%), Templates
> Rotates Text, Bar Codes, and Graphics
> Supports Windows Compatible Fonts
> Choose From Over One Hundred Popular
Label Formats or Design Your Own

DATA INPUT DEVICES

Bar Code. Magnetic Stripe Readers for microcomputers
Si terminals, including IBM PS/2 & others. DEC,
Macintosh, AT&T, CT, Wyse, Wang. All readers connect
on the keyboard cable & are transparent to all software.
UPC & 39 print programs, magnetic encoders, &
portable readers are also available.

TPS Electronics

4047 Transpon Palo Alto, CA 94303

- 1-800-526-5920
415 856 6833

AppleLink: BARCODE
FAX: 415-856-3843

Inquiry 659.

Digital Quad Maps
Local Street Maps, State Maps, and World
Maps in DXF, PCX, PICT, PIC or TIF
Formats. Gigabytes of Map data available.

Micro Map & CADim
(303)

988-4940

Inquiry 665.

> Rich Text Support: Mix Styles, Types, & Sizes

CD-ROM

> Automatically Prints Serial Numbers
> Imports & Exports Graphic Files:
TIFF, GIFF, BMP, PCX, WPG, WMF, TARGA
> Supports Virtually all Windows Compatible
Printers ( PostScript, Laser, & Dot Matrix)
> 30-day Money- Back Guarantee, $295
• • • CALL FOR FREE DEMO SOFTWARE • • •

AMERICAN MICROSYSTEMS
2190 Regal Parkway, Euless, TX 76040

-

(800)648 4452

(
817)571-9015 FAX (817)685-6232

VARIANT MICROSYSTEMS

BAR CODE READERS DELIVER
WAND/LASER/MAGNETIC CARD CONNECTIVITY
• Keyboard wedges ( InternaVExtemal) for IBM PC/XT/AT,
PS/2. and portables
• RS232 wedges for WYSE, Link, Kimtron terminals
• Bar code and label printing software
• Full two-year warranty
• 30-Day Money-Back Guarantee
• Extensive VAR/Dealer Discounts
48560 Fremont Blvd., Surte 105/Fremont, CA 94538/1510)440-2870
800-666-4BAR
FAX: (510) 440-2873

Inquiry 660.

* TOSHIBA * TEXEL * TEAC

INTERFACE:

* SCSI

*

TRANTOR

* MEDIA VISION *
•WIDE SELECTION OF CD-ROM TITLES
•CD ROM CADDIES AND ACCESSORIES

Computers at Large
Saratoga, CA
Dedicated to CD-ROM technology.
PLEASE CALL FOR OUR PRICE LIST

800-642-4194 • 408-255-1081
Fax 408-255-2388
VISA 8. MasterCard accepted

Inquiry 666.

BUSINESS SOFTWARE
CREATE BAR CODE SYSTEMS
Data Harvester Developer's Version can put handheld portable bar code data collection in your
application. Generate system to scan, validate entries
(lengths, types, etc.) and communicate data to PC.
Format data for your software. Easy to use. No
programming. Supports many portable terminals. DOS
& UNIX.

AccuScan, Inc.
PO Box 80037, Conyers, GA 30208
(404) 922-1220

RESURRECT AGENDA!!
"The first do what tmean time and information planner"
President's Planner is a Newton- like, Al- based expert
system that uses Agenda's resources to finally deliver on the
original promise. " If you do use Agenda, you'll want
President Planner...a big Chaos Manor Orchid", J, Poumelle,
BYTE April 1993

Phase III Computing Inc.
88 Bloor St., E., Ste. 3009, Toronto, Ont. M4W 3G9
Tel: 800-388-9728/416-925-8760/Fax: 920-9242

Inquiry 661.
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CD RON I PARADISE
Collection 529 Megs, Win/Dos/Os2/Linux, Aug'93
:" Win- Paradise 640+ Megs, Win, Nov ' 93
Best shareware 8 PD on CD ROM, BBS ready, with search 8
retrieval program, support for English & Italian language.
US$29.95 each (58.000Lire+ 12%Iva Italia) + S&H.
Magic Lantern Windows Photo CD Vewedconvener 115$49.95 . S6H
MCNISNEURO/SI. Please state birthdate in credit card orders
Slranewa,ese0wareregraressrparatepaynrentto the authors dlnia,d useful

CD ROM PARADISE SRL
P.O. Box 10177, 20100 Milano, Italy
Phone/FAX +39-2-70603189

Inquiry 667.

CAD
SCANNER SALE
•Stainless Steel Wand w/decoder $ 249
•3" CCD w/decoder $ 599
•LS2000 Laser w/decoder 5999
•Badge Slot &decoder $374
•Mag Stripe Encoder/Reader
2or 3tracks) $996.
•Windows Print or Read Software w/HP 62490
•POS Products • 1-5 YR WARRANTY • USA Made
•Dist/Dealer Discounts • SPANISH Dept. avail.

BARCODE INTERNATIONAL SYSTEMS (BIS)
12140 Severn Way, Riverside, CA 92503
(909) 270.0016 • ( 800) 653-4252 • FAX 1909) 270-0920

Inquiry 657.
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BYTE

ELECTRONICS CAD
Schematic Capture &

Analogue Simulation, Digital Simulation, etc.
Prices from $ 195. Credit cards welcome.
For brochure use Inquiry # or contact us at:

NUMBER ONE SYSTEMS
Harding Way, ST IVES, Cambs, UK, PE17 4WR
Tel: 011-44-480-461778

Inquiry 662.
DECEMBER 1993

PCB CAD

Fax: 011-44-480-494042

MULTI- PLATFORM CD-ROMs
GRAPHICS- 1: PO 8 Shareware w/source &data.424.95
AUDIO- 1: P11 & Shareware &source & data
MULTIMEDIA-1: PD & Shareware &source & media

$24.95
$49.95

LANGUAGE/0S: PD 8Shareware w/source & dons

139.95

MEGAMEOIA-1, 24511 JPEG Images & Textures

$ 34.95

KNOWLEDGE MEDIA
436 Nunneley Rd., Ste 8, Paradise, CA 95969
(800) 78-CD-ROM : ( 916) 872-3826 Voice & FAX

Inquiry 668.

CD-ROM

COMPUTER INSURANCE

DATA RECOVERY

CD-ROM CONVERSIONS

INSURES YOUR COMPUTER

Create your own CD-ROM by converting
archival or back-up data to CD-ROM.
Customized CD-ROM production available
from virtually any archival data, disk or tape
format. Search/Retrieval Engine development
offered. Call for info.

SAFEWARE Computerowner's coverage provides

•High Success Rate/Fast Turnaround

replacement of hardware, media and purchased

•24 Hour Service Available
•Lowest Prices on Disk Drive Repair

software. As little as $49 a year covers accidents,
theft, power surges and more. One call does it all.

1-800-800-1492

Plvar Computing Services, Inc.

SAFEWARE, The Insurance Agency Inc.

165 Arlington Hts, Rd. NBC. Buffalo Grove, IL 60089

PO Box 02211, 2929 N. High St.. Columbus, OH 43202

(800) CONVERT

Now available in Ontario!!!

(708) 459-6010

Data Recovery & Repair

•Clean Room
We Repair MFM/RLL/SCSI/ESDI / IDE

AA Computech, Inc.

28210 Avenue Crocker 4306, Valencia, CA 91355
(800) 360.6601 (805) 257-6801

Fax (805) 257.6805

Inquiry 679.
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COMPUTER JEWELRY
CD ROMS - Your Gateway
to the Data Highway
CICA MS Windows Shareware, 640 Meg,
thousands of new programs, BBS ready,
made April 93
$24.95
Simtel MSDOS Shareware CDROM,
640 Meg, BBS ready, huge selection
of software, made April 93
$24.95
Hobbes OS/2 Shareware CDROM,
560 Meg, June 93
$24.95
Source Code CDROM. Full source, mostly C.
over 15,000 programs. Over 600 Meg $39.95
X11/GNU CDROM. Full source to X11
and all the GNU programs. ANSI C/C+F compiler,
ghostscript, etc.
$39.95
CUsers Group Library CD-ROM.
Up through vol. 364.
$49.95
CDROM Caddies
$4.95
Full Money- Back Guarantee

WALNUT CREEK CDROM
4041 Pike Lane, Ste D-219, Concord, CA 94520

orders@cdrom.com
+1-510-674-0783

(
800) 786 9907

Fax: +1
510-674-0821

Affordable 14 kt gold computer jewelry with microchip diamond inlay. Four exciting designs to choose
from. Perfect for the computer junkie in you, or as a
gift for one that you know. It's hardware with aflare.
Call 1•800•FUN•JEWL for our free brochure.

COMjewer Inc
Call 1.800.386.5395 or 1•800•FUN•JEWL
Inquiry 674.

COMMUNICATIONS
PC VOICE MAIL KIT $ 1795
• Voice Processing on your PC • Software and 4
line board included • Order Taking • AUDIOTEX •
Voice Messaging • Never miss another call! •
HUNDREDS OF USES • Don't pay $ 1,000s
CALL TODAY FOR Free DETAILS • 2 yr warranty

Amerifax Services Corp.

572 W. Market St. # 5, Akron, OH 44303
(216) 253-8787 • (216) 762-6050 Demo

Inquiry 670,

DATA RECOVERY
*Professional service recommended by major hard
drive manufacturers • Expertise in virtually every
operating system 8 media storage device • 24- hour
support with weekend, prionty, & on-site service
available • For fast, successful results, call:

MN:1-800-872-2599 • CA: 1-800-752-7557
UK: 44-81-974-5522 • GERMANY: 0130-815-198
Corp. Headquarters: 6321 Bury Drive, Eden Prarne MN 55346

Inquiry 680.

COMPUTER SYSTEMS

DATA/DISK CONVERSION

LOW- LOW- LOW

in

Computer Systems/Norebooks/Nehvoric Solutions
IBM-Apple-Compaq-AST-ALR-Everex-&others
SURAH 386/486 ISA/EISA—AMI/Mylex Motherboards
•CD ROMS • Tape Backup • Pocket FAX Modern LAN
Cards • Hard Drives/Floppy Drives • Memory/upgrades
• DRAMS, SIMM Modules • Laser Printers/Scanners
•Plotters & Digitizers • Software

SURAH inc.

Free test • Satisfaction guaranteed

Graphics Unlimited Inc.

44912 Osgood Road, Fremont CA 99539 USA
Phone 15101651-5101 Far W01651-5241

675.

THE # 1CHOICE
disk & tape conversion

for many leading corporations, government agencies,
law firms, and companies in every industry—world-wide.

3000 Second St. North, Minneapolis, MN 55411
(612) 588-7571

1-800-543-1001 Nationwide Orders
Inquiry

Inquiry 669.

Ontrack

14. KT GOLO
COMPUTERS.

FAX: (612) 588-8783

1-800-745-7571

Inquiry 681.

CROSS ASSEMBLERS
PC BASED DEVELOPMENT TOOLS

CONVERSION SERVICES

We offer low-cost efficient CROSS ASSEMBLERS and a
superb line of SIMULATOR- DEBUGGERS with full built-in
DISASSEMBLERS for Intel's MCS-48, 51, 85 and 96, and
for the Z80 families of embedded controllers. Our new simulators for the 80C196KB and 80C196KC are unique in the
market, and have been received with rave reviews. The price
of our software includes unlimited free upgrade privileges!

Convert any 9-track magnetic tape to or from
over 5000 formats including 34", Sh", 8" disk
formats & word processors. Disk-to-disk conversions also available. Introducing CD-ROM

2440 Kipling St., Ste. 206, Lakewood, CO 80215

165 Arlington Hgts. Rd., Dept JIB, Buffalo Grove, IL 60089

Lear Corn Company

(303) 232-2226

FAX (303)232-8721

conversions. Call for more into.

Pivar Computing Services, Inc.
(800)

Convert

(708) 459-6010

Inquiry 676.
DISK DUPLICATION

X.25, HDLC, SDLC, BSC

SDLA card and s:iftware provides ' plug-in' synchronous link
support for PCs which is inexpensive, easy to use and robust
• Up to 180kbps under any PC operating system
• Extensive utilities plus third party support under DOS,
Unix, OS/2, Windows
• CCITT 1988 X.25, many variations of SDLC and
HDLC and V.25 bis, dial supported
• Full function SNA emulation packages also available

Sangomo Technologies Inc.
Tel. ( 416) 474-1990
FAX ( 416) 474-9223

1-800-388-2475

Inquiry 671.

Cross Assemblers
Simulators
Disassemblers

4 11/0
0•1, it-

PseudoCorp

ee,
•

716 Thimble Shoals Blvd. Newport News, VA 23606

(804) 873-1947

Fax (804) 873-2154

BBS ( 804) 873-4838
Inquiry 677.

COMPUTER BOOKS

FULL SERVICE DISKETTE DUPLICATION
•All disk formats, 100% virus checked
•Available in a variety of colors
*Custom silkscreening
•Bulk diskettes also available
Manufacturing diskettes in the U.S. since 1978

Syncom Technologies, Inc.
1000 Syncom Drive. Mitchell, SD 57301

1-800-843-9862
Inquiry 682.

DATA CONVERSION

EDUCATION

COMPUTER BOOKS at adiscount

Tape & Optical Data Recovery

LS. & M.S. In COMPUTER SCIENCE

Our free catalog lists books from over 100 publishers.15%
discount. Personal, technical service. Networks, Windows,
C++, CDROM, UNIX, CICS, OOP, Internet, Macintosh, hw
architecture, TCP/IP, Novell, Pentium.CompuServe
70007.1333 from Internet, Nifty-Serve.MC, VISA, AMEX,
DISC, JCB cards. Worldwide shipping.

Any Tape, Optical, Cartridge of any format whether
partially overwritten or damaged, Vogon the world
leaders in Tape & Optical Data Recovery can recover
any data anywhere on the surface. Recoveries from
1/2", 1/4, 13C2000, 4mm, 8mm Exabyte, DEC TXxx,
3480, Worm, Magneto Optical etc.

The American Institute for Computer Sciences offers an indepth home study program lo earn your Bachelor of Science
and Master of Science degrees in Computer Science at
home. B.S. subjects covered are, MS/DOS, BASIC, PASCAL,
C. File Processing, Data Structures .5Operating systems.
M.S. program includes subjects in Software Engineenng and
Artificial Intelligence

Compu Books

At. 1, Box 271-D
Cedar Creek, TX 78612

512-321-9652
Fax 512-321-4525

800-880-6818
Inquiry 672,

VOGON International Ltd.
USA: 405-321-2585
UK: +44 (
0) 734-890042

Fax: 405-321-2741
Fax: +44 (0)734-890040

Conversion & Duplication Systems & Bureau

AMERICAN INST.

for COMPUTER

SCIENCES

2101- BY Magnolia Ave South, Ste 200, Birmingham, AL 35205
800-767-2427

205-323-6191

Inquiry 678.
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HARDWARE/COMPUTERS

FLOPPY DISKETTE
3.5" FLOPPY DISK
RELIABLE & DURABLE
• We are manufacturer under the licence of
Sony corporation
• Our disks are all 100% Tested & Certified
Error Free with guaranteed Clipping Level.

NEW! 20MHz 16-bit FORTH Single Board
Controller with 8ch 10-bit AJO, 3ch 8-bit DIA
TOS2020 FORTH CONTROLLER AND DATA- LOGGER-4"0" board uses
Ffitachl 16 bd 118/532 CMOS pft Screams along at 3MIPS, but runs on onhr
30ma On-board high-level easy FORTH language and assembler-no need
for in-circuit emulation , Up to 512K NVRAM. 45K PROM Attach keyboard.
lcd, 1C peripherals Interrupts, multi-toeing. watchdog timer. editor 33 I/O.
2d3S-232. 6-16v 300p5 datadoggIng! Free ready-made software soldions
Program with PC. Use for machine control, data- logging, inspection.
robotics. remote monitoring. etc $
299 (
25s) STARTER PACK $499.
CALL NOW FOR DETAILS ,

• Available products: 2HD, 2DD, Clam Shell.

Seelig Company

• Our own brand MEGA and OEM or bulk

European Technology

are also available.
• Duplicator & wholesaler are welcome.

Sale-or- return

tel ( 716) 425-3753
fax 1716) 425-3835

Inquiry 687.

SCIENTIFIC SOFTWARE

Scientific & Technical Software
Free catalog
Call 1.800.622.3345
Serrech is your source for the best value in scientific and
technical software. More than 750 products.
1312.472.0444

2231 N. Clybourn Ave.

FAX 1312.472.0472

HARDWARE/EMBEDDED

INMARK IND. LTD.

Chicago, IL 60614

Inquiry 692.

SECURITY

(HK)

SC/FOXte EMBEDDED COMPUTERS

1A Man Foong Industrial Bldg.
7 Cheung Lee Street

Tel: (852) 558-2203

Fax: (852) 897-3700

VUE Piaster/Slave System Controller SBC: 18 MIPS avg 70 MIPS burst.
uses OTO 2000 cpu. SCSI, 2ser. 1ptr ports. to 640K bytes

YHC CASSETTE IND. LTD.

Stand-Alone Single Board Computers: 18 MIPS avg 60 MIPS burst. 30
or 100000mm Eurocard-sue using either SC32 or RIO 2000.

75 Saintsbury Square, Scarborough

Ideal for embedded real-lime control, dala acquisition, robotics, and signal
processing OEM software development system included

(TORONTO)

Ont. Canada M1V 3K1

Tel: (416) 321-1179

Fax: (416) 321-8451

Inquiry 683.

SILICON COMPOSERS INC

(
4151 961-8778

655 West Evelyn Ave. #7, Mt. View, CA 94041

Inquiry 688.

LANS

FLOW CHARTING 3

The $25 Network

•High resolution print outs
ONLY

•MuItepage charts...
portrait or landscape
•Import/export capabilities
•35 shapes. 10 fonts. 4 line styles

PATTON & PATTON

Software

Call for free demo CsIO

800-525-0082 ext. 1317
Corporation4a5ComianeCr Mercantile CA9503/
See our ad on page 232

rty the 1st truly low-cost LAN
•Connect 2or 3XTs, ATs, 386s, 486s
•Uses serial ports and null modem cable
•Runs at 115K baud - approx 8500 bytes/sec
•Runs in background, totally transparent
•Share disks and printers, etc.
•Needs only 15K of RAM

Little Big LAN

Inquiry 684.

* EVERLOCK 3.0 *
SOFTWARE COPY PROTECTION
New Option Board Safe- New Remote Registration
New CPU LOCK- CD ROM LOCK and more
*

EVERKEY HARDWARE LOCKS *

Az-Tech Software, Inc.
Call for a
201 East Franklin,
FREE
Demo (
800) 227 -0644

Richmond, MO 64085
(
816) 776-2700
FAX ( 816) 776-8398

Inquiry 693.

FLOW CHARTS

dot matrix or laser

FIGHT PIRACY!

PC ParalW1 Coprocessor Plug-in Boards: 15 MIPS avg 50 MIPS burst.
using the SC32 3264 CPU or the 16-be llame RTX 20Vt.

Chap Wan, Hong Kong

THE ULTIMATE SOFTWARE SECURITY
• STOPCOPY family - UNCOPIABLE copy protection
• STOPVIEW software encryption
• NETLIMIT network license metering
• DOS. Windows. Macintosh, OS/2, support
• No source code changes required - for ANY of our products in ANY environment
• Our products destroy ALL of our competition
• Call for FREE demo disk. or to discuss our products'
MANY options

BBI Computer Systems, Inc.
14105 Heritage Lane, Silver Spring, MD 20906
1300ff RY-ABBI • 800/819-2224 • 301/8711894 • FAX:301/460-7545

Inquiry 694.

The most flexible network

to Peer LAN to 250 nodes
• $75 total software cost, not per node!
•Link via serial, parallel, or Arcnet
•Link via Ethernet or Modems soon
•Mixed mode routing
•Typically only 35K of RAM
• Peer

WINDOWS FLOWCHARTER $ 129—
RFFlow 2.0 is a professional drawing tool for
flowcharts & org. charts. Requires Microsoft Windows. 100 shapes auto adjust in size. Diagonal
lines and curves. Auto line routing and re-routing.
Click on a shape to bring up a sub-chart. Move
charts to other apps. via the Clipboard. Call for free
trial disk.

RFF ELECTRONICS
1053 Banyan Court. Loveland. CO 80538
Phone: ( 303) 663-5767

FAX: ( 303) 669-4889

Skeptical? We make believers!

Information

Modes

P 0 Drawer F. Denton. TX 76202

Tech 817-387-3339
Orders 800-628-7992
Hours 1-5 Mon/Wed, 9-5 Tue/Thu/Fri
CST

Cop's CopyLocic II
The professional software protection with
TRUE Machine Install, Option Board safe.
OS/2, Networks, Windows, and Trace 3020.

LINK Computer
Intl: + 45 31232350

Fax: + 45 31238448

US/CAN: 408-729-8162

FAX: 408-923-7061

Inquiry 689.

HARDWARE

Pre- Owned Electronics, lncTM
THE Independent Provider, serving the Dealer,
Professional, Corporate, Government, and
Educational Buyer since 1985

APPLE II & MACINTOSH'
SYSTEMS • PARTS • EXCHANGE REPAIRS
Call for a Catalog

800-274-5343

INT'L: 617-275-4600 • FAX: 617-275-4848
205 BURLINGTON ROAD • BEDFORD MA 01730

Inquiry 685.

NOTEBOOK PERIPHERALS
Second Serial Ports
Texas Instruments, Toshiba, Everex/Sanyo

•RS232 • RS422/485 • High-speed buffered UART
•$199 - $249 • NEW for PCMCIA-RS422/485
•Custom I/O ports for Toshiba 150 pin connector:
RS232, 422/485, IEEE 488
Custom design capability. Also Auto/car adapters for
portable laptops, notebooks, and pnnters.
Designed and made in USA.

Empire Engineering
tel 805/543-2816

California USA

fax 805/543-2820

Inquiry 690.

Buy - Sell - Trade
LaserJet
ColorPro
DeskJet
Drafero
RuggedWriter
DraftMaster
Electrostatic Plotters
DesignJet
HP 9000 Workstations and Vectras also available.
Ted Dasher & Associates
4117 Second Ave

S Birmingham. AL 35222

Phone: (205) 591-4747 Fax: ( 205) 591-1108
(BOO) 638-4833

Inquiry 686.
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DON'T DEVELOP

NETWORK APPLICATIONS

without NPPC, a powerful library subroutine package that
handles all the details of IPX or NetBIOS programming!
Available for Windows and DOS. NPPC supports highlevel program communication at the message level. 30
day money back guarantee. Download the free demo
from our BBS. NPPC for Windows or DOS - $ 195
w/source $395

SOFTWAREHOUSE CORPORATION
326 State Street, Los Altos, CA 94022
(4161949 0203 FAX 1415) 949 0208 BBS 1415) 949 0207

Inquiry 691.
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MICROCOMPUTER APPLICATIONS
3167 E. Otero Circle, Littleton, CO 80122

(303) 770-1917

FAX: (303) 770-1863

Inquiry 695.

PROGRAMMERS TOOLS
HEWLETT-PACKARD

KEY- LOW SECURITY

Piracy survival 11 years proves effectiveness
of powerful multilayered security. Algorithmic
response. Programmable memory. Economical. Transparent to PARALLEUSERIAL port,
Counters/Real-Time-Clock. Multi- product/
feature licensing. DOS/UNIX. Also, access
control system and diskette drive locks.

SERVER MIRRORING
No*Stop Network
The software solution to provide full
Level 3 Fault Tolerance for PC LANs.
•Server Mirroring
•Uninterrupted Processing
•Continuous Backup
•Any Network Operating System or
Server environment.

Nonstop Networks Limited, NY, NY
212-481-8488, Fax 779-2956
Inquiry 696.

SOFTWARE

SOFTWARE/EDUCATION

SOFTWARE EN ESPAÑOL

Learn fast and forget about forgetting

The ONLY International Guide to software in
Spanish for all computers. 274 pages, 331 companies, 15 countries, 1,000+ programs for
banking, translation, educational, accounting,
hospitals, and more... with description, price, requirements. For information mail or fax inquiry to:

SuperMemo

AUTOMATION INTERNATIONAL
2785 P.C. Hwy. E-185, Torrance, CA 90505
Fax (310) 833-0235

Inquiry 697.

SOFTWARE PACKAGING

Everything you will need to Package. Distribute, and Ship Your
Software!! Front manuals arid binders to mailers and shippers

LABELS •

for Windows, DOS and Amiga.
Use it to learn languages, computer
science, business, medicine or any other
domain of your choice. Once you try it, you
will change your learning habits for ever.
This originally Polish method of learning is
based on 10 years of breakthrough research on memory and learning.

SuperMemo World, Poland

FREE SOFTWARE
PACKAGING CATALOG
LABELS •

Sensational, award-winning, speed-learning software

LABELS

For your diskettes, plain or custom printed
dot matrix or laser printer... free samples

tel: (48)61 203157, fax: (48) 61 793435
Australia
Benelux
Germany
Sweden
UK
USA

tel:
tel:
tel:
tel:
tel:
tel:

612 964 9618,
32 9371 9888,
49 2304 81854,
46 860001 47,
44 438 745300,
) 302 738 8248,

fax: 612 964 9617
fax: 32 9371 8561
fax: 49 2304 83271
fax: 46 86000146
fax: 44 438 740730
fax: ) 302 738 8248

•••FREE CATALOG•••
Hice 8. Associates

R&D contact by e-mail: (America) jam@brahms.udetedu,
(rest of world) jam@uamplolt.bitnet.

Phone/Fax: 513-777-8586

DISTRIBUTORS WANTED!

8586 Monticello Dr

West Chester OH 45069

Inquiry 702.

Inquiry 698.

SpiceAge'4VV
Windows Analog Circuit Simulator

to help you

The following and MORE at under $ 1000:

market your software

-AC, DC, Transient, Fourier, Temperature analysis • Fully
expandable library • Analog 8 digital components
• Transmission line primitive • Real signal node names
•Graphical real time • Group delay • Component sweeping

ask for catalog 93062
Call 708 390-7744
or fax 708 390-9886

Tatum Labs, Inc.

PolyQuick Co.

1287 N Silo Ridge. Ann Arbor, MI 48108

1243 Rand Road, Des Plaines, IL 60016

313-663-8810

SOFTWARE/ACCOUNTING

•GENERAL LEDGER
•ORDER ENTRY
•JOB COSTING
•BILL OF MAILS
•PAYROLL

•
•
•
•
•

PURCH ORD/INVNTORY
ACCOUNTS RECVABLE
JOB ESTIMATING
SALES ANALYSIS
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE

S99/5198 ea. + S&H

dATAMAR SYSTEMS

Cred. Card-Check-COD

6969-D Corte Santa Fe. San Diego, CA 92121

(619) 452-0044

Full featured, heads-down data entry
with two- pass verification, edit language,
operator stats, much more! Designed for
the PS/2*. PC, XT. AT or compatibles.
PCs from $395
LAN version available

FREE 30 day trial

21929 Makah Rd
Woodway, WA 98020

l'he most comprehensive raster support library on the marker

Import, export, convert, display, and print all above formats!
Includes several sample programs with source code. Supports
all languages Format compatibility guaranteed! 03, 04. TIFF- F,
multi- page images etc. Rotate, zoom, scale, color reduction.
sharpen, special- effects etc. Versions for DOS. Windows, NT,
Watcom. OS/2. and others

AccuSoft Corporation

206/776/6443
206/776-7210
803/356-0203

"The Ultimate CAD/CAM/CAE Programming Engine"
Slash your development time, with your CAD programming
companion. TG-Professional v.4.0, the most complete GC.o toolbox
of 20 8 3D geometric routines available today. Over 800 routines
including CURBS, DXF. Graphics. Surfacing, Hidden Une, Transforms,
Perspectives, Polygon DM/Union/Deb. Clipping, Tangents and more.
Routines for drawing using BGI or MSC Graphics. Full source 830 day
guarantee USA $500.00. Use MSC, Borland C/C++, WATCOM C/386
or Metaware High C/C... Call 1-800-635-7760 or Fax/Phone 214.
423-7288 for tree 30 page technical paper.

Disk Software Inc.

109 S. Murphy Rd.. Plano, TX USA 75094

Inquiry 705.

New Interactive SPICE!!
•
•
•
•

Model Libraries, RF, Power
More Than 5000 parts
Waveform Analysis
Full SPICE programs
starting at $95. Complete
systems, $990-$2595

in ruso

P0 Box 710 San Pedro, CA 90733-0710 •

(310)8330710, FAX (310)833-9658

Cailler your Free Demo and information kit

Inquiry 701.

language, only $ 129. Multiple precision numbers,
multivariate polynomials, rational polynomial
expressions, vectors, matrices, list processing, user
defined procedures. A must for math/C.S. students,
teachers, researchers. Also specialized programs for
algebra and analytic geometry students.

Nth Power Software Inc.
Rt. 1Box 314-9, Adair, OK 74330

(918) 789-2734

SOFTWARE/MODELING
New from Probots, Inc.: Introducing GMSEasiest & most powerful modeling & simulation tool avail.
•systems specified by natural mathematical relationships
(algebra. matrix, logic. differential, empirical. 8 heuristic)
•ideal for business. engineering. biological, 6 social applications
•integrated editor, compiler. & graphical analysis
•support for automated design, optimization, Ccausal analysis

Full System $495, Intro System $ 195

Probots, Inc.

80 Damon Road, Ste. 3307
Northampton, MA 01060

413-586-8929
800-Sim-Easy

Doug las Softwa re
14 North Drive, Littleton, Winchester
Hampshire, United Kingdom, S022 60A

Tel: (44) 962 880495

Fax: (44) 962 776671

Inquiry 710.

ft

VTEX Scientific Desktop Publishing
•Equations • Tables • Graphics • Scalable
Fonts • Supports most printers • WYSIWYG
previewer • Foreign Languages • Special
Symbols • Font Effects • Indices • Only $299
"TEX of Tomorroe—Notices of AMS, March 1991.

Call now for a FREE DEMO DISK

MicroPress, Inc.
68-30 Harrow Street, Forest Hills, NY
Tel (718) 575-1816
Fax (718) 575-8038
Inquiry 711.

SOFTWARE/VOICE/FAX

SOFTWARE/ENGINEERING

• PC,DEC, Alpha, Macintosh
• Windows 8 Windows NT
• IsSeice4 Real Time SPICE
• Analog/hinted Simulation
• Schematic Entry
• Filter Design

SYMBOLIC MATH PROGRAMMING—
Nth is a full featured symbolic algebra programming

SOFTWARE/SCIENTIFIC

DATA ENTRY SOFTWARE

TeL
Fax:
USA:

SOFTWARE/MATHEMATICS

The Photographer's DataGuide contains many useful
tables for the amateur and professional. Sun/moon
almanacs available for UK, USA, Aus/NZ and Canada
also CineGuide option. The Photographer's DataBase
is for the storage of shot details and includes label
printing and an image display option. Reviewed U.K.
photo mags. From £60.

(new version)

SOFTWARE/BUSINESS

Computer Keyes

Inquiry 707.

TIFF. PCX. TARÇA. CIF, Ole BMP, DCX, EPS, WMF. WPG. PICT, JPEG

Inquiry 704.

Inquiry 700.

FAX (604) 688-9530

SOFTWARE/PHOTOGRAPHY

160 E. Main St., P.O Box 126T, Westboro, MA 01581
(800) 525-3577 ( 508) 898-2770
FAX ( 508) 898-9662

( 800) 223-9963

TEGL Systems Corporation
P.O. Box 580, Stn. A, Vancouver B.C. V6C 2N2

(604) 669-2577

SOFTWARE/GRAPHICS
AccuSoft Image Format Library 4.0

dBASE BUSINESS TOOLS

Full source code included

Inquiry 709.

Inquiry 703.

Inquiry 699.

GUI TOOLKIT ONLY $ 249
TEGL Windows Toolkit lets you create DOS based GUI apps
that are completely standalone. Over 500 functions. Menus,
mouse 8 keyboard suppon, dialogues, and more. Includes
TEGL graphics interface which has drivers for most popular
video modes. Supports most C and Pascal compilers.
Protected mode version is only $499. No royahies.

Inquiry 708.

SOFTWARE/ENGINEERING

STOCK PACKAGING

SOFTWARE/GUI

Sirlin's CAD + 4'ENGINE

• Read and Write AutoCAD DWG and DXF files.
•Object oriented, modular, database- like access
to CAD data.
•View, Print ( rasterize), Plot (vectorize), and
Pick ( interact) modules.
•Available for C/C++ for DOS, Extended DOS.
Windows, Sun and other Unix systems.

Slain Computer Corporation

25 Orchard View Or., Ste 14, Londonderry, NH 03053
Phone: (603) 437-0727* Fax: (603)437-0737

Inquiry 706.

MULTI-VOICE" TOOLS
Multi- Voice Tools n acomplete development Toollut for Pascal or
to access all the features for most speech processing boards available
today. It helps you ente MULTI- LINE VOICE APPLICATION systems in
minutes. A number of programming examples are provided All
programs and librares are delrvered with source code.
Dialogic, Rhetorex. Pike VBX: $599. Watson ( Smote Line): $99. ALSO
AVAILABLE. Fax Programmer's Toolkit ($ 199). Based on CAS
specifications Visa/MC accepted.

ITI Logiciel

4263 Cnstophe-C,olomb, Montreal. Quebec, Can H2J 302
TEL (514) 597-1692
FAx (514)526-2362

SOFTWARENOICE/FAX
Write your own Voice Mail software
Create advanced, multi- line voice/fax mail
systems with VOS", the Editors' Choice.
Complete language for computer/telephone
integration. Call for free booklet "Get Into
Interactive Voice".

BYTE BACK ISSUES
FOR SALE
1990

1992

1993

January

Parity Software

February

870 Market St. Ste 800, San Francisco, CA 94102
415-989-0330

1991

(fax 415-989-0441)

March
STATISTICS

April

NCSS 5.x Series —$125

May

Easy-to-use menus 8 spread sheet. Multiple regression.
T- tests. ANOVA ( up to 10 factors, rep. measures,
covariance). Forecasting. Factor, cluster, 8 discriminant
analysiS. Nonparametrics. Cross Tabulation. Graphics:
histograms, box. scatter, etc. Reads ASCII/Lotus. Many new
add-on modules.

Issues
Available

June
July

NCSS
329 North 1000 East, Kaysviiie, UT 84037

Phone: 801-546-0445

August

Fax: 801-546-3907

Inquiry 712.

September

UTILITIES

October

PEN PLOTTER EMULATOR

November

FPLOT turns your printer into an HP pen plotter.
Fast hires, no jagged lines. Vary line width, color.
Screen preview - zoom, pan. Works with most
CAD programs. Supports most printers. Requires
DOS 2.1 or higher. $ 119+$3 S8H. VISA/MC/Chk/MO.

December
Special
Issues

FPLOT Corporation
24-16 Steinway St., Suite 605, Astoria, NY 11103

Outlook '92

IBM

FAST LOAD
File-Smart Disk SPEED-UP

Fast Load keeps files in E/XMS for ultrafast
access/exec. Faster, safer and more compact than disk
cache or RAM disk. Speeds up your existent disk
cache, too. Great for networks (under 5K RAM). Price:
$49. VISA/MC/AMEX.

OMEGA POINT, INC.
25 Birch Road, Framingham, MA 01701
TEL: (508)877-1819
FAX: (508) 877-0915

WINDOWS
FOREIGN LANGUAGES
Arabic, Hebrew, Russian, Chinese, Japanese,
Indian, S.E. Asian - all the world's languages in
Windows. Full support for Mixing Arabic, Persian,
Urdu, Hebrew + English. Chinese and Japanese
type vertically/horizontally. Easy to use! From
$149.95. Call or write the WinLanguage experts!

Gamma Productions, Inc.

Tel 310-394-8622

Fax 310-395-4214

710 Wilshire Blvd, 4609, Santa Monica, CA 90401

Special Issues U.S. Delivery $3.00 Foreign $4.00
1990 thru 1993 U.S. Delivery $6.00, Foreign Delivery $8.00, Canada &
Mexico $6.50
All issues prior to 1990 U.S. Delivery $3.00, Foreign Delivery $4.00
All foreign checks must be in U.S. funds and drawn on aU.S. bank.

European customers please refer to Back Issue form in
International Advertising section of book.
Please indicate which issues you would like by checking ("I) the
boxes. Send requests with payment to:

BYTE Back Issues,
One Phoenix Mill Lane
Peterborough, N.H. 03458
(603) 924-9281
E Check enclosed

Charge:

E VISA

Card#
Exp. Date
Signature

nquiry 715.

Name
THE ULTIMATE BBS

Address

FREE FREE FREE FREE FREE FREE FREE
Latest Windows and DOS Utils, Pgms, Source
Code, Lively CHAT, online games, Internet Access
and more and all FREE. Call from home or office
up to 14.4K and download for FREE. ( n/8/1)

217-792-3663

City
State

Zip

Customer Service 415-281-4429

All orders must be prepaid. Please allow four weeks delivery.

Inquiry 716.
294

BYTE

DECEMBER 1993

V, indios 9t
I
,, LII,Ie Summer 93
BGuide Fall 93

718-545-3505
Inquiry 713.

Wind,,,,,
Ponability

LI MasterCard

Recognized as the two best
PC-diagnostic tools on the market.
NOW AVAILABLE IN ONE GREAT PACKAGE...
VER. 5.0

ALL Neel
-11■6_
UNIVERSAL DIAGNOSTICS SOFTWARE

Fully operating system independent
diagnostic software.
IFICUPGRADE
UTILITY OF THE MONTH

Recently named as PC Upgrade
Magazine's Utility of the Month.

FULLY OPERATING SYSTEM INDEPENDENT,
BIOS INDEPENDENT, AND CMOS INDEPENDENT.
MICRO-SCOPE Universal Computer Diagnostics was developed to
satisfy the expanding need for accurate system diagnosis in the rapidly
growing desktop computer market.

The only Power- On Self-Test ca rd
you need to debug any "dead" PC!

SERVICE N

his is the only card that will function in every system on the

1market. The documentation is extensive, and not only covers

the expected POST Codes for different BIOS versions, but also

includes adetailed reference to the bus si gnals monitored by
the card." — Scott Mueller from his globally recognized book ,
'Upgrading & Repairing PCs ,Seco nd Edition'
• Includes pads for voltmeter to attach
for actual voltage testing under load.

• CACHE MEMORY - "Micro-Scope" Ver. 5.0
now fully tests cache memory and the cache
controller subsystem.
• LOW LEVEL FORMAT - Ability to do

• 4LEDs monitor + 5vdc -5vdc
+12vdc - 12vdc.
• Monitors Hi & Lo clock and OSC
cycles to distinguish between clock chip
or crystal failure.
• Monitors I/O Write and 110 Read

factory style initialization of all IDE drives,
together with the ability to do factory style low
level formatting on all drives, including MFM,
RLL, ESDI, SCSI, and all IDE drives.
• OIS, BIOS and CMOS INDEPENDENT Does not rely on 0/S for diagnostics. Talks to
PC on ahardware level regardless of the OIS.

to distinguish between write and
read errors.
• Monitors memory write/read to
distinguish between address line
failures and memory chip failures.
• Monitors ALE for proper CPU/DMA

BIOS or CMOS setting.
• TRUE HARDWARE DIAGNOSTICS Accurate testing of CPU, IRQs, DMA, memory,
hard drive, floppy drive, video cards, etc.
• DISPLAY DRIVE TYPE - Reads and displays the actual drive parameters for any drive

operation.
• Monitors Reset to determine if reset is
occurring

during POST, indicating short.
• Monitors progress of POST without

type automatically.
• CPU DETERMINATION- This capability is

POST codes.
• Reads POST codes from any IBM
or compatible that emits POST codes.
ISA/EISA/MCA.
• Compatible with Micro Channel

necessary for accurate system diagnosis on
386SX, 386DX, 486DX and 387 and 487 chip
implementations. Because each of these specific
chips has its own unique instruction set, and
therefore cannot be accurately diagnosed with
any program which cannot recognize these differences!
• MEMORY TEST - "Micro-Scope" 5.0 has no limitations as to the size of
memory it can accurately test. Micro-Scope now also tests up to 2meg of video
memory!
• MEMORY EXAMINE - Displays an physical bit of memory. Very useful for
determining memory conflicts. Very useful for determining available
memory space.
• BATCH CONTROL - All tests, even destructive, may be selected for testing.
• ERROR LOGGING - Automatically inputs errors during testing to an error log.
• AUTOMAPPING - Automatically bad sector maps errors found on hard disks.
• IRQ DISPLAY - Show bits enabled in IRQ chip for finding cards that are
software driven. (Network, etc.)
• IRQ CHECK - Talks directly to hardware and shows I/O address and IRQ of
devices that respond.
• SECTOR EDITOR - Allows the editing of any sector of floppy or hard disk
media (even track 0).
• AND MUCH MORE...We don't have enough space here for everything this
software can do!

EWS Named as Product of the Month
in the July issue of Service News.

PRODUCT OF THE MONTH

computen.
• Dip switch allows easy selection of I/O ports to read.
• Includes tristate LOGIC PROBE to determine actual chip failures.
• Manual includes chip layouts and detailed POST procedures for all
maior BIOS's.

This is the perfect package for all repair
t
ec hnicians and self- maintainers.
Call MICRO 2000, Inc. for volum e
discounts and after sales service!

800-864-8008

1100 E. Broadway, Suite 301
Glendale, California 91205 =
818-547-0125 • Fax 818-547-0397 —

IC

YOUR DIRECT LINK
ADVERTISER CONTACT INFORMATION

To order products or request FREE information, call advertisers directly or send
in the Direct Link Card by mail or fax. Let them know you saw it in BYTE.
Inquiry No.

Pogo No.

Phone No.

A
61-62

ABACUS SOFTWARE

51

800-451-4319

63

ACMA COMPUTERS INC ( N.A)

56

800-786-6888

232

ADD NET COMPUTERS & SAN

279

800-951-1113

64

ADOBE SYSTEMS INC ( N.A.)

133

800-833-6687

65-66

ADVANCED LOGIC RESEARCH

69

ADVANCED MICRO DEVICES

204

AETECH

127

714-581-6770

40-41

800-222-9323

278

619-431-7714

175-176 AGE LOGIC

147

619-455-8600

68

AITECH INTERNATIONAL

221

800-882-8184

67

ALADDIN KNOWLEDGE SYS

173

800-223-4277

328-33

800-252-6272
ext. 339

AMBRA COMP CORP ( N.A.)
AMBRA COMP CORP ( N.A.)
AMERICA ONLINE INC (
NA.)

136B-137
168A-B

DATALUX CORP ( INTL)

286 +44-306-876718

236

DATALUX CORP ( N.A.)

285

800-DATALUX

235

DATALUX CORP ( N.A.)

286

800-DATALUX

•

DATAPRO

20-21

DATAPRO

194-195

DATA VISION

276

276

DDTEC

288

800-289-1948

DELL COMPUTER CORP ( N.A.)

225-226 LATRADE

264

800-433-3726

CIII

803-626-8260

242

LAGUNA DATA SYSTEMS

286

800-938-TAPE

LAHEY COMPUTER SYSTEMS

152

800-548-4778

148

800-637-4699

183-184 LEAD TECHNOLOGIES
515

541

DIALOGIC TELECOM EUROPE

800-252-6272
ext. 340

273

DIALOGUE TECHNOLOGY

800-827-6364

508-509 DR HUGGLE & PARTNER GMBH 48IS 13 49-241-403117 -

11-13
408-732-6091

EASTERN SYSTEMS

238

508-366-3223

173-174 MAO
▪
INNOVISION

124

800-827-3998

280-281 EDEN'S TECHNOLOGY CORP

288

309-862-1704

552

265

516-435-1199

48IS 27

415-325-8071

E

52

612-531-0603

231

EXXUS

178-179 AT & TPARADYNE

134

803-554-4996
ext. 96012

272

285

511

FAST ELECTRONIC GMBH

171

FIFTH GENERATION
FIRST INTL COMPUTER ( INTL)

AUSTIN COMPUTER SYS ( N.A.)

102

800-331-1701

527

274

AUTOTIME

285

503-452-8577

210-211 FIRST SOURCE INTL
95

BYTE SUB MESSAGE

C

268

CD RESEARCH COMPANY LTD

284
501

CEOUADRAT
CHERRY MIKROSCHALTER
GMBH ( INTL)

531

CH1CONY

199

CITADEL SYSTEMS
CITADEL SYSTEMS

220

CITITRONICS

504

COBALT BLUE

75-76

COLORADO MEMORY SYS

77
79
80

COMPAQ PORTABLES ( N.A.)

78

COMPAQ PRINTERS ( N.A.)

81

COMPAQ SYSTEMS ( N.A.)

82

818-855-5688
404-518-1116

182

800-451-0897

COMPAQ COMP CORP ( NA)

20-21

800-345-1518

COMPACT COMP CORP ( NA.)

190-195

800-345-1518

2-3

800-345-1518

100-101

800-345-1518

72-74

800-345-1518

89

714-630-7302

97

614-529-1349

COMPUSERVE ( N.A.)

96A-B

800-848-8199

82

COMPUSERVE ( NA.)

97

800-848-8199

85

COMPUTER ASSOCIATES

85

COMPUTER ASSOCIATES

205
233

COMPUTER DISC WAREHSE
COMPUTER MODULES

505

COMPUTER QUICK ( INTL)

546

COMPUTERLANE UNLTD

267

CONTROL CONCEPTS, INC

131

803-225-5224
DEPT 25500
800-531-5236

258-259

800-959-4CDW

282

408-496-1881

236

415-861-8330

264PC 3
284

87

COREL SOFTWARE

22

88

COREL SOFTWARE

150

169

CREATIVE LABS INC

275

CSE CONVERSION

89-90
234

818-884-8644
800-922-9259
ext. 6444
800-772-6735
ext. 28
800-772-6735
ext. 28

91

GLENCO ENGINEERING

205

800-562-2543

8344

GREENVIEW DATA

77

800-458-3348

512

GREY MATTER LTD ( INTL)

288 444-0903-873633"

99-100

HAUPPAUGE COMPUTER WORKS

242

KO-443-6284

15

8C0-443-1254
ext. 785

HEWLETI.PACKARD

24-25

800-552-8500
ext. 7858

278-279 HORIZONS TECHNOLOGY

•

HEWLETT PACKARD

114

619-292-8331

101

207 905-470-1207"

HUMMINGBIRD COMM

•

IBM - DIRECT ( N.A.)

513

IBM - NETWORKING SYS ( INTL)

33 .43-1-21145-4490

102

IBM - PERSONAL SAN SYSTEMS

43

800- 3- IBM-052
ext. 26

103

IBM • PERSONAL SAN SYSTEMS

45

800- 3- IBM-052
ext. 26

104

IBM - PERSONAL S/W SYSTEMS

47

105

IBM

800- 3- IBM-052
ext. 26
800-772-2227

106

IBM - WORKSTATIONS

SYSTEMS

259

DATA I/O
E

50

800-258-5061

286

800-332-8246

1)E.C'EM HER 1993

160 +49-8403-1555

•

MCGRAW HILL BOOKSTORE

234

•

MCGRAW-HILL PROF & REF DIV

239

535-536 IGC INC
185-186 INFORMATION FOUNDATION

86-87

8CO-IBM-6676
ext. 669

481$ 5

408-441-0366

212

800-438-8649

800-352-3566
800-822-8158

170

MEDIA VISION ( N.A)

141

800-845-5870

287

MEDIA VISION ( N.A.)

159

800-845-5870

228

METATEC SYSTEMS

276

800-448-2323

282

MICRO 2000

517

MICRO DESIGN INTL

295

803-864-8008

4815 29

407-677-8333

214-215 MICRO SOLUTIONS COMP PROD

267

803-295-1214

216-217 MICRO SOLUTIONS COMP PROD

269

800-295-1214

543

MICRODATA SYSTEM SRI

48IS 26+39 187 988 460

221-222 MICRO- INTERNATIONAL, INC

260

800-967-5667

213

MICROPROSE SOFTWARE

262

800-879- PLAY

•

MICROSOFT CORP

19

•

MICROSOFT CORP

116

•

800-871-3269
ext. KWS

MICROSOFT CORP

117

•

MICROSTAR LABORATORIES

283

206-453-2345

•

MICROWAY

197

508-746-7341

526

MINICOM LTD

129

48IS 28 + 972-2-637576 -

MINUTEMAN

59

800-238-7272

265

MITAC

539

MITAC INTL CORP

48IS 19 +886-2-5018231

540

MITAC INTL CORP

48IS 21 +886-2-5018231

122

MKS/MORTICE KERN SYSTEMS

283 +886-2-509-0979"

524-525 MOTOROLA UDS

209

519-884-2251

48IS 243-1-4117-4130"

537-538 MULTIPORT COMPUTER-SYS

4815 12+49-991-29017-20"

N
529

NAG

48IS 30+44-865-310139"

123-124 NANAO USA CORP ( N.A.)
243

89

310-325-5202

NATIONAL INSTRUMENTS

287

800-433-3488

NATIONAL INSTRUMENTS

48IDRC 1-2

512-794-0100

NATIONAL INSTRUMENTS

48IS 7

800-433-3488

NETWORK COMPUTING DEV ( N.A.)

217

800-800-9599

212

NEVADA COMPUTER

272

800-654-7762

125

NORTON- LAMBERT

126

NSTL

152A-D 800- IBM-2- YOU

120-123

MANCHESTER EQUIPMENT CO

202-203 MARX DATENTECHNIK GMBH

518

35

805-964-6767

247

215-941-9600

48IDRC 1-2

212-274-0640

o
OBJECT MAGAZINE
545
127

OEM LIMITED, INC
OKIDATA

481$ 22 617-938-5042"
119 800-OKI-TEAM
ext. 264

197-198 OLIVETTI ( N.A)

135

800-633-9909

195-196 OLIVETTI (
NA.)

181

800-633-9909

528

ON TIME MKT /
KARSTEN PETERSEN

107

INTEGRAND RESEARCH

158

209-651-1203

110

INTEL CORP

80A-B

800-538-3373

227

ORION RESEARCH LABS

280

108

INTEL CORP

80-81

800-538-3373

128

OSBORNE MCGRAW-HILL

237

109

INTEL CORP ( N.A.)

48A-D

800-538-3373

244

OVERLAND DATA INC

286

800-729-8725

239

10 TECH

130

PATTON 8 PATTON

232

800-525-0082
ext. 112

PC DIGEST / NSTL ( INTL)

133

800-257-9402

PC DIGEST / NSTL

233

800-257-9402

167-168 ITERATED SYSTEMS

DALLAS SEMICONDUCTOR

800-282-4835

H

111 'OMEGA

800-462-9749

282

HARPER COLLINS

612-631-9512

180

217 444-0364-53071"

264

909-595-6146

D

211061

97-98

186

162-163

800-846-2058
800-487-2538

282

CYRIX

713-496-9400

800-846-2058

CURTIS INC

266 205-430-4030 -

274

284

CTS INTERNATIONAL INC

206-207 CYBEX CORP

800-U4FRAME
ext. 926

112-113

800-998- LABS
800-727-7445

CIV 205-430-4030 -

136A

GENERAL TECHNICS

8-9
287

506-507 CYBEX CORP ( INTL)

714-588-9866

266

230-231 +49-964-3180
481$ 9 +886- 3-323-5743 128A-B
800-962-0701

270

112A-X

237-238 GTEK INC

277
4815 24

86

GATEWAY 2000

800-759-2815

74 +886-2-717-4500 -

FRAME TECHNOLOGY ( N.A.)

GATEWAY 2000

800-962-0701

COMPUSERVE ( INTL)

223

G

236

283
905-513-6800
185+49-241-9631101 -

803-557-1000

4815 23 +49-89-539800-20

290-291 FUTURESOFT ENGINEERING

800-336-6464
ext. 5730

129

502-503 COMPEX INC ) INTL)

271

800-448-6727

71-72

52 . 972-4-528613"
48IS 10+39-35-692-229"

90

805-563-7777

800-TF1ADEUP
ext. 9252

93

ELIASHIM MICROCOMPUTERS

CII, 1

145

916-621-1787

EUTRON

4815 14

800-732-3180
ext. 67

800-777-5151

510

BORLAND INTL

LOTUS DEVELOPMENT

800-238-9415

191

167

94

BMAK COMPUTERS

119

278

164

533-534 ELEX INFORMATION SYS INC

73-74

117-118 LOGITECH INC

800-322-4DPT

DSP SOLUTIONS / DIGISPEECH

800-377-5515

544

273

DSP DEVELOPMENT CORP

800-631-7646

800-695-4775

48IS 26 +44-81-874-0449"

LOGICAL CONNECTION

182

53

301

48IS 15

LOGIC PROGRAMMING ASSOC

223

92

53 +49-40-8500425 -

BIS

LIGATURE LTD

516

285 +886-2-9317814"

48IS 24

208-209 DISTRIBUTED PROCESSING TECH

261

450

4819 11 +886-2-754-8498"

224

116

310-532-3092

ATRIE TECHNOLOGY INC

KUO FENG CORP

800-342-4763

481$ 31

200-201 AT&T MULTIMEDIA S/W SOLU

714-435-2600

514

803-626-8260

ANTES ELECTRONICS

ASK- ME MULTIMEDIA

303-444-7737

109

803-626-8260

530

193

803-663-8702

282

219

800-88AMREL

189-190 ARISTO GRAPHIC SYS ( U.S.)

226

KILA

CIV

800-800-4APC
DPT.A2

229-230 ARNET CORPORATION

KEA SYSTEMS LTD

64A-65

285

Phone No.

113

114-115 KINGSTON TECHNOLOGY

DIAGSOFT INC

208

Page No.

241

DELL COMPUTER CORP ( NA.)

AMREL TECHNOLOGY, INC

189-190 ARISTO GRAPHIC SYS ( EUROPE)

235

Inquiry No.

DELL COMPUTER CORP ( N.A.)

AMERICAN POWER CONV

264PC 2

Phone No.

285 +44-306-876718

•

70

547-548 APPRO INTERNATIONAL INC

Pogo No.

DATALUX CORP ( INTL)

96

258

APPLE COMPUTER INC

Inquiry No.
236

283

48IS 32 +49-40437472
800-669-8088

216-439-4091

64

800-777-4045

222

800-4FRACTL

240

JBTECHNOLOGIES

284

800-688-0938

•

241

800-831-4242

131-132 PC POWER & COOLING

107

800-722-6555

800-538-5000

133

PERSOFT INC

211

800-368-5283

245

PERSONAL TEX

287

415-388-8853

134

PHAR LAP SOFTWARE INC

143

617-661-1510

112

JAMECO ELECTRONICS

•

JDR MICRODEVICES

•

JOURNAL OF OBJ ORIENT
PROGRAMMING

281
48IDRC 1-2

212-274-0640

YOUR DIRECT LINK
ADVERTISER CONTACT INFORMATION
Inquiry No.

Page No.

Phone No.

519

PHILIPS MONITORS ( INT'L)

2-3 . 31-40-73-39-83"

269

PIKA TECHNOLOGIES

282

135-136 PINNACLE MICRO

7

138

PKWARE INC

132

414-354.8699

194

POET SOFTWARE ( N A

32A

800-950-8845

139

POPKIN S/W 8 SYSTEMS INC

105 800- LASER- ON

227

212-571.3434

PRODEA SOFTWARE CORP

253

800.PRODEA 1

120

PROGRAMMER'S PARADISE

54-55

800-445-7899

140

PSION

189

800-54-PSION

QUALSTAR CORP
QUARTERDECK OFFICE SYS

142

QUATECH INC

RAIMA CORP
143-144 RAINBOW TECHNOLOGIES

SILICON GRAPHICS ( N A)

714.727-3300

PIONEER NEW MEDIA TECH

141

Page No.

SILICON GRAPHICS

Phones No.

Inquiry No.

16-17

800-431-4331
ext B22

16A- B

800-431-4331
eat B22

613-591-1555

137

246

Inquiry No.

249

SILICONSOFT. INC

288

800-969-4411

289

S'N'W COMPUTERS 8 ELECTRONICS 76

212-463-8335"

191-192 SOFTLANDING SOFTWARE

222

604-360-0188

521

SOFTLINE CORP

48IS 16

718-438-2315"

250

SOFTWARE LINK, THE

287

404-512-0705

147

SOFTWARE SECURITY

171

203-329-7428"

SONY ( N.A)

202

201-476-8199

148

STATSOFT

229

918-583.4149

286

818.882-5822

149

STRATEGIC MAPPING ( N.A.)

231

60-61

310-392-9851

172

SUPRA CORP ( N A.)

149

800-727-8647

256

800-553-1170

91

800-453-1077
eel. AP80

39

800-327-2462

63

800-852-8569

166

SYMANTEC

150-151

SYSTAT INC

161

708-864-5670

288

S. A. G. ELECTRONICS

268

508-689-0180"

520

RECOGNITA ( INT'L)

CIII + 36-1-2018925

219

RECORTEC INC

275

800-729.7654

252

TALKING TECHNOLOGY INC

282

800-685-4884

247-248 ROB COMPUTER 8 VIDEO INC

288

800-535-7876

251

TALKING TECHNOLOGY INC

288

800-955-4884

145

210

800.333-9343

522

TECHPOWER COMPANY LTD

149 + 44-64-409252

152

TEKTRONIX

154

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS

ROSE ELECTRONICS

533-534 ROTRON SOFTWARE AG ( INTL)

S

800-835-6100
ext. 3IJ

36-37

800-527-3500

TRI VALLEY TECHNOLOGY INC

283

253

TRIBAL MICROSYSTEMS

286

510-623.8859

523

TRITON TECHNOLOGIES ( INTL)

56

908.855.9440

551

TYPHOON SOFTWARE

800.527-3500

264PC 4

805.966-7633

V
158

VERMONT CREATIVE SOFTWARE

156

802.848-3502"

VICTORY ENTERPRISES TECH

284

800.727-3475

159

VIDEX, INC

228

503-758-0521

160-161

VIEWSONIC

83

909-869-7976
415-325-2113

187-188 VISIONWARE

155

542

VOCALTEC LTD ( INT'L)

118

277

WATCOM

549

WELLS FARGO BANK

283

WEST COAST MICRO

280

619-581-6040

255

WINTEK CORP

287

800-742-6809

WORDPERFECT CORP

29-31

800-526-2615

WORDPERFECT CORP

92-93

800-526-2615

224

800-678-7988

174-175

800.554-5226

286

916-757-3737

27

519-886-3700

264PC 1 800- PC- WELLS

X
163-164 XVT SOFTWARE INC

SAMTRON IINTLI

153

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS

111

146

SEOUITER SOFTWARE INC

215

403-437-2410

261

TIEPIE ENGINEERING

283 . 31-5106-704"

270-271

SHAFFSTALL CORP

287

800-248.3475

155

TOSHIBA AMERICA INC

157

800-457-7777

181

SHAPEWARE

251

800-446.3335
eat EP9

218

TOTE.A.LAP

263

800- 9- LAPTOP

257

TRANTOR SYSTEMS LTD

284

800-872-6867

•Correspond directly with company.

282

818-388.6132

156-157 TRAVELING SOFTVVARE

255

800-472-4735

" Indicates FAX Number

262-263 SIGMA TECH SOFTWARE

510-447-2030

254

532

73+82-2-774-6659' 1

Phone No.

48IS 25

260

48IS 30 - 886-2-753-1940"
99

Page No.

285-286 TRAVELING SOFTWARE

165

ZEOS INTERNATIONAL

256

ZWORLD ENGINEERING

BYTE ADVERTISING SALES STAFF
David B. Egan. Associate Publisher, One Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 03458, Tel. (603) 924-2678, Fax: (603) 924-7620
Diane Lieberman, Director, Inside Advertising Sales, One Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 03458, Tel. (603) 924-2518, Fax.-(603) 924-2683
NEW ENGLAND
ME. NH. VT. MA. RI. CT, ONTARIO
CANADA 8 EASTERN CANADA
David Richardson (617) 860-6344
Patncra Payne (603) 924-2654
McGraw-Hill Publications
24 Hartwell Avenue
Lexington, MA 02173
FAX: (617) 860-6899

SOUTHEAST
NC. SC. GA. FL. AL. TN. MS. AR. LA.
KY. DC, MD, VA, WV
MaryAnn Goulding ( 404) 843-4782
Barry Echavarna (603)924-2574
McGraw-Hill Publeatens
4170 Ashford.Dunwoody Rd.. Suite 520
Atlanta, GA 30319
FAX: (404) 252-4056

SOUTHWEST,
ROCKY MOUNTAIN
CO. OK, TX
Jennifer Walker (
214) 701-8496
Bnan Higgins (
603) 924-2651
McGraw-Hill Publications
14850 Quorum Dr. Sude 380
Dallas, TX 75240
FAX: ( 214)991-6208

EAST COAST
NY. NYC. NJ. DE. PA
Kim Norris ( 212) 512-2645
Jonathan Sawyer (603) 924-2665
McGraw-Hrli Publications
1221 Avenue of Americas-28th Floor
New York, NY 10020
FAX: ( 212) 512-2075

MIDWEST
IL, MO. KS. IA, ND, SD. MN,
WI, NE, IN. MI. OH
Kurt Kelley ( 312) 616-3328
Ed Ware (603)924-2664
McGraw Ml Publications
Two Prudential Plaza
180 North Stetson Ave
Chicago, IL 60601
FAX: (
312) 616-3370

SOUTH PACIFIC: Los Angeles, CA
LOS ANGELES COUNTY. AZ. NM, NV
Alan El Faye (213)480-5243
Bnan Higgins (603)924-2651
McGraw-Hill Publications
3333 Wilshrre Boulevard lr500
Los Angeles, CA 90010
FAX: ( 213) 480-5235

Peterborough, NH Office: Inside Sales FAX: 603-924-2683
Hardware/Software Show..
Mark Stone (603)924-2695
Ellen Perham (603) 924-2598
BYTE Publications
One Phoenrx Mill Lane
Peterborough, NH 03458

The Buyer's Mart/Classifieds
Margot L. Swanson (603) 924-2656
BYTE Publications
One Phoenix Mill Lane
Peterborough, NI-I03458

BYTE Deck
Brad Dixon (603)924-2596
BYTE Publeations
One Phoenix Mill Lane
Peterborough, NH 03458

NORTH PACIFIC
NORTHERN CA, OR, ID, MT. WY, UT
Roy J. Kops (415) 513-6861
Joseph Mabe (603)924-2662
SILICON VALLEY, HI, WA, AK.
W CANADA
Bid McAfee (415) 513-6862
Jonathan Sawyer (603)924-2665
McGraw-Hill Publications
1900 O'Farrell Street. Suite 200
San Mateo, CA 94403
FAX: (415) 513-6867

SOUTH PACIFIC: Irvine, CA
ORANGE COUNTY
SAN DIEGO COUNTY
Beth Dudes (714) 753-8140
Joseph Mabe (603) 924-2662
McGraw-Hill Publeations
15635 Alton Pkwy., Suite 290
Irvine, CA 92718
FAX: (714) 753-8147

Advertising FAX: 603-924-7507
EURODECK
James Bail (
603)924-2533
BYTE Publications
One Phoenix Mill Lane
Peterborough, NH 03458

BYTE Intenutional Direct
Response Postcards
Ellen Perham (603)924-2598
BYTE Pubficabons
One Phoenix Mill Lane
Peterborough, NH 03458

The Buyer's Guide/
Regional Advertising Sections
Tel: ( 603) 924-2518
Fax: (603) 924-2683

INTERNATIONAL ADVERTISING SALES STAFF
UNITED KINGDOM,
FRANCE, BENELUX
Gary Lucas (+44 71 495 6780)
Jonathan McGowan
(.44 71 495 6781)
McGraw-Hill Publishing Co.
34 Dover St.
London W1X 4BR
England
FAX: +44 71 4956734
TELEX: 892191

GERMANY, SWITZERLAND,
AUSTRIA
Jurgen Heise
McGraw-Hill Publishing Co.
Liebigstrasse 19
D-60323 Franklut
Germany
Tel: +496971407148
FAX: +496971407148

Subscription Customer Service
U.S. 1-800-232-2983
Outside U.S. + 1-609-426-7676
For a New Subscription
U.S. 1-800-257-9402
Outside U.S. + 1-609-426-5526

ITALY,
SCANDINAVIAN COUNTRIES
Zena Coupe. Amanda Blaskett
AZ International Sales Ltd.
70 Chalk Farm Road
London NW1 SAN
England
Tel: +44 71 2843171
FAX: . 44 71 2843174

TAIWAN
Sheng Shiun Gou
Third Wave Publishing Corp.
2nd Fl.. No 19-2. Lane 231
Fu Hsing North Road
Taper 105
Taiwan R 0 C
Tel: +88627136959
FAX: . 886 27189467

JAPAN
Masaki Mon
Transworld Media Inc.
702, 2-26-3 Nrshrgotanda
Shinagawa-ku,
Tokyo 141
Japan
Tel: +81 333887466
FAX: .81 337880674

ISRAEL
Dan Ehrlich
Ehrlich Communication Intl.
P.O Box 99
Herzliya 46101
Israel
Tel: .972 9586245
Tel: .972 9586246
FAX: +972 9585685

HONG KONG
Zoe Yen
Thrrd Wave Publishing Corp
Unit 2. 6F Fling Wah Center
82-84 To Kwa Wan Road
Kowloon, Hong Kong
Tel, +852 764 3830
FAX: +852 764 3857

A. Suzuki
Nexus, Inc.
2-35-8. Unolo. Ota-ku
Tokyo 146
Japan
Tel: + 81 337573721
FAX: -1431 337572266

KOREA
Young-Seoh Chinn
JES Media International
Rm, 704, Nonhyun Bldg.
37-12, Charnwon.Dong
Seocho-Gu
Seoul 137-030, Korea
Tel: .822 5458001
Tel: .
82 25458002
FAX: .82 25498861

SINGAPORE
Derek Ng
Stephen Tay
Eastern Publishing Assoc Pte.. Lid
1123 Serangoon Road, 003-01
Singapore 1232
Tel: +65 296 6166
FAX: +65 298 7551

AUSTRALIA
Phil Bush
National Advertisrng Services
7-13 Parraween Street
Cremorne NSW 2090.
Australia
Tel: .61 2908 9329
FAX: .61 2953 8274
INDIA, INDONESIA, PAKISTAN,
PHILIPPINES, 01111ER ASIAN
AND PACIFIC COUNTRIES
K. T. Wu
Third Wave Publishing Corp
2nd FL. No 19-1, Lane 231
Fu Hsrng North Road
Taipei 10445, Taiwan
R.0 C.
Tel: +886 27136959
FAX: +886 27151950
MALAYSIA
H.K Lin
Servex ( Malaysia) Sdn. Bhd
515 Floor, Sena Tower
160, Jalan Ampang
50450 Kuala Lumpur
Malaysia
Tel: +60 32624592
FAX: .60 32624591

1)1-.CU\.113Elt

Iq9.3
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YOUR DIRECT LINK
PRODUCT CATEGORY INDEX

For FREE product information from individual advertisers, circle the
corresponding inquiry numbers on Your Direct Link Card!
Category No.
Inquiry No.

Page No.

HARDWARE

261

7

ACCESSORIES/SUPPLIES
530
261

ANTEX ELECTRONICS
SONY ( N A )
TIEPIE ENGINEERING

48IS 31
202
283

2

ADD-IN BOARDS

229-230
233
234
208-209
280-281
99-100
112
287
142
252

ARNET CORP
COMPUTER MODULES
CURTIS INC
DISTRIBUTED PROCESSING TECH
EDEN'S TECHNOLOGY CORP
HAUPPAUGE COMPUTER WORKS
JAMECO ELECTRONICS
MEDIA VISION ( N.A.)
QUATECH INC
TALKING TECHNOLOGY INC

533-534
159

ROTRON SOFTWARE AG
VIDEX, INC

4

COMMUNICATIONS/
NETWORKING

280-281
237-238
117-118
526
524-525
269
145
262-263
252

EDEN'S TECHNOLOGY CORP
GTEK INC
LOGITECH INC
MINICOM LTD
MOTOROLA UDS
PIKA TECHNOLOGIES
ROSE ELECTRONICS
SIGMA TECH SOFTWARE
TALKING TECHNOLOGY INC

5

COMPUTER SYSTEMS

63
65-66
•
•
•
547-548
81
77
79
78
•

105
106
535-536
109
241
552
265
539
540
126
545
131-132
140
219
•
•
522
260
283
165

ACMA COMPUTERS INC ( N.A.)
56
ADVANCED LOGIC RESEARCH
127
AMBRA COMPUTER CORP (N.A.)
32B-33
AMBRA COMPUTER CORP ( N.A.) 136B-137
APPLE COMPUTER INC
11-13
APPRO INTERNATIONAL INC
264PC 2
COMPAQ - SYSTEMS
72-74
COMPAQ COMPUTER CORP ( N.A.)
20-21
COMPAQ COMPUTER CORP ( N.A.) 194-195
COMPAQ PRINTERS ( N.A.)
100-101
DELL COMPUTER CORP ( N.A.)
CIII
DELL COMPUTER CORP ( N.A.)
CIV
DELL COMPUTER CORP ( N.A.)
64A-65
GATEWAY 2000
112A-X
GATEWAY 2000
112-113
IBM - DIRECT ( N.A.)
152A- D
IBM- SYSTEMS
120-123
IBM - WORKSTATIONS
86-87
IGC INC ( INT'L)
48IS 5
INTEL CORP ( N.A.)
48A-D
KILA
282
MANCHESTER EQUIPMENT CO
265
MITAC
283
MITAC INT'L CORP
48IS 19
MITAC INT'L CORP
48IS 21
NSTL
247
OEM LIMITED, INC
48IS 22
PC POWER & COOLING
107
PSION
189
RECORTEC INC
275
SILICON GRAPHICS
16-17
SILICON GRAPHICS ( N.A.)
16A-B
TECHPOWER COMPANY LTD
48IS 30
TRI VALLEY TECHNOLOGY INC
283
WEST COAST MICRO
280
ZEOS INTERNATIONAL
174-175

6

DATA ACQUISITION

239

142
249

10 TECH
MICROSTAR LABORATORIES
NATIONAL INSTRUMENTS
NATIONAL INSTRUMENTS
QUATECH INC
SILICONSOFT, INC

298

BYTE

261
282
282
273
288
242
241
159
256
282

BAR CODING

243

Category No.
Inquiry No.

149
228

288
282
191
481S 28
48IS 2
282
210
282
282

283
283
287
48IDRC 1-2
256
288

DEC EM HER 1993

268
267
266
111
240
517
214-215
216-217
537-538
135-136
137
288
257

Page No.

TIEPIE ENGINEERING

283

DISK & OPTICAL DRIVES
CD RESEARCH COMPANY LTD
283
CONTROL CONCEPTS, INC
284
284
GENERAL TECHNICS
'OMEGA
64
JB TECHNOLOGIES
284
MICRO DESIGN INT'L
48IS 29
MICRO SOLUTIONS COMP PROD
267
MICRO SOLUTIONS COMP PROD
269
MULTIPORT COMPUTER-SYSTEME 48IS 12
PINNACLE MICRO
7
PIONEER NEW MEDIA TECH
105
S. A. G. ELECTRONICS
268
TRANTOR SYSTEMS LTD
284

8

DISKETTES/DUPLICATORS

254

VICTORY ENTERPRISES TECH

9

FAX BOARDS/MACHINES

524-525
172

MOTOROLA UDS
SUPRA CORP ( N A )

10

GRAPHICS TABLETS/MICE/
PEN INPUT

189-190

ARISTO GRAPHIC SYSTEMS

11

KEYBOARDS

501

CHERRY
MIKROSCHALTER GMBH ( INT'L)
DATALUX CORP ( N.A.)

236

284

48IS 2
149

53

230-231
285

12

LAN HARDWARE

502-503
506-507
206-207
223
526
537-538
131-132
288

COMPEX INC ( INT'L)
89
CYBEX CORP ( INT'L)
CIV
CYBEX CORP
266
LOGICAL CONNECTION
278
MINICOM LTD
48IS 28
MULTIPORT COMPUTER-SYSTEME 48IS 12
PC POWER & COOLING
107
S. A. G. ELECTRONICS
268

13

LAPTOPS & NOTEBOOKS

232

ADD NET COMPUTERS & SOFTWARE
279
AMBRA COMPUTER CORP ( N.A.)
32B-33
AMBRA COMPUTER CORP ( N.A.) 1368-137
AMREL TECHNOLOGY, INC
285
AUSTIN COMPUTER SYSTEMS ( N.A.)
102
CHICONY
48IS 9
COMPAQ PORTABLES ( N.A.)
2-3
DIALOGUE TECHNOLOGY
285
FIRST INT'L COMPUTER ( INT'L)
74
HEWLETT PACKARD
15
IBM - DIRECT ( N.A.)
152A-D
JB TECHNOLOGIES
284
JDR MICRODEVICES
281
MICRO- INTERNATIONAL, INC
260
MITAC INT'L CORP
48IS 19
MITAC INT'L CORP
48IS 21
OLIVETTI ( N.A.)
135
OLIVETTI ( N.A.)
181
S'N'W COMPUTERS & ELECTRONICS
76
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
111
TOSHIBA AMERICA INC
157
TOTE-A- LAP
263
ZEOS INTERNATIONAL
174-175

•
258
71-72
531
80
273
527
•
240
•
221-222
539
540
197-198
195-196
289
153
155
218
165

Category No.
Inquiry No.

14

MAIL ORDER

220
205
546
533-534
231
•
112
213
212

AMBRA COMPUTER CORP ( N.A.)
328-33
AMBRA COMPUTER CORP ( N.A.) 136B-137
CITITRONICS
277
COMPUTER DISCOUNT WAREHSE 258-259
COMPUTERLANE UNLTD
264PC 3
ELEX INFORMATION SYSTEMS INC 48IS 27
EXXUS
271
IBM • DIRECT ( N.A.)
152A-D
JAMECO ELECTRONICS
241
MICROPROSE SOFTWARE
262
NEVADA COMPUTER
272

120
289
261

Page No.

PC DIGEST / NSTL ( INT'L)
133
PC DIGEST / NSTL
233
PROGRAMMER'S PARADISE
54-55
S'N'W COMPUTERS & ELECTRONICS
76
TIEPIE ENGINEERING
283

15

MEMORY/CHIPS/UPGRADES

69
274
220
91
210-211
110
108
109
112
114-115
225-226

ADVANCED MICRO DEVICES
AUTOTIME
CITITRONICS
CYRIX
FIRST SOURCE INT'L
INTEL CORP
INTEL CORP
INTEL CORP ( N A )
JAMECO ELECTRONICS
KINGSTON TECHNOLOGY
LA TRADE

16

MISCELLANEOUS
HARDWARE

544
224
99-100
107
283

BMAK COMPUTERS
DATAVISION
HAUPPAUGE COMPUTER WORKS
INTEGRAND RESEARCH
WEST COAST MICRO

40-41
285
277
162-163
270
80A-B
80-81
48A-D
241
109
264

48IS 14
276
242
158
280

17

MODEMS/MULTIPLEXORS

178-179
272

AT & T PARADYNE
ATRIE TECHNOLOGY INC
JDR MICRODEVICES
MOTOROLA UDS
ORION RESEARCH LABS
SUPRA CORP ( N.A.)

524-525
227
172

134
285
281
48IS 2
280
149

18

MONITORS & TERMINALS

89-90
235
514
173-174
123-124
519
532
160-161

CTX INTERNATIONAL INC
DATALUX CORP ( N.A.)
KUO FENG CORP
MAG INNOVISION
NANAO USA CORP ( N.A.)
PHILIPS MONITORS ( INT'L)
SAMTRON ( INT'L)
VIEWSONIC

186
286
48IS 11
124
89
2-3
73
83

19

MULTIMEDIA

232
284
169
182
99-100
170
•
•
•
•
249
542

ADD NET COMPUTERS & SOFTWARE
279
CEQUADRAT
185
CREATIVE LABS INC
8-9
DSP SOLUTIONS / DIGISPEECH
167
HAUPPAUGE COMPUTER WORKS
242
MEDIA VISION ( N.A.)
141
MICROSOFT CORP
116
MICROSOFT CORP
117
SILICON GRAPHICS
16-17
SILICON GRAPHICS ( N.A.)
16A-B
SILICONSOFT, INC
288
VOCALTEC LTD ( INT'L)
118

20

PRINTERS/PLOTTERS

232
64

ADD NET COMPUTERS & SOFTWARE
279
ADOBE SYSTEMS INC ( N A )
133
HEWLETT PACKARD
24-25
LOGICAL CONNECTION
278
MANCHESTER EQUIPMENT CO
265
OKIDATA
119
S'N'W COMPUTERS & E,ECTRONICS
76
TEKTRONIX
99
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
36-37

223
552
127
289
152
154

21

PROGRAMMABLE
HARDWARE

259
94
511
•
202-203
127
253
256

DATA I/O
ELIASHIM MICROCOMPUTERS
FAST ELECTRONIC GMBH
JDR MICRODEVICES
MARX DATENTECHNIK GMBH
OKIDATA
TRIBAL MICROSYSTEMS
Z-WORLD ENGINEERING

286
52
48IS 23
281
160
119
286
286

YOUR DIRECT LINK
PRODUCT CATEGORY INDEX

For FREE product information from individual advertisers, circle the
corresponding inquiry numbers on your Direct Link Card!
Category No.
Inquiry No.

Page No.

22

SCANNERS/OCR/
DIGITIZERS

533-534
94
515
127
520

ELEX INFORMATION SYSTEMS INC 48IS 27
ELIASHIM MICROCOMPUTERS
52
48IS 15
LIGATURE LTD
119
OKIDATA
C111
RECOGNITA ( INT'L)

23

TAPE DRIVES

182
75-76
COLORADO MEMORY SYSTEMS
111 ' OMEGA
64
242
LAGUNA DATA SYSTEMS
286
214-215 MICRO SOLUTIONS COMP PROD
267
216-217 MICRO SOLUTIONS COMP PROD
269
537-538 MULTIPORT COMPUTER-SYSTEME 48IS 12
244
OVERLAND DATA INC
286
286
246
QUALSTAR CORP
270-271
SHAFFSTALL CORP
287
288
S. A. G. ELECTRONICS
268

24

UPS

70
129
131-132

AMERICAN POWER CONVERSION
MINUTEMAN
PC POWER & COOLING

208
59
107

SOFTWARE
25

BUSINESS

264
278-279
119
130

HARPER COLLINS
HORIZONS TECHNOLOGY
LOTUS DEVELOPMENT
PATTON & PATTON
PRODEA SOFTWARE CORP
ROTRON SOFTWARE AG
STRATEGIC MAPPING ( N.A.)

533-534
149

26

CAD/CAM

189-190
543
181
255

ARISTO GRAPHIC SYSTEMS
MICRODATA SYSTEM SRI
SHAPE WARE
WINTEK CORP

27

COMMUNICATIONS/
NETWORKING

175-176
290-291
535-536
526
125
227
133
250
156-157
285-286
523
187-188
549

AGE LOGIC
FUTURESOFT ENGINEERING
IGC INC ( INT'L)
MINICOM LTD
NORTON- LAMBERT
ORION RESEARCH LABS
PERSOFT INC
SOFTWARE LINK, THE
TRAVELING SOFTWARE
TRAVELING SOFTWARE
TRITON TECHNOLOGIES ( INT'L)
VISIONWARE
WELLS FARGO BANK

28

DATA ACQUISITION

243
518

NATIONAL INSTRUMENTS
NATIONAL INSTRUMENTS

29

DATABASE

85
86
508-509
278-279

COMPUTER ASSOCIATES
COMPUTER ASSOCIATES
DR HUGGLE & PARTNER GMBH
HORIZONS TECHNOLOGY
RAIMA CORP
WORDPERFECT CORP

•

30

EDUCATIONAL

61-62
204

ABACUS SOFTWARE
AETECH

288
114
145
232
253
149
231

53
48IS 26
251
287

147
274
48IS 5
48IS 28
35
280
211
287
255
48IS 25
56
155
264PC 1

287
48IS 7

85
131
48IS 13
114
39
92-93

51
278

31

ENGINEERING/SCIENTIFIC

275
508-509

CSE CONVERSION
DR HUGGLE & PARTNER GMBH

287
481S 13

Category No.
Inquiry No.
92
278-279
167-168
245
181

DSP DEVELOPMENT CORP
HORIZONS TECHNOLOGY
ITERATED SYSTEMS
PERSONAL TEX
SHAPE WARE

32

ENTERTAINMENT

228

METATEC SYSTEMS

Page No.
164
114
222
287
251

276

33

GRAPHICS

68
189-190
200-201
87
88
183-184
123-124
181

AITECH INTERNATIONAL
ARISTO GRAPHIC SYSTEMS
AT&T MULTIMEDIA S/W SOLUTIONS
COREL SOFTWARE
COREL SOFTWARE
LEAD TECHNOLOGIES
NANAO USA CORP ( N.A.)
SHAPEWARE

34

MACINTOSH

284

CEOUADRAT

221
53
90
22
150
148
89
251

185

35

MAIL ORDER

205
505
120
521

COMPUTER DISCOUNT WAREHSE 258-259
COMPUTER QUICK ( INT'L)
236
PROGRAMMER'S PARADISE
54-55
SOFTLINE CORP
481S 16

36

MATHEMATICAL/
STATISTICAL

529
245
148
150-151

NAG
PERSONAL TEX
STATSOFT
SYSTAT INC

37

MISCELLANEOUS
SOFTWARE

544
96
528

BMAK COMPUTERS
DIAGSOFT INC
ON TIME MKT /
KARSTEN PETERSEN
TYPHOON SOFTWARE

551

38

ON-LINE SERVICES

•
450
82

AMERICA ONLINE INC ( N.A.)
BIX
COMPUSERVE

277
163-164

Page No.

WATCOM
XVT SOFTWARE INC

27
224

41

SECURITY

67
501

ALADDIN KNOWLEDGE SYSTEMS
CHERRY
MIKROSCHALTER GMBH ( INT'L)
CITADEL SYSTEMS
CITADEL SYSTEMS
DALLAS SEMICONDUCTOR
ELIASHIM MICROCOMPUTERS
EUTRON
FAST ELECTRONIC GMBH
GLENCO ENGINEERING
MARX DATENTECHNIK GMBH
RAINBOW TECHNOLOGIES
SOFTWARE SECURITY

•
199
180
94
510
511
97-98
202-203
143-144
147

44

SPREADSHEETS

73-74

BORLAND INTERNATIONAL

45

UNIX

95
83-84
101
185-186
122

FRAME TECHNOLOGY ( N.A.)
GREENVIEW DATA
HUMMINGBIRD COMMUNICATIONS
INFORMATION FOUNDATION
MKS / MORTICE KERN SYSTEMS
NETWORK COMP DEVICES ( N.A.)
SOFTLANDING SOFTWARE
VISIONWARE

191-192
187-188
48IS 30

46

UTILITIES

287
229
161

171
264
282

FIFTH GENERATION
HARPER COLLINS
MICRO 2000

138
158

PKWARE INC
VERMONT CREATIVE SOFTWARE

48IS 14
219
48IS 32
264PC 4

168A-B
301
97

39

OPERATING SYSTEMS

64
102
103
104
•
141

ADOBE SYSTEMS INC ( N.A.)
IBM - PERSONAL S/W SYS
IBM - PERSONAL S/W SYS
IBM - PERSONAL S/W SYS
NETWORK COMP DEVICES ( N.A.)
QUARTERDECK OFFICE SYSTEMS

40

PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES/
TOOLS

204
504
508-509
93
83-84
512
513
116
183-184
516
•
528

AETECH
278
COBALT BLUE
48IS 24
DR HUGGLE & PARTNER GMBH
48IS 13
EASTERN SYSTEMS
238
GREEN VIEW DATA
77
GREY MATTER LTD ( INT'L)
217
IBM - NETWORKING SYSTEMS ( INT'L)
33
LAHEY COMPUTER SYSTEMS
152
LEAD TECHNOLOGIES
148
LOGIC PROGRAMMING ASSOC
48IS 26
MICROWAY
197
ON TIME MKT /
KARSTEN PETERSEN
48IS 32
143
PHAR LAP SOFTWARE INC
POET SOFTWARE ( N.A.)
32A
POPKIN S/W & SYSTEMS INC
227
PROGRAMMER'S PARADISE
54-55
SEQUITER SOFTWARE INC
215
SYMANTEC
91
TALKING TECHNOLOGY INC
288
TYPHOON SOFTWARE
264PC 4

134
194
139
120
146
166
251
551

Category No.
Inquiry No.

133
43
45
47
217
60-61

173
230-231
128A-B
129
50
52
4815 10
48IS 23
205
160
63
171

CII, 1

136A
77
207
212
209
217
222
155

223
288
295
132
156

47

WINDOWS

61-62
193
200-201
284
276
280-281
512
101
113
213
123-124
133
247-248
249
551
187-188

ABACUS SOFTWARE
51
ASK- ME MULTIMEDIA
52
AT&T MULTIMEDIA S/W SOLUTIONS
90
CEQUADRAT
185
DDTEC
288
EDEN'S TECHNOLOGY CORP
288
GREY MATTER LTD ( INT'L)
217
HUMMINGBIRD COMMUNICATIONS
207
KEA SYSTEMS LTD
226
MICROPROSE SOFTWARE
262
NANAO USA CORP ( N.A.)
89
PERSOFT INC
211
ROB COMPUTER & VIDEO INC
288
SILICONSOFT, INC
288
TYPHOON SOFTWARE
264PC 4
VISIONWARE
155
WORDPERFECT CORP
29-31

48

WORD PROCESSING/DTP

95

FRAME TECHNOLOGY ( N A )
MICROSOFT CORP
WORDPERFECT CORP
MKS / MORTICE KERN SYSTEMS

•
122

136A
19
29-31
209

GENERAL
49

BOOKS/PUBLICATIONS

61-62

ABACUS SOFTWARE
51
JOURNAL OF OBJ
ORIENT PROGRAMMING
48IDRC 1-2
MCGRAW HILL BOOKSTORE
234
MCGRAW-HILL PROF & REF DIV
239
OBJECT MAGAZINE
48IDRC 1-2
OSBORNE MCGRAW-HILL
237

128

51

MISCELLANEOUS

•
•

BYTE SUB MESSAGE
DATAPRO
DATAPRO
DIALOGIC TELECOM EUROPE
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236
20-21
194-195
48IS 24
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EDITORIAL INDEX
For more information on any of the companies covered in articles, columns, or news stories
in this issue, circle the appropriate inquiry number on Your Direct Link Card. Each page number
refers to the first page of the article or section in which the company name appears. IS pages
appear only in the International edition.
Inquiry No.

Page No.

11

176
1228 Access Computer
Technologies
1229 Acer Amenca
176
976, Acma Computers
176
1230
1284 Adobe Systems
115, 203, 249
1231 Aero Computers
176
1302 Aladdin Systems
252
1281 Algor
249
1036 Alpha Microsystems
48IS-15
977, Amax Engineering
176
1232
1294 AmerCom
254
978, American Multisystems
176
1233
1132 AMT
246
1136 Analog & Digital Peripherals
246
Apple Computer 23, 66, 115, 125
1446 Apricot
48IS-4
1467 APS
48IS-24
979
Ares Microdevelopment "
176
980, AST Research
176
1234
1146 Asymetrix
240
1472 ATMA Rendering Systems 48IS-20
1316 Avid Technology
254

1235
1464
1084
1148
1299

Bell Atlantic
Bell Computer
Biosoft
Boeing
Borland International
Broderbund Software
By Design

14,66
176
48IS-17
23, 66
23, 138
240
250

1030 Cad-Capture
48IS-30
1236 CAF Technology
176
1133 CalComp
246
103, 125
Canon
1438 CDL
48IS-3
1292 Century Software
250
1447 Chase Research
48IS-3
1469 Cherwell Scientific
48IS-20
Publishing
1300 Clear Software
252
1475 Columbia Communications 48IS-20
1237 Commax Technologies
176
981, Compaq Computer
48, 103, 176
1238,
1240 CompuAdd Computer
176
1242 Computers by Malone
176
1241 Computer Technology
176
176
982
Comtrade Electronics
1451 Comwave
48IS-15
1021 Conic Systems
48IS-26
1243 Cornell Computer Systems
176
1032 Corporate 2000
48IS-32
23, 246
1140 Creative Labs
1443 Creative Technology
48IS-13
48IS-30
1023 Cross Products
1305 DataBase Publishing Software 250
983, Data Storage Marketing
176
984, 1244, 1245, 1246, 1247
1470 DCC International
48IS-20
985, DEC
23, 57, 66, 103, 169,
1062, 1254, 1255, 1321, 1322
176,246
1248, Dell Computer
48, 176
1249
1285 Design Sciences
249
1250, Destiny Computer
176
1251, 1252
1253 Diamond Technologies
176
1287 Digitalk
249
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Inquiry No.

Page No.

1456 D- Link
48IS-14
1289 DSP Development
252
1256 DTK Computer
176
986, Duracom Computer Systems
176
987,1257
1258 Dyna Micro
176

E
1428
1078
1435
1025
1259

Ealanta Technologies
48IS-13
Eastman Kodak
125, 153
Elonex
48IS-14
Epson
125, 153
European Printing Systems 48IS-31
Everex
176

1080
1457
1296
1076
1424
988

Fargo Electronics
125, 153
First International Computer 48IS-3
FIT Software
250
Fractal Design
165
Fujitsu Europe
48IS-8
Future Tech Systems
176

1150,
1260
1028
1427
1144
1433
1297

Gateway 2000

989,
1261
1320
990
1079,
1262
991
1422
1423
1313
1283

HD Computers

1155,
1263
1138
1450
1301
1264,
1265
1266

IBM

Gee Broadcast Systems
Genicom
Genoa Systems
Good Thinking
Granite Software

176,240
48IS-17
48IS-4
246
48IS-4
254

H

1307
992
1152

Helix Software
Hertz Computer
Hewlett-Packard

254
176
48, 66, 125,
153, 176, 203
Hi Quality Systems
176
Hitachi New Media
48IS-4
HM Systems
48IS-6
Horizons Technology
252
Hummingbird Communications 249
23, 48, 66, 103, 125,
153, 176, 240
Identity
246
Image Micro
48IS-4
Ink Development
254
Insight
176

Integrated Business
176
Computers
Intel
23,103,153
Interleaf
250
International Data Systems
176
Interplay Productions
240

1278 Jandel Scientific
1458 Jobstream Group
1471 John Walker Graphics
1468
1160
1455
1462
1480

Kew Research
Key Tronic
KK Systems
Klas
Kuik Computer Systems

1310
1035

LapCAD Engineering
Layout
Lexmark
Liberty Research
Logicraft
Logisys

1267
1290
993,
1139
1082

176

Lotus Development

250
48IS-17
48IS-18
48IS-26
240
48IS-6
48IS-28
48IS-17
252
48IS-28
103, 125
176
252
176,246
138

Inquiry No.

1034
1022
1149
1268,
1269
994,
1270
1077,
1288
995,
1105
1083,
1153
1106
996
1075
997
998,
1107
1108
1439,
1441
1440

Page No.

Mac Connect
Magos Software
Maximum Storage
Mega Computer Systems
Micro Express
Micrografx
Micron Computer

176
165, 250
176

23, 66, 103, 125, 138,
153, 213, 240
MicroSource
176
Microtech Computer
176
Microtest
151
Microway
176
MIS Computer Systems
176
Mitsuba
M.L. ElectroOptics

176
48IS-8

Morley Electronics

48IS-8

N

176
999, National Microcomputer
1109
1110, NCR
48,176
1221
NEC
94, 103, 153
1024 Network Managers
66, 48IS-26
1460 NextBase
48IS-20
1280 Nomadic Systems
254
1154 Northgate Computer Systems 240
254
1318 Norton- Lambert
Novell
66, 103
1436 Océ Graphics
Okidata
1111 Olivetti North America
1449 Opus Technology

48IS-6
94, 103
176
48IS-10

1474

48IS-26
66
66
125

Pacific Associates
Pacific Gas and Electric
Pacific Telesis
Panasonic Communication
& Systems
1291 Passport Designs
1477 Pathtrace
PC Connection
Pennant Systems
Performance Technology
1319 Phar Lap Software
1112 PKI
1444 Pole Position Services
1315 Poly Software International
1222 Polywell Computers
Powersoft
1425, Principal
48IS-3,
1485
Distribution
Prism Networks
Proteon

250
48IS-30
23
94
66
254
176
48IS-12
254
176
66
48IS-30
66
66

OMS
103, 125
Quality Systems
48IS-22
and Software
1158 Quantum Development
240
Quantum Effects Designs
23
1147 Quinton Systems
240
1461

1279
1481
1293
1304

Research Systems
Retail Business Solutions
R.M. Dudley
Rosenthal Engineering

Pogo No.

S
48IS-31
48IS-28
240
176

Microsoft

o

Inquiry No.

252
48IS-18
250
254

1113 SAI Systems Laboratories
176
1114 Samsung Electronics
48, 176
America
1437 SEN Computertechnik
48IS-6
1453 Seikosha
48IS-14
1309 Shiva
250
1027 Siemens Nixdorf
48IS-31
Informationssysteme
1142 Sigma Designs
246
1442 Silicomp Italia
48IS-12
1298 Silicon Graphics
254
1479 The Softer Side
48IS-22
1478 Softline Distribution
48IS-24
1033 Software AD
48IS-32
1223 Softworks Development
176
1452 Spider Systems
48IS-13
1159 Stac Electronics
240
1081 Star Micronics
94, 125, 153
America
1430 S.T.I.
48IS-8
1161 Strategic Studies Group
240
Sun Microsystems
23, 66, 103
1020 SuperMemo World
48IS-18
1115 Swan Technologies
176
1156 SyDOS
240
1157, Symantec
240, 252
1295
1303 Synergy Communications
249
1224
1312
1448
1429

1463
1026
1116
1117
1306
1459

Tangent Computer
176
TechKnowlogy
252
Technology Concepts
48IS-10
Technology Ventures
48IS-15
Tektronix
103, 125, 153
Texas Instruments
66, 103
TISL
48IS-17
Tony Slack Software
48IS-20
Top Data
176
Touché Micro Technologies
176
Triton Technologies
250
Tsien
48IS-18

U
1029, Unipalm
48IS-24, 48IS-32
1473
1225 Uniq
176
1118 Unitek Technology
176

V
1031
1432
1421
1476
1431
1308

Vector Software
Viglen48IS-10
Virgin Euromagnetics
Visual Software
Vortex Computersysteme
Vycor

1445
1282
1311
1466

ei
Western Systems
Wingate Technologies
WordPerfect
WorkStation Source

48IS-32
48IS-3
48IS-31
48IS-4
250
48IS-12
249
23,252
48IS-18

X
1426

Xecos48IS-3
Xerox
57, 115, 125
1226 XI Computer
176
1119, Xinetron
176
1227
1317 XTree
254
1286 XVT Software
249
1434 Xyplex Europe48IS-6
1120
1151
1454
1314

Zeos International
Zephyr Services
Zygal Dynamics
ZyLab

176
240
48IS-8
252

Bill:Your Coach
to the Internet!
The Internet connects you with
more than 10 million people , at
universities, companies, and other
online services. Now, get full access
to the Internet free of charge when
you subscribe to BIX! You'll also
get expert assistance from BIX
moderators who can help you find
your way around the Internet.
These experts can guide you through
the many services and features
available, and help you find the
information you're looking for.
Anytime you need help, just join our
special Internet' conference and get
fast answers to your questions.
As you become more familiar with the
Internet, you'll be able to download
files from all over the world using FTP,
connect to other sites and services
through telnet, read and reply to
Usenet Newsgroups, access utilities
like finger and whois, and much more!
BIX and the Internet together provide
)If

Give BIX a try with our new 5 for Free Offer! Join BIX
e.„,.

today and get 5 hours of evening and weekend access for free!
Take the rest of the calendar month to explore BIX, and then

ee

continue for our standard $ 13 monthly membership fee.
Further details and complete rate information are
p-ovided during registration. Using any communications

program, dial 1-800-695-4882. At the " logon" prompt enter bis.
Then at the " name?" prompt enter bixtryte39. If you have ary
questions, call us at 1-800-695-4775 ( voice). Or fax us at 617-491-6642.

the largest and most effective technical
resource for computing professionals.
And with over 600 local access
numbers in the U.S., plus telnet access
via the Internet, BIX makes it easy to
connect. Try BIX today through our

Send Internet mail to info©bix.corn. Windows users can order BIXnav, onr graphical

special 5for Free offer - and become

inte-face for BIX, for easy point and click access. Details are available duging registration.

part of the top technical team!

Under the 5for Free plan. daytime rates (59/ht, apply 1.1r ac toss during prime hrne hours The 5 Sr fr. otter is saki for first- lime mernoers only

Circle 450 on Inquiry Card.
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can

hack

it

Commentary Edward R. Swart

"How Are You at Interfacing?"
You may like it or not, but
computers are changing the
English language

0

ne of the reasons English has become
the international language of science
is because of its willingness to incorporate new words. There are over
500,000 words in the Oxford English Dictionary, and if
we add all the current technical and scientific terms together with place, personal, and family names, this escalates to over 1,000,000 words.
Of course, English is anatural language, as opposed to
programming languages like FORTRAN, C, Ada, and
BASIC. Not everyone wants to learn how to program in
acomputer language. Much effort has been expended
on attempting to provide natural-language interfaces for
database packages and other applications software. The
advent of better voice-recognition technology will no
doubt accelerate this trend. But long before complete
computer fluency in natural languages appears, amore
subtle and profound change occurring in the English language itself may erase the boundary between natural and
computer languages.
The interaction between English and computers is a
two-way street. Although some grammarians undoubtedly
abhor the use of the word interface as averb, nowadays
it's quite common to hear that people who don't get on
well with each other don't interface as they should. Words
that have languished because of neglect sometimes return
with renewed vigor, and people talk of " the default option" in contexts that have nothing to do with computers.
Phrases concocted by computer buffs have come to serve
agenerally useful purpose.
Even alanguage like French, which resists the incorporation of English words and phrases, speaks of les applications batch and le semiconductor. The extent of the
interaction between English and the world of computers can be gauged to some degree by the Oxford Dictionary of New Words. It contains detailed explanations of
some 200 scientific and technical terms that have entered the popular vocabulary over the last decade, the
vast majority from the world of computers.
The purpose of computer languages is to facilitate human/computer communication, and those who have taken
the trouble to learn how to program can think algorithmically. It is tempting to imagine that this is the only
way to communicate with computers. However, in the
face of fuzzy logic and neural networks, the hard programming of traditional procedural languages is giving
way to asofter programming style in which computers
can cope with words like tall, heavy, old, and hot—
which have no specific numbers associated with them.
Such changes will bring about dramatically new modes
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of communication with computers and cannot help but
narrow the gap between English and computer languages.
In the end, if English becomes even more of an international language, computers may contribute largely to this
achievement.
In its written form, English is an alphabetic language.
But many dead languages (e.g., ancient Egyptian) used
pictographs or hieroglyphs in their written versions. Even
today, languages like Chinese and Japanese are wholly or
partly ideographic. Computer-screen icons thus have a
long lineage, and it will be fascinating to see to what extent they creep into English by virtue of their extensive use
in windowing systems.
When multibyte Unicode, which embraces the alphabets, syllabism, and ideographs of all the world's languages, replaces the existing ASCII code, we may well
find awider range of individuals using amuch more extensive set of letters and other symbols. It will be interesting to see if English starts to make more liberal use of
characters lying outside its 26-letter alphabet.
The most efficient method of transmitting information is via the spoken word, and the most efficient and
useful method of receiving information is via the written
word. In the future, perhaps we will speak our messages
into the computer, and they will reach recipients in written form complete with asmile and other symbols to indicate emphasis and emotion.
English is changing as Iwrite this article—and more
rapidly than it has ever changed before. In the end, the distinction between natural languages and computer languages will fade away, and it will become impossible to
draw aline that demarcates one from the other. •

Edward R. Swart led the team that developed the CoSy electronicconferencing system on which BIX is based. He is afaculty member
in the computing and information science department at the University of Guelph and is acting dean of the College of Physical and
Engineering Science. He can be reached on BIX as " tswart" or
on the Internet at tswart@snowhite.cis.uoguelph.ca.

20 QUESTIONS
THAT NO ONE ELSE
IN THIS MAGAZINE
WANTS YOU TO MK.
1. Is the company aproven customer satisfaction leader, with over 18 customer satisfaction awards over
the last 5years?
2.

Will their products support industry-standard memory and hard disk drive upgrades?

3. Does the company offer nationwide on-site service on its equipment?

DELL 486/335
1486 SX
33MHz SYSTEM

DELL' 486/25S
i486'° SX
25MHz SYSTEM
$1129 „ BUSINESS LEASE

$1,499

$48/MO.

BUSINESS LEASE

$55/MO.

DELL 486/33
i486 DX
33MHz SYSTEM

DELL 486/33
i486 DX
33MHz SYSTEM

$1,799 'OM' $1,999

B
em

DELL DIMENSION XPS
466V i486 DX2
66MHz SYSTEM

$2,999 Orel

•4MB RAM

•4MB RAM

•4MB RAM

•8MB RAM

•16MB RAM • 64MB MAX RAM

•170MB ( 17ms) HARD DRIVE

•170MB ( 17ms) HARD DRIVE

•230MB ( 17ms) HARD DRIVE

•230MB ( 17ms) HARD DRIVE

•450MB ( 12ms) HARD DRIVE

•UPGRADEABLE PROCESSOR

•UPGRADEABLE PROCESSOR

•UPGRADEABIF PROCESSOR

•UPGRADEABLE PROCESSOR

•256KB CACHE

•3 16-BIT ISA EXPANSION
SLOTS

•3 16-BIT ISA EXPANSION
SLOTS

•3 16-BIT ISA EXPANSION
SLOTS

•3 16-BIT ISA EXPANSION
SLOTS

•UPGRADEABLE TO PENTIUM"'
OVERDRIVE'"

•LOCAL BUS VIDEO

•LOCAL BUS VIDEO

•LOCAL BUS VIDEO

•LOCAL BUS VIDEO

•SVGA 10241 MONITOR
(14", 1024 x768, . 28mm)

•ULTRASCAN 14C MONITOR
(14", 1024 x768, . 28mm, NI)

•ULTRASCAN 14C MONITOR
(14", 1024 o768, . 28mm, NI)

•ULTRASCAN 15FS MONITOR
(15", 1024 x768, . 28mm, NI)

•DUAL DISKETTE DRIVES
(3.5" AND 5.251

•DUAL DISKETTE DRIVES
(3.5" AND 5.25")

•DUAL DISKETTE DRIVES
(3.5" AND 5.25")

•DUAL DISKETTE DRIVES
(3.5" AND 5.251

•VL #9GXE VIDEO
ACCELERATOR CARD WITH
VIDEO CONTROL PANEL
SOFTWARE

•MS-DOS 6.0/MICROSOFT®
WINDOWS' 3.1/MOUSE

•MS-DOS 6.0/MICROSOFT
WINDOWS 3.1/MOUSE

•MS-DOS 6.0/MICROSOFT
WINDOWS 3.1/MOUSE

•MS-DOS 6.0/MICROSOFT
WINDOWS 3.1/MOUSE

•1MB VIDEO RAM
•MULTI- SESSION, DOUBLESPIN CD ROM DRIVE
•ULTRASCAN I5FS MONITOR
(15", 1024 x768, . 28mm, NI)

4.

Does the company guarantee® on-site service response by the next business day?

5.

Does the company guarantee five-minute telephone response for technical assistance?

•MS-DOS 6.0/MICROSOFT
WINDOWS 3.1/MOUSE

6.

Are the service technicians used by the company trained by the product manufacturer and Novell®
certified? Do they have access to the system engineers for complex problems and questions?

•FLOOR-STANDING MODEL
AVAILABLE FOR ONLY $ 100
MORE

7.

Does the computer company design its own computer systems?

Before you buy an i486 system, shop around. Ask questions. Compare the answers.

8.

Does the company have enough confidence in its products that they offer optional five-year
warranty coverage on them?

When all is said and done, we're sure you'll find Dell is the winner.

9. Does the company offer an unconditional 30-day money-back total satisfaction guarantee?
10. Some companies can charge arestocking fee of up to 20% on any returned equipment. Do they?
11. Does the company offer custom system configuration free-of-charge, including integration of add-in
devices like modems and CD ROMs?
12.

Are the systems that the company is selling tested exhaustively during their manufacturing process
and then shipped directly to customers?

13.

Does the company offer low prices on over 2,400 of the most popular software and peripheral items
that you're looking for?

14.

Does the company test your products for compatibility with popular multimedia, sound and video
acceleration devices?

15.

Does the company offer the kind of post-sales service and support that has made it apartner with
over two-thirds of the FORTUNE 500®?

16.

Does the company offer awide variety of factory-installed software titles? Is there a "per-application"
installation charge or is there one flat installation charge of $ 15 per system like Dell?

17.

Does the company have long-term relationships with leading hardware vendors like Intel, Quantum,
Conner and Sony, or do they buy their components and peripherals off the spot market?

18.

What about software? Does the company have testing and development relationships with leading
software vendors like Microsoft and Novell?

19.

Does the company have the kind of technological prowess it takes to lead the way as one of the fastest
growing PC companies in the world?

20.

Does the company offer the stability of Dell, a $ 2billion FORTUNE 500 company with outlets in
more than 25 countries worldwide?

•ONE DISKETTE DRIVE (3.5")

The winner in customer service and technical support. The winner in price and
performance. And we win in customer satisfaction surveys time and time again. All of
which helps explain why we're atwo billion dollar company and why two-thirds of the
FORTUNE 500 buy computers from Dell.
Ask any of our competitors if they can offer over 20,000 configurations. Then ask if
they will help you configure the one that's right for you, load it up with software and run
it through abattery of over twenty diagnostic tests before they ship it to you directly.
We do. Ask our competitors if they'll offer you extended warranty protection on all
parts, labor or both. We do. So give us acall. Because the way Dell plays the computer
game, you don't have to trade off service and support to win in price and performance.

Dr01.1.TO

ORDER, CALL

800-348-6152
HOURS. MON-FRI 7AM-9PM CT SAT 10AM-6PM CT SUN 12PM-5PM CT
IN CANADA, CALL 800.668.3021. PLEASE REFERENCE allEAS

*quorum«,
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HERE'S A
NEW
COMPUTER
GAME WHERE
OUR
COMPETITORS
END UP
AS LOSERS.

WHO SAYS
DELL TREATS
THEIR
CUSTOMERS
BETTER?
Our customers do. In the just released 1993
J.D. Power and Associates survey of business users;
Dell had the "Highest Customer
J.D. POWER AND
Satisfaction Among Desktop Personal
ASSOCIATES
Computer Users." Ahead of every other
STUDY
computer company in the study.
SUMMARY.
But leading in customer satisfaction
Call today and we'll
mail or fax you a
is nothing new for Dell since we've won
summary of the J. D.
18 major customer satisfaction awards in
Power and Associates
the past 5years alone.
study detailing
Our performance
After all, we've built aFORTUNE 500'
as the customer
company by dealing with customers direct
satisfaction leader.
for over nine years. We talk to over 15,000
customers every day. Old and new customers alike. So we
understand the frustrations PC users face. Which is why we've

pioneered along list of sales and service
innovations that everyone in the personal
computer industry is trying to duplicate.
Like supporting you directly regardless of where you bought
your Dell' system.
Like guaranteed' five-minute technical telephone support.
Like guaranteed' next-business-day, on-site service °
.
The list goes on and on. So if you really want to get
satisfaction out of your
PC investment, dot*
just shop for an easyTO ORDER, CALL
to- use computer, try
shopping at an easyto- use computer
HOURS MON.FRI 710.4.9PAR CT SAT 10AM.6PM CT SUN 12PM-SPAA CT
company.
IN CANADA, CALL 800.668.3021. IN MEXICO CITY, 228.7811. # 11 EM3
SM

800-626-9524

Look for the Intel Inside'
,ymhol on our quality
computer systems.

;

J.D. Potter and Associates Desktop Personal Computer Satisfaction Study. Study conducted among husine

users and based on 1.556 user respondents.

